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Hollywood

The tracks of Sully’s tears: disability in James Cameron’s Avatar
by Dana Fore
Examining disability issues in Cameron's futuristic fairy tale reveals more complex and
potentially sinister ideas at work.

The Social Network: the contemporary pursuit of 
happiness through social connections
by Robert Alpert
The Social Network reenacts the U.S success myth and places it in the contemporary context
of virtual realities in which connections are monetized and each person is emotionally
detached from the next.

Baz Luhrmann’s Australia: when excess isn’t parody 
by Stephen Papson
Parody, excess and mythology intermix, producing contradictory readings of Luhrmann’s
Australia.

Fear and loathing on Brokeback Mountain
by Craig Snyder
A gay love story for the ages? Let's hope not. A textual analysis of how homosexual desire is
disciplined within Brokeback Mountain.

There's a sucker born every minute. Audiences blog about Sucker Punch.
by Chuck Kleinhans
A search for the film Sucker Punch on the microblog Tumblr provides a rich data collection
to study commonplace audience discourse about a commercial entertainment film and New
Media as an example of phatic communication.

Reframing

Decay of the aura: modern art in classical cinema
by Susan Felleman
A study of real works of art—including figural sculpture, “Entartete Kunst” (works of modern
art deemed “degenerate by the Nazi regime), and abstract painting—as incorporated into
three popular fiction films of the classic period (The Song of Songs, 1933; Venus vor Gericht,
1941; and The Trouble with Harry, 1955), reveals that when an art object becomes part of a
fiction film, it enters a space of its own symbolic appropriation; aura is replaced by
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(unstable) signification.

Oil drilling and the search for the “golden shrimp”: 
the myth of interdependence in oil drilling films
by Robin Murray and Joe Heumann
Louisiana Story (1948), Thunder Bay (1953), Dead Ahead: The Exxon Valdez Disaster
(1992), Black Wave: The Legacy of the Exxon Valdez (2009), and Crude (2009) draw on a
mythology that suggests the oil and fishing industries can work interdependently once
appropriate safety precautions are in place.

American Medusa: Bette Davis, Beyond the Forest, femininity, and Camp 
by David Greven
King Vidor’s Beyond the Forest allows us to consider the feminist and queer relevance of the
theme of female transformation in Bette Davis films and to revisit and challenge the category
of the Camp Classic.

Taken by Muslims: captivity narratives in 
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer and Prisoner of the Mountains
by Claudia Springer
A 1935 Hollywood film's vilification of Muslims is countered by a nuanced Russian film from
1996, with both revolving around the abduction of non-Muslims by Muslims.

A question of audience: revisiting Perry Henzell’s The Harder They Come
by Ulrick Casimir
A modern attempt to unpack Henzell's iconic film, analyzing the complex relations between
British and U.S. conceptualizations of the Caribbean and the film itself.

International cinema

At the global market: Ousmane Sembène’s Moolaadé 
and the economics of women’s rights
by Amy E. Borden
As both a tool used by contemporary activists, such as Tostan, and within its plot, Ousmane
Sembène’s final film Moolaadé demonstrates how West African women may gain collective
access to juridical and political power by using local cultural customs to resist the practice of
female genital cutting.

Serbian cutting: assemblage and the archival impulse 
in the films of Dušan Makavejev
by Greg DeCuir, Jr.
"If Serbs are fond of slaughtering people, there must be a method of film cutting that
corresponds."

Global capital’s false choices in the films of Laurent Cantet
by Jessica Livingston
By looking at the four major films of French filmmaker Laurent Cantet, we receive a valuable
window through which to view the false choices offered by the contemporary neoliberal
economy.

Narrating topography: Still Life and the cinema of Jia Zhangke
by Eric Dalle
Jia Zhangke’s environmental fiction film, Still Life, explores the effects of the Three Gorges
Dam on the emotional lives of individuals from different social strata.

Redeeming the woman from Maoist China in China Cry: A True Story



by Jing Yang
This 1990 filmic narrative of the Christian redemption of a Chinese woman from Maoist
political frenzy exemplifies residual U.S. Cold War thinking that serves to contain the
ideological other.

Let’s get lost: unmapping history and Reformasi 
in the Indonesian film Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya
by Dag Yngvesson
Riri Riza's deceptively lazy 2007 Javanese Road Movie attempts to disorient itself from the
pervasive sociopolitical apathy of contemporary Indonesian youth by slowly eviscerating the
ubiquitous formal, narrative and cultural structures that have imbued the problems of recent
history and resulting status quo with a nostalgic, translucent sheen.

The Nakba and the construction of identity in Palestinian film
by Inez Hedges
Performative memory serves as the counterweight to dispossession from the land.

Economics and cinema

Capital limits on creativity: Neoliberalism and its uses of art
by Jyotsna Kapur: 
Why the “creative economy” is a capitalistic invention, hostile to art and ultimately to human
creativity.

“Creative Industries,” neoliberal fantasies, and the cold, hard facts 
of global recession: some basic lessons
by Chuck Kleinhans
The international financial crisis provides the ultimate stress test for myths about today’s
media culture.

Media art and economics: resources
by Chuck Kleinhans
Annotated bibliography.

Politics of media production and distribution

Woman with the movie camera redux: 
revisiting the position of women in the production classroom
by Jennifer Proctor, River E. Branch, Kyja Kristjansson-Nelson
A call and template for a responsive pedagogy addressing the pervasive violent
representations of women in student films and the continuing under-representation of
women the culture of production — a critical echo of and expansion upon Michelle Citron’s
and Ellen Seiter’s call in 1981.

On cable, tech gods, and the hidden costs of DIY filmmaking: thoughts on ‘The
Woman with the Movie Camera”
by Ellen Seiter
More thoughts on what happens to women's dreams of creative media making while in the
educational system and beyond.

Digital distribution, participatory culture, and the transmedia documentary
by Chuck Tryon
Explores the role of digital media reshaping the distribution, exhibition, and reception of



documentary films.

Claims to be heard: young self-expressivity, social change, 
and the Educational Video Center
by Stephen Michael Charbonneau
A historical and critical overview of New York-based Educational Video Center, a leading
youth media organization, and its auto-ethnographic work with disadvantaged communities.

Ethics, politics and representation in Child of Mine, 
a television documentary on lesbian parenting
by Lizzie Thynne
Re-interviewing her main character from a documentary on lesbian custody she made for UK
Channel 4, Lizzie Thynne explores the ethics and politics of filming one's own community for
broadcast.

Porn

Clips, clicks and climax: 
notes on the relocation and remediation of pornography
by Julian Hanich
Moving-image pornography on the Internet has facilitated and intensified the masturbatory
experience due to a double tendency toward privatization and individualization. This
becomes particularly obvious when compared to the time when porn films were projected in
theaters and consumed with other, mostly anonymous viewers.

The excess of porn: response to Julian Hanich
by Magnus Ullén
Considering the relation between pornography and different media is important, yes; but it
will be difficult to historicize pornography without first historicizing the mode of reading
that gave rise to the concept of porn in the nineteenth century.

Back to the Golden Age
by Thomas Waugh
This brief intervention in the current conversation about porn contextualizes the debate
within the history of porn studies and Jump Cut’s contribution since the 1970s to a
materialist-feminist understanding of sexual representation.

Porn: it’s not just about sex anymore
by Nina K. Martin
Porn's shift to online and mobile device mediums has de-stigmatized the term to the point of
banality, linking "porn" to non-sexualized notions of excess.

Beyond porno chic
by Jose B. Capino
Internet porn viewing and spectatorship at adult video arcades are more similar than we
imagine.

Pornography, technology, and masturbation: response to Julian Hanich
by Peter Lehman
Society hysterically fears the dangers of pornography and masturbation while academia
represses it, and that aspect of the historically complex interaction between media,
technology and porn is lost in the process.

Independent/Art/Avant-garde
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Loin du Vietnam (1967), Joris Ivens and Left Bank documentary 
by Thomas Waugh
Far from Vietnam, the collective French film of 1967, produced in solidarity with the
Vietnamese people under U.S. attack, is explored in relation to its historical context on three
continents, to its coalitional politics and the solidarity genre in general, and to the forum it
provided to one contributor, veteran communist filmmaker Joris Ivens.

Re-conceiving Misconception: birth as a site of filmic experimentation
by Roxanne Samer
This cultural history of Marjorie Keller's birth film Misconception (1977) seeks to release the
film from past dichotomizing interpretative binds with the hope of opening it up to further
future interpretations, re-looking and better appreciation.

Horror

Archaeology of flesh: history and body-memory in Taxidermia
by Laszlo Strausz 
As a grotesque body film with comic corporeal exaggerations, Taxidermia outlines a complex
argument about 20th-century Hungarian history and historical memory.

Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning: 
a cultural critique of the Bush-Cheney Administration
by Rod Buxton
Through a dark poetics of brutality and mayhem, Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning
explores the militarism and economic fallout that resulted from the political policies of the
Bush-Cheney Administration.

It takes a child to raze a village: demonizing youth rebellion
by Andrew Scahill 
When children attack! The child collective horror film presents a nightmare scenario of
childhood in revolt — a revolution against systems of surveillance, control, and heterosexual
kinship.

Books

Books on film sound
review by Michael Chanan
Two books about film sound come at their subject from completely different angles.
• Mark Kerins, Beyond Dolby (Stereo), Cinema in the Digital Sound Age
• Andy Birtwistle, Cinesonica: Sounding Film and Video

Iranian film opposing regimes of voyeurism
review by Jyotika Virdi
Displaced Allegories: Post-Revolutionary Iranian Cinema by Negar Mottahedeh
Post-Revolutionary Iranian Cinema is seen as a dynamic alternative to Hollywood's
dominant voyeurism codes, while its narratives are displaced allegories that circumvent the
state's modesty laws.

Darwin at the movies
by David Andrews and Christine Andrews
This review of Barbara Creed's book Darwin's Screens also examines the use of evolutionary
ideas in the field of film studies.



Star Trek’s allegorical monomyth
review by Elspeth kydd
David Greven in Gender and Sexuality in Star Trek: Allegories of Desire in the Television
Series and Films tackles complex issues within this large and elusive monomyth.

Nobody’s baby
review by Kirsten Pike
Babysitter: An American History by Miriam Forman-Brunell
The book examines girls’ domestic labor in the U.S. and also offers significant insight into
the contradictory ways that girls are imagined, debated, and targeted by experts, advisors,
and creators of popular culture.

Sexual innocence and film: a look at scholarship on virginity
review by Susan Ericsson
Virgin Territory: Representing Sexual Inexperience in Film, edited by Tamar Jeffers
McDonald
How can virginity be depicted in fiction film and television beyond dialogue or narrative
moments when the condition of virginity ends?

Documentary studies: news from the front line
review by Russell Campbell
Sociopolitical documentary comes under intensive scrutiny in a cluster of new books.
• Documentary: Witness and Self-Revelation by John Ellis 
• Recording Reality, Desiring the Real by Elizabeth Cowie
• The Documentary: Politics, Emotion, Culture by Belinda Smaill 
• Intelligence Work: The Politics of American Documentary by Jonathan Kahana
• The Right to Play Oneself: Looking Back on Documentary Film by Thomas Waugh

Documentary: intelligence and/or emotion?
review by Chuck Kleinhans
• The Documentary: Politics, Emotion, Culture by Belinda Smaill 
• Intelligence Work: The Politics of American Documentary by Jonathan Kahana

Challenge for Change and participatory documentary filmmaking
review by Lyell Davies
Challenge For Change: Activist Documentary at the National Film Board of Canada.
Edited by Thomas Waugh, Michael Brendan Baker and Ezra Winton.

The last word

Crisis politics
by the editors
Crises and drastic neoliberal economic makeovers.

To top Jump Cut home
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Sully’s vision of Pandora: a light at the end of
the tunnel.

Bio-mechanical medicine and magic combine:
attempting to transfuse Grace Augustine’s soul
into her avatar body at the Tree of Souls.

Sully the avenger rides into battle on the flying
serpent Toruk Macto.

The tracks of Sully’s tears: 
disability in James Cameron’s
Avatar

by Dana Fore

The body transcended:

Jake Sully’s disembodied voice ushers us into the world of Avatar,
describing sudden consciousness in a VA hospital with a “big hole
blown through the middle of [his] life.” His dreams of being “free”
translate visually into a panoramic aerial sweep of an exotic jungle
landscape, the camera drawing us down and into the alien world.

The body victimized:

Wounded after escaping a military prison, Grace Augustine lies on an
altar at the Tree of Souls. Bathed in a teal-green luminescence, she lies
in the fetal position alongside her avatar body. Glowing tendrils from
the ground envelop the two figures, while a chorus of alien voices rises
in prayer.

The body transformed:

Triumphant in the power of his new alien body, Sully sits astride a
flying dragon whose wings blaze with patterns of blood-red, black, and
fire-orange. Teeth clenched with rage, he wields an M60 machine gun
like the sword of an avenging angel as he leads native troops against a
flying armada of warships from Earth.

The body made monstrous:

Framed against a pillar of fire from the crashed spaceship behind him,
Colonel Quaritch stands defiant on the soil of Pandora, safe inside the
gigantic steel body of a battered attack robot. He clutches an oversized
assault rifle, ready to annihilate his enemies.

Applying the theories of film critic and philosopher Gilles Deleuze to
these and other images of the body in Avatar suggests the film
promotes a view of disability that is unusually nuanced for a
Hollywood blockbuster, and one which complicates the nature and
direction of its escapist fantasies. Avatar’s gallery of disabled,
vulnerable, and consistently un-readable bodies transforms the film

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/foreAvatar/bio.html


After the momentary setback of losing his
spaceship, Colonel Quaritch arrives on
Pandora, ready for battle.

From the opening montage: Sully awakes. The
close-up shot complicates the film’s theme of
“seeing” reality by allowing viewers to see
characters gazing, while making it unclear who
controls the gaze or what they are reacting to.

An opening shot that develops the motif of
bodies in boxes. After Sully’s admission that he
has been wounded, the viewer must struggle to
determine where he is at this point.

into an unsettling commentary on war movies, if not on war itself.

The ways in which disabled bodies are presented to the audience
suggest director James Cameron’s sensitivity to ableist stereotypes.
These ancient conceptions of disability valorize the undamaged “able”
body as a universal standard of “normality” and perfection, while
simultaneously assuming “natural” links between disability and
extremes of either good or evil behavior.[1] [open endnotes in new
window] Although Avatar exploits disability clichés to evoke
emotional responses from an audience, these stereotypes do not
remain unchallenged. The disabled body eventually becomes what
Deleuze calls a “crystalline” element in the plot. Roughly defined, this
is a site through which unsettling or contradictory elements of
narrative convention are multiplied in order to create unfamiliar
tensions that suggest unexpected directions for stories to develop
(Flaxman 33). Deleuze believes these tensions create the
transformative power of “true” cinema, because they trigger new and
(one assumes) potentially redemptive forms of thinking as an audience
reacts to sounds and images in unconventional ways.

Since it would be impossible within the scope of this paper to give a
comprehensive idea of Deleuzean film theory, my analysis will build
upon the work of film historians Gregory Flaxman and Angelo Restivo,
using their definitions of Deleuzean montage, “virtual doubling,” and
narrative disruption. Flaxman notes that a Deleuzean reading of film
assumes “classical” (read: Hollywood) cinema has made modern
viewers acutely sensitive to mainstream film’s narrative conventions,
to the extent that montage becomes an extraordinarily powerful
storytelling tool. This means that only a small number of images need
to be combined in order for the audience to intuit the film’s genre and
its presumably natural or “organic” plot developments.

A concise example of this kind of plot foreshadowing appears in the
introduction to The Brain is the Screen: Deleuze and the Philosophy of
Cinema. Summarizing basic concepts from Deleuze’s book
Negotiations, Flaxman explains:

“Indeed, this is the meaning of Deleuze’s more limited
sense of narrative, namely, a kind of montage that, having
mounted recognizable images or situations, assumes the
“normal” functioning of action. In My Darling Clementine,
for instance, when a “drunk Indian” starts randomly
shooting up Dodge City, Wyatt Earp acts to restore order
once the action literally incurves around him: Earp is
getting a shave when a bullet just misses his head (too close
a shave, so to speak,) so that his response (disarming the
man,) is presumed, anticipated, and never in doubt.“ (28)

“Time-images” stand in contrast to these “movement”-centered
elements that condition audiences for predictable plots and passive
reactions. According to Deleuze, “time-images” occur when characters
find themselves in a situation

“however ordinary or extraordinary, that’s beyond any
possible action, or to which [they] can’t react. It’s too



From a flashback: Sully gazes at the body of his
twin brother in a coffin. This shot thwarts
attempts to visually identify the nature of Sully’s
injury by hiding signs of his wheelchair.

Sully’s twin brother, another body in a box that
is linked to a predatory capitalist system. We
learn that his brother was killed “for the paper in
his wallet.”

Sully stares into the fire as his brother is
cremated. Shots like this thwart attempts to read
character visually: in what should be an
extremely emotional moment, Sully’s expression
remains blank.

powerful, or too painful, or too beautiful” (Negotiations
51.).

When characters on the screen are stunned into silence or inactivity,
these images also disrupt the audience’s ability to predict the flow of
the plot and thereby create mental “space” for new ideas to develop.

The value of “time-images” is their ability to promote new levels of
reflection in the minds of viewers. In “Into the Breach: Between the
Movement-Image and the Time-Image,” Angelo Restivo explains:

“This promise of the new is precisely the stake in the time-
image. For, as Deleuze argues, it is time itself that
inevitably throws the truth into crisis, so that the cinema of
the time-image rejects a totalizing “view” of the world in
favor of a radical openness toward the possible emergence
of new thought, whether realized in terms of an image or a
sound…” (173)

The idea of “radical openness” to new ideas is vital here. It confirms
that for Deleuze, true cinema achieves its greatest power not when it
successfully indoctrinates viewers with a specific ideology (which it has
always been able to do) but when it allows viewers to realize that we
exist in a world of competing ideologies that need to be examined
closely. In Gregory Flaxman’s words,

“The cinema realizes its potential when it begins to falsify,
to engage with ‘powers of the false’ and simulacra in order
to reveal those categories as the purveyors of ‘ideological
beliefs’” (“Introduction” 36).

In Avatar, a tremor of this new awareness occurs when Sully arrives at
the military base on Pandora and disembarks from the spaceship. He
rolls his wheelchair down the ramp, the last to emerge behind a line of
sturdy, marching recruits. He says,

“They can fix a spinal [injury], if you’ve got the money. But
not on vet benefits. Not in this economy”(Avatar 2009).

On the surface, this is throwaway dialogue that exposes vulnerability
in this hard-bitten Marine and increases audience sympathy for him.
Yet using a voice-over creates thematically significant ambiguities that
blur the lines between past and present, creating what Deleuze calls
“crystalline” effects.

Because this scene occurs between a series of flashbacks and flash-
forwards establishing Sully’s background and the course of his journey
to Pandora, his voice’s point of origin is ambiguous. The dialogue can
represent his thoughts at the time he arrives or his recollections about
his journey from a point in the future which the audience has yet to
see, or both. In “Into the Breach,” Angelo Restivo argues that
structural incongruities of this sort “[contaminate]…the boundary
between the outer and the inner”—in this case, the “outer” world in
which viewers live, and the “inner” world of the film’s creation, and the
“inner” world of the viewers’ memories (182). When this happens,
“virtual doubling” can occur. Viewers’ minds may move beyond the



Establishing ominous links between Sully’s dead
brother and himself: Company men ask Sully to
take his brother’s place, adding that his pay will
be “very good.”

At the army base on Pandora: Juxtaposing Sully
and his wheelchair with the million-dollar attack
robots and bulldozers visually establishes the
priorities of this futuristic war machine.

Sully meets Norm from the science crew. The
angles here are lowered to Sully’s point of view,
which works against ableist treatment of
disabled characters in “classical” cinema.

symbolic correspondences that filmmakers try to reinforce to create
unexpected associations between the content of the film and elements
outside of the movie, including viewers’ own experiences (176).

“Doubled” narrative emerges from the scene above because Sully’s
linking of his financial problems and his physical condition
acknowledges—and then works against—a real-world “medical model”
of disability. This model oversimplifies the nature of difficulties in
disabled people’s lives by ascribing those difficulties to personal
weaknesses, without considering larger social factors like wealth, class,
race or gender.[2] Sully’s observation also intrudes into the viewer’s
own historical moment by reminding the audience of similarities
between his own problems and the predicaments of those on “vet
benefits” in “this economy” of the 21st century.

By explicitly identifying links between its paraplegic hero and a flawed
capitalist system, the film also creates a “time-image” montage that
reverses the “action-image” set-up commonly found in “classic”
Hollywood films about wounded veterans. Well-known examples such
as The Best Years of Our Lives (1946) and The Men (1950) both start
at the point the wounded protagonists have been sent home after
fighting. The plots rarely entertain a possibility that any of them might
return to serve in the military. And in each of these films, capitalism is
introduced as a system that facilitates the successful re-integration of
the characters into society—usually by providing them with the funds
needed to establish stable careers and home lives, especially by buying
the prosthetics necessary for functioning “normally” outside of a
hospital setting.

The film continues to use disability as a conduit for unsettling ideas as
it develops its central motifs of “seeing” reality and “waking up.” Any
notion of “true” vision is destabilized from the beginning of the film
during Sully’s first voice-over. After telling us about waking up in a VA
hospital and giving us a brief glimpse of his dreams of being “free,” he
declares, “Sooner or later...you always have to wake up.” The screen
goes black. Then, we see an extreme close up of Sully’s eye, roving
frantically in dim light. The shot expands to head and shoulders, and
we see Sully lying down (paralyzed?) in an unfamiliar, claustrophobic
enclosure.

For viewers following an ableist cultural script, these scenes seem to
confirm disability’s isolating power over social ties and personality.
The audience is teased with the idea that this unknown, wounded
narrator is delusional, implying severely disabled people are never
“free” and must realize this when they “wake up” and face the awful
truth. The shift from complete darkness to Sully struggling in his
coffin-like enclosure reinforces the idea that severe disability is a kind
of living death. This nihilistic idea is dispelled, however, when we learn
that Sully is actually waking up in a cryogenic sleep chamber—not
ending his life but beginning a new phase of it.

Thus Avatar develops the first major element in its disability narrative
by setting the stage for a tale of Sully as “Supercrip.” According to



Sully gazes at his avatar body.

Sully emerges from cryogenic sleep. The
movement and light in this scene dispels the
ominous effects of the dark and claustrophobic
shots leading up to this moment.

Colonel Miles Quaritch is introduced. His safety
lecture adds a grim twist to the film’s theme of
“seeing.” He declares that everything on
Pandora will “eat your eyes for jujubees.”

media analyst Jack A. Nelson, the "Supercrip" is one of seven major
disability stereotypes that persist in the modern world. The Supercrip
is

“someone likable facing the trauma of disability, who
through great courage, stamina, and determination either
succeeds in triumphing or succumbs heroically. . .  [These]
heroes’ actions are inspirational—and often
superhuman”(6).

However, in Avatar less clichéd notions run parallel to the stereotypes,
thanks to camera angles that thwart the expectations of an ableist gaze.
Film historian and disability activist Martin F. Norden notes that most
portrayals of disability in film before the 1970s were “isolationist.”
That is, through the use of specific cinematographic techniques
designed to elicit stock responses of shock or pity from an able-bodied
audience, mainstream film reinforced the notion of a “physical or
symbolic separation between disabled characters and the rest of
society” (1).

Avatar disrupts ableist voyeurism by “handling” Sully in ways that
maximize audience identification while working against the isolating
imagery discussed by Norden. For instance, when Sully appears in his
wheelchair, the camera alternates between close-ups of his face and
medium shots of him moving in the lab or around the base. The close-
ups establish both Sully’s individuality and his masculinity by making
his gaze central to the scene. In the words of E. Ann Kaplan, “to own
and activate the gaze” in film “is to be in the masculine position” (130).
If controlling the gaze does count as a performance of masculinity,
then this cinematography also undermines the stereotype of the
disabled man “feminized” by his wound (Davidson 47-8). The medium
shots also underscore Sully’s power and agency by allowing viewers to
see the speed at which he moves and works. And these scenes are
typically shot from his level, and not from the level of the able-bodied
characters looking down—a common way of presenting disabled
characters that visually implies their inferiority (Norden 249).

The film further undermines the conventions of isolationist cinema by
refusing to pander to an ableist gaze that wants to “stare” at Sully’s
disability. According to Rosemarie Garland-Thomson,

“Staring at disability choreographs a visual relation
between a spectator and a spectacle. A more intense form
of looking than glancing, glimpsing, scanning...staring
registers the perception of difference and gives meaning to
impairment by marking it as aberrant” (56-57).

What Garland-Thompson says about photography can be extended to
film: it

“[enables] the social ritual of staring in an alternate form”
(57).



Establishing unsettling links between Quartich
and Sully: the two men are literally on the same
“level” here, both wounded men in the devices
that allow them to function on Pandora.

In the hangar of the air base, Quaritch proposes
Sully work as his spy among Grace Augustine’s
scientists.

To seal the bargain between them, Quaritch
offers the ultimate gift to Sully the Supercrip—
getting his “real” legs back if he cooperates.

In addition, as Norden explains, cinema typically accomplishes this
kind of ableist objectification through frequent close-ups of disabled
characters’ wounds, prostheses, or deformities, or by having these
elements continually mentioned by others characters (246-7; 292).

To undermine the voyeuristic stare, the camera never shows Sully’s
atrophied legs close up or in full light. Instead, we see only glimpses of
them in medium or long shots, as he moves to or from the isolation
chamber that allows him to “drive” his Na’vi body. Similarly, viewers
are never allowed to see Sully’s injury or his wheelchair in the opening
scenes after he admits to being in a veterans’ hospital. Thus, viewers
can only guess at the extent to which Sully is disabled. The only
prosthetic device given consistent visual attention is the cybernetic
isolation chamber. Since this device covers the entire body (and
creates primarily mental effects), ableist viewers are denied visual cues
for stereotypical responses.

The second major player in the film’s disability narrative is Colonel
Quaritch. Marked by a trio of thick scars on the side of his head,
Quaritch is also a wounded veteran, but any lasting effects of his injury
are internalized. Quaritch is introduced as a by-the-book military
leader who bears his scars like badges of honor. When he declares to
Sully that he “kinda likes” his scars and refuses cosmetic surgery to be
made “pretty again,” he seems the very soul of old-school military
stoicism. By the end of the film his sense of honor and discipline has
been warped in the service of an increasingly xenophobic and
malevolent intelligence.

We see this transformation, for instance, when Sully and his human
allies escape the army base in a stolen helicopter. In his zeal to gun
down the enemies who have betrayed him, Quartich kicks open a
hermetically sealed door, putting himself and everyone around him at
risk by allowing Pandora’s poisonous atmosphere to flood the control
room. And rather than abandon his headquarters in the face of a
planet-wide rebellion by the Na’vi, he convinces his troops to embark
on a genocidal campaign to destroy the natives, sounding ever-more
like a twentieth-century fascist as he exhorts his troops to “blow a
crater” in the natives’ “racial memory.”

A “Supercrip” of a different sort, Quartich is the shadow that haunts
any positive stereotype. He becomes a prime example of a disabled
character defined by Martin Norden as an “Obsessive Avenger.” This
figure is an

“egomaniacal sort, almost always an adult male, who does
not rest until he has had his revenge on those he holds
responsible for his disablement and/or violating his moral
code in some way” (Norden 52).



Sully the Supercrip disembarks on Pandora,
declaring he will “pass any test…”

Sully inspects his avatar body more closely.
This is another low-angle shot that establishes
Sully’s importance. Here, his smile also allows
viewers to “read” his character more easily.

 

His character reinforces cultural fears of a totalizing flaw—the idea
that any deformity or disability, no matter how minor, has the
potential to unbalance and overwhelm all the positive aspects of a
person’s character, transforming sufferers into bitter, self-centered
people or dangerous monsters (Siebers 44-5; Norden 52).
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This shot of Sully and Quaritch reinforces the
idea that they are seeing “eye to eye” by
literalizing the metaphor. Quaritch’s colloquial
use of the term “son” also emphasizes
unspoken bonds between them.

Quaritch the avenger is vital to the film’s “flat-out Green and anti-war message”
that engaged critics like Roger Ebert of the Chicago Sun-Times (Dykes 2009.) His
rise and fall provides the most dramatic object lesson on the value of “seeing”
reality and “waking up” to truth. This character shows how easy it is for strong
principles to be corrupted by corporate greed; he shows the danger of trusting
charismatic leaders with racist and imperialist agendas; and he exposes the
suicidal hubris behind attempts to “conquer” the natural environment.

Yet even in this case, there are aspects to this character that are not so easily
defined, because the film includes visual cues that suggest unsettling mental as
well as physical similarities between Quaritch and Sully. For example, their early
conversations are visualized using medium shots that suggest a state of
equilibrium or sympathy between them. When they first meet in the aircraft
hangar of the military base, Quartich sits on a weight bench to greet Sully, putting
them at the same level. Quartich welcomes Sully to the base, compliments him on
his military record, and introduces the idea of using Sully as a spy within Dr.
Augustine’s group of researchers.

Quaritch suggests the idea of spying casually as he climbs into one of the walking
armoured attack vehicles to practice boxing moves with the arms of the machine.
To continue the chat face-to-face, Sully moves to an elevated service platform.
Again, they are at the same level, “seeing eye to eye” physically as well as perhaps
mentally. Quaritch asks for assurance that Sully can pretend to be one of
Augustine’s “science pukes”: “Can you do that for me, son?” Sully replies without
hesitation: “Hell, yeah.” Confident in Sully’s cooperation, Quaritch makes a
parting gesture of “fatherly” good will; he promises to get Sully’s legs repaired,
adding, “Son, I take care of my own.” This last scene is particularly well calculated
to emphasize bonds between the two men, since the medium shot captures
Quaritch in his military robot and Sully in his wheelchair—underscoring their
special status as two wounded men using mechanical devices to help them live
and work in their new world.

Sully as company man: During a meeting
with Quaritch and chief executive Parker
Selfridge, Sully gives another unreadable
stare as he learns that dealing with the
uncooperative Na’vi might ultimately involve
force—to the point of “killing the indigenous.”

Sully as company man: Here he seems
oblivious to the implications behind
Quaritch’s statement that the Na’vi may be
“forced” to move.



The hand of Eywa intervenes during a field trip
to send Sully not-so-gently down the path that
will lead him to the Na’vi.

Emphasizing the power of visual
interpretation, the film presents a world of
data screens that are constantly being read.

Chaos in the lab as Sully wakes up in his
avatar body and takes it for an unauthorized
test drive.

The two men’s second private conference is even more disturbing. Their
discussion’s devious nature is emphasized by the semi-darkness of the lecture hall
where they meet. Quaritch pulls up a chair and again they are face to face.
Quaritch suggests that Sully end his undercover work and repeats his promise to
fix Sully’s legs, adding that he has official approval for the operation now. Sully
declines, saying he has “one more thing” to do—he has to undergo the Na’vi
initiation ceremony. Quaritch seems doubtful about the idea, but Sully convinces
him: “If I do it,” he says, “I’ll be one of them. Then they’ll trust me.” Quaritch
agrees, with apparent reluctance. Stone-faced, he tells Sully to “get it done,” and
walks away. Sully remains in the half-light, a range of emotions playing on his
face. He is conflicted but we are uncertain why, and there is no voice-over to
explain what he is really thinking. The scene works well to create dramatic
tension, but it is also unsettling because it hints at a Machiavellian willingness on
Sully’s part to play with people’s trust, fostering doubts about his emotional
attachments and loyalties.

Doubts about Sully’s true motivations are strengthened by moments when
Quaritch’s readings of Sully’s character seem uncannily precise. For example,



More visual reading of character: At their first
meeting, Neytiri declares that Sully has “a good
heart.”

Neytiri decides to lead Sully to the Na’vi.

Sully is astonished by the power of his new
body.

before the meeting in the lecture hall, Sully is unsettled by months of immersion
in the Na’vi culture:

“Everything is backwards now. Like everything [with the Na’vi] is the
true world...And everything in here is the dream. I barely remember
my old life. I don’t know who I am anymore.”

Cut to the meeting, where Quaritch greets Sully by asking, “Haven’t gotten lost in
the woods, have you?” Another flash of intuition occurs after Sully makes love to
Neytiri, and he later confirms his allegiance to the Na’vi by attacking and
disabling one of the company bulldozers. At the interrogation after the attack,
Quaritch blames Sully’s betrayal on sexual infatuation. He rages, “Did you find
some local tail and completely forget which side you’re working for?”

Quaritch’s moments of insight add pointed irony to his interactions with Sully.
But they also generate disturbing effects beyond this level. The comment about
being “lost in the woods” shows Quaritch’s sensitivity to moments when Sully is in
emotional turmoil and vulnerable to manipulation. The comment about betrayal
stemming from seduction is troubling because it comes literally after Sully and
Neytiri have had a tryst in the forest. We cannot be sure whether this remark is
simply Quaritch the racist degrading Sully’s friendship with Neytiri, or whether
this is a moment of prescience when Quaritch becomes a villain exposing an
unpleasant truth about the hero’s character flaws, thereby revealing an
unacknowledged spiritual kinship with him.

Other moments that show Sully oddly out of character occur in the lab after he
first takes possession of his Na’vi body. His gaze mingles glee and astonishment
as he looks down at his new legs. We can guess from his reaction that he finds it
overwhelming to be suddenly “normal” again. He leaps off the operating table,
amid a flurry of protests by the lab technicians. Ignoring their warnings to be
careful, to calm down, he continues to test the limits of the body, knocking over
equipment and endangering the humans around him. Before he can be forcibly
tranquilized, he sprints joyfully outside. Granted, this reaction would be natural
for an able-bodied person who had suffered a severe disability and then had full
functionality restored. These acts could be read as the result of youthful
exuberance in this context. However, they also hint at the same character flaws of
self-centeredness, impulsivity and inability to read social cues that will drive the
Na’vi and the humans to the brink of annihilation when Quaritch gives them full
reign later in the film.

Turning briefly to the work of disability activist and film scholar Michael
Davidson helps to unpack the significance behind the “doubling” that occurs
when Sully and Quaritch are linked in this manner. In his analysis of “crippled”
figures in the classic noir films from the Cold War period, Davidson finds that
disabled characters were often used as symbolic representations of larger social
anxieties. In a era troubled over the idea of “subversive” or “deviant” activities,
where Communist ideology was literally described as “diseased” (61), disabled
characters were frequently given other characteristics that “marked” them as
political, racial, or sexual outsiders (44-6).

Typically these characters would be drawn into the protagonist’s social circle and
then eliminated by the end of the film. Such erasure implied, by extension, the
triumph of the status quo and the “American” virtues represented by the hero
(Davidson 45). However, Davidson extends his view of disabled bodies in ways
that echo Deleuze’s notion of the “crystalline” image. He argues that these
disabled bodies so often have an unsettling presence that they re-direct viewers’
minds to new ideas that may be equally as disturbing or subversive. In Davidson’s
words, they create the “residual sensation of narratives that the film cannot
represent or reconstitute” (45).

In the case of Avatar, when affinities are drawn between Sully and Quaritch, the



Another blank stare during a potentially
emotional moment: Sully awakes in his avatar

new anxiety introduced into the narrative relates to the possibility of an
unforeseen and invisible transformation. Will Sully’s mind be transformed by
Quaritch’s promises, just as his body is being transformed by Augustine’s lab
technicians? Is Quaritch’s assessment of Sully correct—is he essentially a self-
serving traitor despite the apparent nobility of his deeds?

Tsu’tey’s reading of Sully’s character is less
optimistic.

Mo’at, the spiritual leader of the Na’vi and
their expert at reading signs of character,
takes her turn at judging Sully.

Jake as company man: Sully enthusiastically
reports on the strengths and weaknesses of
the Na’vi Home Tree.

Reading the body from the inside out: Dr.
Max Patel declares that Sully has a
“gorgeous” brain.

An optimistic reading of the film acknowledges that it seems to restore order
through Sully’s defense of the Na’vi and Quaritch’s spectacular death. But the true
nature of Sully’s motivations is, arguably, never resolved. In fact, the points at
which viewers are left to wonder about his mental state are those at which Avatar
aligns itself with Davidson’s noir films. At these moments of narrative doubt,
Cameron’s film shows signs of being shaped by unexpressed anxieties connected
to the larger political and historical context in which the film was made.
Specifically, lingering doubts about Sully’s character reflect general anxieties
about the fate of veterans during and after the War on Terror.

Looking at contemporary ideas about war and disability will give a sense of what
anxieties might be “in the air” for Avatar viewers. Judging from the flood of
articles about war injuries that began appearing in the mainstream press in 2006,
concerns about the fate of returning veterans focued more and more on changes



body.

Shot from Sully’s POV, this scene emphasizes
Grace Augustine’s intimidating presence at their
first meeting.

to their minds and personalities, thanks to new awareness about the effects of
traumatic brain injury (TBI) — frequently dubbed the Iraq war’s “signature
injury” (Bazell, 2006; Cooper 2006; Robertson 2006). Susan Okie’s “Traumatic
Brain Injury in the War Zone” (from the New England Journal of Medicine, May
2005), for example, has a style typical of such reports. Okie blends graphic
personal anecdotes with medical information in order to capture the average
(health care) reader’s attention. She alerts readers that in current times,
improvements in battlefield medicine have allowed veterans to survive horrific
injuries that would have been fatal in earlier wars, and more of these injuries
involve TBI than in earlier US conflicts (Okie, “Traumatic”).

Sully the Supercrip realizes he has been
given the ultimate gift: the power of his legs
has been restored.

Sully in the natural environment of Pandora.
The garish colors are reminiscent of black-
light posters or drug-induced hallucinations.

The extent of Sully’s physical disability is
finally revealed on the troop transport to
Pandora. In contrast, playing into ableist
stereotypes of disabled people ...

... who are “compensated” for their injuries
by gaining supernatural power, “Seeds of
Eywa” confirm a special purpose for Sully
among the Na’vi.

“Traumatic Brain Injury in the War Zone” strikes a relatively optimistic note by
focusing on the cases of Sergeant David Emme and Staff Sergeant Jason Pepper.
Both men suffered severe injuries from improvised explosive devices in Iraq. A
bomb exploded directly beside Emme’s truck. In an intensive care unit for two
weeks following his injury, Emme had memory and speech problems, and he
“[mistook] nurses for CIA agents or [believed] he was back in Baghdad” (Okie,
“Traumatic”). Pepper’s injuries were even more horrific when an IED detonated
in a tree next to his armoured personnel carrier: “It kind of detonated in my face,”
he explains.

Despite the severity of their wounds, Emme and Pepper are success stories
because they have become highly functional after a relatively short period of time.
After five months, Emme’s vision has returned “almost to normal,” and his speech
and cognitive functions have improved “dramatically.” Pepper’s recovery after a
year is also described as “better-than-average” after multiple surgeries and
rounds of therapy (Okie, “Traumatic”). Even so, the article is careful not to offer
false hope. Colonel Jean Dailey, a nursing supervisor, cautions, “Not all of them
recover. . . . [Some] may never be the same” (Okie, “Traumatic”). This assessment
is all the more sobering because the veteran population with TBI is growing. The
article estimates that roughly 22 percent of hospitalized veterans have symptoms
of brain injury; the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimate that “5.3
million Americans are living with disabilities that resulted from TBIs.” (Okie,
“Traumatic”)



A shot encapsulating two key themes: Sully on
the video screen evokes a sense of the body as
a commodity to be read, as well as
foreshadowing his sense of separation from
himself that he will experience after immersion
in Na’vi culture.

Although the military hardware in the film is
distorted to give a sense of its futuristic nature,
camera angles also tend to emphasize
similarities between these weapons and the
equipment from our own period.

To be clear: If I argue for historical correspondences between Avatar’s portrayals
of disability and heightened public anxieties about war injuries, this does not
mean I see a stigmatizing ideology at the heart of Cameron’s film that demonizes
veterans with TBI. I argue instead that public awareness of TBI has intensified a
new and more generalized fear of diseases that have the potential to radically alter
personality and that are neither easily diagnosed nor cured. (TBI often goes
untreated because its symptoms may not manifest themselves immediately, and it
can mimic the symptoms of diseases like depression and PTSD.) (Zaroya 1-2).
This fear of an unidentifiable disease/disability has created new concerns about
“national” health which mimics the “social panics about unruly bodies” that
Davidson sees taking place during the Cold War era and which, at the level of
cinematic representation, led to the proliferation of disabled characters in the
noir films he analyses (45). In Avatar, we see the miraculous resolution of these
anxieties in an utopia where aberrant personalities are easily identified and
physical injuries are magically eliminated.
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Sully passes his tests and is accepted as one of
the Na’vi.

The double agent exposed: Tsu’tey prepares to
kill Sully, declaring him a “demon” in a “false
body.”

A quick way to tie together all the concepts discussed up to this point is to ask,
“What does disability do to a story about Pandora?” To answer this question
effectively, it helps to step back and consider the nature of the original story of
Pandora. In his classic rendering of the original myth, Thomas Bullfinch includes
two versions. In one, the woman Pandora opens a gift jar sent by vengeful gods,
thereby releasing all evils into the world, shutting the jar in time to prevent only
one blessing—hope—from escaping. But Bullfinch questions why one blessing
would be placed in a jar of evil, so he declares “more probable” the version where
what escapes from the jar are all the blessings meant to ensure humanity’s
happiness, and the only divine gift left for a fallible world is hope (“Chapter II,”
http://www.sacred-texts.com/cla/bulf/bulf01.htm.)

Focusing on disability issues in Avatar creates another bifurcated myth that
invites viewers to ponder the “true” nature of hope in a hostile world. The most
positive version of the myth exploits the power of the Supercrip and Obsessive
Avenger stereotypes to their fullest, in order to suggest that utopias are possible if
we continue to develop benevolent technology and allow our best minds to use it.

According to disability analysts Sharon L. Snyder and David T. Mitchell, disability
stereotypes in film generally bolster an able-bodied audience’s “fantasy of bodily
control,” a “fiction deeply seated in the desire for an impossible dominion over
our own capacities” (186). At the risk of oversimplifying their ideas, what disabled
characters “do” for/to nondisabled viewers, then, is allow them to react strongly
to the disturbing spectacle or (perceived) threat of the disabled body in order to
confirm that this threat is a threat to others, and that it can be kept at a distance
or made to disappear entirely. Sully the Supercrip performs this function by
making the unsettling problem of war injuries irrelevant. His actions “prove” that
war injuries can be completely overcome by willpower and strength of character.
In addition, the film’s science-fiction setting makes the threat of war and
disability less frightening by projecting them into a far-flung, alien future. The
film’s Supercrip narrative also holds out the hope that magical technologies, used
by the right kind of people, will eventually eliminate disability altogether. When
Sully transfers his soul into his Na’vi body, it is the ultimate Supercrip dream.
What was once a prosthetic device is magically transformed into flesh and blood,
leaving Sully unmarked and “normal” in the larger society.

Quaritch the Obsessive Avenger follows a similar plot trajectory to a different end.
The scars on his face may initially function as badges of honor that confirm his
status as an unstoppable warrior, but once he descends into madness, they
become the outer symbol of his inner aberration, and he becomes a brother in
spirit as well as body to characters like Shakespeare’s Richard III, Melville’s Ahab,
and Stevenson’s Mr. Hyde and Long John Silver. His actions reinforce the
paradoxically comforting idea that inner evil will always have a sign that “gives it
away,” which makes his violent death not only appropriate but also comforting to
able-bodied viewers.

But Avatar also destabilizes its comforting fantasies by including elements that
invite viewers to recognize the Supercrip and the Obsessive Avenger as unrealistic
caricatures. The weakness of ableist thinking is exposed through the film’s
development of its theme of “waking up” and “seeing” the truth. This metaphor
posits truth as something concrete that can be comprehended visually. An
unquestioned belief in the power of visual recognition lies at the heart of all
ableist stereotyping that obsessively “reads” deformed or wounded bodies and

http://www.sacred-texts.com/cla/bulf/bulf01.htm


assigns them to categories of good or evil. After initially declaring its allegiance to
this idea, the film presents us with key moments when visual recognition of
character fails:

Sully and Quaritch fail to recognize each others’ capacity for either violence
or resistance.
The Na’vi fail to guess what Sully’s true purpose is among them.
The troops at the army base follow Quaritch without question
Finally, it is the invisible planetary spirit Eywa that steps in to save the Na’vi
from destruction, at the moment when Sully and his crew of heroes are
facing certain death. The denouement of the film renders individual
enlightenment irrelevant.

This deus ex machina ending adds the finishing touch to the mix of garish visuals
and melodrama that more than one critic described as “overwhelming,” to the
point that many reviews discount the idea that the film has any coherent
“message” at all (Dykes 2009.) In fact, this glaring fictionality of Avatar’s
components opens an avenue of interpretation for a darker message.

The breakdown of diplomacy: Quaritch
reveals Sully’s lack of faith in the avatar
program.

Sully begins to experience disorientation
after living with the Na’vi.

Face-to-face again in a private meeting,
Sully persuades Quaritch to let him undergo
the Na’vi initiation ceremony, to gain their
trust. This blurs the lines between Sully the
hero and Sully the company man.

Sully’s expression is unreadable as Quaritch
tells him to get his job “done.”

To see Avatar’s darkest side, one must re-examine the “time images” that the film
presents in its opening, images that disrupt the audience’s ability to fix the time
and place from which Sully is speaking. The film confronts us with darkness. We
hear the ululation of an alien song. Then Sully’s monologue about dreams of
freedom begins. We see the aerial shots of Pandora. Then, we are plunged into
darkness again with only Sully’s voice: “But, sooner or later, you always have to
wake up.” Then we see Sully inside his cryogenic chamber.

However, he is not alone. After a succession of shots showing his eyes, head and
shoulders, there is a lingering medium shot that shows two beads of water. They
hang in the air above Sully’s face, and as we watch, they coalesce. If we follow the
path suggested by the “classical” interpretation of these images, these beads of
water are gratuitous special effects, thrown in to simply show off the film’s
virtuosity at suggesting a zero-gravity environment.

But reading these scenes as “time images”—images designed to disrupt a



Switching sides, Sully attacks a company
bulldozer.

conventional narrative and suggest things “outside” the screen that cannot be
easily represented—such a reading allows us to see these inexplicable beads of
moisture as Sully’s tears. And as tears, they disrupt the fabric of the narrative
even further because they are an impossibility.

Sully’s tears are an impossibility because of the next thing he tells us: “In cryo,
you don’t dream at all.” Sully’s tears could not exist in his cryogenic chamber
because without the ability to dream, Sully could not have experienced the
sadness necessary to weep. The most optimistic reading of these tears is that they
represent a conscious violation of the film’s science-fiction logic. They are a
momentary intrusion of the supernatural into the technological world of
cryogenic space travel, to foreshadow that other forces will shape Sully’s life. He is
granted the privilege of having a vision of Pandora in his cryogenic sleep because
he is Eywa’s chosen savior.

Behind this utopian idea, there is a deeper shadow. Sully in his cryogenic chamber
dreams and weeps because he is not in a cryogenic chamber. He is a wounded
veteran, unseen in a world too much like our own, lying in bed, trapped in a
dream. The two blackouts that open the film and initiate Sully into the high-tech
world of Avatar are not simply used in the style of classical montage to suggest a
condensation and moving forward of time. They are the representations of
physical blackouts as Sully’s traumatized mind struggles to regain consciousness
in an unknown VA hospital.

Sully wakes in the avatar control chamber
after joining the Na’vi, and we see another
undefinable gaze.

In a moment of blind rage, Quaritch runs
unprotected into the poisonous atmosphere
of Pandora in an attempt to kill Sully and his
band of rebels.

Quaritch’s futuristic “shock and awe”
campaign begins.

Marshalling his troops, Quaritch exhorts
them to “blow a crater” in the “racial memory”
of the Na’vi.



Neytiri spurns Sully after she learns the true
nature of his mission.

 

Sully arrives on Toruk Macto to organize the
resistance.

Sully learns the extent of the odds against
him and his crew.

Sully learns to fly, and his earlier visions of
freedom seem fulfilled.

Sully’s inexplicable tears, in cryogenic
suspension where “you don’t dream at all.”

As he struggles, bits of another reality intrude into the dream through speech.
Characters use the 21st century terms “jarhead” and “shock and awe,” and the
fearsome Colonel Quaritch adapts lines from the Wizard of Oz to welcome his
troops: “You are not in Kansas any more. You are on Pandora.” But unlike
Dorothy from the older film, Sully loses his struggle to return home and falls
deeper into a fantasy from which he never “wakes up” to “see” reality. It is a
dream of heroic struggle and ultimate redemption, where a monolithic war
machine is destroyed by a handful of rebels in a hallucinogenic world where
magic heals all wounds and disabled bodies disappear painlessly and
permanently.

Ultimately, an analysis of disability in Avatar redefines its genre rather than its
ideology. The film becomes a parody of classic works that try to send
“inspirational” messages about war and wounded veterans. Its darkest “time
images” create a tale that validates Bullfinch’s “improbable” version of the
Pandora myth. We learn that hope is an unexpected kind of evil, one giving us
faith in utopian promises and technological miracles while leading us further
down paths of suffering from which there are no apparent escapes.

Surrounded by explosions and enemy
soldiers, Neytiri readies for a last stand.

Like any media-savvy dictator, Quaritch
camouflages his genocidal campaign with
euphemism.He tells Selfridge that using gas
against the Na’vi will be “humane, more or
less.”



In interviews, James Cameron expressed
“surprise” that scenes in Avatar evoked
memories of 9/11.

This shot has been likened to those showing
the falling of the World Trade Center.

The planetary spirit Eywa steps in to sweep
the rebels to victory.

The aftermath of war: the exile of the
intruders.

The triumph of medicine and magic: Sully’s
transference ceremony.

A final close-up shot of gazing eyes that
leaves questions about what they see.
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Notes 
1. Seminal works on disability stereotypes that establish their long history in
literature and film include Leonard Kriegel’s “The Cripple in Literature”
(1987) and Paul K. Longmore’s “Screening Stereotypes: Images of Disabled
People in Television and Film” (1987). [return to page 1 of essay]

2. For a greater clarification of the “medical model,” see Simi Linton’s
Claiming Disability: Knowledge and Identity, 1-70.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

The story of the founding of Facebook is told
through deposition testimony in two lawsuits
brought against Mark Zuckerberg. In one he is
being sued by his former Harvard roommate
and friend, Eduardo Savarin.

In the other, he is being sued by the Winkelvoss
twins who had enlisted his services to develop a
website called The Harvard Connection.

For Mark these two lawsuits are of little
significance in the context of what he and his
colleagues are developing at the offices of
Facebook. Thus, as he later testifies, the
Winkelvoss’ lawyer does not deserve Mark’s full
attention, only the minimum amount possible.

The Social Network: the
contemporary pursuit of happiness
through social connections

by Robert Alpert
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these
are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.”
— United States Declaration of Independence (1776)

“Q: How has your management style changed since last spring
[when you hired a $170,000 consultant for your family-owned
business of stringed musical instruments]?”

“Eric: We just started looking at the business in a different way.
You’re not here to have fun. It’s to make a living, you know. Nobody’s
really your friend. You’ve got to make money, and if you’re doing
something that’s not making money, why are you doing it? It’s just
looking at everything with an objective point of view and doing our
best to take the emotion out of it.” 
— Deciding to Hire a $170,000 Consultant, The New York Times,
January 18, 2011.[1][open endnotes in new window]

The United States’ myth of opportunity holds that those who work hard may
achieve, and that history is a progressive, forward movement in which the country
betters itself through such hard work. Yet such optimism has consistently been
tempered by a sense that “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” inadequately
define a satisfied life. Thus, the myth of individual success also frequently
becomes a story about loss and failure. For example, based on the life of William
Randolph Hearst, the owner of a nationwide chain of “yellow journalism”
newspapers, Orson Welles’ Citizen Kane (1941) portrays Charles Foster Kane as
having achieved material success at the cost of a life of dissatisfaction. Forcibly
exiled from his childhood home, he remains consistently angry and alone as an
adult. Even that champion of historical progress, John Ford, late in life
enunciated the myth’s failure in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance (1962).
“When the legend becomes fact, print the legend,” grandly announces the
newspaper editor. The successful lawyer, governor, senator and ambassador to
Britain, played by James Stewart, is ashen-faced, however, when he realizes that
the material progress he has cultivated on behalf of his country has masked the
fact that Vera Miles, the love of his life whom he married, has never loved him.
The myth maker Ford eulogizes instead the primitive John Wayne who has died
penniless and alone in order to make way for that dream of “progress.”

This same disillusionment also runs through U.S. literature. For example, F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (1925) is the story of Jay Gatsby, who believed in
the myth of achieving material success and thereby the promise of a better future
only to learn the futility of his quest and his loss of a more Edenic past. Thus, the
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Arrogant and self-absorbed, Mark challenges
the Winkelvoss twins to identify any of their
code in his Facebook site.

"My Facebook colleagues and I are doing things
no one in this room is intellectually or creatively
capable of doing," he asserts without humor to
the Winkelvoss twins, their lawyer as well as his
own lawyers.

Mark is no less arrogant in his dealings with
Sean Parker, the founder of Napster. "Is that a
'parable'?" he sarcastically asks Sean in
response to his story about the suicide of the
Victoria’s Secret founder.

Let the hacking begin, Mark, the plugged-in
nerd, announces.

novel concludes:

“Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgastic future that year by
year recedes before us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter —
tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out our arms farther…And one
fine morning — So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back
ceaselessly into the past.”[2] 

The Social Network deals with that myth of material success and an historical
shift in values in which that myth has come to be accepted as fact. It is a bleak
portrayal of a male, adolescent-dominated world in which connections, not
relationships, are all. The director, David Fincher, has worked with different
screenwriters on all of his movies, and his movies prior to The Social Network —
such as Se7en (1995), The Game (1997), Fight Club (1999), Zodiac (2007) and The
Curious Case of Benjamin Button (2008) — have in common that nearly all have
at their center a young man lost and wandering through a series of episodes in
which he seeks to define a place for himself. For each of these characters the
search is obsessively personal, and in each the character is mistakenly confident
that his skills will enable him to triumph. For example, the newly married Brad
Pitt as Detective David Mills in Se7en taunts killer Kevin Spacey only to become
Spacey’s seventh victim. Michael Douglas, a wealthy financier in The Game,
remains certain that he can outsmart those who run the Game only to “succeed”
by the grace of those who control the game.  Fincher’s characters are lost and
angry, adolescents in the bodies of grown men. Even Panic Room (2002), whose
main character is played by Jodie Foster, focuses on her illusion that she can
acquire security through her ex-husband’s money. Aaron Sorkin, the creator of
the TV series West Wing and the screenwriter of  The Social Network, places
Fincher’s central character in an historical context. As such, he elevates the
individual failure of Fincher’s character to a cultural failure.

The Social Network bases its story on Mark Zuckerberg (Jesse Eisenberg), who,
while an undergraduate student at Harvard University, developed Facebook. 
Through deposition testimony in two lawsuits brought against Mark — by
Eduardo Savarin (Andrew Garfield)  and by the Winkelvoss twins, Cameron and
Tyler (both played by Armie Hammer) — the movie recounts how what is today a
worldwide phenomenon began in Mark’s dorm room. Like other Fincher
characters, Mark is no less brainy, no less confident that he can outsmart those
around him, and yet he fails in the end to find any personal satisfaction in his
seeming success. The Social Network is especially bleak in that Mark’s personal
failure gain him financial rewards in a world in which Facebook is everywhere,
including Bosnia where, as a young associate at the law firm defending Mark
remarks in disbelief, there are not even any roads.

Mark’s obsessive creation of Facebook results in a worldwide network of
“friending,” an exchange of electronic data by persons who are physically and
emotionally at a distance from one another. As such, this kind of friending offers a
parallel to Mark, who becomes increasingly isolated from those physically
surrounding him. Mark Zuckerberg’s contemporary success in business,
measured in billions of dollars, results in his personal failure to achieve anything
of value. Ironically, it was never about the money for Mark; as a high school
student, for example, he uploaded for free his idea of an application for an MP3
player, notwithstanding an offer from Microsoft. Later, in his quest for success, he
is oblivious to and uncaring about the consequences to others of his commercial
success.  As a result, by the end of the film, his success has cost him personal
growth, his friendship with his one friend, and the loss of an idealized love of his
life. While inventing an online “social network,” Mark is consistently visually
framed as a young man alone, whether in his law firm’s large conference room on
the night that a settlement will be reached in the two lawsuits or in the loft-like
space of the Facebook office on the night Facebook achieves one million members



Mark puts together his Facemash site by
copying and pasting together images of female
students at Harvard.

A busload of women in the meantime arrives at
one of Harvard’s final clubs, the highly selective
domain of its “male leaders.” In creating
Facesmash, Mark takes the first step toward the
creation of his own “final club,” an exclusive club
in which he will be the president.

Marilyn Delpy, the second year associate at the
law firm defending Mark, expresses disbelief at
the 22,000 hits in one night to Mark’s Facemash
site. The supposed stand-in for the audience

and its entire staff is out celebrating.

The Social Network deals with male adolescents, such as Mark, who should be in
transition to manhood but never progress beyond their adolescence. Taught that
individual achievement of “life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” is all, they
lack any genuine empathy with others and hence any sense of social obligation or
responsibility for its own sake. While Harvard University has long been co-ed, the
movie portrays the college as an historic relic: the exclusive domain of its male
students. It equates the exclusivity of its “final clubs,” fraternity-like clubs, with
the busloads of women brought in by those clubs to Animal House-like parties.
Mark’s failed quest was to become a member of a final club at Harvard, which, in
Mark’s view, would lead to a “better life,” the contours of which, though, were
unknown to him. Likewise, both in Facebook’s early stage when housed in a
rented, suburban home in Palo Alto and later when ensconced in its high tech
office space, adolescent males run the organization plugged into their computers
with women as sexually available and often intoxicated or drugged objects.
Women exist solely for the pleasure of these male adolescents who feel nothing
beyond themselves and who thereby are inevitably alone in the midst of their
noisy, crowded clubs.

The Facemash site is simple in concept. It is also coldly brutal in its treatment of the
women it portrays. "That’s my roommate,"
observes one female student.

It is the film’s women, however, who highlight the stunted growth and failings of
these adolescent males. No scene better illustrates this than the opening, pre-
credit scene in a coffee house where Mark engages in a rapid, nearly
incomprehensible dialogue with his date, Erica Albright (Rooney Mara). Talking
nonstop about the number of Chinese geniuses and whether he can ever stand out
at Harvard, a school filled with perfect score, 1600-SAT-achieving students such
as himself, Mark ends up chasing away Erica.  He is too solipsistic to understand
her anger at his condescension and too self-absorbed in his own supposed worth
to offer anything but a half-hearted attempt at apologizing to a woman who is a
student at what Mark views as a lesser school.  He knows only the rejection he
feels. Exiting the coffee house, running through Cambridge and the Harvard
campus and retreating to his dorm room, with “hauntingly quiet” music playing
under the movie credits, Mark wreaks his revenge. Through his blog he attacks
Erica’s bra size (which he attributes to help from Victoria’s Secret) and her
family’s Anglicizing of its name from Albrecht to Albright. He also creates his
Facemash site. He copies images of Harvard’s female students and then degrades
those students, a project which is made visually parallel through intercutting to
the scenes of women shown partying at one of Harvard’s final clubs.

An adolescent male unable to communicate other than through the currency of
his ego, Mark is attuned only to the physical attributes of women, remarking that
Erica has a “nice face” even as he continues to attack her through his blog.
Sexuality for Mark means a blow job in a bathroom stall of a local club. Ironically,
at that same club Mark by chance again meets Erica. She refuses to leave her
friends with whom she is having dinner in order to speak alone with Mark and
then she dismisses his new Facebook site as a “video game.” Her response to him
makes it clear that Facebook will do nothing to achieve Mark’s goals, to the extent
he even understands what those goals are. Just as Erica’s rejection in the opening
scene led to Mark’s blog postings and Facemash site, Mark now decides to expand
the Facebook site to other universities, Yale and Columbia, and insists that one of



and the movie’s conscience, she neglects to
notice the pain inflicted on the women whose
images have been appropriated.

Mark makes a pact with the devil in the form of
Sean Parker, the founder of Napster.

his roommates make certain that there is a write-up about Facebook in the Boston
University student newspaper, the college which Erica attends. Mark’s supposed
relationships are founded on his need to be acknowledged as better than anyone
else, including sadly the woman whom he had dated and is still in his own mind
courting.

The Winkelvoss twins, stars of the Harvard
crew team, tower over Mark and are
confident enough of their prowess to
disclose to Mark without restriction their idea
for The Harvard Connection.

In contrast, oblivious to his physical
surroundings, Mark in his flip-flops runs to
his dorm room through the snow in order to
add a last feature to the Facebook site.

The Facebook site is ready – complete with
image of Mark on the masthead.

Bill Gates gives a lecture at Harvard. A
Harvard student afterwards comments that
Bill Gates seemingly acknowledged Mark
Zuckerberg as the next Bill Gates.

Tellingly, Mark idolizes Sean Parker (Justin Timberlake), the founder of Napster.
In the film, Sean is introduced to us as a successful celebrity sleeping with a blond
Stanford student; he symbolically learns about Mark by shouting that there is a
snake in that Stanford student’s bed. Indeed, when meeting Mark, Eduardo, and
Eduardo’s girlfriend, Christy (Brenda Song), at a hip NYC restaurant, Sean is at
ease with the attractive women hostesses. Later at a Palo Alto nightclub he is
accompanied by two women, whose familiarity he attributes to their modeling for
Victoria’s Secret, an ironic reference to Mark’s putdown of Erica’s bra size. Yet
Sean also represents a warning to Mark.  Sean tells Mark how the founder of
Victoria’s Secret committed suicide after selling out his interest in the company
too early and hence for too little to the adults of this world represented by The
Limited. However, during their conversation Mark focuses on how Sean invented
Napster during high school to win over a girl who was then dating a lacrosse
player.  While Mark sarcastically queries Sean whether the Victoria’s Secret story
is a “parable,” ironically Mark fails to recognize that the “parable” for Mark lies in
Sean’s answer to whether Sean ever thinks about his high school crush. “What
girl?” Sean dismissively replies. The difference between Sean and Mark is that
Mark has not forgotten Erica. The Mephistophelean-like seduction of this scene —
where the overly loud noise nearly drowns out the characters’ dialogue in the
same way as in the opening scene between Mark and Erica — results in the
corruption of a creative imagination into a business success story.

The movie offers the audience some empathy for Mark through Marilyn Delpy
(Rashida Jones), the second year associate in the law firm defending Mark in the
two lawsuits. Largely silent, she observes all of the depositions and listens to all of
the testimony of the players in the Facebook story.  Indeed, Sorkin has
commented that she is a stand-in for the audience.[3] The only young person in
the room besides Mark, the Winkelvosses and Eduardo, she is genuinely amazed
at the 22,000 hits to Mark’s Facemash site and can laugh at the chicken story in
which Eduardo is accused of animal cruelty. The conscience of the movie, her face
shows the horror she feels on hearing how Mark duped his only — and trusting —



The new logo for contemporary times, "I'm
CEO, Bitch," is spelled out on Mark’s Facebook
business card.

 

friend Eduardo into signing documents which diluted Eduardo’s shares in
Facebook to virtually nothing. While Marilyn declines in the movie’s last scene
Mark’s offer to get something to eat, she seemingly offers him the partial comfort
of qualifying Erica’s comment in the movie’s first scene that Mark will be disliked
not because he is a nerd but simply because he is an asshole. In her view, Mark is
instead “just trying so hard to be an asshole.” Clearly in that context, the principle
asshole is Sean Parker. He is the entrepreneur who inspires Mark to print up “I’m
CEO, Bitch” business cards, which make explicit the misogyny of these adolescent
males. Thus, Mark tells Marilyn that he was “drunk and angry and stupid,” even
as he begins refreshing on his computer his request to “friend” Erica.

Yet the movie remains disquieting and unsettling even as we come to understand
Mark. While qualifying Erica’s comment, Marilyn, too, leaves Mark alone — in the
large law firm conference room. And Mark’s conduct is legally punished only by a
large fine comparable to a “speeding ticket,” to quote Marilyn’s comment, so that
he becomes the world’s youngest billionaire. The lawyers will have their steak
dinner following the day-long depositions which have been about events that have
been the story of this movie, will return that evening to explain to Mark why he
must settle, and will then draft settlement papers and reach terms which will
provide no sense of justice to cure the wrongs that have been committed
throughout the film. Cash will exchange hands, but friendships have been lost and
the possibility, howsoever remote, of an adult relationship between Mark and
Erica is foreclosed.
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Relying upon “Harvard law," the Winkelvoss
twins seek relief, to no avail, from Harvard’s
president, Larry Summers, the former U.S.
Treasury Secretary.

The Winkevoss twins are as outmoded as
Polaroid, the sponsor of their crew team.

Eduardo, Mark’s roommate and friend, enables
Mark through an algorithm to create the
Facemash site.

In this respect, a movie about the failure of one individual also reflects the
historical failure of a culture. If the opening scene between Erica and Mark
explains Mark’s personal failing, the scene with Larry Summers (Douglas
Urbanski),[4][open endnotes in new window] the president of Harvard, explains
how that failing reflects the collective failing in which Mark is himself but a bit
player, notwithstanding — or perhaps because of — his commercial success.

The Winkelvoss twins set up the context in which Mark’s success represents the
new historical order of business. His repeated attacks on them — “If you guys
were the inventors of Facebook, you’d have invented Facebook” and “I think that
if your clients want to sit on my shoulders and call themselves tall, they have the
right to give it a try” — comes with an understanding that his success represents
an historical change — “They’re suing me because for the first time in their lives
things didn’t work out exactly the way they were supposed to.”  A stand-in for “old
Harvard” — white, Protestant, moneyed, athletically strong and competitive — the
Winkelvosses are both on the crew team and members of one of the final clubs.
They maintain an historically quaint sense that the world entitles them to a life
which, in their self-serving view, is fundamentally fair. They may exclude others
from their club or neglect or even abuse women. For example, they never bother
to ask whether their girlfriends were hurt by Mark’s Facemash site and belong to
a club which brings in women by the busload for their personal entertainment.
Nevertheless,  “these gentlemen of Harvard” believe in a certain code of behavior. 
That code is embodied in the Harvard student handbook, which one of them dubs
“Harvard law.”

But that “Harvard law,” as Harvard’s president makes clear in his meeting with
the Winkelvoss twins, no longer exists in the contemporary world defined by the
Mark Zuckerbergs and Facebook. The building in which the meeting occurs is 100
years older than the US republic, as the president’s secretary pointedly tells the
twins, thereby lending an historical gravitas to this meeting. Yet immediately we
see that the Winkelvoss’ trust in “Harvard law” is misplaced. For example, the
president’s secretary makes cautionary note about the near sanctity of the chairs
in which the Winkelvoss sit; her words, however, cannot help but remind us of
Mark’s differing view — that no one can own the rights to all chairs simply
because he or she was the first to invent the design of a particular chair. At the
meeting, President Larry Summers, who touts his knowledge as the former
Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, immediately mocks the Winkelvosses as students
who have come to sell a Brooks Brothers clothing franchise. In an exchange of
words nearly as fast as Mark’s opening one with Erica, Summers brushes aside
their reliance on “Harvard law,” disclaiming any responsibility on the part of
Harvard to intervene. He suggests that they come up with a new idea and
ultimately informs them that their recourse is to be found in the anonymity of the
court system, which comes to occupy the film through the depositions recounting
the story of Facebook. Indeed, Summers pointedly deflects their question about
knowing the difference between right and wrong, and he ironically ends the
meeting by accusing them of abusing their position by the very arrangement of
the meeting through their father. “Anne, punch me,” Summers tells his assistant,
the same term used by the final clubs in admitting new members.

Larry Summers, like Mark Zuckerberg, is himself the president of a final club,
namely Harvard University. Harvard and Facebook are alike in that they both
tout their self-serving exclusivity and both impose an isolation on their
presidents, placing them in socially acceptable “panic rooms.” There is no



Eduardo is present with Mark at the moment
Facebook goes live. Having lent Mark the
money to develop the site, Eduardo is also its
CFO.

The relationship between Eduardo and Mark
begins to go awry when Mark neglects to inform
Eduardo about the Winkelvoss’ cease and
desist letter, which accuses Mark of intellectual
property theft.

Eduardo visits potential product advertisers in
order to “monetize” the Facebook site. Mark
with passive aggressiveness opposes
Eduardo’s efforts to end early what Mark views
as the “party” which is Facebook. Aaron Sorkin,
the screenwriter of The Social Network, plays
one such advertiser, who is turned off by Mark’s
attitude.

Mark attacks Eduardo for harming Facebook’s
reputation as a result of the story in the Harvard
Crimson accusing Eduardo of “animal cruelty”
by force-feeding chicken meat to a chicken.
Eduardo replies by alluding to Sean Parker’s
earlier speech about success consisting of
catching a huge marlin and by asking in despair,
“Don’t fish eat other fish?” Feeding on others is
what enables Mark to become president of
Facebook. Eduardo is soon to become a victim
of Mark’s cannibalism.

“Harvard law,” only a social Darwinism in which all the spoils go to the winner. As
Eduardo later observes in despair to Mark as their friendship deteriorates and in
a reference to Sean Parker’s earlier speech about success as consisting of catching
the huge marlin, “Don’t fish eat other fish?” The successful individual feeds on
others in order to achieve the success of a presidency. Cannibalism is each
individual’s “unalienable right.” 

President Summers' rejection of the Winkelvoss' petition is but one way in which
the plot indicates the shifting definition of fairness. For example, the Winkelvoss
twins later accept as fair the results by which they lose the Royal Regatta at
Henley, but their loss is dismissed by Prince Albert, an insider to an older, still
more exclusive club to which they do not belong. In a similar way we see the
helplessness of the Winkelvoss' father in the face of a changing world. He has his
in-house lawyer send a useless "cease and desist" letter, which Mark readily
answers with the assistance of a third-year, Harvard law student. The elder
Winkelvoss is still later at a loss for words when the family learns that Facebook
has expanded to England so that the twins' loss at Henley has already been
broadcast over Facebook.

Historical context defines fairness, and only Napster’s Sean Parker seems aware
of the latest shift in values, repeatedly announcing that “it’s our time.”
Symbolically, the sponsoring logo to the Winkelvoss’ crew boat is the Polaroid
logo, a once premiere, Boston-based company which failed to keep pace with the
progressive advances of technology. Ironically, as we learn through the end
credits, the Winkelvoss twins eventually placed sixth in the Olympics then held in
China, the very country in which there are more genius IQs than there are people
in the United States. Mark’s $65 million settlement check to the Winkelvoss twins
is indeed only a “speeding ticket” for what in 2010 was a $25 billion business.
Mark’s success represents an historical change in which “old Harvard” and its
sense of fairness has been rendered as irrelevant as Prince Albert, whom the
Winkelvosses mock, because his country, Monaco, is the size of Rhode Island. The
athletic Winkelvoss twins have themselves been outsized.

If Mark represents the future and the Winkelvosses the past, then Eduardo
represents the present torn between the two and the moral center of the film. His
connections with Mark are obvious. He is Mark’s friend. He is the only person
who expresses concern about Mark’s breakup with Erica (which Mark seemingly
ignores) and later ironically tells the Facebook lawyers that Mark needs to be
protected (even as those lawyer on behalf of Mark are having Eduardo sign
corporate papers which will lead to Eduardo’s disenfranchisement from
Facebook). He is also the technologically savvy student whose algorithm enables
Mark to set up the Facemash site, eventually resulting in Mark’s introduction to
the Winkelvoss twins who disclose to him the idea for the “Harvard connection.” 
Not incidentally, Eduardo is also the person who suggests to Mark that Facebook
needs to expand not only to Yale and Columbia, as proposed by Mark, but also to
Stanford. He thereby advances the interests of his friend Mark but also dooms
himself in the process, since it is through that California connection that Sean
Parker learns of Facebook, inevitably leading to Eduardo’s being forced out.

Eduardo, however, is also not Mark. He is not so “plugged in” as Mark, evidenced
by his lack of enchantment with the supposedly visionary Sean Parker, with whom
Mark wholly identifies, and also by his admitted inability to change his
relationship status on Facebook, an admission he makes to his then-paranoid
girlfriend. Thus, Eduardo is also, in part, “old Harvard” and, as such, connected to
the Winkelvoss twins and their world. He acknowledges his desire to become a
member of one of the final clubs, and the obsessive development by Mark of
Facebook is paralled by Eduardo’s obsessive steps in becoming accepted by, and
his gradual induction into, one such final club, the Phoenix Club. Tellingly, the
two narratives converge when Mark prevails upon Eduardo to disclose to Mark
the members of the Phoenix Club so that Mark can launch Facebook through the
email addresses of those members. Of course, Mark has only contempt for a club



Marilyn, the second year associate, laughs at
the chicken story, neglecting to notice how it is a
parable for the Facebook story, with Eduardo
soon to become the next victim.

Eduardo and Mark together for the last time as
seeming friends. Mark warns Eduardo that he
may be left behind.

The pained look on Eduardo’s face
acknowledges that his friend Mark has indeed
left him behind, deceiving him into signing legal
documents which will reduce his shares in
Facebook to virtually nothing.

from which he has been excluded, mocking the email address of the Phoenix
Club’s president and its reference to Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass.

That parallel is made explicit in other ways. For example, as a result of his seeking
admission to the Phoenix Club, Eduardo is accused of an animal rights violation
by supposedly torturing a chicken, namely feeding chicken meat to a chicken.
That story, in turn, leads to the revelation of how Mark used Facebook to find
answers for his art history essay. Our sympathies in this instance are wholly with
Eduardo. The young law associate, Marilyn Delpy, laughs at the silliness of the
chicken episode, which the Harvard Crimson wrote about (implicitly at Mark’s
instigation) and which thereby embarrassed Eduardo in the eyes of his father. On
the other hand, Mark’s use of Facebook to find answers for his art class essay is
not excused by any such laughter and is thereby acknowledged for what it is —
cheating. Until he accidently found the Winkelvoss’ cease and desist letter in
Mark’s dorm room, Eduardo knew nothing about the Winkelvoss’ “Harvard
connection” idea, an idea which Mark consistently has disdained because he
copied none of their code and hence, in his view, violated no laws. 

Indeed, that intellectual property law, which is repeatedly referred to by each of
the characters, would likely not recognize the Winkelvoss’ contribution for what
was merely an “idea.” As Mark correctly observes — echoed in Fincher’s
commentary to the movie — no one can own the rights to the concept of a “chair.”
Nevertheless, it is Eduardo who understands that law and morality are not one
and the same. The former is based on logic, codes, while latter is based on
relationships, emotion. While Sean Parker introduces Mark to venture capitalists
for whom Facebook is merely a vehicle for making money, without emotional
content, Eduardo lends his own money to Mark out of friendship, which Mark
himself acknowledges in explaining why he chose to accept his money rather than
from the Winkelvoss family. Eduardo also tries to “monetize” the Facebook site
through old school advertisers for whom there are real products. That Fincher
cast Sorkin to play one such advertising executive expresses Fincher’s view as to
where Sorkin’s sympathies lie. Sorkin harks back to a United States which once
made products, such as railroads — and which today might still make products,
such as solar panels — rather than primarily engage in the financial wizardry of
hedge funds and the virtual realities of Internet communications through
Facebook. The connection for Eduardo between relationships and morality is
symbolized by his emotionally driven decision to freeze Facebook’s funds and his
confession to Mark that he did so in order to gain Mark’s attention.

While money is of no importance to Mark other than for the social notoriety it
provides, relationships are equally of no importance to Mark. They are only social
currency providing entry into an exclusive final club where he will be the
president. Thus, in response to Eduardo’s confession about his anger and need to
gain his friend’s attention, Mark retaliates by claiming that he needs his CFO,
coldly inviting Eduardo to Facebook’s new offices; there he “ambushes” Mark
through both the company’s lawyers and Sean Parker. In fact, Fincher has
commented with approval on Mark’s need to discard his Harvard roommates,
such as Eduardo, if Facebook is to achieve its creative potential. Such words
express where Fincher’s sympathies lie. Fincher applauds the members of the
“millennial generation” in the United States for whom virtual communications
render individual success emotionally removed; hence making it becomes less
problematic even when one’s personal success hurts others. 

In the confrontational scene between Mark and Eduardo at the Facebook offices,
in which the same “hauntingly quiet” music plays as under the movie’s opening
credits, Mark is dressed in his “fuck-you” flip-flops and hoodie while Eduardo is
dressed in black. Mark is the street kid from The Wire with his new electronic toy
which will make him billions while addicting its millions of members (“freakishly
addictive” to quote the Stanford student’s observation to Sean Parker). In contrast
to Eduardo (and the Winkelvosses), Mark is the fatherless adolescent and
remains always in rebellion against the “adult” world. Eduardo is the Johnny



His shares reduced to virtually nothing, Eduardo
confronts Mark, who is conveniently plugged-in.

In a pre-credit sequence Mark dates Erica
Albright at a local coffee shop and talks non-
stop about his aspiration to become a member
of a final club at Harvard. Completely self-
absorbed, he offers through such a club to
introduce her to people she might not otherwise
have the opportunity to meet. She responds by
informing him that they are no longer dating and
that he should know that girls won’t like him not
because he is a nerd but because he is an
asshole.

Cash-like figure in black, the rebel of an earlier generation who eventually grew
up and became known as husband and father to other country western singers.

Mark’s face momentarily displays the shame
he feels for the hurt he has inflicted on his
friend.

Marilyn’s face likewise shows the shame she
feels at what Mark has done to Eduardo.

Erica rejects Mark for his immaturity, his inability to sustain a genuine
relationship with anyone. In contrast to her scene with Mark at a local club in
which she wears the classic, black beret, the stereotypical image of a young
woman in rebellion, she appears on Facebook in the final scene as an older
woman who has outgrown her adolescent self.  While Fincher has commented
that Erica is not the love of Mark’s life, Sorkin in contrast describes as heart-
breaking the movie’s opening scene. Angry at her rejection of him, Mark tells
Erica in the opening scene, “I don’t want friends,” and she replies, “I have no
intention of being friends with you.” The scripted, final shot of the movie returns,
however, to the image of Erica on Facebook as an adult and Mark’s futile quest to
friend her, which Sorkin has compared to the nearly final shot in Citizen Kane
and its disclosure as to the meaning of  “rosebud.”[5]  

Mark sits momentarily opposite Erica’s now
empty seat.

Mark viciously retaliates by writing about
Erica on his blog.

Following a blow job in the bathroom stall of
a local club, Mark by chance meets Erica at
that same club. There is no two-shot of
them, only a series on one-shots in which
Erica refuses to have anything to do with
Mark, reminds him that his blogging about
her on the Internet is written in ink, not
pencil, and wishes him success in his “video
game.”

While Marilyn qualifies Erica’s remark by
telling Mark that he is simply “just trying so
hard to be an asshole”, she, in fact, leaves
him alone in the law firm’s large conference
room with only his computer as “company.”

At the end of the film, Mark’s quest to achieve and his commercial success have
inevitably led to his being alone in the large conference room of his adult lawyers.
The last image of the inventor of Facebook shows him addictively refreshing his
computer trying to “friend” Erica. The patriarchal and exclusionary world



Mark hesitates for a while in trying to decide
whether he should “friend” Erica, now a member
of Facebook.

He asks that she “friend” him.

Mark waits – and waits, notwithstanding that
Erica had told him in the opening scene that she
does not wish to be his friend. Friendless and
alone in the large conference room, Mark
Zuckberg, according to the end title, is “the
youngest billionaire in the world.”

 

embodied by the Winkelvoss twins has been overridden by technology, which
makes winners of those with the brains to imagine and implement the demands of
the many. Bill Gates and now Mark Zuckerberg are our robber barons. In place of
a sexist and ethnically determined society, ours is a far more democratic and
merit-based world. Yet it is also a world with little or no moral compass other
than the degree of notoriety captured by those who succeed. It moves ahead
without regard for the consequences to the many and fosters “relationships”
consisting of only immediate connections without any depth, let alone caring.

The personal is political, but it is also now the case that the private is public. That
Facebook has routinely captured data on its members — and that its members
accede to that — suggests how far the world has come in monetizing people. The
movie expresses little sympathy for the Winkelvoss family, except as historic
relics. It ultimately condemns Mark Zuckerberg, mourning his failings, including
his continued adolescent state and self-love.  The movie expresses sympathy for
Eduardo, the one character who cares about others. However, he is rewarded by
betrayal by his closest friend. In that context, Eduardo’s settlement consisting of a
listing on a masthead and an undisclosed sum of money is an afterthought of the
end credits. The movie’s bleakness resides in its sense of waste and lost
opportunities. That the characters’ story is told through deposition transcripts is
apt in a world in which, as Sean Parker foresees, having lived on farms and then
in cities, we will now live on the Internet, though alone with our “social
networks.”
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Notes 
1. http://boss.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/01/18/
deciding-to-hire-a-170000-consultant/. [return to page 1 of essay]

2. F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby (1925), Scribner Paperback Fiction,
1995 edition, published by Simon & Schuster, at page 189.

3. Unless otherwise noted, this and all other comments by David Fincher and
Aaron Sorkin are from the commentary accompanying the 2011 DVD release
of The Social Network.

4. Tellingly, Fincher describes Douglas Urbanski in his commentary as a
talent manager, identifying the actor Gary Oldman as one such talent. In
contrast, Sorkin describes Ubanski as a conservative radio commentator who
has filled in on occasion for Rush Limbaugh. [return to page 2 of essay]

5. Sight and Sound, January 2011, Aaron Sorkin in Conversation by Joe
Fraser,   
http://www.bfi.org.uk/sightandsound/reviews/specials/
aaron-sorkin-jan-2011.php. 
The complete interview of Sorkin by Francine Stock may be found at 
http://www.bfi.org.uk/live/video/580.

Mark Zuckerberg's obsessive attempt to friend Erica is also reminiscent of the
speech in Citizen Kane by the solitary Mr. Bernstein about the girl in a white
dress he saw for a moment in 1896 on a Jersey ferry: "I'll bet a moment hasn't
gone by since that I haven't thought of that girl."
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Costing around $130 million Luhrmann’s
Australia was Australia’s most expensive film. It
was met with harsh criticism particularly from
the Australian press.

Referred to as the Red Curtain trilogy,
Luhrmann’s previous work (Strictly Ballroom,
Romeo and Juliet and Moulin Rouge) was read
as parodic and self-referential

Baz Luhrmann’s Australia: 
when excess isn’t parody

by Stephen Papson

This paper looks at the intersection of parody and mythology in Baz Luhrmann’s
Australia. My argument is that the ambivalence directed at Australia by critics is
the consequence of two contradictory tendencies. On the one hand, there is
Luhrmann’s use of parodic excess as his auteurial signature. The film abounds
with clichés, allusions, and stylistic excess, which potentially lead to a referential
parodic reading. On the other hand, the film also evidences the desire to rewrite
the Australian national mythology, in which landscape, bushman, and Indigeneity
come together to form a national multicultural identity. Here Luhrmann uses
racism, in particular the policies associated with the Stolen Generations, as a
narrative driver. First, I explore how the film’s oscillation between parody and a
politicized, revisionist construction of Australian history places the viewer on
uneven ground resulting in ambivalent critical readings. Second, I argue that
despite Luhrmann’s vision of an alternative Australia, an Imaginary multicultural
Oz, he produces a mythology that reinforces whiteness as the invisible agentic
force shaping Australian national identity.

Australia: a self-referential parodic text

Linda Hutcheon argues that “parody is doubly-coded in political terms; it both
legitimizes and subverts that which it parodies”(1889:101). Texts, which contain
parodic elements, are always to some degree reflexive, and consequently challenge
the socially constructed nature of dominant ways of seeing. By exaggerating the
codes of the original, parody potentially disrupts the hegemonic reading position.

“Parody can be used as a self-reflexive technique that points to art as
art, but also to art as inescapably bound to its aesthetic and even social
past. Its ironic reprise also offers an internalized sign of a certain self-
consciousness about our culture's means of ideological legitimation”
(Hutcheon, 1989:101).

For Hutcheon parody both reveals textual codes, and illuminates the socio-
cultural norms that legitimize and are legitimized by aesthetic forms. Parody’s
disruptive tendency demands a socio-political reading. Parody, however, can also
blend with the original and not be read as parodic. Exaggeration not only exposes
and disrupts but also magnifies and reinforces the original. Consequently, parodic
readings are often uneven and unstable and highly dependent on the reader’s
expectations.

Parody’s central element is excess. It functions as a distancing tactic exposing the
representational codes of a text, genre, and/or moment in history. The use of
excess is a trademark of Baz Luhrmann’s directorial style. Criticism directed at
Luhrmann’s previous cinematic work (his Red Curtain trilogy) applauds his
creative use of excessiveness. For example, Kinder refers to Moulin Rouge as “an

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/papsonAustralia/bio.html


In Strictly Ballroom, Luhrmann transforms a
small town ballroom dance contest into a visual
spectacle.

In Moulin Rouge lavish costuming is eclipsed by
the speed of the shots that transform the
opening sequence at the Moulin Rouge into a
kalidioscopic tapestry. In these two films
Luhrmann’s excessive style is applauded.

Moulin Rouge — a parody of the musical or of
romantic love itself?

Presented as an aesthetic object in Australia,
Indigeneity is exoticized. At the same time this
shot alludes to the colors of the Aboriginal flag.

extravagant movie full of excess,” noting it reveals the structural tension in the
musical genre (2002: 52). The rooftop scene in which Christian and Satine sample
loves songs in a landscape constructed out of signifiers of romantic love (hearts,
fireworks, the moon, a gazebo, etc.) not only unveils the codes of the musical
genre but also the ideology of romantic love expressed in that genre. Moulin
Rouge is often read as a critical analysis of the ideology of romantic love.
However, despite Luhrmann’s use of cinematic excess and referentiality in
previous work, Australia (with the exception of Langton) has not been read as a
parodic text. Instead critics have seen it as a failed melodramatic spectacle — a
Gone with the Wind gone bad.

Despite taking years to make, costing the most of any Australian film to produce,
promoted with heavy international marketing and laden with stars, Luhrmann’s
Australia could only muster one Academy Award nomination: Best Costuming.
Moreover, film reviews were heavily negative, particularly by Australian
reviewers.

“It’s as if Australia …was built with one under riding intention: to
amalgamate as many national clichés and stereotypes as is humanly,
cinematically, possible. They pour out of every scene; they drip from
every frame. Luhrmann mines the sort of cultural cringe factor Paul
Hogan exploited back in the 80’s in Crocodile Dundee, and this time
around, outside the auspices of comedy, veering dangerously close to
‘historical’ epic, the ramifications are dire. I fear it will take years for
us to live this film down. A message to international audiences, for
which Australia was undoubtedly intended: just in case you didn’t
realise, this film isn’t social realism. Luhrmann presents a time that
never happened, in a place that never existed, with a people light years
away from embodying, or even suggesting, what it means to be an
Australian.” (Luke Buckmaster, In Film Australia, November 27,
2008)

Reviews like this one point to the film’s cinematic referentiality but do not read it
as referential. They list the parodic elements and note the excess but are unwilling
to make the final leap into a full parodic reading. The review above notes the film
is not social realism but then criticizes it for its failure to depict the Real.

Germaine Greer not only penned a scathing critique of the film, but she also
attacked Marcia Langton for her praise of the film:

“The scale of the disaster that is Baz Luhrmann's Australia is gradually
becoming apparent. When the film was released in Australia in
November it found the odd champion, none more conspicuous than
Marcia Langton, professor of Australian Indigenous studies at
Melbourne University, who frothed and foamed in The Age newspaper
about this ‘fabulous, hyperbolic film.’ Luhrmann has ‘given Australians
a new past,’ she gushed, ‘a myth of national origin that is disturbing,
thrilling, heartbreaking, hilarious and touching.’ Myths are by
definition untrue. Langton knows the truth about the northern cattle
industry but evidently sees as her duty to ignore it, and welcome a
fraudulent and misleading fantasy in its place, possibly because the
fantasy is designed to promote the current government policy of
reconciliation, of which she is a chief proponent” (The Guardian,
December 16, 2008).

Greer demands that the film be an historical account that emphasizes
exploitation. Through out her essay she uses numerous historical examples to
point out the film’s failure to enlighten about exploitative colonial practices.
Langton, in contrast, recognizes that the film is an “hyperbolic, postmodern” text
and praises it: 

“this adventure into the soul of the nation succeeds with powerful



Surrounded by flowering shrubs this cattle
station looks more like a resort—an easy target
for criticism from a Realist position.

Rhett Butler and The Drover turn heads at the
Ball.

cinematic craft, passion and humour” (The Age, November 23, 2008).

She draws on her own childhood memories to anchor her praise, but more
important, she accepts Luhrmann’s vision as “a fresh, bold approach” to the
mythology of the Outback. Greer, however, attacks this view as being politically
driven, serving the interests of the present political regime’s policies of
reconciliation for which Langton is a proponent.

Such ambivalent readings of Australia raise old questions. Should we expect
fiction to be politically correct? How should it model historical accounts? How
should we approach parodic fabrications in a text? Should we apply social realist
criticism to a text that is stylistically hyperbolic? Does the ambitious title itself
demand a social realist historic account? Does Luhrmann adequately deal with the
events and consequences of colonialism? Bringing parody to mythology, the film
widens the fissure between cinematic text and its referent, producing uneven
binary readings.

Parodic elements
Luhrmann’s Australia is composed of intertextual illusions, gratuitous mythic
posing, a hodgepodge of genre styles, self-referential casting, and eclectic musical
scores. Blending these cinematic elements produces a text in which the cinematic
terrain beneath the viewer constantly shifts as Luhrmann stretches the realistic
illusion associated with a Hollywood, in this case an Aussiewood, epic. The use of
these elements produces parodic excess. But the target of Luhrmann’s excess is
not clear. Is it history as Hollywood spectacle? Is it other cinematic renditions of
Australian history? Is it the mythology of the bushman? Is it mythology itself?
Whatever the film’s target, I think we must accept and start with Langton’s
position that Australia is a hyperbolic postmodern text.

Reviewers often refer to Gone with the Wind (as does Luhrmann himself),
Titanic, Red River, and Pearl Harbor (The bombing of Darwin is actually from
Tora! Tora! Tora!) as the film’s closest cinematic relatives. While these epics are
perhaps narratively similar, it is the many allusions to Australian cinema that
makes Australia self-referential.

For example, similar to his sampling of music in Moulin Rouge, here Luhrmann
samples cinematic moments. Highlighting the constructed nature of Australian
history and mythology, Luhrmann re-assembles Australia’s history out of
fragments from past cinematic texts.

These include:

The positioning of The Drover and Sarah to Nullah — Jedda
Removing Nullah from his relations — Rabbit Proof Fence
The killing of Magarri — Gallipoli
The idyllic family swimming in the waterhole — Walkabout
King George in silhouette — Walkabout
The crossing of the Never Never — We of the Never Never
The similarity of Jeanie Gunn to Sarah Ashley — We of the Never Never
The bar fight as first contact between The Drover and Sarah — Crocodile
Dundee
The dog riding with The Drover—Mad Max

Likewise, Nullah’s mother is named Daisy, one of the children in Rabbit Proof
Fence and the dog is named Jedda. Certainly a film buff could find many more
allusions.



Based on the memoirs (1902) of Jeannie Gunn,
a Melbourne woman, who follows her husband
to a Northern Territory cattle station We of the
Never Never (1982) captures the contradictions
experienced by the colonial woman. Though
toughened by the harshness of their new worlds
both Jeannie and Australia's Sarah hold on to
their humanistic though colonial values.

Luhrmann’s alluions to Australian cinema
include this bit part for Bill Hunter. A career
starting in 1966 he acted in Australian film
classics, such as Backroads, Newsfront,
Gallipoli, Strictly Ballroom, and Muriel’s
Wedding.

In Rabbit Proof Fence, three girls run from the constable who has orders to send them to a
mission school. In Australia Nullah runs from Fletcher. In both films the children are chased
by mother and grandmother trying to protect them.

Swimming in a billabong is a reoccurring image in Australian popular culture. In Roeg’s
Walkabout as well as in Australia the scene serves as a peaceful interlude. We find it again
in a Luhrmann directed ad for Tourist Australia This romanticized image of nature serves as
a fantastic alternative to the expectations, constraints and anxieties of the Social.

Luhrmann also casts the film with well-known Australian actors — David Gulpilil,
Jack Thompson, Bryan Brown, Nicole Kidman, Hugh Jackman, David
Ngoombujarra, and even Bill Hunter in a bit part. Russell Crowe turned down the
part of The Drover. This overuse of allusion disrupts a realist illusion. Moreover,
there are also several narrative statements referring to the film as one story of a
history composed of multiple stories. Nullah‘s voice-over not only introduces the
film as a story, but it also connotes that this version is a whitefellas story:

“This land my people got many names for...but whitefellas call
it...Australia. But this story not begin that day. This story begin a little
while ago in a land far, far away. That land called England.”

The film’s emphasis on allusions and stories serves its parodic intent and
highlights the constructed nature of historical fiction. Nullah gives voice to a
British historical account but limits it to one version: a “whitefellas’” story. The
Drover also emphasizes Luhrmann’s notion of history as an ensemble of stories
threaded together, a fabrication. He explains his philosophy to Lady Ashley:

“Most people like to own things. You know, land, luggage, other
people. Makes them feel secure. But all that can be taken away. And in
the end, the only thing you really own is, uh-is your story. Just tryin' to
live a good one.”

In his discussion of postmodern fiction Brian McHale notes constraints on
historical fiction by the official historical record. However, the postmodernist
strategy of apocryphal or alternative history produces an anomaly, a fantastic
historical form:

“Apocryphal history contradicts the official version in one of two ways:
either it supplements the historical record, claiming to restore what
has been lost or suppressed; or it displaces official history altogether.
In the first of these cases, apocryphal history operates in the ‘dark
areas’ of history, apparently in conformity to the norms of ‘classic’
historical fiction but in fact parodying them. In the second case,
apocryphal history spectacularly violates the ‘dark areas’ constraint. In
both cases, the effect is to juxtapose the officially-accepted version of
what happened and the way things were, with another, often radically



In the Red Curtain trilogy, the curtain functions
to signal the beginning and end of the story. In
Australia there are constant dialog references to
the multiple stories contained in the film.

Luhrmann reverses the male gaze adding a
comic tone as Sarah peeks from the tent.

dissimilar version of the world. The tension between these two
versions induces a form of ontological flicker between the two worlds:
one moment, the official version seems to be eclipsed by the
apocryphal version; the next moment, it is the apocryphal version that
seems mirage-like, the official version appearing solid, irrefutable.”
(McHale, 1987: 90)

Luhrmann’s films have always operated in a twilight realm or what McHale refers
to as “the ontological flicker.” Parodic moments often blend with historical events,
placing the viewer on uneven ground. When excessiveness gets too thick, the
realism of the narrative is compromised—Flynn’s death, the bar fight, Lady
Ashley’s trip to Faraway Downs, Nullah’s stopping the stampeding herd, King
George’s appearances. Australia’s ambiguity generates two strands of criticism:
that it formulates a history lacking any referent or that it fails politically for not
revealing the extent of exploitation of Indigenous peoples. The latter is
particularly relevant because the film’s alternative history is a multicultural Oz.
Luhrmann’s Australia is a could-have-been history.

In Jedda Marbuck and Jedda struggle at the edge of cliff. When Marbuck is killed, Jedda
falls to her death, suggesting no place in Australian society will let Jedda feel at home. In
Australia, Nullah magically stops the stampede at the edge of a cliff. As he is about to fall
over the edge, Sarah grabs him. This reversal is emblematic of the film’s intention: to give
Australia an alternative account, an Imaginary past and perhaps a different present.

In her pioneering work on voyeurism in cinema, Laura Mulvey (1975) argues that
classic Hollywood cinema is organized around the male gaze; in particulalr, the
male fantasy of the female is projected on to the screen in the form of the
gratuitous close-up. She argues the use of this shot produced for aesthetic/erotic
consumption for the male audience creates a temporal hesitation and works
against the narrative flow. As if commenting on the debate around Mulvey’s
argument, Luhrmann both reverses the gaze and also disrupts the gaze through
excess. In the campfire scene The Drover washes himself. The shot is held
excessively long, both freezing the narrative and possibly leading the viewer to
recognize his/her relation to the pose — identification, heteroerotic, homoerotic,
or homophobic. It positions the viewer as a self-reflexive voyeur. The length of the
shot produces a self-referential moment disrupting the flow of the narrative. It is
so overdone, particularly by using the male body, it calls for a parodic reading.

Australia unevenly mixes genre, style, and cinematic tones. Until the death of
Daisy the film is comedic. The brunt of jokes is Lady Ashley. In one early scene
The Drover drives her back to Faraway Downs. Outlandishly dressed, complete
with goggles, she is constructed as a caricature of a snooty English aristocratic
who is out of her element. On the journey Lady Ashley excitedly comments on
seeing a kangaroo for the first time. “I've never seen a kangaroo. Beautiful,
jumping.” When a shot rings out killing the kangaroo, her naïveté is instantly
shattered. We next see Magarri’s nephew sitting on the top of the truck waving a
rifle and celebrating the kill. The kangaroo hung on the roof of truck drips blood



 

down the windshield. The next shot cuts to a frozen horrific stare on Lady Ashley’s
face. The excessiveness of this scene is classic Luhrmann, a reminder of the
opening scene of Strictly Ballroom. Lady Ashley’s response, supported by a
disjunctive camerawork and a Country and Western musical background,
produces slapstick humor.

This early comic scene is one scene that critics seem to love. It’s probably one of the rare
comic scenes in cinema in which not only an animal gets shot but also bleeds down the
windshield of the truck.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

In the first narrative the Drover and his motley
crew drive a herd of cattle through the Never
Never to Darwin. When Fletcher’s men start a
stampede, they crew must stop it. The scene is
clearly self-referential. Using the same editing
structure as Red River Luhrmann cuts between
close-ups of riders with low angle shots of the
stampeding cattle. It looks like a formulaic
Western. Moreover, his excessive use of CGI

As the film progresses, however, it becomes increasingly melodramatic in the
classic sense of the term in that hyperbolic music cues affect for any particular
scene. The characters take on more depth and their struggles become personal, as
the drama of relationality unfolds. Who will protect Nullah from being put in the
mission school? How will the conflict with Fletcher unfold? When will The Drover
and Sarah fall in love? Although the death of Daisy is the first event to disrupt the
film’s comedic tone, it is portrayal of the death of Flynn in melodramatic excess
that signals the film’s stylistic turning point.

The film then draws on codes of the epic Western. The herd must be taken over a
hostile land (deserts, river crossings, hostile natives, and rustlers — in this case
Fletcher and his henchmen). The dramatic scene of the Western is the stampede.
Here Luhrmann uses a similar shot/editing structure as Red River, relying heavily
on the close-up to show the courage and determination of the cowboys/drovers
trying to control the stampede. Overly done (the use of CGI blended with close-
ups), the scene's referent is cinema not reality. The Real as referent is further
undercut by use of the fantastic. Nullah magically stops the herd from cascading
over the cliff by pointing a finger at it. Magical moments remind us that it is just a
story and that good stories take us beyond the ordinary.

After successfully driving the herd to Darwin and loading the cattle on the ship
before King Carney’s cattle get there, the film moves into an interlude allowing
The Drover and Sarah to become intimately involved while also providing an
idyllic life for Nullah. But literally storm clouds are on the horizon, and the film
shifts to a romantic adventure with the Japanese bombing of Darwin and the
daring rescue of the children from the island, which has been taken over by the
Japanese.

The film blends these styles, genres and tones to produce a Manichean allegory.
The battle between good and evil is played out between Fletcher and Lady Ashley.
This battle takes place across the body of Nullah, Fletcher’s illegitimate son; the
prize is the soul of Australia itself. Fletcher provides a caricature of consummate
evil. Obsessed with power he kills Lord Ashley and King Carney, he sexually
exploits Aboriginal women, and he is further demonized by his relationship with
his son Nullah whom he beats, has put into a mission school, leaves on an island
that will be bombed by the Japanese, and attempts to kill. This caricature of
power knows no limits. In two scenes we see him tying a piece of thread around a
fly’s neck, a moniker of his sadism. Although Lady Ashley is first constructed in
comic tones, she is transformed into Sarah, a toughened Bush woman. As Nullah
recognized from the beginning of the film, under Sarah’s strange appearance,
there exists a strong caring woman. It is Sarah’s willingness to stand up to
Fletcher that sets the battle in motion. Luhrmann gives us two Australias: racist,
power-obsessed, driven by greed and self-interest or multicultural, caring, and
self-sacrificial. The allegorical spectacle is further reinforced by the camera work.
Heavy handed, overusing the close-up, the scenic tracking shot, and the low angle
shot that creates a sense of characters larger than life, the cinematography itself
adds another level of excessiveness.



creates an almost video game look to the
sequence.

Despite the issues surrounding the Stolen
Generation and Luhrmann’s critique of those
practices, the dominant relationship in the film is
between a colonial woman and a displaced
Aboriginal child. Does Luhrmann’s
multiculturalism simply replicate those practices
in a more acceptable form?

Fletcher is King Carney’s lieutenant, that is, until he murders Carney. Obsessed with power
there are no limits to what he will do. In two scenes we see him tying a piece of thread
around a fly’s neck, a moniker of his sadism.

The music is also eclectic. It includes Elton John, Cole Porter, the Glenn Miller
Orchestra, and the Ink Spots. Titles include “Waltzing Matilda,” “Journey to
Faraway Downs Hoedown,” “Over the Rainbow,” “The Drover’s Theme,” “Time
Passage” (From Jane Eyre), “Wild Colonial Boy,” and “Prelude” from Anna and
the King of Siam. Luhrmann both samples from a range of musical genre and
composes original songs for the film. Unlike Moulin Rouge which foregrounds
sampling, here it is less disjointed and tends to remain invisible.

The film is a pastiche assembled from film allusions, different genre styles, and a
wide range of musical forms. The collision of these forms ought to function
reflexively, drawing attention to both the codes of cinema and to the codes of
myth-making. But this rarely happens. The film tends to be read as a poorly
constructed historical epic. Nevertheless, Luhrmann’s use of these devices clearly
positions Australia as postmodern parody. So, why is reading it as a parody so
problematic?

Mythology and spectacle

Considering Luhrmann’s previous work and stylized use of cinematic excess,
reviewers and critics fail to suggest that Australia is Luhrmann’s exploration of
the structure of the Hollywood epic. Unlike Moulin Rouge it is not read as a self-
referential piece just as excessively melodramatic as that earlier work. One
argument is that Luhrmann didn’t go far enough. Here he is praised for the film’s
early comedic sequences that produce an obvious parodic stance, but that tone
disappears fairly early in the film. Another argument is that melodrama by its very
nature is excessive, so unless one moves into the comedic, melodrama might
absorb excessiveness more than other genres would. I argue that it is Luhrmann’s
desire to redefine the politics of Australian mythology that defeats self-
referentiality. Despite Luhrmann’s use of parodic excess, the script has a
recurring political message constructed in the dialogue, narrative, and character
portrayal in which Australia’s racist history is critiqued and transcended.
Australia is a political film. It uses every opportunity to point to racist practices of
white Australia, particularly in relation to the Stolen Generations. Moreover, it
attempts to insert a multicultural, non-sexist, non-racist myth of a nation coming-
into-being. Clearly, Luhrmann wants to produce an alternative historical account
about the emergence of the nation. This parallel account is not meant to be a
social realist account. It is purely Imaginary, an Oz.

The bar fight begins with a racist comment. One of Fletcher’s men calls the Drover a
”Boong lover.” Racism, the catalyst for this scene, quickly disappears as the bar fight turns
comic. It ends with Lady Ashley’s suitcases being torn apart and her underwear scattered
over the spectators. It is this oscillation that makes it difficult to take seriously Luhrmann’s
treatment of racism. And yet, the hallmark of Lurhmann’s style is his ability to produce an



In a horrid scene Daisy, Nullah’s mother, hides
with Nullah in a water tank when the ‘coppers’
come to take him away to the Mission School.
When the water pump gets turned on and the
tank fills with water, she drowns. Shortly after,
Nullah’s grief disappears when Sarah sings a
verse of “Over the Rainbow’ to him. It is at this
moment that Daisy and any memory of her is
wiped from the film.

Two Australian films, which directly confront
colonial racism, are Noyce’s Rabbit Proof Fence
(2001) and de Herr’s The Tracker (2002). Set in
Western Australia in 1931 Rabbit Proof Fence is
a Hollywood style production that follows three
young Aboriginal girls who are taken from their
mother and placed in the Moore River Mission
School. They escape and follow the rabbit proof
fence across Western Australia to return home.
Foregrounding the trauma associated with the
Stolen Generations the film served as a vehicle
to educate both Australian and international

expanded liminal space—a space that opens up into multiple reading positions.

The problem is that from the very beginning the film’s political engagement with
racism is both parodic and social realist. The film starts with these titles.

“After the bombing of Pearl Harbor on June 7th of December 1941, the
imperial Japanese navy sailed south. Unleashing their fire on Darwin,
a city in the Northern Territory of Australia.

“The Territory was a land of crocodiles, cattle barons and warrior
chiefs where adventure and romance were a way of life.”

“It was also a place where Aboriginal children of mixed race were
taken by force from their families and trained for service in white
society.”

“These children became known as the Stolen Generations.”

Before the film starts we are given contradictory expectations. An historical epic?
A romantic adventure? A social realist drama? In the first scene with The Drover,
he responds to a racist comment by initiating a bar fight; it turns into a comedic
scene reminiscent of the bar fight in Crocodile Dundee. To add to the comic
element Lady Ashley’s trunks are torn apart and her underwear gets tossed in the
air. By the end of the scene the issue of racism has disappeared. The film’s politics
are absorbed by its hyperbolic style. This scene demonstrates the shifting affective
tone throughout the film. The consequence of such unevenness is critical. How
can Luhrmann treat racism so lightly? Why doesn’t he depict the real suffering
produced by racist policies?

In another scene the film shows Nullah’s mother tragically killed. Attempting to
protect Nullah from being taken away to a mission school, the mother drowns in a
water tank. This scene is not undermined by comedy, and yet it is quickly
forgotten. It is even more problematic because it is used as a narrative device to
“clear the way” for Sarah Ashley to become Nullah’s surrogate mother. Racism is
usually constructed as a binary category. And while it is clear that the film sets
itself up to dislodge and critique racism, the treatment of racism often appears
“light.” Unlike other films that more clearly position themselves, such as The
Tracker and Rabbit Proof Fence, Australia’s excessive and inconsistent style
violates the topic’s seriousness.



audiences about the practices of state
governments to both culturally and biologically
assimilate Aboriginal children to white Australian
society.

 

 

 

Luhrmann’s use of fire in the film as a
destructive force speaks to the role of bush
fires, which ravage Australia yearly.

Drover's motley crew suggests that pluralistic
egalitarianism can transcend all obstacles to
defeat the vulgar use of raw power.

Australia and Gallipoli: Magarri’s dying pose

Set in 1922 The Tracker follows three white men labeled the Fanatic, the Follower, and the
Veteran, and an Aboriginal man (the Tracker) who search for an Aboriginal man accused of
murdering a white woman. As they come across groups of Aboriginal people, they
massacre them. Finally, the Follower, a young army recruit, refuses and arrests the
Fanatic. The Tracker integrates Peter Coad’s paintings, which serve as a self-reflexive
device. The film asks the audience to identify with the Follower and stand against racism.

National mythology

Australia engages with three historical tensions central to the mythology which
underlies nation-building: unabashed greed of the individual versus the good of
the nation, status inequality versus egalitarianism, and the exploitation of
Aboriginal peoples versus a respect for Aboriginal rights and tradition. In
Australia each of these tensions is transcended. First, as Anderson (1983) noted,
the nation-state exists as an imagined community. Giving up one’s life for one’s
country is honored, praised, and memorialized. The sacrificial event of Gallipoli in
which four waves of soldiers charged into Turkish machine guns has been
mythologized as the defining moment of Australian national identity. Here self-
sacrifice is honored. In the film Australia the conflict between nation and
individual is played out in the battle between King Carney and Lady Ashley. On
the surface this could be read as a battle between two cattle barons. However
there is a war going on and King Carney is constructed as a profiteer. Moreover,
his henchman will use any means necessary to win this battle. The Drover and
Sarah must bring the herd to Darwin to defeat Carney’s monopolistic intent.

Despite Fletcher’s attempt to stop the drive, The Drover’s motley multicultural
crew consisting of two Aboriginal men (Magarri and his cousin), an Aboriginal
woman (Bandy), Sarah, Nullah, the Chinese cook (Sing Song) and the alcoholic
Flynn drive the cattle through the Never Never into Darwin. Through the magic of
King George and the gritty determination of The Drover and his crew the cattle
are delivered at the knick of time. But national mythology demands sacrifice.
During the stampede created by Fletcher and his men Flynn dies. Through his
death, he not only redeems himself for helping Fletcher doctor the books but also
serves as the sacrifice for Luhrmann’s imagined multicultural national
community. Later in the film Magarri sacrifices himself to save The Drover and
the children. While he runs diverting attention from The Drover and the children,
Japanese bullets mow him down.

The second tension is constructed around the desire for egalitarianism. The myth
of equality is central to democratic nations. Here issues of race, class, and gender
are foregrounded. Racism is the subtext of this film and ever-present in the form
of derogatory language, segregated spaces, public policy and limits on
relationality. The narrative of the film centers on the Stolen Generations. Nullah
lives in fear of being taken away from his mother and then Faraway Downs.
Fletcher is obviously a racist. He exploits Aboriginal woman sexually, frames King
George for Lord Ashley’s murder, and even attempts to kill Nullah, his ‘half-caste’
son. His defeat is the culminating event signaling the new Australia. Moreover,
racism and sexism is structural. Ivan the bar owner will not serve women or
‘Boongs.’ The Drover tells a story of the death of his Aboriginal wife because she
was denied medical care. There are also ironic moments. The Wizard of Oz is
shown in a segregated theater. While Nullah learns tennis, perhaps an allusion to
Evonne Goolagong, three Indigenous children watch behind a fence. But in the
myth of democracy ascribed status has no place. There are symbolic moments of
transcendence. First, Sarah is accepted in the bar and served a drink for the heroic
feat of driving the herd through the Never Never. Later, with The Drover’s
insistence, Magarri is served a drink breaking the taboo of serving Indigenous
people in a whites only bar. The Drover breaks the class barrier when he enters
the Mission Island Ball and dances with Lady Ashley. And Lady Ashley herself
sheds her aristocratic status to become Sarah a bush woman. The film celebrates



mimics Archie’s death in Gallipoli. The
representation of self-sacrifice functions as a
legitmation tactic of the nation state.

Nullah playing tennis is an allusion to Evonne
Goolagong, an Aboriginal tennis player who
won 14 Grand Slam titles. In the second shot
three Aboriginal children watch. By combining
these two shots Luhrmann adds ambiguity to
the moment. Goolagong herself began playing
tennis as a child when a Barellan resident saw
her peering through a fence and invited her to
learn to play.

After Darwin is bombed, the Drover invites
Magarri to have a drink with him in a whites only
pub. At first Ivan refuses to serve him but then
after Drover’s insistence relents. While this is a
symbolic moment in the film, it falls short of any
real political change. Moreover, it is the Drover
not Magarri that makes the demand. Magarri
maintains the passive status of the side-kick.

the myth of egalitarianism so central to Australia’s self-image.

The third tension is expressed as a conflict between Nullah and Lady Ashley over
Nullah’s desire to go walkabout with King George. While the film employs
Australia’s racist history to build its mythology, the Oz of the film is a cultural
Imaginary in which Australia emerges as a multicultural world, which respects the
cultures of Aboriginal peoples. The adoptive relationship of a white woman to an
Indigenous child is a reoccurring theme in Australian cinema. In Jedda
(1957)Sarah McMann after losing her own child adopts Jedda; in We of the Never
Never (1982) Jeanie Gunn takes in Bett Bett; and in Australia (2008) Sarah
Ashley functions as a surrogate mother for Nullah. In all three cases the child is
orphaned, legitimizing the relationship. In each of these films there is conflict
between maternal care and paternal distance. On the one hand, the women of
these films express care and concern for what appears to be an unprotected child.
They also enunciate a missionary colonial relationship, a sense of obligation to
“civilize the savage.”

On the other hand, the men are totally conditioned and hardened by both history
and landscape. They express a realism, a consequence both of their own position
of power and a sense of Nature that is both unpredictable and intractable. In
Jedda Sarah McMann states,

“That’s the old cry, Doug, ‘They don’t tame; you can’t break them from
their bark hovels. They like to sleep with their dogs and their fleas.’ I
often wonder if you Territorians find it easier to think that way.”

In We of the Never Never Jeanie Gunn stops an Indigenous man from striking an
Indigenous woman, she is told not to interfere in their way of life. Later she brings
Bett Bett into her home to live. “I’m sick of people telling me there is nothing I can
do” — a statement which speaks both to the constraints on her because of gender
and her desire to act in a more caring manner towards Indigenous people. In
Australia Sarah states, “Just because it is, doesn't mean it should be.” Later The
Drover uses the same aphorism demanding that Ivan serve Magarri a drink in a
whites only bar. The phrase signifies a transcendent in which Australia constantly
renews itself by rediscovering the contradictions in its history while moving
toward a more egalitarian society. In all three films the women take the active role
based on a colonial maternalism.

Ironically, the men express a much more passive position. It is not a world of their
making. The best they can do is accept and adapt. Moreover, their position does
not disrupt patriarchal privilege. It is in this relationship between father/ mother/
adopted Indigenous child that contradictions of colonialism are embedded.

The critical moment emerges with the practice of walkabout. In Australia it
expresses a romanticized relationship to the deeper meanings of Aboriginal
tradition. Failure to participate in this ritual limits ones claims on traditional
Indigeneity. When Nullah wants to go walkabout with his grandfather King
George, Sarah Ashley refuses to let him go. The Drover responds,

“If he doesn't go through ceremony, he'll have no country. He'll have
no story, no dreaming. And he'll be all alone.”

This echoes Doug McMann’s statement in Jedda, but now it is nostalgic
statement, speaking to a multicultural Imaginary. Here, walkabout is associated
with loss and recuperation. Nullah’s desire to go walkabout signifies a relationship
to disappearing cultural formations and to the postcolonial desire for a
multicultural society. In Luhrmann’s Australia walkabout signifies a desire that
Indigenous culture and knowledge remains, that Indigenous culture is not
overwhelmed by Western culture and the processes of modernity.

Australia does not disrupt the mythology of democratic nations. Rather it
produces a fictional account celebrating it. This is Luhrmann’s alternative history.



These two shots of Sarah on the Darwin wharf
are taken through a telescope. In the former she
is Lady Ashley, the prim and proper British
aristocrat. In the latter, she is Sarah, Australian
bush woman. Luhrmann’s Australia constructs
the Australian landscape as transformative, a
characteristic turned into marketing trope by
Tourist Australia.

 

But does it limit engagement with the past? Does his Imaginary reinforce myth
rather than interrogating it?
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

By naming Hugh Jackman’s role the Drover
Luhrmann alerts the audience that this
character is a caricature of Australian mythic
masculinity. Moreover, he is constructed as
Hollywood cinematic hero who allows for
audience identification. He not only drives cattle
but also drives the narrative. Here again
Luhrmann creates multiple reading positions
producing not only identification but also a
distanced parodic reading.

On the limits of excess

“Myth deprives the object of which it speaks of all History.
In it, history evaporates. It is kind of an ideal servant: it
prepares all things, brings them, lays them out, the master
arrives, it silently disappears: all that is left for one to do is
to enjoy the beautiful object without wondering where it
comes from. Or even better: it only comes from eternity:
since the beginning of time, it has been made for bourgeois
man, the Spain of the Blue Guide has been made for the
tourist, and ‘primitives’ have prepared their dances with a
view to an exotic festivity” (Barthes, 1972: 151).

Roland Barthes reminds us myth drains itself of history. Even though
excess is used as a parodic device to unveil the codes of mythology, it
does not necessarily debunk the content of the myth itself. Myth
rehabilitation is not so simple.

Myth is complex, ambiguous and inextricably bound to the institutions
and structures of the dominant. In Orientalism Edward Saïd argues
that Western hegemony is based on a “flexible positional superiority”
(1979: 7). As discourses shift from colonial to postcolonial, modern to
postmodern, the enunciating agent is still the West. Despite
Luhrmann’s use of excess to disrupt an old mythology and perhaps his
desire to produce an alternative way of seeing, old hegemonic forms
creep into the narrative, characterization and cinematic practices. We
see this in the construction of The Drover and King George and also in
the fantasy place called Faraway Downs.

White narrative: the construction of The Drover

Hutcheon states,

“Postmodern parody is not ahistorical or de-historicizing
but signals how present representations come from past
ones and what ideological consequences derive from both
continuity and difference”(1989: 93).

The excessive construction of The Drover potentially lays bare the
myth of white masculinity. Even the use of the generic title The Drover
refers to an historical stereotype upon which the myth of white
masculinity toughened by Australian landscapes permeates Australian
national identity. The film might have further disrupted this mythology
if The Drover died in the desert, as Luhrmann originally intended.

The script suggests interpreting Drover as caricature by his very name.



King Carney stands in front of a map
demarcating his land. King George stands on a
cliff overlooking his peoples’ land. Until the
Mabo decision in 1992 Aboriginal land fell into
the category of terra nullius or unsettled land
allowing British settlers to disregard the
traditional lands and the rights of Indigenous
people.

King George watches the destruction of Darwin
by Japanese bombers.

But a caricature of what? Pragmatic masculinity? Autonomous
masculinity? White masculine privilege? The Drover is constructed like
a classic Hollywood hero with a toughened exterior and a moral
sentimental interior. Luhrmann also imprints him with an excessive
political correctness. The narrative aligns the Drover with Aboriginal
people. He married an Aboriginal woman who died because a hospital
refused her treatment because of her race. Even though Magarri is his
sidekick, they function as friends. And he speaks Magarri’s language.
Moreover, he is our anthropologist explaining Aboriginal customs to
Lady Ashley and to us the audience. He even points out how the
Darwin aristocracy sees him as black. Do we read him as parodic? Is
Luhrmann unveiling the codes of masculinity of both Hollywood and
Australia, perhaps suggesting they are one and the same? Or does his
position as the all-knowing male negate the caricature’s flatness?

Nullah provides an alternative voice. Like The Wizard of Oz the
grandiose magical quality of both character and narrative is verbally
constructed through the imagination of a child. Nullah introduces the
film and provides a voice-over, which both innocently informs and
naively reveals. His voice-over functions as a reminder that we are
being told a story from the eyes of a child. But can Nullah speak for the
subaltern? Or do we read this as a white-driven narrative in which the
Aboriginal voice is reduced to the voice of an androgynous excessively
neotenous child? Who drives the narrative, Nullah or The Drover?

Moreton-Robinson argues,

“In the guise of the invisible human universal, whiteness
secures hegemony through discourse by normalizing itself
as the cultural space of the West” (2004: 78).

Whiteness works as the invisible hand of the film. The conflict between
Fletcher, the Drover and Sarah drives the plot. The Drover speaks for
and about Indigenous peoples. The Drover changes history. Aboriginal
people help him. Bandy, the Aboriginal woman who serves as a drover,
becomes invisible after her introductory scene. Ivan serves Magarri at
his whites-only bar only because The Drover demands it. And while the
idealism of Sarah Ashley sets the drama in motion and Nullah’s eyes
and voice serve as an innocent witness, it is The Drover who carries out
the action in Hollywood style, reproducing the mythology of the
bushman as the founding force of Australia.

White narrative: 
the construction of King George

Smallacombe argues,

“In every academic discipline, the representations of
Aboriginal people have occurred without any reference to
the voices of Aboriginal people” (2000: 157).

Played by David Gulpilil, King George is referred to as a Gulapa , a
magic man, a cipher who exists on the periphery watching over his



Australia and Walkabout: The Aboriginal man
balanced on one leg looking over the Outback is
a reoccurring representation. Roeg’s highly
aestheticized shot of a young David Gupilil in
Walkabout was circulated internationally by the
success of his film. Luhrmann also uses the
stance to convey traditional Indigeneity.

Luhrman’s altranative Oz — utopian and
multicultural.

grandson Nullah. Referring to Aboriginal leaders as “king” was a
practice by British settlers reflecting a need to mimic the hierarchical
structure of Britain, even though it made little sense to Indigenous
peoples. Luhrmann, however, appears to use the title of King to create
a binary with King Carney. Two forms of power inhabit the film: Magic
versus Capital. Magic is associated with the moral and the aesthetic,
the Law and the Dreaming; Capital with greed and destruction, in
which fire serves as its destructive device (starting the stampede). In
Luhrmann’s Australia King George is the knower; he stands outside of
history in the timeless-placeless realm of magical realism. He walks the
periphery, a symbol of Aboriginal traditions disappearing under the
destructive weight of colonialism and modernity.

But is the construction of King George as a magic man also parodic? I
argued earlier that the shot of The Drover washing himself was held
excessively long, producing a self-referential moment. A second form
of gratuitous posing are the multiple shots of King George standing on
one leg reminiscent of Gulpilil posing in Walkabout. But unlike the
shot of The Drover, these shots are woven into the narrative and so
slide by unproblematically for most viewers. In a similar vein, looking
at the history of this kind of image, Russell argues that the editors of
Walkabout magazine in the 1950s promoted highly romanticized
representations of Indigenous people with little spatial or temporal
variation. She notes:

“Some of the images which became signifiers of Aboriginal
Australia, include the dusty hunter with wallaby over his
shoulder, a man playing didgeridoo, boomerangs, dusty
naked children with flies in the corners of their eyes, the
enigmatic hunter perched on high ground looking wistfully
outwards standing on one leg counter-balanced with his
spear.” (1994: 4)

Likewise Lutz and Collins(1993) argue that National Geographic
imagery has defined the way we look at Indigenous peoples ; its
construction is a form of aestheticized exoticism produced for the
Western gaze. Can we look at King George as a parody of the romantic
excess of the Western gaze? Or is our reading of this particular image
so constrained by National Geographic and similar texts, as well as
Australian tourist advertising’s depiction of Indigenous people, or the
use of an image of Gulpilil’s one-legged stance in the marketing of
Roeg’s Walkabout that we forego a counter-hegemonic interpretation?
And, does representing Indigenous peoples as an aesthetic object
undermine or reinforce the positioning of Aboriginal peoples as
occupying the periphery?

Muecke (2005) uses the concept “post-representation” to remind us
that all representations are intertexual. Reading representation does



These bird’s eye view shots transform
landscape into an abstract aesthetic object.
They exemplify Bourdieu’s aesthetic gaze so
central to bourgeois status legitimation. In these
shots real material struggles for land and for
survival disappear. Moreover, they support the
principle of terra nullius, that Australia was an
unsettled land.

Jedda, We of the Never Never, and Australia:
The adoptive relationship of an Aboriginal child
is laden with the contradictions of colonialism
associated with the Civilizing Mission or the
White Man’s Burden. In all three films ‘going
walkabout’ functions to signify a return to
Indigeneity.

not take place in a cultural vacuum; the circular reiteration of past
representations narrows interpretive possibilities. Romantic excess is
so ingrained in the representation of Indigenous peoples in film,
literature, photographs, and tourist literature that excess now becomes
read as “real.” Some viewers of Australia bring to the film counter-
hegemonic interpretations, but this presumes critical knowledges.
Nevertheless, the weight of Luhrmann’s representation of King George
leans away from a reading that recognizes parody and self-
referentiality.

Faraway Downs and terra nullius

After the successful cattle drive into Darwin, we see a brief interlude
before the film restarts the narrative. A landscape montage, which
ends with a zoom into Faraway Downs, introduces this transitional
moment. I argue that it is in the construction of Faraway Downs within
this interlude that we find the film’s most problematic moment. Why is
Faraway Downs constructed as a utopia rather than a colonized land?
In presenting that place, Luhrmann gives us not only images of the
happy family but also of the happy plantation. The evening dinner
which includes a British table setting with Indigenous workers, the
Chinese cook, and the family of The Drover, Sarah, and Nullah looking
on offers up a postcard image of universal humanism. Perhaps we are
also expected to read these images as parodic. But considering the
political drift of the film, this seems unlikely.

More important, although Luhrmann centers the Stolen Generations
as metonym for racist Australia, his Imaginary disguises another
history — not of stolen children but of stolen land. While apologizing
for colonial ravages is a necessary ethical step towards reconciliation,
the materiality of land rights has proven a more difficult issue to
resolve. How did Lord Ashley obtain Faraway Downs? Whose land was
it? Where are the Indigenous people? The film constructs an empty
land, a wilderness, a human-free landscape. The panoramic montage
that initiates this interlude functions as a cinematographic terra
nullius.

The visual aesthetics here support Australia’s origin myth as a nation
produced by whites Europeans. The moment of origin starts when
whites act upon the land. The history of Indigenous people becomes
reduced to a signifier: King George standing on one leg looking over
the landscape. As Foord (2004) argues, Australia like the United States
has a frontier myth which positions whiteness as an ego ideal. Calling
invaders “settlers” creates a heroic national past. While the plot of the
film is overtly driven by the Stolen Generations policy, here Greer is
right. The film, especially in its omissions, disguises the violence of
colonization and the deeper contradictions in the processes of
colonization.

Conclusion

Luhrmann’s Australia parodies the cinematic structure of the epic
melodrama, while it leaves mythic Australia intact. Its excessive



King George and Nullah: Luhrmann’s use of
walkabout signifies the desire to preserve
Aboriginal traditions.The discourse surrounding
walkabout has shifted historically. It was first
used in a derogatory way when Aboriginal
peoples left work at cattle stations. The meaning
shifted with Marshall’s book Walkabout, which
served as the basis of Roeg’s film. There and in
Australia walkabout is associated with an
initiation ritual.

While the cattle drive and the bombing of
Darwin give the story an adventure theme, the
deep structure of the film is represented by
Nullah. Not only is he the narrator but also in
Propp’s typology ‘the prize.’ It is what happens
to Nullah that determines the outcome of the
narrative. We are given three options. First,
Nullah can be placed in the Mission School and
become part of the Stolen Generations. Fletcher
and ‘the coppers’ attempt to execute this
outcome. Sarah fights against it. Second, he
can be raised by Sarah and be culturally

Aussiewood style can be read as reflexively disrupting Hollywood
coding practices. The film is a pastiche assembled out of other
cinematic texts, both Australian and Hollywood. These intertextual
allusions provide interpretative openings to the proposition that
cinema is only a set of coding practices. And, within the realm of
cinema, history at best is an ambiguous referent.

The referent, however, is not just cinema. Australia is based on an
actual policy and related events associated with the Stolen
Generations. Luhrmann weaves this historical event into the film,
often using heavy-handed didactic tactics. And yet, because of the
film’s shifting stylization, it never achieves a deep empathetic
understanding of the suffering produced by such policies and
practices. The film speaks to a deep national scar for which there is no
easy morally coherent solution, but it does so in a haphazard way.

Reading the film politically hinges on one’s relations to these
contradictions. By making the issues of the Stolen Generations and
racism central to the film, Luhrmann opens the door to political
criticism. What about the hovels outside of Darwin? Where are the
workers for Faraway Downs? Is King George a poorly constructed,
simplistic stereotype? Is this an example of Colonialism Light made
digestible for international audiences? Moreover, Luhrmann’s parodic
tactics fail to disrupt the hegemonic, natural, invisible, taken–for-
granted world of white masculinity so central to Australian mythology.
Although Luhrmann creates an Imaginary, an apocryphal history of
reconciliation, he leaves the mythology of whiteness as an
epistemological regime intact.
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assimilated into white Australian society. Third,
he can go walkabout with King George and
learn Aboriginal traditions and thus help
produce a multicultural Australia.
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Ennis holding Jack as a memory.

Ennis holding the memory of Jack.

Fear and loathing on
Brokeback Mountain

by Craig Snyder

Valentin: “You gays never face facts. Fantasies are no
escape.”
Molina: “If you have the keys to that door, I will gladly
follow. Otherwise, I will escape in my own way.”
Valentin: “Then your life is as trivial as your movies.”
—Kiss of the Spider Woman (1985)

As I sat in my local movie theater five years ago, waiting for Brokeback
Mountain to start, I flashed back to another moment of similar
anticipation. I was 23 and attending a small university. I had finally
worked up the courage to rent My Own Private Idaho from the video
store down the street and I was convinced that everyone in the store
would know that I was gay simply because of the choice of film I was
renting.

When I rented My Own Private Idaho that day, I had two specific
motives as a viewer: The first was to be identified by others
(customers, store clerk, etc.) as being someone that either is gay, or
had the potential to be gay. The second was to hopefully see a new
cinematic rendering of what life could be like as an openly gay man.

In other words, through spectatorship, I was attempting to locate my
own homosexual subjectivity, as well as discover a new one: A
homosexual whose natural desires were not deemed to be pathological.
So as I scanned the audience in the movie theater while waiting for
Brokeback Mountain to start, I found myself realizing that I had the
same motives as when I rented My Own Private Idaho. I wanted to
take my place in the audience as a gay man, amidst the swarms of
heterosexual couples, and I desperately wanted to see a new cinematic
rendering of life as a gay man. I had a certain set of expectations when
walking into the theater that night, most of which were based on the
incredible media exposure leading up to the film’s wide release dates.
As Entertainment Weekly proclaimed, the film contained “…a force so
powerful it can scarcely be named.”[1] [open endnotes in new window]
Or, as Roger Ebert declared,

“It is the story of a time and place where two
men are forced to deny the only great passion
either one will ever feel.”[2]

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/snyder-brokeback/bio.html


My own spectatorship as a political act.

A gay appropriation of Oscar Levant and Gene
Kelly in An American in Paris (1951).

All of which is to say that my viewing of Brokeback Mountain was
located as that of a gay man with an expectation of witnessing a sea
change of sorts in how Hollywood cinema represented gay men. Five
years later I’m still waiting for that sea change to happen, and all
indications point towards the unsettling fact that it may never come.

Annie Proulx’s fictional story and Ang Lee’s film allows a
contemporary audience to look back in time at a culture that is
seemingly much different then today. Proulx’s Brokeback Mountain
was originally published in 1997 and takes place in isolated small
towns of Wyoming from 1963 to 1983. The setting of Brokeback
Mountain supports a reading of the queer love story as one that could
never happen in modern times. The remoteness of the location, the job
of a ranch hand or sheep herder, or the very notion of the ‘cowboy’
provides for a reading that can be both nostalgic and elegiac. Simply
put, the setting is far removed from our current cultural condition of
legal same-sex marriages (in specific states), or gay soldiers serving
openly in the U.S. military, or the federal legalization of sodomy. As a
result, the suffering, joy and lost love within the film is often seen as
being an inherent product of their particular time and place, rather
then a fictionalized Hollywood representation of a gay love story
between two men.

However, the distant past that Brokeback Mountain presents is in
many ways not that distant at all. For example, internalized
homophobia, shame, discrimination, and threats or acts of violence are
all alive and very real in contemporary queer culture, regardless of
your setting. After all, Matthew Shepard, an openly gay student at the
University of Wyoming was murdered just a year after Brokeback
Mountain was published, and the It Gets Better project was created in
2010 to address violence against LGBTQ youth, much of it self-
imposed.

As a gay man, I had experienced many aspects of the film that have
often been contextualized or dismissed as being from a distant time
and place. The safety of the closet and the fear of violence are all too
familiar to me, as well as the projection that living as a gay man
inherently means living an unhappy and unfulfilled life. Importantly, I



A gay appropriation of Tony Randall and Rock
Hudson in Pillow Talk (1959).

Jack and Ennis as ‘fishing buddies’ searching
for a campsite.

‘Fishing buddies’

learned about these cultural norms from watching movies long before I
experienced them first hand.

Research into the pleasures and validity of homosexual spectatorship
within the cinema have been explored by authors such as Alexander
Doty, Richard Dyer, Judith Mayne, Yvonne Tasker, B. Ruby Rich, Brett
Farmer, Thomas Waugh and Clare Whatling. They have looked directly
at the pleasures and processes of viewing films homosexually, that is to
say, either as a homosexual or looking for homosexual narrative. All of
these observations have sprung from earlier works on gendered
spectatorship, Laura Mulvey most notably among them.

As a way of expanding on that scholarship, I’m locating my gaze onto
Brokeback Mountain as a gay male spectator. Which is to say, my
viewing position is unlike the viewers that Linda Williams references,
whom it seems, she feels were enlightened by the gay sex acts on
screen:

“Brokeback Mountain staged consensual sodomy between
two men in a very dark tent as a simulated R-rated movie
sex scene available for viewing by all persons seventeen or
older, or any age if accompanied by a parent or adult
guardian.” (2008:240)

I am also not the type of viewer that Caroline Evans and Lorraine
Gamman propose:

“Although we would argue against the idea of an essentially
gay or lesbian gaze, we do not want to make the case for the
‘queer gaze’ either. Rather, we want to make the case for
identifications which are multiple, contradictory, shifting,
oscillating, inconsistent, and fluid.” (2004:217)

After all, I had spent my entire life negotiating ‘contradictory’
identifications in the cinema. I was desperate for a new representation
of the gay male body because I had grown tired of Hollywood’s
portrayal of homosexuals as lacking moral guidance and self-control, a
slave to their deviancy that controlled them from some deep-seated
place within. As Richard Dyer notes:

“Equally, there can be no doubt that most stereotypes of
gays in films are demeaning and offensive. Just think of the
line-up – the butch dyke and the camp queen, the lesbian
vampire and the sadistic queer, the predatory
schoolmistress and the neurotic faggot, and the all the rest.
The amount of hatred, fear, ridicule and disgust packed



‘Fishing buddies’ at their campsite.

Ennis using a little ‘spit’ in addition to his ‘clear
slick’ to prepare for sexual intercourse with
Jack.

Ennis having sexual intercourse with Jack.

Ennis watching the fire while Jack undresses in
full view of Ennis and the viewer.

into those images is unmistakable.” (1999:297)

The pathological representation of the homosexual has turned
increasingly sophisticated in post-AIDS Hollywood cinema. For
instance, it has now become suitable for the homosexual character to
develop an empathetic connection with the audience. In this way, his
probable death can be interwoven into the narrative in a way that
serves a greater purpose. The audience is now allowed to see the
homosexual as an individual, and thus, possess their own subjectivity.
Spectators are encouraged to find empathy with the queer, and
sympathy for the loved ones left behind. Particular examples of this
include Philadelphia (1993), American Beauty (1999), and most
recently, A Single Man (2009).

Classic Hollywood cinema was much easier to navigate for me as a
youth. Since the classics did not have overtly homosexual characters, I
was free from having to emotionally reconcile a pathological storyline.
Instead, I could let fantasy take over and thus, see myself inserted into
a classic on-screen love story. In films such as An American in Paris
(1951), where as a spectator, I would elect to see seduction and love
between Gene Kelly and Oscar Levant, rather then Gene Kelly and
Leslie Caron. Or Pillow Talk (1959) where it was exceptionally easy to
provide a queer reading of blissful domesticity between Rock Hudson
and Tony Randall rather then the officially sanctioned romance of
Rock and Doris Day. As Brett Farmer aptly points out, classic
Hollywood was a safe terrain for the gay viewer:

“Spectatorship assumes a similarly performative function
within gay contexts. For many gay men, spectatorship
offers a privileged forum in which to define and express
their identifications with discourses of gayness.” (2000:30)

My ability to read a film “against the grain” provided a form of comfort
and resistance from the normative pressures I was facing as a gay
youth. As Clare Whatling proposes,

“One appropriates what is there, straining to read into it
those elements which are not there. In this sense the text
sets up the terms of representation and of resistance,
colonization and refusal which structure any appropriation
of the dominant with the margins.” (1997:5)

Or, as Annette Kuhn describes,

“…the acts of analysis, of deconstruction and of reading
‘against the grain’ offer an additional pleasure – the
pleasure of resistance, of saying ‘no’: not to
‘unsophisticated’ enjoyment, by ourselves and others, of
culturally dominant images, but to the structures of power
which ask us to consume them uncritically and in highly
circumscribed ways.” (1985:25)

So as the lights went dark in the theater five years ago and the high
school boys in the audience finally stopped making jokes about lonely
cowboys and sheep, I thought to myself that perhaps now, finally, I’ll
experience visual pleasure when seeing Hollywood’s version of the
homosexual. What I did not realize then, was that the gay bodies in



Jack and Ennis have their first kiss.

Jack holds Ennis in a passionate embrace.

Jack and Ennis at the start of their first sexual
encounter.

Alma witnessing Jack and Ennis kiss for the
second time.

Brokeback Mountain were never meant to be on cinematic display for
my pleasure. Rather, they were on display for my discipline.

Cinematic pleasure

Like any successful Hollywood film, Brokeback Mountain formulated
its love story in a way that reached a mass audience. The fact that the
love story was taking place between two men seemed to form a
spectacle that only heightened the publicity and the box office. Ang Lee
won an Academy Award for Best Director for the film and it grossed
$178 million in theatrical release. It was then followed by DVD release,
resulting in 1.4 million copies of the DVD being sold on the first day.

Critical reception of the film focused on the ways in which it avoided
gay male stereotypes and exceeded at being more then just a gay love
story. The film was celebrated for the ways in which the gay male
characters were represented, and the resulting impact on mainstream
culture. As Harry Benshoff writes,

“In presenting Jack and Ennis as ‘normal’ married men
who like to go on fishing trips together, Brokeback
Mountain threatens our culture’s very definitions of
heterosexuality and masculinity.” (2008:15)

Or, as Andrew Holleran states,

“The whole achievement of Brokeback is to make this love
serious. It’s important to stress that, whatever else it is,
Brokeback is a love story. That’s the source of its power: as
old as Romeo and Juliet.”

Holleran continues,

“What’s threatening to some about the movie is the way it
blurs friendship and Eros. Jack and Ennis are both best
friends and lovers, fishing buddies who bring home no
fish.”[3]

The success of Brokeback Mountain only added to my expectations of
seeing a queer on-screen representation that would be positive and
affirming. As Brett Farmer reminds us, the culturally produced
homosexual has the potential to be a powerful figure:

“Homosexuality is a central determining paradigm in
modern, Western cultures, and many subjects articulate
their desires, make their meanings, and live their lives,
whether in part or whole, whether centrally or peripherally,
through it. Thus it is valid to speak of gayness as an
identifiable category of subjective organization, to
recognize that it has specific force and function, even if its



Jack and Ennis kiss for the second time as seen
from Alma's point of view.

The audience point of view highlights Jack’s
wedding ring.

The camera pans so the audience point of view
also includes Ennis’ wedding ring.

realization in material contexts, its performance to speak,
will always be contingent and variable. Furthermore, the
production of a formal figure of gay spectatorship can be a
powerful and enabling strategy to combat heteronormative
presumption, and this more then justifies any putative risks
of abstraction and essentialism. Not only does the
construction of a theoretical image of gay spectatorship
refuse the pervasive demands to silence and marginality
that circulate around the very idea of gay spectatorship in
dominant culture, making visible the invisible, speaking the
unspeakable.” (2000:9)

I first felt the power inherent within my own gay spectatorship of
Brokeback Mountain when Ennis del Mar and Jack Twist kissed for
the first time. They had their first sexual contact the night before,
which will turn out to be the only time the audience witnesses
(simulated) sexual intercourse between the two. Earlier in the day they
had reconciled the sexual exchange from the night before. According to
Ennis, it was a “one shot thing we have going on here.” Ennis
continued, “You know I aint queer.” Jack responds, “Me neither.”

With their sexualities straightened out, the film cuts to a scene of the
campsite that night, Ennis in the foreground by the fire, Jack in the
center of the frame undressing in the tent in the background. We hear
the crackle of the fire and a peaceful night. This is the first time we
have seen both men sober at camp, without a whiskey bottle in sight.
Ennis sits by the fire to the left of the camera’s frame as he watches
Jack undress. He pokes the fire with a stick and gets up to walk
towards Jack in the tent. The film cuts to a medium shot of Jack inside
the tent, shirtless, in a reflective moment. Jack hears Ennis approach
and looks towards the tent’s opening. As Ennis enters the tent, Jack
sits up to meet him. First grabbing Ennis’s arm, then moving his hand
up to cup the side of Ennis’s face. Jack’s hand pulls Ennis closer as
their lips touch in a passionate kiss. In this medium shot, their eyes are
locked onto each other in a way that is affirming and caring.

The exchange between them seems to be less about lust, and more
about passion. After the kiss, Jack continues to hold Ennis’s face as
Jack reclines again, taking Ennis with him, his head resting on Jack’s
bare chest. It’s within this scene that we see Ennis overtly display a
romantic desire for Jack. He lets his hands explore Jack’s body and his
lips meet jack’s lips again as Jack rolls on top of him. Their long series
of kisses play out in the tent as we hear and see the fire crackle in the
background. No words are exchanged.

The scene is unlike the night before, where the tent contained a sexual
exchange between them that seemed to border on assault. This
moment illustrated romance and a level of intentionality that could
indeed be considered queer, despite their claims otherwise. For me, as
a gay viewer, it marked the beginning of their love affair. It also
marked the moment in which my viewing position became normalized.
The love I saw on the screen was my love. I did not have to rely on
fantasy to insert myself into a Hollywood love story. It was there before
me, affirming and welcoming, and beautifully familiar. It provided a
taste of what I imagine it must be like for heterosexual men when they
witness countless Hollywood love stories between male and female



Ennis whispering a childhood lullaby into Jack’s
ear.

Wide shot of Ennis comforting Jack.

Jack watches Ennis ride away from camp,
knowing that he will return the next day.

Jack watches Ennis ride away in his truck,
unsure of when he will see him again.

stars: spectatorship from the center, rather then from the margins.
While Ennis and Jack share other moments in the film, none are as
intimate as this one. We see them kiss just one other time in the film,
sneaking kisses in front of the sad eyes of Ennis’s wife Alma.

It’s only near the end of the film when a level of intimacy returns to
that which was displayed in their first kiss. Jack gets into an argument
with Ennis on one of their return trips to the mountains. It’s been 20
years since they first met, and Ennis informs Jack that it will have to be
another year before they can meet again. Jack tells Ennis that he can’t
get by on “a couple of high altitude fucks once or twice a year,” and he
famously says, “ I wish I knew how to quit you.” A crying Ennis replies,

“Then why don’t you? Why don’t you just let me be? It’s
because of you, Jack, that I’m like this. I’m nothing, I’m no
where….I honestly can’t stand this no more, Jack.”

As Jack reaches for Ennis and they both crumble to the ground,
hugging and crying, there is a slow fade to a campfire of 20 years ago.
The viewer shares Jack’s memory of the love he feels for Ennis, as Jack
reflected on a specific moment occurring up on Brokeback Mountain
that first summer. In the flashback, we see Jack standing at the
campfire as the camera tilts up from the smoking embers. Jack has his
head down, black cowboy hat hiding his face. Ennis walks up to him
from behind and gently reaches his right arm over Jack’s shoulder and
across the front of Jack’s chest. Cut to a close up of Ennis whispering in
Jack’s ear: “Well, now you are sleeping on your feet like a horse.”

As Jack tilts his head up, eyes closed, embraced by Ennis, Ennis
whispers a lullaby into Jack’s ear. The same lullaby that Ennis’s mom
used to sing to him. The film cuts to a wide shot as we see the full
campground, horses, crackling fire, and Ennis holding Jack tight from
behind as the lullaby continues. Cut back to a close-up as Ennis
whispers into Jack’s ear,“ I gotta go,” as Jack nods his head, eyes still
closed. Ennis continues, “ See ya in the morning.” As Ennis unwraps
himself from Jack and turns away to walk to his horse in the
background, we see Jack turn his body away from the camera and
watch Ennis ride away. As Ennis leaves the frame, the film cuts to a
reverse shot of us watching Jack straight on, as he continues to watch
the spot on the trail where Ennis just disappeared. Jack seems to be in
a sleepy dream state, comfortable in the fact that Ennis will be back the
next morning. The film then cuts back to present day, where we see
Jack watching Ennis leave down the road in his pick-up truck in a
cloud of dust.
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Jack finds a man in Mexico

Ennis as a young boy with his father and brother
on their way to see Earl.

A young Ennis looking at death.

Cinematic discipline

This flashback is significant in two ways: First, it allows the audience to see
the overt love that Ennis has for Jack. Second, because we see Ennis’s
actions via Jack’s memory, Jack’s homosexual subjectivity becomes
dominant. In contrast, Ennis is seen more as homosocial then homosexual.
After all, it was Jack that started the sexual contact with Ennis in the tent,
and it was Jack that made the trips from Texas to Wyoming to see Ennis
for the last 20 years. It was also Jack that repeatedly tried to settle down
with Ennis:

“Tell you what, we could have had a good life together, a real
fuckin’ good life.”

This imbalance in sexual subjectivity proves to be a critical element when
looking at cinematic pleasure because it results in a form of cinematic
discipline. From a pleasure perspective, Ennis displays tenderness,
intimacy and a critical distance from homosexuality. From a discipline
perspective, Jack’s homosexuality is framed within a predatory context. As
Ennis himself says,

“Why don’t you just let me be? It’s because of you, Jack, that
I’m like this. I’m nothing, I’m nowhere.”

As a result, the audience is simultaneously invited to find pleasure in their
(my) love, while also being shown the deviancy inherent in it. The end
result is that the homosexual is “fixed.” Even though the audience may find
him a warm and sympathetic character, even to the point of being able to
love. He nonetheless can never escape from the moral implications of his
sexuality.

As Homi Bhabha describes, subcultures are “fixed” in ways that maintain
the superiority of dominant culture:

“Fixity, as the sign of cultural / historical/ racial difference… is
a paradoxical mode of representation: it connotes rigidity and
an unchanging order as well as disorder, degeneracy and
daemonic repetition.” (1983:18)

Bhabha continues by illustrating the relationship between fixity and
stereotype:

“Likewise the stereotype, which is its major discursive strategy,
is a form of knowledge and identification that vacillates
between what is always ‘in place,’ already known, and
something that must be anxiously repeated…” (1983:18)

It’s this fixity, working through stereotypes and other means, that
maintains the gay male body as being pathological. The homosexual is
demonized, outlawed, dismissed, or as is often the case, left for dead. This
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is not to say that the visual pleasure that I experienced in Brokeback
Mountain was not real. But it is to say that engines of dominant cultural
production, such as Hollywood, created those moments as part of a larger
disciplinary action. Brokeback Mountain shows the homosexual as being
fixed, destined for unhappiness and failure or worse yet, death. Which is to
say, the formation of homosexual desire within Brokeback Mountain is
constructed in a way that gives the audience at least two choices of
readings—the homosexual as a tragic and flawed figure, or the homosexual
as deviant and predatory. Regardless, their homosexuality is fully known to
the audience. Which is in contrast to how D.A. Miller proposes Brokeback
Mountain’s homosexual construction:

“At one end of each shot is a homosexual who doesn’t mean to
be a homosexual, at the other end, matching and mirroring
him, is a film spectator who doesn’t mean for him to be either.
Both parties are disallowed self-consciousness, the homosexual
unable to attain it, the spectator freed from it by having its
burden shifted to the dramatis personae.” (2007:58)

Jack’s deviancy is more then just the fact that he is a homosexual. It’s the
fact that he acts on his homosexuality that is important. For example, he
was the bottom when they had sexual intercourse. He also has gay sex
outside of his relationship with Ennis. Jack confessed to Ennis to having
sex with men in Mexico, which the viewer sees in an earlier scene in the
film where Jack picks up a Latino man in an alley. It is not clear if the man
is a prostitute or just cruising. Regardless, for Ennis and the film itself, this
overt level of homosexuality is clearly deviant behavior. We also get
confirmation of Jack’s overt homosexuality when Ennis learns from Jack’s
parents that Jack was planning on bringing a man other then himself to his
parent’s ranch to help turn it around.

As a result of this imbalance between the men, Brokeback Mountain
creates a secondary “Othering.” The first Othering is that both men are
deemed to be gay. The second Othering is that Jack is more gay then
Ennis. This double layer Othering secures the stereotypical construct of the
deviant homosexual (Jack) whom recruits and corrupts the masculine
straight male (Ennis).

Of course, since Ennis and Jack share a bed together, Ennis is implicated at
some level in terms of his homosexual desire. But Ennis’s same sex desire
seems to be offset for the audience by his rugged masculinity. For example,
while they were on Brokeback Mountain that first summer, Ennis switches
roles with Jack and it’s Ennis that ends up watching the sheep on the
mountain, rather then cooking and cleaning back at the base camp. It’s
Ennis that shoots the elk to provide food for Jack, who is tired of eating
beans. It’s Ennis who is getting married as soon as he gets down from the
mountain, and once off the mountain, it’s Ennis that fathers the first child.

Paramount to his masculinity within the film is Ennis’s refusal to have a
domestic relationship with Jack, and to only be a top when they have
sexual intercourse. These elements allow the viewer to create distance (real
or imagined) between the homosexuality of Jack and the homosexuality of
Ennis. For instance, while it’s true that Ennis had sexual intercourse with
Jack, he did so in a way that could easily be dismissed for acting out of
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necessity (he was drunk and horny on a mountain). Or it could be
interpreted as a sexual act that was equal to having sex with a woman,
since we see later in the film that he prefers anal intercourse with his wife
Alma.

Brokeback Mountain does not attempt to question or offer an alternative
to the idea of the homosexual as deviant. Instead, it affirms a
heteronormative reading that results in the audience seeing disciplinary
actions on the gay body as normal and justified.

It’s in this way that Brokeback Mountain disciplines my own gay body. As
a viewer, I am skilled at navigating around overtly homophobic
representations of my gay body on screen. However, Brokeback Mountain
is able to combine and entwine its call for the discipline of the gay male
body within a larger, seemingly innocent, dramatic love story. As a result,
the mass appeal of Brokeback Mountain provides a new level of
homophobic discourse. One that works on a nearly subliminal level that
encourages the mass audience to continue to embrace and enforce fixity,
Othering, and discipline upon the gay male body.

On their first camping trip since being on Brokeback Mountain, Jack
reminds Ennis how good their life could be if they decided to settle down
together. Ennis replies,

“If we are together, and this thing grabs hold of us again, at the
wrong place, at the wrong time, we’re dead.”

Ennis continues by telling Jack the story of how his dad took him and his
brother to view the dead body of a homosexual when they were kids. It’s
during this scene that we learn the full extent of Ennis’s knowledge of the
immorality of homosexuality, and perhaps most importantly, the
ramifications of living an overtly homosexual lifestyle.

As Ennis tells Jack the story of Earl and Rich—“two old guys ranched up
together down home”—the film cuts to a medium shot of a man and two
boys walking with their back to the camera down a trail. This flashback,
seen from Ennis’s memory, unfolds as his voiceover continues:

“They were the joke of town, even though they were pretty
tough old birds. They found Earl dead in an irrigation ditch, tire
iron to him, spurred him, tied him up by his dick and drug him
around till it pulled off.”

As the voiceover plays, the camera pans onto a close up of the young Ennis,
as he stairs directly ahead. The film cuts to a medium shot of Jack back at
the campfire asking, “You seen this?” The film cuts to a medium shot of the
grown Ennis replying, “Yeah, I was about nine years old,” which then cuts
back to a young Ennis looking straight ahead, his father’s hand placed
directly on the boy’s neck to keep him looking straight ahead. Ennis
continues, “He made sure my brother and I seen it.” The film cuts from a
shot that has the audience watching a young Ennis, to a shot which allows
the audience to see what Ennis is seeing: a dead man sprawled out
amongst the rocks in a ravine. However, the camera is showing us a wide
shot of the scene, and it’s difficult to make out the visual details of the dead
body, let alone find the body in the landscape all together. After a few
seconds of this wide shot, the film cuts to a medium shot of the body in
center frame. It’s at this point we see that his jeans are pulled down and
that blood covers his groin. The jump cut from a wide shot of Earl to a
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medium shot which shows his injuries is non-diegetic. Young Ennis did not
move closer to the body to warrant this closer view. It was delivered to the
audience by the filmmaker as a way of visually affirming the penalty for
being homosexual.

This scene serves to define two types homosexuals within the film: the
homosexual that acts on his deviant behavior, and the one that does not.
The one that refrains from acting on his desire is allowed to live. The one
that actively pursues his same-sex desire will most likely die as a result of
it. Thus, it provides the viewer with evidence as to why the gay male body
needs to be disciplined. For at the same moment the audience learns of
Ennis’ traumatic boyhood experience, we assign blame for that trauma not
on the men who committed the crime, but onto the homosexual(s) that
caused the crime. As a result, the viewer is provided with two versions of
the deviant homosexual. The first is alive as a result of his self-discipline.
The second is dead due to his lack of self-discipline. Through our
association with the characters on screen as a result of spectatorship, the
audience comes to understand that there is a price to pay for overt
homosexuality.

During the course of the scene, the viewer moves from the third-person
perspective of the audience, to the first-person perspective of the
homosexual (a young Ennis) as he is forced to see the mutilated body of
Earl. As a viewer, having access to his gaze allows the audience to learn of
Ennis’ homosexual subjectivity at the exact same time that Jack learns of
it. It provides the audience a level of intimacy with Ennis that Jack can’t
obtain. We are able to see what Ennis saw, while Jack is left to imagine the
details on his own. Thus, the audience is able to identify (and join) with
Ennis’ self-discipline, while simultaneously reinforcing the positioning of
Jack as the deviant homosexual. After all, it is Jack that wants to live
together like Earl and Rich did.

This scene is foreshadowed earlier in the film when Ennis rides back up to
the sheep the morning after their sex scene in the tent. Ennis awakes to
find himself with his pants down and Jack sleeping next to him. As Ennis
rides out of camp, the camera follows him on his horse, climbing up to the
sheep in a sweeping wide shot. We hear the dog barking in the distance.
Ennis gives the horse a kick and takes off on a quick gallop towards the
barking dog. The film then cuts to a shot of Ennis approaching the dog and
a dead sheep nearby. As Ennis looks at the dead sheep, the audience is
given his first-person perspective as he looks down at the sheep, split open
along the length of it’s belly, chest cavity showing a brilliant red of blood
and emptiness. Not unlike the view of Earl’s groin.

The discipline of the gay male body within Brokeback Mountain
culminates near the end of the film when Ennis hears of Jack’s death. As
we hear Jack’s wife Lureen describe in a voice-over that Jack died from an
accident while fixing a flat tire on his truck on the side of the road, the film
cuts from a medium shot of Ennis on the phone with Lureen, to a wide shot
of Jack walking from three men in the grass near the railroad tracks. The
viewer is given the idea that they are seeing the true story of Jack’s death
through Ennis’ perspective. However, this is only partly right. The camera
maintains a third-person perspective throughout the scene, allowing the
viewer access to Ennis’ fears and projections without any first person point
of view. The men in the scene strike Jack with a tire iron and continue to
beat and kick him on the ground. The film makes a series of jump cuts
between his bloody face, kicks to his crotch, and repeated blows to his
body. As we hear Lureen ask if Ennis is still on the line, the film leaves
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Ennis’ imagination and returns back to a series of cuts between Lureen and
Ennis ending their phone conversation.

This scene provides the audience with an oppositional reading to Jack’s
earlier flashback of Ennis. In that memory sequence, Jack is reflecting on
how passionate and caring Ennis is to him. In contrast, in this moment,
Ennis is imaging how Jack’s overt homosexuality surely got him killed. As a
result, Ennis and the audience share in what now has become common
knowledge between them—the gay male body is a threat that needs
sustained discipline.

Go to Notes page
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Notes
1. Film reviewed by Owen Gleiberman, Nov 30, 2005, EW.com, accessed on
11/19/2010. 
http://www.ew.com/ew/article/0,,1136099,00.html
[return to page 1 of essay] 

2. Film reviewed by Roger Ebert, December 16, 2005, rogerebert.com
accessed, on 11/20/2010.
http://rogerebert.suntimes.com/apps/pbcs.dll/
article?AID=/20051215/REVIEWS/51019006

3. Film reviewed by Andrew Holleran, "The Magic Mountain," March-April,
2006, glreview.com, accessed on 11/19/2010.
http://www.glreview.com/issues/13.2/13.2-holleran.php
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There’s a sucker born every minute.
Audiences blog about Sucker Punch.

by Chuck Kleinhans

The new Zach Snyder action film, Sucker Punch , premiered in the US on March 25,
2011. As part of an ongoing interest in the more ephemeral aspects of New Media,[1]
[open endnotes in new window] I’m writing here (mostly) about those who blogged
about it on the microblogging service Tumblr. I’ve arranged this presentation of what
I found in an outline frame, figuring that most readers would just pick and choose as
they went through it. I suggest you skip to the end section and read a few
representative entries and then return here. Rather than an elegant summary essay,
this is a data-heavy compilation. At the end I present my own selection from the
Tumblr posts: I’ve chosen them so you don’t have to.

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/ckSuckerPunch/bio.html


What I learned. Rather than documenting a traditional fan culture, most Sucker
Punch blogging produced two clusters of discussion which go mostly unnoticed by
those who follow fan cultures: One is a hashing out of a basic question that comes up
in discussions of media using female warriors: empowering or sexist? In general, this
discussion gets no further than the familiar terms already laid out in the critical
literature on fighting females. The other is mention of the film as simply a part of
mundane communication life, and is unexceptional, and therefore of little interest to
those who seek a fan culture but which is of interest if instead we are looking at how
people use the manifold forms of new media.

Sucker Punch, the movie
Sucker Punch is director Zach Snyder’s fifth feature. His 2004 debut, Dawn of the
Dead, was a remake of the horror classic. 2006s 300 received attention for its
extreme digital manipulation of action sequences and digital remodeling of actors, a
trend continued in the graphic novel adaptation Watchmen, 2009. Legend of the
Guardians: The Owls of Ga’hoole, 2010, based on children’s novels, was an all
animation flop. Sucker Punch was Snyder’s first original work based on his own
collaborative screenplay. His next film is a reboot of the Superman franchise, Man of
Steel.

1. the film text

Wikipedia provides an excellent plot summary: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sucker_Punch_(film)

In brief, the film is a kick-ass action piece with four major fantasy action sequences
that resemble well-known first-person shooter video games and recycled martial
action film scenes. The fighters are a team of young women, incarcerated in a mental
hospital that transforms into another level of a fantasy bordello, and then into the
action fantasies. The critic/reviewer consensus was that it was pretty bad, with
almost all of them noting the same problems. Snyder is known for his CGI enhanced
films such as 300, continued here, and has a notable, even auteurist, visual style.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sucker_Punch_(film


2. the theatrical event

I’ve been writing on and collecting examples of cinematic women warriors for some
time (especially Asian film examples), so viewing Sucker Punch was on the agenda.
Plus it was showing at the new IMAX screen in town (Eugene Oregon) at a $3 per
person upcharge. We actually got a little “gee whiz” intro to IMAX by the
projectionist before the IMAX showoff reel, the previews, and finally the feature.
Also, an usher gave everyone a candy sucker with a wrapper that had the “ Sucker
Punch ” logo on it.



3. the Blu-Ray release

The film’s theatrical release was rated PG-13. To get that rating the film was cut down
by 17+ minutes. The missing portion is restored in the Blu-Ray package (about $25),
which includes a Blu-Ray of the theatrical version, and a code for downloading a



digital copy of the theatrical version to your computer/mobile device.

Tumblr, the microblog

A few words about Tumblr. [http://www.tumblr.com/]

Tumblr, a fast-growing microblogging service, hosts over 24M blogs (16,024,824 on 1
April 2011; 24,769,209 on 31 July 2011). Like Twitter, it promotes sending/posting
short single item entries: images, text, sound files, etc. While Twitter features very
short text messages, Tumblr highlights images. You can post images (or sound files,
etc.) up to 10 MB per post. The main features are that it’s free, you can customize it
endlessly, it works on browsers, phones, email, etc., and it’s extremely fast for
downloading images. It also highlights “reblogging” which allows/encourages users
to add anything they see on someone else’s blog to theirs, giving it a high capacity for
viral distribution. On its own, and with some useful apps, users can connect their
Tumblog with their Twitter and Facebook accounts, so anything they send on the
other platforms can also be posted on Tumblr. You can even email your posts to
Tumblr or phone it in: leave a voicemail that will be posted on your site.

I first became interested when I found it was heavily used by artists, photographers,
designers, fashion professionals, and other visual artists for portfolio presentation
(especially students and recent graduates). It is self-promotingly “hip” — e.g., it was
mentioned on Portlandia as a great time-waster. It is also (unevenly) international.
“Of course” it has a lot of porn, but somewhat surprisingly it tends to customize those
items: thus there’s a lot of fancy euro-trash elegant b&w imagery, or focus on fairly
narrow and predictable topics (such as anal, facials, self-shot, etc.), as well as “this is
my taste/fetish” — and (apparently) a lot of blogs by females. All of this is heavily
NSFW (Not Safe For Work). Much of it consists of reblogged material from Tumblr
blogs. Thus, some people’s blogs are almost entirely images they found while
browsing other Tumblr blogs and chose to reblog on their own site (which are then
“liked” or reblogged by others) allowing an often long trail of who referenced
something since it was originally posted somewhere on Tumblr. Following these
interlinked trails, one can find Tumblogs with curious or “original” combos of
appropriated and reprocessed material: e.g. kittens, Hello Kitty, pastries, sex, anime.
Thus browsing for cute kitten pix may quickly lead you to that and hardcore porn.

After seeing the theatrical film on its opening weekend, and reading some negative
critical reviews, I was interested in looking for reactions in the fan discussion.
Tumblr is especially useful for this in terms of ease of search. This is especially so in
contrast to, say, Blogger, which has no functioning search ability, as far as I can tell.

I did a simple search on Tumblr using their search feature, entering “sucker punch”
which brought up lots of material, especially reblogs of the posters for the film or
downloads of music from the film, and links to the official trailer and the first 6
minutes of the film (released right at its opening wide to stimulate interest). From
the first weekend on, some people were just posting (while others were asking for)
pirate streaming sites that would allow you to watch an illegal download.

Sample: Amber (Jaimie Chung) official site poster

http://www.tumblr.com/


A certain number of links to reviews and people working with the visual materials of
the film were alternatively clever or interesting. Usually these were GIFs of key
moments, but they included fan art, and new ads or posters which seem like student
demonstrations of their illustration skills. Sample:



One of the best of the visual reworkings was this Disney mash-up on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQYKfw4fBhM&feature=player_embedded

Fan cultures

While audience studies have been a longstanding and important part of broadcast
media studies, usually quantitative work because radio and TV had to be precise
about audience numbers and demographics to be able to charge for advertising. Film
lagged behind. Only with the change from theatrical-centered release to a greater
awareness of multiple platforms has film begun to catch up. More qualitative and
cultural analysis of audiences appeared. Some of this work follows in the traditions of

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQYKfw4fBhM&feature=player_embedded


reception studies, reader studies, and ethnographic work.

Most of the work that’s been done on fan culture in media studies has concentrated
on cultural products and processes that actually have some “legs.” They exist in
various forms over time, over different mediated forms, and can thus build self-
conscious and devoted audiences. We move through comics, graphic novels, radio,
television, film platforms following the same heroic characters in new adventures
with various versions, editions, nuances: Superman, or Batman or Spiderman.
Historically they appear in comic books, live action and animated TV series, feature
films, and even theme park and Broadway versions. Franchises develop such as Star
Wars, extending all the way to toys and ComiCon cosplay. Thus Star Trek produces
both a basic fan base, first on TV, and then in reruns and films, and also, over time,
an ironic fan subculture of slash fiction in which fans reappropriate the characters for
pornographic fantasy tales. And for other narrative tropes, such as Buffy The
Vampire Slayer, the episodic serial allows audiences to join up at different
developments in the larger narrative, or follow spin-offs, or remakes.

There’s been a rich development of critical work on fan cultures, largely along the
lines of how fans can and do use mass culture materials and refashion it to their own
purposes. Two now-classic studies can represent this direction. Henry Jenkins’
Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participatory Culture (1992) provides an
expansive view of how fans reappropriate mass culture texts for their own purposes.
Constance Penley’s NASA/TREK: Popular Science and Sex in America (1997) looks
at space travel in the popular imagination and fans who write porno-romantic fiction
based on Star Trek fantasies from a feminist perspective. Both writers use an
ethnographic approach to clarify the subcultural basis for the fans’ activities. A recent
anthology expands the field by discussing music, celebrity, and many other fan
cultures: Fandom: Identities and Communities in a Mediated World, ed. Jonathan
Gray, Cornel Dandvoss, and C. Lee Harrington; it has an excellent bibliography for
further research.

What I’m looking at here, however, is different. Sucker Punch is a one-off, and while
it collected some “fans” in the sense of people who responded favorably to it, writing
about that, and validating it as a piece of art, it just doesn’t seem to have the cult
potential of say, The Big Lebowski. Some bloggers mention they think the costumes
are nifty, particularly the schoolgirl sailor outfit of the Baby Doll character. But the
film itself ends with the key female characters dead. No prequel or sequel seems
possible.

Basically what I was looking at (not for) was not a unified or self-aware fan culture,
but rather a more atomistic scattering of individuals who responded favorably and
strongly to the film, mixed with people who were hostile or indifferent. Sucker Punch
was not being used to develop an alternative culture, appropriating from a mass
culture text or phenomenon, and turning it to the social ends of a different group of
people. The discourse did overlap with some more clearly fan formations:
particularly around the central actor, Emily Browning (b. 1988), who has a following
based on her earlier roles [Australian TV, Lemony Snicket's A Series of Unfortunate
Events (2004) The Uninvited (2009)] and ongoing celebrity status (red carpet
appearances, some fashion shoots, etc.). U.S. actor Vanessa Hudgens also has a fan
base, particularly from her role in the High School Musical films. Abby Cornish has a
following from her performances in Australian films. Jena Malone and Jaime Chung



are also known from previous roles.

Microblogging and utter banality

I haven’t ever really tried to follow fan discourse about a specific film (though I’ve
read a lot of summaries about fan cultures). I have looked extensively at some fan
sites for details, such as the intertextual references in Kill Bill as detailed by fanboys.
But I was curious about what was reported as an audience split interpretation
regarding women (empowering/oppressive), and so I quickly looked at some blog
postings on Tumblr.com.

What I hadn’t been prepared for was the utter banality of some of the posts: e.g., a
thirteen year old boy saying that it was Spring Break and he was really bored and
hoped that he could see the film with his friends, but one was not yet 13, and it was
PG-13, and besides he didn’t know if his mom would let him see the film, and most of
all, he had to have his mom drive him to the mall, and he didn’t know when that
could be scheduled.

I wasn’t much interested in the (apparent) male bloggers who liked the film, but
there was a split among the (seemingly young--teen to twenty something) (apparent)
females: sexist or empowering?[2] I started to collect some comments on the U.S.
opening date, March 25, then returned five days later (March 30) to collect a lot
more. In between, I read a couple of interesting posts about fan culture by Jeff
Sconce on his blog Ludic Despair [http://www.ludicdespair.blogspot.com/]. Jeff
analyzed an episode of the sitcom Community for its self-reflexive critique of its own
fan culture, and then he was trashed on another site for mocking the fans and he
returned to write about that. These two posts — “Community to Fans: Get a "Meta"
Life,” and “Flamed by Metafilterians” — show Jeff’s wit, but also that a fan culture
operates as a developed group phenomenon.

I returned to Tumblr on April 6 to find several fans now had their own dedicated
blogs to the film (usually featuring clips from the promo reels, trailer, and, days
before the theatrical release, the studio released the first 6 minutes online as a
teaser).

Sucker Fucking Punch
http://suckerfuckingpunch.tumblr.com/

FYEAHSUCKERPUNCH
http://fyeahsuckerpunch.tumblr.com/

You Will Be Unprepared
http://fuckyeah-suckerpunch.tumblr.com/

Reality Is A Prison
http://suckerpunchladies.tumblr.com/

Emily Browning (heart)
http://fuckyeahemilybrowning.tumblr.com/

Fuck Yeah Sweet Rocket Doll

http://www.ludicdespair.blogspot.com/
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http://fuckyeah-suckerpunch.tumblr.com/
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http://fuckyeahsweetrocketdoll.tumblr.com/

[With each of these sites, since they post by most recent item and then regress,
there’s a useful Tumblr feature, Archive, that lets you bring up thumbnails of past
items and move through the historical regression quickly.]

Following the usual studio release protocol, Warner’s put up a pretty elaborate web
site with lots of “extras.”
http://suckerpunchmovie.warnerbros.com/dvd/index2.html

The studio had done a rather typical long promo build for the film by releasing
“behind the scenes” footage of the actors going through martial and acrobatic
training for their roles, and footage of them in blue screen live action for the later
compositing of animation backgrounds. So there had been a certain calculated buzz
about the film and the usual entertainment press interviews leading up to and during
the theatrical release. The London premiere (April 1) became the showcase for the
actors, their gowns, the press photography, etc.

The earliest blog posts were basically just mentions of the film in narcissistic
personal blogs, which often seemed like Facebook reports, about anticipation of
seeing the film, reactions after just having seen it, etc. A smaller number of folks had
blogs that they presented as their film review/criticism blog. Thus what I sampled
was culled not from a self oriented and motivated fandom (as was typically the case
in studies of Buffy or Xena or Harry Potter fans in the past who had consciously
sought out communities) but was artificially created by me from Tumblr’s search
feature grazing through tags of all of Tumblr’s (then) 16M + sites.

Some people posted their own visual interpretations of the film (their poster, their
sketchbook after viewing, their attempt to duplicate the eye makeup of one of the
characters (enormous false eyelashes are part of the film’s visual signature), photos
of cosplay re-enactors at a comic book convention, etc. Some referenced positive and
negative reviews of the film on other sites, so you could quickly get a wide range of
opinions about the film.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

 

Fan visuals

Many of the fan visuals struck me as artists/illustrators trying out their skill and
abilities, using the film as a starting point. In this sense it is a form of professional or
pre-professional training. The very best entry along those lines was this one on
make-up.

hellokittynightmare.tumblr.com:
Sucker Punched
I went to see Sucker Punch on Monday night because we had sweet coups (coupons,
obvi) and got to pay as if it was a Tuesday (5$ movies helll yes).
So everyone’s being a real jerk and hating on this movie (honestly because I think
people like to jump on bandwagons) but I really liked it! And above all I really loved
the makeup.
Everyone’s makeup was pretty over the top except for Baby Doll’s, which looked to
me like a beautiful 60s inspired everyday look so I’ve been rocking it ever since.
I hoped to find a really good Youtube tutorial to post but they were all shitty, most of
which showing a grey smoked out eye which is not what’s going on. I found a good
text tutorial though.
Apply a sheer, shimmery beige or silver eyeshadow to your eyelid and sweep a little
bit of a darker beige or grey in the creases of your eyelids. The darker color should be
kept light – its purpose is simply to add depth to the eye. Apply a small amount of a
sheer white or silver right above and around your tear ducts. This will brighten the
eyes.
Line your upper eyelids with a black liquid eyeliner.
After curling and coating your eyelashes with mascara, apply one set of faux
eyelashes. Blend them in by trimming them (before you apply them) to fit your eye
better. Curl them and apply another light coat of mascara.
Sweep a light blush upwards on the apples of your cheeks for a little warmth.
Apply a nude lipstick or lip gloss for a finishing touch
For step one, the “crease” is literally the part on your eyelid right at the top of your
eyeball when your eye is closed, and all you need to do is go over that line with some
grey eyeshadow and then go over it with a clean blending brush to smooth out the
harsh line. Super simple.
The blush looks like a rosy pink to me, like MAC’s “well dressed” for example and the
lipstick is nude, but more on the peachy side, like my beloved “Impressionable”
lipstick by MAC or Rimmel’s “Airy fairy”.
Hope you guys are inspired now too!
p.s. here’s a tutorial for another character, Amber.
http://www.youtube.com/user/frmheadtotoe - p/u/0/3bDZjyvpCb0 
P.P.S.!!! I just wanted to tell you guys (from Montreal) that those awesome Garnier
eyerollers are 20% off at Pharmaprix starting today. Do I look out for you guys or

http://hellokittynightmare.tumblr.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/frmheadtotoe#p/u/0/3bDZjyvpCb0


what?

http://bagofsugar.tumblr.com/

Pictured is Emily Browning as “Babydoll” from Sucker Punch. I found the makeup
artist who did Babydoll’s makeup. Her name is Rosalina Da Silva. Here’s a picture of
the facial chart with the products that were used listed.

http://bagofsugar.tumblr.com/


You can check out her blog at www.amorebeautifulmakeup.com 
Here’s the link to the blog post on Babydoll’s makeup: 
http://www.amorebeautifulmakeup.com/
rosalina-da-silva/sucker-punch-babydoll/
Here’s another link for a more specific tutorial: 
http://makeupforlife.net/2011/04/makeup-tutorial-how-to-get-
babydolls-makeup-look-from-sucker-punch.html
I haven’t tried the look yet but im hoping in the near future to. Sooooon. It looks like
i have to get some fake lashes to build on. 
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[posted with this caption]
A friend of mine made this, solely out of duct tape, for another friend of mine for her
birthday. It’s about 2 feet in height and 1 foot in length.

Female warriors

Discussions of fighting women in film invariably end up with opposed views: the
image is an empowering vision of female agency and skill vs. the depiction is a sexist
male fantasy that is oppressive to women. The discussion examples can range from
referencing the ancient Amazons to Joan of Arc, from Wonder Woman to Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon. Sucker Punch presents the ambiguity very clearly in the
fantasy battle sequences: the women are dressed in variants of micro skirts with
fishnet or black thigh high sheer stockings while carrying impressive weapons. For
Baby Doll the outfit is a Sailor Moon style schoolgirl outfit with a bare abdomen and
Japanese samurai sword and automatic pistol. Thus schoolgirl “innocence” and



vulnerability is welded to aggressive martial arts skills.

There’s no absolute answer to the contradictory image because the ambiguity is
precisely what makes it engaging and effective. Any individual response can be
skewed to either the exploitation or empowering interpretation. And in this sense no
reading is “wrong,” but is only accurate for that reader and different individuals will
have different takes on it. But at the same time, the argument tends to take place
with individual bloggers making arguments by lumping together their opponents, or
simplifying the other to one motive. Thus beyond the pleasure of assertion of one’s
views, there’s little analytical power here.

Seeing this as precisely a contradiction that cannot be resolved and which produces a
productive (for capital) ambiguity can give us more of a purchase on the matter. The
female fighting force is both attractive/alluring in terms of “the male gaze” (several
apparent middle school or high school bloggers consciously use this term which has
passed into such common usage in 35 years), and empowering and expressive of
female agency. As such, it can reach the largest possible audience: fan boys and
postfeminists, and of course all those who have mixed reactions themselves to the
action figure.

Visuals and music

The ordinary bloggers did some posting of visuals, almost all of them taken from the
official website, or slightly reprocessed from them. For example, single framegrabs
from the film, usually with the dialogue at that point inserted as English language
subtitles; or short GIF animations drawn from the studio materials and sometimes
processed. Various YouTube clips were also available.

Music from the soundtrack (available on an album, of course) was also posted often
with just a gushy comment. I didn’t find any considered or smart discussion of how
the soundtrack actually worked as a film aesthetic element. But there wasn’t any
substantial visual analysis of the film, although the cinematography, production
design, editing and CGI processing was all highly accomplished. (That’s a judgment
about its professional accomplishment, not about the film’s overall aesthetic value.)

Words to live by

One of the repeated gestures of those blogging about the film was to quote one of the
various bits of dialogue in the film. (An assortment: 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0978764/quotes )

These seemed to be especially meaningful or portentous to the Tumblogger. E.g.: “If
you don't stand for something, you'll fall for anything. –Wiseman” [Wiseman, played
by Scott Glenn, is a character in the fantasy action sections who give the gals their
mission.] Now personally I find that trite and laughable. But I also remember that
when I was a tween and teen I did have a love for these kind of little aphorisms and
short motivational slogans. I wrote them down when I came across them, and kept
them for many years. I can just ignore these things as “wisdom” (another example
from Wiseman: “Don't ever write a check with your mouth you can't cash with your

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0978764/quotes


ass.”).[3] [open endnotes in new page] But I can see that for others they might seem
especially meaningful as part of the movie or as something that might be useful for
your life.

Adolescents are, after all, in the process of trying to reconcile present reality
(including their own physical and cognitive and moral development) with hopes and
anxieties. Just as it’s frequently noticed that teens often have an intensified concern
for spirituality (of all kinds: orthodox religion, spiritualism, exotic and outlaw
beliefs), the slogan like adherence to a “simple” answer is desirable. I myself formally
joined the church my parents had been sending me to for Sunday School when I was
about 14; they attended, but hadn’t joined. I joined with a then-passionate belief.

Using Sucker Punch

While there were a few dedicated fan blog sites (referenced above), most of the
mentions of Sucker Punch on Tumbler involved a one time posting, and often that
was in passing. Even the dedicated fan blogs seemed to fade over time: one seemed
to have a new post every other week after two months, and then nothing after mid-
June. And there’s always a question if the bloggers are genuine fans or perhaps
corporate beards.

What the raw data shows is that people connect to Sucker Punch with vastly different
degrees of intensity. Some of the most enthusiastic bloggers were your typical fanboy.
Some of the most negative haters were feminists. The strongest of hostile responses
were often from viewers who had a strong abreaction to the fundamental story frame
of rape, child rape, trafficking, forced incarceration in a mental institution, and
lobotomy. Since Sucker Punch is a one-off, you didn’t have the negative reaction that
some fans had to Snyder's versions of Watchmen and Dawn of the Dead for not
matching the "original."

Most comments on Tumblr amounted to small talk (aka phatic communication;
details on Wikpedia). Television and film comments are generally recognized as
appropriate topics for small talk. From the outside, one could say that the Tumblr
casual references about Sucker Punch fall in a similar pattern to another example
from social networking:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter:
Tweet contents
San Antonio-based market-research firm Pear Analytics analyzed 2,000
tweets (originating from the US and in English) over a two-week period in
August 2009 from 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM (CST) and separated them into
six categories:[59]
Pointless babble – 40%
Conversational – 38%
Pass-along value – 9%
Self-promotion – 6%
Spam – 4%
News – 4%[59]
Social networking researcher Danah Boyd responded to the Pear
Analytics survey by arguing that what the Pear researchers labelled

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Pear_Analytics&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Small_talk_(phatic_communication)


"pointless babble" is better characterized as "social grooming" and/or
"peripheral awareness" (which she explains as persons "want[ing] to
know what the people around them are thinking and doing and feeling,
even when co-presence isn’t viable").

So, one of my conclusions is that Sucker Punch did not generate a full fledged fan
culture, and because the film was pretty much a flop (especially in the U.S., earning
back its cost only by including international box office), it provides a discrete enough
and efficient sample of the kind of discourse we see about most mass market
entertainment films.

Critical controversies

One feature of Tumblr’s blogging discourse allows for an expanded critical analysis.
Because in making an argument for or against an interpretation of the film bloggers
sometimes cite other sources, which can be hotlinked if online, anyone following the
discussion can find some otherwise often overlooked or unknown articles. It’s easy to
see a range of critical opinion on any popular film by using the “external reviews”
link of IMDb.com: but that takes you to regular film review sites. It’s also possible to
look at the discussion boards on a film in IMDb.com or on Amazon.com for the DVD,
say, to find more pedestrian reviews. But given the crowdsourcing type of activity
possible on Tumblr, otherwise obscure sites can come to the fore for notice. For
example:

http://queerbites.blogspot.com/2011/07/
movie-review-sucker-punch-queer-subtext.html

http://www.avaadore.com/post/4224470105/a-
feminist-defense-of-sucker-punch

http://blog.moviefone.com/2011/03/28/faux-feminism-in-sucker-punch/

http://guttervomit.com/2011/03/28/sucker-punched-by-zack-snyder-with-spoilers/

http://worddoodling.wordpress.com/2011/03/28/
why-sucker-punch-is-smarter-than-you-think/

http://cleverwittystatement.tumblr.com/post/
6091239856/a-summary-of-the-movie-sucker-punch

Interview with the director
http://www.filmschoolrejects.com/features/interview-zack-
snyder-on-the%20-sexuality-and-world-of-sucker-punch.php

http://www.slashfilm.com/defense-sucker-punch-uncovering-method-zack-snyders-
madness/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_
campaign=Feed%3A+slashfilm+%28%2FFilm%29

http://scottalanmendelson.blogspot.com/2011/03/
mpaa-thinks-child-rape-is-more.html
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Is there a lesson here?

A. The most useful and important thing I learned from reading comments on Sucker
Punch is that you can use inception as a verb:

Inception v.t. (from Inception, movie, 2009) to suddenly change something to
another level of reality or consciousness.

Example: When she starts dancing in the brothel scene, Baby Doll inceptions herself
into the World War One steampunk zombie trench warfare.

B. It is possible to interpret the film through the system offered by occult and
Illuminati systems: 
http://vigilantcitizen.com/moviesandtv/sucker-
punch-or-how-to-make-monarch-mind-control-sexy-7-2/

C. As a topic for further research, I’d suggest looking at gendered differences in the
youth audience and relating that to research over the past decade on the use of
phones and other social media as part of personality formation and social bonding. It
seems that blogging is proportionately stronger and more active among women
(which fits with earlier research demonstrating that, for example, while men may
take most of the family photos/videos, women are the ones who make the family
album, or edit and present the home movies). Research on female teen maturation
supports the idea that women are more verbal, and use verbal communication (be
that voice or text) as an important part of creating themselves individually and
socially. Teen guys, in contrast, tend to deploy a drastically smaller number of words
each day in the course of their activities. If we want to understand how feature films
fit in with New Media lives, additional study here could be very important.

Go to page 3
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The raw data

I’ve edited what follows for contrast and some representativeness. You
can find the original in context of the blog by searching the blogger’s
name on Tumblr.com.

ameliadoyle:
School girl uniform + samurai sword + Emily = HOTNESS!

theblackswanqueen:
If/When I finish my final draft paper that's due tomorrow, I'll be watching Sucker
Punch. I've heard a lot of bad reviews, but I want to see it for myself.

leah-face:
[quoting from press on the film]
“I’m hoping this could kind of start a trend maybe, hopefully, of just — not just, you
know, ‘girls with guns,’ but smart, cool, interesting, layered characters — with guns,”
Emily Browning
A fan of anime and Japanese pop culture, Browning was well aware of the influences
scattered throughout the movie. “When I first put the costume on I remember I did,
you know, the opening of Sailor Moon,” Browning said, striking a perfect Sailor
Moon pose.
<———Amaaaaaazing!

snowxbo:
[quoting a line/speech/dialogue in the film—a common gesture, made easy by the
reblogging feature]
“If you don’t stand for something, you’ll fall for anything.”
— Wiseman from Sucker Punch

hermyoohnee:
SUCKER PUNCH WAS SO AWESOME.
There was so much about that movie that I loved. The music. The direction. The
action. The concept. The costumes. The eye makeup. Ohhh the eye makeup. I will
now wind down by watching the musical episode of Grey’s Anatomy, even though I
do not even watch the show, because it looks awesome.

raeruccio:
[Another favorite quote]
“Who is it that chooses our steps in the dance? Who drives us mad? Lashes us with
whips and crowns us with victory when we survive the impossible? Who is it? That
does all these things? Who honors those we love for the very life we live? Who sends
monsters to kill us? and at the same time sings that we’ll never die? Who teaches us



what’s real, and how to laugh at lies? Who decides why we live and what we’ll die to
defend? Who chains us, and who holds the key that can set us free?… It’s you. You
have all the weapons you need…now fight.”

iwillbattle:
Sucker Punch
Screw the critics. This film rocked. I had a smile pretty much all the way through, but
it was also chock full of female empowerment and badass fight scenes, which were
not necessarily one and the same. Not the best film ever, but a fantastic cinematic
experience, and one that will leave you talking about the messages it put forward
once you leave the cinema rather than just the action.

thinkingwrite:
Megacon in Florida 
Aweee cant wait for the Phoenix Comicon and girl dressed up like this mmmmmm
Cosplay at its finest.

lesbianparadise:
I watched Sucker Punch this afternoon. Abbie Cornish is now my latest celeb crush.

strawberrybitch:
I saw Suckerpunch today.
I felt a bit disappointed with it, but at the same time, I did kind of like it.
It was very clearly a “fanservice” type of movie. A group of hot girls with weapons
running around in revealing outfits and kicking robot/zombie/dragon ass.
The storyline itself was rather lacking, details were left out that left me wondering
just how developed this movie actually was… it had so many holes all over the place.
The visual effects were top-notch, with explosions and shit everywhere. But the fight
scenes weren’t what I expected… They were pretty boring and repetitive, since they
didn’t really have any special moves or anything really particularly impressive. Most
of the moves were TOTALLY AND UTTERLY PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE, so I
expected that if they were going to ignore the laws of physics, that they would have
some really fucking amazing shit in those fight scenes. But they didn’t, it was just lots
of flipping and trigger-happy girls.
So for a lot of reasons, it wasn’t as good as I’d hoped it would be.
But at the same time, I found it weirdly interesting… Maybe it was the outfits. They
all had really awesome costumes, I’d cosplay any of them.

lady-cousland:
Top 20 Strong Female Characters
Baby Doll
“I lost everyone I loved. And then they locked me away. With no where to hide from
the pain.”
[Potential Spoilers Below]
Even without seeing the movie Sucker Punch, you probably already know that Baby
Doll (played by Emily Browning), was a hot piece of ass. 
But when I watched this movie, I felt her pain. She was abused by her stepfather, and
accidentally killed her sister while trying to protect her. This sent her into a
delusional depression. But Baby Doll had to escape her own mind. She had to get out
of this depression.
So she invents her own world. While things are happening in this pretend world of
hers, she is also going through the real world. There are still consequences to her



actions. But even in her own world, she must dive into yet another fantasy to fight
her fears. 
Although she puts herself in this depression, she’s strong. She has a will to escape.
And at the end, she sacrifices herself for her friend. Because in the end, this story
wasn’t about her. It was about her giving her life so another could start a new one.

youjumpsoijump:
My Sucker Punch UK Premiere experience.
My Sucker Punch UK Premiere experience in two words was: a blur.
It is gonna be plainly, and totally cheesy for me to say, but it was THE best day of my
life <3
I went with my twin sister Roma and my little sister. We live two hours away from
London so we travelled from where we live at 10:00am to get to London by 12. Once
we got there, they already had the stage out and a ton of vans causing chaos and none
of the barriers were up, so we decided to go to Burger King, eat some fries and sit by
the window so we could go outside once the barriers were up. Before we knew it, it
had been two hours and we saw that the barriers had been put up. It was 2:30pm
now, so we went outside and claimed a spot pretty much opposite the main doors.
We stood outside till 6:20ish until they started arriving and I’m not gonna over
exaggerate how damn cold it was. Like, my whole body just went numb. It didn’t help
that it kept raining either and the wind messed up my hair. And because my body
had gone so numb I was functioning SO slowly! Like, when people arrived etc my
hands took ages trying to take a damn picture. Note for self: wear more layers and
bring gloves to avoid shaking like crazy.
So, the first person to arrive was Emily Browning. She looked really simple but
equally gorgeous. She went on the stage first and did an interview for us all to hear
and then spoke to the press (there was TOO much press btw, I’ll get to that later).
Zack Snyder arrived next. He also did an interview on the stage and then came along
to sign autographs first. When he came by us I was so damn star struck, all I could do
was say “Hi Zack!” and he replied with “Hi!” lol. I wanted to tell him that I was going
to see the movie in IMAX on Friday and that I loved 300 and Watchmen but yeah, as
you can tell I didn’t.
Emily came over next to sign autographs. When all the stars came over btw, except
Vanessa, people were so calm! Everyone could get an autograph and a picture, it
wasn’t rushed. I didn’t ask for a picture though, I would’ve dropped my camera cos’
my hands were too numb :/ Emily was a little overwhelmed I think though, even
though there actually wasn’t a big crowd. She kept breathing in and out quickly as if
she may panic, it was strange. But she was nice, so yeah.
Abbie Cornish then arrived and she went on stage, did an interview and then did
some press interviews. The next person who signed autographs was this random
British guy. Like literally, NO one knew who he was! So when he came over, Roma
had a mini conversation with him, I said thanks for the autograph and he was like
“Absolute pleasure”. Then when I got home later I googled him and felt like such an
idiot for not knowing who he was! It was Henry Cavill! He’s in Stardust and he’s
going to be Clark Kent in the Superman movie! He was reallyyyyy hot btw. Yum.
Jena Malone and Jamie Chung arrived after that, did separate interviews and then
press interviews. Then Carla Gugino did the same and so did Oscar Isaac. Then
Vanessa Hudgens arrived last because she was the most anticipated. It was annoying
though because everyone wanted a piece of her so she was going to one place to the
next so she hardly got to spend any time with the fans.
So, because they’d all arrived and no one had gone inside yet, they all took the



opportunity to pose together on the stage and then in front of the paparazzi at the
front. It was really cute when Vanessa walked off the stage towards the front for more
group photos because she gave us a twirl <3 So cute :) Jena and Jamie ran over to the
fans to sign a few autographs hurridley because they were meant to be at the front.
Roma and my little sister got an autograph of Jena. They both promised to come
back, but didn’t. So I never got anything from Jena and Jamie.
After their group photos Oscar Isaac signed like no autographs (I never got one) and
then he did some press interviews and then headed inside. It was the same with Carla
Gugino.
Then, Abbie Cornish came around and signed autographs for everyone. I told her
that I loved her dress and she looked up and said thanks :) I don’t think she would
say the same though, her straps kept falling down at the sides so her publicists kept
trying to put it into place. It wasn’t pinned properly. During this, Vanessa was on the
stage doing an interview but I never heard much because I was too focused on Abbie
coming around.
Awhile later we spotted Gina (Vanessa’s mum) quite far away but we waved with
three more people and called her name. We saw her laugh and take out her camera to
take a picture of us <3 She’s so cute!
Then, around 7:15ish Vanessa was the only one still left outside because of the
amount of press that wanted to talk to her. There was soooo much press there, it was
insane.
Now here was a shocking part: this lady walks up to me, asks how many people I was
with, I point to my two sisters and she just went silent. Me and Roma were like wtf,
and started laughing. All of a sudden she goes “Do you want to come inside?” And I
was like WHAT? Roma thought she meant to meet celebrities but the lady said, “No,
to come and see the film!” I then finally responded saying “Nooo! We have a train
home in an hour, we can’t come!” I was so sad about it! I can’t believe she came up to
us and asked and we couldn’t even come in! It sucked! People around us then started
asking the lady if they could come in instead and she just ignored them and walked
away!! :o The guys she was with looked over at me and shook their head and I did the
same lol. As if that happened though, I was shocked.
Then, we saw Gina again talking to other people. When she walked away we called
her name again, she pointed at us, ran over and engulfed me and Roma in a hug! <3
It was sooo cute! Me and Roma then got pictures with her, we said she was awesome
and she was like “Take care guys! I love you all! A big fan!” <3 awwww. You can
actually see her run over at around 3:24 in this video: http://youtu.be/eF_aeMS8x18
Vanessa finally then came running over and it was CHAOS. We suddenly had people
behind us going crazy. And yeah I went crazy. Like my heart just stopped beating and
I just kept giving her compliment after compliment. I tried getting a picture with her
but her publicist said she was running late and had to get inside. I then, in such a
small voice said “Ohmygod I love you so much!” And she LOOKED up at me and was
like “Aw!” I died. Literally. Then I told her I loved her new haircut and she was like
“Thanks!” She kept looking back and smiling <3
Even though my encounter with Vanessa was rushed it literally made my life. The
highlights of the night had to be Gina and Vanessa for sure. And the lady who was
letting us go inside. The happiest people that came up to us had to be Vanessa and
Gina. I still can’t get over how cute Gina was. I totally wanna be like that at her age
<3
So, this was my experience. I was going to post my videos and pictures I took in this
post but my mum took the camera on a trip with her so I’m gonna have to post those
in a separate post some time this weekend.



What do you think? :)

randybby:
If you have ever escaped to a fantasy world to cope with real life problems or
depression, or just have a vivid/over-active imagination in the first place you will
enjoy this movie.

somethingfromthenight:
I'm going to see Sucker Punch tomorrow :)
I’m really excited, I don’t even care about the bad reviews. In my mind there’s no way
it can disappoint! Awesome costumes, swords, guns, dragons, mental asylums and
violence it’s going to be great :)

pjums:
The movie’s theme reminded me of Gothika. The conflict centers around who indeed
are the real bad guys; but on different perspectives. In psychological terms, Gothika
is more of Behavioral while Sucker Punch is Humanistic.

unleashed3:
Today is a rainy but a happy day!
So..
Sucker Punch freaking rocks! Yesterday afternoon after class I went to my friend’s
and we were supposed to work on a group presentation and then I was supposed to
go home, but instead we all went to eat at a restaurant, went to drink at a friend’s and
then went to see Sucker Punch, which was AWESOME. I mean, no valuable plot or
dialogues, but the soundtracks and fight scenes are just awesome.
I’m 21 today, and I feel damn old -_-
I’m eating at some friends who cook veeery well tonight and can’t wait.
Prom (sort of, the uni kind) tomorrow evening, so excited (plus, it’s gonna be
FRIDAY FRIDAY FRIDAY WE SO EXCITED)

whatthefdidyousay:
the more I think about Sucker Punch, the more I like it.
I’m so surprised that this movie actually is dragging around so many questions inside
my mind. What was supposed to be a mindless-action-flick, it has slowly become a
well written paragraph. And from that paragraph, the more I think about it the more
of what seemed to be a paper-thin story actually becomes a well thought out plot.
Maybe I should be locked up in Lennox House for the Mentally Insane. 
Anyway, before I really lose my mind I will try to work out the story a little because it
does feel mind-boggling. What’s reality? That’s all I can ask right now. First of all let
me point out something I noticed after some heavy thinking and few shots of Johnny
Walker. Baby Doll is not the main character, I mean sure she is but if you think about
Sweet Pea even said near the begging of the movie that she is the star of the show
(talking about the theater…or was she?)
You see it’s hard for me to prove any of my crazy ideas just yet, I will have to see
Sucker Punch once more (at least) but it is slowly coming to me that the film is far
more intelligent than I ever thought it would. You see, I feel like my mind-set was on
“mind-less-action film” and that’s all I saw but looking back at it now, I feel like I
missed the actual story.
But what is reality in Sucker Punch?

thestealthblogger:



I'm glum and I blame Sucker Punch
So I saw this tonight. Who wouldn’t love a movie that included robot samurai,
zombie soldiers, fire-breathing dragons, Don Draper and a sexy Russian chick who
looked like a younger, hotter Sarah Palin (pictured!) you might ask?
Well me for one. I actually liked it a lot until the last 15 minutes or so. I’m not going
to spoil it but it got really deep and really depressing at the very end. It was enough to
put me in a dark and fatalist funk as I left the theater.
Maybe it’s because right now it seems like the real world is going to pot in an almost
biblical sort of way. Between earthquakes and tsunamis and nuclear disasters and
wars and civil wars and crazy dictators and recessions and gas prices and airport
body scans and Tumblr outages and cobra zoo escapes and Rebecca Black…I don’t
want to deal with horrible, depressing shit in my entertainment right now. I need
escapism in my movies, and by that I mean rakish heroes, comical villains, beautiful
women, CGI battles, wisecracking sidekicks and above all else, happy endings
dammit.

rose-phantom:
“This isn’t the imagination of a young girl; it’s the fantasy of a 14-year-old boy
steeped in kung fu, Call of Duty and online porn.”
— Spot-on review on Sucker Punch from “Rotten Tomatoes”

icapturedthecastle:
A history of the Lobotomy
“If you thought that scene in Sucker Punch where the doctor gave lobotomies with an
ice pick was artistic exaggeration - well, it wasn’t. That’s exactly how Walter
Freeman, a popularizer of lobotomies in the 1940s, performed thousands of
operations.
In the mid-twentieth century, the lobotomy was such a popular “cure” for mental
illness that Freeman’s former research partner António Egas Moniz was awarded the
1949 Nobel Prize for Medicine for his role in perfecting the operation. Moniz and
Freeman had a falling out after Freeman started using an ice pick-shaped instrument
to perform up to 25 lobotomies a day, without anaesthesia, while reporters looked
on. Freeman’s crazy antics didn’t scare off potential patients, though: John F.
Kennedy’s sister Rosemary got a lobotomy from Freeman, which left her a vegetable
for the rest of her life. And she was one of many people whose “cure” was more like
zombification than freedom from mental anguish.”

enchantedfuture:
Last weekend, I was talking to this guy Scotty about Sucker Punch. He said it’s totally
geared toward guys, so I was expected simply violence and scantily clad women. I
was very surprised to find it was something more interesting. The trailers are all very
ambiguous and misleading. The story is about a girl who, after trying to defend
herself, ends up in an asylum and uses another world (a brothel—which makes for a
very interesting metaphor) as a coping mechanism (I don’t want to give away much
more detail than that). So here we’re talking about women who are being lusted after
and used by men, made to believe they were being controlled, when all along they
were the ones with the power. It was really intriguing.
While searching for this graphic, I found a tumblr post about how the movie isn’t just
about feminism—it’s about how EVERYONE has the key to their own freedom. I
thought that was a good point and wanted to make sure I put that out there as well.
So basically what I’m saying is that Sucker Punch is not just a typical “guy” movie. If



that’s all that’s keeping you from seeing it, I hope you’ve changed your mind now!

buildanewbeginning:
I don't think Sucker Punch should just be about Feminism.
It should be for anyone who wants to be free and get out of the traps that have been
built in their own lives. Girls aren’t the only ones in “distress” anymore. Guys can be
as well. Everyone can be. The movie is about finding freedom in yourself. Anyone can
be stuck, everyone holds their own key to get out.
I think we’ve come far enough to say stop fighting about who freedom belongs to. It
belongs to everyone. Stop fighting and help each other escape the ones who are
holding you back. Because in my opinion, if today’s women keep accusing men of
things men did 60 years ago, we can’t move forward, and we’ll all be stuck forever.

avaadore:
A (Feminist) Defense of Sucker Punch
It’s no secret that I’m a fan of the movie Sucker Punch. And recently, I read a well-
thought-out, feminist attack extolling the vices of the movie in Faux Feminism in
Sucker Punch. I am grateful for her post because it’s helped me to clarify my points,
however, I think that Faux forgets that the brothel ‘world’ is an extended metaphor
for the asylum.
If you would like a better taste than the trailers, you can see the first 5 minutes here
(download - Mac users need VLC). The narrative is key. That being said, I agree with
the tagline: You will be unprepared. Granted, the first read of that line is meant for
the situations the protagonists are put in… yet the underlying theme is that you
yourself will be unprepared.
I am not surprised at the backlash the movie is receiving. I think that as a culture, we
are unprepared for the feminist points that Sucker Punch does make; I think that
many of us who don’t engage in third- and post-wave feminism will indeed decry it
for its vices—and will be unprepared to see its virtues.
SPOILER WARNING. (Also very lengthy, analytical post.)
Read More →
http://www.avaadore.com/post/4224470105/a-feminist-defense-of-sucker-punch

sweetestporcelain:
Sucker Punch was amazing.
Lets cover some of the things it had that I fucking adore
Women
Powerful women
Women with thick accents
Skeezy men I don’t love them, I love seeing them stabbed
Nazis
^they’re also fucking zombie Nazis
Women in skimpy fucking clothes
Crying women
Women with guns
Dragons cried when the dragons died ;A;
Samurai
Mechs
Fuckin rad music
Bombs
Brothels

http://www.avaadore.com/post/4224470105/a-feminist-defense-of-sucker-punch


Insane asylums
Trippy inception dreams
That fucking dress at the end oh my god beautiful
That was one of the best movies I’ve ever seen.

chloehasalotoffeelings:
also i am a survivor for whom the movie was awful and skin crawly and i felt taken
advantage of and like assault was turned into a gross titillating experience for bros to
get off on. i am allowed that PERSONAL opinion, you are allowed yours and it would
be disgusting for you to ask that i change mine because you felt different and vice
versa. you threw an embarrassing tantrum, grow up and learn to live with people
having different opinions than you.
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Anonymous
i’m really sorry the movie made you feel bad. being triggered by movies sucks. the
worst experience i ever had with that was with fight club, which is an extra pain in
the ass because so many people really love that movie. 
here’s the thing. plenty of people tell me they love fight club and think it’s a really
great movie with a lot of meaning to it. then i say “it triggered the shit out of me, and
i hate it for this reason.” what i don’t say is “that is a terrible movie with absolutely no
redeeming value for anyone but creepy perverts. anything you got out of it exists only
in your mind.” i have a real problem with people denying my experience of reality, so
i try not to do it to other people.
i don’t want anybody to change their personal opinions, and i don’t want anyone to
expect me to change mine. but people ARE expecting me to change mine, or at least
shaming me for having it. i don’t want you to turn around and say “oh, i was wrong
all along and actually it’s fabulous!” any more than i want my vegetarian friends to go
fry themselves up a pound of bacon each; it’s none of my damn business. but if i’m
eating a roast beef sandwich and a vegetarian friend gets louder and louder and more
and more aggressive about how i am literally everything that is wrong with the world
for eating my sandwich? then i might get a little angry.
i don’t think responding to sady doyle’s quick, sarcastic post with a quick, sarcastic
post of my own counts as a tantrum. it’s not the nicest thing i’ve ever done, but i had
no idea she would even read it — she’s never responded to any of my reblogs before. i
thought a couple of my friends might laugh. instead, i got ripped into publicly by a
big-name feminist blogger who then proceeded to flip out on tumblr and accuse me
of psychological rape. and i’m the one who needs to grow up? nah.

jkrowlingismypatronus:
Sucker Punch?
I’m so conflicted about seeing this movie. I’ve been looking at fan reviews and stuff
and it seems like a love it or hate it movie. People are hating on it because they say it
doesn’t have a plot and it disguises itself as a feminine empowerment film but really
isn’t. And then on the other side of the spectrum people love it because of its deep
plot and how it’s a “girl power!” type of movie. Can someone please give me their
opinion? I’d appreciate it. :)
I don’t know if I should see it.

blackalice:
Fabulous Review On The Misogyny Of Sucker Punch
Sucker Punch may have “looked” exciting & empowering on the surface, when I first
saw it in theaters…but as I dig deep, look again, & read more & more about it, I start
to see it for what it really is: A exploitative, misogynistic, de-empowering, faux-
feminist film that dresses itself up to appear empowering.
The reviews I’ve been reading have been extremely helpful in helping me become
more aware of seeing the actual truth behind films like Sucker Punch.



Here’s one I recommend you all give a read:
http://blog.moviefone.com/2011/03/28/faux-feminism-in-sucker-punch/

vincentvangalang:
I just watched this with some friends at MOA. The music was good, the graphics and
fight scenes were in-your-face, the costumes were cool and the acting was good. It
was like Burlesque meets Inception or something. I liked the movie.

cleverwittystatement
It’s more of a mind fuck than Inception. You wanna talk about going ‘deeper’, at least
in Sucker punch I was in more confused about which reality was real. I hear people
saying that they hated Sucker Punch but…why?
It has everything people want in movies:
- Asylum
- Secret whore houses
- Samurai- No, GIANT SAMURAI. No Rocketlaunching samurai- OMG MACHINE
GUN SAMURAI. NOW THAT IS PROGRESS
- Dragonball Z-esque power ups
- Leper Nazi Post apocalyptic world
- MORDOR.
- Plot Twist
And even angels for all those believers out there. 
It had one good quote though: “If you don’t stand for something, you’ll fall for
anything.”
Girl in a mental institution. Gunna get lobotimised. Dun wanna be lobotomized.
Inceptions herself into another reality where she’s an orphan in a whore house. She
doesn’t wanna be in a whore house. When she dances it’s appearntly motherfucking
impressive because everyone’s eyes jack off watching her. Total BAMF. Of course we
never see these super sexy dances that were described as titillating since, when she
dances, she inceptions herself into these super epic day dream sequences while her
co-whore-t of courtesans steals shit that’ll help them escape this whore house. Now
our first daydream within a dream is in this Japanese temple thing with a guy who
I’m pretty sure was a Vulcan in one of the Star Trek series. Then he gives her a sword
and a gun and gives her a list a shit of stuff to get i.e. the stuff the other bitches are
getting while she dances. Then this giant samurai comes out. The this other giant
samurai with a fucking rocket launcher. Then one with a machine gun. NOW THAT’S
PROGRESS JAPAN. She wins. She snaps out of her day dream everyone is fucking
stoked. Second daydream within a dream; post apocalyptic Leper Nazi Germany vs
France with robots and shit. Shit’s fucking intense. Third dream within a dream is
Mordor meets Masaf with dragons. ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY WALK INTO
MORDOR but apparently you can fly over and drop into it. It even has orcs and
Babydoll wrestles a fucking dragon and rips out his throat or something. Then mama
dragon be pissed and I may have teared up a bit. Then SNAP BACK TO REALITY OH
THERE GOES GRAVITY. BITCHFIIIIIIGGGHTTTT. Now the third time was when I
realized ‘oh shit it’s all the same world’ yet they all are hard to connect. The third
dream lakes place in the Tron world, all off the grid of course, with Enterprise like
hallways and droids with an awesome ‘kill all humans’ program that shames the
Trade Federation. Back to the dream within a dream again, 3 bitches die, 2 left make
a big escape from the brothel house…place. THEN O SHIT LOBOTOMY and
something happens…and…idk if he was gunna rape her or what…then back to the girl
who escaped and she gets away and baaaaawwwwwww.



Ah dunno I thought it was okay. It had everything you need for a movie why bomb it?

thehiddenclaire:
There’s something familiar about Sucker Punch that I can’t put a finger onto. And
today, it struck me: it’s a teenage version of Brazil. From the fantasy scenes to the
depressing, dark ends of Sam and Babydoll. Even the color schemes were similar.
Because Terry G. is my homeboy.

thecuckooclock:
30 Day Film Challenge
Day 12 - A Film By Your Least Favorite Director - Sucker Punch Sorry guys, I hate to
have to repeat myself but if there’s one director that I HATE HATE HATE HATE
HATE, it’s Zack-Fucking-Snyder. It’s not just that he makes completely stupid action
movies, that’s something I can forgive, Michael Bay does that, Brett Ratner does that,
it’s the pretentious bullshit attitude he has to go with it. It’s that he wants to try and
pretend he’s socially or politically relevant, that he’ll make a film that is nothing but
an exploitation flick and try and pretend that it’s about female empowerment and
somehow fighting Hollywood convention of how women are presented in film.
I mean christ, dude, it’s bad enough that your film is nothing but titilation fare but
you’re gonna try and pass it off is as being about empowerment? Fine, then I call a
spade a spade, your film is about rape, Zack. It’s a 2 and a half hour film about the
repeated raping of women who look like they’re in High School. The only strength
portrayed is “battered-wife strength”, in that Zack calls his protagonists strong
because of the beating they’re willing to withstand. I can go on and on and pick out
the Iraq metaphor of 300, or the battling ideologies presented in Watchmen where
Snyder’s disproportionately writes a love letter to libertarianism and fascism. The
really repugnant homophobia in 300, the fact that women are reduced to props in
most of his films, the fact that he needlessly piles the blood and gore on, even when it
comes to the film’s detriment.
I mean, did he read Watchmen? He got that it was supposed to be about normal
human beings right? Deeply flawed, scarred, emotionally unstable but real human
beings, right? So why are they able to rip arms right the fuck off and suddenly bust
out kung-fu moves to take down a room of 20 guys? These were people who’d often
get their ass kicked a great deal, but hey I guess “looking cool” matters more than
breaking the film’s realism and completely changing how the characters are
portrayed. But in short, fuck this guy.

kaegabrielle:
I still
Have shivers from seeing Sucker Punch. It was like an hour and a half long girl-gasm
and it blew my mind the more I think about it. It was like Girl Interrupted meets A
Little Princess meets some crazy dark twisted fantasy. UNF.

quesarah-sarah:
I'm so sick of these 'slutty costume' arguments some feminists have against Sucker
Punch.
Slut shaming again? Really?
When are you people going to start to understand that girls can wear what they
want? It doesn’t matter if you deem it ‘too provocative’. You can think that all you
want, I admittedly see some younger girls walking around and think their outfit may
not be appropriate but you know what? Thats not who they are as a person, and it’s



none of my fucking business. 
Being critical of the clothes women wear is another form of body policing. It’s just
another “10 ways to lose 10 pounds!”. Women are valid no matter what they’re
wearing. You could put an Ivy Leaguer in a ‘slutty’ outfit and have her walk down
Times Square and people would assume things about her, things that are probably
incorrect. Conversely, you could put a stripper (I’m not saying anything negative
about stripping… I’m just talking about societal norms) and put in her a nice,
modest, 19 Kids and Counting approved outfit, and no one would think twice.
ALSO...
The argument about it being an “Old mans wet dream”. 
Me taking a shit could be an old mans wet dream just as much as me kicking ass in a
hot outfit could be.
It’s not stoping me from doing either.
My actions are not guided by a mans desires.

severability:
What really pisses me off about this Sucker Punch discussion
is that everyone who dislikes it are just plain hurtful and dismissive, like sexual
assault survivors don’t matter. Downright fucking condescending, like their opinions
is the correct opinion. That fucking pisses me off.

sevenpoints:
Re: Sucker Punch
I’m still parsing what I think about that movie, but I do want to say this: I’ve seen
several reviews criticizing it for overly sexualizing the girls’ costumes, with the short
skirts and stockings and corsets and all.
The thing is that I, personally, would dress like that all the time if I didn’t have to
worry about what other people (mainly straight men and women who hate women)
might do or say when they see me.
I look at my naked body at least once a day, usually when I’ve just gotten out of the
shower at night. I love my body. I like to flaunt it. I love my long legs and long arms
and my perky little B cups. I just hate that wearing shorts and tight tops means
putting up with leches and bitches who hate me on sight, even if they like what they
see.
In the movie, yes, the girls wear skimpy clothes, but there are significant meanings to
the costumes. In the real world, they’re in short solid dresses. In the brothel, they’re
in leotards, corsets and stockings. Both of those are the worlds controlled by men. In
the war zone, however, they’re in black and they look fucking badass. Baby Doll’s
sailor outfit shows off her abs. Everyone has guns and knives and swords strapped
everywhere. I think it’s wrong to assume that, given the choice, all women would
wear loose, comfortable clothes with high necklines and low hems. Some of us like to
look hot, and we like to do it for ourselves, not for anyone else.

roxanneritchi:
Have you seen "Sucker Punch"? If so, what are your opinions on it?
littlewhiskeygirl
I haven’t, but I’d like to! What I’m expecting: an action movie deconstructing rape
culture, focused largely if not solely on women and their relationships with other
women, with some major problematic elements! I’m reserving all other comments
until I’ve seen it. :)



lovelykaren:
On Saturday Edward & I went to go the movies, we watched ‘Sucker Punch’. It was
pretty awesome I especially loved the soundtrack! We went to Edward’s Cinemas in
Long Beach which is our favorite theater to go to (it’s not because my hubby’s name
is also Edward lol) But we love it cause it’s gorgeous. Theres a lot of stores & a lot of
nice places to dine at, also theres a nice fire place to sit at which is so romantic. Can’t
wait to go next weekend again! 
P.s- Sorry about the poor picture quality but it was kinda chili so I took the pictures
fast lol.

myclevertitle:
So here's the synopsis of "Sucker Punch"
This blond girls step dad kills her sister and blames it on the girl, he bring’s her to a
mental hospital where she is to get a lobotomy so she can’t tell her side of the story.
But the metal institution turns into a strip club that a church sends orphaned girls
too, classy right? And in order for her to escape, with the help of some new friends,
she needs to find a couple objects to get out. To get these objects Babydoll, the blond
girl, dances to distract people, although when she dances all the girls go on a mission
in some alternate universe. And by the end everything turns back into a mental
hospital and only one girl escapes while Babydoll gets the lobotomy.
Overall, it’s a violent treasure-hunt that these girls do in underwear. And then they
try to through in some metaphorical bullshit that could have a deeper meaning but I
don’t care enough to look into it.
So I’m sure any guy would enjoy it, while girls would probably just laugh. But I’m not
going to lie, it kind of made me wanna be a bad ass kick boxer or something, idk…

harrumph:
FUCK SUCKER PUNCH. FUCK IT RIGHT IN THE ASS WITHOUT LUBE.
You know, everytime I have a fucking psychotic break and lose my shit, the thing I
fantasize about to mentally escape the hellishness of being essentilaly imprisoned is
WORKING IN A FUCKING BROTHEL. I MEAN, I ALWAYS DREAM ABOUT
FUCKING PUTTING ON SOME COSPLAY SHIT AND SERVICING MEN WHEN I
HAVE REALLY LOST MY SHIT AND HATE THE THINGS GOING ON AROUND
ME.
What? Doesn’t everyone?
Oh, and fuck Hollywood, too. Same rules apply, but maybe add in spikes.

mmmzombies:
Sucker Punch
Having thought on it for a bit, I’ve decided that my final decision on whether or not
I’ll recommend Sucker Punch is this—
By all means rent it or something once it comes out. It’s visually beautiful and
definitely entertaining.
I wouldn’t recommend seeing it in theaters because you’d be shelling out eight
dollars for what I think is maybe a four dollar movie. (However, it should be seen on
a big screen and with surround sound.)
If it was aiming for female empowerment, it missed. However, I don’t think it was
any more offensive to women than the average Hollywood film. (Not that that’s
saying much.)
It would’ve been a blast to do storyboards for, that’s for sure.
If you’re expecting Emily Browning (or any of them) to act, lower your expectations.



All she really does is flash her panties while fighting and look sad/helpless/hurt.
I think if I had to define what the “message” of the film was, it would be something
along the lines of women can only affect their surroundings/change their situation by
using their sexuality on the men who control them. So don’t go to this movie for real
life lessons.
I also learned to never write a check with your mouth that you can’t cash with your
ass. 
srslywonder:
sweet pea and rocket is JUST like me and my older sister she is so protective of me
just like sweet pea is and im always getting into trouble just like rocket made me
cryyyyy

vml:
Rant: How to Piss Off Female Audiences at a SUCKER PUNCH Screening
WARNING: This post contains spoilers.
I saw the movie Sucker Punch at a test screening in October. I LOVED IT! To me, it
had everything both horny boys and girls would love. Boys would like it for the sexy
girls kicking serious ass in big fight scenes. Girls would love it for the badass girls
kicking serious ass in big fight scenes and the Jon Hamm sex scene near the end.
That last part had me swooning for Hamm. I even wrote it down on my questionnaire
card after the screening, describing it as my favorite scene out of the entire movie.
After the screening, I really wanted to brag about the exciting movie that will be
pleasuring audiences in April. Unfortunately, I only told a handful of people about
the experience because, prior to the screening, I had to sign a contract saying I wasn’t
allowed to talk about it or else the studio would sue me for millions. (Seriously.) Now
that the movie is finally out, I can talk about it!
For every person I spoke to who loved the movie, I gushed about Jon Hamm. I never
got any respones back. You see, since I already saw the movie, I haven’t seen it since
its release last weekend. Yet, I was originally wanting to see it again once it had
officially came out, and I had been curious to see if any scenes were deleted or added.
Just today, I found out that the scene I loved the most has been deleted.
I got very disappointed and angry. I want to throw a fit, scream, and tell fangirls what
they had missed.
So here’s the scene that you Sucker Punch-ers missed: After letting Sweet Pea escape,
Baby Doll (Emily Browning) gets captured, gets knocked out, and wakes up in a
bedroom with the suave High Roller (Jon Hamm). With charismatic, affectionate
smooth-talk, he tells her that he’s not out to harm her and is really looking for “inner
truth.” He asks her to stay with him but promises to give her freedom from the
institution/brothel. While this is happening, Baby Doll becomes seduced and gains
his trust. She moves closer to him and unbuttons his shirt. He lays her down and
gives her a kiss. Then the scene cuts back to reality, where the Doctor (Hamm)
lobotomizes Baby Doll. He gets weirded out, telling Dr. Gorski that Baby Doll looked
as if she wanted him to lobotomize her.
So why did this scene get deleted from the final print? Here’s what Emily Browning
said regarding the scene:
“I think that it’s great for this young girl to actually take control of her own sexuality.
Well, the MPAA doesn’t like that. They don’t think a girl should ever be in control of
her own sexuality because they’re from the Stone Age. I don’t know what the fuck is
going on and I will openly criticize it, happily. So essentially, they got [director] Zack
[Snyder] to edit the scene and make it look less like she’s into it. And Zack said he
edited it down to the point where it looked like he was taking advantage of her. That’s



the only way he could get a PG-13 [rating] and he said, ‘I don’t want to send that
message.’ So they cut the scene!”
I blame the MPAA for their notion that its inappropriate to show a girl taking control
of her sexuality. (Similarly, Ashton Kutcher argued about the same thing while
promoting No Strings Attached this year.) In the case of Sucker Punch, it would have
been a very appropriate and empowering scene since the female characters keep
getting threaten by a misogynistic villain throughout the movie.
The issue about showing female sexuality on screen isn’t new. For a long time, there’s
been a double-standard about it. It might be okay to show male sexuality in
American movies, but showing female sexuality is considered pornographic and
forbidden to general audiences. That’s complete sexism to me. Just forcing Sucker
Punch’s sex scene to be deleted was sexism. I might as well say that depriving female
audiences from watching it was sexism too. This is just stupid.
So don’t be saying that seeing girls in skimpy outfits and performing in some brothel
is sexist. The real sexism was editing out a sex scene.

http://www.tumblr.com/tagged/sucker-punch?before=1301337392

[Lost the author on this one—CK]
Here's my attempt at making myself feel better about the ending to Sucker Punch
(spoilers ahoy):
In the 3rd fantasy level (the one where they’re badasses with guns) when Rocket
stays behind on the train and the bomb explodes she shields herself from the
explosion with the body of one of the robots they killed. She jumps into the water and
saves herself. In the 2nd fantasy (where they’re dancers/prostitutes) when Rocket is
stabbed by the cook with a butcher knife, the knife misses her vital organs by
centimeters and when she “dies” she only passes out and wakes up later in intensive
care in a hospital. She escapes from the hospital and goes home to her family (later
Sweet Pea follows)
In the 2nd fantasy level (where they’re all dancers/prostitutes) when Blue shoots
Amber in the head he doesn’t kill her. He only kicks her back to the 1st fantasy kind
of like Inception. When you die you just wake up. She wakes up in the 1st level (the
mental asylum). When Blue shoots Blondie in the head in the 2nd level he does the
same thing. She gets kicked back to the first level with Amber. 
(In the movie Sweet Pea escapes when Baby Doll gives herself up as a distraction to
the guards.) Sweet Pea goes home and Rocket is there too and they live happily ever
after. When Baby Doll is in the chair getting ready to be lobotomized the doctor
doing the procedure misses the target by a millimeter. It doesn’t work but Baby plays
along like she’s been lobotomized. She meets back up with Amber and Blondie. (In
the movie Blue is taken to jail and I assume Dr./Madame Gorski takes over.)
Dr./Madame Gorski gives them their freedom because Blue was corrupt by putting
people in the asylum that shouldn’t have been there. 
THE(better)END!
ahhh much better. now I can sleep peacefully.

jkrowlingismypatronus:
This is going to sound pathetic.
But I was listening to the Sucker Punch soundtrack the other day and “Where is my
Mind?” was playing and I realized *SPOILER*…around the 3 minute mark is when
Babydoll sacrifices herself and I nearly cried. I almost started crying my eyes out
while I was driving, listening to it. Crying. Ugh this soundtrack. It’s so amazing.

http://www.tumblr.com/tagged/sucker-punch?before=1301337392


attemptinghappiness:
Today was a pretty good day, though I didn’t do any exercise :/ I ate pretty healthily.
I went to the cinema this evening, saw Sucker Punch. Very good film, I loved it :)
Though I found it a bit confusing. I took a box of fruit salad to the cinema, whereas
just a week ago I would have bought a bag of cookies and eaten them all. It felt good
not doing that tonight.
However I did eat too much dinner, I felt full halfway through, but I kept eating it
anyway, I think it was because I was in front of the TV, I was a little distracted, I
wan’t really paying attention to my eating, I think I was also to lazy and distracted to
get up and put the rest of my meal in the fridge. But that’s okay, I will be weary of
that now. I will be eating my food up at the table from now on I think.

cleverwittystatement
A summary of the movie Sucker Punch
It’s more of a mind fuck than Inception. You wanna talk about going ‘deeper’, at least
in Sucker punch I was in more confused about which reality was real. I hear people
saying that they hated Sucker Punch but…why?
It has everything people want in movies:
- Asylum
- Secret whore houses
- Samurai- No, GIANT SAMURAI. No Rocketlaunching samurai- OMG MACHINE
GUN SAMURAI. NOW THAT IS PROGRESS
- Dragonball Z-esque power ups
- Leper Nazi Post apocalyptic world
- MORDOR.
- Plot Twist
And even angels for all those believers out there.

It had one good quote though: “If you don’t stand for something, you’ll fall for
anything.”

Girl in a mental institution. Gunna get lobotimised. Dun wanna be lobotomized.
Inceptions herself into another reality where she’s an orphan in a whore house. She
doesn’t wanna be in a whore house. When she dances it’s appearntly motherfucking
impressive because everyone’s eyes jack off watching her. Total BAMF. Of course we
never see these super sexy dances that were described as titillating since, when she
dances, she inceptions herself into these super epic day dream sequences while her
co-whore-t of courtesans steals shit that’ll help them escape this whore house. Now
our first daydream within a dream is in this Japanese temple thing with a guy who
I’m pretty sure was a Vulcan in one of the Star Trek series. Then he gives her a sword
and a gun and gives her a list a shit of stuff to get i.e. the stuff the other bitches are
getting while she dances. Then this giant samurai comes out. The this other giant
samurai with a fucking rocket launcher. Then one with a machine gun. NOW THAT’S
PROGRESS JAPAN. She wins. She snaps out of her day dream everyone is fucking
stoked. Second daydream within a dream; post apocalyptic Leper Nazi Germany vs
France with robots and shit. Shit’s fucking intense. Third dream within a dream is
Mordor meets Masaf with dragons. ONE DOES NOT SIMPLY WALK INTO
MORDOR but apparently you can fly over and drop into it. It even has orcs and
Babydoll wrestles a fucking dragon and rips out his throat or something. Then mama
dragon be pissed and I may have teared up a bit. Then SNAP BACK TO REALITY OH



THERE GOES GRAVITY. BITCHFIIIIIIGGGHTTTT. Now the third time was when I
realized ‘oh shit it’s all the same world’ yet they all are hard to connect. The third
dream lakes place in the Tron world, all off the grid of course, with Enterprise like
hallways and droids with an awesome ‘kill all humans’ program that shames the
Trade Federation. Back to the dream within a dream again, 3 bitches die, 2 left make
a big escape from the brothel house…place. THEN O SHIT LOBOTOMY and
something happens…and…idk if he was gunna rape her or what…then back to the girl
who escaped and she gets away and baaaaawwwwwww.

Ah dunno I thought it was okay. It had everything you need for a movie why bomb it?

steampunk-goes-blonde:
that awkward moment when you go through the sucker punch tag and nearly die
because reading other people’s theories hurts your head because you don’t want to
start an inception war in your head over what was the “real” ending of sucker punch.
Let’s just say they were all dreaming and are really in the lesbians with each other
and are all over.

m0rdred:
Today will be great.
I’m going to the cinema with best friend. We will watch Sucker Punch (*click*). It has
some bad reviews but I like the trailer and the stuff I read about it. So I hope it will be
good. Prior to that I will buy the Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows 1 DVD (it
costs only 7 pounds).
So I guess it will be a nice afternoon/evening.
The only bad thing is that I got my period but I don’t have any cramps which is good.

DVD Release

The DVD release in late June, 3 months after the theatrical release,
created a new opportunity for discussion of the film. In particular, the Blu-
Ray release included about 18 minutes that had been cut to get the PG-
13 rating for the theatrical. I’d actually expected a lot more discussion that
there was. One change was that because people were watching the film
at home, there were a lot of simple short “status update” postings: e.g.,
“I’m watching Sucker Punch,” and/or “I don’t understand _____. Can
someone explain it?”

rebeanelle:
this movie was amazing. i really liked it, it was intriguing all the way through. tho i
like the whole story inside a story type thing…and i liked the mixing of genres.
i like my swords, knives and guns. ^_^
I’m a practical woman. lol

princessreezie:
YAAY BIRTHDAY PRESENT! :D

thedoktahandroes
I think it’s an awesome movie! I’ve seen it before, and each time I watch it I find
something new, some little detail that helps explain the bigger picture (much like
Inception only with more action). I’ve actually made a big ranty review which I will



post when I find the time to write it up, but I definitely suggest seeing it! I thought it
was totally bad ass (:

eternal987:
Sucker Punch revisited
I’ve been thinking back on it for a while today and I want to take back all my negative
comments I posted in the other Sucker Punch post. I didn’t talk too badly about it but
I mentioned the story might have been a little simple-minded, which I now renege on
that opinion. I don’t think the story was simple at all. I think it was very well
constructed that took us on a fantastical ride. I was too quick to judge. I apologize…
to no one really. It felt right though. I’ll probably go buy it tomorrow and watch it
again.

jordan1richards:
Sucker Punch Redux... I forgive you Zakk Synder
So the blu ray release of Sucker Punch just dropped on store shelves and for some
reason I felt compelled to pick it up. I had read that the 17 minutes greatky improve
the movie and I have to say that it’s not bad on the small screen. It turns out that
Sucker Punch was written and edited as an R rated film but the studio didnt want it
that so they tinkered and the movie I truly hated came out in March. This Director;s
Cut shows us the R rated movie we should’ve saw in the first place. The actions
scenes hit harder and offer some great payoffs (that world war 2 scene is still the
centerpiece of this flick). There’s also an added musical number and a Jon Hamm sex
scene so it’s way better. I think this version is worth a look (if not just fast forward to
the fighting.)

10 Days of Sucker Punch Challenge | Day 01 : Favorite Main Role Girl
Sweet Pea: I’m the star of the show, remember?
I’m not sure why I love Sweet Pea so much, and it was really hard for me to decide
between her and Blondie. I love all the girls almost equally, but these two are the
ones I love just a tiny bit more (and Sweet Pea just a tiny bit more than Blondie).
There’s just something about Sweet Pea, I love how she’s really closed herself off to
the world and her whole life is really just about protecting Rocket and making sure
Rocket is happy. It’s a bit of an unhealthy relationship, I think, but Sweet Pea always
just gives and gives and gives and bottles up her emotions and hardens herself — and
it isn’t just Rocket she protects, but all the girls, really. There’s something so
intriguing about that and in ways, it’s almost admirable.

heathicorn
OMG HEATH. 
Have you seen Sucker Punch? Because I saw you posted that one graphic and I was
like EEEEEEEEEEEE because I LOVE that movie but most critics gave it horrible,
misunderstood reviews and I was just wondering what you thought about it. I'd love
to hear what you have to say about it because I find that you have very well-educated
opinions, esp. about things like feminism/sexual abuse; a lot of critics and feminists
were angry about the portrayal of women but I am a raging sex-positive feminist and
I found the film to be extremely feminist, from my perspective at least, so when I saw
those reviews I was like HUH? NO. 
So yeah, sorry to ramble, basically I am just wondering if you saw it and what you
thought about it. :)

Anonymous



I have! I actually just saw it for the first time yesterday, and I thoroughly enjoyed it! I
was really depressed at the end, actually, because I had NO IDEA that was how it was
going to turn out (a bucket for my creys all my girls! D:). I honestly haven’t read a
single review about the film so my thoughts are probably dumb, but I honestly see it
as a very female-positive piece. I can understand that there are problems with it, and
it’s not perfect, but I think there’s a lot of good to be found in Sucker Punch. Now, of
course they’re in horrible situations, abused and subjected to unforgivable things,
and perhaps critics will argue that it’s wrong that for Babydoll to be effective/able to
exercise any agency she must utilize her body to elicit the male gaze/please men. I
sort of saw it as Babydoll reclaiming her sexuality, her body, exploring a freedom
within herself and understanding that her body is her sanctuary, her weapon, as they
describe it. It’s a film about women who have been horrifically wronged taking up
arms to not only defend themselves, but each other—and to me, that’s where the
positivity lies. We see these women protecting each other, sacrificing themselves for
each other; the figures of authority are male, the villains are male (with the exception
of the ‘old wise man’) and these are women who rely only on other women to free
themselves. They put their faith and their fates in each other’s hands. I mean, yes,
there are problems with the film because it’s overtly sexual, it’s all about these
women and their bodies and what is done to them, but it’s also about what they
choose to do about it. It’s fighting back. It’s saying “I’m not going to let this happen to
me, I want to save myself”; it’s not women looking to men to help them, it’s women
looking to women to help each other. To me, that’s the part that I was happy about,
the message I took away. Freedom is taking a stand, not necessarily winning. It’s
fighting for yourself, and for the people you love.

sssurvive:
I don't think people understand
the strength of my desire to own the Sucker Punch movie on blu-ray/dvd.
God, I really need my license. It would be nice if I had a car or something so that I
can, you know, get around. Whatever. Left to my own devices once more…~
Life is great, summer is great<3

rossbirks:
So I'm finally watching Sucker Punch
And yeah the soundtrack is actually really fantastic. The rest of the movie is kind of
like looking into the brain of a 15 year old boy where loads of attractive women wear
revealing costumes and wield swords and guns while they fight big samurais, robots
and bad nazi bastards. It’s as if Snyder wrote it in his teens and thought “Oh yeah
baby this movie is gonna be the coolest shiznit!!” To be honest I’m really enjoying it,
even if there is quite a bit to be desired in terms of narrative. It’s also the Extended
Cut so I dont know if that has much to do with it as the Theatrical got royally shit on
by everyone.

themarmaladegirl:
I have really mixed feelings about Sucker Punch.
I’m awed by the visuals and the soundtrack and Jena Malone and Abbie Cornish, and
a little appreciative of the ‘you have the weapons now go fight gurrrllll’ message.
But at the same time I’m like WHAT THE FUQ DID I JUST WATCH?
I get that women have one thing that can weaken men: their sexuality. I’m not
against women who use their sexuality to get what they want (sometimes I think it’s
hawt) but the way it is portrayed in the movie just turns me off. Really - dancing and



escaping into a kickass fight scene and then the dance is up - WHUT. At least have
the decency to show how good a dancer she is till everyone just about overreacts and
hugs her and stuff? Maybe it’s just me.
And, it’s hard to relate to Babydoll. She’s just a porcelain doll to me. I get it that she’s
a tragic character and she’s made a lot of sacrifices, but nothing of her true
personality gets to me. To me she’s like ‘meh okay I’mma get out of here’, whereas
with Sweet Pea and Rocket - we get their motivations (and their protective sisterly
bond is just sweetness and tragic). Emily Browning tried her best, but I think it’s the
poor writing in the end. Don’t even get me started on Amber and Blondie. Why were
they even there seriously (other than to look badass).
But you know what would have made the movie more fun and acceptable (in my
books)?
LET ALL THE FIGHT SCENES BE A REALITY. Let kicking dragon and demon
samurai and robot and Nazi butt be their actual profession. Let them be a crack team
of badass women who kick butt during the day and seduce men at night. NOT
BECAUSE THEY HAVE TO BUT BECAUSE THEY CAN. I’m totally fine with that.
Don’t try to slide in some weak female empowerment message amidst a heap of male
masochism, is all I’m saying.

chillbox:
I'm watching Sucker Punch right now.
And I must say I’m not impressed.
Okay, the outfits are cool, yes. The steampunk themes are awesome, fuck yes. And
they even played a song by Bjork. But the movie’s not even that great. I don’t get why
people are so impressed by it. I thought the trailer was cool, but that’s about it.
There’s like all this action and I don’t even know why. Like, the fuck is happening?
Seriously.
Whut.

rossbirks:
#217 Sucker Punch (2011) Dir. Zack Snyder
God this blog is becoming a “Ross defends universally despised movies” blog. But
despite all the bad reception….I actually really enjoyed Sucker Punch. I’m not calling
it a great movie by any means but as an exercise in style and dream logic it’s a pretty
interesting ride. It’s like a fatty pop-culture sandwich consisting of video games,
anime, comic books, and popular music. The music especially I really loved. All the
hooplah about “it’s sexist, it exploits women” is pretty unjustified in my opinion. I get
why people would think that, the film does play like a teenage boy’s wet dream but I
honestly don’t think Snyder’s intention was to degrade women in any way, quite the
opposite in fact. I think he wanted to make a cool action movie about a group of
badass chicks and no matter how inane the film may be, I do believe Snyder cares
about his characters. It’s just like a female version of 300. If a woman made that
movie would people be calling it sexist? I don’t think so. Warner Bros. gave the
world’s biggest geek millions of dollars to live out his fantasy and the bad reception
has ensured that there will never be another movie like this made ever again, which
is probably for the best, but I’m glad somebody made it at least once.

planets-bend-between-us:
Watching Sucker Punch with no previous knowledge of it going in. And… what is
this? Some guy’s wet dream? A live action not! Japanese anime with hot girls, skimpy
outfits, and eye makeup that resembles hentai?



I’m so confused right now.
The CGI is cool, but… every inch of my feminist isn’t sure whether to be enraged or
uncomfortable.

Go to Notes page
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Notes 
1. Earlier: “Webisodic mock vlogs: HoShows as commercial entertainment
new media,”
http://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc50.2008/WeHoGirls/index.html

[return to page 1 of essay]

2. I say “apparent” because as we all know, or should know, from the outside
you don’t really know the identity of someone who posted something.

3. The phrase itself is well-worn, but youngsters may not have heard it before.
Example: excellent blues song by LA bluesman Sonny Green, "Don't write a
check with your mouth" (Hill/United Artists, 1972-73). You can hear it on
YouTube; ignore the awful video.
http:wwwyoutube.com/watchv+eoVCd5m3S2k

[return to page 2]
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Note about image captions, * indicates
unverified attributions.

1. Grace Kelly and Alfred Hitchcock, in front of a
landscape painting by Rosa Bonheur, on the set
of Dial M For Murder (Alfred Hitchcock, 1954).

2. Ed Harris as Jackson Pollock in Pollock (Ed
Harris, 2000). At least three painters and an art
historical consultant assured passable imitations
and pastiches.

Decay of the aura: modern art 
in classical cinema

by Susan Felleman

“This image makes it easy to comprehend the social bases of the
contemporary decay of the aura. It rests on two circumstances, both of
which are related to the increasing significance of the masses in
contemporary life. Namely, the desire of contemporary masses to bring
things “closer” spatially and humanly, which is just as ardent as their
bent toward overcoming the uniqueness of every reality by accepting its
reproduction. Every day the urge grows stronger to get hold of an object
at very close range by way of its likeness, its reproduction. Unmistakably,
reproduction as offered by picture magazines and newsreels differs from
the image seen by the unarmed eye. Uniqueness and permanence are as
closely linked in the latter as are transitoriness and reproducibility in the
former.”            
—Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction”

Not too long ago I learned that one of the paintings on the wall of the Wendices’
London flat in Dial M For Murder (1954) is a landscape in oil by Rosa Bonheur
[fig.1]. According to a press release from the Warner Bros. Archives, “because he is a
man of taste and culture, Hitchcock hand-picked many of the props, including an
original Rosa Bonheur oil painting, long hidden in Warners’ property gallery, and a
pair of valuable Wedgewood vases” (Jacobs 2007, 107). It is really not surprising
that the vaults of Hollywood’s major motion picture studios should contain some
treasures, including “original” art and “valuable” antiquities. It would be surprising
if they did not. And it is certainly not news that Hitchcock was a man of taste or that
he exercised a great degree of control over particular elements of mise-en-scène.
Many scholars—myself included—have explored the roles of paintings and other art
objects in Hitchcock’s oeuvre.[1] [open endnotes in new window]

If there’s any revelation associated with this “discovery,” it is that films, filmmakers,
film audiences and scholars (of film studies or art history)—without the help of
archives, press releases, and other documentary accounts—cannot really distinguish
a fine oil painting by a major painter from a reproduction, an imitation, or from
significantly lesser works seen on the screen.[2] The connoisseur’s work depends on
the material presence of the object and in movies the object is, like the actors, always
absent. This is the fate of the work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction, as
we know from Walter Benjamin.  Moreover, it doesn’t really matter to us. What
difference does it make whether a painting in a movie is “real”: an authentic object
with provenance, as opposed to a photomechanical reproduction, an imitation, or an
anonymous daub? The film itself is photomechanical; fiction is imitation; anonymity
is the proper condition of the mutely indexical excess that constitutes the impression
of reality on screen.

We are more likely to note the status of the art object in film when it is
incommensurate to its task: when mere props, or poor imitations must perform as
masterpieces of art in scenarios about art and artists, as with two examples I’ve

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/FellemanDecayAura/bio.html


3. The bust of Darcy (Matthew McFadyen) seen
in Pride & Prejudice (Joe Wright, 2005), made
by Nick Dutton.

4. The bust remained on display in the sculpture
gallery at Chatsworth House — where most of
the Pemberley scenes were shot — among
authentic early 19th century marbles, for a
couple of years (it has since moved to the gift
shop, as seen here).

noted previously—Dolya Goutman’s Gauguinesque pastiches in Albert Lewin’s 1942
adaptation, The Moon and Sixpence (Felleman 1997, 34-36) and Joseph Nicolosi’s
plaster “Anatolian Venus” sculpture of Ava Gardner in William Seiter’s 1948 film
version of the Broadway show, One Touch of Venus (Felleman 2006, 59-62)—or the
ersatz Picasso paintings that James Cameron sank with his 1997 Titanic, which
included a diminutive Demoiselles d’Avignon, a canvas that is not known to have
sunk in the Atlantic and is in fact monumental. Even in such cases, though,
authenticity is less pertinent than quality. High quality, scale reproductions or
excellent imitations and pastiches—the action paintings that are made in Pollock
(2000), for instance, [fig. 2] or the bust of Darcy that Nick Dutton made, mixing
marble dust with resin, to stand among authentic marbles in the sculpture gallery at
Chatsworth in Pride & Prejudice (2005) [figs. 3-4]—can, arguably, perform their
parts as well as museum pieces, possibly sometimes better (if designed and crafted
for maximum photogeneity).  And what of that part? In what way does an object of
art emerge from the background of a picture to perform—as an actor—and be
subjected to such “reality testing”?

These are some of the many questions that arise around the question of the work of
art as it appears in film, specifically the fiction film. And they are questions that have
not received adequate attention. Film studies tend to regard the art object as a
symbolic or functional presence in film, of textual rather than material significance,
so when the art object en-abyme has been considered, its status as an autonomous
entity beyond the film has generally been neglected. This is in part a function of what
the one medium does in representing the other—or misrepresenting, as is inevitable
—but it also reflects a blind spot, one created by the withering of aura, the
transformation of objects into images. The painters and sculptors of works featured
in films—even those of some prominence—often receive no screen credit and are
difficult to identify. This oversight was especially common during the classic period
of cinema but is not unheard of today.

There are obvious exceptions to this rule, in film and in film studies. Hitchcock’s
engagement with Salvador Dali on Spellbound (1945) was highly publicized and has
been thoroughly examined. My own work on the films of Albert Lewin attempted to
illuminate the complexities of a rather unusual career; Lewin, one of Hollywood’s
notable art collectors, credited major artist collaborators and foregrounded art
works in his films, including Ivan Albright’s titular portrait in The Picture of Dorian
Gray (1945) [fig. 5] and Max Ernst’s The Temptation of Saint Anthony in The
Private Affairs of Bel Ami (1947) [fig. 6], for which Lewin arranged a rather high
profile modern art competition.

5. The Picture of Dorian Gray (Albert Lewin,
1945). Hurd Hatfield with Ivan Albright’s
painting, that now hangs in the Art Institute
of Chicago.

6. The Private Affairs of Bel Ami (Albert
Lewin, 1947). George Sanders and
Katherine Emery with Max Ernst’s The
Temptation of St. Anthony (1945), that now
hangs in the Wilhelm-Lehmbruck-Museum,
Duisburg, Germany.



7. Keira Knightley in Pride & Prejudice with a
sculpture of a Veiled Vestal, 1846, by Rafaele
Monti, as many of the marbles at Chatsworth, a
work commissioned by the 6th Duke of
Devonshire.

Olivier Assayas’s recent Summer Hours (2008) was conceived as a collaboration
with Musée d’Orsay (on the occasion of its 20th anniversary), by which objects from
the museum’s collection would be “returned” via fiction to the kind of domestic life
they might have known before becoming property of the French State and the film is
exquisitely sensitive to issues of art and objecthood, cultural patrimony, taste, and
the lives which art surrounds and inhabits. Ironically, even a film such as Summer
Hours, conceived around particular objects of art, can reveal the extent of the “decay
of the aura,” however; several of the works selected from the Musée d’Orsay to be
narrativized in Assayas’s film—including paintings by Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot
and Odilon Redon—were deemed too fragile or valuable to be relocated to the house
in which the film was shot, so were represented by copies (i.e. high quality painted
copies, however, not mere photomechanical reproductions).[3]

In general, it must be observed, movies tend to subsume and diminish art. Mapping
and theorizing this diminishment or decay is one part of my larger project—a book
length study I am calling Real Objects in Unreal Situations: Modern Art in Fiction
Films—of which this essay presents some preliminary findings.  The larger study is
interested in identifying different kinds of modern art objects (primarily, but not
exclusively, paintings, drawings and sculptures) as they enter and appear in fiction
films, from objects that appear to be playing “themselves” (e.g. numerous examples
of “Degenerate Art” in Venus vor Gericht, 1941, a National Socialist romantic-
comedy and polemic set in the early 1930s; the content of OK Harris Gallery in An
Unmarried Woman, 1978; the neoclassical marbles in Pride & Prejudice, 2005 [fig.
7], or the Corots in Summer Hours) to objects playing parts (e.g. figurative works by
at least seven different contemporary sculptors as the work of fictional sculptor
Richard Waldow in The Song of Songs, 1933; paintings by John Ferren, and possibly
also Stanley Marc Wright, as the work of fictional painter Sam Marlowe in The
Trouble with Harry, 1955; works by Elisabeth Frink as those of fictional sculptor
Freya Neilson in The Damned, 1963 [fig. 8]; Paul Jenkins’ paintings playing Saul
Kaplan’s in An Unmarried Woman) [fig. 9]. In every case, the study is interested not
only in the part played by the art, but the “back story,” too: the social, economic and
material details of how the art came to be in the film, and its recognition or reception
thereby, along with the larger context of film’s institutional and aesthetic



8. Alexander Knox with two sculptures by
Elisabeth Frink in The Damned (Joseph Losey,
1963), a film in which Viveca Lindfors plays a
sculptor whose existential figures underscore
the film’s atomic-age angst.

 

engagement with art and artists.

This study, then, constitutes a new branch of the growing literature on the other
visual arts and film: one that attends to the material, historical, personal, economic
and political realities around the art works in films—including, where possible, the
interactions between movie directors, producers, designers and the artists engaged
to work for movies—as well as to description and interpretation of their outcomes. I
shall begin with a series of loosely connected case studies related to modern art in
fiction films of the classic period.[4]

9. An Unmarried Woman (Paul Mazursky, 1978). Left: Jill Clayburgh with Rain Palace (1976),
a large painting by Paul Jenkins, whose work plays that of Saul Kaplan (Alan Bates) in the film.
Right: Bates and Clayburgh in Paul Jenkins’ New York loft, which performed as Kaplan’s.
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10. Program advertising The Song of Songs
(Rouben Mamoulian, 1933).

11. Salvatore Cartaino Scarpitta with his clay
maquette of the sculpture of Marlene Dietrich
featured in The Song of Songs.

Doubly immortal: The Song of Songs (1933)

The Song of Songs was Paramount Pictures’ 1933 adaptation of Prussian writer
Hermann Sudermann’s 1908 novel Das Hohelied, a story that had, according to
Tino Balio, already offered “histrionic opportunities to Duse, Bernhardt,
Modjeska, Pola Negri and Elsie Ferguson” (Balio 244), the last two in previous
Hollywood adaptations (The Song of Songs, 1918, directed by Joseph Kaufman;
and Lily of the Dust, 1924, directed by Dimitri Buchowetzki, both for Famous
Players-Lasky). The 1933 version was directed by Rouben Mamoulian and starred
Marlene Dietrich, in her first Hollywood film not directed by Joseph von
Sternberg. In The Song of Songs, which is set around the turn of the last century,
Dietrich plays Lily Czepanek, an innocent but sensual, orphaned country girl who
moves to Berlin. Working in her aunt’s bookstore, she meets Richard Waldow
(Brian Aherne), a handsome young sculptor who lives and works across the street.
She succumbs to his entreaties to pose for him, and becomes the inspiration and
model for his life-size nude, “The Song of Songs,” and then his lover, the
beginning of a fall from innocence.

The titular sculpture was actually made for the film and—although the contract
with sculptor Salvatore Cartaino Scarpitta expressly stated that “the head of such
statue shall be a reproduction of Miss Marlene Dietrich who is the star in the said
production, and the figure thereon shall be an ideal figure of your own
composition,” and “it is agreed that Miss Dietrich shall not be required to pose for
you in any manner other than for the purpose of enabling you to reproduce her
head”—Dietrich did, evidently, finally pose in the nude. There was considerable
publicity generated around the rather monumental nude figure; one
advertisement [fig. 10] shows Dietrich photographed on her knees, embracing the
base of sculpture, accompanied by the text:

“Thou Art Beautiful
            O My Love”
 — The Song of Solomon, Ch. 6, IV

Poem in marble conceived by 
the noted Italian sculptor S.C. 
Scarpitta. Inspired by the beautiful—
Marlene Dietrich in “The Song of Songs”

The sculpture was not made of marble, which would have been a prohibitively
expensive and time intensive material for a film prop. In fact, the film shows the
process that would have been used (and may, in fact, document Scarpitta’s actual
work on the sculpture); a montage sequence shows the initial sketch of Lily’s pose
and then the subsequent stages of work: a sculptural maquette [see fig. 11], a full-
scale armature, upon which first plaster, then clay is built up. At least two casts (of
plaster, later polished; see fig. 12) were made from the clay figure, as one was
smashed to pieces by its model, later in the film. Despite the abundant evidence
that the sculpture was made additively, the film depends upon its audience’s
forgetfulness, or ignorance of technique, near the end of the film permitting the
Baron von Merzbach—who used his wealth and influence to persuade Waldow to
give up Lily—to say to the sculptor, “you modeled her in marble; I modeled her in
the flesh!”



14. Transition with Marlene Dietrich in a
publicity still from The Song of Songs.

12. The Song of Songs, one of the full-scale
polished plaster sculptures made by
Scarpitta for the film.

13. Transition, a marble sculpture of his wife
Nadia, by S.C. Scarpitta, seen in his Los
Angeles studio, 26 December 2008.

Scarpitta did work often in marble, as with one of the most impressive among the
other ten sculptures seen in the Waldow atelier: Transition, a massive, somewhat
Rodinesque non finito: a languorous nude—this one indeed of marble—of his wife
Nadia [fig. 13-14].[5] [open endnotes in new window] Salvatore Cartaino Scarpitta
(1887-1948) was born and trained in Italy. In 1910, he moved to New York, where
he became a member of the National Sculpture Society. There he met and married
vaudeville acrobat and actress Nadia Jarocki. In 1923 the Scarpittas settled in Los
Angeles. He was an active and recognized sculptor of statuary and portraits [fig.
16], including a monumental Mussolini sculpture, which, according to his
granddaughter, he not only later regretted undertaking but indeed vandalized
when he fought with the partisans in Italy during the war. Among Scarpitta’s most
important works are public sculptures for Los Angeles area churches and for
panels over the entrance of the Los Angeles Stock Exchange [fig. 15], awarded a
prize by the American Institute of Architects.[6] As with most of the other
sculptors whose works were disposed around the set in the Waldow studio scenes,
Scarpitta’s academic training made him well suited to producing work believable
as that of a turn-of-the-century sculptor.

Scarpitta was evidently not the first sculptor approached about the commission,
however. Among the director’s papers are copies of telegraphic correspondence
between Mamoulian in Hollywood and Boris Lovet-Lorski, a prominent,
somewhat more modernist sculptor of the day, in Paris. Lovet-Lorski (born in
Lithuania in 1894 and trained at the Royal Academy in Petrograd, a naturalized
U.S. citizen by 1925) was well known by 1933 for a series of “bronze female figures
with impossibly narrow, boyish hips, and bodies broadening as they rise to the
shoulders and wide-spread arms held behind their heads like flowers on a
stem.”[7] It was no doubt one such bronze, probably Venus, 1925 (fig. 17, in the
collection of the de Young Fine Art Museum of San Francisco) about which
Mamoulian wrote to his friend on January 5, 1933, by Western Union:

MY DEAR BORIS HAVE AN INTERESTING IDEA WHICH YOU
WILL LIKE  STOP  FOR MY NEXT FILM SONG OF SONGS WITH
MARLENE DIETRICH I NEED A BEAUTIFUL STATUE OF YOUNG
WOMAN  STATUE SHOULD BE A MASTERPIECE BECAUSE IT IS



15. Some of Scarpitta’s relief sculpture for the
Los Angeles Stock Exchange.

16. Scarpitta and Cora Timkin with his
monumental portrait of her.

NOT MERELY A PROP IN THE PICTURE BUT A CENTRAL POINT
AROUND WHICH WHOLE STORY REVOLVES  STOP  IT WILL
HAVE AS MANY CLOSEUPS AS ANY STAR  STOP  THERE ARE
MANY STATUES AROUND HERE BUT I DON’T LIKE THEM  I
WOULD LOVE TO USE YOUR STATUE WHICH I SAW IN YOUR
PARIS STUDIO AND THUS PRESENT IT TO THE ENTIRE WORLD
AND MAKE IT DOUBLY IMMORTAL  STOP  UNDERSTAND
BRONZE IS IN SAN FRANCISCO  CANNOT USE BRONZE BECAUSE
STATUE MUST BE BROKEN AS CLIMAX IN THE STORY  STOP 
WOULD LIKE TO MAKE PLASTER CAST OF SAN FRANCISCO
BRONZE AND USE THAT IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF
COMPLETION ON THE SCREEN  STOP  WILL NOT CONSIDER
USING IT WITHOUT DUE FINANCIAL REMUNERTAION TO YOU 
STOP  PITY YOU ARE NOT HERE  PLEASE CABLE COLLECT
IMMEDIATELY  GREETINGS AND LOVE ROUBEN

Lovet-Lorski replied with alacrity, the next day:

DEAR ROUBEN AM VERY ENTHUSIASTIC OVER YOUR SPLENDID
IDEA WISH I WAS THERE TO SEE YOU AT WORK STOP  I CAN
BORROW THE BRONZE FROM THE MUSEUM STOP  A
PIECEMOULD COLD BE MADE OF HER FIRST COVERING HER
SURFACE WITH TRANSPARANT VARNISH TO PRESERVE HER
PATINE STOP  I THINK FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS WOULD BE
REASONABLE FOR THE RIGHTS OF USING HER PLASTER COPY
TO BE BROKEN STOP  MOULD TO BE DESTROYED  STOP  THE
LATER IS VERY IMPORTANT AS THE BRONZE FIGURE OCCUPIES
THE PLACE OF HONOR IN THE MUSEUM AND IS SCHEDULED
TO BE THE CENTER PIECE AT THE CHICAGOS WORLDS FAIR
STOP  IF TERMS AGREEABLE TO YOU PLEASE WIRE I WILL
CABLE THE DIRECTORS OF THE MUSEUM STOP  A PARAMOUNT
TRUCK COULD CALL FOR IT STOP  THOUSAND WISHES AND
BEST LOVE = BORIS

A week passed before Mamoulian’s reply was sent, January 13:

VERY SORRY ITS TOO LATE NOW  YOUR PRICE WAS SO MUCH IN
EXCESS OF WHAT STUDIO WAS PREPARED TO PAY THAT I DID
NOT EVEN ATTEMPT MAKING A COUNTER OFFER AND AS
MATTER WAS MOST URGENT MADE DIFFERENT
ARRANGEMENT WITH A SCULPTOR IN HOLLYWOOD REGRETS
AND LOVE

Evidence suggests that Lovet-Lorski’s price was indeed too high. Scarpitta’s
contract, dated January 12, 1933, engaged him to prepare a preliminary maquette
for approval and then the full-scale statue by January 21 (nine days!) for full
compensation of $1,000. Use of a more abstract, deco statue, such as Lovet-Lorski
was known for, would have been a somewhat daring and anachronistic choice for
a story set in the very first years of the 20th century. The figure would also have
had a much more abstract relationship to the image of Marlene Dietrich, neither
whose face nor figure could be invoked very expressly by it, for either purposes of
narrative or publicity.[8] Additionally, although they do not display remarkable
consistency, the dozen or more other sculptures seen in Waldow’s studio (figs. 18-
19), are all more consistent in style (mostly idealized, academic figural works,
although a few betray more modernist influences).  Probably some of these, which



17. Venus, 1925, by Boris Lovet-Lorski.

appear to be reproductions of neoclassical bronzes, came from the Paramount
property department [fig. 20]. But a number of works are by contemporary Los
Angeles area sculptors. There is little evidence about exactly how these works
came to be loaned to the production but it is not unlikely that the sculptors were
among those, with Scarpitta, considered for the central commission. A
memorandum prepared by Mamoulian’s office at the behest of the Paramount
publicity department in May of 1933 identified (by artist, title, estimated value
and provenance/ exhibition history) ten of these works seen in The Song of Songs.
In addition to Scarpitta’s Transition and another rather celebrated contemporary
marble figure, Kneeling Aphrodite, by Montengro-born Vuch Vuckinich (aka Vuk
Vukinich, 1901-1974), these included three works by Bulgarian-born Atanas
Katchamakoff (1898-1988); two minor works not publicly shown previously by a
“young Los Angeles sculptor,” David Williams; and single works by Harold
Schwartz (almost certainly Harold Swartz, 1887-1948), George Stanley (1903-
1973, designer of the “Oscar” statuette), and Ella Buchanan (1869-1951).

The works by these legitimate, albeit in some cases little known, academic
sculptors lend some credibility and artistic ambience to the lengthy scenes set in
Waldow’s studio, although the presence of several seemingly completed, fairly
monumental, and presumably unsold works in stone and bronze seems unlikely in
a period during which most such ambitious works would result from commissions
[see figs. 18-28]. There are also works suggested as in progress (clay, presumably,
covered by cloths). But beyond their function as realist décor for an artist’s atelier,
the figures are vividly engaged by the narration. In fact, most shots set in the
studio are carefully composed around these sculptures; they fill what would
normally be negative space with positively urgent sensual atmosphere and
innuendo. 

18. The Song of Songs. A view into Richard
Waldow’s (Brian Aherne) atelier window
shows the back of Vuk Vuckinich’s Kneeling
Aphrodite, George Stanley’s The Bather*,
and numerous small works.

19. The Song of Songs. A view of the atelier
showing left to right: Harold Swartz’s Torso*,
Ella Buchanan’s Standing Nude*, and
George Stanley’s The Bather (covered)*.



20. The Song of Songs. Lily (Marlene
Dietrich), as she first enters the atelier,
framed by two classical bronzes, probably
from the Paramount property department.

21. Waldow (Aherne) and Baron von
Merzbach (Lionel Atwill) with Scarpitta’s
Song of Songs, Vuk Vuckinich’s Kneeling
Aphrodite (right), and a Torso, by Harold
Swartz*.

22. Waldow and Lily frame Scarpitta’s
Transition.

23. The Song of Songs. Lily undressing for
her first modeling session, seen with Atanas
Katchamakoff’s Captive*.

24. The Song of Songs. Legs of an
unidentified sculpture, to which the film cuts
during the undressing scene, as Lily
removes her hose.

From the moment Lily first enters the studio [fig. 20], figures point to and
constrain her and all the action is staged to keep statues, particularly nudes, much
in the frame. A long dialogue in which Waldow tries to persuade the modest
maiden that he has only the most clinical attitude toward the nudity of the model,
when she balks at undressing, places the two just in front of, and framing,
Scarpitta’s Transition, the most sensual nude in the space, plainly giving the lie to
such dispassionate attitudes [fig. 22]. And the film is clearly having fun, playing
hide and seek with the Hays Office. Conspicuous camera movements veer away at
the last possible moment as Lily undresses for her first modeling session, to settle
on the corresponding body parts of nude or partially nude statues [fig. 24], “so we
will know just what private part she is baring at the cutaway moment,” as Steven
Bach puts it (167). Just a year later, when the Hays Office had begun to enforce
the Motion Picture Production Code more strictly, this film could not have been
released. It emphasizes the nudity of the statuary, particularly of the title work, as
well as its likeness to Dietrich. Shots of Richard working on The Song of Songs are
quite explicit about the erotic equation of sculpture and model. In a second
modeling scene, Lily’s playfulness results in the two finding themselves in an



unanticipated clinch. Moments later, the film suggests Richard’s certain sexual
attraction to Lily as he stands kneading the statue’s chest and shoulders, his
fingers mere inches away from the figure’s prominent, erect nipples, while
watching the projected shadow of his model undressing [figs. 29-30].  Mamoulian
employs the artworks to evade the censors and to evoke visual and tactile
engagement with the figure of Marlene Dietrich.

25. The Song of Songs. Lily gets playful .. 26. ... with Katchamakoff’s Captive* ...

27. …and with Katchamakoff’s Innocence*. 28. The Song of Songs. A chase among
sculpture.

29. The Song of Songs. Waldow engaged
with his work…

30. …while his model undresses.

I have written elsewhere about sculptures of Ava Gardner, commissioned from
academic sculptors for two of her films (Joseph Nicolosi’s for One Touch of Venus,
1948 [fig. 31] and Assen Peikov’s for The Barefoot Contessa, 1954 [fig. 32]; see Art
in the Cinematic Imagination, 60-64). These sculptural props also mean to reify
Gardner’s erotic appeal but a comparison to the range of sculptures used in Song
of Songs points to the ways in which they fall short. Much of their inadequacy
stems from censorship: they appear as clothed as their model must (according to
Gardner’s autobiography, though, Nicolosi misunderstood the parameters of his
assignment, initially completing a nude version of her as a Hellenistic statue of
Venus, much to the studio’s displeasure). They are not so sensually “handled,”
either—in both senses of that term.



33. At least two sculptures were cast, as one
was smashed to pieces on film, seen here in a
publicity still.

32. Assen Piekov’s sculpture and its model
in The Barefoot Contessa (Joseph
Mankiewicz, 1954).

31. Publicity photo from One Touch of Venus
(William Seiter, 1948) as reproduced in Ava
Gardner’s autobiography, Ava: My Story
(New York: Bantam, 1990).

 

But perhaps the most significant difference is the one most likely to be
overlooked. In the absence of other “real” works of art, such as those aesthetically
and materially persuasive extras in the scenes set in Waldow’s studio in
Mamoulian’s film, even sculptures made by “legitimate” artists tend to become
mere props.[9] The combination of the conditions around their creation (schedule
and budget restraints, and the institution’s probably mistaken perception that
permanence of materials is irrelevant to the celluloid destiny of the work),
censorship, and their origins on the page of a screenplay, rather than in the
imagination and exertion of the sculptor, prevent them from acquiring the “aura”
that surrounds the Dietrich nude as it comes into being in the context of art, both
in the scenario and on the set of Song of Songs.  That aura—such that it is—is one
of sensual force. Ironically, one way that artistic power is confirmed within the
narrative is an action almost conventional in movies, though unusual in life; the
personal assault on and destruction of the object. Such assaults are near clichés of
cinematic artist stories, especially assaults on portraits by their subjects, as with
Lily’s on The Song of Songs, the destruction of which permits the restoration of
her relationship with Waldow [fig. 33]. The sculpture then reifies not only “art”
for this movie but passion, collapsing the two.
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34. Program for Venus Vor Gericht (Hans
Zerlett, 1941), showing the so-called Venus vom
Acker on trial, and its putative model, Charlotte
(Hansi Knotek), testifying.

35. Venus Vor Gericht. Hero and protagonist,
Peter Brake (Hannes Stelzer), according to the
article in Filmwelt, is “a young, earnest,
ambitious sculptor in the Germany of a past
epoch, who struggles against the art
establishment of his time.” By “past epoch,”
Tschauner means about ten years earlier.

Modernism on trial: Venus vor Gericht (1941)

1933, the year that The Song of Songs was released, was, of course, not only the last
year prior to the Hollywood Production Code Authority’s crackdown on films with
morally objectionable content. It was also the year Adolf Hitler and the National
Socialists took power in Germany. Not surprisingly, Mamoulian’s film was not passed
by the Berlin censors when it was submitted at the beginning of 1934. Interestingly,
this was not for the reasons that would have then tripped it up with Joseph Breen
and the Hays Office. Rather, Ministerialrat Dr. Ernst Seeger censored the film for
political reasons, having to do with its representations of a decadent and corrupt
bourgeoisie and nobility of pre-WWI Germany.[10] [open endnotes in new window]
Although his verdict does not refer to it, the fact that The Song of Songs starred
Marlene Dietrich, an internationally known German-born actress with known anti-
Nazi sentiments, must have been another factor.

It seems entirely likely, however, that The Song of Songs was seen—perhaps in Paris,
where it did play in 1934—by Hans Zerlett, the writer and director of a
propagandistic German fiction film of 1941, Venus vor Gericht (Venus in the Dock, or
Venus Before the Court), that also told a tale of a sculptor and his model. This
otherwise minor film is distinguished by its dramatization of National Socialist art
polemics and by its use of—as props—actual modernist works of “Entartete Kunst”
(“Degenerate Art”), which the narrative places into a dialectic with pseudo- and neo-
classical sculpture, most prominently a nude rendering of the female lead.

Venus vor Gericht [fig. 34] is set in 1930, that is, prior to the Third Reich. Its
protagonist is a sculptor, Peter Brake (Hannes Stelzer), obviously loosely based on a
sculptor favored by the National Socialists, Arno Breker. Unlike Breker, who was not
an early joiner, though, Brake is heroic in the film’s terms because of his precocious
fascism: he’s quietly active in the Nazi party [fig. 35]. He gets embroiled in a political,
artistic, and journalistic brouhaha, and is taken to court for libel, after claiming
authorship of a sculptural fragment excavated on a Bavarian farm. The fragment,
which becomes known as Venus vom Acker (the Venus of the fields), is of a naked
female torso and is mistaken for an authentic antiquity by “authorities” the film
portrays as suspect (coded as effete, Jewish, homosexual, etc.). It causes a sensation
in Berlin.

Brake, it unfolds, who had lived and worked in Bavaria, had buried the work not to
commit art fraud, but to protect the identity of his model, Charlotte (Hansi Knoteck).
Since then, Brake has moved to Berlin and Charlotte has become a respectable
Hausfrau, married to a loutish small town Bürgermeister. Although the film portrays
Brake’s motivations as honorable and chivalrous (he is reluctant to call upon
Charlotte’s testimony to defend himself against libel, as it would besmirch her
reputation), it also trades on the titillating equation of sculpture with model, as had
The Song of Songs: before the court (vor Gericht), Charlotte, who finally comes
forward on her own initiative—out of love and righteousness—as a witness for the
defense, is briefly faced with the possibility of being asked to disrobe to prove that
this Venus is no moldering antiquity.

More significant than the erotic and romantic fantasies around sculptor and model
(who do end up romantically united), however, is the film’s polemical representation
of modern art and aesthetics. The story’s main antagonist, a gallerist who trades in
modern art, is called Benjamin Hecht [fig. 36]. This is an overdetermined name:
evidently Jewish and also that of a well-known Hollywood writer, Zionist and anti-
Nazi activist, who was also well known in Berlin, having served there as



36. Venus Vor Gericht. Benjamin Hecht
(Siegfried Breuer), according to this article,
“became an ‘art’ dealer in order to make money
out of meaningless and worthless daubs. He
couldn’t have come by his wealth any cheaper.”
Ellie Tschauner, “Benjamin Hecht macht in
‘Kunst’,” Filmwelt: Das Film- und Foto- Magazin
16 (18 April 1941): 410.

37. Hitler, Goebbels, and others at the Entarte
Kunst Exhibition, Munich 1937.

correspondent for the Chicago Daily News, from 1918 to 1919, in that capacity
reporting on, among other matters, Berlin Dada activities, and associating with the
avant-garde (Chametzky, 45, 224, n. 25). The 1941 audience for Venus vor Gericht
must have been thought to be well-indoctrinated, for scenes that to a contemporary
audience might seem celebratory introduce its decadent picture of Weimar Berlin.

These scenes, strikingly, are actually cinematic correlatives of the “Entartete Kunst”
employed in the film; they consist of documentary footage obviously excerpted from
period films shot in the city, such as Ruttmann’s Berlin: Die Sinfonie der Großstadt
(1927) and the collaborative Menschen am Sonntag (1929-30). A sequence of about
twenty shots begins with establishing shots of Berlin’s Cathedral and wide views of
bustling city streets, and is a dynamic montage of pedestrians, including some
orthodox Jews, cars, buses, and trains, a man hawking clothing, another stridently
gesturing from a soapbox, policemen in a park, a caravan of vehicles with passengers
waving flags, newspaper hawkers, sidewalk cafés, outdoor dance halls, night clubs,
with dancers dancing the Charleston, jazz combos, chorus girls, a scantily clad
dancer, and a black drummer, all accompanied by a lively jazz tune. One might need
to be surrounded by the disparaging anti-modernist clamor of a war-period German
audience to feel properly offended by either these scenes or by Hecht’s trade, which
flow together in a sequence that begins with the Weimar decadence shots, then by
way of newspaper headlines introduces a muckraking newspaper reporter, and
moves on to Hecht’s gallery, and finally to Peter Brake and friends in his studio,
where his monumental statuary is seen.

The unctuous gallerist Hecht has obtained the Venus vom Acker for his Berlin
gallery, which—along with a few modernist pastiches—is filled with works that
director Zerlett managed to borrow from the government cache of so-called
“Entartete Kunst” (“Degenerate Art”), through the authority of Nazi Cultural
Commissioner Hans Hinkel, to whom he’d written in October, 1940.[11] Some such
work was “confiscated” from collections of NS victims and refugees and much had
been seized from public collections—programmatically in 1937—and exhibited in a
series of now infamous exhibitions, beginning that same year [fig. 37].[12]

Works seen in Hecht’s exhibition of contemporary art include Ernst Ludwig
Kirchner’s now lost sculpture, The Couple, shown in the window, and, inside, Paul
Kleinschmidt’s painting, Duet in the North Café, Richard Haizmann’s sculptures,
Elephant and Head, Wilhelm Morgner’s painted Deposition, Erich Heckel’s Große
Stehende (a large carved wood female figure), and at least two other works that had
been in the 1937 “Degenerate Art” exhibition in Munich: Wassily Kandinsky’s
painting, Two kinds of red (1916), seized from the National Gallery in Berlin, and
Marg Moll’s bronze Female Figure, or Dancer (ca. 1930), from the Museum in
Breslau.”[13] A few works appear to be pastiches or copies; according to Andreas
Hüneke (43), the two apparent Grosz paintings are pastiches and a couple of small
sculptures are copies of works by Haizmann and Naum Slutzky. Narrative details and
trappings of the scene ridicule these Nazi-confiscated works, the actual last known
public appearances of most of which are preserved in this fiction film [figs. 38-40].



38. Venus Vor Gericht. In Hecht’s gallery, two
sculptures by Richard Haizmann’s Elephant
(left) and Head (right), and Wilhelm Morgner’s
painting of the Deposition (1912), on the far
right, with other as yet unidentified “Entartete
Kunst.”

39. Venus Vor Gericht. In Hecht’s gallery, on the
left, Wassily Kandinsky’s Two Kinds of Red
(1916), with Erich Heckel’s Grosse Stehende
(Large Standing Woman, 1912), and an
unidentified painting.

40. A number of the works seen in Venus Vor Gericht had been among those singled out for
illustration in the Entartete “Kunst” Austellungsführer (Degenerate “Art” Exhibition Guide),
published after the original exhibition in Munich, in 1937. Figurative work was the particular focus
of this propagandistic brochure and Heckel’s Large Standing Woman was included with others on
page 19, under the heading, “No comment necessary!” Nonetheless, the brochure does explain
that “this section of the exhibition reveals that, alongside the negro as the racial ideal of what was
then ‘modern’ art, there was a highly specific intellectual ideal, namely, the idiot, the cretin, and
the cripple… (Barron et. al., 376-377).



42. Marg Moll’s bronze Dancer (ca. 1930), on
display near a probable pastiche of a George
Grosz painting, as seen in Venus vor Gericht.

43. Moll’s bronze Dancer, one of two “Entartete”
works seen in Venus vor Gericht that was
recently excavated in Berlin, viewed by Berlin
mayor Klaus Wowereit (right) at the Neues
Museum exhibition of the “Skulpturenfund.”

41. Venus vor Gericht. A collage of stills seen in the Illustrierter Film-Kurier, no. 3214 (1941)
shows scenes of Charlotte modeling for Brake (left), Brake’s Berlin studio (right top), the discover
of the buried “Venus” on Bavarian farm (right bottom), and the Jewish dealer Hecht (right inset).

Almost all the “degenerate” works seen in Hecht’s gallery disappeared during the
war; only one of those that could be identified was known to have survived. But just
recently, in January of 2010, during excavations for a new subway station in Berlin,
workers dug up a bronze head that turned out to be a lost modernist work by Edwin
Scharff. In subsequent months, ten other sculptures were excavated nearby; all
appear to have been among those withdrawn from public collections and deemed
degenerate by NS authorities. The site where they were discovered in Berlin Mitte
appears to be buried remains of an apartment building destroyed during allied
bombing of Berlin. Michael Kimmelman’s account of the discovery in The New York
Times reports official speculation about how the works—which may have been stored
with other Entartete Kunst in the depot of the Reichspropagandaministerium—came
to be where they were unearthed:

“Archeologists have so far determined that the recovered works must have
come from 50 Königstrasse, across the street from City Hall. The building
belonged to a Jewish woman, Edith Steinitz; several Jewish lawyers are
listed as her tenants in 1939, but their names disappear from the record
by 1942, when the house became property of the Reich. Among its
subsequent occupants, German investigators now believe, the likeliest
candidate to have hidden the art was Erhard Oewerdieck, a tax lawyer and
escrow agent.”

“Oewerdieck is not widely known, but he is remembered at Yad Vashem,
the Holocaust memorial in Israel. In 1939, he and his wife gave money to
a Jewish family to escape to Shanghai. He also hid an employee, Martin
Lange, in his apartment. In 1941 he helped the historian Eugen Täubler
and his wife flee to America, preserving part of Täubler’s library. And he
stood by Wolfgang Abendroth too, a leftist and Nazi opponent, by writing
him a job recommendation when that risked his own life.”

“The current theory is that when fire from Allied air raids in 1944
consumed 50 Königstrasse, the contents of Oewerdieck’s office fell
through the floor, and then the building collapsed on top. Tests are being
done on ash from the site for remains of incinerated paintings and wood
sculptures. How the lost art came into Oewerdieck’s possession in the first
place still isn’t clear.”[14]

The eleven unearthed works have been cleaned and exhibited at Berlin’s Neues
Museum, not far from where they were found.[15] Two of them—Otto Freundlich’s
black-glazed terra cotta Head (1925) and Marg Moll’s bronze Dancer (ca. 1930)—are
among those seen in Venus vor Gericht [see figs. 42-45].



46. Otto Freundlich, photographed by August
Sander (1925).

47. Peter Brake and friends in his studio, a still
published in the Illustrierter Film-Kurier, no.
3214 (1941).

44. Otto Freundlich’s terra cotta Head (1925)
as seen in Venus vor Gericht.

45. A fragment of Freundlich’s Head, on
display at the Neues Museum.

It is as difficult to imagine from their appearance in Venus vor Gericht the
catastrophic destinies of these modest modernist works and their makers as it is to
comprehend the offense that they are supposed to have constituted when subjected
to public ridicule by the NS propaganda machine. But as Kimmelman reminds us,

“the Nazis seized the Freundlich from a museum in Hamburg in 1937,
then six years later, in France, seized the artist and sent him to Majdanek,
the concentration camp in Poland, where he was murdered on the day he
arrived.”

The sculpture’s offense was its strong, minimal primitivism; the sculptor’s his Jewish
origins [fig. 46].

The sculptor of the “Brake” works that appear in Venus vor Gericht is uncredited and
unknown [fig. 47]. These appear to be props (and to be made of plaster); they are
similar to but not clearly the works of a number of prominent sculptors, especially
Arno Breker [fig. 48] and Josef Thorak, who employed the reactionary, neo-Classical,
and often monumental style favored by Hitler and Goebbels. The “Venus vom Acker,”
which is less monumental than the other Brake pieces, though, plays its part
reasonably well; it looks like it may have been carved in stone and one can accept it
as a contemporary academic nude that—dug out of the ground and fragmentary—
might be taken for an antiquity. I must note a troubling paradox around the relation
of these sculptures to the sculptures used in The Song of Songs. Those seem more
than modern enough in the turn-of-the-century setting in which they perform and
downright daring, risqué, even avant-garde in terms of the censorship conventions
they flout in Mamoulian’s film, but at the same time, they could be described
stylistically as comparable to the “Brake” sculptures in Venus vor Gericht,
particularly the Venus, which perform decidedly reactionary roles.

This points to a number of interrelated problems, many of them to be situated
around political and aesthetic discourses of classicism. Scarpitta, after all, was
sculpting for Mussolini at about the same time as for Mamoulian. Fascist aesthetics
evolved out of and borrowed from well-established academic traditions that were not
necessarily inherently reactionary but were often merely aesthetically conservative. It
should be noted that Italian fascist aesthetics embraced not only the classicism and
monumentality favored by the Germans, but also incorporated modernist tendencies,
including Futurism. To further complicate any facile alignment of art and politics,
Scarpitta grew to revile Mussolini and engaged with the partisans, while Arno Breker
had been associated professionally and stylistically with Parisian modernists and
modernism only a few years before his reinvention as the heroic Nazi artist par
excellence. And, as scholars including Patrice Petro and Sabine Hake have observed,
popular cinema in the Third Reich “was in fact sustained by well-established generic
conventions, cultural traditions, aesthetic sensibilities, social practices, and a highly
developed star system—not unlike its Hollywood counterpart (Hake back cover).” It
was, that is, a “classical” cinema.

Venus vor Gericht is positively rife with paradox. It stages a confrontation between



48. The monumental plaster sculptures in
Brake’s studio invoke the work of the foremost
NS sculptor, Arno Breker, whose studio is seen
here, on a visit by representatives of eighteen
nations, 8 November 1942.

 

modernism and anti-modernism in which the latter is obviously the victor—in the
terms of the movie’s unambiguous ideology—but at the same time underestimates
and overestimates the former, as played by authentic examples of “degenerate art.”
Unlike the notoriously propagandistic displays of the Nazis’ Entarte Kunst
exhibitions, where works were displayed and framed polemically, to assert their
inherent madness and degeneracy, and where anti-modernist screeds—in bold gothic
type—filled the space between and around them, Hecht’s display of “Contemporary
Art” is plausible as a Berlin gallery exhibition of ca. 1930: the paintings are hung
from moldings at reasonable intervals on white walls; the sculptures stand on
pedestals; works on paper are kept in portfolios; objects are identified with small
labels. It’s all rather civilized, and somewhat tame. And although—as is often the case
with prints, drawings, easel paintings, and small-scale sculptures seen in black-and-
white film—one cannot experience the sensory power or immediacy of works we
know might have had vivid modern “aura” in the flesh, for the very same reason the
film seems unable to persuade us to encounter these objects so reviled by the state
with the perplexity or contempt that NS aesthetics demand. The decay of the aura
cuts both ways.

Additionally, since the modest, degenerate objects’ adversaries are—despite their
grand scale—mostly rather indifferent plaster pastiches of a type of statuary that at
its best was heroic but bland and its worst mere kitsch, modern art feels like
something of a straw man, or even a Macguffin here, in this movie that, aside from its
polemics, is a rather conventional, and lightweight romance. As Peter Chametzky
notes,

"Venus vor Gericht conforms to many of the patterns Linda Schulte-Sasse
has identified in the run-of-mill popular cinema of the Third Reich. The
film’s narrative structure and entertainment devices (boy meets girl, boy
loses girl, boy gets girl back, etc.) are contiguous with the pre- and post-
Nazi cinema. Venus vor Gericht is, in fact, entertaining. Rather than Nazi
propaganda dressed up as entertainment it is entertainment with Nazi
propaganda inserted. Perhaps sensing this apparent weakness in the film
(the scenes of decadent Berlin nightlife look much more entertaining than
Brake and his friend’s gemütliche gatherings; Siegfried Breuer plays
Hecht as a more interesting and certainly less annoying character than
Hannes Stelzer’s Brake) an extremely polemical article in the journal
Filmwelt of April 1941 clearly explained the ideological lessons audiences
were to draw from it. The article concentrated almost exclusively on art,
juxtaposing the classical, beautiful work of Brake to the 'degenerate' work
shown by the Jewish Hecht:

'art works characterize their times and their world views, their
spiritual and moral stature…the apparent absurdity of
‘degenerate art’ had a razor sharp purpose and meaning:
corruption of all ethical values…this spirit is embodied by the
Jewish art dealer Benjamin Hecht (Siegfried Breuer) and the
cabal surrounding him.'”[16]

Yet, in the case of this silly, polemical film, the “real” status of the art objects could
hardly be more significant. The film not only embodies paradoxes and polemics
associated with modern art in Nazi Germany, but is, in effect, evidence of state
crimes. 

Go to page 4
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

49. Venus vor Gericht. Faülein Rita “corrects”
the orientation of an abstract drawing or print,
almost certainly by Wassily Kandinsky.

The world gone wiggy: 
The Trouble with Harry (1955)

In its denunciation of modernism in art, Venus vor Gericht ranges from vitriolic
(Brake’s rhetoric) to comical. One of its more clichéd little jabs is a familiar trope
in the cinema, and indeed, according to Bruce Barber, "one of the most common
popular critiques of modernist abstraction" (156): the disoriented, or “upside-
down” abstract picture. In Zerlett’s film, the work is a print or drawing, probably
by Kandinsky. A couple visiting Hecht’s gallery exhibit of contemporary art are
looking at a piece from a portfolio of works on paper when Hecht’s assistant,
Fraülein Rita (a stout, severe woman with a monocle and a necktie—pretty plainly
coded and despised as a lesbian), corrects them, rotating it to the “proper”
orientation (a rather clever way to impugn her “inverted” sexual orientation, along
with the artwork; see fig. 49). The implication of the scene is that the work and the
“refined” sensibility that purvey it are utter nonsense. This, of course, is a criticism
of non-objective art (art with no recognizable subject matter) that neither began
nor ended with the anti-modernism of the Nazis. That Uncertain Feeling (d. Ernst
Lubitsch; fig. 50), a Hollywood film of the same year, treats modern art with pretty
much equivalent scorn. The upside-down picture trope certainly appeared in
Hollywood films prior to and after 1941 (including Stanley Donen’s and Gene
Kelly’s On the Town, 1949, and Vincente Minnelli’s An American in Paris, 1951)
and made a noteworthy appearance in The Trouble with Harry, Alfred Hitchcock’s
droll black comedy of 1955.

50. That Uncertain Feeling (Ernst Lubitsch, 1941). A scene set in a gallery in which modern
art, including an apparent painting by Fernand Léger, is on view. Modernism is more or less
as ridiculous in the Hollywood film in 1941 as it is in the German one.

As is well known, Hitchcock was wont to figure art in his films—including



abstractions. In fact, a dialectic between mimetic and abstract art works appears in
subtle variations across a number of them. In Suspicion (1941), for instance, a
visiting police detective, Sgt. Benson, is distracted by a cubist picture in the
entrance hall [fig. 51][17] [open endnotes in new window] and a portrait likeness
of Lina’s father, General MacLaidlaw, bears down oedipally on the entire
household. Rear Window (1954) features a modern still life painting and an
abstract quasi-figurative sculpture in progress.  Despite that one of its main
protagonists, Sam Marlowe, is a modern artist, however, and a couple of rather
lengthy scenes feature a dozen or more of his works, art as a theme in The Trouble
with Harry has not been seriously treated by film studies (or art history).

51. Suspicion (Alfred Hitchcock, 1941). Sergeant Benson bemused by a Picasso (Pitcher and
Bowl of Fruit, 1931).

In his chapter on The Trouble with Harry in Laughing Hysterically: American
Screen Comedy of the 1950s, Ed Sikov is one of the few scholars or critics to note
how central Sam Marlowe’s paintings are to the film: “Sam’s art breaks Harry
open into a yawning gulf, a disturbance of epic proportions out of which Harry’s
sexual symbols fly.” At the same time, I think Sikov fails to appreciate those
paintings. “Wiggy’s store and outdoor market are both crammed with Sam’s work,”
Sikov notes [fig. 52-53], “most of it fairly dreadful (though the script describes him
as ‘an extremely talented painter’).... (168).”



54. John Ferren (1905-1970) seen here (middle
of back row), among the mostly European

52. The Trouble with Harry (Alfred Hitchcock, 1955). Mrs. Wiggs' country store is “crammed”
with Sam Marlowe’s work, displayed outdoors…

53. … and indoors.

Of course, he is entitled to his opinion. But, in as much as most of the Marlowe
works are played by paintings and drawings of a significant artist of the New York
School, John Ferren, Sikov’s dismissal seems cavalier. And if the film regards
Ferren’s works equivocally, as is almost inevitable, even as it depends upon them
in a number of ways, probably Hitchcock did not. It might seem like a mere joke to
insert abstract art into the bucolic New England countryside of The Trouble with
Harry but the color and disorientation operate at two levels in this droll picture,
operating within the setting and the narrative, as well as within the paintings seen
en abyme, as indices of psyche and freedom.

First some background. John Ferren (1905-1970), perhaps better known among
Hitchcock scholars for his work on Vertigo—he was credited with designing the
special dream sequence [fig. 56] and also painted the Carlotta portrait [fig. 55]—
was an active member of the New York School, and probably one of the most
significant figures of the American art world to have collaborated on Hollywood
pictures [fig. 54]. Although not very well known today, he was an artist with a
considerable profile in the 1950s. The year that The Trouble with Harry was
released was the same year that Ferren served as president of the Club, an
organization of New York artists, founded in 1949, by among others, Franz Kline,
Willem de Kooning, and Ad Reinhardt. Irving Sandler describes him as unusual
among that group: a convivial, articulate and intellectual character. Ferren may
have constituted one of the New York School’s strongest links to European



avant-garde in a group photograph of “Artists in
Exile,” taken at Peggy Guggenheim’s New York
apartment, 1942. Front Row: Stanley William
Hayter, Leonora Carrington, Frederick Kiesler,
Kurt Seligmann. Second Row: Max Ernst,
Amédée Ozenfant, André Breton, Fernand
Léger, Berenice Abbott. Third Row: Jimmy
Ernst, Peggy Guggenheim, John Ferren, Marcel
Duchamp, Piet Mondrian.

57. John Ferren, Composition aux Plais Jaunes,
1933,

modernism of the pre-War period, having lived in Europe from 1929 to 1938,
mainly in Paris, where he worked among and associated with major modernists:
Jean Hélion of the Abstraction-Creátion group, Picasso, Miró, and others [see figs.
57-59]. According to Gertrude Stein, writing in 1938, he was “the only American
painter foreign painters in Paris consider as a painter and whose painting interests
them” (108). In between these two periods of his work, interestingly, Ferren served
in Europe as chief of publications for the U.S. Psychological Warfare Division
during the Second World War. Although there is no direct evidence to suggest this,
it is not impossible that this is how Hitchcock became acquainted with Ferren, as
he had connections among other psychological warfare personnel, American and
British.[18]

55. Ferren’s Portrait of Carlotta, from Vertigo
(Alfred Hitchcock, 1958).

56. A frame from Ferren’s special (dream)
sequence in Vertigo.

58. John Ferren, Mallorca, 1934, 59. John Ferren, Untitled, 1934, three
pictures from Ferren’s European period

John Ferren’s work, including much among the selection visible in Hitchcock’s
film, was profoundly influenced by Wassily Kandinsky, and also by Fernand Léger
and Joan Miró, as well as by the ideas generated around William Stanley Hayter’s
Parisian Atelier 17, the foremost modern printmaking studio. Tensions between
figuration and abstraction, both within individual pictures and across works, are
evident in Ferren’s oeuvre, including in the work seen in The Trouble with Harry.
Ferren was, above all—and more than most of his New York peers—a colorist. New
York Times art critic, Roberta Smith’s pithy assessment of Ferren’s work suggests
its consonance with Hitchcock’s Technicolor films: “…undiluted color and flashes
of pictorial wit.” [fig. 60][19]



60. The Trouble with Harry. Mrs. Wiggs (Mildred Dunnock) and three of Sam Marlowe’s
paintings (by John Ferren) at her roadside stand.Tensions between figuration and abstraction,
along with “undiluted color and flashes of pictorial wit” (Roberta Smith) characterize Ferren’s
work of the postwar period.

61. The Trouble with Harry. Hitchcock connected the colors of Ferren’s painting to those of the
autumn landscape in New England.

Ferren’s widow, Rae Ferren, also an artist, recalls that the director was expressly
interested in her husband’s paintings for their vivid use of color, which Hitchcock
connected to the colors of the autumnal New England landscape [fig. 61]. The
Ferrens spent a few days on location in Vermont, as John Forsythe had to be
advised on technique for the scenes in which Marlowe drew. Rae Ferren recalls,
too, that her husband and Hitchcock got along famously, and shared a predilection
for French wine. She also revealed to me that it was she, at the time very recently
an art student, and one with a more representational disposition—not her
husband, as generally assumed—who drew the sketch of the dead Harry Worp’s
head that figures prominently in the film [fig. 62].[20]

Disorientation is a central trope in The Trouble with Harry, beginning with the
titular corpse itself. Sikov points out that the stocking feet of the dead man are part
of a somewhat lewd joke, in terms of color and orientation. “Hitchcock lends
Harry’s feet a whimsical touch by having him wear blue socks with bright red tips,”
Sikov notes. The feet, he says, are

“a key element in the pervasive displacement of sexual energy that
underlies each of the central characters’ progression through the film….



64. The Trouble with Harry. “The stocking feet
of the dead man are part of a somewhat lewd
joke, in terms of color and orientation.”

65. The Trouble with Harry. Mrs. Wiggs
admiring Sam’s latest painting.

The joke stands on the fact that the dead human body is metonymically
reduced to the feet: while the rest of Harry’s corpse lies flat, his feet
stick up in the air… standing at priapic attention (160)” [fig. 63-64].

The question of orientation is addressed directly, in dialogue that often has a
suggestive aura. Jennifer says of Harry, “he looked exactly the same when he was
alive, only he was vertical.”

62. The Trouble with Harry. According to
Rae Ferren, she, and not her husband, drew
the sketch of Harry Worp.

63. The Trouble with Harry. Sam discovers
the body of Harry Worp when his stocking
feet emerge in a landscape sketch.

So, when Hitchcock engages the trope of the upside down picture, it is a joke, but
an overdetermined one, that alludes to the upside down world and affect of the
film. In the scene where the picture is inverted, Mrs. Wiggs, at whose country store
and post office Marlowe attempts to sell his work, is all admiration: “Ah, Mr.
Marlowe; it’s wonderful!” she exclaims [fig. 65]. As Sam inverts the picture she is
admiring [fig. 66], he explains, quite casually, “I’ve been in a tortured mood
lately,” turning her error into something of a matter of interpretation, artistic and
psychological. “What is it?” Mrs. Wiggs asks. “Good ol’ Wiggy: my sternest critic,”
responds Marlowe. But again, Hitchcock fails to drop it here, at the point where
one can laugh at the obscurity of abstract painting. “I don’t understand your work.
I think it’s beautiful,” says Wiggy almost rapturously, without taking her eyes off
the picture, and having the last word.

The film itself, like Mrs. Wiggs, spends considerable time looking at Ferren’s
luminous canvases. Wiggy and Miss Gravely both respond to the paintings with
aesthetic appreciation that harbors a hint of eroticism. They function as surrogates
for us, and perhaps for Hitchcock, too—whose favorite painter, Paul Klee, like
Ferren, made somewhat mysterious and vividly chromatic pictures that shift
between and across abstraction and figuration. The bright colors dominant in the
paintings are also evident in the autumnal landscape of New England: yellow,
orange, red, blue, green. In fact, the painting with which Sam makes his first
appearance very clearly echoes colors and textures from the autumnal scene.
Although the abstract aspect of Marlowe’s work has generally been regarded as a
joke—(how ridiculous that an abstract painter would work in plein air)—this view
is misguided. Abstract does not equal non-objective. Several of the pictures used in
the film (including a few that may have been made by a second artist) have evident
representational content and Ferren’s work of the period in fact includes
numerous abstract landscapes [fig. 67]. Abstraction is at some remove from the
concrete world and it is this removal that allows Hitchcock to employ the paintings
as images of disorientation, play, mystery and freedom.

But is it the painting or the viewer that is disoriented, one wonders? Doesn’t Sam’s
nickname for Mrs. Wiggs—Wiggy—imply that there’s something dizzy in this
otherwise very down-to-earth viewer of his pictures? Earthiness and color are
dialectically engaged in The Trouble with Harry. Richard Allen, in his analysis of
Hitchcock’s color designs asserts—employing a metaphor that seems especially apt
here—that Hitchcock approached the color film as a “blank canvas in which every
element of color placed in the frame is put there for a reason.” With few but
significant exceptions—most obviously Harry’s socks and Jennifer’s garb (both
combining blue and red)—sartorial color in The Trouble with Harry is generally
neutral, dark and/or earthy. The neutrality of their appearance underscores the



66. The Trouble with Harry. Sam corrects the
orientation.

67. Ferren’s work of the 1950s includes
numerous abstract landscapes, e.g. New York
Summer Landscape, 1953.

68. Earthiness and color are dialectically
engaged in The Trouble with Harry. With few
but significant exceptions, sartorial color is
generally neutral, dark and/or earthy, as in this
scene, in contrast to the vivid, saturated colors
in Sam’s paintings.

characters’ absurd nonchalance and the darkness and earthiness of the morbid and
sexual humor that pervades the story (e.g. “I’m grateful to you for burying my
body.” “Marriage is a comfortable way to spend the winter”).

Thus the brilliant colors of both landscape and art are very much in contrast to the
behavior and appearance of the characters [fig. 68]. The colors and forms of the
paintings manifestly excite the two middle-aged women: Wiggs and Gravely, as
well as—it seems, the elderly millionaire who stops to admire, and later purchase
them. This excitement is expressed in a sense by the inversion. These sensual,
stimulating objects turn the world inside out, or upside down. As Sikov suggests,
they represent unconscious, repressed currents. It is then, utterly silly and yet at
the same time quite serious, when Sam turns his painting right side up.

It ought to be noted that Ferren had some experience with his work’s inversion. An
undated clipping from The New Yorker found among his papers reports “that the
Museum of Modern Art had apparently hung a picture, a modernistic composition
by John Ferren, upside down.” Ferren would likely have known, too, that his
artistic forebear, Wassily Kandinsky, famously claimed that his move toward
abstraction was inspired “by an encounter with one of his own paintings in the
dark, set upside down, which though unrecognizable was ‘an indescribably
beautiful picture impregnated with an inner radiance.’" Ferren certainly would
have known, as well, that Paul Klee’s cryptic, colorful pictures were profoundly
influenced by the art of children, and, especially, the insane, the latter through
Hans Prinzhorn’s influential publication of 1922, Artistry of the Mentally Ill.
Perhaps the painter was in on Hitchcock’s joke.

Such jocular reorientation in a sense celebrates the “craziness” of modernism, and
its freedom. Propagandistic discourses linked abstraction, particular Abstract
Expressionism, to freedom during the Cold War, and were central themes in
official U.S. culture abroad, even as popular audiences in America remained
skeptical (see Guilbaut). The equation of abstraction and freedom is echoed in The
Trouble with Harry in a rather feminist exchange. Sam says to Jennifer, “if you
marry me, you’d keep your freedom,” to which she replies, “you must be practically
unique, then.” “I respect freedom,” he confirms. “More than that, I love freedom.
We might be the only free married couple in the world” [fig. 69].

But the rotating canvas takes on other overtones when considered in cinematic
terms. One element of the cliché of the disoriented painting may be the dynamic
possibility afforded by its reorientation. Do the movies turn abstract pictures
around because they can? A perennial problem in the representation of painting in
film is its stasis, which can act upon the flow of cinema like a stop sign. The still
picture, whose stillness does not bother us upon the gallery wall, looks dead in
moving pictures… like Harry. The Trouble with Harry, it could be argued, is just
this: his inexorable horizontality and stasis. Sikov points out that Harry’s
reorientation is a sexual joke, his erect feet “standing” for the organ he couldn’t get
up in life. But in moving pictures, even the dead must—and, as I’ve noted
elsewhere, often do—move (the movies’ ubiquitous zombies, for instance, and
Hitchcock’s own variously re-animated dead: Rebecca, General McLaidlaw,
Madeleine Elster, Mrs. Bates). This mortified property of the still image is not only
the source of the often morbid poignancy of the cinematic freeze frame (Truffaut’s,
for instance) but also gives rise to the much abused impulse in documentaries on
art to zoom in on and pan across canvases, as with still photographs: the inevitable
and tiresome “Ken Burns” effect!

The abstract picture has virtues and possibilities that the figurative still and the
narrative cinema lack, though. One of these is precisely its dynamic openness of
form and concomitant reorganization of time. It can be rotated, or disoriented,
productively. As Ferren himself wrote in 1958 about the possibilities post-cubist
abstraction afforded his generation of painters:



69. The Trouble with Harry. “I love freedom. We
might be the only free married couple in the
world,” says Sam, echoing discourses around
abstract painting and freedom that resounded
during the cold war.

70. “Ink on orlon produces brilliant colors for
abstractionist John Ferren, who stretches orlon
over a window so that light comes through and
paints it with bright, nearly translucent inks. The
paintings must also be displayed in windows.”
From the article, “New Means for Moderns:
Artists try out rayon, rods and rubbish,” Life, 37,
No. 21 (22 November 1954): 162.

“we found ourselves with a pictorial space which was less finite, less
easily contained, full of energy; not the negative space between two
planes, but a space in which the mind moves freely and which permits a
flux of emotion instead of a timeless fixity. Comparing the classical
concept of space which still haunts French painting to our space is like
comparing a still photograph to a movie. A painting by Pollock
‘contains’ time in a way that is new” (Ferren, “Epitaph” 26).

And, of course, the upside-down picture is a figure of Hitchcock’s picture’s own
inversion, in a sense, too, isn’t it? The same content that would be framed with
horror, suspense, and morbid fascination in other movies is here—in the film its
director claimed to be fondest of in his oeuvre—turned on its head: made droll,
amusing, benign. The reorientation of the picture speaks to those more abstract,
dynamic values of composition, color, and line which are such a source of inchoate
pleasure in Hitchcock’s pictures: values, however, that generally must serve, or be
subordinated to the flow of narrative. In The Trouble with Harry, in which
narrative flow is not brisk or subtle, while the setting is uncommonly beautiful,
these formal values come to the foreground. Hitchcock, who did once compare
himself to an abstract painter (McGilligan 476), wanted Ferren’s pictures “for their
brilliant color, like the color of Vermont in the fall.” Ferren no doubt wanted the
cinema not only for its paycheck, but also for its dynamism, scale and luminosity.
In the same year that he, and his pictures, and his wife were employed by
Hitchcock—the painter had been experimenting with paintings made with “bright,
nearly translucent inks” on Orlon, meant to be displayed in windows, producing a
luminous glow like stained glass [fig. 70].

In hanging Ferren’s pictures at Wiggie’s roadside stand in the autumn sunshine, as
well as indoors in her post office and general store, Hitchcock revels in the ways
that their chromaticity operates under different conditions (a number of the same
pictures are to be seen outdoors and in—perhaps a continuity error, but an
illuminating one). A theater poster quite prominently displayed inside Wiggy’s
shop points to the chromatic focus; it is for “The Caravan Color Season at the
Dorset Playhouse” [fig. 71]. Ferren was also in the mid-fifties, after years of
working strictly non-objectively, returning cautiously to figuration. Indeed, most
of the works seen in The Trouble with Harry are abstract but not non-objective.
Ferren wrote,

“The figure conceived in the Western Humanist Tradition has found its
communicable art form outside of painting. To me, it is experienced
better plastically and humanly in giant close-ups moving in sequence
across a movie or TV screen”  (Art Digest 1953).

He felt that figuration was risky—it could be both reactionary and cowardly for
artists in 1953—but also might fruitfully reemerge from the “matrix” of abstract
expressionism, a “matrix” he believed could either destroy painting or enable a
“leap” to an objectification of mental, emotional, and spiritual energies.



72. Ferren’s paintings contribute a benign,
spiritually and sensually vivid air to Hitchcock’s
film; the director may signal his own
appreciation of the paintings by placing his
cameo appearance in the scene in which the

71. The Trouble with Harry. The poster for “The Caravan Color Season,” placed near Ferren’s
brilliantly colored canvases, underscores the film’s chromatic focus.

The power that such language attributes to painting may not be evident in these
colorful canvases that are all too easily subsumed in mise-en-scène. It doesn’t help
that quite a few rather small canvases jostle for attention in the scenes into which
they’re crowded, or that they are somewhat inconsistent in style. Indeed, a couple
of the paintings seen at the emporium are unlike most Ferren work and might be
by Stanley Marc Wright, an accomplished realist painter resident in Stowe, who
claimed to have made paintings for the film. “Hitchcock wanted to shoot in
Wright’s studio,” according to art historian James Saslow, the painter’s nephew,
but “the artist refused to allow the drastic remodeling required.” Wright claimed to
have made all the art in the film, which is obviously untrue (perhaps he did not
know that Ferren was paid for his canvases and was present for some days during
the shoot; one wonders whether he ever saw the finished film), and, since
“Forsythe was supposed to be the stereotypically earnest but penniless modernist
that Wright never wanted to be,” to have “had a bit of fun at the expense of the
avant-garde by cranking out a wildly varied smorgasbord of swirling , daubish
abstractions, some of them deliberately dreadful” (Saslow, 26). Few of the
canvases seen in the movie could be characterized as such. Hitchcock probably
employed Wright’s work sparingly, if at all.[22]

In any case, even the “honest” abstractions by Ferren seem at best to contribute a
benign, spiritually and sensually vivid air to the scene [fig. 72]. Certainly one
senses through the admiration of Mrs. Wiggs, Miss Gravely, and the wealthy
collector who takes up the whole lot, the director’s own appreciation. Ironically,
these pleasant, almost decorative elements of Hitchcock’s film are not very unlike



wealthy collector is admiring Sam’s work.

73. Overdetermined antimodernism.
Tschauner’s article in Filmwelt points out that in
Venus vor Gericht, “the receptionist (Eva
Tinschmann) at Benjamin Hecht’s salon
promotes ‘art work’ that today has been
eliminated for its degeneracy.” The still and
caption conflate the painting and the character,
making it clear that Fraülein Rita has been cast
and costumed to both echo the “decadent”
figures in Paul Kleinschmidt’s “entartete” Duet in
the North Café and to blazon her lesbianism.
“Benjamin Hecht macht in ‘Kunst’,” Filmwelt:
Das Film- und Foto- Magazin 16 (18 April 1941):
411.

some of the works that were cast as ridiculous, dangerous, crazy, and degenerate in
Venus vor Gericht. When cast in fiction films, whether to perform as ideological
punching bags or as aesthetic diversions, such objects—dematerialized and
removed from not only the space but also the cultural context of the studio or
gallery—become players rather than objects. This is especially true of easel
paintings, like Ferren’s. The large, more cinematic scale of contemporaneous
works by New York School artists like Pollock, Motherwell or Kline come to
embody a relationship between painting and cinema in a way that the
representation, or incorporation, of the portable easel painting cannot, as Ferren
himself had observed.

Thus the “Marlowe” paintings in The Trouble with Harry, despite their
considerable screen time (in the two mercantile locations they are displayed,
paintings are almost continuously to be seen for a total of about fifteen minutes),
have been much less noticed, appreciated, and analyzed than the often inferior
portraits and pictures upon which plot points turn in other Hitchcock films.  Upon
entering the age of its technological reproducibility, according to Walter Benjamin,
the work of art loses aura. When art comes into the aura of film, so to speak: when
the object of art enters the space of its own symbolic appropriation—the classical
fiction film—it gains a strange and paradoxical sort of invisibility, as well.

But even as these concrete objects disappear into the mise-en-scène—even
unremarked—they continue to signify. Their signification is not fixed, however. As
modernist, abstract works, of the mid-century, Ferren’s are indices of freedom,
sensual experience, psyche and spirit. Color and abstract form are difficult to
describe and to discuss, but they are felt. Ferren’s pictures participate, albeit
somewhat whimsically, in a dialogue about art and value that in fact had some
urgency in the post-war period. This dialogue is neither as obvious nor as
polemical as the National Socialist case around which Venus vor Gericht was
structured during the war but Hitchcock must have been aware of the history of
anti-modernist rhetoric and the ways that aesthetic signification were shifting
during the Cold War when he changed Sam Marlowe into a modern painter. The
modernist works regarded as “degenerate” by the National Socialist ethos of
Zerlett’s film signify, too, and not always as intended [fig. 73].

Although the objects themselves are mostly lost to history—a couple recently
recovered, battered from it—their withered aura persists to defy the morality tale
into which they were abducted. That morality tale pitted modernism against
classicism, a classicism framed as virtuous, heroic, and occasionally a little
titillating. But classicism is not a stable signifier, either. In The Song of Songs the
classical figure is less reactionary than risqué; it is about the body, but not the
heroic political body of the Nazi period; rather, it is about the sexual body that is
off limits in Hollywood [fig. 74]. American censors must have been as outraged by
Mamoulian’s sculptural surrogates as the NS establishment by the art it declared
degenerate. By 1934, a nude statue was as taboo in Hollywood as a nude actress.

When art and movies get mixed up with one another, political signifiers get mixed
up, too. What to one man is sheer madness is pure freedom to another. One
woman’s paragon of virtue is another’s sexual fetish. The aura of the art object
decays; the still image moves; the three-dimensional object becomes a mere
projection, or shadow, but no more of one than the actor next to it. The mortal
flesh and the solid inanimate thing begin to merge. The very notion of the “real”
withers, as well.
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74. Rouben Mamoulian, Marlene Dietrich, and
Atanas Katchamakoff’s Captive* on the set of
The Song of Songs, in which figurative sculpture
performs a kind of sexual surrogacy. Within a
year a nude statue would have been as taboo
on Hollywood screens as a nude actor.
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Notes
The author wishes to acknowledge the following individuals for their time,
expertise and assistance: Peter Chametzky, Rae Ferren, Mark Friedberg,
Andreas Hüneke, Steven Jacobs, Brigitte Peucker, Marshall Price, James
Saslow, Lola Scarpitta, and Christoph Zuschlag.

1. Notably, in addition to Jacobs: Brigitte Peucker, Michael Walker and Tom
Gunning. [return to text]

2. French painter Bonheur (1822-1899) was probably the most famous
woman painter of the 19th century and her work is held in many major
museum collections.

3. See David Ng, “Olivier Assayas’ new film about art uses authentic
masterpieces,” Culture Monster blog, Los Angeles Times, May 25, 2009, 
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemonster/2009/05/summer-hours
-olivier-assayas-musee-dorsay-louis-majorelle-art-bracquemont.html 
(accessed June 22, 2010); Eve M. Kahn, “Behind the Screen: A look at
Summer Hours with François-Renaud Labarthe,” The Magazine Antiques,
June 10, 2009, 
http://www.themagazineantiques.com/news-opinion/current-and-coming/
2009-06-10/behind-the-screen-a-look-at-summer-hours-with-franois-
renaud-labarthe/ 
(accessed June 22, 2010); and documentary film, Inventory (by Olivier
Goinard), that is special feature on the Criterion Collection DVD edition of
Summer Hours.

4. This is a synoptic version of the first part of a larger project called Real
Objects in Unreal Situations: Modern Art in Fiction Films. In addition to
these three case studies of art in films of the classic period, it will include
more contemporary material, especially focusing on the following films: The
Damned (Joseph Losey, 1963); An Unmarried Woman (Paul Mazursky, 1978)
and other films set in the New York art world of the 1970s and 1980s; Pride &
Prejudice (Joe Wright, 2005) and Summer Hours (Olivier Assayas, 2008).

5. As per Lola Scarpitta. [return to page 2]

6. Scarpitta was the father of noted post-war American sculptor, Salvatore
Scarpitta (1919-2007) and the grandfather of painter Lola Scarpitta.

7. “Boris Lovet-Lorski, 1894-1973,” Macklowe Gallery, New York.  
http://www.macklowegallery.com/education.asp/art+nouveau/Artist+

http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/culturemonster/2009/05/summer-hours-olivier-assayas-musee-dorsay-louis-majorelle-art-bracquemont.html
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Biographies/antiques/Decorative+Artists/education/Boris+Lovet-
Lorski/id/140

8. I should note, however, that the Scarpitta statue does share one salient
attribute with Lorski’s Venus (1925): the figure stands on tiptoes. If
Mamoulian was particularly impressed with his friend’s work, he may have
urged this iconography upon Scarpitta, when he undertook the commission.

9. Both One Touch of Venus and The Barefoot Contessa do include other art
works in their mise-en-scene, however. In the former, the supposed antiquity
has been purchased for a department store art gallery that is furnished with
an eclectic assortment of obvious reproductions. In the latter, a Renaissance
period Italian palazzo is persuasively enough furnished. But in neither case do
these furnishings create an entirely persuasive context for the central
sculpture.

10. The censors’ decision of 14 March 1934 is available at
http://www.deutsches-filminstitut.de/filme/f035202.htm (August 9, 2007);
it is discussed in “Deutsche Zensoren: ‘Das Hohe Lied’ verboten,” Film und
Fernsehen, Vol. 8, No. 12 (1980): 45. [return to page 3]

11. Zerlett letters in the Deutsche Kinemathek, Schriftgutarchiv, as per
Andreas Hüneke, “’Entartete Kunst’ in Einem NS-Film,” Recherche Film und
Fernsehen, 4 (2008), p. 42.

12. See “Die Beschlagnahme der "Entarteten Kunst" 1937 und ihre Folgen,” at
the website of the Forschungsstelle "Entartete Kunst,” Kunsthistorisches
Institut, Freie Universität Berlin,  
http://www.geschkult.fu-berlin.de/e/db_entart_kunst/geschichte/
beschlagnahme/index.html (22 December 2010); 
Stephanie Barron, ed.,  'Degenerate Art:' The Fate of the Avant-Garde in
Nazi Germany (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1991); and Christoph Zuschlag,
“Entartete Kunst”: Ausstellungsstrategien im Nazi-Deutschland (Worms:
Wernersche Verlagsgesellschaft, 1995). The relationship between Zerlett and
Hinkel, as well as—to my knowledge—the first scholarly indication that Venus
vor Gericht featured actual seized works, is mentioned in Rolf Giesen, Nazi
Propaganda Films: A History and Filmography (Jefferson, NC, and London:
McFarland, 2003), 265.

 13. Many of these identifications were made by Andreas Hüneke and
Christoph Zuschlag, both at that time associated with the Forschungsstelle
“Entartete Kunst,” of the Freie Universität Berlin, to whose attention the
author and Peter Chametzky brought the movie in 2006. According to
Chametzky, “the Kleinshmidt, Duett im Nord-Café, 1925, formerly
Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, is visible in the 1937 Munich showing of “Degenerate
Art” in Stephanie Barron, “Degenerate” Art: The Fate of the Avant-Garde in
Nazi Germany, 56, # 15988. It is also visible in a still, with the caption: “The
receptionist (Empfangsdame) in Benjamin Hecht’s Salon presents ‘artworks’
that these days we have eliminated as ‘degenerate’.” Ellie Tschauner,
“Benjamin Hecht macht in ‘Kunst’,” Filmwelt: Das Film- und Foto-Magazin
(Berlin) Nr. 16 (18 April 1941): 410-411.The Empfangsdame wears a monocle
and a necktie, identifying her as a Weimar period lesbian. The possible Grosz
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is also reproduced, captioned as “Das Erlebnis” (it is captioned “Die
Begegnung” in the film itself), “a concoction of Jewish corruption.” The
Kirchner is Das Paar, 1923/24, acquired 1930, Museum für Kunst und
Gewerbe, Hamburg.” See Peter Chametzky, Objects as History in Twentieth-
Century German Art: Beckmann to Beuys (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2010), 147.

14. Michael Kimmelman, “Art’s Survivors of Hitler’s War,” New York Times,
November 30, 2010: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/01/arts/design/01abroad.html (22
December 2010).

15. Stiftung Preussischer Kulturbesitz, “Ausstellung: Der Berliner
Skulpturenfund. ‘Entartete Kunst’ im Bombenschutt,” press release, 8 Nov.
2010, http://hv.spk-berlin.de/deutsch/
presse/pdf/101108_2_PM_Ausstellung.pdf 
(23 December 2010).

16. Peter Chametzky. Op cit. cites Linda Schulte-Sasse, Entertaining the Third
Reich: Illusions of Wholeness in Nazi Cinema and “Plastiken auf Celluloid:
Frauen und Kunst im NS-Spielfilm,” as well as Ellie Tschauner, “Benjamin
Hecht macht in ‘Kunst’,” Filmwelt: Das Film- und Foto-Magazin (Berlin) Nr.
16 (18 April 1941): 410-411.

17. A reproduction of Pablo Picasso’s Pitcher and Bowl of Fruit (1931), as
identified in private correspondence, by Steven Jacobs. [return to page 4]

18. Ferren scholar Marshall Price believes the two probably met in California,
however.

19. Roberta Smith, review of “John Ferren, the Formative Years: The 1930s in
Paris and Spain,” The New York Times, August 27, 1993. 
http://www.nytimes.com/1993/08/27/arts/
art-in-review-256993.html 
(accessed September 12, 2008).

20. Interview with Rae Ferren, June 22, 2009.

22. I have looked closely at the works in The Trouble with Harry with
Marshall Price, foremost scholar of the work of John Ferren (his dissertation
on the artist is near completion at the CUNY Graduate Center), and, although
he cannot definitively identify any of the works seen in the film, he recognizes
all, or virtually all, as being consistent with Ferren’s work of the late 1940s
and 1950s. Conversation, 14 July 2010.
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An appropriate logo for BP after the BP
Deepwater Horizon spill.

The BP Deepwater Horizon offshore oil
explosion as environmental disaster. Black
smoke darkens the sky.

Oil drilling and the search for the
“golden shrimp”: the myth of
interdependence in oil drilling films

by Robin Murray and Joe Heumann

According to John Ezell’s Innovations in Energy: The Story of Kerr-McGee, after
the first successful oil well was drilled out of sight of land in the Gulf of Mexico in
1947 by the Kerr-McGee Company, the January 1948 issue of Oil declared, “The
Kerr-McGee well definitely extends the kingdom of oil into a new province that is
of incalculable extent and may help assuage the all-devouring demand for
gasoline and fuel oils” (quoted in Ezell 169). A reporter from the Kermac News
illustrated this valorization of the success of the oil well:

 “Everybody shook hands with everybody twice…. Congratulations
came pouring in… [as] other radios had picked up our surprising hit
and the telephone began to squeal from Houston to New Orleans….
The newspapers gave it banner notices” (quoted in Ezell 164-5). 

Completion of British Petroleum’s Deepwater Horizon oilrig in 2009 resulted in
similar kudos. As the deepest oil and gas well ever drilled offshore, the Deepwater
Horizon was lauded by Robert L. Long, Transocean Ltd.'s Chief Executive Officer.
In his congratulatory message, Long declared,

“This impressive well depth record reflects the intensive planning and
focus on effective operations by BP and the drilling crews of the
Deepwater Horizon.”

Attempts to squelch the fires leaves oil
gushing below sea level.

Fire and smoke become spectacular drama.

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/ThunderBayLAstory/bio.html
https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/ThunderBayLAstory/bio2.html


Images from Louisiana Story

Oil from the BP Deepwater Horizon disaster
covers beaches and challenges clean-up
workers.

Environmental consequences of BP Disaster:
an oil-drenched water bird is caught in the
protective barrier.

On Vermont Public Radio, Debbie Elliot asserted the same positive response to oil
drilling in the Gulf. According to Elliot, fishermen and oil companies built an
interdependent relationship:

 “The local fishermen feared their way of life was in jeopardy when the
first oilmen arrived in Cajun south Louisiana. But over the last half
century, the two industries learned to live together. Oil and gas
brought jobs and opportunity for many families.”

It is this interdependent relation between the fishing and oil industries that has
taken center stage in media discussions after the Gulf of Mexico Deepwater oil rig
explosion and spill in April 2010, in spite of the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster that
seemed to demonstrate oil and wild nature don’t mix. From a contemporary
perspective, the conflict between these two industries seems new, a product of the
rig explosion and its aftermath. In fact, the conflict began with the first oil well in
and around the Gulf in the 1910s, culminating with the Kerr-McGee’s successful
well in 1947. Any conflict between the two industries, however, has been
whitewashed by media representations of their relationship, building toward
Elliot’s conclusion that they learned to live together because oil brought money
and jobs to the region.

Filmic representations following Kerr-McGee’s success draw on this drive to
minimize the conflict between the fishing and oil industries and valorize oil
drilling and the opportunities it brings. Both Robert Flaherty’s Louisiana Story
(1948) and Anthony Mann’s Thunder Bay (1953), for example, commend the oil
industry for bringing wealth to an otherwise impoverished region, with differing
levels of interdependence between local residents and oil company outsiders on
display. Whereas Louisiana Story makes the case that an oil company can build
its rig, drill for oil, build a pipeline and disappear, leaving the bayou untouched
and the Cajuns around the well a little richer, Thunder Bay asserts that oil drillers
and shrimpers can work together. In fact, in Thunder Bay, oil drilling provides
more than jobs and money, according to the film. It provides access to “the golden
shrimp” fishermen have been seeking for generations, stimulating a more
productive shrimp season. As a testament to a continuation of this vision of
interdependence, Dead Ahead: The Exxon Valdez Disaster (1992), Black Wave:



Opening images of a smiling boy rafting on clear
waters establish the bayou as pristine nature,
undisturbed by mechanization of modernism.

The boy’s pet raccoon serves to connect him to
the natural pristine world kept separate from
technology in the film.

The mother’s simple tools for cleaning establish
her as more connected to the uncomplicated
natural world of the Cajun community.

The Legacy of the Exxon Valdez (2009), and Crude (2009) draw on this same
mythology, asserting that the oil and fishing industries can work interdependently
once appropriate safety precautions are in place.

Approaches to progress and ecology in 
Louisiana Story and Thunder Bay

Louisiana Story and Thunder Bay therefore illustrate differing visions of oil
drilling, visions that draw on conflicting views of both progress and ecology.
Whereas Louisiana Story advocates for a progressivist vision of progress in which
corporate “big guys” rather than local “innocent” Cajuns successfully reap the
benefits of modernization and an economic or “fair use” approach to ecology,
Thunder Bay demonstrates a populist view of progress and an organismic or
“wise use” approach to ecology. Yet both films’ representations rest on fabricated
American myths, which fall flat under scrutiny.

Louisiana Story’s progressivist perspective connects Cajuns to the natural world
around them in the film. In reality, it exploits them and their land, an exploitation
that demonstrates the negative consequences of economic and fair use approaches
to ecology. Economic consequences affect both locals and their environment in a
series of negative externalities, once again made blatant after the Deepwater
Horizon disaster sixty-two years later.

Thunder Bay’s populist presentation of progress and organismic or wise use
approaches to ecology seem like more viable choices for both local shrimpers and
their environment. But those visions also break down in the face of the negative
externalities ever present during offshore oil drilling. Although the film suggests
shrimpers and oil drillers can build and maintain interdependent relationships
that serve them both economically while preserving the sea and its marine life,
suggesting the possibility of sustainable development in the gulf, those claims are
all based in fiction (myth) rather than fact (reality).

Progressivist vs. populist visions of progress

In Gunfighter Nation and Regeneration Through Violence, Richard Slotkin
argues that the frontier myth rested on both progressive and populist schools of
American ideology (Gunfighter Nation 22). According to Slotkin,

“The ‘progressive’ style … reads the history of savage warfare and
westward expansion as a Social Darwinian parable, explaining the
emergence of a new managerial ruling class and justifying its right to
subordinate lesser classes to its purposes” (22).

In contrast, the populist style rests on premises that

“combined the agrarian imagery of Jeffersonianism and the belief in
economic individualism and mobility characteristic of pre-Civil War
‘free labor’ ideology. Progress in the populist style is measured by the



An oil executive’s modern outlook contrasts with
the more natural and less technology-driven
lifestyle of the Cajun family agreeing to lease
property for oil drilling.

Oil company speed boat disrupts nature,
demonstrating the bifurcation between natural
Cajun and mechanized oil workers and the
modern technology they represent.

When the father signs a drilling rights lease, he
allows corporate “big guys” to reap the benefits
of modernization and a fair use approach to
ecology.

degree to which the present state of society facilitates a broad diffusion
of property, of the opportunity to ‘rise in the world,’ and of political
power” (22).

According to Slotkin, however, both progressive and populist styles draw on a
common myth/ideological language in which there is substantial agreement on
such central concerns as the exceptional character of American life and history,
the necessity and desirability of economic development, the vitality of
“democratic” politics and the relevance of something called “The Frontier” as a
way of explaining and rationalizing what is most distinctive and valuable in “the
American way.” (Gunfighter Nation 23-24). Ultimately, both progressive and
populist views of progress rest on an empire-building model that exploits
resources and desecrates the environment. Whether the empire sustains either
the few or the many, the environment suffers, since both “draw on a common
myth” especially one that rests on

“the vitality of ‘democratic’ politics and the relevance of something
called ‘The Frontier’ as a way of explaining and rationalizing what is
most distinctive and valuable in ‘the American way’” (23-24).

An overview of organismic (wise use) and 
economic (fair use) approaches to ecology

These films not only move toward a more populist vision of progress, however,
they also seem to embrace an organismic approach to ecology that encourages
sustainability. According to environmental historian, Carolyn Merchant,
organismic ecology is based on Frederic Clements’ view of a plant community as a
living organism that evolves through succession. This process of succession
paralleled both the life cycle and the developmental history of the United States,
with pioneer species invading ecosystems until climax communities of species
were established: the deciduous forest climax, the prairie-plains climax, the
mountain range climaxes of the Rocky Mountains, and the desert climaxes of the
Southwest. A plant community is also vulnerable to disruption or death by
technologies such as those that caused the Dust Bowl, as well and “strives for a
nature of cooperation among individuals in animal and human communities”
(Merchant 184), a view that ecologist Aldo Leopold applied to human
communities in his manifesto, “The Land Ethic,” which encouraged an
ecologically centered view of the land as a biotic pyramid in which humans were a
part.           

Whereas the organismic approach to ecology encouraged preservationist policies
toward the environment; the economic approach, in which ecosystems were seen
as sums of their parts, not living organisms, encouraged fair use politics that
called for the exploitation of resources for human gain. Such an approach
valorized humans as managers who were “above nature and able to control it”
(Merchant 186) and use environmental resources for human benefit. Economic
ecologist Kenneth Watt asserts, for example, that human beings are economic
animals, and

“economic ecology’s goal is to maximize the productivity of each type
of ecosystem and each level of that ecosystem for human benefit” (qtd.
in Merchant 188).

Although ecologist Eugene Odum connected the tenets of organismic ecology with
those of the economic to demonstrate ways humans can repair the natural world,
the ultimate goal of economic ecology—maximizing benefits of nature for humans
—serves as more of a disruption than a tool for healing.



River views of a Cajun family’s home illustrate
the interconnected relations Cajuns maintain
with the natural world and contrast with the
disruptive approach of oil workers.

The entrance of the oilrig into the bayou
highlights how the film perpetuates the myth that
hums are separate from nature.

The oil drilling work itself illustrates the conflict
between the Cajun innocence on display in the
film and the intervention of modern culture in the
film.

Louisiana Story and separation between 
humans and the natural world

The support for oil drilling and its benefits illustrated in Louisiana Story should
come as no surprise because the Standard Oil Company financed the film. In his
biography of Robert Flaherty, The Innocent Eye, Arthur Calder-Marshall asserts
that Standard Oil began negotiating with Flaherty as early as 1944 for “a film
dramatizing to the public the risk and difficulties of getting oil from beneath the
earth” (211). Roy Stryker, Standard Oil’s public relations officer in New Jersey,
suggested that

“Flaherty would produce an idea, not yet perceived, which would
discover in the romance of oil-drilling a theme so compelling that it
would play the commercial theatres” (211).

In The World of Robert Flaherty, biographer Richard Griffith associates Standard
Oil’s choice of Flaherty to direct their public relations film with the success of
Nanook of the North, which had also been sponsored by a commercial company
and “hailed as a classic with no complaint from anyone that its finances might be
tainted” (148).

In her biography of her husband, Frances Hubbard Flaherty takes this
relationship between Flaherty and Standard Oil further, claiming that Standard
Oil commissioned Flaherty despite a cynical response from a film industry that
saw Flaherty as a free-lance filmmaker without the professional resources to
support a film project of this size. According to Frances Flaherty, instead of the
superficial films Hollywood produced, Standard Oil wanted “a classic, a
permanent and artistic record of the contribution which the oil industry has made
to civilization” presented “with the dignity and epic sweep it deserved and assure
this story a lasting place on the highest plane of literature of the screen” (quoted
in Flaherty 34). All of these biographical sources suggest that Flaherty has created
an art piece that, as did Nanook the North, transcends its corporate funding.

Contemporaneous reviews of the film support the claim that the film’s source of
financing does not detract from its success as a work of art. Bosley Crowther of
The New York Times asserts that the film “is not a submissive nod” to technology;
yet,

“it is recognition that the machine can be a useful friend of man, no
more rapacious, in some way, than primitive man or nature
themselves.”

Crowther declares the scenes highlighting the oil drilling operation “the most
powerful and truly eloquent phases” of Louisiana Story. Despite the sympathetic
portrayal of the oil drillers, however, Crowther doubts money supplied by
Standard Oil encouraged Flaherty’s perspective. Instead, Crowther asserts that
“the ring of sincerity is clear in Flaherty’s film.”

Variety calls the film “a documentary-type story told almost purely in camera
terms.” The Variety review mentions that Standard Oil of New Jersey funded the
production only in passing, asserting instead that Louisiana Story  “has a slender,
appealing story, moments of agonizing suspense, vivid atmosphere and
superlative photography.”  Instead of valorizing either the Cajuns or the oil
drillers, the review suggests that “there are no real heroes or villains” in the film.
According to Variety, “the simple Cajun family is friendly, and the oil-drilling
crew is pleasant and likable.” The stylistic choices deserve the most kudos, the
review asserts, with “long sequences being told by the camera, with eloquent
sound effects and Virgil Thomson’s expressive music in the background” rather
than through concentrated dialogue-driven scenes.



Images of the oil rig at night emphasize the
necessary separation between nature and
culture constructed by the film’s narrative and
aesthetic.

An heroic view of an oil worker validates the
need for cultural disruption to serve the fair use
economic approach to ecology reinforced by the
film.

When boy and father display their alligator skin
to the oil workers, their battle with nature
parallels the battle between humans and
elements of culture on the oilrig.

None of these contemporaneous reviews suggest that financing by Standard Oil in
any way skewed the rhetoric of Louisiana Story, even though the offshore drilling
on display here is shown from the perspective of a Cajun boy. Instead, the reviews
and biographical overviews of the film agree with and substantiate the message on
display in the film: offshore oil drilling, even in a fragile bayou, will have no affect
on the pristine wild nature around a well or on the innocent Cajuns who are
enriched by mineral rights contracts and lease payments received from the
drilling company, a company that enters the bayou and then all but disappears by
the end of the film. 

Despite clear evidence that oil drilling cannot leave the water and land around it
untouched, the film and its reviewers assert the opposite, demonstrating through
the experience of oil drillers and a Cajun boy that human and nonhuman nature
can maintain separate existences and thrive. Instead of emphasizing the
interdependent relationship between humans and the natural world, Louisiana
Story suggests that to maintain the innocence of nature in the bayou, and of its
more natural Cajun inhabitants, a humanity more aligned with culture and
technology must leave wild nature behind, entering it only briefly and with
caution to avoid an indelible affect. Two myths are perpetuated by the film, then:
the myth that oil drilling can leave a natural setting untouched, and the myth that
humans are somehow separate from nature rather than interconnected with it. 

Louisiana Story perpetuates these two myths through both its aesthetic and its
narrative. Close-ups of a pristine bayou open Louisiana Story. Flowers, an
alligator, and a heron on an evergreen tree emphasize the film’s naturalistic
setting. A lone boy poles through weeping cypress trees in a small boat. We see
the bayou from his point of view, including water below him. A narrator describes
the scene, even mentioning werewolves to set the mythic tone of this innocent
scene. The boy wears salt on his waist and something inside his shirt to protect
him from all that bubbles, we are told and smiles at a raccoon in a tree,
connecting him to both natural and supernatural elements. A snake, gators, and
grasses blowing in the wind continue the scene.

When the boy shoots at an animal, and the pristine scene is disrupted, the
conflicting element in the film is introduced: modernism in the shape of oil
drilling in the bayou.  Other explosions take the gun shot’s place, then, as wheeled
machinery drive up into the bayou. The machine looks like a tractor, a cultivator
cutting a path through the grass. The boy floats away, demonstrating the
separation between culture and nature the film perpetuates.

The boy and his Cajun family represent an innocence that is untouched by
civilization. When the boy heads home to his Cajun family, a family structure
more in touch with the natural world is introduced. Their cabin sits beside the
bayou and can only be accessed by boat. Inside the cabin, the boy’s father talks
about “gators” in a Cajun accent to a lean cut younger man, reinforcing his
connection to nature. The boy’s mother does offer coffee, a connection with
culture, but the boy’s entrance by boat at his parent’s dock again highlights how
isolated this family is from society. The blasting that continues, however,
contrasts and conflicts with this innocent, more “natural” scene, highlighting the
intervention on display. Modern culture has entered the pristine wilderness of the
bayou and infiltrated the innocent Cajun family that is still tied to the natural
world.

To seal this connection, the oil drillers offer lease agreements to the boy’s father:
“Can that thing really tell where oil is?” the older man asks, and signs his name to
a contract.

Evidence in the film, however, suggests that nature and culture can and must
remain separated. The oilmen, representing culture, leave the rustic cabin in their
speedboat. Later the boy and his raccoon, representing nature, watch the oilmen



A news report of the blowout illustrates the
battle with technology oil workers must win to
ensure economic success in a modernist world.

from their rowboat as the drillers prepare to build their rig and platform. The boy
fishes while Cajuns hunt along a pristine shore, further connecting them to the
natural world. We get a view of homes on the shore from a houseboat, and a shore
view of the motorboat and its wake. The boy and raccoon continue watching, and
the wake of the motorboat throws him out of his boat, so he is literally connected
with the natural world. But the boy seems fascinated with the elements of culture
brought by the oilmen and watches a man survey the area and a tall rig rolling up
the bayou to the spot the surveyor has indicated. The boy and his raccoon watch
this modern scene from the safety of nature—the waters and fecund grasses of the
bayou. They remain innocent, smiling as they observe without relinquishing their
connection with the natural world.

The rig contrasts with the natural scene around it, maintaining its separation
from the natural world. The technology of the rig and the oil drilling it represents
become a beautiful and powerful opposition to the peaceful bayou. Steam
surrounds the rig, and we hear the pumping sounds of the drill. Although the boy
talks to a couple of oilmen and asks what they are doing, he does not board the rig
when invited. Instead, he paddles away, reinforcing his separation, and watching
from his boat as the long drill comes out of the well, so worn down, the drillers
must replace it.  A sunset over the bayou further separates the mechanization of
oil drilling from the natural scene, which the boy and his boat both envelop and
represent.

The separation between culture and nature continues even after the boy boards
the rig for a closer look. The film shows the whole process of preparing the drill
before the boy goes on board to see for himself. The rig is loud as chains swing
around pipes to tighten and loosen connections. We cannot hear the boy and
oilman’s conversation but see them smile, suggesting a connection between them
and, consequently, a connection between culture and nature beyond the economic
vision of ecology supported by the film’s narrative.

The boy is enraptured by derrick but climbs it
as if it were a tree, emphasizing his
continuing connection to the natural world.

The boy pours ritual salt into the well in a
superstitious gesture further connecting him
to pristine nature.

Completion of the ritual by spitting brings
only laughter from the oil men, who see the
natural world as inferior.

The community of drillers laughs at the boy’s
efforts, preparing us for an onscreen
headline that credits technology for the well’s
success.



After this long segment demonstrating the process of oil drilling, however, the
scene shifts back to the boy and his raccoon in the bayou and, in a long sequence,
highlights a battle between elements of nature. The boy leaves his raccoon and
examines eggs left by an alligator. When the gator comes back on shore, the boy
and we see the ‘gator eggs hatch. The boy holds a baby gator until the mother
gator roars, and the boy runs away. The raccoon is now loose and swims up on a
log, but the gator is close behind. The boy searches for his pet and passes
representatives of wild nature: a spider in a web, a rabbit, a skunk, singing birds,
and a deer. When he sees the broken line on the boat and realizes the coon has
escaped, he fears the gator has killed the coon. In a parallel to the boy’s fears, the
gator devours a water bird, so the boy sets a gator trap to avenge his friend’s
death. His attempts fail alone, however, but his father has been searching for him
and helps him out of the water, telling him, “We’ll get him.”  Together they kill the
alligator, it seems. Although we do not see the actual slaughter, we assume it
occurs because father and son visit the oilrig and bring the gator’s skin to show



The oil gusher validates technology when the oil
men “bypass the pressure area” and save the
well.

the drillers on board, holding it up for them to admire from their rowboat.

This resolution of the battle between human and nonhuman nature is paralleled
on the rig with a battle between humans and elements of culture when one of the
oilmen, Tom, tests oil levels. Father kids him about never finding oil, while the
boy fishes from the platform, and his father sets traps for game. We hear a
rushing sound and see water spurting over machinery—a blowout that illustrates
a battle between human and nonhuman culture in the context of Louisiana Story.
The boy runs and father watches water spurt up the rig. It is gas and salt water,
according to a newspaper headline, so the well must be capped using a blowout
preventer. This initial drilling has failed, just as the boy’s attempts the kill the
alligator were thwarted.

Yet just as the alligator is ultimately killed when the boy’s father intervenes, the
oil drilling gains when, according the film’s narrative, the boy helps, seemingly
connecting the natural and supernatural with the culture of modernism
represented by the oil rig and its men. The boy, still enraptured by the derrick,
climbs it as if it were a Christmas tree, and tries dropping salt in the well for good
luck, spitting on the salt for good measure. The oilmen laugh when he tells the
oilmen, but while the boy is at home peeling potatoes later, he tells his family, “I
know she won’t go away.” Then they hear the drill. According to an onscreen
newspaper headline, “angling the hold to bypass the pressure area,” saved the well
and brings the oil drillers success.

Any connection between culture and nature ends once the oilmen test the oil and
find it good. The lease money from the father’s contract buys groceries and a new
pot for mom, and a new rifle for the boy, but the family members continue to
speak Cajun without translation.

Presents from oil lease profits at least
temporarily bring together modernist culture
and romantic pristine nature in the film.

A new gun for the father’s son may change
his dynamic with the natural world, but boy
and father continue to speak Cajun
throughout the scene, emphasizing their
connection to the Bayou instead of the
mechanized world.

Despite the relative prosperity the lease money brings to the family, the last two
scenes from the film perpetuate the separation between nature and culture and
suggest that human intervention—even oil drilling—can leave the natural world
pure and untouched. In the first of these scenes, the boy sees his raccoon in the
tree, complete with the rope collar around its neck, so boy and ‘coon are reunited



The boy waves good-bye to the oil rig and the
culture it represents from the “Christmas tree,”
signifying the tangible claim in the film that
human exploitation of nature’s resources can
leave its pure innocence untouched.

and, consequently, the boy is reconnected with the natural world. In the second
and last of these two scenes, the derrick leaves slowly, and oil is pumped through
a pipeline under the bayou and hidden from the natural world.  The boy and his
pet watch the process and wave goodbye to the rig, its oilmen and the culture they
represent. Only a lone Christmas tree-like pole remains, and it is now more tree
than derrick, a tangible claim in the film that human exploitation of nature’s
resources can leave its pure innocence untouched.
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Images from Thunder Bay

In the film’s opening shots, a penniless Steve
Martin (James Stewart) and Johnny Gambi
(Dan Duryea) carry a heavy chest that
symbolizes a money-making idea that will
connect oil drilling and shrimping.

Martin and Gambi hitch a ride on a Port Filliay
Fish Company truck, clearly aligning their oil
drilling plan with the community’s fish industry.

Thunder Bay images illustrate the community’s
reliance on the fishing and shrimping industry
for their livelihood.

Thunder Bay and the myth of interdependence

Unlike Louisiana Story, Thunder Bay approaches off-shore oil drilling from a
strictly fictional point of view, without claiming a more fact-based documentary
approach to the subject, but it also illustrates a skewed point of view of  oil drilling
perhaps reinforced by one of the film’s star’s (James Stewart) connections to the
oil industry. In her updated biography of Anthony Mann, for example, Jeanine
Basinger recounts James Stewart’s connection to the film and its subject,
explaining that Thunder Bay was one of three projects Stewart found and asked
Mann to direct, in this case because Stewart had joined a partnership with a Texas
oilman (132). With a weak script, Anthony Mann’s “mastery of physical space”
(Basinger 132) stands out in Thunder Bay. According to Basinger,

“Although it is somewhat unsettling today to watch a movie that sets a
conflict between oil-drilling and nature—and oil-drilling is the hero—
the machinery and the rig are photographed as things of beauty and
majesty” (132).

From Basinger’s perspective, “Hard industrial grays and reds replace the greens
and blues of nature and become the ‘colors’ of the modern era” (132). A. W. of The
New York Times agrees, asserting that visually, “the complex off-shore drilling
apparatus is the most distinctive aspect of Thunder Bay.” Shot in Technicolor and
shown on an innovative “wide, curved screen [with] stereophonic [stereo] (or
directional) sound” (A.W.) in the Loew’s State Theatre, Thunder Bay’s vast setting
took center stage, overshadowing its weak narrative.

Basinger calls the film and its ending “a modern environmentalist’s worst
nightmare” based on her reading of the film as a conflict between oil-drilling and
nature in which oil-drilling wins, perhaps missing the film’s implausible
environmental message: shrimpers and oil men can live together
interdependently because the elusive golden shrimp are not only undamaged by
oil drilling but attracted to the rig. Other reviewers address this move toward
interdependence. Reviewer Dennis Schwartz claims the film’s resolution

“has shrimpers and oil men willing to live with each other in harmony,
saying there’s room for both.”

Reviewer Dan Jardine asserts that Anthony Mann establishes a conflict of
worldviews between what he calls Hispanic shrimp fishermen and speculative oil
men but “backs away from the dialectic he has established from the get-go and
gives us a soppy and completely implausible restorative ending.”

Although we agree that the film’s ending is implausible, we argue that the seeds of
a resolution to the conflict between shrimpers and oilmen are planted early in the
film when the romantic plot between Johnny Gambi (Dan Duryea) and Francesca
Rigaud (Marcia Henderson) is broached. Thunder Bay moves beyond Louisiana
Story, then, not only claiming that oil drilling can leave the natural world
untouched, but also asserting that oil drilling and shrimping can coexist
interdependently. 

Set in 1946 Louisiana, Thunder Bay connects oil drilling and shrimping from its
opening shot of Johnny Gambi and Steve Martin (James Stewart) walking down a
long deserted road: They carry a heavy chest and discuss a money making idea



Martin and Gambi’s talk with a shrimper is
meant to faciliate a partnership with a big oil
man, Kermit MacDonald (Jay C. Flippen) in the
film.

Martin and Gambi meet with financiers to
request funding for Steve’s project, an off-shore
drilling platform and rig that will disrupt the
shrimping industry in Thunder Bay, according to
the film’s narrative.

To acquire funding, Martin explains how his
model offshore drilling platform will work,
highlighting his own connection with a
mechanized modern world outside the more
natural setting of the fishing village.

that will require a $2 million investment, but then a Port Filliay Fish Company
truck picks them up and takes them into town for a 2:00 p.m. appointment,
aligning their oil drilling plan with the community’s fishing industry. The
connection between fishing and oil drilling broached by the film is emphasized
here, especially since, once they reach town, Gambi rents a shrimp boat for $50 a
day, so the two can, they hope, form a partnership with a big oil man, Kermit
MacDonald (Jay C. Flippen).

At first, however, the relationship between oil drilling and fishing is seen as
conflicting rather than interdependent. To offset any hostility their enterprise
might ignite, Gambi and Martin encourage area fishermen to think they are
opening a fish cannery. But when their potential investors arrive by seaplane and,
despite company troubles, agree to fund Steve Martin’s project, an offshore
drilling platform and rig, the film’s major conflict is broached. Even though
business investor MacDonald gives Stewart money in advance to pay off debts
and promises to deposit $500,000.00 the next day, the area shrimpers are
skeptical of this possible disruption to their means of survival and way of life.

The shrimp boat owner Dominique’s (Antonio Moreno) daughters serve as love
interests for Gambi and Martin and another source of conflict between local
fishermen and the oil drillers: the elder sister Stella (Joanne Dru) eventually
partners with Martin, and the younger sister Francesca (Marcia Henderson)  pairs
up with Gambi.  Primarily, however, the townspeople oppose Martin and Gambi,
believing that oil and shrimp can’t mix. The primary conflict of Thunder Bay,
then, is between those who make a living from the sea—shrimpers and other
fishermen—and those who would like to make a living from what lies beneath its
waters—oilmen. Although history suggests this conflict is irresolvable, however,
the film negotiates a resolution between these two worldviews and sources of
income that is based in organismic approaches to ecology.

Ultimately, Thunder Bay reinforces Steve Martin’s position on offshore oil
drilling. Martin effectively argues for the off-shore drilling by stressing
interdependence, an organismic approach to ecology,  claiming that oil and
shrimp can not only mix but bring prosperity to all: “There’s oil down there,”
Martin proclaims, and “this is going to be good for the town, good for the people.”

The conflict is not so easily resolved, however, and must first rise to a climax.
Because of his opposition to oil drilling, for example, Dominique will no longer
rent his shrimp boat to Martin and Gambi, but his friend Teche (Gilbert Roland)
will, perhaps only as another income source. The other shrimpers remain
concerned: “Don’t they know they’re killing the shrimp?” Dominique asks. Stella,
Dominique’s oldest daughter agrees, exclaiming, “The town’s not enough. They
have to kill the whole bay.”

During the initial seismic blasting that will locate the best areas for underwater
drilling, Martin disagrees and reinforces his claims that oilmen and shrimpers can
build a prosperous community together: “Those shrimp can withstand ten times
the blast,” he asserts. After the blasting, however, the townspeople plan to stop
Martin and Gambi because they believe their dynamite may have destroyed the
shrimp beds. When Stella warns Martin that the townspeople may confront him,
however, he continues to stress the potential for an interdependent relationship
between shrimpers and oilmen, telling her that dynamite won’t “do any harm. If it
hurt the shrimp, I’d stop it.” And when the townspeople nearly attack him, Martin
continues to espouse his claims for an interdependent relationship between them:

“Nothing we do spoils the fish or the town…. Oil is going to do good
things for the place.”

Dominique remains unconvinced, however, and induces Mr. Parker (uncredited)
from the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries to intervene with a cease and



To offset hostility that an oil drilling enterprise
might ignite, Gambi celebrates with shrimpers.

Steve and Johnny connect with shrimpers and
their families to begin breaking down the binary
between shrimpers and oil men, attempting to
counter the belief that “oil and shrimp can’t mix.”

Explosions testing for oil ignite conflicts between
oilmen and shrimpers, even though Martin
claims in the film that they can build a
prosperous community together.

Martin defends operations, asserting, “Nothing
we do spoils the fish or the town…Oil is going to
do good things for the place.”

desist order for Martin and Gambi.  When Dominique and Parker arrive with the
order, Martin has already stopped the blasting, since they have chosen a drilling
site. Now Martin’s financial support, Macdonald, “Mac,” gives him twenty-six
days to find oil below the rig and, perhaps, even less time to convince the locals
that oil and shrimp can build prosperity. 

During the initial drilling process, shrimpers and oilmen remain in opposition.
Martin is so dedicated to this mission that he stays on the rig during a possible
hurricane. But when Stella comes to make sure her younger sister, Francesca,
does not marry Gambi, Martin explains the challenge of oil drilling and
establishes a foundation for his own beliefs in mutual progress: “Now oil was
found…. It was found from things dying millions of years ago” and can build a
future from the past putting all time together. This is an evolutionary argument
that highlights a desire for a progress built on a rich past and, of course, on oil.

The climax of the film occurs, however, when Francesca’s fiancé Phillipe (Robert
Monet) tries to blow up the rig, violently opposing oil drilling and causing Martin
to think Stella is part of the plan. Martin stops the blasting, but fiancé Phillipe
falls and Martin can’t save him. Drilling continues despite this disaster, with a
montage sequence illustrating progress. With eight days to go, however, Mac
must pull out of the operation. The company would not finance the drilling, Mac
explains, so Mac did, and he is out of money. Now the corporate board will no
longer support the project, and it seems as if the shrimpers have won.

The consequence of the looming deadline provides an exciting spectacle to
heighten tension and, in a parallel to the shrimping families ashore, to
demonstrate the strong community built on the oilrig. Drilling is going so fast to
meet the deadline that a warning bell goes off. It is a saltwater blow, and Gambi is
not on the rig to stop it, since he has not yet returned from his secret shore visit
with Francesca. All men run to their stations and use the blow out prevention
system to stop the blow. When the automatic system fails, they turn to the manual
operation, turning the wheels together. Mac and Martin work alongside the men,
and the system works.

The oilrig community seems to be working to ensure a successful drilling process.
With Gambi still away, Martin offers the men a $200 bonus if they hit oil,
explaining that they will need to work for free for the last week of the operation,
since their funding has fallen through. Martin exclaims, there’s “enough oil there
to lubricate the universe.”

When Gambi returns, however, he and Martin fight, so Gambi nearly loses his
job, and the rest of the crew nearly leaves the rig. But when Gambi hears about
the financial situation, he brings the men back into their oilrig community, telling
them, “We oughta have some of the glory for bringing in the first offshore rig.”
Then men stay, and Gambi has married Francesca, building the first tangible
bridge between oilmen and shrimpers, so after Martin goes in for supplies, he
brings Francesca back for the first honeymoon on an oilrig.

Gambi also comes back to good news that confirms his claims that shrimp and oil
do mix. The golden shrimp are clogging up the pumping devices. The shrimp are
attracted to the rig and its drilling apparatus, the film asserts, and Martin reflects
on how he should tell the shrimpers about this marvelous discovery. According to
Gambi, the golden shrimp only come out at night in this particular part of the bay
and could provide shrimpers with a bounty they have never seen before.

Before Martin can reveal the good news, however, Dominique nearly eradicates
the possibility of this effective connection. Instead, he wants to fight Martin and



Shrimpers protest bay explosions in the film,
providing a space in the film for spectacular
uses of dynamite.

The film provides an intricate and detailed vision
of how an offshore rig is built and emphasizes
its spectacular technological value.

Gambi, rescue Francesca, and destroy the rig. Dominique proclaims, “They’ll kill
our fish. They will take everything from us.” The conflict between oil drilling and
shrimping is still in place, but, in the film’s context, only because the “truth” has
not yet been revealed to Dominique and his friends.

Once one of the shrimpers, Teche, learns that golden shrimp, shrimp that have
eluded them for decades, are attracted to the rig, interdependence becomes
possible. Martin shows Teche the golden shrimp off camera, so when Dominique
and the townspeople arrive to take Francesca away, a symbiotic relationship
between oilmen and shrimpers is established instead of the continuing conflict
Dominique predicts. On camera, Martin tells Teche the golden shrimp foul up
their intake valves at night and asks Teche what he might do for him. Teche
declares, “What a dumb oil man,” but the ice has been broken and the battle
between the shrimpers and oilmen is a short one.

Martin connects that relationship between the two worldviews to Francesca’s
marriage to Gambi, telling the townspeople, “She’s here to stay, and so are we,”
when they ask for Francesca. “We won’t hurt ya. We never will. You look for one
thing in the gulf. We look for something else. That’s the only business…. Without
oil this country would die.” The rig begins to shake as if she will blow. “It’s going
to be the richest oil field in the world.” And a gusher rushes up the rig: “Cap that
thing fast!”

The completed oil rig at night provides an
heroic vision of technology in its filmic
depiction as spectacular wonder.

A blow-out provides further conflict in the film
but also facilitates another spectacular
image of the consequences of oil drilling.

The film builds conflict toward its climax after
the blow-out and the revelation that money is
short, prompting Martin to beg the crew to
stay to ensure an economic victory in
relation to the film’s ideology.

Martin displays the elusive golden shrimp,
providing a way to literally and visually
connect his claim that shrimp and oil do mix.

The gusher is a tremendous cinematic
spectacle that also illustrates the success of
economic fair use approaches to natural
resources.

A close-up of Martin provides vindication in
the fantasy narrative on the display in the
film, demonstrating that both oilmen and
shrimpers can reap the benefits of oil drilling.



Now both oilmen and shrimpers can reap the benefits of oil drilling in the fantasy
narrative on display in Thunder Bay. The oilmen rejoice, covered in oil, and
Teche shows fellow shrimpers how to catch the golden shrimp. There are
thousands of these wondrous shrimp, and a biotic community is established
between oilmen and fishermen. This symbiotic relationship extends to marriage:
Gambi marries Francesca, and Martin follows Stella to New Orleans in a truck
borrowed from Teche. In a fantastic resolution to a realistic conflict between
shrimpers and oilmen, Thunder Bay asserts interdependence, an organismic
approach to ecology that suggests human and nonhuman nature can maintain a
thriving relationship that benefits them all.

Steve Martin and Stella begin to connect the
two seemingly conflicting worlds of the film:
oil and shrimp.

The film demonstrates how shimpers and oil
men can united with an embrace between
Martin, a representative of oil, and Stella, a
shrimper’s daughter.
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The romantic resolution of the film tangibly
merges oil and shrimp. The oilmen literally
merge with shrimp families with a marriage
between their representatives.
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Images from Black Wave: The Legacy of the
Exxon Valdez

Images of a pristine Alaskan Bay are used in the
film to offset the conflicting scenes of disastrous
stories and consequences of the Exxon Valdez
oil spill.

A map of Cordova is used in the film to illustrate
the large area affected by the disaster.

A fishing family’s testimonies recount the spill
and its consequences as a contrast to pristine
natural images in the film.

Dead Ahead: The Exxon Valdez Disaster; 
Black Wave: The Legacy of the Exxon Valdez; and
Crude: The Real Price of Oil : 
when externalities become transparent

While Louisiana Story and Thunder Bay suggest that oil production will either
leave the landscape untouched or benefit its ecosystem, films responding to major
oil spills, including the March 24, 1989 Exxon Valdez eco-catastrophe in Alaska’s
Prince Edward Sound, highlight the negative effects oil disasters may have on the
environment and the cultures and economies it supports. Instead of condemning
the oil industry in general, however, these films attack individuals and promote
safe production practices. In a move similar to that of Louisiana Story, Dead
Ahead: The Exxon Valdez Disaster (1992), Black Wave: The Legacy of Exxon
Valdez (2009), and Crude: The Real Price of Oil (2009), assert that because oil
and the natural environment don’t mix, they must remain separate.

Unlike Thunder Bay, which asserts that humans and the natural world can share
an interdependent relationship, Dead Ahead, Black Wave, and, to a certain
extent, Crude suggest that human and environmental disasters occur when safety
precautions fail, either because of human error or blatant neglect. If, as in
Louisiana Story, however, oil companies enter the natural world briefly and with
caution to avoid an indelible effect, then, the films suggest, they can avoid such
disasters. Ultimately, these films perpetuate the same two myths upheld by
Louisiana Story: If implemented correctly and safely, oil drilling can leave a
natural setting untouched, so that humans and their technology can remain
separate from nature rather than interconnected with it. 

Dead Ahead: The Exxon Valdez Disaster, for example, focuses primarily on the
reasons behind both the spill and its slow cleanup, however, rather than on the
inherently dangerous consequences of oil production and shipment. To reinforce
this assertion that safety regulations, not the oil industry per se, caused this
horrendous disaster and its catastrophic consequences, the film provides a
reenactment of the 1989 Exxon Valdez tanker catastrophe, from the moments
before the tanker ran aground in Alaska’s Prince William Sound, rupturing its
storage tanks and spilling millions of gallons of oil, through its devastating
aftermath. According to Los Angeles Times staff writer, Susan King,

“the behind-the-scenes catastrophes after the mammoth oil spill…
shocked the British creative team of HBO’s docudrama Dead Ahead.”

The film’s researcher-writer Michael Baker and executive producer Leslie
Woodheadcalled the disaster “a black comedy” (King) because of the neglect and
greed of oil and pipeline companies, and the disastrous choices made by the Coast
Guard, the EPA, and the first Bush Administration.

As King declares, the film

“depicts the bureaucracy, fighting, and finger-pointing among officials
at Exxon, the Alyeska Pipeline Company…, the Coast Guard, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the Bush Administration, while
the spill was left basically unattended for days.”



Scenes of locals cleaning up oil in the harbor
illustrate the massive devastation following the
Exxon Valdez disaster.

An image of a newspaper headline shows a
legal decision blaming both Exxon and
Hazelwood, providing hope for victims and
demonstrating a solution that will facilitate

Anger with these multiple groups’ mistakes prompted Baker and Woodhead to
move forward with the film. As Woodhead explains, “It is so infuriating, the
revelation that the oil laid there for three days in beautiful weather. It was just a
tangle of priorities and people trying to tidy up their own images which left the oil
lying there in the water” (King). Baker agrees, asserting,

“People started kind of blaming each other…. It became a question of
controlling the media, not cleaning up the oil, but controlling the spill
as an event” (King).

Images of the Exxon Valdez are presented to
establish the problem in the film — an ill
equipped oil tanker and captain.

Images of the Exxon Valdez entering the
harbor highlight its proximity to the pristine
nature on display in the film.

From its opening scenes showing Captain Joseph Hazelwood’s (Jackson Davies)
absence from the bridge because of alcohol abuse to its dramatization of conflicts
between the U.S. EPA and its local representative, Dan Lawn (John Heard) and
between Exxon and its spokesperson, Frank Iarossi (Christopher Lloyd), the film
effectively addresses the post-spill disaster, arguing both through its narrative and
cinematic portrayals of once-pristine waters and landscapes for double hulls in oil
tankers and better implementation of protocols if and when another spill occurs.
It does not, however, argue against the production and transporting of oil
because, as Woodhead states,

“America cannot afford to be without (oil) supply, but we better try to
do a lot better in controlling how we get it out of there” (King).

The powerful cinematic representations of the landscape became possible because
“establishing shots and aerial footage were shot of the Port of Valdez,” even
though Dead Ahead was primarily filmed in Vancouver, British Columbia.
According to director Paul Seed, “it would have been difficult to shoot inside
Alaska because of the unpredictable weather” (King). The wild shorelines of
Vancouver overlap effectively with the establishing shots of Valdez and contrast
well with the post-disaster shots of a spill (recreated with a gelatin-based food
thickener) to accentuate the dangerous consequences of the spill—losing the
pristine beauty of wild nature.

These contrasting shots parallel the positions voiced by Lawn and Iarossi, who
both in some ways oppose the organizations they see as responsible for the spill.
Iarossi’s character becomes more authentic because Iarossi willingly answered
interview questions, revealing, as he had during the actual spill’s aftermath,
Exxon’s reactions to the spill. His focus on safety, however, reinforces the film’s
emphasis on accident prevention rather than the eradication of oil production and
shipment. Then president of the Exxon Shipping Company, Iarossi represented
the company during public forums in Valdez and informed investigators that
Captain Joe Hazelwood was legally drunk during the tanker disaster.

More importantly, Iarossi revealed that Exxon knew about Hazelwood’s drinking
problem but allowed him to continue as captain of the Valdez. Iarossi resigned
from Exxon in 1990 and became president of the American Bureau of Shipping, “a



mixing of oil and fish: avoiding recklessness.

Images of the Alaskan pipeline highlight the
ongoing need for oil and its transport.

Images of tankers being filled in the bay show
the immensity of the complex constructed to
facilitate the transport of oil.

nonprofit corporation that classifies ships for insurers, inspects blueprints during
construction and surveys vessels to make sure they are seaworthy” (“Where are
They Now?). According to a 1999 Anchorage Daily New article, Iarossi told The
Business Times of Singapore,

“What we need to do is to try to develop much more of a safety culture,
the mentality which is very much safety-oriented on the part of
shipping companies and ship operating officers.”

The film draws on this same representation of Iarossi as a figure disillusioned by
Exxon’s failure to address safety issues to reinforce its argument for double hulled
tankers, but not against oil.

Representations of Dan Lawn parallel that of Iarossi and, again, validate the film’s
call for safer transporting of oil. As chief of the Valdez office of the Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation, Lawn’s character confronts an
unresponsive state government, a complaisant EPA, and an unprepared Alyeska
Pipeline Service Company, asserting the need for both better preventative systems
and emergency plans to tackle oil spills and their consequences. The film’s
portrayal of Lawn draws authentically on his attempts to improve both prevention
and response strategies. In a 1989 Seattle Times article, for example, Lawn
asserts,

“We are all to blame…. We demand petroleum products, but we’re
unwilling to be taxed. We thought someone was taking care of it. We
put in pro-industry officials, and our ability to control things went
away” (“The Lost Frontier”).

Although the film effectively argues for more effective safety standards to prevent
future oil spill disaster, Dead Ahead reinforces the arguments broached in
Louisiana Story: If we successfully maintain the bifurcation between nature and
culture—between a pristine Alaska and its oil—both can be preserved.   

Black Wave: The Legacy of the Exxon Valdez, on the other hand, examines the
ongoing negative consequences of the Exxon Valdez disaster from a contemporary
perspective. It too, however, blames ineffective choices made by the EPA and
corrupt practices of Exxon for the spill’s continuing negative effects. Like Dead
Ahead, the film reasserts the reasons for the economic and environmental
devastation still rampant in the Valdez area—an oil spill that could have been
prevented if appropriate safety measures were in place. Black Wave takes this
position further, effectively condemning Exxon not only for its failures during and
immediately after the disaster but for their reluctance to clean up Prince Edward
Sound and provide relief funds to fishermen and spill workers still affected by the
catastrophic repercussions of this unchecked spill.   

Results of the spill are emphasized by close-
ups of oil-covered shores that illustrate the
consequences of failed safety measures,
slow clean up for Prince Edward Sound and
limited relief funds for fishermen and spill
workers still affected by the spill.

Images of workers fighting the spill not only
reveal the extent of the damage but also
introduce health problems faced by spill
workers who inhaled oil and dispersants.



The latest casualty of the spill is illustrated in the
film by close shots of a newspaper photo of

Scenes of spraying of toxic dispersants
reinforce the testimony of representatives of
the 6724 workers who filed upper respiratory
illness claims, reinforcing the explanation of
both the spill's economic and health crises.

Destruction of fishing stocks takes center
stage in shots that illustrate the collapse of
salmon and herring runs and reinforce the
continuing consequences. Of the twenty-four
species devastated by the spill, fifteen have
not recovered.

In a move similar to that made in both Louisiana Story and Dead Ahead, Black
Wave contrasts pristine images of Alaskan waters and shorelines near Cordova
with testimonies of fishermen and oil spill workers still affected by the disaster.
The film highlights scenes of a fisherman’s daughter fishing alongside her father
for the first time since the spill, for example, as a powerful portrait of a family’s
connection with St. Edward Sound and its bounty. But the joy the daughter
demonstrates in her ode to “the earth, the water, and the fish,” is broken once the
film reveals that this is the first time the daughter has fished with her father in
twenty years because fishing was not financially feasible until then. Her father,
Peter O’Toole, saved enough money to buy a fishing boat and permit in February
of 1989. The spill in March of the same year forestalled all fishing and devastated
his fishing business for twenty years, all because, as Riki Ott, a marine biologist,
reveals, both the salmon and herring runs collapsed. Of the twenty-four species
devastated by the spill, the film explains, fifteen have not recovered.

The lasting effects of the spill permeate the communities around Prince Edward
Sound, the film explains, with permanent economic crises contributing to
increased levels of alcoholism and suicide. The spill’s negative effects extend
beyond the Sound’s economy, too, and include health problems faced by spill
workers who inhaled oil and dispersants, toxic chemicals used to cleanup the spill.



Cordova’s former mayor.

The film ends by condemning Exxon for its
greed and contrasting their profits with images
of a fishing family who struggles to survive
knowing their share of the award is only ten
percent of their losses.

Images from Crude: The Real Price of Oil

Oil destroys culture: "Since the company

Of the 6724 workers who filed upper respiratory illness claims and the two-dozen
lawsuits, only seven were settled. Recollections of Prince Edward Sound
immediately after the spill reinforce the cause of both economic and health crises.
Documentary footage shows mountains glowing with a glossy pink, the tanker
beside them now blood red because inky stained waters have evaporated, forming
a haze in the sky, the toxic hydrocarbon vapors inhaled by oil spill workers and
residents of villages around the sound.

Ultimately, however, the film centers on Exxon and its greedy and corrupt
practices as the cause of these continuing crises. A mandatory class action suit
begun in 1994 with 32,000 plaintiffs, for example, seems to bring victory to the
plaintiffs, validating Exxon’s claim that they “we will consider whatever it takes to
make you whole.” Ultimately, however, a U.S. Supreme decision reduces an initial
five billion dollar settlement to $500 million, despite the fact that only three
percent of the spill was cleaned up. Oil residue remains in the water and along the
shoreline, buried in soil only inches from the top. Polycyclic hydrocarbon
aromatics were a thousand times more toxic than expected, according to the film,
affecting both workers and wildlife in and around the sound. Illnesses attack the
respiratory and nervous systems of former workers. The ongoing negative effects
of the spill, however, are blamed on Exxon’s negligence and greed rather than the
oil industry as a whole, however.

The film’s final scenes highlight failed
attempts to seek justice for the damages
caused by Exxon’s negligence.

To highlight the court’s failure to bring justice
to the victims of the disaster, the film shows
close-ups of a coffin painted with the number
of victims and their culprit: a court where
“Justice [is] Denied.”

Here, as in other documentaries, the $100 million a year lost in the St. Edward
Sound Economy  and the fifteen lost species of marine and shore life are blamed
on one particular oil company’s practices. The film ends, then, by condemning
Exxon Mobile for its greed. The company’s profits are at least $160 billion per
year, the film explains, yet the company fought a lawsuit asking for less than three
percent of their annual income and refused to be interviewed. Black Wave
effectively documents the reasons for and long-term consequences the Exxon
Valdez disaster, but the film fails to revile oil as an industry. As in earlier
documentaries, the film suggests that if better safety and restoration practices
were in place, oil spills could be avoided, as would their dire consequences. 

Crude follows a pattern similar to that of Black Wave, highlighting the need to
maintain the separation between nature and culture, while suggesting that oil
production, if implemented effectively, can maintain a pristine wilderness. The
film documents the battle between Ecuadorian indigenous tribes and Chevron
over the oil company’s rampant toxic waste dumping and consequent destruction
of both their rainforest home and their sources of water.  With help from Trudie
Styler, Sting’s wife, filmmaker Joe Berlinger provides a balanced portrait of both
the dangerous outcomes of toxic waste dumping and of the lawsuit between the
tribes and Chevron continuing from 1993. According to Rolling Stone’s Peter
Travers, however,

“the most telling arguments come from watching tribes living in a toxic
wasteland with children ravaged by skin diseases and cancer.”



arrived, we are ashamed to wear our traditional
clothing."

Oil contaminates water: "As long as we
consume the water, it seems that the children
will keep having these skin problems."

Evidence for Chevron’s negligent practices are
emphasized by close-ups of oil.

The only source of clean water is now outside
nature.

 

 According to Travers,

“The shattering sight of sludge creating a poison rainbow on a river
argues eloquently about why oil and water don’t mix.”

In the film, however, the focus is not on the inherently incompatibility of oil and
water but on Chevron’s negligent practices, just as Dead Ahead and Black Wave
highlight the need for a safer approach to oil shipping but not the elimination of
our reliance on oil or the oil industry. Recent Ecuadorian court decisions claiming
Chevron owes $5 billions for damages were stopped by appeals in the U.S. courts.

Conclusion:  can oil and water mix?

Oil tanker spills like those documented by Dead Ahead and Black Wave seemed
to be “a much larger threat,” (Bourne 42) than offshore oil drilling catastrophe
like the BP Deepwater Horizon Disaster, according to Bourne’s report in the
October 2010 National Geographic.  From the first offshore oil well forward,
efforts to tap what Bourne calls “the largest U.S. oil discoveries in decades” went
further off shore and deeper into the Gulf of Mexico. BP’s Macondo Deepwater
Horizon well was fifty miles offshore and a mile below sea level. Despite the
obvious risks involved in such offshore drilling, Bourne asserts that “the industry
had acted as if such a catastrophe would never occur. So had its regulators.
Nothing like it had happened in the Gulf of Mexico since 1979, when a Mexican
well called Ixtoc I blew out in the shallow waters of the Bay of Campeche” (42). As
Bourne explains,

“Drilling technology had become so good since then, and the demand
for oil so irresistible, that oil companies had sailed off the continental
shelf into ever deeper waters” (42).

Both Louisiana Story and Thunder Bay draw on this same belief regarding
offshore oil drilling. Unlike comparatively more fragile oil tankers, offshore oil
wells are regulated by the Minerals Management Service (MMS), who claimed,
according to Bourne, “that the chances of a blowout were less than one percent,
and that even if one did happen, it wouldn’t release much oil” (42). Despite
biogeochemist Mandy Joye’s call “to green power” (quoted in Bourne 53),
however, Bourne focuses primarily on BP’s decisions when it became clear their
well was not stable. According to Robert Bea, a University of California, Berkeley
expert in technological disasters and offshore engineering, for example,

“one problem… was a loss of core competence. After [a] merger BP
forced thousands of older, experienced oil field workers into
retirement. That decision, which made the company more dependent
on contractors for engineering expertise, was a key ingredient in BP’s
‘recipe for disaster’” (quoted in Bourne 47). 

As of March 2011, the effects of the BP oil disaster continue. A Guardian article
from Suzanne Goldenberg suggests the spill may have caused the death of 90
bottle-nosed dolphins, for example. Yet according to the final report of the
National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore
Drilling, “Drilling in deep water does not have to be abandoned. It can be done
safely.” The last chapter of the report outlines how best to implement the safety
precautions that will avoid such disasters and facilitate more offshore oil drilling.

The media responses to the BP Deepwater Horizon Disaster, then, draw on the
more separatist philosophy represented by Louisiana Story. Although few would
suggest that oil, fishing, and the water that sustains it are inherently
interdependent, most media representations do assert the need for controlling oil
production to maintain pristine nature rather than eliminating it altogether. As
Elliot asserts, the oil and fishing industries may have learned to live together



because oil brought money and jobs to the region. What remains unanswered,
however, is whether or not those jobs are worth the risk to fragile ecosystems in
the Gulf, as documented in Dead Ahead, Black Wave, and Crude and illustrated
by Louisiana Story and Thunder Bay, films responding to the development of the
first off-shore oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico. Oil and water can mix, they argue, at
least if appropriate safety precautions are in place.
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Black Wave: The Legacy of the Exxon Valdez. Dir. Robert Cornellier.
Montreal: Macumba DOC, 2009. DVD. (99 minutes).

Crude. Dir. Joe Berlinger. Beverly Hills, CA.: Entendre, 2009. DVD. (105
minutes).
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(90 minutes).
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

“What a dump.” Bette Davis utters her most
famous line in Beyond the Forest.

Davis demands her rights, mainly her right to be
heard. Attention must be paid.

Now, Voyager: The desire not to desire.

American Medusa: 
Bette Davis, Beyond the Forest,
femininity and Camp

by David Greven

King Vidor’s 1949 film Beyond the Forest is, for many, a film chiefly notable for
having provided the inspiration for a famous moment in Edward Albee’s 1962
play Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf. Imitating Bette Davis’ singular line
deliveries and quoting her in Vidor’s film, Martha says to George, “What a dump!”
Albee’s play and the famous 1966 movie version made of it confirmed Beyond’s
status in the public eye as, in Pauline Kael’s words, a “peerless piece of camp,” in
which Vidor invents “his own brand of hog-wild Expressionism.”[1][open
endnotes in new window]

A scandalous box-office and critical failure, Beyond the Forest was seen as a
career low for Davis, who lost her long-standing contract at Warner Brothers after
this film spectacularly bombed. Precisely what made this film unappetizing to the
audiences of its release date is what makes it especially striking today: the Davis
character’s “unwomanly” disregard for marriage and family, an extension of
Davis’s ongoing experiment in the limits of female propriety. While other classical
Hollywood stars, to be sure, undertook this cultural work, Barbara Stanwyck most
notably, Davis was willing to risk audience alienation in pursuit of the assertion of
female sexual agency.[2]

In film after film, Davis risks revolting the audience with her histrionic displays of
neurosis, greed, obsession, depravity, desire run amok, or, at times, a seeming
indifference to desire itself. The 1942 Now, Voyager most affectingly foregrounds
this last theme, seemingly a film about the fulfillment of its heroine’s desire that
concludes with her radical relinquishment of it. It is precisely the unabashed
claim for agency — which can include, as it does in Now, Voyager, the desire not
to desire — and a recognition of the the power and pitfalls of this agency that
drive a Davis film. As such, she is an extremely important cultural icon and
cinematic sign for feminist and queer audiences.

Martin Shingler has argued that, while neither Joan Riviere’s theory of female
masquerade nor Judith Butler’s theory of gender as drag can fully account for the
kinds of negotiations of gender identity within Davis’s star femininity, both
theories illuminate the strangeness of Davis’s screen gender. Shingler has
importantly argued for the ironic pleasures of Davis’s stardom, as exemplified in
Mr. Skeffington, in which the unconventionally attractive Davis plays a woman
famed for her beauty; Davis’s gender ambiguity and ironic detachment from the
roles she plays make her a singularly interesting performer to watch, especially
for queer audiences.[3] With her short hair and ambivalence over normative
femininity, Davis’s Charlotte Vale in Now, Voyager at times seems to suggest a
lesbian identity, as Patricia White has argued in her study of lesbian
representation in classical Hollywood.[4]

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/grevenBetteDavis/bio.html


Davis as the American Medusa.

Davis’s carnal ugliness.

Mr. Skeffington: Davis and the female
masquerade.

Lesbian identity is suggested in Now,
Voyager.

My analysis of Beyond the Forest attempts to explore the significance of the film
to an understanding of Davis’s star persona. This film most revealingly figures
Davis as a figure that I call the American Medusa. It is through the film’s
evocation of the Medusa myth—through which its significant and highly charged
representation of female rage emerges—that its queer themes of female
transformation become apparent.

Ed Sikov, in an appreciative reading of the film and Davis’s performance in it,
writes in his biography of the star,

“Beyond the Forest is exactly the kind of film that must be seen to be
believed, and the belief it inspires is the essential truth of camp.”[5]

Sikov brings up some important aspects of the film’s significance to Davis’s career
—it was made as she had just turned forty-one, and at the time of its release, what
seemed particularly vexing to reviewers was Davis’s onscreen appearance,
specifically her ugliness. Sikov adds that part of the disturbance here is that Davis
had “suddenly become downright ugly without losing any of her carnality.”[6]

Sikov sums up his sympathetic reading of Davis in Beyond by noting that one

“pays her the greatest honor by laughing. In awe.”[7]

Laughing at failed seriousness, as Susan Sontag famously noted in her essay on
Camp, is one of this sensibility’s chief attributes. While I will be exploring the
meanings of Camp and how they pertain to Vidor’s Beyond, I want to suggest at
the outset that the classical Hollywood genre of the woman’s film, particularly the
Bette Davis melodrama, rather too frequently gets described in such a manner,
when the films are not dismissed as mere genre entries. To classify these films as
Camp classics is simultaneously to enshrine them and to ignore them, as I will
attempt to explain. I want, here, to reopen the question of Camp—and certainly
not to take its “essential truth” as a given.

In this essay, I offer a reading of Vidor’s film and its often overlooked significance.
Vidor’s Beyond the Forest is the supreme melodrama, in that it so passionately
puts, in Robert Lang’s observation about melodramatic film, a woman’s “desire at
the heart of the story.”[8] The film constructs female sexuality as a direct affront
to patriarchy, an intransigent protest, albeit one always already doomed to failure.
Synthesizing film noir, the family melodrama, and the woman’s film, Beyond the
Forest at once enlarges and deconstructs all three genres.

Chiefly, the goals of my reading are to vindicate the film’s aesthetic, feminist, and
queer worth and to argue against easy, conventional dismissals of it, dismissals
that, in my view, are the core logic within its designation as a Camp classic. In
terms of the latter, I revisit the question of Camp, gay male fandom, and the
female star. At the same time, I treat the film as a key work in the development of
Bette Davis’s onscreen persona. Her persona, which remains a powerfully



Beyond the Forest is the supreme melodrama,
in which woman breaks free of a series of
gendered imprisonments.

Davis’s indelibly venomous and slatternly
Mildred in Of Human Bondage.

resonant one for both female and queer audiences, undergoes a remarkable series
of transformations in Beyond. At the same time, her transformations here are
representative of defining aspects of her star persona.

Davis and the art of female transformation:
Frumpy Charlotte.

Davis and the art of female transformation:
Glamorous Charlotte.

Her infinite variety

In her classical Hollywood heyday, Bette Davis made onscreen transformation her
signature feat. In film after film, Davis transforms, usually on a physical level but
often emotionally as well. Typically, this transformation is grueling on several
levels, ranging from the woman’s social situation to her bodily nature to her
psychic state. As I will be treating as a central issue here, transformation in the
woman’s film genre, as Bette Davis roles evince, is a traumatic experience.

Her ferocious, slatternly Mildred in Of Human Bondage (John Cromwell, 1934)
metamorphoses from tartly pretty to ruined and abject by the end of the film, a
ruination that outwardly reflects the loss of her soul. In the bristling crime drama
Marked Woman (Lloyd Bacon, 1937), Davis plays Mary, a “hostess” (read
prostitute) in a mob-run nightclub. Sharp and lively, Mary believes that she can
outmaneuver the mafia boss. He eventually kills her kid sister (Jane Bryan). Mary
defies him (“I’ll get you even if I have to come back from the grave to do it!”), but
his henchmen savagely brutalize her, cutting a cross into her cheek, rendering her
forever “marked.” In Mr. Skeffington (1944, Vincent Sherman), an odd,
underrated film finally getting the attention it deserves, Davis plays, deliriously
against type, the beautiful Fanny Skeffington, who dangles droves of suitors with
thoughtless aplomb while failing to love her devoted, honorable Jewish
businessman husband (Claude Rains). By the end of the film, the glamorous,
beautiful Fanny succumbs to diphtheria, which leaves her prematurely aged, her
vaunted visage indelibly marred.

Frequently in Davis films, her character will have a moment of devastating self-
regard, looking at herself in the mirror, contemplating either the evidence of age
or her own unspeakable ugliness. These moments occur in The Old Maid
(Edmund Goulding, 1939), The Private Lives of Elizabeth and Essex (Michael
Curtiz, 1939), The Little Foxes (William Wyler, 1941), Skeffington, and elsewhere.
Tellingly, even when made-over into a glamorous, desirable version of herself, her
Charlotte Vale in Now, Voyager (Irving Rapper, 1942), while seated at an outdoor



Davis’s Regina Giddens contemplates her
appearance in The Little Foxes.

The mercurial Davis: The Little Foxes.

Davis’s Julie Marsden in Jezebel: “I’ll love her
most when she's meanest, because I know
that's when she's lovin’ most.”

restaurant in Brazil looks at her reflection with the same bewilderment and self-
alienation. These moments signify much more than a character’s negative self-
confrontation, however. Most intensely, these moments allow Bette Davis to
contemplate what she has wrought—not only the ravages but also the autoerotic
pleasures of transformation.

The love that gay male audiences have had for Bette Davis throughout the decades
relates, I believe, to Davis’s penchant for onscreen transformation. Trapped in the
celluloid chrysalis, Davis bursts its confines. Transformation into a different form
allows her to change not only her appearance but the course of narrative, to revise
a constrictive scenario into a potentially liberating one. More than any other
performer, Davis in her film roles allegorizes gay male experience, especially in
terms of the closet and of coming out.

Bette Davis is forever coming out, popping out of prisons of conformity and
convention, revealing herself. Not just her bodily metamorphoses but also her
mercurial emotional states signal shifts in narrative. Suddenly seized by
emotional disturbances, Davis becomes enflamed, enraged, excessive, flaunting
her talent for reaching embarrassing extremes. She transforms conventional
scenes into spectacles of emotional volatility. With her willingness to go ugly—
emotionally as well as physically—she challenges expectations audiences have of
the female star. Indifferent to whether we like her or not, she behaves badly,
selfishly, cruelly, as if she and she alone had a right to satisfaction, pleasure,
fulfillment.

Yet, somehow, her baroque narcissism is paradoxically a plangent display of
empathy and feeling that reaches out to the audience, involving us in her self-
driven campaign against bumbling men and conformist narrative. Her fits of rage
lacerate because they lacerate her. As her cautious, sorrowful Aunt Belle (Fay
Bainter) says of her Julie Marsden in Jezebel (1938, William Wyler),

“I’ll love her most when she's meanest, because I know that's when
she's lovin’ most.”

Given the constrictions of U.S. culture’s construction of femininity as nurturing,
caring, tender, soft, vulnerable, generous, and so forth, Davis’s blazing bad
temper and brutal tongue make her a distinctive and subversive screen presence.

Onscreen transformations happen frequently in the classical Hollywood genre of
the woman’s film, as diverse titles spanning the three decades in which the
woman’s film flourished evince:

Sylvia Scarlett (George Cukor, 1935), where Katharine Hepburn becomes a
boy;
A Woman’s Face (George Cukor, 1941), in which Joan Crawford transforms
from ugly, scarred criminal to beautiful and morally pure heroine;
The Heiress (1949, William Wyler), in which the wallflower heroine played
by Olivia de Havilland transforms into a force of female wrath;
The Three Faces of Eve (Nunnally Johnson, 1957), about Joanne
Woodward’s schizophrenic housewife;
Cleopatra (Joseph L. Mankiewicz, 1963), perhaps most famous for
Elizabeth Taylor’s innumerable costume changes;



The iconic image of Joanne Woodward in The
Three Faces of Eve.

Marnie (Alfred Hitchcock, 1964), which foregrounds female transformation
early on in the scene in which the criminal heroine washes the black dye out
of her hair to become gloriously blonde once more. And so forth.

Katharine Hepburn in Sylvia Scarlet. Joan Crawford in A Woman’s Face.

Davis films take this trope to an altogether different level; they trope the trope.
Transformation becomes not just a defining genre trademark but the crucible of
identity in the Davis film. Her films posit that no character is fixed or stable but,
instead, a series of personas, masks donned and discarded at will. Many have
described the femme fatale of film noir in much the same manner; Davis’s
characters turn melodrama into noir.[9] As I will show, Beyond the Forest is the
exemplary fusion of both genre modes.

In contrast, Katharine Hepburn’s characters do not change; they only become
more and more Hepburn-like. In part, we can speculate that Hepburn’s screen
stability (especially after the 1930s, a decade of much greater flux for the star in
terms of the varieties of femininity she put on display) emerges from the essential
“healthiness” of Hepburn’s screen persona, which stems from her associations
with good sense as well as genetic pedigree, on the one hand, and perceived ability
to be “one of the guys,” evinced by her frequent pairings with the unimpeachably
masculine Spencer Tracy, on the other hand.[10]

Hepburn in Dorothy Arzner’s Christopher
Strong, emblematic of Hepburn’s sexually
daring 1930s roles.

Hepburn and Tracy in Woman of the Year:
Remaking Hepburn as paragon of health and
heterosexuality.

Comparing Davis’s star persona to that of Katharine Hepburn is revealing, and
necessary, since these are, arguably, the two most significant women stars of the
classical Hollywood period. Though they could not be more distinct from one
another, both Hepburn and Davis have historically been accused of playing



In contrast to Hepburn, Davis is almost always

themselves. (One thinks of Dorothy Parker’s famous put-down, “Katharine
Hepburn runs the emotional gamut from A to B.” It’s as if Hepburn’s lack of
range, in Parker’s eyes, is indicative of her inability to create a persona distinct
from herself.) If it is undeniably true that Davis is always irreducibly Davis
onscreen, the source of her appeal must lie, on an important level, in her ability to
remain resolutely and essentially herself no matter which persona she inhabits.

This essential sameness in her screen persona relates in key ways to gay male
fandom, which is now inextricable from the Davis legend. I argue that an
important aspect of the woman’s transformation, one of the woman’s film’s
defining events, is its metaphorical value as a coming out allegory. I speculate that
one of the reasons why gay men have been so drawn to the genre is that the
woman’s travails and specifically her transformation allegorize both closeted gay
male identity and coming out.

One of the mythic “truths” about the closeted gay man who can play straight is



locked within an essential conflict over
heterosexuality.

Heterosexuality as spectacle in the famous
Olympus Ball scene in Jezebel: Davis’s screen
persona as coming out allegory.

 

 

that he is always his secret, authentic gay self, inside. If the gay man who has
played straight then decides to come out, he is only revealing that authentic,
previously hidden identity. Correspondingly, the authentic Davis persona, even
when hidden, eventually, triumphantly, and painfully emerges over the course of
the narrative. Irving Rapper’s indelible Now, Voyager is the exemplary film in
which Davis’s “true” self emerges, butterfly-like, from the chrysalis of repression
and depression. As discussed in Mike Black’s fascinating documentary Queer Icon
(2009), about the cult of Davis among gay men and, especially, drag queens and
female impersonators, Now, Voyager is a sacred text for gay men, never mocked
or subjected to Camp parody.

I would argue that Now, Voyager allegorizes the essential nature of Davis’s queer
appeal: it lies in her access to the authenticity of an essential, true self despite her
penchant for masquerade and metamorphosis. Whatever role she plays, Bette
Davis always eventually comes out. Her star persona allegorizes the pain and
deprivation of being in the closet and the possibilities and emotional liberation of
leaving it behind. At the same time, Davis’s star career has become inextricably
enmeshed with the history of gay male fandom, in ways that are both suggestive
and disturbing, exciting and confusing.

Now, Voyager is a sacred text for gay men,
never mocked or parodied. Charlotte Vale as
mentor to a queer child.

Beyond the Forest: The pain and deprivation
of the closet.

Go to page 2
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Katharine Hepburn, considered by many to be
the true feminist icon of the classical Hollywood
era.

Hepburn, with gay icon Montgomery Clift, in
Suddenly, Last Summer: one of her least
appreciated and most unconventional great
performances.

Transformation and feminism

It is worth lingering on the disparities between Hepburn and Davis not only as
stars but also in terms of audience reception. Despite the legion of female fans
Davis had in her heyday as well as now (as the various Bette Davis fan pages in
social networking sites attest, she continues to appeal to both women and gay
men), Katharine Hepburn is considered the true feminist paragon of the classical
Hollywood era. In contrast, Davis seems more problematic for feminist thought.
Associated with melodramatic suffering and “trash” plots, Davis seems either too
masochistic or too much the diva for feminism.[11][open endnotes in new
window]

While in no way dispensing with Hepburn’s singular, angular appeal (especially
vivid in George Stevens’ 1935 Alice Adams), I would argue that Hepburn ends up
being a much more conventional embodiment of Hollywood constructions of
femininity than Davis. Deft, droll, and witty though she is, Hepburn is tethered to
her leading men—most often Spencer Tracy or Cary Grant. Despite her
considerable gender ambiguity and lesbian appeal (especially in her much more
interesting films of the thirties), Hepburn is most famous for being a witty
sparring partner in battle-of-the-sexes heterosexual marriage plots.

If Dorothy Parker was unfair to Hepburn, it is nevertheless remarkable how
unvaried most of Hepburn’s post-1930s roles are. With some superb exceptions
such as Summertime (David Lean, 1955) and Suddenly, Last Summer (Joseph L.
Mankiewicz, 1959), based on Tennessee Williams scandalous gay-themed play,
Hepburn maintained a fixed position as the tough-minded woman who achieves
heterosexual bliss by beating men at their own rhetorical games. With Davis, the
situation is different. Her blazing emotional states often preclude heterosexual
fulfillment; her messy, histrionic suffering scrambles normalizing programs.

Davis in the spellbinding opening scene of
The Letter. “With all my heart, I still love the
man I killed!”

Evil in deep focus: Davis allows her husband
to die in The Little Foxes.

As Andrew Britton argues in his superb essay “A New Servitude,” what he calls the
“radicalism of the woman’s film” emerges from its refusal to force the heroine to
capitulate to the normalizing effects of heterosexual marriage, a refusal that
Britton sees at the heart of several important Davis films, including The Old Maid,
Dark Victory (Edmund Goulding, 1939), and The Great Lie (Edmund Goulding,
1941) along with Now, Voyager.[12] That several of these films were



collaborations between Davis and the gay director Edmund Goulding cannot be
overlooked. I would argue for the equal importance, however, of the films that
Davis made with William Wyler, diminished in Britton’s treatment. Jezebel, The
Letter (1940), and The Little Foxes all feature a Bette Davis equally resistant to
the normalizing codes of heterosexuality or who is a figure of striking gender
ambiguity.

In Jezebel, Davis’s passionate, willful Julie Marsden destroys her own prospects
of marriage to the man she loves by simultaneously exceeding all the boundaries
of feminine propriety—wearing a red dress to the Olympus Ball—and challenging
her fiancé’s sense of his own masculinity. This last point is key, for within it lie the
seeds of her “failure” as a woman. So challenged, Pres (Henry Fonda) forces Julie
to endure the Olympus Ball and the opprobrium the dress generates, insisting
that she dance with him despite her protestations and as various attendees
disapprovingly shun them.

In the opening scenes of The Letter, Bette Davis strides out into the nighttime air
as she pumps her lover full of bullets. The moon, her emblem, shines upon her
cold, murderous face as she stares down at the body of the man she loves and has
killed. In such moments, Davis exceeds the boundaries of gender, no longer
woman but cold, phallic vengeance, Diana and Fury at once. As I will discuss in
my reading of Beyond the Forest—a neglected masterpiece of Davis’s, as well as
the director King Vidor’s, career—Davis’s ascension (or devolution) to Fury links
her roles not only to the film noir femme fatale but also to the avenging woman of
modern horror.

In The Little Foxes, another relatively overlooked film in the Davis canon and
certainly one of the most interesting, Davis transforms herself into a cold, death’s
head-mask, a corpse-like woman animated only by her seething contempt for her
weak-willed husband (Herbert Marshall, adept at such roles) and her financial
ambitions. This film, based on the Lillian Hellmann play, is an extraordinary
counterbalance to Jezebel. A stinging critique of the Reconstruction-era South, it
links Davis’s Regina Giddens, in her malice and indifference to others’ needs and
feelings, to the region’s racism and corrupt politics. Exceeding all of these
concerns, however, is the rage Regina feels towards her husband, which isn’t so
readily classifiable.

When she allows him to die of a heart attack before her very eyes, Davis allows
you to see the fear in Regina’s eyes along with the pragmatic hatred. Is this a fear
that she will be caught? Or is it a fearful recognition of the avidity of her own
desires, which are distinctly non-feminine? Her chief desires are not for love and
companionship but for material gain; for capital, not marital intimacy. While
most famous for Gregg Toland’s superb deep-focus cinematography, this
sequence demands attention today as a classical Hollywood set-piece of
heterosexual alienation: a stronger female refusal of marital ties cannot be
imagined.

In these terms, I am in disagreement with André Bazin’s famous reading of the
scene:

“One can see here how Wyler uses depth of field. … The director
elected to have Toland envelop the character of the dying Marshall in a
certain haziness, to have his cinematographer, as it were, befog the
back of the frame. This was done to create additional anxiety in the
viewer, so much anxiety that he would almost want to push the
immobile Bette Davis aside to have a better look.”[13]

While I concur with Bazin about the way Wyler’s “cinematic expression
superimposes its own evolution” on the scene’s dramatic development, I argue
that much of the scene’s hypnotic power derives from Davis’s performance—her
willingness to let us see the full range and the full coldness of Regina’s desires. Far



At times, Davis’s acting can be heartrendingly
simple.

“Who would believe that a woman would ever
reject Joseph Cotten?” said Davis of her role in
Beyond the Forest.

from wanting to shove Davis aside to get a better look at Marshall as he gropes his
way to the staircase in the distance, more or less expiring once he reaches it, we
are chiefly arrested by Davis’s immobile but wide-eyed face, those eyes that span
cosmic mysteries.

If Davis was peerless at achieving such states of snake-like intensity, she was
equally adept at emotional urgency. When her daughter (Jane Bryan), who knows
her only as desiccated, tyrannical Aunt Charlotte (anticipating Now, Voyager),
kisses her on the cheek before riding off with her new husband at the end of the
period melodrama The Old Maid (based on an Edith Wharton novel), Davis
registers surprise and a pure, quiet joy that is wrenching precisely because it is so
simply, unshowily displayed. Known for her onscreen pyrotechnics, Davis can be,
in such scenes, heartrendingly simple.

What’s also powerful about her as a screen heroine is her resilience, even in the
face of impossible circumstances. When she discovers, in Jezebel, that her
beloved former fiancé has married someone else, a bland, prim Northern woman,
her instinct isn’t to mourn, much less to accept defeat, but immediately to “fight.”
She plots to win him back, defying the constrictive laws of matrimony, pitting
men against each other and wreaking more than enough social and gendered
havoc to earn her right to her titular biblical name.

In that so many of Davis’s heroines either defy, thwart, or on some level resist
marriage, the theme of transformation that informs so many of her films suggests
a resistance to assimilation into the conventional marriage plot of the woman’s
film. The very fluidity of her identity emerges as an attempt to stall or circumvent
the achievement of heterosexual normalization. In her first really important role,
she rejects marriage to her young, earnest boyfriend in Ex-Lady (Robert Florey,
1933), much to her angry father’s chagrin; when they do eventually marry, the
couple is shown to be miserable. It is worth considering just how frequently
Davis’s characters reject marriage and other markers of conventional
heterosexuality.

Chafing against the strictures of 1852 New Orleans society, Julie Marsden wrecks
her chances at heterosexual fulfillment just as ardently as she pursues them;
Davis’s Elizabeth R fiercely remains forever the Virgin Queen; Aunt Charlotte
remains the Old Maid; cold, murderous Leslie in The Letter rejects her husband
(whose savings are lost as a result of his wife’s adulterous affair, the letter of the
title part of a blackmail plot) in favor of devotion to her dead lover (“ I can’t, I
can’t, I can’t anymore,” she shrieks at the climax to her husband, who remains
bewilderingly devoted to his adulterous, murderous wife. “With all my heart, I
still love the man I killed!”); in Beyond the Forest, she betrays her pious, loyal
husband. In film after film, Bette Davis rejects stable heterosexuality for elusive
pleasures with no clear sexual fulfillment, resolution, or identity.

Camp and its discontents

Beyond the Forest is a foundational text in the emergence of a Camp sensibility
that would be indelibly associated with gay male subculture. Martha, the vicious
and unhappy wife of Edward Albee’s play Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf (which
premiered on Broadway in the October of 1962) saunters into her kitchen early



Drag impersonator Arthur Blake and Tallulah
Bankhead, who always accused Davis of
impersonating her.

on, broadly and emphatically quoting Bette Davis’s now infamous line from the
Vidor film: “What a dump!” The citation of both the film and Davis’s performance
in it, taken as emblematic of all of her screen performances, can be seen as
indicative of an awareness of both as representative of Camp sensibility.

Elizabeth Taylor camps it up in Who’s Afraid
of Virginia Woolf?: “WHAT…AHH…DUMP!”

Taylor, who also played Regina Giddens
onstage, tries to out-Davis Davis in Woolf.

In Mike Nichols’ 1966 film version, the actress playing Martha, Elizabeth Taylor,
delivers the line in a manner that presents Davis’s original line reading as an
outburst of wild, drag-performance excess. Hands circling and hips sashaying
wildly, Taylor offers a flamboyant Camp homage to Davis’s famous elocutionary
and physical mannerisms: “WHAT…AHH…DUMP!” As the theater critic and
playwright Robert Simonson notes,

“Albee was 33 or so when he wrote the play, and had no doubt been
exposed to plenty of camp culture. Uta Hagen had already vamped up
the line six years before Taylor had a chance.”[14]

By the early 1960s, Davis was already enshrined as a Camp icon.

As Mike Black notes, the Camp appreciation of Davis dates back even earlier. It is
present in 1952’s Diplomatic Courier, directed by Henry Hathaway. In this film,
as Black observes, the female impersonator Arthur Blake,

"whom Davis herself credited with 'inventing' Bette Davis, was giving a
hip-swaying, cigarette-brandishing version of her Margo Channing,
just two years after Davis had created the character in 195's All About
Eve. But, of course, there were those who would have said that Davis
was in fact giving her own camp impression of Tallulah Bankhead in
that film." [15]

While the Davis-Bankhead rivalry and its possibilities would make for a
fascinating discrete discussion, let me note here, for our purposes, that clearly,
even by the early 1950s, Camp, specifically associated with gay male and/or drag
queen responses to the female star, was becoming a public, discursive practice. As
Pamela Robertson notes in her discussion of the development of Joan Crawford’s



Joan Crawford’s indelibly resistant heroine
Vienna in Johnny Guitar.

Davis’s legendary Margo Channing in All About
Eve, still telling us to fasten our seatbelts for the
bumpy night ahead.

The realism of Davis’s performance in Beyond
the Forest is almost entirely overlooked.

Camp-icon status in the context of her star vehicle Johnny Guitar, a famously
Freudian 1954 Western directed by Nicholas Ray, what helped to solidify
Crawford’s nascent status as Camp icon was her rivalry with the younger actress
Marilyn Monroe, coming into prominence at this time, and the release of pictures
in which Crawford was shown to be transforming from a “hardworking, self-made
star” into a “pathetic and lonely shrew whose career is her only fulfillment.”[16]

While comprehensively historicizing the development of Camp discourse far
exceeds the parameters of this essay, we can establish, along the lines of
Robertson’s analysis, that for Davis her biggest failure, Beyond, and biggest
success, All About Eve, directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz and an enormous
critical success that was seen as Davis’s spectacular come-back, each contributed
to her Camp status. Both films concern rivalry between an aging, powerful woman
and a younger (in Beyond, this rivalry occurs between Davis’s Rosa Moline and
her venomously contemptuous “Indian” maid, a relationship I discuss below), and
both are about the loneliness and anger of this woman, though in quite distinct
registers. If, as Robertson points out, the Camp icon is the female performer who
has been “recoded,” so that “her persona becomes that of an excessive grotesque
unsuited to the dominant ideology,” then Davis in Beyond has already begun her
transition to Camp.

One of the major points I want to make is that Camp discourse homogenizes the
works it enshrines, rendering them free of their particularities, idiosyncrasies,
discordances. The first point to make in our analysis of Davis and Camp is that, in
Beyond, the famous line that is so extravagantly parodied in both the stage and
film versions of Albee’s Woolf has a markedly different character in the film.
Davis delivers the line quietly, with an undercurrent of resignation. The line and
her delivery of it are very considered, even methodical, as is, actually, much of
Davis’s work here.

While both Vidor’s film and Davis’s performance in it are stylized and in some key
ways anti-mimetic, there is also a very determined insistence on cinematic
realism in the film. One of the major points I want to make is that Camp discourse
homogenizes the works it enshrines, rendering them free of their particularities,
idiosyncrasies, discordances. The first point to make in our analysis of Davis and
Camp is that, in Beyond, the famous line that is so extravagantly parodied in both
the stage and film versions of Albee’s Woolf has a markedly different character in
the film. Davis delivers the line quietly, with an undercurrent of resignation. The
line and her delivery of it are very considered, even methodical, as is, actually,
much of Davis’s work here.

The moments in which her femme fatale-masks slip and a demonic, hysterical
energy bursts through are the focus of the Camp appropriation of Davis’s
performance here and elsewhere. While her wild moments are not insignificant,
their relationship to the more measured aspects of the performance is lost, as is
the depth and precision of Davis’s work generally within Camp. This disjunction
between the reception of the film and what the film itself attempts to do is a wide,
fascinating gulf. The film itself forces us to question the validity of such culturally
freighted categories as “Camp classic.”

In Susan Sontag’s famous 1960s essay “Notes on Camp,” she influentially argued
that “Jewish moral seriousness and homosexual aestheticism and irony” are our
defining cultural sensibilities. Her essay remains a touchstone text, albeit one
often critiqued and challenged in current critical investigations of Camp.[17] For
Sontag, Camp is always “failed seriousness,” and she is careful throughout this



Contemporary audiences prefer the wild,
unhinged Davis.

Bette Davis in Hush, Hush Sweet Charlotte:
beyond Camp lies terror and loneliness.

essay to distance herself from any kind of cultural legitimation or endorsement of
Camp.

In his essay “Uses of Camp,” Andrew Ross provided a notable rebuttal to Sontag
in which he makes a case for the value of camp.[18] Ross specifically valorizes
Camp as a resistant queer mode. There are some inherent frustrations in this
valuation, however, chiefly that his surprisingly celebratory essay institutionalizes
a view of gay/queer appropriation of Classical Hollywood and other related
archives as consistently, irreducibly Camp gestures. Moreover, Camp becomes an
exchange object, a queer exoticism readily appropriable by mainstream and
heterosexual audiences.

Irreducibly Camp gestures: Davis and
Crawford in Baby Jane.

The tragic desperation in these
performances is not often recognized.

Critiquing Ross’s essay, Moe Meyer discusses the discursive sleight of hand
involved in the Pop/heterosexual appropriation of Camp discourse:

“Because the act of appropriation includes the erasure of the queer,
dominant (read Pop) formations of camp translate this activity into a
recognition that was once a homosexual discourse, but now refers,
more correctly, to the redistribution of objects plundered from the
‘dead’ queer’s estate. … Situating the queer’s signifying practices in the
historical past creates the impression that the objects of camp no
longer have owners and are up for grabs. … Thus instead of the
harmless reassignment of values to junk store items that Pop theorists
have convinced themselves is ‘camp,’ the actual maneuver conceals a
contemporaneous struggle over meanings and value production by
competing discourses.”

While in agreement with Meyer’s views of the covert politics of these cultural
maneuvers, I number these disturbing aspects of Camp discourse among those
inherent within the function and form of Camp discourse itself. Camp was once a
way for an oppressed minority to read against the grain of popular, heterosexist
culture, employing an array of cultivated defenses—wit, sophistication, taste,
irony, et al—as a form of counterattack. Inseparable from Camp discourse has
always been the sense of marginalization—it is the self-consciously minoritizing
stance of a minoritized group.

With all due consideration for the political urgency of Camp as well as for its
considerable usefulness as a means of gay/queer negotiation of a heterosexist
culture, a way of making humorous lemonade out of homophobia’s lemons, I also
think it has emerged as a fairly limiting and often vexing social, cultural,
intellectual, and personal position, when it is considered not just as a sensibility
but more dramatically as a repertoire of affects and attitudes toward the past, and
as such an attitude which has been so assimilated into cultural practice as to be, in



The anguish of betrayal, female disconnection,
and loneliness in Hush, Hush. Are there ways
other than Camp that such films can speak to
gay audiences?

John Epperson (a/k/a “Lypsinka”) and Charles
Busch, the star of Die Mommie Die!

The character actress Marjorie Bennett plays
Victor Buono’s mother in Baby Jane.

some ways, effectively “de-gayed.”

Many who have written on Camp have rightly pointed out its essential duality—
that it blends satire and, at times, mockery, with admiration and love. It would be
a mistake, then to pursue simplistic concepts of Camp and to treat it as purely a
mode of satire or parody. Watching, or rather, hearing the audio commentary on
the 2006 DVD edition of Robert Aldrich’s film What Ever Happened to Baby
Jane? (1962)—the Camp classic par excellence—by the authors, film historians,
and drag performers Charles Busch (the star of the 2003 Mark Rucker film Die
Mommie Die!) and film historian John Epperson (a/k/a “Lypsinka”), one
certainly gets a joyous and affirming sense of not only the fun but also the
thoughtful, analytical discretion possible in Camp appreciation. Particularly
salient to me are the commentators’ notes on the creativity and acting choices
made by the performers, Bette Davis in particular, but also Joan Crawford, Maidie
Norman (who plays the secluded sisters’ African American maid), and even the
unsung Australian character actress Marjorie Bennett (who plays Victor Buono’s
mother).

The problem, however, is that the Camp response, usually delivered in tribal and
collective settings such as revivals of older films, tends to be anything but
analytical, measured, thoughtful. Without putting too fine a point on it, there is a
sense of older films generally, but especially those starring “diva-gorgon” icons
like Davis and Crawford, as always already Camp.

I want to make it clear that I understand and appreciate the finer points of Camp,
its dual modes of satire and admiration, as exemplified by Busch and Epperson in
their commentary. Therefore, let me establish that what I oppose is uncritical
Camp, a species of a general contemptuousness, which expresses itself in the form
of derisive humor, toward the past that, as such, has a great deal to say about U.S.
attitudes regarding not only its own cultural history but that of cultural history,
generally.

I am well aware of how polemical this all sounds. While I want neither to be
hyperbolic nor insensitive, I do feel that it is of some urgency to point out that at
least one dimension of Camp—though only one—is its relation to the ways in
which cultural artifacts, earlier modes of representation and performance style,
previously held attitudes and associations, and earlier, no longer fashionable
genres are routinely treated as ephemeral, obsolete, and generally valueless.
Understanding the patterns and practices of the past takes time, discipline, and
sustained engagement. In ways far too complex to do justice to here, the failure or
the unwillingness to bring such tempered attitudes toward past forms of
representation must, on some level, relate to the hetero-reproductive capitalist
standards of our culture and their insistence on newness, progress, and futurity.
This is, of course, a bizarre wrinkle in a cultural practice historically associated
with homosexual subculture.

Any mention of these terms inevitably evokes Lee Edelman’s arguments in No
Future, which can be roughly summarized as a call to queers to embrace the
death-drive and to resist cultural directives that emphasize futurity.[20] My effort
here is not to pursue Edelman’s line of argument, but, rather, to open up a new
space in which the past, especially in its queer valences, can be experienced in



Mercedes McCambridge as Joan Carwford’s
arch-rival in Johnny Guitar: lesbian jouissance.

 

fresh and sympathetic terms. Along the lines of Pamela Robertson’s excellent
deconstruction of the Camp response to Joan Crawford in the Nicholas Ray
Western Johnny Guitar (1954), I want to acknowledge the Camp potentialities of
Davis in Beyond the Forest but, much more comprehensively, treat both as
significant to queer theory and feminism in ways that transcend or denature or at
least problematize the Camp response, which at its worst robs works of their
particularities and certainly of their political implications.

What I specifically wish to draw our attention to is the way in which Camp can
distort not just the texts we study but the means whereby we study them—our
reading itself. My goal in reading Beyond the Forest in non-Camp terms is to
attempt to understand it in ways that exceed or are not contained, and
constrained, by Camp response. My hope is that in doing so, I will also make
sense of Camp’s value as well as its place in the history of gay male fandom. My
discussion of Beyond the Forest will be oriented around the question of its value
for queer as well as feminist audiences.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Mock-biblical language to describe the
perfidious seductions of Rosa Moline.

Beyond the Forest: a queer-feminist reading

A title opens the film with suitably allegorical portentousness. Notably, this title
does not make specific reference to the heroine, Rosa Moline (though on first
glance it would appear to).

“This is the story of evil. Evil is headstrong—is puffed up. For our
soul's sake, it is salutary for us to view it in all its ugly nakedness
once in a while. Thus may we know how those who deliver
themselves over to it end up like the Scorpion, in a mad frenzy
stinging themselves to eternal death.”[21] [open endnotes in new
window]

Notably, this title does not make specific reference to the heroine, Rosa Moline
(though on first glance it would appear to).

The film then offers us shots of the setting, Loyalton, Wisconsin, a drab, dusty
saw-mill town, that emphasize its alien-landscape barrenness. Immediately, the
film suggests this mill town’s stifling atmosphere. We proceed, as if we have been
indicted for our transgressive thoughts, to a courthouse, where a murder trial is
being conducted. We see the audience, the jury, the judge. But we do not see the
person on trial—until Bette Davis as Rosa leaps up and proclaims her innocence.
As Rosa rises up, her figure, in a striking shot, bifurcates the frame. (The film was
shot by the great Robert Burks, a Hitchcock stalwart.) Rosa’s strident declaration
of her innocence—even though we know we can safely assume that she is
“guilty”—has the power to snap narrative back from a seemingly objective,
rational trajectory to a much more subjective one, Rosa’s experience of narrative.

Rosa Moline (Bette Davis) rises up in court
to protest her innocence at the film’s start.

Rosa’s husband is small-town Midwestern
doctor Lewis Moline (Joseph Cotten). Here
he negotiates for blood plasma for a dying
woman, ostensibly revealing his
selflessness.

Rosa’s husband is small-town Midwestern doctor Lewis Moline (Joseph Cotten).
The film efficiently contrasts Lewis and Rosa right from the start. He cuts his
leisure time with Rosa and their elderly friend Moose (Minor Watson) short in
order to tend to a dying woman who has just given birth, engaging in an
excruciating argument over money with the blood plasma-supplier, to whom the
doctor is in debt because he neither demands nor accepts payment for his
services. Only deepening his debt, Lewis pays for the plasma himself,



administering it to the dying woman and saving her life.

Rosa administers strong drink to Moose,
getting him drunk so that she head over to
the hunting lodge of Neil Latimer, a wealthy
Chicago industrialist and millionaire.

The kindly physician administers “warm
blood” to restore the life of his patient.

In contrast, Rosa administers strong drink to Moose, getting him drunk so that
she may escape his watchful guard and head over to the hunting lodge of Neil
Latimer, a wealthy Chicago industrialist and millionaire. Rosa’s manipulation of
Moose is doubly cruel, since he not only gets drunk but also becomes piercingly
self-recriminating, weeping as he blames himself for walking out on his family.
The self-sacrificing, kindly physician administers “warm blood” to restore the life
of his patient; Rosa, a raven-haired femme fatale, feeds poison to a vulnerable old



The femme fatale Rosa stops at nothing to get
what she wants, including murder.

Rosa’s lover Neil Latimer (David Brian) leers
down at her.

man. The good man denies his own happiness to help another; the femme fatale
injures others to ensure her own satisfaction. The film plays with the tropes of the
femme fatale, but ultimately produces, as I will show, a distinct figure whom I call
the Fury.

Another great shot of the film—the medium close-up of Rosa lying in wait for
Latimer, who discovers her, to his crudely titillated pleasure—deserves special
scrutiny. Of all the ways in which Vidor may have chosen physically to present
Rosa as an erotic visual subject, the manner he devises emphasizes the perversity
of the male gaze and of erotic excitement.

The great medium close-up of Rosa lying in
wait for Latimer, who discovers her, to his
crudely titillated pleasure.

In Billy Wilder’s 1944 Double Indemnity,
Barbara Stanwyck’s Phyllis Dietrichson
emerges from sunbathing in the first shot of
her in the film, which presents her as vertical
spectacle of female sexuality, to be
appraised from top to bottom.

In Billy Wilder’s 1944 Double Indemnity, Barbara Stanwyck’s Phyllis Dietrichson
emerges from sunbathing in the first shot of her in the film. Clad in a white robe,
Phyllis stands above the hapless insurance agent Walter Neff (Fred MacMurray).
We are invited to partake in his visual appraisal of her from a low angle
perspective, moving from top to bottom so that we see her body in full.

In contrast, Rosa is not conventionally presented a vertical spectacle of
femininity, standing up to be hungrily appraised from top to bottom by the
camera, Latimer, and us. As Vidor frames Rosa/Davis, she is supine, in a fixed,
stationary position. From this position, she imparts the sensation that only her
lips are moving even as her body remains tautly, tensely immobile.[22]

The famous film critic James Agee often expressed his fearful disdain of “Bette
Davisism.” No doubt Agee would have attributed the absolute absence of erotic
and sexual frisson in this would-be erotically charged scene to the miscasting of
Davis as a femme fatale. Yet this is, in my view, precisely the point. It is Vidor’s
use of Davis in such a role and his visual and thematic conceptualization of her
that make this shot and scene both so oddly powerful and resistant—the
deconstruction of the femme fatale’s ostensibly overpowering and irresistible
sexual allure.

While establishing and demonstrating Rosa’s sexual magnetism would appear to
be the point of this scene—certainly Latimer’s reaction shots would appear to
suggest so—the manner in which Davis is directed and filmed thwart these
apparent intentions. Her physical position; the cold, cryptic, Sphinxlike
expression on Davis’s face; and the harsh lighting all contribute to a tone that is
almost Kubrickian in its coldness. Far from erotic, the tone suggests the nadir of



eros. If Rosa is the object of the male gaze here, she is, pace Laura Mulvey, an
object that defies the gendered power structures of the gaze. Far from submitting
to Latimer’s look, she unflinchingly stares it down, hardly engulfed by but, rather,
exceeding it.

As Rosa proceeds to play pool, she and Latimer discuss their ostensibly torrid
passion. As Latimer—in dialog that no doubt provoked frowns in the Hays Office
—asks her if she enjoyed their last tryst, Rosa responds, “I’m back, aren’t I.”[23] I
have self-consciously omitted the question mark to reproduce Davis’s delivery of
Rosa’s response. Throughout, Davis’s performance is taut, fixed, the entire scene
affectless and mechanical. When Latimer takes Rosa in his arms, the screen
fading to black (the classical Hollywood signal that sex is imminent), it’s a cold
climax.

Both Rosa Moline and Phyllis Dietrichson are man-traps, icy, venomous, de-
eroticized femmes fatales who use their sexuality clinically. What distinguishes
Rosa, however, is that, while Phyllis plays Walter expertly, seducing him into
believing that she loves him in order to enlist his aid in the murder of her
husband, but having no intention of maintaining a relationship with him
afterward, in fact, plotting the entire time to allow Walter to take the sole blame
for the husband’s murder, Rosa never lies to the object of her adulterous ardor, at
least not in a Phyllis-like manner. Her honesty is, in my view, significant.

Phyllis Dietrichson (Barbara Stanwyck)
destroys Walter Neff (Fred MacMurray)
through skillful seduction in Double
Indemnity.

Rosa Moline honestly desires a life with her
lover.

Stanwyck’s Phyllis is pure unadulterated bleached-blonde evil, treated as a
conniving (and scintillating) succubus who eventually destroys the men on whom
she feeds. But Rosa does not appear to want to destroy Latimer; she genuinely
wants to escape her husband and become, instead. Latimer’s wife. She views
Latimer as a means of escape from domesticity. And it is her desire to escape
domesticity, figured in her husband’s devotion to the normative order, that is
presented as her chief interest.

The embodiment of stop-at-nothing, evil-for-evil’s sake mendacity, Phyllis is
driven by a homicidal impulse to destroy those in her way, a point emphasized in
the climax of the film, in which, in the neurotic manner typical of the femme
fatale, Phyllis can only feel love for Walter at the exact moment in which she has
fatally shot him (he does not die immediately but staggers to the office of his boss,
played by Edward G. Robinson, to offer his dying confession). Pragmatically and
rationally, Rosa wants to escape her stifling environment and suffocating
marriage and marry Latimer, whom she does not love but recognizes as a much
better match for her. It is the complexity of Rosa’s character and motivations that
makes her, in my view, a Fury rather than a femme fatale—a woman who on some
level has a kind of moral force and cause, however baroquely and poisonously she
wields this office.



In Possessed, Joan Crawford is not a femme
fatale, but, instead, the Fury, who enacts
retributive justice on men who wrong women.

The best-known female figure of classical Hollywood is, without question, the
femme fatale of film noir, whose spidery stratagems and coldhearted ambitions
animate many a darkened cinematic landscape. As I develop elsewhere, I argue
that another female figure, analogous to but also distinct from the femme fatale,
exists, one that I call the Fury. When the woman’s film cross-fertilizes with film
noir (The Letter, Leave Her to Heaven, Deception, Possessed, Flamingo Road) or
with the western (The Furies), an important figure emerges: the phallic, avenging
woman, a Fury who enacts retributive justice, primarily only on males, usually
figured as misogynistic, and sometimes as sexually nonnormative.

In Leave Her to Heaven, Gene Tierney is a
heartless femme fatale…

…who dispatches her male victims with
ease.

An exemplary instance of the Fury can be found in Possessed (Curtis Bernhardt,
1947), one of the high points of 1940s films and the exemplary fusion of the
woman’s film and film noir. Joan Crawford stars as Louise Howell, a woman
slowly going mad over her unrequited love for a man, David (Van Heflin), an
architect who has an affair with her but doesn’t love or want to marry her.
Learning that David and Carol, Louise’s stepdaughter, are to be married pushes
Louise to the breaking point. In one of the most memorable moments of genre
film, Louise kills David by shooting him, smiling as she pumps him full of bullets.
In her most radical deployment, the Fury explodes the confines of the femme
fatale, striking a blow against the rigid cultural and social constraints of gender
identity.[24]

In another great shot of the film, Rosa sweats on the porch in close-up as huge,
grimy, phallic mills belch smoke in the distance. “If I don’t get out of this town, I’ll
die,” she says, with infinite weariness. “If I don’t get out, I hope I die.” This line,
dramatically accentuated by Max Steiner’s agonizing, brooding score, acutely
summarizes the desperation of Rosa’s situation and her gargantuan desire for
escape. It also raises, again, the same question that the mystified Bette Davis
herself raised: why would anyone want to leave Joseph Cotten’s Doctor Moline?
He is kind, self-denying, compassionate…patient. Herein lies the audacity of
Beyond the Forest. Its villain is not Medusan Rosa, the farthest thing from a
Virgin Mary figure, but, instead, the Joseph-like husband.



Rosa desperately desires an escape from small-
town life to the Pleasure Dome of Chicago.

Rosa’s spends the money from her husband the
Doctor’s impecunious patients to get to Chicago.

“If I don’t get out of this town, I’ll die,” Rosa
says, with infinite weariness. “If I don’t get
out, I hope I die.”

The film’s villain is not Medusan Rosa, the
farthest thing from a Virgin Mary figure, but,
instead, the Joseph-like husband.

Rosa’s bad manners, lack of taste or tact, witchlike black mane, and the general
ugliness of her demeanor and person all distract us from the film’s unjudgmental
sympathy for and identification with her. To be sure, she is not a charmer. Yet her
desire for escape is powerfully evoked and made intensely palpable. If we think
about Rosa as a more sympathetic figure than she would immediately appear to
be, the tirelessly accommodating Lewis, conversely, comes to seem less attractive.

Indeed, upon deeper analysis, Lewis’s attitudes can be read as less than entirely
selfless and generous. His sympathies extend wholeheartedly to his patients, to
the mass-hordes of suffering townspeople. His ostensibly kindhearted patience
with hissing Rosa actually masks his opposition to her desires for escape or
enjoyment. Indeed, his opposition can be read as perversely staunch. He makes
no plans to take her to Chicago, the mythic metropolis of her dreamy desires.
Instead, he throws the money she has extracted from his patients in her face,
telling her that if she leaves he will never take her back. (She does; he does.)

The scene in which Lewis supplies the dying mother with plasma is highly
ambiguous in light of the film’s complicity with Rosa. As he saves the woman’s
life, he mellifluously informs her that she drinks in “warm, rich blood.” Perverse
though it will surely appear to some to argue along these lines, the film presents
Lewis as an inverted vampire, feeding his victim blood rather than feeding on
their own—a succubus of self-denial. In this way, he perfectly, appositely inverts
Rosa. With her ugly appearance and demeanor, Rosa is a bracing heroine who
seems like a monstrous villainess; with his kindly manner and benevolent aims,
Lewis is a tyrant who behaves like a saint. Though fully the reverse of selfishness-
espousing Howard Roark (Gary Cooper) in Vidor’s previous film, an adaptation of
Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead (1949)—another difficult film worthy of
reappraisal—Lewis is similarly intractable.

Emblematizing the case made for the Beauty of Selfishness by Rand’s novel,
Howard Roark despises charity, working for others, and, indeed, all communal
values; he insists that each man must work for himself alone, never doing
anything for anyone else. Lewis alternatively feels that his own life and needs
must be renounced in order to help others. But both men share an intense
personal vision that requires total commitment, from themselves and those
around them. Luckily, Howard finds Dominique Francon (Patricia Neal), who
could hardly be more compatible with his ideals; unluckily, Lewis must contend
with a wife who is his living antithesis.

Rosa’s eventual and abortive (in this film obsessed with abortion) escape to
Chicago constitutes the most daring section of the film and a striking critique of
patriarchal attitudes towards women in the postwar era. Her “shopping” trip—
really the chance to meet up with Latimer—to Chicago made possible through the
money from the Doctor’s impecunious patients, Rosa finally gets to go to the
Pleasure Dome. Once there, she stays in a hotel room and makes increasingly
desperate attempts to see Latimer, leaving endless messages at his office,
harassing his secretaries, waiting by the phone for his call, going to his office,



Few passages in classical Hollywood evoke a
deeper sense of modern urban anomie,
isolation, and despair than Rosa’s trip to
Chicago.

waiting for hours, only to be told that he left through his private exit.

Few passages in classical Hollywood evoke a deeper sense of modern urban
anomie, isolation, and despair. There are evocative shades here of Vidor’s
similarly themed great early work, The Crowd (1928). In her ungainly drab suit,
Rosa jarringly contrasts against the high-gloss fashions of 40s films. Davis plays
these scenes plainly and piercingly, never making a grab for our sympathies but,
instead, presenting Rosa in her increasing isolation and disappointment with an
extraordinary openness. (Completely overlooked when not parodied, this is one of
Davis’s most thoughtfully modulated performances.)

When Latimer finally makes contact with Rosa, picking her up in his limo, she
wears a more sexually provocative form-fitting black dress, which makes her look
like a Goth chick avant la lettre. Her vampiric look conforms to archetypal images
of the sexual succubus, the mythological female monster that drains men of their
vitality, and therefore of its modern incarnation the femme fatale.

But the film also illuminates the class barriers that separate Rosa from the
capitalist acquisition she fetishizes. Throughout the film, if Rosa has erotic urges,
they are directed towards material possessions, signs and markers of wealth and
pleasure. When Moose’s daughter (Ruth Roman) visits, improbably dressed in a
fur coat, Rosa surreptitiously tries it on, and throbs from the voltage of pleasure
wearing the fur gives her.

Rosa fetishizes objects, the acquisition of which Latimer can facilitate; naively,
she fetishizes Capitalist kitsch.[25] As Tomas Kulka writes,

“Capitalist kitsch, exemplified by advertising … uses class distinctions
and status symbols to create artificial needs and illusions to foster the
ideology of the consumer society.”[26]

Rosa both desires transgressively—objects rather than men—and enables her own
subjugation by her erotic relish for the markers of dominant culture and material
acquisition. She pines for her own reification.

Rosa longs for and schemes to get capital. Entertaining Moose’s daughter (Ruth
Roman).

Rosa fetishizes fur and other markers of The female masquerade: Rosa tries on



material wealth. another woman’s fur coat.

Informed in the limo by Latimer that he will be marrying a young woman
(realizing his own social-climbing ambitions), Rosa, devastated and angry, insists
that he let her out. She roams the streets, looking haggard and lost, telling herself
in voiceover “I’m Rosa Moline!” as if to remind herself of her own identity, which
the urban vortex threatens to consume. Then, “for refuge’s sake forlornly rushing
into peril” (to lift from Melville’s Moby Dick), Rosa ducks into a dive bar, sitting
down, probably hoping to order a drink to calm her nerves. The proprietor comes
over to her and, all but calling her a whore, tells her that she cannot stay in the
bar alone without an escort.

Denied refuge and respite, Rosa again walks the streets, soon accosted by a greasy
man who wants to lure her into sexual perdition. Vidor films the section as a
nightmare vision of urban alienation: Rosa is hopelessly dwarfed by powerful,
immense, mysterious forces. No less than Loyalton, Chicago traps Rosa. Vidor’s
vision is a powerful statement about female mobility and agency, or the lack
thereof, in the postwar United States. Denied any independence, denied a drink,



Rosa has a lot in common with King Vidor’s
other heroines who buck the system, such as
the Mestiza Pearl Chavez (Jennifer Jones) in
Duel in the Sun.

The infamous self-induced abortion.

Rosa is trapped within a rigidly maintained and sweepingly coherent patriarchal
order, spanning the rural and the urban. There is no place in this bleakly
denatured world, lightless, dark, and oppressive, for this un-reverenced Fury who
has clawed out from her earthly imprisonment.[27] The film reflects the new
desires of and opportunities for women during the WWII era, but more palpably,
apprehensively, and pessimistically prognosticates the redomesticization of
women in the 50s, while offering a vision of modern despair and aloneness.[28]

Loyalton, the milltown, seems arid and
desolate…

…but the big city of Rosa’s longed-for
escape, Chicago, is no less arid and soul-
crushing.

Defeated, Rosa returns to Loyalton, to Lewis, with whom she conceives a baby,
Lewis assuring her that being a mother will turn her into a real, fulfilled woman,
healing her damaged psyche and repairing her insufficiently realized gendered
identity. Davis, with amazing subtlety, conveys the sense that it is Rosa’s sense of
her own defeat that makes her acquiesce to normative domesticity and
reproductivity—with the faint hope that perhaps, in so conforming, she just might
actually be happier. With prescience, Beyond the Forest anticipates the era of
Betty Friedan’s The Feminine Mystique, the moment when modern women began
to question the desirability of inevitable marital and familial destinies.
Anticipating Adrienne Rich, Beyond the Forest critiques a culture of compulsory
heterosexuality.

The split second that Latimer, returning to Rosa, tells her that he now wants to
marry her, after all, Rosa instantly leaps at the chance. Many viewers will find
Rosa’s subsequent behavior revolting. In an infamous gesture, she successfully
aborts her fetus by jumping off a cliff, and murders Moose, who threatens to
divulge her secret plans to Lewis. But it is precisely the despicability of Rosa, her
moral questionability, that reveals the movie’s radical view towards patriarchy.

The film vividly suggests that a woman’s lack of desire for children, home, and
husband make her socially monstrous. Rosa is merely a more garish, heightened
version of any female—and, for that matter, male—who transgresses against
normative gendered and social codes. In that her violent stratagems and
machinations are linked specifically with her frustrations with compulsory gender
roles, Rosa is a deconstruction of the femme fatale, typically figured as an
embodiment of an archetypal evil that simply thrives, black widow spider-like, on
destroying the male, on the one hand, and a kind of essential and inscrutable
female neurosis, on the other hand.

The figure of Jenny (played by the Mexican-American actress Dona Drake), the
American Indian maid hired by Lewis, despised by Rosa, intensifies the film’s
argument about misogyny while providing a grim new version of the Demeter and
Persephone myth, in which symbolic mother and daughter remain locked in
enmity. Jenny, scowling and haughty, matches Rosa taunt for taunt, talon for
talon. Like Rosa, she sports a long black mane of hair and similar dark eye-liner.
Matched and mirrored, Rosa and Jenny engage in gendered, class, and race
warfare. The lack of empathy between them suggests that the erosion of bonds



The femme fatale is figured as anti-Child: The
miscarriage in Leave Her to Heaven.

Jennifer Jones and Joseph Cotten in Duel in the
Sun: Mulvey doesn’t explore the theme of race

between women derives from a culturally enforced misogyny then internalized by
women. But having this “Indian” woman resemble Rosa so closely also suggests
that the oppression of women cuts across all social lines and connections; despite
their lack of connection, they are similar in their lack of options, their
entrapment, their shackled sexuality.

The the American Indian maid Jenny, played
by the Mexican-American actress Dona
Drake).

Matched and mirrored, Rosa and Jenny
engage in gendered, class, and race
warfare.

Racism, narcissistic doubles, and female
sexuality.

A new servitude? Rosa exploits Jenny, but
Jenny ends up feeling compassion for her by
the end as she helps her escape Loyalton.

In her fascinating essay (though one wishes it were lengthier) “Afterthoughts on
‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’ inspired by King Vidor’s Duel in the Sun
(1946),” Laura Mulvey famously argued, revising Freud, that the female
spectator’s response to classical Hollywood cinema, organized around the male
gaze, is transvestic. She identifies with this male gaze, which activates for her a
nostalgic yearning for her own early stages of psychosexual development in which
she had full access to phallic sexuality, before the onset of the Oedipus complex
and its mythology of female castration.[29] The biggest lacuna in Mulvey’s
treatment of the film is that she ignores issues of race in an epic Western in which
the “half-breed” heroine played by Jennifer Jones is caught between two brothers,
one evil and carnal (played, against type, by Gregory Peck) and the other pious
and upstanding (Joseph Cotton). A great deal needs to be said about Vidor’s 1946
woman’s film-Western, but for our purposes what I wish to establish is that
Beyond the Forest extends this film’s interests in the race-related tensions of
femininity in the melodrama, which, as both Duel and Beyond evince, was able to
intersect with other genres, such as the Western and noir.

As Patricia White points out, the white actress comes to masquerade as the
woman of color within the film’s diegetic world. As Rosa Moline, Davis bears an
uncanny resemblance to her hostile Latina maid.” (Does her Indianness fall into a
continuum of “Latina” stereotypes? More work on this issue must be done, I
think.) White observes that this textual doubling culminates in the moment in
which Rosa masquerades as Jenny in order to escape from Loyalton at the end of
the film. White argues that Davis is either “unable or unwilling” to register this



in the female melodrama.

Lesbian discourse emerges in the film through
its narcissistic themes.

The American Medusa intersects with race and
lesbian discourses.

“expropriation” of a supporting female role subtly.

“That the masquerade involves an element of gender inversion
ironically makes visible the irreducible difference between women—
race, class, and power—that appears to give such doubling its
frisson.”[30]

I would argue that the narcissistic elements here — the doubling/ mirroring —
intensify the lesbian subtext in the women’s interactions. Moreover, the issue of
race, rendered visible in Jenny but also in Rosa-as-Jenny, amplifies the political
implications of Rosa’s rebellion. What the film suggests, in my view, is that the
woman who defies patriarchy, even if she is “white” and heterosexual, threatens
to align herself with a wide range of patriarchy’s enemies or undesirables—such as
sexual deviants, non-whites, and the working and lower classes. Clearly,
patriarchy is figured as the domain of the white father in such a reading. In
defying the white father-husband, Rosa promiscuously aligns herself with queer
and interracial desires as she threatens to cross class lines.

For these reasons, the last scene between Rosa and Jenny is especially interesting,
and, in my view, moving. Confined to her bed, recovering from her improvised
cliff-jumping abortion, and madly delusional, Rosa desperately attempts to get to
Chicago, where she believes Latimer awaits her. Despite their diabolical history of
enmity, Jenny appears genuinely concerned, for the first time, for Rosa’s well-
being. Rosa, for her part, continues to hurl abusive comments at Jenny, even as
she commands that her maid help her pack. Jenny’s compassion for Rosa in this
scene, and the fact that she does help her to leave, poignantly evinces Jenny’s
recognition of the legitimacy of Rosa’s desire for escape, a surprising feminine
empathy in this tough, unyielding film.

Rosa’s lack of empathy for Jenny opens up a different feminist dimension of the
film, which I will call Medusan discourse. In a variation on the theme of female-
as-Fury, Rosa is Medusan in her synthesis of female sexual power and the terror
of that power, culturally understood and registered. Freud famously interpreted
the Medusa myth as representative of male fears over female sexuality. In Freud’s
formulation, the head of the Medusa suggests the terror of accidentally viewing
the primal scene. In the iconography of the Medusa, he saw the representation of
the male child’s attendant revulsion—the writhing snakes being representations
of pubic hair and also compensatory substitutions for the castrated penis.[31]

Rosa and Jenny both wear the mark of Medusa: each has long, snaky hair (shades
of the snake-woman Sin in Milton’s Paradise Lost as well); always arguing, they
constantly hiss at each other. Rosa is clearly depicted as snakelike, in her
elemental fusion of sinfulness and sexuality (even if this sexuality is as cold as
ice). In the Ovidian version of the Medusa myth, Minerva takes out her rage
against brute male power—Neptune’s rape of a woman in Minerva’s temple—
upon the victim of that power, Medusa. Just as Minerva can exhibit no empathy
towards Medusa, scapegoating her as the site of sexual contagion, Rosa
incessantly berates Jenny, Jenny mocking her in turn.

Beyond the Forest’s innovative contribution to Medusan discourse is that it
locates both Minerva and Medusa as victims along different lines of the same
rigid, unyielding patriarchal system that constricts and categorizes both as
Medusan monsters. Though Rosa fails in her operatic attempt to catch the train to
Chicago (made all the more florid by Max Steiner’s riffs on “Chicago, Chicago”),
there is something resistant and moving in her ruthless determination to escape,
even if her attempt is a woefully unsuccessful one. Her corpse, discovered by
Lewis near the tracks, lies there like some penitent offering to the gods.

I understand Beyond the Forest as not only a feminist but a queer film, and a very
important one, in that it presents the harrowing personal costs of affronting our
heterosexist, capitalist culture, which demands conformity, compulsory



Rosa is a threat to patriarchal masculinity.

 

heterosexuality and reproductivity. Rosa Moline’s rage against normative
domesticity and motherhood makes her a queer threat to the ordered, normative
realm of Loyalton. By adamantly rejecting marriage and motherhood, Rosa comes
close to symbolizing a queer subjectivity.

As Cynthia Morrill writes,

“the framework of dominant representation prohibits the presence of
queer desire. Accordingly, queer desire can only become perceptible
by recognizing its proscription [.]”[33]

In a reading with relevance for the valences between the woman’s film and other
genres (Rosa Moline evokes the troubled and troubling women of horror films as
well as film noir), Morrill notes that the queer is “vampire-like,” casting no
reflection in the Pop mirror.

Morrill writes that we should question

“the Platonic interests in the ‘parameters of Being—the borders of life
and death,’ and more specifically, the divisions between the
reproductive as sign of the natural and the ‘non-reproductive’ as sign
of the unnatural, the uncanny, the undead. [In so doing we raze] the
hierarchy of Western culture binarisms which work to align Being, the
organic, living flesh, reproduction, and heterosexuality on the one side
(the side that reflects) and non-Being, the inorganic, dead flesh,
sterility, and homosexuality on the other (the uncanny side of
nonreflectiveness).”[33]

The film illuminates the ways in which the patriarchal, symbolic order relegates
the messiness of female fury, female ties, longing, and despair to the chthonic
recesses of “trash” culture. It also exposes the opprobrium engendered by gender
nonconformity. In her vampiric monstrousness, refusal to accommodate regimes
of normativity, indeed, her rapacious affront to them, Rosa refuses to conform to
the social expectations of women. In its insistence upon the vitality and the
legitimacy of non-Being, the film extrudes a queer sensibility, one that awaits a
fresh queer as well as feminist appropriation.
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Rosa Moline as an armed vision of female
dissent.

 

Camp and its discontents

Having attempted to demonstrate why I believe Beyond the Forest is
an important work, I want to return, in summation, to the question of
Camp as a mode of response that is specifically interpreted as a
historical and enduringly homosexual-gay-queer response.

Sontag has taken her lumps over the years for having diminished the
gay specificities of Camp. In her classic study of female impersonators,
Mother Camp, Esther Newton reported that one of her interviewees
railed against Sontag for having “almost edited homosexuals out of
camp,” a reaction that Newton also felt was justified.[34][open
endnotes in new window]

“He said Susan Sontag was wrong about camp’s being a
cult, and the moment it becomes a public cult, you watch
the queens stop it. Because if it becomes the squares, it
doesn’t belong to them any more. And what will be ‘camp
art,’ no queen will own. It’s like taking off the work clothes
and putting on the home clothes.”[35]

The “work clothes” are the straight culture that the queer person,
specified here as the queen, must accommodate each day at work, the
“home clothes” that queen’s authentic queer life. On some level, then,
Camp must remain authentically homosexually oriented lest a fatal
blur of work and home occur—if straight culture appropriates
queerness, there is no queerness left to provide compensatory succor, a
refuge, for the queer subject.

As Richard Dyer writes, Camp

“is profoundly denaturalizing. Far from expressing a sense
of what is natural, it constantly draws attention to the
artifices attendant on the construction of images of what is
natural. Camp, drag, and macho self-consciously play the
signs of gender, and it is in the play and exaggeration that
an alternative sexuality is implied—a sexuality, that is, that
recognizes itself as in a problematic relationship to the
conventional conflation of sexuality and gender.”[36]

Dyer makes one of the best cases I know of for the power and
usefulness of Camp and other modes of ironic queer style. Newton’s
interviewee poignantly establishes that Camp is a refuge from the
culture of heterosexist conformity. These and other accounts of Camp
signify its chief and most resonant value, its function as a mode of
resistance. The problem with Camp, as I see it, is that it has lost this
significance as it has become assimilated into the culture and then
transformed into a general cultural attitude—one of uncritical derision,



patronization, and also assumptions about the political and ideological
character of the past (along the lines of, “That was such a
sexist/homophobic/racist time, wasn’t it?”—the implication that our
own cultural era has liberated itself from these evils). For Camp to do
its most significant kind of work, it must be a critical intervention.

When Sikov, in his wonderful biography of Davis, talks about the
“essential truth of camp,” of course, I know what he means. But
Beyond the Forest isn't, in my view, about the essential truths of
Camp, but, instead, an unflinching examination of the effects of
gender, sexual, race, and class conformity on an intransigent,
passionate, willful, intelligent, and deeply frustrated female character.
To classify Vidor’s film as Camp classic is to ignore its much more
vexed and vexing preoccupations, in short, its power as a work of
resistant art.
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The Fountainhead is an important and daring female character whose
strength and tenacity are strikingly modern. The rapturously beautiful climax
of the film, in which Dominque ascends to the heavens on a sci-fi-high
skyscraper elevator, as Howard Roark looks down on her expectantly, would
be more beautiful still if the odious Roark were not present. But Roark is
presented in this climactic sequence as a kind of mythological/archetypal
shining, denatured image of modern manhood, and Vidor’s focus is on the
upwards flight of exhilarated Dominique, given rare female access to the
vaunted heights of Western sky-cult, rationalism, ambition, Apollonian
majesty. But the sci-fi quality of this climax—perhaps the only way to
transcend Rand’s tormentingly awful script and ideas—is crucial to the
depiction of Dominique’s triumphant ascension. Back on earth, a woman’s
access to flight, her ability to transcend the limits of the social order, look
much more like Rosa in the last moments of Beyond the Forest. Few U.S.
films of any era have so unflinchingly depicted the costs for women in
patriarchy of asserting their desires and claiming their own social agency.

33. Cynthia Morrill, “Revamping the Camp Sensibility: Queer Camp and dyke
noir,” Politics and Poetics of Camp, 110-129; quoted portions from pages 113-
115.

34.Newton, Mother Camp: Female Impersonators in America (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1972), 106n12. [return to page 4]

35. Ibid, 106.

36. Dyer, The Matter of Images: Essays on Representation (New York:
Routledge, 1993), 42.
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Images from The Lives of a Bengal Lancer

Mohammed Khan utters the threat, "We have
ways of making men talk."

Colonel Tom Stone commands the Lancers with
uncompromising rigidity.

Taken by Muslims: 
captivity narratives in 
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer 
and Prisoner of the Mountains

by Claudia Springer

The sinister line "We have ways of making men talk" was first spoken
on film by the Afghan warlord Mohammed Khan (Douglass Dumbrille)
addressing his three British captives in the 1935 Hollywood film The
Lives of a Bengal Lancer. And he certainly does have ways, including
inserting wooden slivers under their fingernails and lighting the slivers
on fire. This scenario—a Muslim captor threatening his non-Muslim
captives—belongs to a long literary and film tradition of constructing a
menacing Islamic world. For centuries, European writers projected
illicit behaviors onto the East, creating tantalizing stories while
upholding the notion of Western decency. Their tales fit the agenda of
colonialist expansion, as Britain and France sought to persuade the
world that their growing empires were bringing enlightenment to
barbaric regions of the world. Edward Saïd writes in his analysis of
Orientalism that the West constructed an image of a universal Arab
associated with "lechery or bloodthirsty dishonesty" who "appears as
an oversexed degenerate, capable, it is true, of cleverly devious
intrigues, but essentially sadistic, treacherous, low" (286-287). The
U.S. film industry appropriated these stereotypes with gusto and
applied them not only to Arabs but to Muslims in general.

Hollywood's longstanding association of Islamic cultures with sadism
and torture contributed to the U.S. public's disbelief at revelations in
2004 that the U.S. had abducted and tortured detainees in its war on
terror; movies had taught us that "they" abduct and torture, not "us."
No matter that torture figures prominently in U.S. history, as Chuck
Kleinhans explains:

“Torture is as American as the colonial New England witch
trials which used deliberate drowning (17th century
waterboarding) to reveal the Devil’s helpers. The United
States has a long history of using torture against some
enemy combatants and force, including torture and
murder, against civilian populations in a war zone. The
history of Native Americans, U.S. intervention and
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Lieutenants McGregor and Forsythe sneak into
Mohammed Khan's stronghold disguised as rug
merchants, but are soon recognized and taken
captive.

Tania Volkanskaya entices the Lancers,
preparing for Lieutenant Donald Stone's
abduction.

Guards restrain McGregor in preparation for
torture.

occupation in Central America and the Caribbean, and the
colonization of the Philippines provide many examples.”

However, access to information about U.S. use of torture had
previously been restricted, so that "never before have we seen the
dissemination of images from the torture chamber on such a scale as
the Abu Ghraib case" (Goldberg 10). Photographs from Iraq's Abu
Ghraib prison reversed the terms of Orientalist imagery and provoked
a reexamination of long-held Western beliefs about who tortures
whom. The photos of chained, naked, bloody, and terrified Iraqi
prisoners mocked by their U.S. captors evoke long-established film
depictions of Muslim captors threatening and torturing their Western
captives, images that have become so commonplace as to constitute
clichés.

An early example of Hollywood's foray into the Islamic world, The
Lives of a Bengal Lancer, is archetypal in its vilification of Muslims
and the central place it gives kidnapping and torture. Its colonialist
ideology serves as a perfect contrast to a film that critiques Orientalist
stereotypes, Prisoner of the Mountains, a Russian film from 1996
directed by Sergei Bodrov. Prisoner of the Mountains superficially
resembles conventional films about non-Muslims encountering
Muslims; it has a captivity narrative and the threat of torture, and
spectators are positioned as outsiders to a Muslim culture. But the film
marshals these tropes only to discount their relevance and reject
Orientalist assumptions.

The Lives of a Bengal Lancer sets the stage for Bodrov's alternative
vision. The film is about the adventures of the 41st Bengal Lancers, a
British cavalry unit stationed near Afghanistan on the northwest
border of India, which was still a British colony when the film was
made in 1935, produced by Paramount Pictures and directed by Henry
Hathaway. Its rousing support of English rule in India supports the
view that the most enthusiastic promoter of the British Empire has
always been Hollywood. In a pattern seen frequently in U.S. films, the
film's narrative is propelled by a family conflict. Having to join forces
against a Muslim enemy brings the Western family members together
and motivates their individual growth and respect for each other. A
recent example of this pattern is the film True Lies, directed by James
Cameron in 1994.

In The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, the dysfunctional family involves the
Lancers' no-nonsense commander, Colonel Tom Stone (Guy
Standing), and his estranged son, Lieutenant Donald Stone (Richard
Cromwell), who has just joined the regiment. The Colonel, who
abandoned his family years ago to devote himself to military service,
resents his son's presence and confines him to menial, humiliating
tasks with an iciness typical of his cold-blooded leadership style. When
young Donald Stone is taken captive by Mohammed Khan and carried



Two Lancers (McGregor and Forsythe) hunt wild
pigs with spears, an aspect of the film's stabbing
motif.

Donald Stone is disgraced after he divulges
military secrets under torture.

Gary Cooper brings erotic vulnerability to his

to a mountain fortress in Afghanistan, the Colonel refuses to send
rescue forces, even for his own son, because it would endanger the
regiment. Lieutenant Alan McGregor (Gary Cooper) is shocked by the
Colonel's callousness and sneaks out of camp with another lieutenant,
Forsythe (Franchot Tone). Together, disguised as rug merchants, they
enter Khan's stronghold where they are recognized, taken captive and,
along with Donald Stone, tortured.

There is a gradual build-up to the torture scene. Mohammed Khan,
who was educated at Oxford, speaks flawless English and has
impeccable manners, first treats his three captives to a sumptuous
meal and refers to them as his guests. Khan's cultured British façade is
consistent with Orientalist depictions of Eastern deviousness—he
passes as "civilized" to lure unsuspecting victims. Khan's duplicity is
shared by his slinky Russian accomplice, Tania Volkanskaya (Kathleen
Burke), whose seductive enticements were used to draw Donald Stone
out of the Lancers' camp. She and a group of women who perform a
sultry dance for the Lancers introduce a motif of dangerous sexuality
that culminates in the soldiers' torture.

In Khan's relationship with his prisoners, there is a sexual subtext of
domination and submission, consistent with the "fear of unrepressed
sexuality" and "primal fear of physical danger" typical of captivity
narratives, according to film scholar Barbara Mortimer (4). Khan
initially dominates his captives courteously as he tries to persuade
them over dinner to reveal the information he seeks, but the
lieutenants resist by verbally sparring with him. The dynamics change
when they enter the torture chamber, for here Khan resorts to coercion
and personally inserts the burning slivers under McGregor's
fingernails. It is a sexualized form of torture involving penetration and
violation, and McGregor must endure not only pain but also the
humiliation of this implied rape, which joins a motif of stabbing in the
film—the British are lancers, after all—seen earlier when Colonel Stone
led his soldiers in hunting wild pigs with spears. McGregor and
Forsythe withstand their torture without revealing what Khan wants to
know, but immature young Donald Stone returns to their cell and
admits that he talked. His torture and confession take place offscreen,
perhaps in deference to the Production Code but also because the film
chooses to impress upon us the image of a loyal British soldier
withstanding excruciating pain rather than the sight of a weak-willed
new recruit buckling under and disclosing valuable information.

Hollywood's linkage of torture and forbidden sex is apparent in the
film's treatment of Lieutenant McGregor, whose torture is the catalyst
for a series of shots that invite viewers to respond with equal parts
pleasure and horror. Although McGregor is stoic during the brief
torture sequence, the film lets us know that he has suffered by cutting
to his cell, where Khan's men drag and toss his slumped tortured body.
He tumbles down a short flight of steps and lies sprawled on his back
on the ground. Gary Cooper's iconic good looks momentarily halt the
narrative flow for a moment of spectacle, and the image recalls
tortured Biblical saints transported by agony and rapture in
Renaissance paintings. An association with post-coital fatigue is
reinforced by his provocatively unbuttoned white shirt, the glow
illuminating him from his cell's single window, his lanky but weakened
body, followed by a close-up of his exhausted face. Cooper fuses the



role as McGregor, who is softly lit and sprawled
on the floor of his cell after enduring torture.

Donald Stone kills Mohammed Khan by stabbing
him in the back.

Colonel Stone and his son Donald are
reconciled after Mohammed Khan's defeat.
Their stoic bearing and firm handshake
represent the solidity of the British Empire they
defend.

 

 

erotic vulnerability of this scene with his already-established battle-
ready toughness. This duality defines Gary Cooper's unique screen
persona, as Jeffrey A. Brown points out when he writes that from early
in his career, Cooper was cast in parts that conveyed "powerful
masculinity" and a "softened, more questioning, more vulnerable
persona created by simultaneously filming him as a sexually desirable
object" (201). Cooper, writes Brown, "was not exempt from lingering,
voyeuristic shots that focused on the attractiveness of his body" ( 202).

The scene underscores the fraught nature of representing torture and
its victims, for representation imposes its own dictates. Elizabeth
Swanson Goldberg argues in her book on human rights, gender, and
narrative that

"representations of torture in the realist mode may actually
do further violence to their material referents, the bodies
who have suffered torture or execution, by spectacularizing
them according to the requirements of genre or plot
device" (15-16).

As a 1930s Hollywood war film, The Lives of a Bengal Lancer uses
torture as a plot device to establish individual heroism in the face of a
hostile enemy. Torture's place in the narrative is therefore not just
ideological—projecting heinous qualities onto the Islamic world—but
also a generic convention, one that is heightened by the casting of Gary
Cooper who was "both the ideal pin-up and the ideal rugged man"
(Brown 209).

At the film's conclusion, Donald Stone has redeemed himself by killing
Mohammed Khan, he has been reconciled with his father, and Britain
has retained control over the region. The film's personal and political
stories converge. By the end it is clear that the saga of the Stone family
is a microcosm for the larger British national family, which must be
unified to defeat its enemies. Khan had been trying to forge a "hostile
coalition" of tribes to drive the British out of India, and his defeat
signals the triumph of British power and the reestablishment of the
colonial hierarchy. Khan's symbolic emasculation of the three
lieutenants is undone, and thanks in part to Lieutenant McGregor's
sacrificial death in battle, Britannia rules again as the film insists it
should.

The Lives of a Bengal Lancer takes the position that Indian people
have no claim to India because of their uncivilized ways, recalling the
English settlers' conviction in North America that Native Americans
had no right to the land because they were "savages" (Mortimer 13).
Colonel Stone, the film tell us admiringly, has the responsibility of
ensuring that "a handful of men" can continue to control "300 million
people." Ironically, though, the British engage in the same kinds of
strategies as the "barbaric" Khan; they too use disguises, and they
twice threaten captives with torture. Both times the prisoners confess
before the threats are carried out, and both times the British soldiers
find the threats amusing. How can the film propose that actions
undertaken by Muslims are barbarous while claiming that similar
actions are benign when engaged in by the British? On the one hand,
the film shirks the question by having the British avoid the need to
follow through on their threats. But on the other hand, the film



maintains that, unlike the rebellious Muslims, the British have
admirable motives, thereby justifying any actions they take, however
unsavory. For the film, the legitimacy of the British Empire is
unassailable and in that context even torture is considered justified.

Several recent U.S. films have raised questions about conventional
representations of captivity and torture in encounters between
Muslims and non-Muslims, most notably Three Kings (David O.
Russell, 1999) and Syriana (Stephen Gaghan, 2005), both of which
provide historical and political contexts for understanding relations
between the West and East. Neither of these films, however, is as
effective as Prisoner of the Mountains in systematically overturning
the basic dichotomy between "us" and "them," and neither of them
succeeds in so thoroughly repudiating clichéd torture imagery and the
idea of military glory.
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Images from Prisoner of the Mountains

The Russian Commander, surrounded by the
tools of his trade, expresses disdain for
Chechen Muslims.

Vanya (seated in the foreground) and Sacha,
held captive in a barn, ponder their fate.

Abdoul-Mourat intends to use his captives to
bargain for the release of his son from a Russian
prison.

Prisoner of the Mountains was inspired by a story written by Leo Tolstoy,
who was stationed in the Chechen Caucasus Mountains as a young soldier
during the Crimean War of the 1850s, a period in his life characterized by
contradictions. He sought military glory but also felt horror at the carnage
and futility of war, and his pleasure-seeking—he racked up gambling debts
and liaisons with women—was combined with lacerating self-
recrimination (Simmons). He grew to admire several Chechens, in
particular a gambling friend, despite his military mission to put down
Chechnya's resistance, and Chechen culture made a lasting impression on
him (Simmons 11). His story, titled "A Prisoner in the Caucasus," was
published in 1870 and is still widely read in Russia and often taught in
Russian schools. The film adaptation is updated and set in contemporary
Chechnya during the ongoing war between Russia and Islamic Chechen
separatists.[1] [open endnotes in new window] Unlike The Lives of a
Bengal Lancer, Prisoner of the Mountains evokes military occupation with
bitter irony. The Commander of the Russian forces occupying this
particular Chechen region, whose name is Maslov (Aleksei Zharkov), is a
glutton with a taste for good caviar and a disregard for justice and human
life. He symbolizes the Russian war machine spreading death through a
land the Russians have never understood—a point also made by Tolstoy's
story. When he gorges on caviar, his greed is a metaphor for Russia's
refusal to grant independence to Chechnya because its land is rich in
valuable oil. He believes firmly in his superiority over Chechen Muslims,
whom he dismisses as brutal and untrustworthy, evoking Orientalist
essentialism. "You can't trust anyone," he says, "not even the children."

This characterization is what the new young recruit Vanya (Sergei Bodrov,
Jr., the director's son) learns to reject during the course of the film after his
unit is ambushed by Chechen rebels and he is taken captive along with a
seasoned soldier named Sacha (Oleg Menshikov). Sacha, as cynical as
Vanya is gullible, tells his fellow captive that without a doubt his balls will
be cut off and he will be killed, evoking the fear of emasculation displayed
in The Lives of a Bengal Lancer. But Vanya learns that the truth is more
complicated and does not involve torture. It hinges on family, and the film
gives the captivity narrative's emphasis on family a new twist. In Prisoner
of the Mountains, it is not the captives who seek to unify their families, but
Abdoul-Mourat (Jemal Sikharulidze), the elderly Chechen man who holds
Vanya and Sacha prisoner in his barn. And it is the Russian army that
stands in the way.

Abdoul-Mourat wants to use his captives to bargain for the release of his
son from a Russian prison in a nearby town. His determination to bring his
son home is fierce, and he assumes that the Russians will be as fiercely
committed to regaining the two captive soldiers. When the Russian
Commander fails to comply (because he thinks that Chechens do not take
prisoners, they only kill), Abdoul-Mourat shifts his hopes to the young
men's families. He instructs his captives to write home and tell their
parents to travel to Chechnya and pressure the Commander to participate
in a prisoner exchange, a plan that fails because Sacha is an orphan, and
Vanya's mother (Valentina Fedotova) is unable to persuade the Russian



Dina is in the foreground while Vanya prepares
to give her a wooden bird he has built for her,
and Sacha smokes.

Abdoul-Mourat finds Vanya after Dina has
released him and, for her sake, he has refused
to flee.

Dina dances for Vanya, who is confined to the
pit beneath her.

Commander to swap prisoners. During a failed escape attempt, Sacha is
killed by Chechens in retaliation for his having killed a shepherd.

When news arrives that Abdoul-Mourat's son has also been killed while
trying to escape from the Russian prison, Abdoul-Mourat announces that
he must in turn kill Vanya, his sole remaining captive. He marches Vanya
into the mountains at gunpoint, and then, in an act of compassion, fires
into the air and tells him to keep walking. As he walks to freedom,
however, Vanya sees Russian helicopters on their way to attack the village.
He tries desperately and in vain to stop them because he no longer fears
the Chechens and in fact empathizes with them, most notably with Abdoul-
Mourat's 12-year-old daughter Dina (Susanna Mekhraliyeva). She had
initially hated him, saying that her father's captives had pigs' blood, but he
and she slowly learned to trust each other. She surreptitiously brought
Vanya food and he built a wooden bird for her. Later she released him with
a stolen key and urged him to run to safety. Her acquisition of sympathy
was matched by his, for he refused to flee because her father would never
forgive her.

In a voice-over postscript, Vanya tells us that he was reunited with his
mother, but the new family he says he had grown to love—the Chechen
villagers—are gone, and he tells us that although he wants to see them in
his dreams, they do not come to him. They were, he implies, annihilated by
the Russian military assault. This ending dramatically transforms the
typical Muslim captivity narrative, for Vanya has ceased to think in "us"
versus "them" terms. He values his captors' lives, as Abdoul-Mourat
apparently valued Vanya's when he let him go.

Prisoner of the Mountains does not simply reverse the terms of typical
Muslim captivity narratives and naively assert that all Russians are
destructive and all Chechens are kindhearted. Quite the contrary: there are
trigger-happy Chechens eager to kill the two captive soldiers, and a
Chechen man shoots his own son for the offense of working for the Russian
police. Their violence, though, is shown in the context of their motivations,
not as resulting from sadistic impulses. On the Russian side, even the
Commander seems to have a change of heart and indicates that he may be
ready to trade Abdoul-Mourat's son, an event that is foiled when the son
tries to escape and is shot. Rather than paint a simplistic picture, the film
suggests that empathy becomes possible when people learn about the
realities of others' lives.

In Vanya's friendship with Dina, we see the film reject Orientalist
divisiveness and replace it with what philosopher Martin Buber calls an "I
and thou" relationship based on nonjudgmental respect. Vanya and Dina
overcome inherited cultural myths that would make them enemies and
learn to perceive each other as individuals, not symbols. This is the type of
connection called for by Czech theorist Vilém Flusser, who critiques the
insularity of people who identify too strongly with their homelands—their
heimats—to the point that they reject foreigners and anyone with
unfamiliar customs. Flusser offers as a solution to intolerance the
condition of the migrant, a person who is not anchored to any one place
and who "carries in his unconscious bits and pieces of the mysteries of all
the heimats through which he has wandered" (14). The migrant, Flusser
writes, works on "the mystery of living together with others" and poses the
following challenge to all of us:



Dina's work includes threshing grain by driving
donkeys in a circle.

Abdoul-Mourat takes Vanya into the Caucasus
Mountains at gunpoint after vowing to kill him.

Vanya, released by Abdoul-Mourat, tries in vain
to stop a Russian bombing raid on the Chechen
villagers he has grown to love.

 

"how can I overcome the prejudices of the bits and pieces of
mysteries that reside within me, and how can I break through
the prejudices that are anchored in the mysteries of others, so
that together with them we may create something beautiful out
of something that is ugly?" (15).

Prisoner of the Mountains gives us a glimpse of two people—Vanya and
Dina—who break through prejudices and briefly create something
beautiful. Their friendship develops awkwardly and tentatively, initiated by
curiosity and followed by small acts of generosity, leading up to her secret
visits to the deep pit within which Vanya is chained after his failed attempt
to escape with Sacha. In addition to lowering bread and water to him on a
rope, Dina informs him of his fate, standing above him at the edge of the
pit: "My brother is dead. You have one more night to live." Her elevation
indicates her power over him, but their conversation reveals mutual
respect, she by acknowledging that he has a right to know what lies ahead,
and he by responding patiently. Their cultural differences are apparent,
because her idea of being helpful originates in her beliefs about the
afterlife, which are meaningless to him, but his responses, while indicating
his despair, avoid undermining her. She says, "Usually they throw the
enemies' bodies to the jackals. But I will bury yours." He asks her to bring
the key to release him. She says, "No. I will dig a wide grave for you. And
you will see the Angel of Death. I'll put my necklace in the grave as your
wedding gift. Maybe your soul will find a bride in heaven." He responds
with a gentle smile: "I don't think so."

Later, she does bring him the key to his leg shackle after finding it hidden
in a box while the film crosscuts to her father returning to the village with
his son's body in the back of a truck. Before she throws the key to Vanya,
she says to him, "Don't kill any more people, promise?" Her request
represents a significant shift away from her former acculturated hatred for
Russians as well as an attempt to break the cycle of revenge that has
trapped both sides in the conflict. She has learned through her friendship
with Vanya to respect life—everyone's life. Vanya responds in kind when he
refuses to leave in order to protect her from punishment. Her father,
Abdoul-Mourat, finds the two of them together at the edge of the pit and
sends her home after scolding her for being more concerned about Vanya
than about her own dead brother. But even Abdoul-Mourat—perhaps
following his daughter's example—rejects vengeance when he lets Vanya go
after marching him into the mountains.

Vanya's respect for Dina extends to the film's refusal to eroticize her. Even
when she dances for him, she is not objectified; her dance is grave and
earnest and shot from a respectful distance. She wears a headscarf and
boots and an ankle-length red dress with a dark jacket. Her dance is
accompanied by wailing diegetic music from a funeral procession winding
its way through the village. She and the other Chechen women—most of
them weather-beaten and wearing headscarves—are frequently seen at
work. It is their labor, not their sexuality, that defines them. Dina is seen
working with donkeys, preparing food, cleaning up, knitting—preparing for
life as a village woman—and she calmly explains her future to Vanya before



she dances for him. He asks her, "Did you get married yet?" She replies,
"No." He says, "I would marry you." She says, "We cannot get married. I
can get married next year. We marry early here." Later, when she returns
to the pit to tell Vanya that he has one more night to live, she is dressed
entirely in black to show that she is in mourning for her brother but also
suggesting that she is preparing to mourn for Vanya, taking on the role of
his widow although they have never even exchanged a kiss. She stands
above him in her black robe, embodying the Angel of Death as well as the
bride she speculates he might find in the afterlife. Their union is symbolic,
impossible in the world they inhabit but indicative of the connection they
have made.

The film also treats the Chechen landscape, customs, and music, all
initially strange and unfamiliar to the Russian captives, with respect.
Perched on rocky cliffs, the village is both precarious and solid, built of
stone to withstand the ferocious winds. A song sung by the village children
tells of the longevity of the Chechen culture and the inability of visitors to
tolerate the wind. The film was shot on location in the Russian Republic of
Dagestan, neighboring Chechnya, just twenty miles from where fighting
was taking place at the time. (Ironically and sadly, the region's harsh
conditions proved fatal for the actor Sergei Bodrov Jr. a few years later
when he returned to direct a film and was killed by an avalanche.) The
music, cinematography, and editing combine to emphasize endurance. But
it is all obliterated at the end with the offscreen Russian assault. Vanya's
inability to conjure up the villagers in his dreams symbolizes the military
attack's total erasure of their existence, eliminating their history along with
their future. Instead of exalting military might—as does The Lives of a
Bengal Lancer—the film raises questions about the morality of bombing
raids on civilian targets as a military strategy.

The final crucial element that sets this film apart is its slow, deliberate
pacing, counteracting the speed with which the Bengal Lancers engage in
their adventures. Unhurried panning shots linger over the mountains and
valleys and the village's worn cobblestone streets. It takes time to
overcome enmity, and Prisoner of the Mountains measures time very
slowly. Its choices provide a cinematic model for relinquishing
Hollywood's tired anti-Muslim clichés.[2]
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Notes
1. Several Russian films about the Chechen conflict have been made since
Prisoner of the Mountains, including Caucasian Roulette (Fyodor Popov,
2002), War (Aleksei Balabanov, 2005), 12 (Nikita Mikhalkov, 2007), and
Alexandra (Alexander Sokurov, 2009). [return to page 2 of essay]

2. This essay is dedicated to the memory of Barbara Mortimer (1960-2006).
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Artifacts of the Metropol: signs and billboards
tower over Ivan in the film’s opening scene.

The white convertible that catches Ivan’s
attention early in the film is one method of
signifying his desire for material wealth without
indicating why that wealth is so unreachable,
using legitimate, means to Ivan and others like
him.

A question of audience: 
revisiting Perry Henzell’s 
The Harder They Come

by Ulrick Casimir

Released in Jamaican theaters in 1972, just one decade after the island gained full
independence within the British Commonwealth, The Harder They Come is a low-
budget, locally-cast film based loosely on the life of Ivanhoe “Rhygin” Martin, a
1950s-era Jamaican gunman turned folk hero. Directed, produced, and co-written
by Jamaican native Perry Henzell, the movie stars reggae icon Jimmy Cliff, is set
mostly in the ghettoes and slums of Jamaica, and was the first chance for black
Jamaicans to see characters like themselves on film in central or starring roles.
U.S. critics commonly attribute the film’s international success to the combination
of a storyline whose main theme is rebellion and a soundtrack that provided
mainstream United States with its first taste of reggae, the musical descendant of
ska and rocksteady, respectively.[1][open endnotes in new window] Michael
Thelwell’s well-received novelization of the film, which was originally published in
1980, as well as the successful stage musical adaptation, which Henzell wrote and
which debuted at London’s Theatre Royal Stratford East in 2006 before traveling
to North America in 2009, attest to The Harder They Come’s continuing influence
and popularity.

The madness of Kingston. Carl Bradshaw, who (despite Prince Buster’s
prior experience on British television) is often
termed the only real professional actor in
The Harder They Come.

Whiteness at a cinematic remove: a scene More “artifacts of the Metropol”: here Ivan

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/CasimirHarderThCome/bio.html


Desperate for food, Ivan attempts to steal from
a market and is dissuaded by an armed
shopkeeper. This tense shot is the first
intimation of the black-on-black violence to
come.

from Sergio Corbucci’s 1966 “spaghetti”
western Django, as screened in the film for
an enthusiastic audience at the Rialto in
Kingston.

gets sprayed by a car while sleeping in a bus
stop. Note the advertisement on the side of
the stop.

Hilton, the record producer, makes his
entrance driving a white Mercedes
convertible that recalls the white Mustang
convertible that captured Ivan’s attention in
the film’s opening sequence.

Desperate to find legitimate work, Ivan visits
a wealthy part of town and begs for
employment, and change, from a housewife
(played by Beverly Anderson, soon to be
Beverly Manley).

Jamaica is the third largest island in a dappled, polyphonic region. Yet for a host
of reasons (which include the island’s presentation of itself to the outside world,
particularly foreign investors[2]), Jamaica continues to serve in the U.S. and
British popular imagination as a synecdoche for the entire English-speaking
Caribbean. Together with the film’s lasting status as cultural touchstone for an
entire generation, this suggests that nearly forty years after its original, domestic
release, The Harder They Come remains an avenue into the complicated and
sometimes convoluted relationship between Caribbean cultural products and the
foreign reception and use of them.

In this essay, I argue that The Harder They Come is a complex, ambivalent text
that deserves (yet rarely receives) what Edward Saïd once termed a contrapuntal
reading.[3] Such a reading would begin with the notion that this “uniquely
Jamaican” film from 1972 may in fact be a colonial, rather than a postcolonial,
text. The long-standing, well-documented, dialectical and recursive phenomenon
of Anglophone Caribbean artists attaining success at home by first achieving
renown abroad[4] suggests that The Harder They Come quite possibly owes much
of its stateside and lasting domestic success to its strategy of holding carefully
selected parts of the interior of Jamaica — effects but not their causes, the
debilitating poverty of ordinary black Jamaicans but not the reasons founding that
poverty — up for cinematic display. While the film permitted a “positive” viewing
experience for its black Jamaican audience, it also allowed for a “positive” viewing
experience for its predominantly white American and British audience by literally
omitting them from the text and obscuring the roles of race, international
relations, and foreign economic policy in determining Jamaica’s modern history.



Scenes from a dump: Ivan watches as other city
dwellers pick through rubbish for what they can
find.

Ivan leaving the dump.

While certain production-level decisions and aesthetic elements of the film
permitted its poor, black Jamaican audience negotiated readings of the text,
aspects of the film’s formal approach read contrapuntally, in conjunction with the
exclusion of whites from the film’s diegesis, reveal how The Harder They Come
also promoted dominant readings by audiences outside Jamaica, particularly
mostly white audiences in Britain and the U.S. The film’s gaze, in other words,
though seemingly Jamaican, only appears to originate solely from a position
within its subject matter.

The film’s dependence upon reggae is one of a number of thematic elements
indicating a deliberate attempt at a uniquely Jamaican representation of Jamaica.
Early in the introduction of Cut ‘N’ Mix, Dick Hebdige uses the term “two
Jamaicas” to illustrate the wide gap that has long existed between the racial and
socioeconomic realities of the island and the way that Jamaica is often perceived
by those beyond its shores, in particular people in Great Britain and the United
States.[5] For Hebdige (and others), reggae, which has morphed over time into a
blanket term for all of Jamaican popular music,[6] has helped make that gap clear,
publicizing the struggles of ordinary, black Jamaicans through lyrical explorations
of “poverty and inequality and black identity” that are couched in “highly
danceable rhythms”(22). The film’s emphasis on rebellion (which is both
understandable and revealing, given Jamaica’s history of rebellion and resistance,
in particular to black slavery) is also evident in the film’s soundtrack: Reggae itself
is shot through with rebellion, or resistance, and here I invoke “resistance”
specifically and deliberately according to Selwyn Cudjoe’s use and explication of
the term in his Resistance and Caribbean Literature. Leonard Barrett, in The
Rastafarians: The Dreadlocks of Jamaica, defines reggae as “a cultic expression
that is both entertaining, revolutionary, and filled with Rastafarian
symbolism”(x); reggae actually began as the music of Jamaicans who “rejected
most of what is considered Jamaican, even to the point of spurning Jamaican
nationality”(xiii).

Thus reggae itself is an ironic form of cultural resistance, and the musical form
owes much of its international popularity to a film that follows a character whose
actions occasionally qualify as socioeconomic resistance and always as political
resistance. If as Cudjoe (and others) argue resistance is central to the historical
and cultural development of the Caribbean as a region (and, by extension,
Jamaica as a country), then the placement and expression of this type of story
within and through this particular musical context, understood in conjunction
with the decision to set the film in Jamaica and cast local people and almost no
professional actors, would seem to intimate an effort at a uniquely Caribbean
motion picture, while reinforcing the notion that resistance itself is perhaps the
primary indicator of the uniquely Caribbean. Yet while trafficking in images and
sounds of “Jamaica” that, through the film’s success, came to comprise or
modulate a common perception of the country (and, by extension, the region), The
Harder They Come lays flat beneath the pressure of the essentialism Stephen
Slemon,[7] Jenny Sharpe,[8] and others have often warned is the dead end of the
false binary basic to the notion of “resistance” as the most prominent cultural
marker of a colonized people.

Third white convertible: Ivan begs for change
from the driver of a white convertible parked

And here Ivan is asked to leave by the white-
clad doorman of the hotel.



Ivan gives a well-dressed Elsa a ride on his bike
as a white Mercedes passes by.

outside of a hotel.

Continuing vehicular signification: Ivan’s
“automobile”/home in Preacher’s yard.

Preacher (Basil Keane) in his church, which
he intimates is actually administered from
the United States.

Good Ivan, bad timing: Ivan flirts with Elsa as
they sing in the choir near a watchful
Preacher.

The love scene between Ivan and Elsa,
shown intercut with the near-orgiastic choir
performance at Preacher’s church.

Henzell as a Jamaican was quite aware that the lives of ordinary, poor, black
Jamaicans had yet to be made central onscreen. In the director’s commentary
track of the 2000 Criterion DVD edition of The Harder They Come, Henzell
describes in vivid terms the release and delight he witnessed the night of the film’s
domestic premiere, at Jamaica’s overcrowded Carib Theater. Clearly the
filmmaker understood that his “home” audience yearned to see themselves at the
center of a major motion picture. My claim that the film’s gaze only appears to
originate solely from a position within its subject matter is not meant to slight
Henzell’s ability as a Jamaican filmmaker to provide passages through which
ordinary black Jamaicans could identify with the events and characters displayed
and developed onscreen. Setting aside Henzell’s nationality as well as his
familiarity with the film’s subject matter, it becomes problematic to read the
decision to emphasize the lives and bodies of black Jamaicans as chiefly
responsible for the omission of whites from the “uniquely Jamaican” diegesis of
The Harder They Come. It is also very difficult in this film to interpret that
omission separately from the presence of artifacts of the Metropol, which suggest
dominance without assigning it, and those disruptive formal elements that in this
film tend to make objects of its subject matter.

The role of form in the construction of film narrative is the basis of David
Bordwell’s constructivist account of film viewing, outlined in his Narration in the
Fiction Film. While many film scholars have offered often radically different (yet
equally valid approaches) to formal analysis,[9] Bordwell’s approach to narrative
in film is pertinent here because it is geared toward producing close readings
based primarily upon the interaction of formal elements to produce meaning.
What follows are short, Bordwellian readings of two sequences from The Harder
They Come that are meant to help separate those formal elements that work solely
to construct the film’s narrative from those that more clearly indicate the racial
messaging implicit in the film’s form. Both sequences indicate that the gaze of the
film clearly originates without, rather than within, its subject matter. But while the
first sequence demonstrates how that orientation often serves to draw and
establish racial and ethnic distinction, the second demonstrates that an external
orientation does not, by definition or necessity, lead to that kind of
differentiation.



Even more “artifacts of the Metropol”: a jealous
Preacher fishes through Ivan’s meager
belongings.

 

 

The first sequence (sequence A) starts immediately after the film’s opening
sequence, in which Ivan takes a bus from the country to Kingston. Here, Ivan
arrives in Kingston and immediately meets/is quickly the victim of a young, male
thief, who steals everything that Ivan brought with him from the country. The
sequence features four characters: Ivan, the young male thief, a man in a gray cap
and a black-and-white shirt, and an old, black, half-toothless man. Of the four
characters, only two, Ivan and the thief, have speaking parts. More importantly, of
the two “speechless” characters, note that only one, the man in the gray cap, is
anchored in any way, shape, or form to the events that take place in the clip.
Sequence A ends just as Ivan crosses the busy street in pursuit of the thief who has
just stolen his possessions.

Hilton in his studio with his assistant, played
by an uncredited actor who resembles famed
Chinese Jamaican record producer Leslie
Kong (Kong’s productions dominate the film’s
soundtrack).

Ivan uses the church (and Elsa) to warm up
for his session at Hilton’s

Black-on-black violence: Ivan and Longa
(Elijah Chambers) in the film’s first scene of
violence.

Eight strokes of the tamarind switch”: an
officer of the court shown briefly, moments
before Ivan is whipped for slicing Longa’s
face.

More black-on-black violence: Ivan is
whipped by a black officer of the law, for

Elsa (Janet Bartley) comforts Ivan after his
whipping.



knifing Longa.
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Sequence A opens with a partial shot of the front of a bus painted with red
and green stripes. Overburdened with bags and packages, wearing clothing
that immediately codes him as being from the country, Ivan walks around
the front of the bus and the camera pans with him, past the figures of
several male bystanders who stand in the foreground [figure 1].

Figure 1: opening shot of sequence A

Several shots later we are introduced to the man in the gray cap, who in a
medium, shallow shot stands before a set of vertical steel bars and a single
row of clipped hedges. The shots preceding this one combine with this
figure’s sightline to indicate that he is watching Ivan’s conversation with
the young male thief from across the busy street. Further evidence for this
occurs when the man with the gray cap reaches up with a level palm and
shades his eyes against the sun [figure 2].



Figure 2

Later, after a few animated exchanges between Ivan and the young thief (in
which Ivan is further coded as “country”), the thief looks off to the right of
the frame, yells, waves an arm … and we cut to a shot in which the camera’s
position is to the left and behind the thief, which allows us to look across
the street that he is facing. The camera then pans quickly to the left and
reveals that he is waving to the man in the gray cap, who then raises his
arms in a gesture indicating that he has no idea what this young man wants
with him [figure 3a and 3b].

Figures 3a and 3b

We cut again, this time to a shallow close up [figure 4] of the young man’s



profile, during which the thief intimates to Ivan that the man in the gray
cap owes him money.

Figure 4

Two edits later, we return to the continuation of the shot in figure 3; the
man in the gray cap continues to gesture that he cannot hear anything
above the noise of the traffic [figure 5a]. We then cut to a shot of Ivan as he
looks back from the man in the cap to the thief [figure 5b]. Note that at this
point, the man in the cap, despite the fact that he does not speak, is now
undeniably part of the diegesis.

Figures 5a and 5b



We then immediately cut to the continuation of the shot in figure 4, as the
thief motions at Ivan to cross the street and retrieve money from the man
in the gray cap [figure 6].

Figure 6

Cut again, this time to the continuation of the first shot in figure 5, as Ivan
walks away from the camera and heads across the street. Just as Ivan nears
the other side of the street, the thief pushes his cart out past the left side of
the frame [figure 7a]. A group of uniformed schoolchildren cross the frame
from left to right as the camera zooms slightly and tightens on Ivan and the
man in the cap, and Ivan explains that he has come over to retrieve the
young man’s money [figure 7b].

Figures 7a and 7b



The shot continues as the man in the cap waves his arms suggesting he has
no idea what is going on; his mouth moves as if he is saying something, but
he remains without a voice, as what he says is either unrecorded or
recorded too low to be intelligible. A bus (this one with white and green
horizontal stripes) passes between the subjects and the camera. We then
cut to a close up of Ivan and the man with the cap from roughly the same
angle as but a closer position than the shot in figure 7, as Ivan implores the
man in the cap to hand over the money [figure 8].

Figure 8

Six shots later, after Ivan notices that the thief has left and begins yelling
and chasing after him, occurs a close up [figure 9], the first shot of the old,
black, half-toothless man. In this shot, he is apparently mouthing words to
someone — or something — off to the left of the frame as Ivan speaks off-
screen. What this man says is either unrecorded or recorded too low to be
intelligible, making him the second character in this sequence who (quite
literally) speaks without the benefit of a voice. In fact, when his mouth
moves, it is Ivan’s exhortation for the return of his material possessions
that we hear.

Furthermore, the old man’s sightline is absolutely without reference; none
of the shots that proceed or follow this one work to establish this
character’s location or purpose in the scene. That his voice is unheard and
his sightline is so completely without anchor is striking, as it makes this
onscreen figure appear to be engaged with both everything and nothing in
particular.



Figure 9

Three shots later, we see the same old, black, half-toothless man first
revealed in the shot in figure 9; here, in figure 10, he moves left to right
across the frame and again mouths something that we cannot hear. His
sightline is once again left completely without anchor. A car horn sounds as
the old man’s face jerks across the frame, making this the second time that
any sound he makes gets covered up by someone or something off-screen.

Figure 10

The next shot [figure 11a] shows Ivan jumping back to avoid traffic as he
tries to cross the street to chase the thief who has run off with his
belongings. We then cut to a very brief close up [figure 11b] of the old, half-
toothless man; this time he mouths something to someone (or something)
at the right of the frame … but he is once again without a voice, and his
sightline remains without anchor, as the final two shots of the sequence
show Ivan crossing the street.



Figures 11a and 11b

Most of the formal elements that call attention to themselves in this
sequence (like the complex sightline matching that lasts much of the
sequence) would seem most immediately attributable to Kingston’s chaos
and Ivan’s naïveté and bewilderment. But this explanation becomes
problematic beginning with the shot in figure 9, which features an
unidentified character whose appearance could be argued as essentially
incidental were it not for his reappearance in the shots in figures 10 and
11b. These last two shots call attention to this character in a specific
fashion, suggesting by their very inclusion — and the fact that they show
the man speaking to someone we do not see, and looking at someone or
something that we cannot identify — that he either will reappear later or
currently figures into the narrative or theme of either the sequence or the
entire film.

Neither, however, is the case. Considered within the context of the
sequence or the entire film, this man’s appearance in these three shots is
baseline for display. He is in this sequence, in other words, simply to be
looked at and nothing else. Furthermore, and perhaps most strangely, the
formal “grammar” of this sequence makes it clear that this man who is here
to be looked at is not here to be observed by those around him. It is clear by
the end of the sequence that this old, black, toothless man, who is notably
without agency, who while in the film is so vividly disconnected from the
world of film, is included solely for the benefit of observers located outside
of the diegesis. In this instance, The Harder They Come most clearly
succeeds in making an object or “passive backdrop” (Callenbach 59) of its
subject matter, which is to say that here the film engages in and affirms the
very process that it tries so desperately to avoid.

The second sequence (sequence B) is in a way a counterpoint to the first. It
consists of one middling length take and begins shortly after Ivan avoids
capture at the motel by gunning down three police officers. As Ivan leaves
the motel in that scene, he encounters a drunk on his way home. The drunk
verbally expresses surprise at seeing Ivan running from the motel with a
gun and no pants (so even before sequence B, the film provides the drunk
with a voice). Two scenes later, we return for the second and last time to
the drunk. Here in sequence B, he is now home and in his underwear at the
bottom of what is revealed to be a staircase.



We cut to a close up [figure 12a] of the drunk wearing a hat and no shirt,
his head propped on one arm. The drunk appears weary and dejected. He
moves his mouth occasionally but says nothing audible; the impression is
of a man too inebriated to say anything and too familiar with the words he
hears to do aught but mock the abuse. A woman’s voice opens the sequence
and is the only audible, non-ambient sound it features. She is never
onscreen, but the first line she speaks, along with the camera’s slow zoom
out to reveal that the man sits at the bottom of a staircase, anchors her
position as being somewhere upstairs.

Figures 12a and 12b

Woman: What you doing down there so long, you thinking? You
mean you can’t think of a story to fool me with tonight? You go
and make up your story, man.

The man nods slowly, as if in silent agreement with the woman upstairs.

Woman: What a day when I catch you out and no story to help
you.

As the man rises, the camera zooms out and shows he is sitting at the
bottom of a staircase. He turns away from us, and as the woman delivers
the following line, he walks upstairs [figure 12b].



Woman: That is the day I’m waiting for.

At first glance, this single shot lasting roughly forty-five seconds might
seems to support the claim at the end of my analysis of sequence A.
Sequence B shows a man in a hat and situation closely matching those of
cartoonist Reg Smythe’s “lovable” lush Andy Capp. This is a drunk coming
home to a wife who has long since tired of him returning to her in such a
state. The drunk’s function within the film’s narrative is similar to the
function of that of the old, toothless man in sequence A: Both men are
minor characters who appear more than once, a pattern suggesting to the
viewer that they ought to be considered more than “passive backdrop.”

But sequence B features a scene that, though seemingly outside the
narrative and themes of the film as a whole, works without objectifying the
character onscreen because it presents a situation that does not necessarily
depend upon cultural difference for its import. In fact, the scene’s import
relies upon the trans-cultural phenomenon of men returning home drunk
to wives who are disgusted with their behavior. In other words, sequence B
depends upon the viewer identifying in some way with the character or
situation onscreen. In contrast, sequence A presents little if anything at all
that would catalyze or foster audience identification with the old, black,
half-toothless man onscreen. So although both scenes feature extra-
narrative characters who function primarily as artifacts, the man in
sequence B is there to remind us all of what we are, while the man in
sequence A is there to remind some of us precisely of what we are not.
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“The harder they come”: Ivan performs his “boss
tune” during the recording session at Hilton’s.

Although The Harder They Come has historically garnered almost unanimous
praise, shades of my concern began appearing in newspapers, magazines, and
journals soon after the film’s international debut. The July 14th, 1974 edition of
The New York Times includes Vincent Canby’s “Those Films Which Refuse to
Fade Away,” a survey of a few films whose cult followings had led to prolonged or
second or third runs at theaters, despite those films sometimes flopping badly
during an initial run. This appears near the end of Canby’s positive recapitulation
of Henzell’s feature:

"Although The Harder They Come takes place almost entirely in the
Jamaican’s Jamaica (there is only one short scene involving a resort
hotel), and although it is very careful not to portray whites as the
oppressors (we see only blacks ripping off blacks), it is a more
revolutionary black film than any number of U.S. efforts, including
Sweet Sweetback’s Baadassss Song." (Canby 235)

“The harder they fall”: Ivan realizes, and
gives in to, Hilton’s vertical command of the
music scene in Jamaica.

Hilton orders his assistant to release Ivan’s
tune but not to “push it,” given Ivan’s short-
lived resistance to Hilton’s total control.

An airplane, apparently bound for the States,
lands just long enough for the pilot to take on
his load of ganja.

Government forces destroy the ganja whose
trade they both sanction and regulate.

Ever more black-on-black violence: Ivan
shoots it out in his first escape from police
capture.

More “artifacts from the Metropol”: ironic
signage, since at the moment this shot
appears, Ivan is fleeing into the island (and



One of numerous signs Ivan leaves around
Kingston to build his infamy and taunt the police
who are chasing him.

not abroad) in his attempt to elude the
police.

Published in a 1975 edition of Jump Cut, Julianne Burton’s “The Harder They
Come: Cultural Colonialism and the American Dream” provides a largely positive
overview of the film, avowing that its criticism of postcolonial Jamaica lies in its
depiction of “Ivan’s separation from traditional life” and his community, as well
as the role of U.S. and European artifacts in his progression toward violence and
materialism (5). Yet Burton is also extremely careful to point out that her reading
of the film is predicated upon Henzell’s ability, as a white filmmaker, to speak or
stand in for his subject matter:

"The history of the filming, the intentions and background of the
filmmakers, the sources of financial backing, the social contexts within
which the film has been viewed and the audience response to it are all
questions directly related to my interpretation of the film. Such
information is, however, extremely difficult to find and may, in the
short run, tend to substantiate a much more pessimistic and negative
view of the film’s content. Perry Henzell is after all a son of Jamaica’s
white ruling class, though he perceives himself as much more closely
tied to the marginal milieu portrayed in the film." (7)

Published two years earlier, Ernest Callenbach’s brief review of the film in the
“Short Notice” section of Film Quarterly begins with an examination of how the



From the film’s only scene featuring the interior
of one of Jamaica’s many resorts.

Fourth white convertible: Ivan, who does not
know how to drive, steals this car from outside
the resort and takes it on a joyride.

Bosses collude: Hilton and Detective Ray Jones
(Winston Stona) confer over the music business
and the ganja trade, which they control,
respectively.

motion picture brings to the forefront “the black Caribbean, which has previously
only figured as a passive backdrop in James Bond pictures.” Callenbach then
matches attendant aspects of The Harder They Come to a summary of the “post”-
colonial state of the region, a summary organized around the (problematic) claim
that Jamaica, “being a large island and more directly in touch with American
black culture,” can serve as a model for the effects upon the region of both the
replacement of one monoculture (sugar) with another (tourism) as well as the
electronic importation (radio, television, etc.) of U.S. culture — especially the
elements of U.S. culture most closely representative of the tenets of capitalism.
This passage appears near the end of the review:

“Because [The Harder They Come’s] style is ordinary opaque
naturalism [...] the film can hide behind its surface realness: the
shanty towns, the lovely West Indian dialect [....] But it thus conceals
the deeper realities of Jamaican life: economic control by foreign
white corporations and managers, a classically neo-colonial pattern of
extractive industries. Perhaps as a consequence, it speaks dramatically
in terms that are fatalistic, romantic, and defeatist.” (Callenbach 60)

One very valid critique of Callenbach’s assessment is that it offers no specific
support for this assertion. But this may be due to that support being not terribly
difficult for the viewer to find. The Harder They Come features not a single white
major or minor character; the only whites in its diegesis proper are a handful of
tourists, who together populate conspicuously few frames. The whites who last
longest onscreen are notably (or ironically) filtered through the medium of film
itself — namely, the actors in Django, the “Spaghetti Western” playing in the
theater Ivan visits shortly after arriving in Kingston. Even more striking: Despite
the then-recent independence of Jamaica and the effects of a renewed emphasis
on tourism, “which brings in its train the identical social dislocations of the old
plantation system”(Callenbach, 59), not one conversation in this film — and for all
its action, this is a dialogue-rich film — is specifically of or directly concerns
whites. One way to process this is to think of it as an interesting twist on James
Snead’s influential concept of exclusionary emulation, which cites “omission” as
one method through which racial and ethnic assumptions function in film. But
where Snead’s deconstruction of the star text of Shirley Temple points to the
omission of blacks in her films as partial evidence of racial and ethnic politics
(“Shirley Temple”), the analysis in this essay suggests that the deliberate omission
of whites from The Harder They Come serves an analogous function.

Visually, aurally, and ideologically: Whites but not white artifacts, whiteness but
not its signs and symbols, are left out of the “uniquely Jamaican” diegesis of The
Harder They Come. This despite the region’s rich history of colonial occupation,
economic domination, and cultural imperialism, each of which are a function of
colonial domination, each of which are fundamental to the history of Jamaica,
and each of which, from the “colonial blitz” of the 18th and 19th centuries on
through the long-lasting hegemony of Hollywood, have been or continue to be
attenuated by the politics of race. In fact, the most significant references in The
Harder They Come to race or colorist attitudes come through two characters: the
light-skinned woman who shoos Ivan from her upscale house while he is
wandering Kingston, penniless and hungry; and Hilton, the record producer of
light complexion who in the end profits the most from Ivan’s crime spree. But
both are, again, effects and not causes; both suggest that skin color is a factor in
Ivan’s social mobility, but neither indicates how skin color came to be such a
determining factor. According to The Harder They Come, whiteness has not and
does not attenuate power and capital in Jamaican society, which is to say that it
cannot in any way be held culpable for the violence and penury represented
onscreen. Such is the supportive material the film freely provides for the
reviewer’s argument, as well as for my own.

Perhaps the twentieth time I screened The Harder They Come, I did so with my
mother, who was twenty and teaching grammar school in Dominica when the film



“The harder they fall”: Ivan notes his depleted
ammunition on the beach where he meets his
demise.

 

 

was first released in the Caribbean. I watched her watch the film and sing it from
memory, and I thought of how it must have felt back then, seeing this movie from
“home” at “home,” in a dark and crowded theater. What Henzell did was
extraordinary, and The Harder They Come is still the defining film of the
Caribbean because of him. But the years since 1972 have produced more ways of
understanding that what counts as “romantic” in the film’s content sometimes
translates to “voyeuristic” and “objectifying” in its formal aspects. Today, The
Harder They Come remains instructive because it provides a glimpse of the
Caribbean beyond the boundaries of its resorts. But it is a glimpse whose
incompleteness is just as instructive, because it illustrates the difficulties
filmmakers face when their subject matter is another race. And for those two
lessons, we should continue to thank Perry Henzell, now posthumously, for his
crowning achievement.
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Notes 
1. In “Sex, Race Commodity and Film Fetishism in The Harder They Come,"
Kenneth Harris states that “the film was in fact produced for the purpose of
selling records”(211).[return to page 1 of essay]

2. See Peter D. Fraser and Paul Hackett’s Caribbean Economic Handbook for
an overview of how various governments within the Caribbean attempt to
include the region in the “push” for globalization by essentially selling the
islands (i.e., their environment, people, and culture) to corporations looking
to globalize. For a more localized and “concrete” example, see Victoria
Marshall’s “Filmmaking in Jamaica ‘Likkle but Tallawah,’” which includes an
assessment of how the country’s attempts to draw foreign investors comes
into conflict with attempts to develop and foster a domestic film industry.

3. A contrapuntal reading of The Harder They Come would examine the film
as a product of social and cultural reality and question how the film might
indeed participate in the colonial process, even without realizing that it does.

4. Central as it is to the study of Caribbean cultural products, this rangy,
knotty problem has long been explored and in a number of ways. One
powerful example is Mervyn Morris’s 1967 article “Some West Indian
Problems of Audience.” There Morris quickly finds fault with both the
Caribbean reading audience (in particular members of the region’s middle
class), which Morris argues tends to be unsupportive of regional literary
efforts, and those authors who choose to become exiles and who, even when
they continue to write about the Caribbean, often write with a non-Caribbean
audience in mind. More recent (and nuanced) analyses include selections
from editor Humphrey A. Regis’s anthology Culture and Mass
Communication in the Caribbean: D. Elliott Parris’s “The Reexportation of
the Caribbean Literary Artist” and Bouziane Zaid’s “Bakhtin’s Dialogic Model
and Popular Music: Bob Marley and the Wailers as a Case Study” explore the
problem as it pertains to Anglophone Caribbean literature and reggae music,
respectively.

5. Labeling Jamaica’s perception of itself (as opposed to the “Jamaica of the
travel brochures”) as the “other Jamaica,” Hebdige avers that “anyone who
has listened to the lyrics of songs recorded by Jamaican reggae artists like
Jimmy Cliff or Bob Marley will already be familiar with this other
Jamaica”(21).

6. In Cut ‘N’ Mix, Hebdige assesses the different types of Jamaican popular
music, of which “reggae” is but one: “[…] ‘reggae’ referred to a particular



phase in Jamaican pop music. There were many other phases, other slightly
different rhythms before reggae, namely ska and rocksteady. And in recent
years there have been a number of shifts--a number of new rhythms. All of
these have been given names [...] by those closest to the Jamaican sound. But
‘reggae’ is the word that’s stuck as far as the wider public is concerned. It has
come to stand for virtually all forms of popular music in Jamaica”(45).

7. In “Unsettling the Empire: Resistance Theory for the Second World.”

8. In “Figures of Colonial Resistance.”

9. While Bordwell is well known for developing this approach, clear echoes of
it occur in the work of others. One example is cognitive theorist James
Peterson’s Dreams of Chaos, Visions of Order, in which Peterson relies upon
heuristics to account for strategies viewers use while “making sense” of U.S.
avant-garde cinema.
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In Moolaadé, Semebene depicts Collé as a
representative voice of the human rights
discourse brought to publicly educate
communities of the dangers of FGC.

Collé’s husband interprets the drum signals
announcing that the girls have run from their
cutting ceremony.

In Moolaadé Sembène’s desire to alter cultural
behaviors allows him to stage conversations,

At the global market: Ousmane
Sembène’s Moolaadé and the
economics of women’s rights

by Amy E. Borden

Following its 2004 release, Ousmane Sembène’s Moolaadé was
honored at European, African, and U.S. film festivals for its polemical
depiction of women refusing to continue the common practice of
female genital cutting (FGC) in traditional West African communities.
[1][open endnotes in new window] According to the World Health
Organization (WHO) an estimated 92 million Western and Northern
African girls ranging in age from infancy to puberty have undergone
one of the many procedures that comprise FGC.[2] In the film
Sembène provides a blueprint for grassroots human rights activism to
animate universal human rights conventions within a local context.
His dramatization of how an individual woman may resist the practice
of female genital cutting — “purification,” in the language of the film’s
Islamic village elders — provides a model for how West African social
activism may elevate women’s rights within traditionally male-centric
communities.

The human rights discourse that surrounds the film often comes extra-
diegetically, firmly rooted in the funding of the film, its reception in
first world film festivals, and its use as a tool by anti-FGC activists, as
well as diegetically in its narrative and staging. Analyzing its funding,
narrative form, and didactic nature will contribute to our
understanding the film as an explicitly staged lesson in social activism;
it is an unique text to examine critically to explore the cinematic forms
by which international values may be translated and enacted in local
communities. Set in a rural farming village in Burkina Faso, the film
revolves around the efforts of Collé Ardo Gallo Sy to protect a group of
girls who have fled the the community's FGC ceremony. The second
and favorite wife of the younger brother of one of the village elders,
Collé was “cut” when she was a girl and now refuses to have her own
daughter, Amsatou, purified according to the community's beliefs.
[3] Once the mother’s decision is made public in the community,
Amsatou is considered bilakora or “impure.” Collé’s own FGC
experience has created lifelong health difficulties for her, including
infections as a child and difficulty during Amsatou’s birth. Showing her
ragged cesarean scar to the village women who want their daughters to
undergo FGC, Collé reminds them that she nearly died during

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/bordenMoolade/bio.html


like the one pictured, which explain that uncut
women are good wives.

"You will hand him the welcoming water" —
Amastou prepares for Ibrahim’s arrival in
Moolaadé

The moolaadé is illustrated via a multicolored
rope extending across the entrance to Collé’s
family compound.

Semebene uses a close-up to dramatize the
scolding that Collé...

childbirth because of the lasting effects of the FGC procedure. The
visibility of the procedure remains marked by Collé’s scar, which
reminds the audience that the ceremony has physical consequences for
a woman’s health and affects her body for the remainder of her life.[4]

Her personal experience with FGC and decision to exempt her
daughter from the village practice frames the film when four young
girls seek Collé’s help after escaping the salindana — the group of
women responsible for cutting the young girls in the village. Collé
grants the girls sanctuary or moolaadé, which is represented for the
community by a multicolored rope tied across the open doorway
leading into her multigenerational family compound. The rope
demarcates a bound space in which the girls are safe — they cannot be
taken from the space nor can they leave until Collé utters “the word”
that breaks the moolaadé. A moolaadé both grants sanctuary and
levies a curse on those who violate its protection. According to village
tradition violating the moolaadé may result in death. In fact, adjacent
to the village mosque built 150 years prior, one of the three central
structures in the village is a large termite mound the community
considers to be the transfigured body of a former king who violated a
moolaadé. During the film these two structures act as reminders of
both the religious doctrine and community-driven cultural beliefs that
guide the village.

In film festivals in the developed world and urban cultural centers,
ranging from Cannes to New York to Toronto to Adelaide, Australia, to
Pittsburgh to FESPACO as well as in the film’s US and UK press books
Moolaadé is described as “a rousing polemic directed against the still
common African practice of female circumcision.”[5] The film’s non-
apologetic didactic structure and the extra-diegetic discourse it
inspired in both its programmed position in film festivals concerning
the rights of women and the reviews the film prompted harness its first
world reception to an ideal liberal political solution to the complex
tangle of universal and local approaches to human rights.[6] This
solution entails valuing directed proclamations of FGC as “mutilation”
and linking it to first world discourse concerning abortion.[7]

Rogaia Mustafa Abusharaf is one of several anthropologists and
activists who argue that naming FGC a “mutilation” carries with it
neocolonial connotations that ignore the ritualistic importance of the
practice, which “rests on an opulent repertoire of diverse cultural
themes regarding notions of femininity, beauty, tradition, gender,
sexuality, and religiosity.”[8] Isolating FGC as a misogynistic practice
that robs women of sexual pleasure, as activist Fran Hosken does in
her oft-cited Hosken Report, presumes that a woman’s control of her
body is the central issue, as in Western debates concerning the legality
of abortion which highlight the patriarchal authority exerted by
religious and cultural institutions that condemn the practice.
Abusharaf critiques Hosken’s essentializing and patronizing insistence
that a “lack of human compassion and vicious greed” perpetuates FGC
due to the male dominance exhibited in traditional societies.[9]

As Sembène develops a plot around this practice, the script pays
attention to the patriarchal structure of the local community, but it
also illustrates the interdependence between this structure, the women
of the community, and external organizations, such as the United



... receives from her husband for enacting the
moolaadé.

The public use of radios is vital for community
women to gain access to news and information.

Unlike the behavior of the wives in "Her Three
Days" or Xala, Collé’s husband’s first wife
supports Collé’s decisions to provide sanctuary
to the runaway girls.

Nations and the European Union. Sembène highlights the hypocrisy of
the local governing institutions, rather than, as Hosken asserts, the
inhumanity of their actors. By doing this, he demonstrates how
eliminating the practice is intertwined with education, particularly that
provided by mass media, and with the economic and political
opportunities available to women. Moolaadé demonstrates a critique
of the practice tied to the overall status of women within the
community’s public institutions. By focusing on Collé as the central
community activist, Sembène allows her to form a collective anti-FGC
group that challenges the authority of the community’s governing
elders, thereby letting the women collectively gain access to power
within the community’s political and juridical institutions.

Throughout most of the film Collé provides the force for change with
important support from her husband’s other wives, including her
husband’s elder wife. Collé begins as an individual actor, gains the
support of her sister wives, and by the end of the film has gained the
support of the mothers whose daughters originally fled the ceremony.
The film demonstrates in its trajectory how an individual may move
from a lone activist to a collective force able to confront male elders in
public. The narrative has a progression from individual to collective
and the scenes juxtapose domestic space and public space as both
imbued with political and juridical powers. With such a script,
Sembène concretizes the ways universal prescriptions for human rights
abuses may be enacted on a local stage. He does this by creating a film
that demonstrates how human rights discourse may be translated into
the vernacular of daily living via articulating local cultural customs,
media discourse, and support of western, democratic human rights
values as an accompaniment to economic opportunity.

As such, the film operates in a space bound on one side by first-world
human rights, proclaimed universal by the United Nations, and on the
other by grass roots activists, whose work confronts the realities of
local politics and economies rooted in the shifting terrain of Islamic
western African communities, which are often dominated by
patriarchal political institutions but which also rely on the village
women’s voluntary participation to function. As he does in his other
films and novels, Sembène uses characters read allegorically to locate a
balance between the universal and local. In this way Moolaadé is both
a tool used by anti-FGC activists and a reflection of the methods non-
governmental agencies (NGOs) currently use to foster changes to
women’s rights in local cultures.

In Moolaadé Sembène considers how women may effect change in
their communities and families if given access to the economic and
cultural power that had in previous generations been reserved for men.
Focusing on both Moolaadé’s narrative and its funding history, I argue
that Sembène uses a narrative form that features the development
from individual activist to collective force to depict the potentially
liberating force of internationally defined human rights in a West
African context when used by local activists. His depiction of women as
collective and individual forces for change touches on questions of the
libratory potential of capitalism and media as modernizing forces for a
contemporary generation of African community leaders.

The depiction of modern activism within the Islamic, West African



In this scene from Moolaadé, Sembène stages
Ibrahim’s return from France as a general
celebration and highlights the media technology
he brings with him.

Former UN peacekeeper and travelling
shopkeeper, Mercenaire arrives in the village.

Images of the salindina show the women as
members of the community ...

community depicted in the film is presented diegetically via the
narrative construction of the film’s main character, Collé, played by
renowned Malian women’s rights activist, Fatoumata Coulibaly. Collé
is constructed as an individual whose personal experiences offer an
interiorized psychological depiction and history of a woman now
advocating for cultural change; she uses her personal experiences to
change community practice and belief. In the script, Collé’s ability to
assert her personal experiences and values within the community may
best be understood as a staging of the drama of human rights activism.
In some ways, the character exemplifies ways in which contemporary
human rights declarations and proclamations issued by, for example,
the United Nations; additional NGOs, such as Tostan — a Senegalese
women’s rights NGO; and various African continental human rights
treaties, such as the African Banjul Charter, may be translated into
local action on the part of activists and grass-roots campaigns aimed at
ending FGC, and, by extension, advance West African women’s rights.
[10]

J. Hoberman describes the film as “diagrammatic” in its approach to
women’s rights in a review prior to the film’s New York theatrical run
(“Auteurs”). He particularly cites the rousing rally staged in front of
the community’s male elders at the end of the film where the majority
of the village women adopt Collé’s position against genital cutting. The
rally is staged and shot as a public performance; it mimics events
sponsored by anti-FGC NGO Tostan, which has held rallies celebrating
the decision by local women to end FGC in communities throughout
Senegal.[11] In the scene’s staging, the village elders occupy one third
of the on-screen space, the pro-Collé supporters another third, and the
salindana occupy the final third, eventually joining the community’s
women creating a division between the sexes in the blocking of the
sequence. The lesson of this rally is bolstered by a mother, Salba, who
holds her infant godchild in the air while chanting alongside the other
village women that this girl will not be “cut,” that no girls will ever be
“cut” again.

In addition to the film’s conclusion, Hoberman is perhaps more correct
in his reading than he imagined. As I will argue, the plot of Sembène’s
final feature film strongly resonates with articles inscribed in the 1948
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights as well as the
1980 establishment and 1993 strengthening of provisions for the rights
of women in the UN the Convention on the Elimination of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).[12] The entire premise of
the film — the right of protection or moolaadé — is specifically covered
in the UN Universal Human Rights Declaration as the right of seeking
and enjoying in other countries “asylum from persecution.”[13] If one
accepts the film’s central thesis that ritual “purification” is a form of
persecution, Collé is justified in creating a free space beyond the rules
confining conduct in the village (Moolaadé). The sanctuary she creates
via the moolaadé is akin to a nation-state with its distinct but
permeable boundary — members of the community may move between



... with their own cultural space to perform the
cutting.

Unlike Collé’s public rally, Sembène stages the
salindina’s appeal to the male village elders as
a private meeting between the two groups to
highlight an exclusionary political and cultural
hierarchy.

The salindina’s framed exclusion from Collé’s
compound is highlighted by the flatness of
Sembène’s image.

it and the village at large. They may not, however, remove the young
girls who have sought sanctuary from the space without Collé’s
permission. Much like a sovereign authority, it is only Collé’s “word”
that may release the girls from their protected space (Moolaadé).
Additionally, the space Collé creates emerges from a historical
tradition understood as juridical within the village because of its ability
to punish or allow clemency. This tradition is substantiated in the
community via the cultural memory marked in the village by the
termite mound.

Sembène’s career-long critique of nation as a corrupted patriarchal
institution that denies equal rights to women complicates the idea that
a sovereign space akin to a nation-state may provide safety. The fact,
then, that this asylum is enacted by and controlled by Collé, a woman,
is significant because it asserts the ability of women to claim sovereign
power from local, cultural traditions. Collé’s ability to provide asylum
and to assert that ability within the community may be seen as a
performance of the provision in the UN human rights’ declaration that
states, “Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life
of the community” and guarantees “the right to…security of
person.”[14] The fact that both the men and women of the community
respect the sanctity of the moolaadé regardless of the gender of its
enactor points to local cultural traditions on which activists may build
in the pursuit of women’s rights.

Anthropologist Ellen Gruenbaum describes how asylum has become an
effective means for women to remain in first world countries —
“Canada, Australia, Sweden, and others” to avoid FGC in their home
nation.[15] It is an increasingly useful tool for women to gain
protection for themselves and for parents to gain protection for their
female children. While limited, the practice has received a lot of press
coverage, particularly following Togo citizen Fauziya Kassindja’s and
Ghanian citizen Adelaide Abankwah’s applications for US asylum in
the late-1990s and Malian Aminata Diop’s application for asylum in
France in the early-1990s.[16] Citing the increased recognition of
cultural practices as a basis for asylum, Gruenbaum argues,

“The use of asylum provisions for cultural, rather than
strictly political, risks is a remarkable development, giving
new stature to the human rights of women and children to
be protected from the effects of their social and economic
disempowerment. The basis for such claims to asylum is
the 1951 UN Refugee Convention, on the grounds that these
women would be at risk of grievous harm in the forms of
FGM [female genital mutilation] if they were to return
home.” (217)

By enacting a local cultural custom to create an asylum within the
community, Collé effectively relocates an international anti-FGC
human rights tool at the local level. This staging allows Sembène to



In Moolaadé the supportive relationship
between the wives points to a community of
women working to press for cultural change.

Taken from the opening sequence of Moolaadé,
this image shows how Sembène uses an
overhead shot to introduce us to the village and
its rural rhythms.

Sembène marks the importance of self-
advocacy by repeatedly providing the young
girls with a voice. He also tugs on the viewer’s
sympathy’s with images such as this.

 

provide an argument for local change that does not draw directly on
the authority of the laws of other nations, as is the case with the
asylum cases mentioned previously, nor directly on international
conventions, such as the UN Refugee Convention Gruenbaum cites.
Sembène’s use of asylum as a juridical form of protection indirectly
draws from the discourse surrounding international efforts to end
FGC, yet forcefully argues for local, community-driven actions.

Considering relations between the local and international, I will
discuss how African activists against FGC have taken on the task of
facing cultural and religious traditions that uphold the practice, and
also examine how they use local traditions to resist FGC. I will also
make note of how New York University cultural anthropologist Sally
Engle Merry takes some of these issues of social change and traditional
values up on a more theoretical plane. In her 2006 study Human
Rights and Gender Violence Engle-Merry further complicates the
notion of the universal as an ethical and political category that takes as
its departure point a modernity rooted in colonialism. Using Engle
Merry’s and African activists’ writing, my discussion will consider how
Sembène’s film negotiates the twin discourses of international and
local human rights definitions diegetically and extra-diegetically via
the instructive nature of the narrative.
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In Black Girl, Diouana’s thoughts are nearly
exclusively expressed via voice over.

In this image and the previous from Black Girl,
Diouana is forced to act as the maid and cook
once her employers bring her to France.

Allowances not made: debt, dependence, 
and gender in Sembène’s oeuvre

Two weeks after Moolaadé premiered in competition at the 2004 Cannes
Film Festival, where it was awarded the festival’s un certain regard prize,
Sembène was awarded the United Nations Education, Scientific and
Cultural Organization’s Fellini Medal on May 28 in Barcelona. According to
the UNESCO website,

“the medal is awarded to directors and actors in recognition of
their contribution to the respect and promotion of cultural
diversity.”[17][open endnotes in new window]

Since the film stands firmly against the practice of female circumcision, no
matter how firmly based in tradition, the film’s didactic narrative only
arguably meets the criteria of respect for cultural diversity outlined by
UNESCO.

Writing the Islamic male elders of the village as one-dimensional
characters who seem to oppress their wives and daughters solely for the
sake of religious tradition and their own sexual desires and egos, Sembène
avoids staging a dialogue between the cultural factions advocating for and
against genital cutting. Furthermore, after seeking Collé’s protection we
hear each of the young girls explain why they resisted the purification
ceremony. This allows Sembène to give a voice and autonomy to the
affected girls and provides the audience with a counter argument to the
“purification” ceremony, parts of which are staged throughout the film
(Moolaadé). In contrast, the female elders of the salindana are practically
silent in the film — their major dialogue consists of threats to kidnap the
protected girls and plots to defeat Collé in her resistance.           

Perhaps any emphasis on the rights of the disadvantaged would meet with
the same opposition from traditional ways that depend on hierarchies.
However, by choosing not to display a dialogue between the two factions,
Sembène resists depicting contemporary modes of activism adopted by
such anti-FGC organizations as Tostan: these groups invite men and
women to learn about the effect of the practice on women’s rights and
health in an educational setting that does not immediately demand that
villagers abandon FGC (Ben-Ari 5). By filming a polemical engagement
with women’s rights rather than an evenhanded consideration of the
diverse economic and cultural traditions associated with the practice,
Sembène, in fact, continues his longstanding critique of patriarchy, and its
corresponding hypocrisy, in post-colonial political and family institutions.

Coming at the end of Sembène’s long career, the Fellini Medal award
announcement notes that the Senegalese director, the first Sub-Saharan
West African filmmaker to be awarded the medal, was chosen because his

“socially committed film-making has led him in the course of



Diouana’s soon-to-be mistress literally shops for
her future nanny in Black Girl.

In Black Girl Semebene accentuates Diouana’s
voicelessness in both his use of voice over and
in this scene where her employer writes a letter
home to Diouana’s family.

Diouana anticipates her coming journey to the
Cote d’Azur, imagining herself living as the
young French woman in the magazine.

his career to deal with such issues as the importance of
community, corruption, changes in family structure, women,
the lone citizen versus bureaucracy, poverty and
colonialism.”[18]

The UNESCO citation honors Sembène for his critiques of West African
postcolonial political and social structures as he questions the plausibility
of a functional, humane nation within the legacy of colonial rule. Often
driving this critique is Sembène’s skepticism of capitalism and his
insistence that moneyed interests drive the policies and values of nations
governed from a traditionally male-centric viewpoint. In most of his
writings and films, Sembène explores the corrupting force of capitalism,
especially when it reinforces lines of influence and power that continue
from a colonial past to the continued dominance of patriarchal power.

Calling attention to Sembène’s interest in women’s rights, Frederick Case
maintains,

“The major ideological principle that characterizes his work is
the recognition of the rights of women in society and the
affirmation of their economic, social, and cultural role in the
dynamic determination of the destinies of African people.”[19]

Throughout his career, Sembène periodically returns to questions
concerning women’s rights as inextricable with the rights of the formerly
colonized people. It is the theme with which he began his career in Black
Girl (1966).

Perhaps it’s my desire to tie beginnings to endings, but in Moolaadé I find
parallels with Black Girl, particularly in the centrality of the female
protagonist, Diouana; she’s endowed with a psychological depth
demonstrated via voice over and flashback. In Black Girl Diouana’s
thoughts are unable to be vocalized both because of the dominant French
discourse that defines the parameters of her entry into the Cote D’Azur
setting her employers have brought her to and because her position as
colonized maid, cook, and nanny overwhelms her ability to assert herself
within her employer’s world. Diouana’s thoughts are only provided in
voiceover narration and via flashbacks to her life in Dakar. Unlike Collé,
who forms a collective cultural and political force and who uses her past
experiences as a foundation from which to alter the village’s practice of
FGC, Diouana kills herself rather than continue to be alienated and abused
in a setting which does not welcome her as anything more than a worker.

Considering the two women, Collé’s ability to advocate for her daughter
and for the other daughters of the village in a way unavailable to Diouana
provides a tangible representation of the modernization of West African
women’s rights from colonial rule to contemporary national and
community rule. Although Collé is the second of three wives, the other
wives support and join her efforts as the film progresses. Furthermore,
while Collé’s husband is bullied to savagely beat her in front of the village



Diouana mourns her lost life and current reality
in Black Girl.

to extract the word that will lift the moolaadé, by the end of the film he
leaves his place with the male elders to support and join the community’s
women in their anti-FGC rally. In Moolaadé the juridical and cultural
power Collé is able to claim in her community to effect cultural change and
to assert control over herself and the village girls is markedly different from
the options available to the female characters that populate Sembène’s
earlier films and fiction.

In earlier films Sembene often uses women characters as allegorical
representations of the competing cultural and social experiences of the
immediate post-colonial nation state. As such, they are drawn as
dependent on their husbands and unable to effectively gain autonomy from
the values and mores that determine their subservient status. Marcia
Landy writes that via allegory Sembène emphasizes “the importance of the
link between history, politics, and culture.”[20] Both Landy and Philip
Rosen have noted how Sembène often uses allegory to address West
African postcolonial experiences. Rosen uses Fredric Jameson’s concept of
political allegory to consider how Sembène depicts the relationship
between the collective and the individual:

“The most direct proposal for understanding Sembène’s
representational strategies with respect to nationness,
therefore, would be to treat individual characters as narrative
agents that allegorize collective aspects of African life and
history….This allegorization involves a relation between the
private and the public: stories of individual characters or
configurations figure a broader public, collective context whose
signified is national.”[21]

While Collé should also be read as an allegorical representation of the
individual communities and African nations that may act to end the
practice of FGC, in his earlier films and fiction Sembène uses the
relationships between men and women to acknowledge that economic and
social viability is impossible for women whose sole source of income and
status emanates from their husbands. In his earlier films gender is not only
used allegorically; the portrayed inequality between men and women in
traditional, polygamous families also allows viewers to confront the
detrimental national and local effects of perpetuating conservative,
patriarchal forms of governance for both public and private institutions.
Sembène’s exploration of how women navigate within Western Africa as it
modernizes invites us to consider not capitalism itself as a governing
malaise, but the perverse combination of capitalism and traditional
patriarchy that perpetuate the subjugation of women in the name of
tradition.

This critique may be found in “Her Three Days,” a story set in a location
similar to that depicted in Moolaadé: a polygamous West African Islamic
community. Sembène uses the story to critique what he sees as the
inherent gender inequality of polygamy. Preparing for her three days with
her husband, Mustapha, Noumbe repeatedly places herself in debt at the
local marketplace in order to purchase meat and goods for a feast she
prepares hoping to entice her husband to spend more time with her now
that he has taken a fourth and younger wife. As seen by her husband, his
other wives, and the community, Noumbe is pitiable; she is unable to care
for herself — she eats ash mixed with water to supplement the medicine
she can no longer afford for her heart condition — or to entice her husband



Having been cheated of the money order sent
by his nephew in Mandabi, Ibrahim and his
wives confront their destitution.

Semebene emphasizes the pervasive corruption
the debt-cycle brings to a family in Mandabi.

to care for her and their children. When he does arrive, days late and
disdainful of her, she protects herself from allowing him to see her
disappointment and humiliation by being shrill and distant. Sembène’s
depiction of the cruelty of the marriage and the village’s view of it,
reinforces the infectious inhumanity of personal relationships which are
conceived of and exist in a system of gender inequality.

The sickly and dependent Noumbe both desires the attention and resources
her husband offers, while resenting and rebelling against his dismissive
treatment of her, yet she prepares for the mere possibility of his visit by
exacerbating her already tenuous economic status. Noumbe’s debt cycle
reminds the reader that the economic means needed to access goods are a
necessity for postcolonial communities. Access to the meat and goods
Noumbe desires to maintain her status in the eyes of the community also
maintains the illusion of her status for her husband. Via her debt cycle,
intractable poverty and lack of community respect, readers can see
Noumbe as an allegorical representation of the postcolonial nation state
that is economically and socially tied to the former colonizing power,
resulting in stasis and sickness, debt and dysfunction for the immediate
postcolonial generation. She is caught in a terrible cycle: her husband’s
disdain causes her anguish, but it is his presence, which she desires, that
she imagines will extinguish that anguish; in fact, it simply exacerbates it.

The relation between debt and access to postcolonial national institutions
is a central theme in Sembène’s work. It is one that takes a more
pronounced gendered character in later films like Faat Kine (2000) and
Moolaadé, in which female protagonists are able to assert independence
and agency in male-centric institutions. However, Sembène does not
reserve his critique of the debt cycle that capitalism perpetuates in the
developing world to a commentary on gender equality. He uses debt to
dramatize how colonial institutions and values perpetuate themselves
within contemporary capitalism. His use of markets and capital in his
earlier films illustrate how values are culturally inscribed by Western
capitalism, often in ways that perpetuate class hierarchies and gender
inequality. Since neoliberal market ideas dominate contemporary
capitalism, Sembene’s last films offer a perspective that is markedly
different from the depiction of postcolonial hypocrisy offered by earlier
films.

In Mandabi (1968) he highlights the corruption prescribed by capitalism
on postcolonial national institutions to show the intractability of the
colonizer/colonized debt cycle. Sada Niang describes the film in this way:

“A model of postcolonial double critique [that] swiftly moves
away from the Manichean dichotomy inherent in the nationalist
creed (us vs. them) to locate itself within an ideological space
bounded by ‘citizenship,’ legality, democratic entitlements and
traditional status in post-colonial Africa.”[22]

Adapted from Sembène’s novel of the same name, Mandabi’s plot revolves
around a money order — a mandabi — sent to Ibrahima, a rural patriarch,
from his nephew, Abdou, who works as a Parisian street cleaner. In his
attempts to cash the order, Ibrahima is confronted with national and
economic bureaucracies hostile to providing him access. As Sembène
describes this situation,

“He is caught in a situation that goes beyond him because he
has always thought that he was, as Ibrahima Jeng, a personality



Sembène’s use of superimposition provides the
audience with a visualization of Ibrahim’s
consciousness in Mandabi.

In Mandabi Ibrahim, pictured, must fight national
and local bureaucracy to cash his nephew’s
money order.

In Xala, Sembène indicts the corruption of
postcolonial self-rule for ignoring the public ...

in his own neighborhood where everybody knows him. But as
he goes out of his own traditional culture, he goes to a modem
culture where the identity card has nothing to do with internal
autonomy within a group where he was not an anonymous
person. Out of his culture, he becomes an anonymous
person.”[23]

As he will in Xala (1974), Sembène creates an urban environment
comprised of national and financial structures that are actively hostile to
allowing rural citizens access. Access is the purview of the financially elite
who demand fees and bribes from Ibrahima, ultimately causing him to owe
more than the money order is worth even before he is able to cash it. While
he is anonymous within the new nation’s urban modernity, Ibrahima’s
rural status as patriarch and recipient of the mandabi preserves his
identity. Traditional cultural positions preserve a male-centered worldview
as a form of protection from the anonymity post-colonial modernity
fosters.

In Moolaadé the themes of debt and capitalism are introduced early in the
film with the anticipated arrival of the king’s son, Ibrahim, who carries
with him the promise of money earned from his employment in Paris.
Through Ibrahim Sembène explores the politics of contemporary global
and local economies and its relationship to the recognition of a woman’s
right to control her body and to have access to a public forum to demand
rights. As he does in Mandabi, Sembène uses financial ties to a colonial
past to suggest that economic sustainably depends on international
capitalism to support the desire for consumption that modernization
brings to the village.

Called to pay his father and fiancée’s debts, Ibrahim lectures Mercenaire on
price gouging. To this the shopkeeper replies that the cost of convenience
and transportation make his stale bread and overpriced kettles a virtual
steal. This interaction, which notably occurs in French, highlights how the
village economy depends on the infusion of money from the European
Union, in this case, France, to pay for goods purchased on credit. Here the
village king’s purchasing power is intertwined with the ability of Ibrahim’s
fiancée, Collé’s daughter, to also purchase goods on credit from the village
market. The ability to participate in the local economy illustrates how a
form of equality may be achieved via economics.

While debt is used differently in Moolaadé than in “Her Three Days” and
Mandabi, in all three texts Sembène uses the themes of debt and
consumption to problematize the continued relationship between Africa
and Europe. In these works credit is nearly the only means by which the
economically disenfranchised may gain access to financial and national
institutions. In Mandabi this disenfranchisement is extended to Ibrahima’s
wives. At the beginning of the film they are shown lamenting the family’s
lack of food due to Ibrahim’s unemployment. As soon as they know about
the order, which they do before Ibrahim does, they see the means by which
they can feed their family and have credit extended from the community’s
shopkeeper to buy food. Sembène portrays this initial use of credit
sympathetically, but as the film continues the mere existence of the money
order creates an infectious desire for money and goods within the family’s
community. Ibrahima’s wives purchase goods on credit from a travelling
salesmen, promising payment from the money order, which the entire
village now knows about, and, later in the film, purchase bras from a
peddler who comes to the family home.



... and accepting the controlling financial
assistance ...

... of the former colonizer.

In what is otherwise a sympathetic depiction of women in the film,
Sembène points to the dependency created by unearned money by casting
Ibrahim’s wives as susceptible to the enticements of consumption on
credit. The debt cycle is portrayed in Mandabi, as it is in “Her Three Days,”
as a means of dependency and disenfranchisement. Astou, Abdou’s mother
and Ibrahima’s sister, is seen by the community’s men as unreasonably
incensed in her reaction to Ibrahim’s failure to cash the money order and
to have borrowed and spent more than its value in his attempts. At the end
of the film, referring both to her response to Ibrahim’s failure and
Ibrahim’s wives, a male villager laments, “May Allah protect us from
women’s domination.”[24] This sentiment is expressed nearly verbatim in
“Her Three Days.”

At the end of the story Sembène inserts mention of the nascent
organizational structures women are forming around the country when one
of Mustapha’s associates comments that the village women — “these
hussies” — think they are going to run the country now that they have
associations.[25] Similar to the way the male village elders pressure Collé’s
husband to assert his authority over Collé’s assertion of her autonomy via
the moolaadé she enacts, by drawing attention to women’s emerging
political access and the disdain this access elicits, Sembène is able to
highlight the entrenched gender inequality of postcolonial political and
economic institutions. This inequality carries on in Moolaadé with the
numerous remarks made by village elders — both male and female — that
an uncut girl, bilkora, will be unable to marry.

Discussing Sembène’s Xala, released the same year “Her Three Days” is
first published, Marcia Landy points out,

“The obsession with money and power surfaces as the primary
problem and the implicit alternative involves the eradication of
the conditions produced by capitalism, conditions which create
stark contrasts between rich and poor, men and women, and
blacks and whites, and now, in the neocolonial present, between
blacks and blacks” (32).

Read against the modern, tolerant masculinity that Ibrahim represents in
Moolaadé, in Xala Sembène address the intersection of colonial rule with a
form of masculinity defined via the accumulation of wealth and status. This
intersection is made apparent when cabinet minister and Chamber of
Commerce member El Hadji Abdou Kada’s is unable to perform sexually
on the occasion of his third marriage. He has been cursed with a xala — an
impotency curse levied on him by a traditional, rural community from
which he expropriated money meant to secure the community’s rice supply
for his own wedding ceremony.

The last two feature films Sembène made, the second and third of a trilogy
about women in twenty-first century West Africa that began with his 1999
short film L'heroisme au quotidien, continue his exploration of the
influence of capitalism in West Africa as a modernizing force. In both Faat
Kine and Moolaadé, Sembène shifts from a direct critique of the corrupting
influence of capitalism and its ability to retain colonial values that uphold
patriarchical social structures to an indirect critique by depicting how
women may gain social and economic independence by harnessing the
modernizing potential of capitalism embodied in middle-class business
ownership and in the proliferation of communication technology. Faat
Kine perhaps most dramatically draws on the modernizing power of



As in “Her Three Days,” in Xala Sembène uses
polygamy to illustrate gender inequality. Here El
Hadji’s first two wives attend his latest wedding.

At this wedding, El Hadji’s second wife removes
the wedding topper and removes the bride’s
veil, asserting her position within the wives’
hierarchy.

Sembène uses Xala to provide visibility to the
members of society left behind in the corrupt
transfer of power he assigns to the postcolonial
generation of leaders and businessmen.

 

capitalism when the stability and independence it may offer is provided to
an unmarried woman who is able to create a middle class life for herself,
two university-bound children, and her mother. Kine’s ownership and
management of a local gas station depends on her ability to navigate both
small-scale and institutional financial transactions. In one instance, she
refuses a customer’s payment in French francs and refuses the woman’s
subsequent offer of a bracelet as payment. Because she has created her own
middle class life by building herself from an unwed mother abused by her
rural, traditional father, Kine is able to navigate everyday financial
deceptions. She is the personification of a Western-defined striving
member of the middle class, complete with a beautiful home decorated
with a large painting of Nelson Mandela, a son who aspires to be the
nation’s president, and a daughter who desires to immigrate to Canada for
her university education.

As opposed to Ibrahima’s inability to navigate the bureaucracies of both the
post office and an urban bank in his quixotic attempts to cash his money
order, as an urban, middle class business owner Kine is familiar with the
practices of contemporary financial institutions. She refuses the terms of a
loan that would require her to use her home as collateral to fund her
daughter’s desire to attend university abroad. By claiming the loan terms
amount to usury, Kine avoids the debt cycle previous characters in
Sembène’s films and fiction so easily fall into; her middle class status
allows her to use savings to fund her daughter’s education ensuring her
autonomy and the future autonomy of her children. Instead her daughter
and son will attend the local, national university, paid for from Kine’s
savings. Considering Faat Kine within his depiction of women within the
post-colonial capitalism found in West Africa points us to the variations
within Sembène’s critique of global capital as an irrational force that allows
for modernization via similar values and inhumanity that marked colonial
rule.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Images from Moolaadé

The multi-colored rope demarcates the
sanctuary Collé grants the girls with her
moolaadé.

Salba presents her godchild as an emblem of
the women’s resolve to halt female genital
cutting.

The male village elders prepare to publically

Women’s rights and 
the markets that support them
In Moolaadé Sembène further contextualizes the politics of female
genital cutting by depicting aspects of neo-colonial and local markets
as the political means by which human rights enter into village life. He
recognizes the complexity and inextricability of the relation between
rights discourses and economic factors. In Moolaadé, the local market
is the site at which Sembène stages discussions and actions that
highlight the complex position held by liberal economies in the
developing world. Similar to Faat Kine, the film presents a view of
women’s rights as inherently tied to the market economies that fuel
global trade. This happens via the character of Mercenaire. He is the
conduit of material and information from the city, manufactured
clothes and plastic buckets, as well as radios and the batteries that
power them. As such, Mercenaire has the role of peddler as introducer
of modernity to rural people. This is an old theme that Sembène uses
to highlight the give and take these markets provide in this village in
Burkina Faso, which acts as an allegorical staging of the opening of
Africa to Western-defined human rights and the market conditions
cast as their preconditions.

Visually, the importance of markets and capital is emphasized in the
long tracking shot Sembène uses to begin Moolaadé. In it Mercenaire,
a former UN peacekeeping soldier stationed  in the Middle East and
now current proprietor of the village’s mobile market place, bicycles
into town as the children of the village follow him, pushing his cart as
he pulls it with his bicycle. He arrives to set up his shop. He is a near-
pied-piper for the village children as the film begins. It is primarily
around the character of Mercenaire that the film’s discourse on
economics revolves; he provides the goods the village men and women
purchase with a mix of cash and credit.

In this capacity he is the figure of the contemporary secular African
when viewed against the Muslim male elders of the village. Mercenaire
dresses in shorts and t-shirts to secularly and economically
differentiate him from the village men’s traditional flowing wide
sleeved grand boubou. Sembène matches his arrival in the film with
shots of the village’s domestic life — children playing and women
cleaning and attending to the community without the presence of any
of the village men. Disproportionate to that activity seen in the image,
the sound of babies cooing fills the soundtrack. The cries of the girls
seeking sanctuary interrupt the diagetic establishment of domestic life.
At this point the film shifts from establishing its domestic and market
spaces to transforming its domestic sphere into a political
sanctuary.           



hear the village women advocate against FGC.

The village’s confiscated radios are centrally
framed in the rally sequence.

Ibrahim uses new bank notes ...

... to pay both Amsatou's and his father’s debts
to Mercenaire.

It is also in woman’s a teasing conversation with Mercenaire at his
market stall that viewers are made aware that Amsatou is the fiancée of
the village king Doucourai’s wealthy Parisian-employed son, Ibrahim.
Her teasing of Mercenaire as a mercenary or “killer of women and
children who also does coup d'etats,” which Amsatou claims she
learned from the radio, characterizes how Mercenaire’s military past is
partially understood within the village. In a similar conversation
between Amsatou and Mercenaire later in the film, we learn that his
true past is that of United Nations’ peacekeeper and midlevel army
officer sacrificed for the profit of his superiors after he acted as a
whistleblower.

In fact, Mercenaire, the former junior military man and small-time
business owner — someone clearly influenced by practices of global
capital — is killed after he interferes with Collé’s public beating by her
husband. Read allegorically, the UN figure oversteps a local boundary
by interceding in a husband’s authority over his wife. Mercenaire
overwrites a traditional form of power and for this he is sacrificed. The
beating, however, is one of the factors that move nearly all of the
village women to accept Collé’s resistance to purification, effectively
opening the village to universal definitions of human rights. This
opening is signaled by Ibrahim’s decision to marry Amsatou and
accept the bilakora status of his new bride. The acceptance by the
future King of the village — born into one culture but able to profit
within another, in this case the former colonizer’s culture — suggests
that the inevitability of economic viability in West Africa rests with an
embrace of certain Western cultural values. This is not a stringent
assertion made by the film. It is an acknowledgement that the internal
struggles of women against practices of FGC in West Africa depend on
a space of market exchange.

Indeed, when the girls reach Collé and are granted sanctuary, she asks
where they got the idea that she would or could protect them. One girl
answers quite starkly that they “heard about Amsatou, who is not cut,
and her fiancé is in France and will bring a lot of money.” Much like a
portion of Moolaadé’s funding history, the West-African residents of
the film’s setting rely on money from France and an institution marked
by the United Nations to facilitate an equalization of political and
gender hierarchies. With both the king and Amsatou cast as
consumers, it is Ibrahim as the first-world representative who foots the
bill submitted to him from the former United Nations’ soldier, who
acts as the facilitator of the market’s ability to offer a form of equality
for both his father the king and his fiancée.

Ibrahim’s return to marry Amsatou and his decision at the end of the
film to marry her even though she is seen as “impure” by the village
elders, moves Sembène’s critique away from capitalism, per se, to an
old guard patriarchy that relies on that system to support a
disempowering male-centric form of government. Because it is
Mercenaire who will be killed for interfering with Collé’s whipping at
her husband’s hand, and it is he whom the village men see as
perverting their wives and daughters via the batteries he sells to power
their radios, it is in some ways ironic that Mercenaire’s interactions
with women at his market stall consistently evoke the label
“womanizer” by them. His outrageous flirting with them may make the
moniker a deserved one; it is part of his salesman patois. His



Mercenaire’s thriving market is a public meeting
spot for the community.

Collé asks the young girls why they fled the
“purification” ceremony. This exchange allows
Sembène to use closeups of the girls
addressing the camera to dispel some of the
myths about the practice.

To fight the spread of information and to counter
Collé’s anti-FGC advocacy, the men of the
village confiscate the communty’s radios.
Sembène provocatively frames the pile of radios
with the village mosque in the background.

“perversion,” as the men in the village come to understand it, rests in
his position as the economic conduit for information and as a
representative of trade and capital marked with a past affiliation with
the United Nations.

As in Faat Kine, at the end of his career Sembène’s Marxist-Leninist
critique of capitalism has shifted to a critique not of moneyed interests
but of the stasis these interests perpetuate when adopted and used by
the immediate post-colonial generation of men like Xala’s El Hajid
who became local and national leaders. Like Kine’s children Djep and
Aby in Faat Kine, Ibrahim and Amsatou represent a future where the
modernization fostered by global capitalism — including the creation
of a middle class — translate into middle class values of gender
equality.

Women’s rights and 
the media that support them

Perhaps more so than any of Sembène’s previous films, Moolaadé’s
didactic narrative translates universal human rights standards into
local, community-driven reforms. Moolaadé played in film festivals
across the African continent, including the Sixth Annual Dakar Film
Festival in December 2004[26]; the 26th Durban International Film
Festival in South Africa in June 2005; the 2005 FESPACO festival,
where it won a special health prize; and the 2006 Zimbabwean
International Film Festival, where Sembène won the Best Director
award two years after the film’s initial festival premier.[27] [open
endnotes in new window] Even with subsidies from Africa Cinemas, a
25-theatre group of cinemas subsidized by Europa Cinemas via the
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the European Commission to
increase theatrical African-film exhibition,[28] the film’s sole African
theatrical run occurred in South Africa in the late-summer of 2005.
[29]

Françoise Pfaff argues that Sembène’s films are not solely meant as
entertainment; rather,

“His films are primarily intended for African audiences for
whom they serve as a tool for progress through self-
examination.”[30]

Moolaadé epitomizes the didactic impulse of Sembène’s filmmaking.
In an interview Sembène explains that the film has become a
“reference tool” for educating communities in a “fight to eradicate”
FGC.[31] As such, according to Sembène,

“[the film] belongs to Africa now. And it must be used by
women who struggle… to eradicate circumcision”
(“Interview,” Making).

In fact, Sembène’s description of the film as a tool is exactly how it is



As the pile of radios grows it creates a third
structure laden with cultural importance.
Sembène uses the radios to iconographically
introduce UN Human Rights doctrine, including
the right to access media and information.

The men of the village burn the radios during
the anti-FGC rally.

Mercenaire arrives with the children ...

currently used. Since its release at least four different NGOs, including
both Tostan and a UK-based African diaspora NGO, Foundation For
Women's Health Research & Development (FORWARD), have used
the film as an anti-FGC activist’s tool. FORWARD launched the film’s
May 2005, UK premiere, sponsored screenings throughout the UK,
and in 2008 released an anti-FGC activists guide that works alongside
the film to incite conversation and debate for the men and women in
diasporic communities that practice FGC.[33]

In addition to the work FORWARD does in diasporic communities in
the UK, it also secured funding in 2005 to pursue an advocacy project
in Ethiopia, Sudan and Tanzania entitled “Advancing the Human
Rights of African Girls” that uses Moolaadé to “work on various forms
of gender based violence including FGM, child marriage, domestic
violence, marital rape among others using the film as an entry point”
(Trustees 10). While I have focused on the way the film treats FGC, it
also touches on these other issues via the public whipping Collé’s
husband unleashes on her and the fact that Ibrahim’s father and uncle
wish him to marry an eleven year-old cousin who has been cut rather
than the “impure” Amsatou. This prompts Mercenaire to repeatedly
accuse the three men of being “pedophiles.”

In January 2006, FORWARD partnered with the Inter African
Committee (IAC) and Strategic Initiative for Women in the Horn of
Africa (SIHA) to sponsor the launch of the film in Khartoum, Sudan,
which included “screenings held for Sudanese women’s rights
organizations… to prepare a platform for the film, gauging public
acceptance and assessing the extent to which organizations felt the film
was appropriate” (Trustees 34). SIHA also screened the film and held
discussions in a “number of locations” on the Horn of Africa, including
at its 2006 annual meeting in Hargeisa, Somaliland.[34] IAC
continued using the film in Sudan by incorporating it into a two-day
training forum for Imams in Alsalama.[35] This workshop dovetails
with the Committee’s three-year (2009-2012) plan to use media —
“Internet, the radio, television, newspapers, magazines, Folk dances,
Poetry, and age-group dramas” (sic) to raise anti-FGM awareness (21).
The hope is that “continual media publicity will further lead to
populations receiving positive reinforcement that will enable them to
stick to the decision to end these harmful practices” (21).

Moolaadé’s use by these international and national rights
organizations speaks to the particular power media has to spread
human rights’ awareness. This is a theme directly depicted in the film
and one that the film itself embodies in its own funding history and
existence as a media text. As media, Sembène’s production employed
local craftsman and was itself a tool of modernization that introduced a
communication infrastructure to the village in Burkina Faso in which it
was shot in 2002. Without a telephone or electricity Sembène explains,

“[the villagers] didn’t live as they did in the past but they
didn’t have the means of communication that we have
today” (“Interview,” Making).

Throughout the film Sembène repeatedly highlights the commensurate
importance of communication technology with local cultural and
religious traditions by framing the village mosque, the anthill that



... and unloads his market alone. In contrast, the
entire community greets Ibrahim, who ....

.... arrives with gifts for the village. His arrival
parallels and updates Mercenaire’s arrival seen
at the beginning of the film.

With his first-world money, Ibrahim is able to
update the village’s communications with his gift
of a television, seen here in the back of the
truck.

houses the cultural memory of the moolaadé, and the women’s
confiscated radios at the center of the village. Iconographically,
Sembène uses the anthill as both sovereign tomb and a symbol of the
sanctuary its history espouses in relation to the village mosque and the
current expression of Islam as a part of that history. Coupled in this
iconography is the image of the radios. Their prevalence in the film is
an evocation of the necessity of “freedom of expression and access to
news media” in the UN Human Rights Declaration.[36] The multiple
shots of the radios in the foreground with the anthill/tomb in the mid-
ground and the mosque in the background is a constant reminder
during the last third of the film of a further exchange, perhaps read as
an evolutionary process, into a technical space, of a modernity marked
by information and ones ability to access it.

The importance of this process is marked repeatedly during the film.
Echoing Mercenaire’s arrival into the village laden with the goods he
will sell, Ibrahim’s arrival is staged as an updated version of the first.
As opposed to Mercenaire’s bicycle, Ibrahim arrives in a small pickup
truck packed with goods, including a visibly new television that he will
present to his father later in the film. That gift will set the stage for the
son’s departure from his father’s position that the women’s radios in
the village must be confiscated. When Ibrahim desires to set up the
television,s he is told he cannot because the village media, in this case
radios, are being confiscated to help tamp down the rising concerns
about FGC. Cast with the women of the village by being denied his
access to media, Ibrahim asserts,

“Everywhere radios and television are parts of life. It is the
progress of the world.”

Sembène uses the market as both the means of access for resistance
and as the site of global suppression for the local economy. The
villagers purchase the batteries the local woman use to power their
radios at Mercenaire’s market. After her mother grants the girls
sanctuary, Amsatou’s first purchase at the market is bread, which is
cheaper than rice, and batteries, which power the village radios. These
radios — powered by the commerce directly benefitting a former UN
peacekeeper and African Union soldier — become the objects on which
the male village elders fixate when faced with resistance on the part of
the village women. They see the women’s access to media as
threatening because it is a path to the global world beyond the village.
In response, the village men collect and burn all of the women’s radios
to regain control over their actions and thoughts. Walking past the
humming pile of radios adjacent to the mosque and termite mound,
one woman voices this idea: “Our men want to lock up our minds”
(Moolaadé).

The great irony of the film is that the women gain just as much power
to resist FGC from local cultural practice — the ability to evoke
moolaadé or sanctuary — as they do from the media the men think is
their greatest threat. The radios, batteries, and neoliberal marketplace



Ibrahim argues with his uncle and father that
radio and television are the way of the world.

After the rally, Ibrahim and Amsatou represent a
modernized future for the village.

 

all wrapped within the marker of the universal standards of the United
Nations are driven from the village, yet Ibrahim remains, effectively
taking Mercenaire’s place as a provider of media with his insistence
that not only radio, but television will be present in the village’s life.
Sembène forcefully accentuates this development with the film’s final
shot: a match cut from the ostrich egg at the top of the mosque to a
television antenna.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Via a match cut, Sembène links the cultural
importance of the mosque for the community...

... with the modernizing importance offered by
access to media.

Molly Melching (left) founder and executive

A blueprint for human rights discourse

In addition to the way the film depicts how local activists may work on
a grass roots level, diegetically and extra-diegtically it is a blueprint for
local activists who not only wish to help educate communities but who
wish to fund and run a human rights NGO. From its funding to its
narrative, Moolaadé addresses the challenges of recognizing and
mediating human rights violations in African nations; as human rights
scholar Sally Engle Merry suggests, these challenges lie in the difficulty
in translating the UN Human Rights doctrine and the African Banjul
Charter into a vernacular implemented at local levels.[37] [open
endnotes in new window] In her work she outlines the conundrums
facing human rights activists who work to alter local behaviors in the
face of these problems. To conclude I am going to work through
Merry’s conundrums to draw together the diegetic and extradiegetic
means by which Sembène’s film functions as a blueprint and model for
anti-FGC activists.

Coupled with the local justice achieved in the film via the moolaadé,
the use of local customs and mores addresses Merry’s first and second
conundrums:

Human rights law is committed to setting universal standards
using legal rationality, yet this stance impedes adapting those
standards to the particulars of local context.
Human rights ideas are more readily adopted if they are
packaged in familiar terms, but they are more transformative if
they challenge existing assumptions about power and
relationships. (5)

Sembène’s translation from universal to local makes the adoption of
rights easier. It also allows for a more substantial transformation
because Collé’s actions challenge the power and authority of the village
elders patriarchical juridical system, overcoming its stringency by
accessing the community via a public rally. Collé and the village
women invite the elders to join them by making FGC a public issue.
Collé’s husband chooses to act first, followed by Ibrahim’s decision
during the rally to move away from the elders and to assert his own
autonomy. These acts challenge the community’s “existing
assumptions about power and relationships” in the way that the future
king and, to this point, the weakest member of the village elders assert
their authority (Merry 5). This lays the groundwork for future gender
equality. Ibrahim seals this transformation by proclaiming that he will
choose his own wife and allow the village to have access to media,
proclaiming, “the era of little tyrants is over — forever.”

The importance of media to the film’s narrative and Collé’s appeal to



director of Tostan, which means breakthrough in
Wolof.  Pictured with Oumy Sanokho and Alice
Werbel.

From a community rally sponsored by Tostan.
The emphasis on grass roots advocacy and
local cultural customs seen in Moolaadé is
echoed in Tostan’s anti-FGC work.

As Collé accomplishes in Moolaadé, women-led
and organized grass roots activism has led to
changes in cultural traditions in West Africa.

the moolaadé are two ways Sembène highlights the importance of
rights consciousness via both local cultural traditions and
national/international media access. Another narrative tactic is to have
the local women eschew generational and ideological divisions at the
end of the film to jointly demand that the female and male village
elders support halting the practice. Their collective demand to end the
cutting is particularly poignant because it is prompted in part by one
woman’s grief over her daughter’s death after she removed the girl
from Collé’s custody to undertake the purification ceremony. Diatou’s
young death coupled with the women’s joint reaction to the public
whipping inflicted on Collé by the village elders unifies the women of
the community in opposition to FGC in a public ceremony filled with
song and dance.[38] Much like the ceremonies Tostan sponsors, the
village women perform their right to protect their own children by
ending FGC in the village via a public performance filmed as an entry
into the pubic sphere of the village’s political and juridical institution.

At the end of the rally Ibrahim, the future king, supports the rights
demanded and performed by the village women when he reminds his
father and uncles that he will choose his own wife, rejecting their
choice of his eleven-year old cousin who was to replace Amsatou.
Sembène stages this interaction at the end of the rally as a culmination
of the women’s demands: Ibrahim moves away from the village elders
and walks toward the community’s women, following Collé’s husband
who had previously refused to “tame” his wife to put an end to her
demands and to silence her role as individual activist and organizer.
This movement to the local overcomes the impediment of universal
juridical institutions by adapting to local customs.

At no point in Moolaadé does anyone invoke national, international, or
pan-African laws protecting the rights of women. While Mercenaire is
identified by the villagers as a former UN peacekeeper and member of
the African Union’s peacekeeping force, he only allegorically
represents international NGOs or pan-African institutions. The
juridical system available to members of the community are only those
available locally; namely, the village elders who convene to hear the
salindina’s grievances concerning Collé’s moolaadé and who meet to
discuss her resistance among themselves. This absence calls attention
to non-local institutions lack of power to provide juridical support for
women who find themselves denied the rights offered them via
international and pan-national treaties or national laws. FGC is, in
fact, illegal in Burkina Faso, where the film is set, yet there is no
mention of a national juridical infrastructure available to provide Collé
and the girls she protects with protection and justice (Ben Ari 5).

This situation is not unusual in African nations like Burkina Faso and
Senegal where national law prohibits FGC (Ibid). Although the Banjul
Charter provides that “‘the state shall ensure the elimination of every
discrimination of women and also ensure the protection of the rights of
the woman and the child as stipulated in international declarations
and conventions,” Wolfgang Benedek, professor of international law,
contends, “little use has been made of this provision and its potential
by African women themselves, as there have hardly been any cases
brought to the Commission.”[39] Law scholar Henry Onoria suggests
that one reason behind the provision’s sparse use is that the
protections granted women are contextualized within the confines of



“My pride is in being able to say that this film,
Moolaadé, was born on the continent and from
the continent.” – Ousmane Sembène (pictured)

 

family and traditional values.[40]

By contextualizing women’s rights as part of the family unit, those
rights are specialized and separated from the idea of universally
granted human rights. Because women’s rights are specialized, they
are applicable only when recognized and advocated by “traditional
values” upheld by the state to support the “natural unit” of the family
(“African Banjul” 2). Cast like this, the right of a woman to control her
body, for example, is secondary to the state’s duty as “the custodian of
the morals and traditional values recognized by the community” (Ibid).
Trapped by such traditional practices as polygamy and FGC, an appeal
to women’s rights falls short of an appeal to human rights which are
not bound in the Charter by definitions of family or traditional values
— values, as in Moolaadé, often controlled by male-centric juridical
and political institutions.

Considering this history Moolaadé offers a local alternative to the pan-
African juridical approach suggested by the Charter.[41] Instead of the
appealing to universal definitions, the film locates a way to empower
the village women in their own cultural traditions and values. By using
the traditions of the village and accessing the historical memory of its
founding by calling forth a moolaadé from the tomb/anthill, Collé
invokes the privilege of a local institutional political apparatus by
tapping into a cultural history she actively works to supplant. This
empowerment allows the women to effect change in the village’s
political and juridical institutions. It is here at the most basic level that
the film demonstrates its work to translate the universal discourse of
human rights into the vernacular by employing local cultural practices
and legitimating the cultural change within local advocacy.

Diegetically and extra-digetically, Sembène’s didactic narrative is an
illustration of Engle-Merry’s fourth caveat:

“To promote individual rights-consciousness, institutions have to
implement rights effectively. However, if there is little rights
consciousness, there will be less pressure on institutions to take
rights seriously.” (5)

The majority of the film’s story is told via Collé’s attempts to convince
the other women in the village not to have their daughter’s purified,
rehearsing the reasons against the practice for members of both the
village and the wider audience screening the film. Her work in the film
gives voice to the young girls who initially flee the ceremony; her act of
defiance years before was remembered and re-enacted by these young
girls, effectively documenting how rights consciousness may be
employed at the local level. This consciousness is most spectacularly
celebrated at the end of the film with the rally staged by the village
women for an audience of village elders. At that rally, Ibrahim



demonstrates a generational power shift by reaffirming his
commitment to marry the “impure” Amsatou.

 “Rights consciousness” is certainly highlighted by the prevalence of
the radios in the community. This is particularly true because of the
way the film uses them as one of the focal points around which the
village women gather for both news and, after the radios have been
taken from them, as a symbolic measure of their lack of access to both
rights and information. Sembène often draws a direct connection
between resistance to FGC and media. When his elder brother
confronts Collé’s husband about Amsatou’s status he links the two:
“She [Amsatou] has to be purified. Collé’s radio should be confiscated.”

The film’s blueprint for activism is complete when Ibrahim, the
economic supporter of the village and hereditary future ruler of the
Elder’s Council, is motivated by Collé’s use of local, cultural tradition
to effect longstanding change, including the necessity for television
and media access in the village. The forms by which media transmit
images and ideas across cultures are at stake in the third of Merry’s
conundrums:

“To have local impact, human rights ideas need to be framed in
terms of local values and images, but in order to receive funding,
a wider audience, and international legitimacy, they have to be
framed in terms of transnational rights principles.” (5)

I have discussed the importance of the village’s access to media at
some length, so to conclude I will consider the second portion of
Merry’s formula; namely, that international legitimacy requires visible
transnational rights principles. This principle is especially applicable
to Moolaadé as an international release. The lack of an effective and
consistent human rights’ court system institutionalizes the difficulty of
a uniform system of justice and the ability for that system to act as an
effective venue in which to challenge human rights abuses on pan-
national and international levels — the very levels at which Sembène
was able to solicit funding.

As it has for nearly all of his films, Filmi Domireew, Sembène’s
production company, received funding from pan-African, international
NGO, and European funding sources. The extent to which the film is
entangled with European and human rights NGOs on a financial level
demonstrates how the interaction between Western definitions of
universal rights and local action touches extra-diegetically on the film’s
treatment of capitalism as a force that may transmit Western-defined
human rights.

Seeing the film’s position within a global discourse of human rights
necessitates an exploration of the film’s funding to appreciate both the
complex funding situation endemic to contemporary West African
cinema as well as the centrality of the film’s staging of the modernizing
potential of markets and media in its treatment of the complicated
international space of global and regional human rights discourse.
Because the film’s narrative is so concerned with market exchanges
and the function of distinct economies within the village — financial,
cultural, and gendered capital — the economic network that brings the
film to the screen is a vital microcosmic layer of the film’s story.



Coinciding with Moolaadé’s release, his receiving the award from
UNESCO highlights Sembène’s career-long depiction of the struggle
for women’s rights and discursively asserts the role of NGOs and the
United Nations as longtime financial supporters of Sembène’s films. In
the case of Moolaadé, the United Nations Development Assistance
Framework (UNDAF) for Senegal provided support for the film via
four United Nations organizations: UN Development Fund for Women
(UNIFEM), UN Population Fund (UNFPA), UN Development Fund
(UNDP), UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF). The WHO also contributed to
the film’s budget. Nowhere was I able to locate exactly how much
money these organizations contributed to the production, but the very
fact of their participation exists as a material bridge between the
current funding realities of African media and NGOs that use economic
support to act as stewards for human rights concerns within the Global
South.[42]

The subject matter of Moolaadé, the approach the film takes to its
subject, and the resources needed to fund the film emerge from the
same global space. In addition to NGO participation, economically and
physically Moolaadé is a transnational West-African/European co-
production. Its principle filming and post-production occurred in 2002
in Djerisso, Burkina Faso and Morocco and its funding was from
international NGOs, EU arts subsidies, and African national
production companies, so it works amidst a global space of cultural
diversity often economically tied to former colonial powers.

In terms of its production, the film is a predominately West African
concern. Sembène himself suggests as much when he proclaims:

“My pride is in being able to say that this film, Moolaadé,
was born on the continent and from the continent. That is
my personal pride. Maybe I will be able to show African
filmmakers, the younger ones, that we can create
everything we need within the continent.”[43]

Recognizing the bravado of a filmmaker, especially one working within
a structurally underdeveloped national and spotty pan-national
cinematic production space, the funding sources for the film
complicate this proclamation while acknowledging the universal-to-
local translation the film provides within in its narrative.

The Pan-African economic component of Moolaadé exists among the
co-producers of the project, although even these have ties to the
European Union. One producer, Direction de la Cinématographie
Nationale (Burkina Faso), is arguably the most established West
African national production fund with contributions to over forty
feature films.[44] Another, Cinétéléfilms (Tunisia), is a private
production company established in 1983 that provides training courses
to young filmmakers and production financing; although, I was only
able to find one other film to which it has contributed money.[45] The
final African producer is Les Films de la Terre Africaine (Cameroon), a
production and distribution company established in 1994.[47]

Much like the way the village opens to international human rights
standards via the allegorical representation of international and
Western nations embodied in the characters of Mercenaire and



Ibrahim, the bulk of the film’s financial resources come from French
sources, particularly executive producer Cine Sud Promotion.
Although Filmi Doomirew, Sembène’s Senegalese production company
retains international theatrical rights for Moolaadé, in both the film’s
credits and U.S., U.K., and Fr. press books the French cultural
subsidiary Ciné Sud Promotion is listed as the sole executive producer
of the film contributing  121,959 ffr to the film’s 2003 proposed
7,000,000 ffr budget ( 1,067,143) with additional contributions from
the European Commission, French Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Ministry of Culture and Communication, and Centre National de la
Cinématographie (France).[47]

Unusually for a film receiving funds from the French Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Ciné Sud Promotion, which stipulates that the
“greater part” of its contribution must be “earmarked for post-
production in France,” Moolaadé’s complete post-production was
finished at the Centre Cinématographique Marocain (Morocco) where
Sembène also did much of the post-production for Faat Kine in 2000.
[48] The Centre was established in 1994 and is responsible for
authorizing and attracting productions to the country and facilitating a
Pan-African film culture in Western Africa. Most often this support is
provided, as in the French model of support, for post-production work
down on-site, which was the case for Sembène’s final film.[49]

The visibility of transnational values Merry suggests is necessary to
receive funding from first world organizations extends beyond a view
of the empowered village women. The first-world audience of the film,
within which I include the NGO and EU funding apparatus, are
allowed to see a depiction of a rural West African farming village where
capitalism operates as a successful system for commerce, bringing with
it both trade and rights.

The village’s relative prosperity is striking — Collé’s husband returns
from tending the village crops and announces that it has been a good
year and the market is filled with goods that Sembène shows being
purchased with money, rather than credit, by various community
members. By the end of the film there is a healthy pile of confiscated
radios indicating that a number of the villagers have regular access to
media.

Taken alongside the critiques Sembène have leveled at the debt cycle
prevalent in immediately post-colonial West Africa, the depiction of
capitalism in Moolaadé works alongside the need Merry outlines to
use transnational principles to receive funding. Unlike the depictions
of capitalism and debt in Mandabi, Xala, or “Her Three Days,” in
Moolaadé, Ibrahim easily attends to the debts taken on by his father
and Amsatou. Furthermore, with Amastou and Ibrahim’s marriage
apparently set at the film’s conclusion, both Collé and her daughter are
economically rewarded for their decision to publically demand rights
for women.

By staging the public rally, the film’s penultimate assertion is that FGC
may be ended when local and international institutions find common
ground to secure women’s rights. Sudanese women’s rights activist
Fatima Ahmed Ibrahim reminds us that ultimately, “The battle against
female circumcision is a political one” that first necessitates



“transformative change in the socio-economic and legal status of
women,” including “decision making in and out of the home.”[50] The
final lesson of Moolaadé may well be that first world money may bring
economic opportunity, but it is only in combination with local customs
that cultural traditions may open to universal definitions of human
rights.
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Notes
1. [FOR ALL INTERNET SOURCES, PLEASE GIVE A COMPLETE URL, SO
WE CAN SET UP HOTLINKS] FGC is also referred to as female genital
mutilation (FGM) by organizations such as the World Health Organization
(WHO) and Western and African activists such as Amal Abd El Hadi, Alice
Walker, Evelyn Accad, and Fran Hosken, author of The Hosken Report:
Genital & Sexual Mutilation of Women. For these activists, “mutilation”
accurately names the procedure as an unnatural disfigurement and highlights
what they see to be the misogynistic undercurrent of a practice they
understand to rob women of sexual pleasure. As will become clear in this
essay, the practice is not easily isolated in this way; rather, it engages with
gender, sexuality, and economic freedoms in a complex dynamic that is not
easily cast as misogynistic. The language of FGM has also come to be seen by
local activists as a Western neocolonial judgment that works to shame and
press Western defined rights discourse on local communities, thereby
ignoring the cultural, juridical, and gendered traditions of these communities.
For these reasons, I will use female genital cutting (FGC) throughout my
essay. [return to page 1]

2. These procedures include: clitoridectomy – “partial or total removal of the
clitoris,” excision – “partial or total removal of the clitoris and the labia
minora, with or without excision of the labia majora,” and infibulation –
“narrowing of the vaginal opening through the creation of a covering seal. The
seal is formed by cutting and repositioning the inner, or outer, labia, with or
without removal of the clitoris.” World Health Organization (WHO), “Female
Genital Mutilation,” Media Fact Sheet, no. 241 (February 2010) web, 27 Dec.
2010.

3. Moolaadé, dir. Ousmane Sembène, perf. Fatoumata Coulibaly, Dominique
Zeïda, Théophile Sowié, 2004, DVD, New Yorker Films, 2005.

4. Sudanese gynecologist Hamid Rushwan lists “bleeding, shock, tetanus,
blood poisoning, urine retention, urinary tract infections, hardened scars,
cysts, abscesses, menstrual problems, sexual problems, infertility, pelvic
inflamatory disease, and psychological problems as some of the effects the
procedures may induce.” Qtd in Abusharaf and Asma Mohamed Abdel Halim,
“Questioning the Tradition: Female Circumcision in Sudan,” African
Women’s Health, ed. Meredith Turshen (Trenton, NJ: African World Press,
2000): 125-6.

5. New Yorker Films press book available online at
<www.newyorkerfilms.com>.

http://www.newyorkerfilms.com/


6. Prompted by the simultaneous U.S. premiere of Mike Leigh’s Vera Drake
and Sembène’s Moolaadé at the 42nd Annual New York Film Festival in
2004, J. Hoberman reviewed both films as movies of a similar ilk. He writes,

“The two punchiest movies in a generally strong lineup are both
boldly diagrammatic placards in which rebellious middle-aged
women stand up for their gender and consequently collide with the
primal power of a punitive patriarchy. Each heroine is, in her way,
a midwife to history.”

Hoberman’s review highlights the “agit-prop” nature of Sembène’s production
and suggests that the two films may be read together as stories of women
working against irrational belief systems that govern their societies and
bodies. In Drake the irrational system is the bureaucracy of Western
government and in Moolaadé it is the fundamentalism and patriarchy of the
village’s Islamic elders, male and female alike. Both systems are marked
within each film by a dominant political entity unable to see their way into the
‘women’s issues’ that affect members of their community. Setting aside
Hoberman’s equation of religious belief with irrationality, his review provides
us with a sense of how the film was received by a liberal, Western audience
already familiar and somewhat comfortable with the struggle for women’s
rights. J. Hoberman, “Labors of Love They Want to Defy the Logic of All Sex
Laws: Auteurs Tackle Abortion and Female Circumcision,” Village Voice 24
Sept. 2004, web, 4 February 2006.

7. After Hoberman’s pairing of Drake and Moolaadé in his review, an art
cinema in Rhinebeck, New York, offered a series entitled “Women's Issues
Examined at Upstate,” where they programmed the films in back-to-back
single week runs touted as the presentation of “two politically charged dramas
in the month of January: Moolaadé, about female mutilation in Africa, and
Mike Leigh's abortionist drama Vera Drake” “Advertisement,” Hudson Valley
Times, web, 27 April 2006.

Rogaia Mustafa Abusharaf, “Revisiting Feminist Discourses on Infibulation:
Responses from Sudanese Feminists, Female “Circumcision” in Africa, eds.
Bettina Shell-Duncan, Ylva Hernlund (London: Lynne Rienner Publishers,
2000): 152. In the same volume also see: Claudie Gosselin, “Handing Over the
Knife: Numu Women and the Campaign Against Excision in Mali,”193 and
Fuambai Ahmadu, “Rites and Wring: An Insider/Outsider Reflects on Power
and Excision,”284. Also see Abusharaf and Halim, 125-128.

9. Fran Hosken, The Hosken Report: Genital & Sexual Mutilation of Women,
4th edition (Lexington, MA: Women's Internet Network News, 1993): 16. Qtd
in Abusharaf, “Revisiting,” 161.

10. Tostan is a women’s rights NGO based in Senegal. It receives a portion of
its funding from UNICEF and other first world NGOs.

11. Nirit Ben-Ari, “Changing Tradition to Safeguard Women; Villagers Join
Campaigns Against Female Genital Mutilation,” Africa Recovery, United
Nations, 17.1 (May 2003): 4.



12. United Nations, General Assembly Resolution 34/180 of 12 Dec. 1979.
Cited in Christine Ainetter Brautigam, “International Human Rights Law: The
Relevance of Gender,” The Human Rights of Women: International
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Serbian cutting: assemblage and the 
archival impulse in the films of Dušan Makavejev

by Greg DeCuir, Jr.

Part one: a visual essay

Serbian cutting is marked by a visual reflexivity
that organizes content along both formal and
thematic lines. The documentary elements of
the films represented here are in dialogue ...

... with the fictional elements. Often this
dialogue stretches across the boundaries of
successive films in Makavejev’s oeuvre. This
image from the opening credit sequence in Love
Affair foreshadows…

…the positioning of Izabela when she makes
love to Mica the postman, also serving as the
reflexive interval that triggers the assemblage of
Serbian cutting.

Another image from the opening credit
sequence depicts a woman on her back making
love to a swan. This points to the iconic image
of Izabela on her stomach ...

… with a black cat lying on her rear end. As said
by the old Soviet masters, montage does not
only happen between frames but also within the
frame. The method of Makavejev’s montage
stacks disparate images against each other ...

... and also works to collage elements within the
frame.This image seems to speak to the
voyeuristic act that is cinema spectatorship, also
commenting on the sexualized subject of the
traditionally male gaze…

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/deCuirSerbia/bio.html


In Sweet Movie Miss World becomes… …the sexualized object of the cinematic gaze. In Love Affair a naked Izabela often serves as
this sexualized object. Makavejev comments on
her status as a star through this playfully-
reflexive image, as she walks past a marquee
advertising Eva Ras (written in Serbian Cyrillic
as EBA PAC), her real-life identity, in a
production.

The first major documentary sequence in the
film Love Affair reveals Dr. Kostic lecturing in his
office. Visible behind him is a human skull.

This rhymes with the second major
documentary sequence in the film, featuring Dr.
Aleksic as he lectures with multiple human
skulls visible in the background.

The cycle of life and death is a thematic strand
in Love Affair. Makavejev often allows eggs to
symbolize this theme. Here is an image of
Izabela’s rear end…

…which is followed by a match cut detailing two
eggs.

This linkage is commented upon further when
Dr. Kostic theorizes the importance of eggs in
the cycle of life.

The credit sequence of WR: Mysteries of the
Organism is structured around the cyclical
passing of an egg yolk as a metaphor for
communal sex…

…just as eggs represent a vibrant sexual
passion in Sweet Movie.

The act of eating is a symbol constantly
referenced in Innocence Unprotected. The
elaborate assemblage of archival footage
juxtaposes various scenes of people sharing
food and drink.

The previous image also weds a connotation of
death to the cycle of life that eating plays a part
in, juxtaposed against this archival material.



Eating is a matter of life and death, literally. It
can also serve as nourishment for strong and
healthy armies that intend to mete out ... .

... destruction. War machines need nourishment
too, as alluded to in this archival footage.

This image of peasant women harvesting grapes
and eating them…

…recalls Izabela in Love Affair and the grapes
that she tempts Ahmed with, which represent a
loss of innocence of sorts.

The purity of these grapes is profaned with wine
to satisfy the occupiers in Innocence
Unprotected.

The innocence of Serbia is feasted upon by
those same occupiers.

In Innocence Unprotected eating and drinking
are of paramount importance.

There is always time for a meal. The act of
consuming ...

... affords protection in the face of an onslaught.
Aleksic, the star of the film, is invincible in part
because he eats right.

 

Meals bring color to a bleak existence. A grotesque parody of this coloring occurs in the
infamous commune meal in Sweet Movie.

 

Go to page 2
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The film WR: Mysteries of the Organism
announces its archival endeavors though this
image, suggesting sifting through and selecting
materials.

Archival work resurrects lost items and the motif
of raising the discarded and forgotten is also
evoked in this image from Sweet Movie…

Likewise, Izabela’s body is raised from its tomb
in Love Affair…

Visual echoes abound in WR: Mysteries of the
Organism. In this archival footage a patient is
given shock therapy…

…which is linked with the primal scream therapy
administered in this scene…

Releasing a primal scream is utilized as a way
to connect with life-affirmative urges such as
sexual health.

This shot of Vladimir Ilyich, a sexually-repressed
Soviet ice skater, comments ironically on the
previous image. The composition further links
him with his namesake, depicted on the wall
behind him.

Vladimir lectures on the respective benefits of
the communist and capitalist world, utilizing a
picture to illustrate his point.

This lesson is explicated in the New York City
documentary sequence that immediately
precedes it…



Framed pictures and posters are recurring
motifs in this passage of the film, such as this
image of Hitler surrounded by women and a
mysterious sexual energy…

Vladimir soon finds himself in a similar position
between Milena and Jagoda…

Milena tries to frame herself, hoping to capture
her own sexual energy…

…just as Jackie Curtis shows off his/her favorite
image of captured sexuality…

The film WR: Mysteries of the Organism ends
on this vision of surreal framing. Milena’s
severed head is merged with a picture of
Wilhelm Reich, commenting on the alternating
dangers of sexual inhibition and release.

Sweet Movie tends to juxtapose liquids, solids,
and other objects of consumption (or potential
consumption) in a transformative manner. This
image of Mr. Dollars’ golden penis (and urine)…

…becomes the torrential waters of Niagara Falls
in the subsequent shot.

This image of red wax, meant to symbolize the
spilt blood of the murdered Polish officers in the
Katyn Forest massacre…

…is transformed into an object of beauty…

…but with a caveat. The dead are reanimated… …and become the living, who promptly die
again.



The cycle of life continues in Sweet Movie. In
this image adolescent children are nursed…

…just as an adult woman is nursed out of her
comatose state.

Many suffer from infantile regression in the film.

This regression is relieved with therapeutic
means.

Sometimes it is expunged… Yet somehow, life always prevails.

Go to page 3
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Part two: Serbian cutting

The following was reported by Julius Strauss in London’s Daily
Telegraph, regarding Serbian involvement in the Yugoslav Wars of the
90s:

“In a crime reminiscent of Nazi reprisals in occupied
Europe, 45 Kosovan Albanian farmers were rounded up,
led up a hill and massacred ... At Srebrenica four years
earlier Serbs had killed more than 7,000 Bosnian Muslims
in three days … When the Serbs entered the Croatian town
of Vukovar in 1991 they took nearly 300 wounded from the
hospital and executed them.”[1][open endnotes in new
window]

Furthermore, the Central Intelligence Agency of the United States of
America reported in April 1995 that nearly 90 percent of all the
atrocities in the Yugoslav Wars up to that point had been committed
by Serb militants.[2] Not being sure of the official margin of error on
that statistic (assuming one exists), perhaps it would be fair for us to
round up and say “nearly” 100 percent! Taking yet one more rational
(and humorous) leap, screenwriter and film critic Branko Vucicevic in
his book Paper Movies proposes the following theorem: “If Serbs are
fond of slaughtering people, there must be a method of film cutting
that corresponds.”[3] And if such a method exists it seems logical, as
he does, to call it “Serbian cutting.”[4]

“Unless an image displaces itself from its natural state, it
acquires no significance. Displacement causes resonance.”
— Shanta Gokhale

Serbian cutting is an act of displacement that posits the following
question: “What would happen if an image, or a series of moving
images, were to be ripped asunder from their original habitat and
relocated to a new one—what would happen to the images themselves
as well as to their new housing?” This essay will attempt to gauge the
significance and resulting resonance of filmic assemblage in a uniquely
Balkan (or, more politically correct for some—Southeast European)
manner and context. Serbian cutting has historical antecedents in
Soviet montage theory, which is where this analysis will begin.

In his theoretical writing Dziga Vertov defined intervals as “the
transitions from one movement to another.”[5] As such, “Intervals are
the material, the elements of the art of movement, and by no means
the movements themselves.”[6] This theory of intervals as material
elements is echoed in Serbian cutting in the use of archival materials
to aid and abet cinematic movement. These materialist intervals “draw



the movement to a kinetic resolution”—a resolution that Vertov labels
“kinochestvo.”[7] By that, he means the ciné-ness of things, a sort of
cinematography personified in its natural form.

Vertov goes on to note that “the visual ‘interval’ … is … a complex
quantity.”[8] This complex quantity “consists of the sum of various
correlations,”[9] of which the fundamental ones he notes are: planes,
foreshortenings, movements, light and shadow, and recording speeds.
[10] However, Serbian cutting offers an additional correlation that
Vertov leaves out: the correlation of (displaced) sources. It is this
correlation that gives Serbian cutting a unique identity.

Serbian cutting seems to embody Vertov’s idea of a “montage battle:”
movement between shots and of adjacent shots in relation to the
whole.[11] This battle reflects the compilation of diverse shots (and
sources) struggling for supremacy over the narrative—struggling to
convey meaning. Just like kino-eye, Serbian cutting “plunges into the
seeming chaos of life”[12] in search of a “resultant force amongst the
million phenomena related to the given theme.”[13] The only
difference is that Serbian cutting dives into the chaos of recorded
history of life in an effort to plunder and raid, to resurrect and
reassemble for its own filmic humanity or, kinochestvo. Serbian
cutting is therefore not concerned with documenting life but rather
that documentation which is performed by others. It is a critical
inquiry which, as filmmaker and theorist Trinh T. Minh-ha has
written, is less about “attacking the illusion of reality”[14] than
“displacing and emptying out the establishment of totality.”[15]
Serbian cutting gives you the world in fragments.

For Trinh the interval is a break, “what persists between the meaning
of something and its truth.”[16] Here again the interval aids and abets
or acts as a bridge—not for aesthetic ends but rather political ones. The
correlation of displaced sources that is Serbian cutting is construed
with meaning that “can be political only when it does not let itself be
easily stabilized and when it does not rely on any single source of
authority, but rather, empties it or decentralizes it.”[17] This notion of
decentralized and destabilized meaning characterizes Serbian cutting
in both formal and thematic ways. The variety of archival sources
utilized in this method is “at once plural and utterly singular.”[18]

The reflexive interval is the “core” of representation in Trinh’s
conception while the overtly-reflexive nature of Serbian cutting is
conducive to realizing the “play within the textual frame [which] is a
play on this very frame.”[19] Serbian cutting as an anarchic practice is
a destabilizing force that “causes the work to fall apart”[20] at the
same time that it fuses odd ends together. This destructive play frees
the work from “the tyranny of meaning”[21] for Trinh, which dictates
that the films to be analyzed in this essay cannot be categorized simply
as either documentary or fiction. The films exist “on the borderlines of
the textual and extratextual, ... where the work ... can only be itself by
constantly risking being no-thing.”[22] Assemblage is an anti-
authoritarian form. This rebellious spirit “allow(s) the work to live, and
to live on independently of the intended links …”[23]

Defining Serbian cutting on a very practical level it is a mode of
assemblage that results in a cinematic form that is very similar to a



1. Vucicevic in a scene from the film Innocence
Unprotected (1968).

compilation film. To explicate this mode we can utilize the concept of
“collective assemblage” as outlined by Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari in their book A Thousand Plateaus. This collective
assemblage “does not speak ‘of’ things; it speaks on the same level as
states of things and states of content.”[24] The refusal to speak “about”
mirrors Trinh’s interval which persists between meaning and truth. “I
do not intend to speak about/just speak nearby,” she intones in her
1982 film Reassemblage. Collective assemblage rejects “the tyranny of
meaning” in favor of collectivizing content (and form).

Deleuze and Guattari insist that “every statement of a collective
assemblage of enunciation belongs to indirect discourse” and “indirect
discourse is the presence of a reported statement within the reporting
statement.”[25] This explains the archival impulse in Serbian cutting,
the attempt to “speak nearby”—displaced sources as indirect
discourse(s). The notion of a reported statement within the reporting
statement harkens back to Vertov’s idea that, “A composition is made
of phrases, just as a phrase is made of intervals of movement.”[26]

Deleuze and Guattari further elucidate on the multiple axes of
assemblage. Regarding the vertical axis “the assemblage has both
territorial sides, or reterritorialized sides, which stabilize it, and the
cutting edges of deterritorialization, which carry it away.”[27] Trinh’s
decentralized and pluralized break is evoked again here, along with the
idea of an interval that cuts both ways. The displaced sources that
characterize Serbian cutting and the oftentimes harsh transitions that
mark their passage threaten to carry the film off on a tangent at the
same time they attempt to stabilize (and pluralize) the larger reporting
statement. This disjunctive editing scheme is conceived upon a vertical
axis, a burrowing trajectory which is produced by the archival impulse.
These displaced archival sources are stacked against each other as
building blocks and as such, assemblage has a staccato pattern—it is a
resonant patchwork, not a self-effacing flow.

Vucicevic defines Serbian cutting in the following manner: “Using
existing material, as in archive footage, to substitute as original footage
within a scene in a film.”[28] To this end the usual (though not only)
form of Serbian cutting is an interjection of illustrative documentary
material into the dramaturgy of a fiction film as a surrogate, producing
an ideological effect through dialectical alternation. Here, we must
allow a few cautionary notes on Vucicevic before concerning ourselves
with illustrating his idea through textual analyses. [Figure 1]

Branko Vucicevic worked as a film critic throughout the 50s and 60s
writing for important Yugoslav cinema journals of the day such as
Filmska kultura and Film danas; he also eventually began writing
screenplays (he co-wrote the film Rani radovi/Early Works [1969]
with writer-director Zelimir Zilnik, which won the Golden Bear at the
Berlin Film Festival). In 1967 Dusan Makavejev asked him to be an
assistant director on his film Ljubavni slucaj ili tragedija sluzbenice
PTT/Love Affair, or the Case of the Missing Switchboard Operator
(which Zilnik also worked on as an assistant) and the two teamed up
again to work on the film Nevinost bez zastite/Innocence Unprotected
in 1968. Vucicevic was interested in the theoretical constructs of
editing, so he sat in on the post-production process of Love Affair and
suggested certain creative choices.[29] This partnership resulted in the



2. Ahmed (Slobodan Aligrudic) at work
exterminating rats in Love Affair (1967).

3. The “reflexive interval” as nonsensical play on
the frame in Love Affair (1967).

4.Love Affair (1967) — the correlation of
archival sources.

style of Serbian cutting, which Makavejev exhibited in these and even
his later films that Vucicevic did not work on (this style was not
utilized in Makavejev’s first film Covek nije tica/Man Is Not a Bird
[1965], which predated his working relationship with Vucicevic). As
such, being the birthplace of Serbian cutting, Makavejev’s early films
will be at the center of this analysis.

“The form of wood, for instance, is altered, by making a
table out of it.  Yet, for all that, the table continues to be
that common, every-day thing, wood.  But, so soon as it
steps forth as a commodity, it is changed into something
transcendent.  It not only stands with its feet on the
ground, but, in relation to all other commodities, it stands
on its head, and evolves out of its wooden brain grotesque
ideas, far more wonderful than ‘table-turning’ ever
was.”[29b] – Karl Marx

In 2008 the film editor and director Mihailo P. Ilic published a book
entitled Serbian Cutting (Belgrade: Filmski centar Srbije)—the first to
attempt to investigate this radical form of montage in detail. Not
coincidentally, displayed on the cover of the book is an iconic image
from Makavejev’s Love Affair featuring the main character Izabela
(Eva Ras) as she lays naked on a bed with a black cat perched on top of
her. As the descriptive title of the film indicates Love Affair is about
the love affair between Izabela and Ahmed (Slobodan Aligrudic) and
its eventual descent into tragedy. Izabela, a Yugoslav-Hungarian,
works as a telephone switchboard operator and lives alone as a single
woman in the city of Belgrade. Ahmed, a Yugoslav-Muslim who is also
a forthright member of the Communist Party, works as a sanitary
inspector specializing in the extermination of rats. [Figure 2] The film
gives a detailed (at times documentary) account of the pair’s meeting,
relationship, infidelity and break-up, eventually leading to death for
Izabela and imprisonment for Ahmed.

A demonstrative example of Serbian cutting can be found by
examining the moment when Izabela decides to cheat on Ahmed.
When the flirtatious postman Mica (Miodrag Andric) successfully
seduces Izabela she sits on his lap and looks directly into the camera—
the “reflexive interval” that Trinh discusses, introducing the
nonsensical play on the frame that immediately follows. [Figure 3]
Then, a sudden cut to archival footage titled “Adam und Eve” from the
1903 German film Akt-Skulpturen. Studienfilm fur bildende
Kunstler/Live Sculptures (directed by Oscar Messter) details the
sexual exploits of Adam and Eve through stylized alterations in their
positions on top of a rotating platform, eventually ending with them
sleeping. [Figures 4-5]

The brief correlation here produces the effect of being able to infer
what happens next in the story: Izabela having illicit sex with her new
lover. However, the archival footage only allows us to view a substitute
for this scene while also commenting on the scene in question by
adding a new level of meaning. Izabela has been called Eve earlier in
the film by Ahmed, a religious reference to her tempting him to
abandon his traditional values such as not drinking alcohol and



5.Love Affair (1967) — the archival source as
surrogate.

 

 

refraining from having physical affairs with a woman who is not his
wife. Through Serbian cutting this association is exemplified and
reiterated, creating a moment that not only communicates narrative
content but also comments on that content through an extra-cinematic
plane of signification.
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6. Innocence Unprotected (1943) — the gaze of
the heroine.

7. Displaced and resonant documentary footage
in Innocence Unprotected (1968).

The entire basis for and structure of the film Innocence Unprotected is
an extended assemblage. Makavejev found a forgotten movie in the
Yugoslav Film Archives called Innocence Unprotected (1943) directed
by Dragoljub Aleksic, a film that had been cited as the first sound
feature made in Yugoslavia (and which he subsequently named his
own film after). In as much the work of a film historian as an archivist
Makavejev decided to resurrect this production in the form of a
documentary about the film’s making and its director/star Aleksic.
Throughout this documentary compilation Makavejev utilizes long
sections of the original Innocence Unprotected, so much so that the
original film almost plays out in its entirety as a reported statement
within the larger reporting statement that is Makavejev’s film.

The original Innocence Unprotected is a traditional story about a
young girl named Nada (Ana Milosavljevic) hopelessly in love with
Aleksic (playing himself) though relentlessly pursued by an
objectionable older man named Petrovic (Bratoljub Gligorijevic). One
of the more powerful moments that exemplifies Serbian cutting comes
in an early scene in the film within the film when Nada fends off the
advances of the persistent Petrovic. She moves away from him to a
nearby window and, despondently, looks out of it while thinking of her
true love. [Figure 6] After she glances out of the window (her glance
close to a direct address as she looks just past the lens of the camera)
Makavejev cuts to actuality footage of the aftermath of the World War
II bombardment of Belgrade. Fire spews out from shelled buildings
and rubble dots the streets, people scramble to find loved ones or just
to escape the hellish carnage, corpses lie in rigor mortis awaiting
recovery. This displaced and resonant documentary footage is
substituted for the gaze of the heroine. [Figures 7-8]

The original Innocence Unprotected was shot amid the German
occupation of Belgrade—two years before Rossellini shot Roma, città
aperta/Rome, Open City (1945) in the streets of a freshly-liberated
Rome. This actuality footage affixes a sub/contextual meaning to the
reconstructed film and simultaneously makes it palpable while the
indexical tie to reality presented functions as Trinh’s break between
meaning and truth. The very title of the film refers to Nada, the modest
heroine who is stalked by the menacing invader Petrovic. Nada is also
made to represent the city of Belgrade itself suffering under a
relentless attack. This is the pluralized meaning of the text. The truth
of the text is rendered in documentary form with the actuality footage
of a battered Belgrade. However, this truth is decentralized, as it is
used in the form of Serbian cutting to represent the point of view of a
fictional character.[30] [open endnotes in new window] Through this
decentralization or displacement, again as Gokhale notes, the
documentary images lend resonance to the scene as a whole by
pluralizing meaning.



8. Innocence Unprotected (1968) — “Allied/Axis”
cutting.

9. The viewer as the final link in the human
chain of solidarity in WR: Mysteries of the
Organism (1971).

10. WR: Mysteries of the Organism (1971) —
the reflexive pull of Maoism.

Makavejev directed WR: Misterije organizma/WR: Mysteries of the
Organism, his most well-known film, in 1971. Similar to Innocence
Unprotected two narrative strands are woven together: a documentary
investigation into the life and work of sexual psychologist Wilhelm
Reich and a fictional tale about a Yugoslav woman named Milena
(Milena Dravic) who searches for an improved socialism through
sexual liberation. Near the opening of the second act in the film Milena
delivers an impassioned speech from her apartment building balcony
addressed to her neighbors, advocating for the position that there can
be no conflict between socialism and physical love. Milena’s speech
ends with the neighbors embracing hands, dancing the kolo,[31] and
collectively singing about life not being worth a thing without sex.
When the audience of neighbors locks hands and begins dancing up
the stairs and across the floors Milena is eventually reached and
absorbed into their train. As Milena forms the final link in the human
chain of solidarity while approaching the camera she suddenly reaches
out and grasps the hand of the cameraman—thus absorbing the
viewer, as the camera can be seen to reflect our point of view. [Figure
9] This is yet another reflexive interval that triggers the play on the
frame that is Serbian cutting.

After this reflexive pull at the audience Makavejev cuts in a correlative
pattern that creates another reflexive pull. The next shot arrives as a
result of a match cut in movement and composition but comprised of a
huge disjunction in space and time when we are immediately
transported to Peking’s Red Square in China and a huge
demonstration in support of Maoism. On the exact same axis of the
previous shot walking in the same screen direction along a balcony are
Chairman Mao and a few party officials. [Figure 10] This archival
footage plays under the continued sound of the Serbian singing and
creates a dialectical opposition and linkage. The fictional strand is
given a documentary correlative in reality and as we witness the
massive Chinese crowd surging forward with their little red books held
high Makavejev delivers an ironic underscoring and warning: what
starts as a spark can quickly grow into an unchecked revolutionary
inferno with misguided principles and disastrous outcomes (as was the
case with Mao’s Cultural Revolution). The power of Serbian cutting as
a practice, as cinematic rhetoric, is expressed here. The alternation
between fictional and documentary footage produces a third logic that
is greater than the sum of its parts yet is able to maintain a continuity
of form through discontinuity.

After the newsreel footage of Chairman Mao’s rally the “montage
battle” continues, not only with a correlation of displaced sources but
also a continued correlation of movements within the frame. The next
cut introduces footage from the Soviet fiction film Pitsi/The Vow
(1946) by Mikheil Chiaureli. The contrast between the surging mass



11. The infinitesimal loop of ideology in WR:
Mysteries of the Organism (1971).

12. The title sequence introducing the Katyn
footage in Sweet Movie (1974). Documentary

that is the Chinese crowd and the stationary spectators who wait in
frozen anticipation for the arrival of Stalin in this scene recalls the
rhythmic artistic whole that is Vertov’s kinochestvo. The ideological
implications in this short sequence are animated by the respective
representations of Yugoslav self-managing socialism, frenzied
communist fervor in China, and dogmatic totalitarianism in the Soviet
Union. They are visually symbolized by the celebratory movement of
Yugoslavia in the form of a culturally-specific dance (as self-managing
socialism was a unique path toward communist goals), the powerful
human wave of movement in the Chinese footage, and the rigidity in
the Soviet clip. Makavejev uses visual styling to comment on and
criticize these respective socialist ideologies presented in this collective
assemblage.

The controlled movements of the actor playing Stalin (Mikheil
Gelovani) along with his high party functionaries bring this collective
assemblage full circle. Milena and her train of collaborators dance in a
counter-clockwise direction towards the bottom of the frame; the
Chinese crowd matches this movement, continuing towards the top of
the frame; Stalin appears from the top of the frame and continues the
movement again, slowly pacing downwards in the frame. [Figure 11]
This correlation of movements is also a correlation of planes.
Makavejev links the ideologies in question in an infinitesimal loop,
which is either a polemical appeal to solidarity or an equalizing critical
view on ineffectuality. This juxtaposition is dialectical in nature; the
elements in the equation inflect each other in a transformative pattern
as was the case in reality, as Stalin’s break with Tito in 1948[32]
ultimately led to Yugoslavia’s unique socialist path while the youthful
fervor of Maoist revolution in the 60s helped spark a generational
break in Yugoslavia which culminated in the Belgrade student
demonstrations of 1968.[33] The socio-historical picture evokes the
complex quantity that is Serbian cutting.

Makavejev directed Sweet Movie in 1974 as a Canadian-French-West
German co-production. In this film, yet again, two (fictional) narrative
threads are correlated: the journey of sexual awakening for Miss
Canada (Carole Laure) and the fateful boat journey of one Captain
Anna Planeta (Anna Prucnal). The most affecting instance of Serbian
cutting in the film is the insertion of a scene detailing the Katyn Forest
massacre. [Figure 12]

The Katyn Forest scene is composed of archival actuality footage shot
by the Nazis in 1943 when they excavated the site of the mass killings
of Polish officers and civilians by the Soviets in Katyn Forest. This
disturbing documentary footage is not necessarily used as a surrogate
for incomplete scenes but more as a thematic extension of those
scenes, as indirect discourse that reports on atrocities and hushed
memories. The actuality footage realizes the capability of the
documentary to bear witness and it also serves as visible evidence in a
literal sense. When Nazi Germany discovered the mass graves in the
Katyn Forest and documented their exhumation they used the footage
as proof of Soviet culpability and the fact that there were butcherers of
men in the world other than themselves (perhaps we can call this an
instance of “Soviet cutting”). [Figure 13]



footage as indirect discourse.

13. Soviet cutting in Sweet Movie (1974).

 

14. The archival impulse in Sweet Movie (1974).

15. Sweet Movie (1974) — Archival work is
similar to an autopsy.

The Katyn sequence in Sweet Movie also symbolizes the archival
impulse that governs Serbian cutting in a multi-faceted way. Archival
work functions on two axes, like Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of
assemblage. It can bury items for safekeeping, deterritorializing them
for future reference; it can unearth items, rescuing them, or
reterritorialize them in an effort of rediscovery (or reassembly). Here,
the archival impulse as digging into the past for clues to understanding
the present is mirrored by the Germans digging in the ground to
unearth corpses. [Figure 14] When these corpses are raised they are
examined for the evidence they contain. Archival work is akin to an
autopsy and ironically then, Serbian cutting reanimates rather than
slaughters. [Figure 15]

In his book The Laws of Imitation the sociologist Gabriel Tarde writes
that

“the work of art answers, not to the need of knowing
something new, ... but to the truly loving need of seeing
again, of finding again with tireless and ever keener
eagerness, that which one has already known and loved
....”[34]

The actuality footage in the Katyn sequence testifies to this need of
seeing again. The corpses that are raised are not scientific objects but
rather former human beings. [Figure 16] We see evidence of this as the
examiners look through identification cards, pictures, and other effects
that reveal smiling faces and indomitable spirits. These corpses were
once known and loved and the proof of this refuses to stay buried.

The archival impulse and assemblage of Serbian cutting represents
this tireless and keener eagerness, this triumph of life in the face of
death. Through the loving need of seeing again a method of montage is
born that reawakens us to a world once lost and reclaims it.

“Cutting. Passage of dead images to living images.
Everything blossoms afresh.” 
— Robert Bresson

Postscript

A number of questions arise when considering the particulars of this
essay. Perhaps the most immediate is why this demonstration of
Serbian cutting is focused on Makavejev and further, can this concept
not be extended to cover the operations of other directors? This leads
to the more pointed question, “Does Serbian cutting exist elsewhere?”

Certainly the influence of Serbian cutting can be felt elsewhere
whether it exists, per se, as specifically explicated in this essay. Serbian
cutting stands along the evolutionary continuum of radical forms of
montage as a continuation and an outgrowth. In this particular
iteration of that continuum it seems to find a unique housing in the
films of Makavejev. The theory behind Serbian cutting can be used as a
conceptual framework that opens up the films of Makavejev to a
greater understanding, putting them in dialogue with this continuum—
the theory was in fact conceived for this purpose and not to posit a



16. Sweet Movie (1974) — “That which one has
already known and loved.”

 

broader classification or a generalizing national trend in Serbian
cinema. This is maybe its shortcoming as a theory, being that theories
typically generalize to achieve their effect. Of course then, Serbian
cutting must likewise be critiqued for its particularizing use of the
descriptive “Serbian.” Funny how that adjective in and of itself often
requires an apologetic disclaimer upon its application.

Perhaps it is problematic to call this aesthetic mode “Serbian” cutting
for any number of reasons, not the least of which being the fact that
the films referred to here were produced during the era of Yugoslavia
when Serbia was not an independent nation but rather a constituent
republic. Problems of this sort may arise if we want to air this
conception out and test its functioning with other films and
filmmakers (whether Serbian or not). Both Makavejev and Vucicevic
are of Serbian ethnic origin, which lends some understanding to the
humorous self-branding and identification initiated by the latter. In
order to further understand its creation we must consider the era when
Serbian cutting was conceptualized, which was after Makavejev ceased
his filmmaking activities (and decades after the films described in this
essay).

As previously mentioned the notion of Serbian cutting was a tongue-
in-cheek response forwarded by Vucicevic during the time of the
Yugoslav wars of secession. This was a time when Serbs were largely
demonized both internally and internationally as the bad guys, as
those that were at fault in the wars and who must ultimately carry the
blame for “nearly 90 percent” of its horrors. A sly cultural and political
commentator, Vucicevic’s joke can also be read as a cynical comment
on Serbian nationalism, which was perverted and used by those in
power to fan the flames of intolerance (and which ultimately made
pariahs out of Serbs). With this sort of ironic contrast of essentialisms
in mind Serbian cutting can only be “Serbian” to hold consistent as a
critique, it can only be “Serbian” to redirect that critique towards an
outside world that has been all too eager to participate in the
continued “Balkanization” and dismemberment of the Republic of
Serbia. Serbian cutting truly is a double-edged sword, as described
earlier.

Because of its playful yet biting nature as satire it is possible that
Serbian cutting (as cinematic practice) does not exist at all, which then
provokes a question: “Can jokes be theorized?” The truth is that all
theories are jokes because they are not reality—they simplify reality.
They attempt to explain reality but only by creating their own (false)
realities. Serbian cutting is part and parcel of the uniquely cynical
sense of humor (often self-deprecating) and absurdity that permeates
life in Serbia, which is often bitterly ironic because of the cruel
conditions one must survive through. This savage and destructive
sense of humor characterizes Vucicevic’s book Paper Movies from
start to finish, just as an eruptive and often dark sense of humor
characterizes the films of Makavejev.

Though all theories are false there is a little bit of truth in every joke. It
is almost certain that Vucicevic would find laughable here the
academic leaps and postulates that his writing has served as a



launching ground for. We shall end this essay then as its point of
departure began, with a wisecrack:

“A father from the Serbian countryside brings his son to the
big city. The father asks his friend, a wealthy business
owner, if he can help out and give his uneducated son a job.
His friend says, ‘Sure. I can make him president of the firm.
No questions asked!’ The father says, ‘No, that’s too much
money. It will spoil him. Do you have something smaller?’
The friend says, ‘Sure. Why don’t I make him the manager?’
The father says, ‘No, he’s not ready for that. He’s not so
smart. Do you have something smaller?’ The friend tries to
think of something but draws a blank. The father says,
‘Can’t you just start him out as an assistant?’ The friend
shakes his head and says, ‘Sorry. He needs a university
degree for that.’”
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30. It should also be noted that Belgrade was bombed multiple times by both
Allied forces and the Axis powers during World War II. One cannot be sure
which bombing raid resulted in the actuality footage presented. [return to
page 4]

31. The kolo is a traditional Yugoslav folk dance featuring groups of people
holding hands and moving in unison. Kolo can mean “circle” or “ring” when
translated and the dancers often appropriate this shape.

32. This break occurred when Yugoslavia was expelled from the Cominform,
which marked a political/philosophical turning point for the newly-formed
country. On June 27, 1950 Yugoslavia’s famous Law on the Management of
State Economic Associations by Work Collectives establishing self-
management in the workplace was introduced. At the Yugoslav Communist
Party’s 6th Congress in Zagreb in 1952 Tito rejected Stalin, the writer
Miroslav Krleza rejected socialist realism, the Department of Agitation and
Propaganda (Agitprop) was disbanded and the party voted to change its name
to the “League of Yugoslav Communists” all while Tito spoke of the need to
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33. The Belgrade student demonstrations occurred in June 1968 partly in
response to the May ‘68 unrest in Paris. The flashpoint for the student unrest



was a bloody confrontation between students and police in the Student City
district of Belgrade. This led to students occupying the building of the Faculty
of Philosophy at the University of Belgrade and renaming it “Karl Marx Red
University.” Generally speaking the students were agitating for an end to
corruption and an improved socialism while the targets of their critique were
party functionaries who they derisively labeled “red bourgeoisie.”

34. Gabriel Tarde. The laws of imitation (New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1903), p. 354.
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Human Resources portrays a young intern
whose education has made upward mobility a
possibility.

The Class portrays young multiethnic students
who are very aware of their exclusion from
France’s national identity.

Despite having to postpone filming for a year
because of the fall of Aristide during the winter
of 2004, Cantet insisted on filming part of
Heading South in Haiti so that the story would
have a specific location.

Global capital’s false choices in the
films of Laurent Cantet

by Jessica Livingston

Laurent Cantet has emerged as a major film director in the last decade, writing
and directing Ressources humaines/Human Resources (1999), Emploi du
Temps/Time Out (2001), Vers le Sud/Heading South (2005), and Entre Les
Murs/The Class (2008). His films have received both critical and popular
attention in France and globally, winning numerous awards on the international
and art-house festival circuits and attracting attention for the political relevance
of his subject matter. Cantet describes his films as dealing with “how the nature of
intimacy and private life is shaped by social issues and the way social issues are
connected to private life,” which is revealed through their consistent engagement
with the subjects of work, class, and leisure.[1] [open endnotes in new window]

Film scholars Martin O’Shaughnessy in The New Face of Political Cinema and
Will Higbee in “The Social-Realist Melodramas of Laurent Cantet” have included
Cantet within a new generation of politically committed filmmakers in France.[2]
Following the massive public sector strikes in 1995, films addressing the changing
socioeconomic conditions of the country began emerging in the late 1990s and
2000s.[3] The term “New Realism” is loosely used to characterize these films that
explore themes such as unemployment, immigration, and cultural exclusion and
give voice to marginalized minorities.[4] Unlike the films of other New Realist
filmmakers, Cantet’s films portray people both at the margins and at the center of
the economic system. Interestingly, each of Cantet’s four films portrays a different
sector of the global economy: a working-class factory in Human Resources; a laid-
off, middle-class consultant in Time Out; the tourist industry in the Third World
in Heading South; and Parisian multi-ethnic immigrant students in France in The
Class. A trajectory throughout all these films is their understanding of global
capital—more specifically, of neoliberalism, the political and economic philosophy
of free markets and free trade that dominated conventional wisdom in the late
twentieth century.

Stylistically, Cantet’s films share traits with other “New Realist” films. To varying
degrees in his different films, Cantet uses a naturalized mis-en-scene, shoots on
location and improvises dialogue throughout the filming process. He provides
basic guidelines or a rough script to the actors, they improvise, and then he re-
writes the script including their improvisations.[5] All of his films include both
professional and non-professional actors. He states that some roles

“can be greatly enriched by the experience of the ‘real people’ who
embody them…Non-professional actors walk on to the set carrying
their own past, with a block of reality around them which the film
must integrate. I’m interested in capturing things rather than in
fabricating them.”[6]

New Realist films, however, do more than just “capture” reality. O’ Shaugnessy
addresses the new use of melodrama in the contemporary context. While

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/LivingstonCantet/bio.html


Actual union members portrayed the union
workers on strike in Human Resources.

Human Resources: Jean Claude Vallod, who
plays Franck’s father, had worked in various
factories since the age of 14.

Time Out: Vincent travels to the UN building in
Geneva and obtains informational brochures as
part of his posturing.

Time Out: Livrozet plays the con man Jean

melodrama has typically not been used for radical purposes because of its focus
on the individual and its emphasis on emotional involvement, O’Shaugnessy
argues that its use is productive in the contemporary context because it “allows
both for an acerbic critique of the individual and for a dramatization of the
monstrosity of the current order.”[7] Both O’Shaugnessy and Higbee highlight the
elements of melodrama in Cantet’s films.

These elements are easily recognizable in Cantet’s first film, Human Resources
(1999), which focuses on a working-class family in which the son has taken a
management intern position at the manufacturing firm where his father has
worked on the assembly line for thirty years. The son, Franck, wants to introduce
the thirty-five hour workweek. The film’s release coincided with the government’s
introduction of reduced working hours. Due to the timeliness of its theme,
Human Resources attracted a large audience when it premiered on television on
the night prior to being released in the theater as part of its co-production deal
with Arte.[8]

Stylistically, Human Resources uses the pseudo-documentary approach
frequently employed by New Realist filmmakers. Aside from Jalil Lespert who
plays Franck, the rest of the cast is non-professional.[9] The mis-en-scene is
largely naturalistic. The film was shot in actual locations with naturalized lighting
and only diegetic sound. In narrative and setting, Human Resources focuses on
the mundane, everyday world. The majority of the film takes place either at the
modest working-class home of Franck’s parents or at the factory. There are
numerous shots of the factory floor, including several long shots of Franck
walking its length while surrounded by loud buzzing. Higbee notes that some
elements of the mise-en-scene do take on symbolic weight, such as the bunk beds
that have been placed in Frank’s old bedroom for the grandchildren indicating
that he has “outgrown and been displaced from the working-class family
home.”[10]

Time Out (2001) further explores the stresses of the neoliberal workplace,
simultaneously exploring the anxiety of being laid-off as well as the desperate
desire not to have to conform to the corporate workplace. After being laid-off from
his position as a consultant, middle class Vincent lies to his family and friends,
pretending that he is a UN bureaucrat working on Third World development.
Newspaper reviewers immediately drew comparisons between the premise of
Time Out and the infamous 1993 case of Jean-Claude Romand, who had
pretended to be a medical doctor at the World Health Organization. When
Romand’s family discovered that he was living a second life, he murdered them
and unsuccessfully attempted suicide. A bestselling novel based on Romand’s
prison account was released in 2000, just a year prior to Time Out’s release. In
contrast to Romand, Vincent does not kill his family. While Cantet acknowledges
that the film borrows a few biographical details, he insists that the film is not
based on this case. Time Out is less about Vincent than what Vincent cannot
accept. In an interview Cantet states,

“I was not interested in a story about an exceptional, psychotic
character. On the contrary, [Vincent] appears extremely normal,
although he’s in a continual state of denial.”[11]

Time Out uses some of the same stylistic elements as Human Resources. Aside
from using professionals for the roles of the central character Vincent (Aurelien
Recoing) and his wife Muriel (Karin Viard), Cantet again uses a largely non-
professional cast, including Serge Livrozet, who plays a con man, Jean Michel.
Livrozet is well-known in France as a former criminal who became a political
activist, founding an organization with the philosopher Michel Foucault that
advocates for improved prison conditions. Time Out’s opening scene, of which the
first shot is a long take of over two minutes, seems to indicate that the film will
also use an observational documentary style similar to Human Resources. In



Michel who enlists Vincent in selling black
market goods.

Heading South: On the resort beach the women
order sandwiches and sodas for the young
Haitian men who romance them.

contrast to Human Resources though, a musical score accompanies the opening
credits in this opening shot; this musical score often takes on a haunting quality
throughout the film.

Time Out: There is no action in the first
minute of the shot as Vincent lies sleeping in
the front seat of his car.

Time Out: There are numerous scenes of
Vincent driving as well as point-of-view shots
from his perspective while driving.

Time Out: It is never explained in the
narrative how Vincent finds this idyllic refuge
in the snowy Alps.

Time Out: Vincent drives from France to
Geneva to visit the UN headquarters

Time Out is a psychological drama presented almost entirely from Vincent’s
perspective. The mis-en-scene has a significant role in conveying Vincent’s
psychological state. Many of the scenes show Vincent takings refuge in isolated
places—alone in his car on the road, in his second home in the Swiss Alps. These
landscape scenes contrast with the scenes of Vincent’s supposed place of
employment—the glass and steel UN building where a security guard notices that
he has been loitering in the building for an hour. Higbee points out that there is a
“tension between the naturalistic locations and a more stylized mise-en-scene that
mirror’s Vincent’s oscillation between the pressures of the real world and the
fantasy life he has created for himself.”[12] The mis-en-scene in Time Out takes
on a greater symbolic weight than in any of Cantet’s other films.

Cantet’s third film, Heading South (2005), presents a visual and narrative shift.
After developing a reputation for portraying the alienation of white male workers
and addressing issues of masculinity within capitalism, Cantet adopts a radically
different perspective.[13] Heading South omits white men entirely as it moves out
of Europe and into the Third World. It portrays middle-aged white women from
the United States, Canada, and Great Britain seeking sexual relationships with
young Haitian men while vacationing at resorts on the island. The film is also
more theatrical in its style, and the three leading women are all professional
actresses, most notably Charlotte Rampling as Ellen. Part of the film was,
however, actually shot in Haiti because Cantet insisted that it should be located in
a specific place and time.[14]

The narrative is based primarily on the short story “Vers le Sud”/“Heading South”
by Haitian exile writer Dany Laferriere.[15] In this short story four characters tell
their story in the first person, and the film draws on this literary structure by
including four confessional monologues where these characters speak directly to
the camera. Cantet makes some notable changes in adapting the story as a
screenplay. He adds scenes that address the poverty and repressive violence in
Haiti and encourage the audience to view the tourists critically. In addition, the
film connects the sexual exploitation to a more general exploitation of Haitian
poverty, addressing the political and economic underpinnings of the sex tourist



Heading South: In her confessional monologue,
Sue reveals how she feels beautiful and loved in
Haiti as compared to back home in Canada.

The Class: This rare outside shot of the 4e
classroom highlights the bars on the windows.

The Class: Extreme close-ups of teacher and
students place the audience inside the cramped
space of the classroom.

The Class: This shot from within the middle of
the class captures a power struggle in the class
as the students taunt François.

industry in a way that the short story does not.

Heading South: No one is able to stop two
cops from stealing and knocking over a
young boy’s goods for sale.

Heading South: Legba suspects danger as a
car with tinted windows pulls alongside him.

Cantet’s fourth film, The Class (2008), has received the most critical and popular
attention. Having won the Palme d’or at Cannes and being nominated for Best
Foreign Language Film Oscar, the film has received a lot of praise for its artistic
merits. But its political subject matter—the educational system in France—has
perhaps attracted more attention. The Class has been referenced in the heated
political debate about “the role French schools play in shaping national identity”
and the challenges that education presents in France’s multiethnic communities.
[16] Cantet set his film in a very precise location: a ‘4e’ class (the equivalent of
seventh grade in the U.S.) at the College Francoise Dolto in Paris’ 20th
arrondissement, which has a high immigrant population.[17] Cantet uses an
entirely non-professional cast in this film. He advertised for student participants
in the neighborhood, and the selected cast met once a week for over a year for
improvisation workshops.[18] The teacher is played by François Begaudeau, the
former teacher turned novelist and film critic, upon whose bestselling
autobiographical novel the film is based.

Shot in an observational documentary style, The Class spends most of its time in
an actual classroom portraying the personal and cultural tensions between the
teacher and the students. Dana Strand points out that the French title for the film,
Entre les Murs, translates more literally as “Between the Walls,” suggesting
imprisonment. The film includes numerous extreme close-up shots, emphasizing
the claustrophobic space of the school.[19] The use of Cinemascope, James S.
Williams points out, “further magnif[ies] the sense of claustrophobia in the class”
because it reduces both the depth of field and the height of the images.[20] Many
of the reviews of the film address Cantet’s choice to use three high-definition
cameras.[21] One camera follows the teacher, and two are trained on the class.
Having two cameras on the students allows greater freedom for them to improvise
and makes the film feel more like a documentary with its long takes.[22]
However, much has also been written about the political intentions of this filming
style. Rather than shooting for a traditional shot/reverse editing, Cahiers du
Cinema describes Cantet’s camera as having a “really neutral position, in the
middle of the class.”[23] Although other critics disagree with the claim that the
camera placement upsets the power hierarchy, critics generally agree that long
takes are less controlling.[24]

While New Realist films can be discussed collectively for sharing similar thematic
and stylistic similarities, the filmmakers themselves do not share a common
ideological position nor advocate for a political party.[25] Higbee argues that
Cantet’s films do not offer solutions to the problems of neoliberalism. Referencing
Cantet’s narrative technique in Human Resources that offers a range of
perspectives on the 35 hour workweek, Higbee states that Cantet’s films are
“devoid of militant didacticism or political sloganeering that prescribes a solution
for a given social problem” and references Cantet’s own description for his
strategy as “posing questions rather than providing answers.”[26] While Higbee is
largely convincing in his assessment that Cantet’s films do not point to solutions,
this gesture of posing questions can be read differently.



The Class: After announcing that “People say
that you like men,” Souleymane distances
himself from the accusation while still
demanding a reply from his teacher.

 

 

Cantet’s critical gesture, for example, is reflected in Slavoj Zizek’s productive
analysis of the French and the Dutch votes against a European Constitution in
spring 2005. In “Against the Populist Temptation” Zizek argues that there were
not actually two choices available:

“The French voters were not given a clear symmetrical choice, as the
very terms of the choice privileged the yes. The elite proposed to the
people a choice that was effectively no choice at all; people were called
to ratify the inevitable, the result of enlightened expertise. The media
and the political elite presented the choice as one between knowledge
and ignorance, between expertise and ideology, between postpolitical
administration and the old political passions of the Left and
Right.”[27]

The choice offered from the “enlightened European bureaucrats” was to either
rubberstamp the project of the European Union or be called racist.[28]
Consequently, in France, only the parties on the far right and left—Le Pen’s
National Front and the Communists and Trotskyites—took “no” as their official
position. For Zizek, the voters’ no was a brutal refusal to be part of an already
closed discussion. While the no failed to represent an alternate political vision,
Zizek argues that it is a sign “that the debate about what the new Europe shall and
should be is still open.”[29]

Drawing on Zizek’s analysis of the French and Dutch votes against the European
constitution, we can say that Cantet’s films similarly offer a “No” to the
unbearable conditions of contemporary global capitalism. The narratives of
Human Resources and Time Out are each presented from the perspective of a
middle-class white male in the First World. They give voice to neoliberal rhetoric
in order to illustrate its deceptions. They both portray a refusal—the
unwillingness to be part of this system. In contrast, Heading South and The Class
portray those who live at the bottom of the neoliberal economy and show more
directly the clash between the white middle-class First World and the
impoverished and exploited Third World. These films portray the devastating
costs of global capitalism. By pointing to problems that are seemingly
irreconcilable within global capitalism, all four of these films illustrate the false
choices the neoliberal economy offers and the inadequacy of these limited
options.

Go to page 2
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Images from Human Resources

This humiliation of Franck’s father early in the
film is paralleled with a later humiliation in this
same spot at the end of the film by his son.

Franck is visibly uncomfortable during lunch
with the other executives and misses the
opportunity to discuss his proposal for a thirty-
five hour workweek when one of them
complains about being overworked.

Human Resources (1999)

Both Human Resources and Time Out explore the false choices posed by the
neoliberal economy’s two competing rhetorics—what David Harvey calls the
utopian project and political project of neoliberalism. In A Brief History of
Neoliberalism David Harvey claims that neoliberalization can be interpreted

“either as a utopian project to realize a theoretical design for the
reorganization of international capitalism or as a political project to re-
establish the conditions for capital accumulation and to restore the
power of economic elites.”[30][open endnotes in new window]

He argues that neoliberalization is a political project to restore class power that its
proponents justify by the theoretical utopianism argument. In both Human
Resources and Time Out the central characters use this utopian rhetoric in their
roles as managers and consultants for global capitalism. The films, however,
reveal that the promises of this neoliberal rhetoric are impossible within the
framework of a neoliberal economy.

As mentioned previously, Human Resources focuses on the controversial subject
of the thirty-five hour workweek. After introducing the thirty-five hour workweek
on a voluntary basis in 1998, it was made compulsory in 2000 in the hope that it
would reduce unemployment and stimulate the economy. The majority of workers
favored the reduced workweek, which provided the same pay they had previously
received for thirty-nine hours of work.[31] It was revoked, however, in 2005 when
unemployment remained high and the economy sluggish.[32] The debate over the
thirty-five hour workweek is a significant part of the debate over to what extent
Europe should compete on neoliberal terms.

Prior to mention of the thirty-five hour workweek in the film, Human Resources
foregrounds the issue of control of one’s time. The central character in the film is
Franck, who is a young management intern at the factory where his father has
worked all of his professional life. On Franck’s first day at the job, his father Jean-
Claude explains that they arrive fifteen minutes early in order to have coffee and
tell a few jokes because it “starts off the day better.” His co-worker says, “They’d
have us start early every day.” There is a clear struggle between the managers and
the factory workers over the control of their time. This tension intensifies on the
assembly line when a few scenes later a supervisor scolds Jean-Claude for being
slow. This concern about control of time also extends to the executives when at
lunch one complains that he has been working every weekend.

Arnoux, the union representative, is skeptical
of Franck’s intentions and calls his

Franck’s supervisor Chambon, who does not
support his proposal, rewrites his survey.



Although race is never directly addressed in the
film, it is notable that Franck reconnects to his
working-class roots through a black man who
works on the assembly line.

After noticing the suspect behavior of his
supervisor Chambon and the boss Rouet,
Franck reads on his supervisor’s computer that

referendum on the thirty-five hour workweek
illegal.

Human Resources addresses the false choice of either being a flexible laborer in
the global economy or facing unemployment. When Franck proposes the thirty-
five hour workweek to his managers, his supervisor Chambon says immediately
that they cannot create jobs and stay competitive. They already had to dismiss
twenty-two workers the previous year. In the first meeting with the union, it
becomes clear that the thirty-five hour workweek is a point of tension. The union
wants the thirty-five hour week, but in order to create jobs not to eliminate them.
The boss Rouet argues that the thirty-five hour workweek will be too costly. He
claims that while the firm was profitable this past month they are still unstable.
The union representative Arnoux warns the workers: “There’ll be no new jobs.
He’ll use the thirty-five hours to cut overtime payments.” While the union is part
of the rejection of the terms of neoliberalism, it is not the solution in this film. The
labor union is portrayed as somewhat anachronistic, and it does not have control
over the terms of the debate.

As a manager Franck both believes and gives voice to neoliberal utopian rhetoric.
He tells the union representative that he believes the thirty-five hour week is good
for everyone. Franck genuinely desires a dialogue with the workers. He thinks the
negotiations “will further implicate employees in company affairs” and that “it will
be interesting to give them responsibility.” While Franck talks about advantages
for the workers, in terms of the plot his rhetoric actually provides the method for
the corporation to gain greater control. In order to find out what the workers
want, Franck decides to bypass the union by giving the workers a questionnaire.
When Franck writes the questionnaire though, one of his supervisors criticizes his
open-ended questions and suggests simplifying it by adding proposals in multiple-
choice answers. Workers are left to choose between the managers’ answers rather
than give their own. Yet again, a choice is seemingly presented where there is no
choice. Issuing the referendum without the union’s approval also has the effect of
dividing the union since some workers want to talk to management and some do
not.

The limits of this neoliberal utopian rhetoric are clear in Franck’s conversations
with both employees and supervisors. The factory workers are skeptical. When
Franck discusses his project with his father, Jean-Claude expresses no preference
for the thirty-five hour workweek. Franck then gives him the “right” answer and
says, “Overall, working hours will drop. It’s an improvement.” His father is
suspicious and rightly so. Franck has described the annualization of working
hours, which would give Jean-Claude less control over his schedule. He would be
subject to the demands of production, working 5 or 6 days one week and 2 or 3
another week. One of Franck’s peers, who also works at a factory, suspects that a
reduced workweek will mean a speed-up on the assembly line.



the company is dismissing twelve employees,
including his father.

As Franck walks to work, the image of the
executives passing him in their cars visually
represents how he is not actually a member of
their class.

Although Franck comes from a working-class family, he has to relearn the class
position of the worker, and he does so through Alain, a young black man who
works next to Jean Claude on the assembly line. After refusing to answer Franck’s
questionnaire, Alain later confronts Franck to explain that his refusal was not due
to lack of interest. He cares about work because he spends half his life at his job
even though “factory work is no one’s dream.” While Alain hopes Franck can
improve working conditions, he warns that it’s the workers who “have to hang in
there.” When Franck later spends the night at Alain’s apartment after a fight with
his father, he discovers that Alain has a wife and two infant sons. He admits to
Alain that he did not realize that Alain had a family. It’s clear that Franck has not
fully thought about Alain’s situation.

Franck’s boss Rouet uses his utopian rhetoric against him. Franck sells his boss on
his proposal by claiming,

“The organization of work needs to be reviewed globally for greater
efficiency. It’s a challenge. It’s even more exciting because the game is
open.”

Rouet replies that that they “will win it together;” but for Rouet winning this issue
includes laying off older workers such as Franck’s father. Of course, when Franck
confronts his boss for the boss’ double-dealing methods, Rouet points out
Franck’s own role. Franck defends his own use of the referendum but realizes that
the survey gave his boss “a perfect alibi.” When Franck reveals that he knows
about the dismissals, Rouet warns, “Don’t be arrogant. Soon you’ll manage a firm
like this. You’ll make the same decisions. That’s what bosses do.” Rouet expects
Franck to move from using the utopian neoliberal rhetoric to serving class
interests, and to more directly engage in the neoliberal project of restoring class
power.

Being upwardly mobile for Franck has significant costs. It means betraying his
family and his ideals. Ironically, his father does not want Franck to be true to his
working-class roots. Jean Claude wants his son to become a manager and is angry
at the young man for risking both his job and future. Franck, however, rejects the
terms of class mobility. Instead he takes the information about the layoffs to Alain,
who he now realizes is “too young, too cheap to be unprofitable.” Together they
use their skills against the company. From his boss’s computer Franck prints the
secret letter to the regional employment branch announcing the dismissals and
glues copies of the letter to the outside glass door; Alain welds the door shut.
Posting the letter effectively works to mobilize the workers, who then go on strike.
Jean Claude, however, refuses to go on strike even though he is being laid-off.
Only after an emotional confrontation with his son, who is angry about the class
shame that his father has instilled in him, does the older man leave the building.

Jean Claude has been dismissed after thirty
years at the factory. Franck has just been
offered a job at the factory but will not allow
his father to celebrate.

This aesthetically beautiful shot of Franck
and Alain walking into the daylight precedes
Franck’s revelation to Alain that twelve
workers are being dismissed.



Images from Time Out:

The glass barrier indicates Vincent’s sense of
being excluded as he is caught observing a
business meeting.

Because the door is welded shut and the
confidential letter posted, all of the
employees are informed in the morning of the
intended dismissals before the boss arrives
at work.

The class conflict in the film is felt most
profoundly within the family as Franck
confronts Jean Claude about his refusal to
strike and his shame of his working-class
status.

The last scene in the film takes place outside
the factory following the walk-out and the
beginning of the strike.

The camera zooms in on Franck’s face as he
speaks his often-quoted line that highlights
what remains unresolved at the film’s
conclusion.

Frank’s rejection of upward mobility means he rejects the undesirable options that
neoliberalism offers. In the closing scene, Alain asks Franck, who is now out of a
job, what is next for him, and Franck replies that he’s going back to Paris on the
train tomorrow. Alain responds, “That’s good. You deserve better. You can’t rot
away here. Your place isn’t in this hole.” Franck then returns the question, “So
when are you leaving?” Alain looks down and Franck looks away. Their eyes never
meet. But Franck persists, “Where’s your place?” The film ends with just the
disquieting sounds of outdoor noise. The discomfort in this scene—manifest in
their downcast eyes and the disconcerting silence—stems from the unbearableness
of the social relations of neoliberalism. While they briefly united in rebellion, they
are situated in the necessarily antagonistic positions of manager and factory
worker. Neither of them wants the positions offered to them, but where does one
go after rejecting the limited and undesirable options available? Not only is there a
lack of options within this narrative of neoliberal capitalism, but there is no place
for anyone who rejects the privileging of the few.

Time Out (2001)
Cantet’s second film Time Out also reveals the false promises of neoliberalism, in
particular its much-touted ability to bring development and prosperity to the
Third World. Neoliberal policies such as privatization and liberalization of trade
have been promoted for the development of the Third World. While the United
Nations (UN) now recognizes these policies to be a failure and censures
organizations such as the World Bank, which played an instrumental role in
implementing these policies throughout the 1990s.[33] In this film the UN is
implicated for its endorsement of neoliberal restructuring. Cantet’s next film
examines the impact of this restructuring.

Time Out portrays how the central character Vincent not only lies about being
laid-off but then also constructs elaborate lies to pretend that he has an important
job at the UN demanding his time. While he has previously worked as a consultant
and is already versed in free market jargon, he visits the UN building and studies



Vincent prefers being alone and studying the
UN brochures for his pretend job to seeking
actual employment.

The expression on Vincent’s face suggests that
he does not welcome Jean Michel’s proposition
that he sell black market goods even though he
is desperate for income.

After being observed on a surveillance monitor
by a security guard, Vincent is asked to leave
the UN building after loitering for an hour.

brochures, memorizing facts to repeat back to his family. Vincent goes to great
lengths to keep his family from knowing that he is not employed. Yet he does not
spend his time looking for employment and has not even filed for unemployment
after being laid-off. He does not want to work but does not want his family to
know. It is this—his not wanting to work—more so than his loss of job which he
must hide from his family.

While Vincent finds a job suffocating, to a varying degree other characters are also
dissatisfied with working. The irony though, is that these other dissatisfied
workers envy what Vincent supposedly now has—a stimulating and gratifying job.
Vincent’s acquaintance Fred admits that he’s not ambitious and could never be
passionate about a job, implying that Vincent is. To cope with work Fred is going
into debt because he goes out after work just to “feel like I did something with my
day. Give myself some kind of stupid pleasure.” While his friend Nono’s wife
Jeanne is happy to be the breadwinner for their family, she still admires Vincent.
She says his job “seems so interesting. It must be gratifying to be helping out
Africa. Better than working for some private company.” His wife Muriel, who is
trapped in the monotony of her role as a teacher, housewife, and mother, admits
to being jealous of her husband’s ability to change jobs. She also admires the work
that he does, specifically his role in promoting fair trade.

Of course, Vincent is not actually helping anyone. He’s lying to his wife about his
new job. He “buys time” by taking money from acquaintances such as Fred for a
supposed investment scheme in Russia. He also supports his family by selling
goods on the black market when recruited by the con man Jean-Michel. These lies
about where his money comes from are more than an individual pathology. These
personal lies to his family echo the lies of neoliberal rhetoric.

This establishing shot of a trucking lot is
followed by an image of Vincent studying in
the front seat of his vehicle. After being
expelled from privatized spaces, Vincent
seeks out a public space ...

... for working on his fraudulent investments.
A young couple that passes him by still
regards him suspiciously — he’s suspicious
particularly because a middle-aged man is
expected to be working a job.

As Vincent’s lies to his wife Muriel deepen,
suspense builds as to whether he might
harm his family. Some critics have even
referred to Time Out as a thriller.

Vincent watches his friend Nono and his
family as he debates whether he will take
Nono’s money for his fraudulent
investments.

In particular the film reveals the false promises of privatization. As Vincent
becomes further involved in this lie, he asks his father for 200,000 francs to set up



Even though Muriel realizes at this moment how
her husband has been supporting his family,
she does not confront him about his lies.

Particularly in reference to this image, Cantet
has called Vincent “a spectator to his own life.”

housing in Geneva. Muriel explains that they can repay this loan with the housing
stipend. After the check is written, Vincent casually tells the story of talking to
someone in Mozambique who is fighting to reconstruct their telecommunications
network. He says, “Suddenly, I looked around me…all the marble and glass…all
the space.” Muriel asks in astonishment, “You’re complaining?” and he replies,
“No, it’s just surrealistic.” Vincent’s story evokes the gap between the wealthy and
the poor, and his own experiences have made him realize that he is on the outside
rather than inside of the wealth. When he visited the UN, he was asked to leave
the lobby after a security guard, who had been watching him on surveillance,
noticed that he had been there longer than an hour. On another occasion a
security guard chases Vincent away after discovering him sleeping in his car in the
parking lot of the hotel chain Novotel, where he conducts his investment schemes.
Vincent has no place in these private spaces.

The merits of Vincent’s supposed job also come under question. In a conversation
with his father Vincent explains about the collaboration between the UN and non-
governmental organizations (NGOs). His father distrusts these collaborations as
“never-ending meetings without any results.” Vincent begins to explain that
beyond meetings, these arrangements offer financing and follow-up consulting,
which not only fails to convince his father but instead provokes his exclamation:
“Are you dreaming? Consulting in Africa! How can you believe in that?” While
Vincent claims that he sees it in action, his father says, “Don’t believe it. That’s
nonsense. All these small private initiatives never solved the problems of under-
developed nations.” Vincent’s father is cynical about this collaboration’s ability to
develop the Third World. Although Vincent’s father is thinking in terms of
viability, the subtext of this scene suggests that the NGO-UN collaboration is as
much of a lie as Vincent’s claim to be working for the UN.

It is significant that Vincent’s lie is revealed to his wife in a discussion about legal
and “parallel” economies. When Vincent brings the con-man Jean-Michel home
for dinner, Muriel presses him for information about his job. Jean-Michel claims
to work “in connection with the European Commission, in their anti-fraud sector.”
While Vincent and Muriel’s son Julien argues with Jean-Michel that selling fake
goods is not a serious crime, Muriel grows increasingly aware of how Vincent has
been supporting them. While Jean-Michel describes the factories that make both
legal and fake goods, making it difficult to distinguish between the legal and
parallel economies, Vincent and Muriel exchange looks. Vincent looks trapped and
Muriel looks heartbroken as she realizes what Vincent has actually been doing.

 After his lie is revealed to his family, the way the family reacts to Vincent and he
to them suggests that he may harm his family or commit suicide.[34] When he
arrives home his daughter stares at him as if he’s a stranger and his eldest son
Julien is angry and does not want to speak to him. There is a hardness in Vincent’s
voice as he explains that he did it “so you could live like nothing happened” and
reminds them that he could have left them instead. In a couple of instances,
Muriel puts herself between Vincent and the children in a protective gesture.
Vincent’s mood swings from despondent, saying “I’m just tired. None of you know



This ominous image of Vincent walking into the
darkness and leaving behind his wife on his
cellphone has left the impression with
audiences that Vincent will commit suicide.

At first the bright lights of this office scene are
reassuring after the darkness of the previous
scene. However, it quickly becomes apparent
from Vincent’s demeanor as he interviews for
this job that he is committing a form of suicide.

 

how tired I am,” to anger, exclaiming, “What are you all doing there? Are you just
going to watch me all night? You’re all completely sick!” When Vincent’s father
arrives, Vincent climbs out of a window because he has “nothing to say,” drives off
in his SUV, and then refuses to speak to his family on his cell phone. He then
walks out of his SUV and out of the camera frame, seemingly into traffic.

The screen goes black and then immediately cuts to a brightly lit office scene.
Vincent chooses the simultaneously most mundane and most terrifying path. In a
job interview, Vincent is able to convincingly explain his seven-month period not
working. With the help of his father’s recommendation his lies are accepted, and
he is offered the job. Haunting music then becomes louder than the interviewer’s
voice as the camera zooms in on Vincent’s face. His resignation is terrifying.

Vincent, like Franck and Alain from Human Resources, also does not have a place.
Cantet’s films ask questions—such as “Where is your place?”—which have no
answers within the rhetorical framework of neoliberalism. These questions
demonstrate that the rhetoric is irreconcilable with what it is describing; they
cannot be answered in a way that sustains the economic order. Human Resources
and Time Out demonstrate the impossibility of any utopian element to
neoliberalism. In his next two films Cantet transitions to examining the effects of
the neoliberal economy on the Third World and its immigrants. While Time Out
exposes the false promises of the rhetoric of Third World development, Heading
South focuses on Haiti, a Third World country that has been a recipient of
international aid and development programs.

The executive’s comment about this job
requiring Vincent’s “Personal investment,”
emphasizes the suffocating nature of his job
offer.

The camera zooms into this close-up for the
last shot as the film ends in silence.
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A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Upon arriving in Haiti, Brenda immediately
tracks down Legba, a young Haitian with whom
she had sex three years prior. This introductory
shot of Legba indicates to the audience that
Brenda is in the position of power as she hovers
over him sleeping.

Ellen returns each summer to Haiti to resume
her relationship with Legba.

The opening scene disorients the audience as
this respectable and dignified woman speaks
these unimaginable words.

Heading South (2005)

Heading South, is set in the late 1970s, which was a transitional moment both for
global capital and Haiti. Neoliberalism began to gain credence in that decade and
affected events in Haiti. During the 1970s, foreign money arrived in the small
Caribbean country in several forms: tourism, aid, and investment. After the end of
François Duvalier’s rule in 1971, the country did experience an increase in foreign
spending as tourism expanded rapidly throughout the decade.[35] [open endnotes
in new window]However, by the 1980s tourism dropped off substantially due to
Jean-Claude Duvalier’s repressive regime, worsening poverty, and the false rumor
that Haiti had been a source for HIV.[36] In 1973 the United States and other
countries also renewed foreign aid after a ten-year suspension,[37] and since the
mid-1970s the U.S. has been Haiti’s largest donor.[38] Because the U.S. has
interrupted aid at different times due to “alleged human rights abuses, corruption,
and election fraud” and other development agencies have followed its lead, the
U.S. has wielded significant power over the direction of Haitian affairs.[39]
Foreign aid to Haiti has come with strings attached.

International development agencies played a key role in compelling Haiti to
transform itself into a country open to foreign investment. Anthropologist Robert
Lawless suggests that the United States made a pact with François Duvalier that it
would support his son Jean-Claude Duvalier as the succeeding president if Jean-
Claude would welcome U.S. private investment and create an export-oriented
economy.[40] The United States Agency for International Development (AID)
acknowledged that Haiti would need to import grain because of this export-
oriented development but welcomed “this historic change toward deeper market
interdependence with the United States.”[41] Between 1973 and 1980 Haiti’s
external public debt increased dramatically from $53 million to $360 million.[42]
As part of its loan programs, the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank coerced Haiti into neoliberal structural adjustment programs, requiring that
spending on education, health, and rural development “be minimized” so that
funds could be spent on export-oriented development.[43] The combination of
Haiti’s repressive government and cheap labor made it popular for the
outsourcing of assembly work.[44]

Heading South examines the U.S.’s infiltration into Haitian affairs directly
through its portrayal of tourism and indirectly through the larger history to which
it alludes. In the film, middle-aged white women, who find romantic relationships
in the context of Western sexism to be unacceptable, seek sexual relationships
with Haitian men in which they feel more powerful. While they sometimes claim
to “love” their sexual partners, the film suggests that their sex tourism is
connected to the larger exploitation of Haiti. Heading South uses sex tourism as
both a concrete example of this exploitative relation and as a symbol of the
lopsided power relations of global capitalism in which the national body of Haiti is
available for purchase.

The choice of women as sexual tourists rather than men is important. First of all,
there is some empathy for the women who are escaping undesirable situations at
home. Ellen, who is a 55-year-old professor, says, “If you are over 40, and not as
dumb as a fashion model, the only guys who are interested in you are natural-
born losers or husbands whose wives are cheating on them.” Ellen also finds
“repulsive” the romantic relationships of her female students because seeing them



Her fifteen year old daughter wants to be a
nurse but will likely be forced into prostitution.

Because this young woman is the mistress of a
Colonel, she jeopardizes Legba’s life just by
having this conversation with him.

While out shopping in the city with Brenda,
Legba has to flee when a car abruptly pulls up
alongside him. Frank, the driver of the Colonel’s
mistress, pursues Legba on foot, firing a gun
into the air.

cry in the hallways, she imagines that their boyfriends “enjoy having those girls at
their mercy.” Brenda is a 48-year-old divorcee who consumes Valium to the
extent that it has little effect on her. Sue, who runs a warehouse, rarely dates at
home in Canada but in Haiti feels like she becomes “a butterfly.” Because the
problem of Western sexism makes sexual relationships at home either
undesirable or unattainable and motivates the women’s travel abroad, the film
more directly concerns cultural exploitation rather than individual perversion.

More important, the narrative better mirrors the relation between the First World
and Third World during the era of giving aid rather than invading militarily—a
guise of caring covers over the exploitation. While Cantet’s earlier films contain
gestures of refusal within them, his later films are about the costs of the neoliberal
economy. In particular, by portraying clashes between white, middle-class
inhabitants in the First World and the impoverished inhabitants or refugees of the
Third World, the films demonstrate the unbearableness of social relations at the
bottom of global capitalism and the complicity of the First World.

The opening scene of Heading South makes clear the harsh, unbearable choices
available in Haiti: give your fifteen year-old daughter away to a middle-aged man
or risk being killed and having her stolen and forced into prostitution for the
military. At the airport a mother pleads with Albert, a hotel employee escorting a
tourist to the resort, telling him that she and her daughter “once had a nice life”
but since her husband, who worked as a public health inspector, was arrested at
his office and never seen again, she has been penniless. Not only can she not pay
her rent or daughter’s tuition, but worse she knows that “unfortunately, being
beautiful and poor in this country [her daughter] doesn’t stand a chance.”

While the film portrays tourists only briefly glimpsing the poverty and military
rule that constrains Haitian lives—either through the windows of the vehicle as
they are transported to the resort or of the soldiers standing guard at the airport
in camouflage and with machine guns—the film contains scenes without tourists,
such as the opening one, that encourage the audience to view the tourists’
critically. In particular, several scenes provide the audience information about the
life of Legba, the young male gigolo who romances both Ellen and Brenda. While
several of the women tourists claim to love Legba, they remain completely
ignorant about what his life is like when he is not at the resort. For example, in a
street scene where boys are playing soccer, two men—who are apparently cops—
take soda from a young vendor without paying for it. When the young boy asks for
payment, the cops knock over his box of bottles and cans and threaten the boy,
asking for his permit and ID. Eddy, a young adolescent who hangs out with the
male gigolos at the resort, defends the young boy, but Legba steps in telling the
cop that there is “no problem,” clearly fearing for Eddy’s life.

Legba’s understanding of life as threatened under the Haitian dictatorship is
validated later in the film when he is murdered for an encounter with a young
woman. This encounter also points to the lack of choices that Haitians face. While
walking along the street, Legba is ordered into a car with tinted windows by the
driver of this young woman, who seems to have been a former girlfriend of
Legba’s. She tells Legba that two months ago she was made the mistress of a
Colonel who is married and has children. Legba, whose masculine pride seems
injured, is critical of her. She insists, “When those people want something, they
always get it. I had no choice.” When Legba asks if she was raped, the girl
explains:

“No, that’s not how it happens. They give you smiles, jewels, gifts,
roses but you know that this man who’s giving you gifts and smiles,
just for kicks, may gun down any fool who crosses his path! So the
roses and gifts are like a machine-gun against your neck.”

In a further attempt to explain, she mentions her sister who works as a live-in
maid and has to sleep with her boss and his son and says she and Legba were not



Unlike the monologues given by the female
tourists, Albert does not directly address the
camera.

In this scene Sue talks about buying Haitian art
cheaply and Ellen makes a derogatory comment
about the Haitian people tolerating the
“president’s lavish parties.” Legba’s behavior
following these comments—leaving their
company after downing his cocktail and
requesting money for the bus—suggests that he
is offended by their remarks.

made for that. In contrast, she made the “choice” to become the Colonel’s mistress
and a government prostitute just as Legba makes the “choice” to service foreign
tourists in order to support himself and his mother. While she is forced to service
the military, Legba represents the selling of the national body to the First World,
particularly the U.S.

The maître d’ Albert represents the national resentment towards this selling of
Haiti. Of course, as an employee of a tourist resort, he is also forced to serve the
Americans. The film includes four monologues. Three of these stories are from
women visiting the resort—Ellen, Brenda, and Sue—and they speak directly to the
camera, and one is from Albert, and his monologue is heard in voiceover as he
prepares food in the kitchen for Legba at Brenda’s insistence even though he had
said it was against house rules. Albert, who comes from a family of patriots who
fought the Americans during the 1915 occupation, says, that if his grandfather
“knew I was a waiter for Americans, he’d die of shame.” However, Albert is left
with few options because the newest invasion of Americans is harder to fight:

“This time the invaders aren’t armed, but they have more damaging
weapons than cannons: dollars! So that everything they touch turns to
garbage. The whole country is rotten.”

Generally, the tourists remain ignorant of this resentment. In this same scene
where Albert gives his monologue, Brenda and Sue say that they are surprised at
the racism of the Haitians when Albert forbids Legba from dining at the resort’s
restaurant. Of course, they misinterpret Albert’s resistance and are not cognizant
of their own racism that combines with class exploitation. They do not consider
how they can purchase anything they want in this country—whether that is the art
Sue buys at the market for $3 a piece or sex from young Haitian men—and they
remain unconscious of how they exploit the Haitians. Ellen’s exploitation,
however, becomes visually apparent to the audience when Ellen photographs
Legba naked. Although he wants to face the camera, she insists on capturing his
image from behind with him not looking at the camera: “I want to see your face
asleep and your ass.” She wants to take home with her a picture of Legba caught
passively by the camera.

Considering that she is a professor at
Wellesley, Ellen cannot be unfamiliar with
the history of male artists portraying female
nudes as passive—receiving but not
returning the male gaze.

Intentionally photographing Legba in this
posture, Ellen attempts to reverse the sexism
of her culture, but she does not consider the
class dimensions of her relationship with
Legba.

Brenda’s vulnerable posture—hugging her The camera zooms in on Brenda during her



When Brenda dances with Eddy on the beach,
Legba angrily interrupts and scolds Eddy.
Although unspoken, Legba seems to be
protecting Eddy from becoming a prostitute
while still so young.

knees—does not prepare the audience for
the crime to which she confesses.

monologue, and notably, her anguish is not
for what she has done but for herself.

Brenda’s exploitation is more explicit. During her monologue, she tells an
uncomfortable story of imposing herself sexually on fifteen-year old Legba whom
she and her husband had “adopted” and fed. She describes the episode as
“literally, so violent I couldn’t stop screaming” and that violence is what makes
her orgasm for the first time. Legba still understands this power dynamic three
years later. After Brenda buys him chicken for dinner, they go for a walk on the
beach and he strips naked. Brenda ‘s monologue in which she reveals her crime of
statutory rape is filmed as if she is confiding in a friend—she’s sitting relaxed on
her bed and speaks directly to the camera, implicating the audience who shares
this secret with her. 

As sex tourists, the women take on the role of exploiter, and they remain ignorant
of the role that the First world plays in creating and maintaining the conditions
that force these young men into prostitution. Near the end of the film the dead
naked bodies of Legba and the young woman who is the Colonel’s mistress are
dumped on the beach at the resort in the middle of the night. Most likely they
were murdered under the Colonel’s orders since it is Frank, the driver of the
young woman, who disposes of their bodies. Even though the women tourists are
horrified by the death of Legba, they do not connect it to the larger political and
economic situation. When the government official tells Ellen that her argument
with Legba had nothing to do with his death and that she knew nothing about
him, she continues to prioritize the importance of their argument and thinks she
might be at risk since the bodies were dumped on the beach at the resort. The
maître d’ Albert has to translate the official’s response, which is “tourists never
die.” Ellen’s fearing for her own life reveals how little she realizes her own level of
privilege.

The film concludes with Brenda’s response to Legba’s death. While Ellen retreats
home, Brenda decides to voyage to other islands and become the perpetual sexual
tourist. Even before Legba’s body is discovered, Brenda begins to transfer her
affection to other men when she goes alone to a dance and makes eye contact with



Albert discovers the naked, dead bodies of
Legba and the Colonel’s mistress in the early
morning.

Similar to his last two films Cantet’s concluding
scene includes a close-up on a central
character. In contrast to his earlier films though,
this shot includes a voiceover.

In contrast to Frank’s pointed realization at the
conclusion of Human Resources, Brenda
remains firmly in denial, which is represented
visually by her turning away from the camera.

 

several men until someone asks her to dance. After Legba is killed, she admits
that maybe she did not love Legba, but she knows that she “loved the way he
looked” at her. It is this position of power in her sexual relationships that she
continues to seek, but she masks it with an exoticization of the islands and the
men on them. The closing scene of the film begins with a close-up on Brenda’s
face with a satisfied smile and the ocean in the background. She states in
voiceover:

“Of course, I won’t go back home. Besides I don’t have a house
anymore or a husband. I want nothing to do with men from the North.
I’m going to visit other islands in the Caribbean. Cuba, Guadalupe,
Barbados, Martinique, Trinidad, Bahamas. They have such lovely
names. I want to love them all.”

 The screen then goes black and the film ends with only the sound of the ocean in
background as credits roll. The ending of the film is unsettling as Brenda chooses
an ongoing exploitative lifestyle even after she’s been confronted with Legba’s
death. The film leaves the audience contemplating the intersection of the Western
exoticization of Third World countries and the unbalanced power relationship
between the First and Third World. It calls into question the unequal social
relations on which global capitalism depends and how the rhetoric of aid, similar
to the women’s rhetoric of love, masks the exploitative relationship between the
U.S. and Haiti.
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Nearly all of the shots of the students in the
school yard are aerial ones, suggesting that
they are from the teacher’s point-of-view within
the classroom.

Prior to the first day of school a new teacher is
warned about troublesome students.

François encourages Souleymane to express
himself in a visual essay and later praises him
publicly in front of the class.

The Class (2008)

Finally, Cantet’s fourth film, The Class, examines relations between
Third World immigrants and France through its depiction of the
neoliberal promise of choice and opportunity in the educational
system. Focusing almost exclusively on the interactions between a
teacher and his multi-ethnic students in the classroom, it portrays the
personal and cultural tensions that are a manifestation of the
neoliberal restructuring of the economy where workers from countries
in Eastern Europe, Africa, and Asia—who are deprived of opportunities
in their home countries—are compelled to migrate to the West.[45] ]
[open endnotes in new window]In the French system, these students
only have one more year after the current one to decide between
pursuing an academic or vocational route. It is this guise of having a
choice that is at issue in the film. The Class illustrates how a rhetoric of
“equal opportunity” serves to mask a lack thereof not only in the
French educational system but in the restructured neoliberal economy.

In regards to immigration, France has attempted an universalist model
of integration in order to promote “equal opportunity,” and the school
system is intended to be the site of socialization where children learn
the language and values of French culture.[46] However, The Class
illustrates the limitations of this model. In the film the French
educational system serves to remind the students that they are
generally excluded from a definition of what is French. This exclusion
is frequently apparent in François’ classroom where the students are
learning the French language. For example, François uses the sample
sentence “Bill enjoys a succulent cheeseburger” to teach the meaning
of the word “succulent” in context without considering the
Eurocentrism of either “Bill” or a “cheeseburger.” One student
immediately replies that “Cheeseburgers stink.” Ignoring the student’s
cultural criticism, François attempts to use the student’s remark
productively in helping the class understand the meaning of the word
“succulent,” but then he distances himself further from them by using
the unfamiliar cultural expression that his statement “should have
made the penny drop.” Some of his students recognize how his
examples exclude them and then suggest that instead of using “whitey
names, Honkey names” that he use names such as Aissata, Fatou, and
Rachid. In addition to his choice of cultural examples, François also
embodies the dominance of French middle-class white culture in the
grammar lessons themselves. When he attempts to teach the imperfect
subjunctive, the students recognize that its use is anachronistic. When
he then claims that he uses the imperfect subjunctive in conversation
with friends, he further marks himself as part of the bourgeois from
which they are excluded.

François also represents the educational system’s undermining of



Reminiscent of the confessional monologues in
Heading South, The Class includes shots of a
few students directly addressing the camera as
they present their self-portraits.

In this parent conference François is only shown
receiving the mother’s criticism — not
responding verbally.

This teacher’s angry rant is shot in an extreme
close-up, heightening the sense of entrapment
and the audience’s discomfort.

François’s expression reveals his surprise that
his students travel to the center of Paris.

Third World immigrant students. While there are moments when
François genuinely encourages and praises his students—for example,
praising Souleymane’s work on his self-portrait and showing it to the
entire class—François more frequently underestimates his students’
abilities, both academically and socially. During a parent-teacher
conference, François cannot hide his disbelief when a mother, who
criticizes the teachers for not challenging the better students, states
that she’d like her son “to go to the best, to Henri IV.” Another time,
François doubts Esmeralda’s claims that she read Plato’s The Republic
on her own until she is able to answer questions about the book. In
another parent-teacher conference, one mother defends her son
against the criticism that he is an outcast. This scene includes only her
reply to Francois—not his criticism nor his response to her defense—
which privileges her position. The trend of being critical of students is
reinforced when the faculty discusses implementing a penalty-point
system, and the parent’s representative to the committee protests,
“This is typical of the school’s bad habits. You always condemn the
students, but never praise them.”

While the educational system underestimates the students’ abilities, it
makes devastating assumptions about their futures. These
expectations are most clearly—and crudely—expressed by a frustrated
teacher who goes off on a rant in the teacher’s lounge:

“I’m sick of these clowns. Sick of them. I can’t take it
anymore. They’re nothing, they know nothing, they look
right through you when you try to teach them. They can
stay in their shit. I’m not going to help them. They’re so
basic, so insincere, always looking for             trouble. Go
ahead, you guys, stay in your crap neighborhood. You’ll be
here all your lives and it serves you right… Have you seen
them in the yard? It’s like they’re in heat. They’re all over
each other like animals. It’s crazy. It’s the same in class…”

While the other teachers would not dare voice such crude sentiments,
the expectation that these students are not likely to escape their
neighborhoods seems to be more widely felt. For example, when a
student wants to write about frequenting Galeries Lafayette, a French
department store, in her self-portrait, François cannot hide his
surprise and says, “Wow, that’s four metro stops. A huge leap from
your neighborhood,” suggesting that she does not belong in the center
of Paris or out of her neighborhood. Because François is often seen
defending students to other teachers, his prejudices should not be read
solely as personal flaws but as reflective of the prejudices ingrained in
the institutional educational system.

The tendency of the school to denigrate rather than advocate for
students is key to the central conflict in the film—the expulsion of
Souleymane for a behavioral infraction. On the day prior to the
incident that leads to his expulsion, the faculty discusses whether to
issue Souleymane an official warning. When the teachers’ silence
condemns Souleymane, Esmeralda, one of the student representatives,
speaks up on his behalf to say that his grades have improved. François
then simultaneously defends and attacks Souleymane. He says that he
would rather “stress his good work” than issue threats and



While present as student representatives,
Louise and Esmeralda whisper and laugh during
the meeting in which the teachers discuss their
students’ grades and behavior.

The students respond in disbelief that François
used the term “skanks” in reference to Louise
and Esmeralda.

Souleymane has “something metal” in his bag
that splits open Khoumba’s eyebrow when he
accidentally hits her.

punishments. When another teacher accuses of him of wanting “to buy
social harmony,” François replies, “I don’t think a warning’s what he
needs. Maybe we should say he has reached his limit because he’s
limited scholastically.” When revealed in class by the two student
representatives Esmeralda and Louise, this denigration devastates
Souleymane. Angry at the girls for revealing this information, François
then verbally attacks Esmeralda and Louise calling them “skanks.”
After an angry exchange with Francois in which he defends the girls,
Souleymane attempts to storm out of the classroom. When François
physically blocks him and another student Carl physically restrains
him, he struggles to free himself and accidentally hits a female student,
Khoumba, in the face with his school bag and cuts her eyebrow. While
injuring Khoumba was an accident, what is left unexamined in the
school system is what provoked Souleymane in the first place.

The film illustrates how certain students are pigeonholed into the
category of deviant or criminal by suggesting that Souleymane’s
outcome—expulsion from the school—is predetermined. Following the
incident, Khoumba inquires about whether Souleymane will be
expelled, and when François replies that nothing has yet been decided,
Khoumba responds, “It’s all settled anyway. Because it’s always the
same.” In the following scene, François discusses the issue informally
in the lounge with the other teachers. François seems to have been
influenced by Khoumba—who also informed him that Souleymane
would likely be sent back to his village in Mali by his father if expelled
—and points out to the other teachers that in the previous year there
were twelve disciplinary hearings with the result of an expulsion each
time. However, François ultimately tells the principal that he does not
have “much choice” but to go ahead with the disciplinary hearing. The
system—and the expectations of the other faculty that maintain the
system—does not allow for actual choice regarding Souleymane’s
future.

While the hopes for the individual students’ futures vary, the
concluding scene suggests that many of their futures are
predetermined. At the end of the film on the last day of class after the
students leave the classroom, a quiet black girl who goes largely
unnoticed throughout the film approaches Francois’s desk and says
seriously in a quiet tone that she has not learned anything all year
because she does not understand what the rest of the class does. After
François tries to claim that she learned as much as the other students,
she looks up from the ground and says directly, “I don’t want to go to
vocational school.” François tries to claim that has not been decided
yet:

“There’s no question of that yet. You’re moving on to the
next year. You’ll have plenty of time to think about your
future. Vocational school isn’t an absolute certainty. It all
depends on how you do next year.”

François’ response echoes his earlier response to Khoumba’s charge
that everything had already been decided. The scene ends with the girl
restating her position: “But I don’t want to.” At this moment it
becomes clear not only what is at stake but that this student recognizes
that there is not an actual choice for her—all she can do is state a
refusal. The ending of the film illustrates the ideological role that



François attempts to confront Louise and
Esmeralda in the school yard for having told a
teacher about his calling them “skanks” but
lacks the authority that he has in the classroom.

Because Souleymane’s mother does not speak
French, Souleymane is compelled to translate
for her.

This student, who rarely speaks throughout the
film, unnerves François with her revelation that
she has been unable to learn because she does
not understand what takes place in class.

"But I don't want to go to vocational school." Her

“equal opportunity” serves in buttressing the claims of a neoliberal
economy as seen through Francois’ desperate attempt to cling to the
notion that the future has not been decided. At the same time it voices
a blunt rejection of the false choices offered to Third World immigrants
within the restructured neoliberal economy.

Conclusion

Viewed together as a body of work on global capitalism, Cantet’s films
illustrate the false choices offered from a multi-faceted perspective.
Human Resources and Time Out examine the difficulties of the flexible
labor market on the traditionally privileged class of white male
workers and how market liberalization is undermining their sense of
self as workers. Both of these films offer refusals of what people are
supposed to desire—employment and class mobility—on the terms that
they are offered. Heading South and The Class illustrate the limited
options for those living at the margins of global capitalism—multi-
ethnic immigrants in France and people of the Third World. Both of
these films criticize the tendency of the white middle class to deny
and/or rationalize the injustices of the restructured neoliberal
economy. In Heading South, claims of “love” shield the tourists from
the realities of their acts of exploitation, and in The Class, claims of
“equal opportunity” shield the teachers from their complicity with the
structural inequalities in the educational system.

All of Cantet’s films have unsettling endings. They raise questions or
problems that cannot be answered such as Franck asking his co-worker
“Where is your place?” and the young student’s intransigent “But I
don’t want to.” They also illustrate attempts at self-deception in the
face of an undesirable reality through Vincent’s resignation and
acceptance of a job he does not want and Brenda’s claim to “want to
love them all.” Cantet’s films conclude with a lack of resolution and
leave the audience in an uncomfortable silence throughout the credits.
The discomfort of these film endings underscores the intolerable
character of social relations under global capitalism.

 Although most of Cantet’s films are specifically situated in French
culture, they convey contemporary attitudes regarding work in a
restructured neoliberal economy throughout the First World. While
Cantet’s films are unable to provide solutions, they effectively
narrativize the impasses of global capitalism. By illustrating the ways
that neoliberalism has constrained our political imagination, they may
also represent creative expressions of the pressing need to think
beyond this paradigm.
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rejection of the undesirable options available to
her within global capitalism is the last line of
dialogue within the classroom.

Cantet breaks with his tendency to end his films
with a close-up of a character and includes this
image of the empty classroom as the final shot
of the film.
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Images from Still Life

The husband and wife reunite after sixteen
years of being apart.

The one-minute long take has them dawdling
mostly silently in the gutted building.

Narrating changes in topography:
Still Life and the cinema of 
Jia Zhangke

by Eric Dalle

The construction of the Three Gorges Dam on the Yangtze River, which reached
various levels of completion during the first decade of the 21st century, has
become an intensely controversial issue among environmentalists, the
government of the People’s Republic of China, and the millions of residents who
have been displaced due to flooding caused by the dam’s construction.[1] [open
notes in new window] Set upon the backdrop of Three Gorges Dam, Jia Zhangke’s
2006 film Still Life follows the interpersonal intricacies of two couples from
opposite sides of the economic divide of an industrializing China. The characters’
lives play out in relation to the construction and demolition associated with the
damming project. Furthermore, the film explores how the impending flood
highlights the complexities of the socio-economic while contemplating the human
limits of comprehending massive changes in topography.

A building in the distance begins to fall.The
shot ends with the couple standing ...

... and appearing larger in stature than the
surrounding demolition in the background.

One prominent long take occurs after Han Sanming and Missy, two of the main
characters from an initial narrative thread, reunite after sixteen years of being
apart. The estranged pair dawdles in a gutted building. The man and woman are
placed in the right–hand side of the frame of this long shot: she standing to his
left, and he squatting. To the left of this pair, a wide hole made by the demolition
process exposes the backdrop of the city. Missy gives Sanming a piece of candy,
and she squats facing him—he continuously smoking a cigarette. The only diagetic
sounds within this minute-long shot are distant car horns and even more distant
sounds of mallets striking concrete buildings. Suddenly within the panorama of
the cityscape, of which the viewer has access through the gap in the wall in the
background, one of the larger buildings falls—hiccupping ash and rubble along its
rumbling descent. The two characters stand and turn in the direction of the
massive movement and accompanying noise that invades the city view. Sanming
gently places his hands on Missy’s arms from behind.

When taken in context of the overall plot of the film, this particular shot narrates

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/dalleStillLife/bio.html


Images from Pickpocket

Four quick shots after the opening title of
Pickpocket narrate a homecoming beginning
with the lighting of a match.

an implosion of disparate forces in terms of labor, migration, human trafficking,
and environmental destruction that is exposed by the vanishing topography as a
result of the Three Gorges Dam. Missy’s original home has now been submerged
by the rising waters. It is also revealed in the film that she is a victim of human
trafficking because Sanming had originally purchased her from that area. The
nostalgic Sanming, though, hopes to return to Shanxi with his estranged wife and
continue working in the dangerous coal mines to pay off the debt to the man that
purchased Missy from her brother. The predicament of the two characters
projects an endemic situation of the economics of the locale—they are physically
relocated by the commerce environmentally affecting the area of Fengjie and the
economics of an industrializing China.

Still Life encapsulates the environmental side of Jia Zhangke’s larger filmic
project. Since the beginning of his career, Jia’s works have sought to expose the
evolution of China in relation to rapid economic development, the aesthetic
implications of globalization, and the human toll of environmental degradation.
Jia’s preoccupation with change allows for the vestiges of human resolve to
survive among the shifting socio-economics of contemporary society, all wrought
by larger interrelated forces, that are state-sponsored, global, and imposed
through economic structures. Ultimately, Jia Zhangke’s filmic project sets to
critique the very notion of representing the changes in topography by pushing the
limits of narrative and documentary film in turn exposing the conceptual holes in
comprehending vast ecological change.

This article offers a reading of Jia Zhangke’s films in relation to how his career is
invested in narrating changing topography. Jia, as director, embodies many of the
influences he describes. His hometown becomes his first major thematic subject,
and he is able to utilize the advancement and availability of digital technologies to
craft and promote his work. An introduction to Jia’s early films sets the
foundation for a reading of his 2006 work Still Life which will be approached
from three perspectives: the heterogeneity of environmental impact understood
through the migrant experience, the way in which Jia understands nostalgia as a
crisis in signification, and the manner in which the film de-centers the notion of
home and homelessness. Finally, the conclusion will demonstrate how Jia’s Still
Life, when read against his companion documentary Dong, implodes the
boundaries of documentary and narrative. Jia Zhangke’s work exposes the limits
of logic in comprehending changes in landscape and engages in the act of
narrating topography.  



The characters on the matchbook indicate
Shanxi Province, Jia Zhangke’s home province.

The identity of the smoker is revealed. He is the
anti-hero of the film (Xiao Wu).

He is waiting for a bus to go back to his
hometown.

Hometown, topography, and technology

Jia Zhangke is a member of the generation of young Chinese that experienced
first-hand the drastic social and economic transformations of Mainland China.
His craft similarly has worked with and negotiated varying forces, such as state
censorship and international/domestic recognition. Jia was born in Fenyang, in
Shanxi province in 1970, and his place of birth will remain an important aspect in
the majority of his films. In various interviews, Jia has said that he believes the
notion of a home is of primary importance of an individual’s emotional and
rational understanding of the world. Though he admits that there really is not
much in Fenyang, he must always come back (Teo 4). 

The first three full-length independent films of Jia Zhangke are generally referred
to as The Hometown Trilogy.[2] His first major full length film Pickpocket (or
Xiao Wu, 1997) was a project that evolved upon site and became the seminal
thematic preoccupation for all his subsequent film.[3] The original intent of the
film was a short intended to be about thirty minutes. Upon arriving in his
hometown of Fenyang, however, Jia was struck by the changes that had taken
place in such a short time as he was studying film in Beijing. The project
immediately became a filmic attempt to capture the rapidly changing topography.

The first four shots following the opening credits and title immediately establish
the location of the film and the homecoming of the protagonist. The first shot is a
close-up of a hand as it strikes a match. A second shot, also a close-up, shows the
match as it lights a cigarette in a man’s mouth. The matchbox contains the two
Chinese characters “Shan Xi” indicating that the action is taking place in Jia’s
home province. A following long shot shows that the man lighting the cigarette is
standing on the side of the road. This is the main character, Xiao Wu, and it is
revealed in the fourth shot, a counter shot from behind his head, that he is waiting
for a bus. Immediately within the first twenty seconds after the opening title, Jia
establishes the setting and sets in motion the homecoming of the main character.
From here, Xiao Wu will experience the difficulties of returning home, refracting
Jia’s malaise as he himself returned to Fenyang after studying in Beijing for
several years. 

Jia Zhangke shot Pickpocket in 16mm in just twenty-one days and used a mix of
hand-held camera work, long takes, and tracking shots that emphasize the
decaying dimensions of the local architecture (often carrying the character chai
indicating impending demolition).[4] Sound work also stresses the dominance of
the hectic atmospheric noise of the cityscape. A one minute tracking shot follows
Xiao Wu riding on the back of a bicycle. Though the bicycle with the two men
form the focal point of the shot, they pass along a panorama of crumbling walls,
businesses, people, parked bicycles, signs, and general urban items which taken as
a whole form the real emphasis of the shot. As the two characters converse, their
dialogue competes with the sound of a public service announcement through a
loud speaker. The city’s sights and sounds outweigh the importance of the two
men on the bicycle.



Xiao Wu rides on the back of the bicycle, which
forms the focus of the tracking shot.

 

The background captures banal glimpses of
the architecture of village life.

The background passing by is more
important than the center focus of the
tracking shot.

Alone and naked in a bathhouse, Xiao Wu
sings part of the duet he refused to sing
earlier.

The camera begins to pan upwards.

It captures the empty space above the main
character.

The last seconds of the shot show a window
and the steam from the bathhouse.

In another scene, Jia focuses attention on interior architecture in concert with his
main character. Earlier in the film, Xiao Wu ventures into a karaoke bar after
being rejected by his hometown friend. At the bar he meets an entertainer named
Mei Mei. He is awkward in front of her and refuses to sing a karaoke duet,
explaining that he is not capable of singing. Later a two and a half minute long
take narrates shows Xiao Wu naked and alone in a bathhouse. He begins singing
the male part of the duet that he was incapable of singing earlier. As he begins
singing, the camera slowly pans upward. The last thirty seconds of the shot focus
on the ceiling, walls, of the bathhouse which echo with the voice of Xiao Wu.

Jia’s second film Platform (Zhantai 2000) is more ambitious than Pickpocket,
expanding his preoccupation with changes in his hometown Fenyang from the
late 1970s to the 1990s. The film charts the progress of this era from the
perspective of the interconnected lives of four main characters who are members
of a song and dance troupe. They begin by performing propaganda pieces hailing
Chairman Mao Zedong, and over the course of the 80s the group mutates into a
private group known as the Shenzhen All-stars Rock and Break-dance Electronic



Platform's last shot shows two of the characters
stuck in a state of ennui as loud dissonance,
mimicking the whistle on the tea pot, jars the
eventless scene.

Images from Unknown Pleasures

The pathetic demise of the two main characters
in Unknown Pleasures is influenced by Quentin
Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction.

Binbin straps a fake bomb to himself, but the
bank robbery does not work.

Binbin is immediately arrested.

Band. Their lives continue alongside socio-political and economic changes
experienced in their hometown: for example, the introduction of the one-child
policy and electrification of the city. The film ends by asking the question of what
these changes actually bring on a personal, cultural, or even psychological level.
The final scene, if answering this question, does not champion a positive
response.

The last shot is a two-minute long take of the home of two of the characters who
are now married and have a child. The wife boils water on a stove while holding
the baby and pacing back and forth. The husband is slumped on a chair,
apparently in a state of ennui, with a lit cigarette dangling out of his hand. A
cacophony of diagetic sound of the stove, the mother speaking to the baby, a
radio, and unseen children playing in a courtyard outside is slowly challenged by
the crescendo of an extra-diagetic and harsh dissonance. This dissonance mixed
with diagetic sound lingers past the black out of the shot and remains for another
ten seconds until it fades out. The ending of Platform focuses on disillusionment,
particularly when comparing the representation of the lives of youth in the era
immediately following reform to their lives as adults.  

Jia Zhangke, like the characters in his works, has been affected by social and
technological advancements, and he is able to utilize these changes in relation to
production and distribution of his films. He attributes much of the success and
innovation of the new generation of independent directors to the digital
revolution. In an article in Cahiers du cinéma, Jia pinpoints three areas in which
digital technology has improved the technique and status of younger Chinese
directors as well as the sophistication of Chinese film viewers:

Digital cameras have allowed young directors to shoot in areas with greater
ease and approach subjects with fewer obstacles to filming.
The diffusion of DVDs throughout markets in China (and in particular
through non-legitimate routes) has allowed a greater circulation of works
from young directors as well as international titles allowing Chinese
audiences to develop a more profound taste in cinema.
The internet has allowed public forums for discussions of film among young
Chinese cinephiles.

These three aspects of cinematic evolution of the past decade have, according to
Jia, allowed Mainland independent film makers to grow in number (“Trois
révolutions” 21-23). Though Jia acknowledges the limitations of digital shooting,
he believes that it has given directors more liberty to film as well as explore
aesthetic routes.[5]

Jia Zhangke’s third film of the “Hometown Trilogy” titled Unknown Pleasures
(Ren Xiao Yao 2002) was shot completely in digital and recounts the adventures
of two friends Binbin and Xiao Ji and their meandering purposeless lives among
the streets of a town called Datong. Both men are young products of Deng’s Open
Door period and did not experience the Maoist past. Neither of them has a job,
and both men come from single-parent homes. The film is punctuated by larger
geo-political events such as the mid-air collision between a Chinese fighter plane
and American spy plane off the coast of Hainan in 2001. In the end, both of the
dreams of the two men fail, and influenced by the opening scene in Quentin
Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction, they decide to hold up a bank with a fake bomb. The
plan, which has Binbin enter a bank and Xiao Ji on his motorcycle, goes
immediately awry. Binbin is taken into custody, and Xiao Ji takes off on his
motorcycle which then breaks down on the highway.    

Jia Zhangke is invested in the nostalgia, ambivalence, and transitional state of



Xiao Ji escapes on his motorcycle, but he
breaks down on the road.

China in the 1980s, and his works are also conscious of the globalizing forces at
play at the turn of the millennium. His career straddles the divide between the
local and the global, so he inhabits a prime position permitting him to explore
how global influences affect local lives. His fourth full-length film The World
(2004) elucidates the ironies of globalization. The World takes place in an ‘Epcot-
esque’ world amusement park located in Beijing. Just as his earlier films
concentrate on landscape and architecture, the plot of The World often appears
subordinate to much of the mise-en-scène. The park houses miniature models of
iconic world structures: the Eiffel Tower, the Leaning Tower of Pisa, etc. The
protagonist Tao is a dancer, and her boyfriend Taisheng is one of the security
guards working in the park. He is from Shanxi province like many other migrant
workers at the park. But migrant work also occurs on a global scale. For example,
a Russian dancer named Anna arrives to work in the park, and she and Tao
become friends. She wants to quit her job to see her sister but must become a
prostitute in order to do this. Thus this simulacrum of the world contains within it
the realities of the globalizing world.

The World takes place in a theme park ... ... which creates an allegorical space ...

 

... for referring to globalization and its
realities.  

In the transition from the “Hometown Trilogy” to The World, the avenue of Jia’s
film-making has also undergone a pertinent permutation. Like many directors
that fall under the umbrella term “sixth generation” he shot without the approval
of the state-owned studio system but then showed his films at international
festivals. For production of The World, Jia did approach the Film Bureau. When
asked why he decided upon this change, Jia replies,

“I didn’t change; the environment for Chinese filmmakers changed.
Because, starting last year [2003], a group of us young directors
communicated with the Film Bureau quite a bit; we were fighting for a
freer, more relaxed filmmaking environment. Then this year they’ve
announced a lot of new policies.” (Jaffee “Interview”) 

Jia continues to cite some of the new policies, mostly a slackening of censor
oversight, which has encouraged young filmmakers. Originally film was subject to
censoring by the Ministry of Radio, Film, and Television. Currently there are
regional offices to seek approval (Jaffee “interview”). The irony in Jia’s transition
from independent to state approved film-maker is the inversely proportional
thematic interest from hometown to the world—i.e. to explore his hometown, he
avoided state permission, and to explore the world, he finally turned to the Film
Bureau for production.
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The four thematic segments of Still Life ...

... indicate small items ...

Shen Hong walks along the river.

The environmental experience in Still Life

After the first four full-length works, Jia Zhangke set his agenda towards one of
the larger environmental issues of the day—the construction of the Three Gorges
Dam.  The plot of Still Life involves two parallel narrative threads, the initial one
following Sanming in the search for his wife, which is split in two by a second
narrative of Shen Hong who is trying to locate her husband. The story is further
divided into four thematic parts by superimposed intertitles: “cigarettes,”
“liquor,” “tea,” and “toffee” which suggest the importance of “modest daily
pleasures” that initially seem unimportant (Bíró 37). However, these small items
become material reminders that highlight interpersonal relations on the
microscopic level. For example, Sanming offers liquor to Missy’s family as a
gesture of reconciliation, hoping to come closer to locating her. This gesture,
though, will prove futile. Sanming and Missy, once reunited in the scene in the
abandoned building, share a piece of candy, and it appears as though their
relationship will be able to be mended. Still Life expands Jia Zhangke’s thematic
preoccupations of in his first four films in order to explore the importance of
human interaction, but from several important thematic angles: social/linguistic
heterogeneity, nostalgia, and the concept of a home.

... that coalesce into brief moments ... ... of interpersonal relations among the
characters.

Heterogeneity and migration
Still Life is a linguistically rich representation that reflects upon the migrant
experience, and the heterogeneity remains imbued with socio-economic realities
and class issues. In one of the introductory passages of the film, Han Sanming
searches for an apartment. Upon finding one, he has a brief dialogue with the
owner, an older gentleman named Mr. He. Sanming asks a question, and Mr. He
asks what Sanming has said because he did not understand him. Sanming repeats
himself, but the Mr. He replies that he did not understand the dialect that is being
spoken. Sanming is from Shanxi province, and his migration to Fengjie presents
an interesting linguistic encounter.

Shih Shu-mei’s work Visuality and Identity: Sinophone Articulations across the
Pacific begins with a reading of Ang Lee’s Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. She
comments that for Chinese speaking audiences, the linguistics of the film were
strange. The major stars (Michelle Yeoh from Malaysia, Chang Chen from Taiwan,
Zhang Ziyi from Mainland China, and Chow Yun-fat from Hong Kong) presented
a cacophony of Sinophone voices within the work. What Shih argues is that the
representation of Chineseness in Ang Lee’s film is in fact an overdetermination of
the notion of the Chinese characteristics purveyed through the martial art genre.



She encounters a young girl (the same age as
Sanming’s daughter) who asks if she can work
as a domestic worker.

Shen Hong walks away, leaving the girl behind.

Guo Bin works in construction.

He is responsible for creating large projects
associated with the dam.

The spectators not versed in Mandarin or other dialects view past the languages
and see instead a homogenized view of Chineseness. Thus there is a dichotomy
between visual language and oral language. The visual language responds to the
hegemony of Euro-American global visual culture. If visuality is the primary
means in which people comprehend identity, it must be rigorously critiqued in
order to avoid the trap of homogeneity. But Shin warns that the appeal to
heterogeneity can slip into a unifying category without meticulous theoretical
investigation:

“To activate heterogeneity and multiplicity therefore means, above all,
being historical and situated, because not all multiplicities are
multiple in the same way, and not all heterogeneities are
heterogeneous in the same way. The question is one of both content
and structure, which are sensitive to multiangulated
overdeterminations by such categories as history, politics, culture, and
economy, both locally and globally.” (7)

Shih’s project is to address cultural identity among globalizing forces. She
forwards the notion of the Sinophone in order to challenge the notion of diaspora,
to question identities formed through migration, and to establish a “critical
position that does not succumb to nationalist and imperialist pressures” (190).
Her position inadvertently offers a critical stance to the reality of environmental
migration that is a growing reality in Mainland China (190). Jia Zhangke
purposefully highlights Sinophone heterogeneity in Still Life, putting forward the
representation of migrant experiences which are cast through cacophonous
dialectical conversations.  It is further representational of linguistic heterogeneity
caused by environmental changes, rather than strictly global flows.

Looking at Xiao Wu, Michael Berry comments that the lead character, though
going back to his hometown of Fenyang, actually speaks an Anyang dialect (of the
actor Wang Hongwei’s Henan background). The majority of the other characters
speak a Shanxi dialect. Berry’s discussion of linguistic and dialectical authenticity
speaks in conversation with Shih Shu-mei’s critical assessment of global
heterogeneity. He states:

“Aside from those from Shanxi or Henan, most audiences (especially
international audiences) never notice the lead characters are speaking
different dialects to one another, but we should not forget that Jia’s
ambitious challenge to the artificial hegemony of the Chinese language
as represented by standard Mandarin is, in fact, another construction.
The use of non-authentic dialects to produce the illusion of
authenticity is but one example of how Xiao Wu creates a
documentary-esque mood through meticulous employment of various
aspects of the cinematic apparatus.” (28)

Whereas Jia’s depiction of his hometown in Xiao Wu clusters the different
dialects against each other for documentary style effect, in Still Life he goes one
step further in purposefully making the viewer aware of the dialectical differences
between Sanming and the locals. In one scene, Sanming and a group of
demolition laborers are sitting together drinking and smoking cigarettes. They
show each other their home provinces by having each other look at different
denominations of Renminbi notes that have portraits of different famous natural
scenes depicted on them. However, taking into account Jia Zhangke’s larger
project of showing conflicting class positions, migrant experiences, and the
benefits reaped by certain classes involved in the Three Gorges project, the
linguistics of the film extend beyond simple dialectical differences and point to
the heterogeneity of environmental encounters that touch demographic strata.

A brief encounter with Shen Hong and a young girl, who represents the
predicament of Sanming’s daughter, speaks to how different socio-economic



Sanming is a manual laborer who physically
tears down the surrounding villages to make
way for flooding.

His work is demolition, and in one shot Sanming
witnesses a wall tumble.

levels are being affected by the Three Gorges Dam.  Early after being introduced
into the narrative, Shen Hong walks along the river’s bank, and a tracking shot
follows her has she comes across a young girl. The girl then asks if Shen Hong is a
local and whether she can help her. The young girl’s name is Chunyu, and she is
looking for work and wondered if she could get employment as a domestic
worker. Shen Hong says that she is not from the area but from Shanxi province.
The girl says that she is sixteen years old, and Shen Hong replies that the girl is so
young and slowly walks away leaving her alone beside the river. 

The interaction between Shen Hong and the girl presents a brief intersection
between different social strata and their relationship with mobility and
movement. Chunyu must leave to look for work, so she asks Shen Hong if
domestic help is a needed commodity in her province. Shen Hong, on the other
hand, is visiting from Shanxi because her husband’s job lies on the other side of
the technological/ environmental divide. She is able to move into the abandoned
area to find her estranged husband in order to reinstate her life. When she finally
asks for a divorce, she admits that she and her new lover are going to move to
Shanghai. Her mobility within the country is completely different from that of the
girl she encounters at the riverside and from Sanming and Missy’s daughter.
Furthermore, Shen Hong’s position as volunteer traveler to locate her husband
contrasts the position of Missy, who was purchased as a wife by Sanming two
decades earlier and is a product of human trafficking. Once she flees Shanxi to go
back to her hometown, she is then resold by her brother to a local man. Sanming
must repay this man the brother’s debt in order to get Missy returned to him.

Sanming works his way to Fengie in order to find his wife and daughter. He is
invested in the demolition of the city—as exemplified by the many takes that show
his manual labor as he works on a demolition crew in the area. Guo Bin, on the
other hand, controls the labor and is able to use it to flee his wife and hide behind
his busy business schedule. The only relationship between the two couples of the
film is the demolition/construction divide that inversely defines their lives.
Therefore their travel from Shanxi to the dam occurs through different economic
channels. The positionalities of the characters mirror the multilayered realities of
locations, origins, and socio-economic backgrounds. Accompanying these realities
is the feeling of nostalgia among the characters that remains inextricably related
to environmental issues.

Nostalgia of the environmental experience

When Sanming first moves into his dorm residence, he encounters a group of
demolition workers. One of them asks if he had seen KuiMen (or Kui Gate of the
Qutang Gorge) as he was arriving. He then shows Sanming a ten Renminbi
(RMB) note that has a painting of Kui Men on it. Sanming then says that his part
of China is also represented on money. He shows the man a fifty RMB note with
Hukou Falls on it. The next shot shows Sanming staring at Kui Men as well as a
ten RMB bill.  As present topography disappears, individuals cling to fabricated
memories of different pasts and locations. Jia Zhangke plays with the concept of
nostalgia throughout Still Life, conjuring images and sounds of different cultural
legacies. He also shows how present experiences imbued with nostalgic elements
and desires to regain certain pasts craft a particular nostalgia that formulates
itself as a manifestation of the impending environmental predicament. Jia recasts
the complex relationships between individuals and memories as a state of crisis,
and the film leaves the characters with either unintended consequences or
uncertain fates.  

When Han Sanming arrives in Fengie, one of the first men he befriends is a
colorful ChowYun-fat enthusiast who goes by the name “Mark” (MaGe).  A four
minute long one shot-sequence narrates a burgeoning friendship between the two
men.



A slow zoom narrates a developing
friendship ...

... between MaGe and Sanming.

MaGe is a Chow Yun-fat fan. He mimics the iconic cigarette lighting scene
from John Woo’s A Better Tomorrow.

Initially the shot begins by focusing on a wall in front of which are some bowls
and a thermos. The camera immediately pans slowly right revealing the room in
which Mark and Sanming are sitting—Mark on the left of a table and Sanming on
the right. The camera pans for a total of twenty seconds and then focuses on the
table—a bottle of alcohol strategically placed in middle being the center of the
shot. The camera then very slowly zooms in on the table, going from a medium-
long shot to a medium shot. This almost imperceptibly slow zoom occurs for a
total of two minutes, then stabilizes with the bodies of Mark and Sanming framing
the shot, the bottle continuing to remain in the center. The slow focus on the two
men together around the table reveals an initially unforeseen closeness between
the two. Mark is able to understand many of the gaps in Sanming’s biography,
surmising that he has purchased his wife. From the personal story that Sanming
recounts, Mark is also able to locate their specific predicament existing within
their circumstances—quixotic nostalgia within the contemporary world.

Continually influenced by Chow Yun-fat and
Hong Kong cinema, MaGe adheres to a
tough guy image.

This play acting will eventually prove
disastrous as MaGe continually falls victim to
the attacks of rival demolition crews.

The two men let each other listen ... ... to their cell phone ringtones.



Workers show Sanming a picture of Kui Gate of
the Qutang Gorge.

The picture is on the 10 RMB note.

Hukou Falls, from Sanming’s home province, is
pictured on the 50RMB note.

The picture of Kui Gate on the bill ...

Mark adheres to the tough-guy image of Chow Yun-fat. When introduced in the
film early on, Mark stares at a television showing A Better Tomorrow and the
shot of Chow lighting a cigarette with a one hundred dollar bill. Later, Mark uses
a strip of paper to light a cigarette mimicking the iconic introduction of Chow
Yun-fat in John Woo’s film. During his conversation with Sanming, he admits to
the lawlessness of the area, and in a preceding shot to the conversation between
the two men, Sanming rescues Mark from being trapped in a bag—a retribution
from a competing demolition crew. As the two men come closer, as narrated by
the long take, Sanming shares information about his past and the reasons for
leaving Shanxi and coming to Fengjie. Sanming explains how he had purchased
his wife from the region and brought her home, but she was unhappy and fled
back to her hometown, taking their daughter who would now be sixteen years old.
After listening to the story, Mark says to Sanming, “you are quite nostalgic.” In a
quote attributed to Chow Yun-fat, Mark further replies, “Today’s society is not
suitable for us, because we are too nostalgic.”

The two men exchange phone numbers, and the ring tones of each man’s phone
add an additional intertextual layer.[6] [open notes in new window] The ringtone
of Sanming is the tune “Good People Will Live a Life of Peace.” Mark’s ringtone,
on the other hand, is the popular tune sung by Ye Liyi “Shanghai Tan” which was
the theme song for a television program of the same name during the 1980s. This
program featured Chow Yun-fat as the main character, but lyrics of the song
[“waves ebb and flow, the river runs incessantly for ten thousand miles”] provide
a segue that ends the shot-sequence and brings attention back to the Yangtze
River. As the ringtone proceeds, the scene ends as it jumps to a shot of the
Yangtze with a boat travelling on the rough waves, and “Shanghai Tan” blares
over the loudspeakers. Mark’s ringtone thus provides the textual and thematic
bridge between the friendships of the two men to the final sequence of Sanming
standing in front of the Yangtze, staring at the horizon—the last portion of the
initial thread before the film turns to the story of Shen Hong’s search for her
husband.  

Due to his use of digital recording, hand held cameras, and sound recording
intended to pick up as much diagetic background noise as possible, Jia Zhangke is
often described as a documentary-style director. His film manipulates a multitude
of internal texts (television screens, piped in music, trinkets that play particular
songs, etc) which contribute to a rich and multi-layered narrative. As Michael
Fitzhenry and Xuelian Zhang describe, “The authenticating image—of virtual
destinations, popular music, radio and TV programs that appear or are heard in
Jia Zhang Ke’s films—is an abrogation of narrative in favor of image intensity”
(51). Specifically, the prevalence and thematic importance of popular music often
strikes viewers of Jia’s films, and indeed this idiosyncratic part of his filming has
lead to much discussion about the thematic implementation of music within his
work. Jia admits to the importance of popular music—the titles for both Platform
and Unknown Pleasures derive from popular songs.[7] Jia explains the historical
importance of popular music as a socio-political bridge that affected the lives of
those who experienced Deng Xiaoping’s reforms in the 1980s:

“Before the mid-eighties all the songs we heard in China were
propaganda, revolutionary songs. All of a sudden in the eighties,
rock’n’roll was being written in China. This is the meaning that the
song Zhantai ['Platform'] has for people. It inspired me when I was
thinking about the script. It is a love song but the lyrics are also about
expectation.” (Kraicer 31)

Of his three first full-length films, Platform is the best at purposefully exploring
the musical evolution from the late seventies to the early nineties. In the
beginning of the film, for example, the Peasant Culture Group begins by
performing a tribute to Mao Zedong titled “Train Heading for Shaoshan.” After
several years, when the troupe becomes privatized and tours the country, they



... that Sanming stares at while standing in front
of Kui Gate.

In Platform, music signifies historical and
ideological changes, from Maoism of the
Cultural Revolution to foreign influences of the
1980s, represented here by rock music.

perform popular rock songs accompanied by choreographed dances.  

Popular music then becomes a historical marker of radical social and ideological
transformation at work in the years following China’s Open Door Policy. Popular
music, however, is not just a signification of change, but a culturally charged
reality that does not escape the critique of Jia, even as he uses it to situate
temporality in his works. Through the prevalence of particular songs, a certain
resistance to state hegemony occurs all the while remaining as a fantasy that
lingers among the lives of the characters encountering change. As Kin-Yan Szeto
comments in the conclusion to an overview of Jia’s film and the arena of music as
political field,

“Jia simultaneously valorizes and criticizes the realm of popular
music, associating it dialectically with both passionate desire to resist
state hegemony as well as to lament the circumstances that have
turned these desires into unattainable fantasies of transcendence. In
Jia’s hands, the popular song becomes a site of limited possibility
showing the contrast between what is and what might be; conditions
he perceives to be mediated by capital, power and ideology.” (106)

The rich textuality of Jia Zhangke’s films illustrate most importantly a world
undergoing vast and rapid change which affects all those living through the
transition, though they are not completely aware of the significance of such
change. The hodgepodge of artifacts from the Culture Revolution to 1980s global
popular culture produces a disjunctured blend that is interrelated as byproducts
of rapid social, economic, and ideological transition.

Such textuality in Jia’s film has been seen as “kitschy” in that it arises “from the
degraded mishmash of traditional and modern, local and global. . .[it] is
ubiquitious and penetrating, until it looms as large and real as the inescapable
experience of the day” (Ban Wang 213). Coupled with heavy use of long takes and
extreme long shots, Jia’s retelling of the era of transition also assumes a form of
nostalgia. This particular nostalgia, however, represents a reflection upon changes
rather than mobilizes a call to go back to the pre-reform era. As McGrath
explains:

“The almost exclusive use of long shots and extreme long shots
maintains a distance between the viewer and the object of nostalgia
that mitigates against easy sentimentality even in the most dramatic
scenes. Long takes, meanwhile, convey the sense of time as endured,
demanding reflection by the viewer rather than the simple
consumption of nostalgic images or narrative formation.” (100)

The nostalgia that pervades Jia’s works reminisces upon much of the ambivalence
of the characters to the changes more than on a lauding of the changes at play in
his characters’ lives.

Nostalgia is a complex recasting of the relationship between the present and a
perception of a pastness through which one attempts to revision a future. Bakhtin
refers to a “historical inversion” of the poetic and artistic imagination, through
which universal themes such as “purpose, justice, perfection, the harmonious
condition of man and society” are housed in the past (146). This same enrichment
process of the past and the present at the “expense of the future” describes the
counter-teleological conceptualization of pastness inherent to the feeling of
nostalgia (146). For example, Sanming and his wife parted sixteen years earlier,
yet the immediacy of the present transforms itself into an emphasis of the
pastness of the relationship—though perhaps there never had been a perfect
relationship at all between them. Therefore nostalgia, which will seek the
pastness in the present, is in fact the structural makeup of the relationship.
Sanming re-seeks the past to enrich the present—though the past never existed.

Linda Hutcheon crafts an assessment of nostalgia that similarly breaks the



Shen Hong looks for a mutual friend Wang
Dongming who is an archeologist.

He is uncovering artifacts from the Western Han
dynasty.

Sanming searches for his wife’s address, but
her neighborhood has been flooded.

The one address he possesses to find her is
now obsolete due to the flooding, indicating a
contemporary crisis in signification.

hegemony of the teleological in her essay “Irony, Nostalgia, and the Post-
Modern.” She traces the entomologically rich history of the notion that is
associated with its Greek roots meaning “to return home” and “pain,” but in fact
was employed initially in the 17th century to describe a pathological phenomenon
of homesickness. Most importantly, this semantic evolution encompasses an
impossibility of return. The “home” that remains in the imagination of the
individual as a location to which to return, is now an irrecoverable entity,
complicating the teleology and anchoring the longing with the predicament of the
present, thus containing an inherent irony on the part of the subject of nostalgia
(207).

For the characters in Still Life this present is also encountering a specific danger
once the encroaching waters eradicate physicality.  In the second narrative thread
of the film, Shen Hong finally finds an acquaintance of her husband named Wang
Dongming, who is leading a team of archeological investigators attempting to
unearth any remaining historical artifacts. Towards the end of their exchange,
Shen Hong asks Wang Dongming what they are retrieving, and he replies,
“Artifacts of the Western Han dynasty.” Environmental nostalgia, as represented
by Still Life, is a particular psychological state that problematizes personal
relationships with historical and cultural pasts. Without the temporal/spatial in
concert, all memory will appear to be lost just like the artifacts that Wang
Dongming attempts to retrieve through his archeological digs. 

Rey Chow’s writing about nostalgia (in context of Hong Kong and its colonial
past) mobilizes a similar teleological inversion. Chow begins with the traditionally
held view of nostalgia as a search for an object which is lost by directing it away
from the conventional inherent teleology. Then Chow claims that nostalgia can be
reversed and understood as “a feeling looking for an object” and asserts that
nostalgia is ultimately a “subjective state that seeks to express itself in pictures
imbued with particular memories of a certain pastness” (211). By interjecting the
concept of the environmental into the understanding of this pastness and space,
the analysis of Still Life builds upon Chow’s use of the teleological reversal to form
a contextualization of nostalgia that focuses on an ambiguity between spatial and
temporal relationships. What was once a space known to a character or
community has been displaced from its temporality, the resulting affective
response has been recycled into the form of a loss. Responding to this sense of
loss, characters in Still Life cling to objects, memories, and quixotic dreams.
However, Jia Zhangke goes one step further in his exploration of nostalgia,
ultimately narrating it as a crisis in signification.

A comparison of the first shot sequence from Jia’s first film Pickpocket with a
three minute long take early in Still Life involving Sanming and a local motorcycle
taxi driver demonstrates an evolution in Jia’s thematic emphasis away from
representation of nostalgia as simply homesickness and towards crisis when
signifiers of past and home are disrupted. After Sanming arrives in Fengjie, he
asks to be driven to a specific address. This address was written on a cigarette
pack sixteen years earlier when Missy left him. Sanming dismounts from the
motorcycle to see not a home but only weeds sticking out of the water’s edge. He
accuses the driver of attempting to trick him, but the driver shouts back that he
was not the one that had ordered the village to be flooded. The driver points to the
water and proclaims that his home used to be over where a boat is docked.

Still Life contrasts heavily with how Jia represents location as signified entity as
exemplified in the establishing shots of Pickpocket—as introduced earlier in this
article. The characters written on the matchbook in Pickpocket indicates the
location of the film, and the first four shots narrate a homecoming for the
protagonist. In Still Life, the piece of paper with an address on it represents a
return to a home, which is not the home of the protagonist. Furthermore, once
that home is located, as represented by the cigarette pack, it is discovered that the
home no longer exists due to the flooding of the Yangtze.  This scene
demonstrates the significance of environmental reality and how it intervenes with



The motorcycle taxi driver points to where his
home used to be.

the simplest of signifiers, a piece of paper with an address written on it. Sanming
uses this address to reconnect with his past, but his search for his wife is stymied
by the flooding. This one shot sequence in Still Life elucidates the crisis on the
simplest of levels. Amid the landscape undergoing great topographical change,
the characters of the film cling to the most mundane of items, like the address
written on the cigarette pack. These items allow the characters to cling to
representations of other histories, identities, and signs of times past, representing
the larger crisis which Jia Zhangke narrates as imbued with the lingering of
nostalgic elements.
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The character “chai” indicates the building...

Home and homelessness

In a well-known passage from “Theses on the Philosophy of History” Walter
Benjamin refers to Paul Klee’s Angelus Novus in which an angel, facing the past
and with his back towards the future, views the accumulation of successive debris
over the course of history. He is propelled towards the future and witnesses the
debris growing higher, and according to Benjamin, the storm which moves this
angel we refer to as “progress” (257-258). In the introduction to the first collected
volume of essays looking at ecocriticism and Chinese film titled Chinese
Ecocinema, Sheldon Lu references this section of Benjamin’s essay to
theoretically call for the study of filmic representation in order to attempt a
redemption of physical reality, which he states film can accomplish. In many
respects, Mainland China offers a perfect contemporary example of Benjamin’s
metaphor of material history. This sentiment is echoed in the book Chinese
Modernity and Global Biopolitics, in which Lu makes the translinguistic pun that
contemporary China should be renamed “chai-na” (“tearing-down”) to represent
the perpetual demolition and reconstruction throughout the country (167). This
assessment of China’s current predicament via demolition also challenges the
traditional notions of home and homelessness and recasts it as a problematic
signifier of China itself.

... where Mr. He lives will be demolished. During the third phase of construction, the
water will reach 156.5 meters, eradicating
everything present in this shot.

In the last scene of the interaction between Sanming and Mr. He, Sanming points
to a worker who has been ordered to paint the marker chai or “demolish” on the
property. Markers of destruction are a recurring theme throughout the film as
various buildings carry the painted sign “156.5 meters” representing the estimated
water level by May 2006.  In fact, the notion of having a home and being homeless
are two de-centered polar conceptions that pervade contemporary China as it
attempts to provide homes but at the expense of causing homelessness. As
Sheldon Lu further comments in his book:

“The supreme goal of the Chinese nation at the end of the twentieth
century and the beginning of the twenty-first has been the 'all-out
construction of a society of moderate affluence' . . . a main component
of which is the realization of the dream of a sweet home for each and
every citizen. As per capita housing space increases, the domain of
memory and history diminishes proportionately for those who have
lived in the past. While dreaming about the new in their heads, many
citizens do not let the old go so easily in their hearts.” (169)



Shen Hong eventually finds her husband Guo
Bin.

A tracking shot follows them engaged in a long,
slow, and awkward dance ...

... to diagetic sound from a loudspeaker.

The dance ends in the base of the Three
Gorges Dam.

As Lu insinuates, even though there is a state effort for the creation of a home, the
notion of home will reside ultimately with the past as its location. The intense
desire to reconstruct a home from the embedded spiritual and emotional core lost
within the materiality of the debris stimulates both Sanming and Shen Hong, thus
it is the act of finding a home that becomes the dominant motivating sentiment
throughout Still Life (Zhang 152).

Sanming does reunite with his wife; however, the narrative does not resolve all
interpersonal relations. Sanming never finds his daughter. Furthermore, the
movie ends with a question as to what the future holds for those involved. Though
it is a distinct possibility that Sanming’s entire journey is all in vain, the
interpersonal emotions that provide the impetus for the characters to seek each
other out continue to exist within the submerging terrain. Jia’s film asserts the
possibility of personal emotional triumph over changing structures of
contemporary life. As he comments in an interview,

“When I was making Still Life, what I first saw was a site of
destruction, a two-thousand year old city that was destroyed in two
years, leaving a sense of void and emptiness. But at the same time, the
people are still going about their daily lives—which is evidence of a
strong life force. So there’s a sense of contradiction between
destruction and an ongoing urge to live.” (Rapfogel 47)

The coming together scene of Sanming and Missy (discussed in the introduction)
as well as the break-up scene between Shen Hong and Guo Bin in the shadow of
the dam demonstrate the possibility of emotional urgency of living despite the
destruction of topography.

 The final scene between Shen Hong and Guo Bin occurs through a four and a half
minute tracking shot that begins by following Shen Hong along a water bank as
she angrily walks away from her husband’s car. He follows a few steps behind her
as they walk towards the camera, and he eventually catches up with her. In profile
against the backdrop of the river, they stare at each other in silence. In a gesture
seemingly intended to reestablish an emotional bond between the two, Guo Bin
offers Shen Hong his hand and attempts a ballroom-type dance with her to the
diagetic piped-in music in the distance. The two slowly and awkwardly proceed,
turning and dancing to the right, and the camera follows, capturing her face which
exhibits an expression of apathy. As the tracking shot continues, it is revealed that
they are in the reservoir under the large dam which overtakes the background.
Finally Shen Hong breaks away from the dance, and the two stare at each other in
silence with the dam dominating the background. Shen then calmly admits that
she has found a new love. Guo Bin asks who the person is and how long the
relationship has lasted, but his wife replies that it really does not matter. She says
that she and her new love are going to move to Shanghai and that she would like a
divorce. Guo Bin unemotionally agrees, and the two characters slowly part ways.
Shen Hong continues walking towards the right, and Guo Bin stares at her back as
she walks away and towards the dam. He then leaves to the left and eventually
moves off-screen. All that remains for the last twenty seconds of the shot is the
dam that looms in the distance as Shen Hong walks towards it, shrinking smaller
to an almost imperceptible figure on the screen.

She asks for a divorce ... ... and walks away slowly ...



The bodies of Shen Hong and Wang Dongming
frame the enigmatic structure in the
background.

... decreasing in size in relation to the dam. Guo Bin walks away off screen.

As opposed to the reunification scene of Sanming and Missy who appear greater in size
than the surrounding destruction, Guo Bin and Shen Hong end their relationship as
miniscule figures to the construction projects around them.

This particular scene, which takes place under the dam, presents the inverse
scenario inherent to the shot of Sanming and Missy in the gutted apartment
building as they witness the crumbling city. As opposed to Sanming, whose work
as a migrant laborer involves the destruction of buildings, Guo Bin is the manager
in a construction business and responsible for much of the construction and
demolition done in the area. When Shen Hong and Guo Bin finally confront each
other in the shadow of the large state project, she enacts a long awaited breakup
and inevitable divorce. One relationship re-assembles itself above the horizon of
destruction while the other, lingering in the presence of the processes of
construction, disintegrates at last.

Conclusion: boundaries of representation — 
Dong, Still Life, and the supernatural

The majority of Sill Life uses Jia’s typical filmic style employing long takes, an
emphasis on conversational pauses, and the highlighting of diagetic sound to
focus on the surrounding destruction and changes in topography, giving the film a
documentary feel. However, several particular episodes shock the seemingly
realistic trajectory of the work with glimpses of unexplained and supernatural
elements which in turn point to Jia’s interest in pushing the boundaries of fiction,
particularly the relations between documentary and film.[8][open notes in new
window] One such shot, and arguably the most startling of the film, occurs in the
absence of all the characters.

In an earlier scene, when Shen Hong goes to stay at Wang Dongming’s apartment,
a peculiar looking building is shown near his residence without any introduction
or clarification. The building is a many storied concrete architectural structure
made of squares, and it is larger in the middle than the base. Later, the bodies of
Shen Hong and Wang Dongming frame the structure in the background as they
converse on his balcony. The shot centers on the odd-looking structure, but as the
two characters converse, the building camouflages itself in the mise-en-scène.
Finally, later in the film, a thirty second shot shows the structure resting still on
the horizon. The shot begins very quietly with only the diagetic sounds of birds in
the background. Shen Hong goes to the balcony and hangs a shirt on a line and
walks back into the apartment. Suddenly, the structure launches like a rocket ship
with bright light, though the launch occurs almost silently. Once the structure
disappears, the remaining seconds of the shot show the horizon from the
perspective of the balcony, with the shirt on the clothesline resting as if nothing
had occurred. Because there are no apparent witnesses to the launching, it is if as
nothing has even happened.



 

Sanming stares at the horizon.

A UFO appears.

Away from the view of any of the characters, the structure takes off like a rocket ship and
disappears as if it had never been there.

The structure turned rocket ship is one of several supernatural or unexplained
appearances within Still Life. For example, the last shot of the film shows a
tightrope walker balancing between two buildings slated for demolition. Also, and
as stated earlier in this article, the segue between the first and second narrative
thread occurs as Sanming is staring at the horizon. From over the mountains a
bright light, appearing to be a spaceship of some sort, flies across the sky and
disappears, resurfacing for Shen Hong to see. This two-shot segue initially jars the
tranquility of the spectator in relation to the tone Jia sets to portray the events in
Still Life. A closer look at the first shot of the sequence contains deeper levels
when taken in context of Jia’s simultaneous documentary project Dong. The
documentary follows two painting projects of artist Liu Xiaodong and is
composed of two parts.[9] The first takes place in the Three Gorges area, and is
directly related to Jia’s Still Life—the two being filmed at the same time. The
second half of the documentary follows the same artist as he travels to Bangkok to
paint female entertainment workers.

 In the first half of the documentary, Liu Xiaodong paints the semi-naked bodies
of demolition workers who are tearing down the city to make way for the floods.
The finished painting titled Hotbed, represents a long fascination of the artist with
the Three Gorges and the people affected by it. Earlier, Liu Xiaodong had painted
two works titled Great Migration at the Three Gorges and New Settlers at the
Three Gorges; however, these works were done in his Beijing studio, and he used
images from photographs and film clips (Wu 30). For Hotbed, Liu travelled to
Fengjie, the town in which the narrative film Still Life takes place, to paint actual
laborers. Several shots alternate between a close-up of the artist painting a
crouched demolition worker who sits with his head on his hand, a pose similar to
Rodin’s sculpture The Thinker, and a long shot which reveals that the model is
none other than Sanming, back to a close-up of the artist painting, and then a
close-up of Sanming. Then, in one shot the camera pans from the canvas to the
left as Sanming slowly stands up and gazes at the horizon over the river. From this
point in the documentary, the shot is an exact replica of the shot of Sanming in
Still Life when he witnesses the UFO that then becomes the segue leading to the
second narrative thread of the film. The supernatural intervenes in the narrative
of Still Life at the moment the documentary and narrative film intersect.  

A second aspect of Dong further confuses the viewer in relation to Still Life and
the representation of the death of the character MaGe. In Dong, demolition
workers along with Sanming carry the body of a fallen construction on a bier. This
scene is a replication of a shot of the workers and Sanming taking care of the body
of MaGe from Still Life after he is killed. The documentary, however, goes on to



Shen Hong also sees the UFO, and its
appearance becomes the segue between the
narrative threads of the film.

follow Liu Xiaodong, who then visits the home of the wife and daughter of a fallen
construction worker whose body was taken from the demolition site. The death of
the character MaGe in the narrative film is replaced with the real life death of a
construction worker who has travelled to Fengjie to work in demolition.

Artist Liu Xiaodong in the documentary Dong
stares at Kui Gate from the same location as
Sanming in Still Life.

Liu Xiaodong paints manual laborers in the
Three Gorges area.

It is revealed that he is painting Sanming. The camera shows that Sanming is posing
for the artist.

He stands up and stares at the horizon. This shot replicates the shot of Sanming
when he sees the UFO in Still Life.

In Still Life, Sanming accompanies a group of
workers who carry away MaGe’s corpse after
he is killed. In Dong, Sanming also
accompanies workers ...

... carrying a bier of a fallen construction
worker. This scene heavily resembles the
one in Still Life. In Dong, Liu Xiaodong will
go and find the family of the deceased
construction worker.

Representations of The Three Gorges Project in relation to the effects on the
natural world coupled with the human toll of the dam’s construction only exist
among multiple and conflated boundaries of several mediums: including painting,
documentary, and narrative film. Jia Zhangke pushes these boundaries within his
different works, showing the limits of documentary filming and where narrative
elements defy human comprehension. In his article about the Three Gorges and
film, Sheldon Lu speaks about a “jarring juxtaposition” between the natural



scenery of the film, which resembles traditional landscape paintings, and the
reality of demolition, ruins, and the character “chai” which signifies impending
destruction (52). The illogical and supernatural elements that Jia throws into the
otherwise realistic representation of the demolition in Fengjie add another jarring
element that complicates the boundaries of the diverse artistic projects occurring
simultaneously. The appearances of supernatural moments shock the tranquility
of the mocumentary effect, but the blow of this shock reminds the viewer that the
work Still Life is no more than a narrative—a fabricated story, though resonating
heavily with true events of contemporary China. Jia’s filming of Liu Xiaodong’s
Hotbed similarly pushes what the viewer of a visual work of art would assume to
be the documentation of the workers on the Yangtze.  By inserting the amateur
actor Han Sanming, a character in several of Jia’s works, the documentary again
blurs what the spectator knows as real and what is representation.[10] Here Jia’s
work points to the crisis of representation, particularly when the representation of
one character logically ushers in the reality of millions of stories. Jason McGrath,
in his conclusion to his article “The Cinema of Displacement” aptly points to this
accumulation of consciousness and the dilemma of the act of representation:

“When the camera pans from the painting of squatting figure to show
the real squatting model, we immediately become aware that even this
real figure is only an image on the screen, but it is one that presses
upon our own consciousness the fact that there are countless
individual human stories, more then we can ever know, that have been
caught up in and profoundly affected by the Three Gorges Project.”
(45)

As opposed to Jia Zhangke’s previous work The World, which intentionally crafts
an allegorical space representing globalization, Still Life purposefully defies
allegorical readings and instead points to cracks in the act of representing the
massive destruction that accompanies the Three Gorges Project. Along with
narrating topography, in Still Life Jia Zhangke exposes the limits of narrating
change.

The corpus of Jia’s films can be understood as, and as argued by this article, a
study in narrating topography. From the very beginning, changes to physical
space, accompanied by unprecedented access to technology has shaped Jia’s
cinematic career. With Still Life, however, Jia goes a step further in this narration
as he exposes the gaps in the contextualization of topographical changes, rather
than highlight and capture topography with his camera. What is most important,
then, is what is missing, contradictory, and illogical: Missy’s house which no
longer exists, the daughter Sanming does not find, the rocket ship which goes
unexplained, and the myriad other entities which will disappear. These entities
evade the grasp of the camera but enhance Jia’s narration of topography all the
same.

 In the end, the two narrative threads of Still Life narrate an indirect relationship
between the changing challenges of contemporary Chinese society haunted by
impending disappearance (as signified by the character “chai”) and individual
emotions. As the destruction of Fengjie takes place, the concepts of home and
homelessness become offset from their original signification, not unlike the
homelessness of the migrant worker Sanming who travels to find his estranged
wife to recreate a home—though their future together is left unknown. These
circular dynamics of economic and social change highlight the heterogeneity of
the migrant experience and the social strata that all remain affected though
different levels of relationships to the means of production. Nostalgia brings
Sanming back to his wife, hidden in the crumbling and flooding area of her
hometown; similarly the necessity for Shen Hong to reestablish her emotional life
becomes the impetus to relocate her husband only to break up with him. These
parallel and inverse stories, that only cross paths through the appearance of
supernatural elements, are the same story of love; they are the search for
emotional agency amid the economic and environmental changes of China. The



need to establish humanity within these multidirectional dynamics, and the
emphasis on what one cannot explain, exemplifies the textual project of Jia
Zhangke’s films as he narrates topography and its emotional impact in the 21st
century.
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Notes
1. Ecologists warn that the dam will cause massive erosion, endanger local
plant and animal species, and has the potential of being extremely disastrous
due to the fact that the reservoir runs over two active fault lines. See Mara
Hvistendahl’s article in Scientific American titled “China's Three Gorges
Dam: An Environmental Catastrophe?” which gives a general overview of
some of the debates within the scientific community internationally and in
Mainland China. [return to page 1]

2. Xiao Shan Going Home along with Pickpocket and Platform, take place in
Fenyang—Jia’s hometown. All three of these films also use the actor Wang
Hongwei for the main character. Xiaoping Lin in his article “Jia Zhangke’s
Cinematic Trilogy: A Journey Across the Ruins of Post-Mao China” reads Xiao
Shan Going Home as part of the trilogy, whereas later secondary sources see
Pickpocket, Platform, and Unknown Pleasures as a trilogy of his independent
film career.

3. Jia Zhangke will admit later on that although he was not immediately
conscious of it at the time, he realized later that the work was heavily
influenced by two films that he had immensely enjoyed: Robert Bresson’s
Pickpocket (1959) and Vittorio De Sica’s Bicycle Thieves (1948)  (Berry 40).

4. The significance of chai as signifier of demolition as it pertains to the film
Still Life will be further discussed in this article in regards to the notion of
home vs. homelessness.

5. For example, Jia is impressed that this technology has been adopted by
established directors of the French New Wave such as Agnès Varda and Eric
Rohmer whose respective films The Gleaners and I (2000) and The Lady and
the Duke (2001) were projected in China via the French embassy (“Le Cinéma
Français en Chine” 99).

6. For an interesting look at how mobile phones add intertextual layers to Jia
Zhangke’s films, see Michael Fitzhenry’s article “China Art by Phone: Mobile
Movies.” [return to page 2]

7. An entire study could be done just documenting the various songs (popular
Chinese, popular Western, state-sponsored, operatic, etc.) in Jia’s film.
Michael Berry’s book Jia Zhangke's 'Hometown Trilogy' : Xiao Wu,
Platform, Unknown Pleasures does an excellent job of documenting all
influences, not just musical, that operate in Jia’s works. Similarly Kin-Yan
Szeto’s article “A Moist Heart: Love, Politics and China’s Neoliberal



Transition in the Films of Jia Zhangke” as well as Tonglin Lu’s “Music and
Noise: Independent Film and Globalization” explicates much of the
theoretical importance of prominent popular songs in his films.

8. Jia Zhangke’s next film 24 City will further play with this dichotomy. The
film documents the destruction of a Mao era airplane factory to make way for
a high-rise. The film documents the individual stories of those involved with
the factory, but half of the interviewees are real workers and the other half are
actors. [return to page 3] 

9. The title of the film Dong means “East” and is also in Liu Xiaodong’s name.

10. As McGrath points out, the boundary between truth and fiction are even
blurred once again when it is taken into account that Han Sanming is also Jia
Zhangke’s cousin named Han Sanming. He is a non-professional actor that
has appeared in several of Jia’s works. In real life he worked as a coalminer in
Shanxi province (“The Cinema of Displacement” 45).
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Japanese plane bombing Shanghai in 1941

God’s promise was fulfilled

Redeeming the woman 
from Maoist China in 
China Cry: A True Story

by Jing Yang 

The U.S. desire to contain the ideological other has often manifested
itself in cinematic narratives about redeeming other women from their
native land. In the 1950s and 1960s, filmic tales sometimes described
Soviet or Chinese women who left their homeland because they had
U.S. lovers or because they suffered dreadful persecution or because
they came to have another vision of life, often through Christian
conversion. The cultural assimilation found in narratives about such
women effectively assuaged Western anxiety at the height of the Cold
War confrontation.

In a film produced during the global decline of Communism in the
1990s, such a redemption narrative recurred, with some variation, in
an independent movie made for a Christian broadcasting network,
Trinity (TBN). This film—China Cry: A True Story (1990, henceforth
China Cry)—was adapted from a dissident’s memoir China Cry: The
Nora Lam Story (1980) that was written about a woman’s flight from
China in the 1950s, almost a decade before the launching of the
Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). Thus the narrative itself spans
decades of Chinese history and its interpretation in the United States.
The film version of China Cry was produced and released amidst a
certain climate in the United States in thinking about China, that is,
the revival of U.S. Cold War memories of China’s evil regime as
triggered by the Tian’anmen tragedy. Both the literary memoir and the
film China Cry detail the protagonist Sung Nengyi’s disillusionment
with the tyrannical government, her conversion to Christianity, and
her miraculous escape. Taking up a smaller part of the memoir, the
film features her suffering in Maoist China and eventual redemption in
the West, rather than the narrative of her individual accomplishments
in the United States, which the memoir also traces. For its endeavor to
probe into rather serious subject matter at the risk of box-office
failure, China Cry deserves critical attention. In addition, because it
continues a long tradition of acceptable narratives about oppressed
Christians, it has had a particular long life through Christian media
outlets in the United States.

I argue that China Cry exemplifies residual Cold War thinking through
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“The following events are true”

Sung’s Shirley Temple doll

Sung’s well-to-do upbringing

Blue-clad civilians with revolutionary zeal

the narrative’s symbolic redemption of the Chinese woman.
Traumatized by the Chinese social system, Sung gets rehabilitated in
the script through her conversion to Christianity. The description of
Sung’s evolvement from a blind follower of Communism to a Christian
believer in the memoir echoes the kind of redemption narrative
traceable to the Cold War era, such as Whittaker Chambers’ Witness
(1952) which detailed the author’s period as a Communist agent, his
gradual disillusionment with Communist doctrines and eventual
commitment to God and freedom. By situating the film and the book
within the framework of the ever-popular redemption narrative and its
specific relation to the U.S. discourses of Communist China, I will
explore the importance of the way the filmic narrative deals with Sung
Nengyi’s transformation.   

Conventional U.S. discourses of 
Communist China

The founding of the People’s Republic of China played a large role in
the U.S. Cold War. The end of World War II (WWII) resulted in a new
and more insidious conflict between two ideological blocs led by the
United States and the Soviet Union respectively. The expansion of
Communism, such as the Soviet’s blockade of Berlin and the
Communist takeover of Czecholslovakia and Hungary, was seen as a
security risk to the “free world” led by the United States and its
European allies. The United States adopted the policy of containment
via multifaceted military, economic and diplomatic strategies to stall
the spread of communism. Communist victory in China, therefore,
appeared “peculiarly intolerable” to the U.S. public for violating some
“law of history” (Goldman, 1960: 116). Considering the century-long
U.S. endeavor to expand its influences in China and the growing U.S.-
Sino trade volume, particularly in the 1930s and 1940s, public
resentment at the “loss” of China exhibited a certain frustration at the
United States’ declining power in the Cold War confrontation. Talking
about the U.S. position on China just before the communist takeover,
Secretary of State Dean Acheson stated that “the implementation of
our historic policy of friendship for China” would be “influenced by the
degree to which the Chinese people come to recognize that the
Communist regime serves not their interests but those of Soviet
Russia” (August 5, 1949).

The overtly communist path taken by China disturbed the previous
U.S. dream to have an impact in that country by means of democracy
and Christianity (Spence, 1980; Gernet, 1985). Starting with Jesuit
missionaries in the 17th century, the Western desire to transform the
populous eastern country dominated almost all cross-cultural
encounters. Seeing China as the world’s most fertile land for Christian
evangelism, churches and Christian organizations in the United States
had supported missionaries in China for generations. Missionaries,
often simultaneously intelligence agents for the U.S. government,
helped create the image of China as a “protégé” of the United States
through numerous publications and took the slogan “America Assists
the East” as their mandate (Tuchman, 1972: 39; Anderson, 1990).
Interventions ranged from the missionaries’ efforts to convert the
Chinese population to the expansion of U.S.-sponsored colleges and



“Volunteer labor” in Maoist China

The omnipotent gaze of “Big Brother”

Burning the church and humiliating the priests
and nuns

charity organizations to U.S. participation in the Chinese Civil War
(1945-1949). In a statement delivered on December 16, 1945, President
Truman condemned the “autonomous” communist army and
promised to help build a “strong, united, and democratic China.” Since
the end of WWII Washington had funneled $3 billion financial and
military aid to the Nationalist government against the uprising
Communists (Mann, 2002: 111); and the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) made extensive use of the American missionaries working in
China for intelligence collection and for organizing a resistant
movement against Communist rule. Both the U.S. government and
popular U.S. opinion assumed that the United States needed to assert
a kind of parental guardianship to shape the future of China.

For example, between 1931 and 1949, many Americans were convinced
that China was following the U.S. example to be a model nation for
Asia (Jespersen, 1997), so that in Hollywood films like The Bitter Tea
of General Yen (1933), Oil for the Lamps of China (1935), The General
Died at Dawn (1936), The Keys of the Kingdom (1944), and The Inn of
the Sixth Happiness (1958), scripts contrasted the benevolent Western
missionary efforts, commercial ventures and military presence to
villainous warlords and communists in China. The recurrent cinematic
narrative of Westerners saving Chinese women and children from
Japanese invaders, Communist oppression or dire poverty confirmed
the belief of Western superiority over China. Believing a universal
applicability of American modes of living and values, U.S. public
institutions and popular opinion could not accept that China might
choose an alternative way of life.

Both U.S. public policy and former missionary paternalism collided
with a surge of Chinese nationalism when Mao Zedong declared to the
world atop Tian’anmen Square, “[F]rom now on, the Chinese people
stand up!” In the process of socialist transformation following the
Soviet Pattern, Mao adopted a hegemonic strategy through state
coercion and ideological self-study. State-controlled propaganda
organs employed a multitude of thought transformation techniques
including the enactment of a nationwide system of loudspeakers and
the constant use of mass mobilization campaigns. The state
maneuvered traditional Chinese collectivism into communist ideology
and attempted to eliminate private space, to minimize family life and
to discipline sexual desires (Gilmartin, 1994). By organizing various
communal activities in which the members were often required to take
part in self-criticism or criticism of their fellows, Chinese authorities
obtained a means of social control which could easily turn into an
abuse of power. Despite frequent eruptions of violence in purges of
counterrevolutionaries, socialist modernization gained the broadest
consent of the masses in a largely illiterate population. The Maoist
utopian vision and the self-empowering dream of becoming the
“center” of the world revolution appealed to the masses, especially the
young. The idolization of Mao reached a new height in 1966 when
millions of young Red Guards gathered in Tian’anmen Square and
brandished the Little Red Book to worship Chairman Mao, the great
helmsman creating a unified China free of foreign domination for the
first time since the Opium Wars. When the Chinese government
started to root out the “corrupt” Western imperial influences,
eliminated U.S.-subsidized institutions and forced U.S. diplomats,
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businessmen and missionaries to leave the country in the early 1950s,
many Americans grumbled about the ingratitude of the Chinese
government for “biting the hands that had fed them these many years”
(Isaacs, 1958: 153).

Haunted by the specter of a Soviet-Sino alliance to subvert the “free
world,” in the next two decades the United States tried to destabilize
China’s communist rule. Washington encouraged its allies to refrain
entering into diplomatic relations with Beijing, prohibited Americans
from visiting China, cut off trade and imposed an international
embargo of China. When CIA took steps to exploit the potential for a
“Third Force” against the Chinese mainland (Lilley, 2004),
Washington constructed an offshore line of military alliances along
China’s eastern and southern borders. Stationing significant number
of troops in Japan and South Korea, the United States formed the
Southeast Asian Treaty Organization in 1954 to contain further spread
of Communist power in Asia. The international climate of fear and
suspicion corresponded to the rise of Red Scare in the United States.
In the early 1950s Senator Joseph McCarthy, in particular, exploited
public dismay at the “loss” of China as he launched his demagogic anti-
Communist campaign, and American people were ideologically swept
up in a struggle to eliminate “communists” from public life. 

Public condemnation of a monolithic and godless China circulated in
popular media in the United States. Under the supervision of Henry
Luce, son of China missionaries embittered by the Communists’
victory, Time and Life magazines played a key role in steering mass
sentiment against China (Herzstein, 2005). In international radio, the
Voice of America condemned China’s intervention in the Korean
peninsula, and the United States Information Service (USIS)
authorized mass distribution of printed materials to extol the virtues of
capitalist society. Propaganda articles like “A Worker’s Life in a
‘Worker State’” and “Communist China’s Boast—Millions in Slavery”
emphasized that the Chinese systems were built upon the backs of
“slave labor.”[1] [open endnotes in new window] Tales of heroic
Americans fighting against evil communists proliferated in Hollywood
film. From the politically oriented Peking Express (1951), to the
thriller Hell and High Water (1954) and TV series Soldier of Fortune
(1955), to the melodrama Love Is A Many Splendored Thing (1955),
The Seventh Sin (1957) and Five Gates to Hell (1959), communists
from China appeared as demonic conspirators (Whitfield, 1991;
Barson, 2001). In The Manchurian Candidate (1962) and Satan Never
Sleeps (1962), the Chinese regime was depicted as exploitative of its
own people or as a threat to the American system. The description of
the Anglo-American defense of Western legations against the Chinese
Boxers in a historical epic 55 Days atPeking (1963) demonstrated an
allegorical condemnation of the xenophobic communists. The
archetypal Chinese villains of the 1930s—Fu Manchu and his vicious
daughter—came back to the screens in the 1960s with their evil plan
for world conquest. Strongly influenced by the depressing Orwellian
view in the dystopian 1984 (1949), the Western imagination assumed
that the totalitarian regime was an inevitable concomitant of
Communism, as exemplified by the Hitler nightmare and the Stalinist
horrors of Soviet Russia.
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The dread of the state’s infiltration into individual life in China was
consolidated by writings of Chinese dissidents. Eileen Chang, a
prominent 1930s literary figure in China, felt intimidated by the CCP’s
(Chinese Communist Party’s) ideological campaigns and left for Hong
Kong where the U.S. consulate watched China intensely through
various monitoring and diagnostic programs. Before taking permanent
residence in the United States, Chang wrote two novels in English
under the sponsorship of the USIS (United States Information
Service). In Rice Sprout Song (1955) and Naked Earth (1956), set
against China’s land reform movement in the 1950s, she described the
horrors of agricultural “communes” in which the peasants worked and
slept together like a vast hive of worker bees. The depiction of the
peasants’ desperate attempt to survive famine and governmental abuse
made vivid the tyranny of the Maoist regime. The narrative carried
extra potency due to Chang’s status as a reliable native informant. In
some sense, Chang was a pioneer figure for Chinese women writers,
whose accounts of persecution of the Maoist era proliferated in the
West about thirty years later.

In 1989, the Tian’anmen tragedy once again raised concern in the
United States about repression and lack of individual freedom in
China. The event became the most visible in a long line of reminders of
Communist China’s otherness. Despite the U.S.-Sino rapprochement
and China’s economic decentralization in the late 1970s, China’s lack
of personal freedom has always haunted Americans. For example,
western journalistic accounts like China Alive in the Bitter Sea (1983),
Behind the Forbidden Door: Travels in Unknown China (1985) and
Discos and Democracy: China in the Throes of Reform (1988)
continued to describe people’s difficulties in the post-Maoist era. In
1989, on the eve of a worldwide outburst of public indignation against
Chinese corruption, inflation and the uneven distribution of social
wealth, the veteran China reporter John Fairbank wondered about the
survival of “Party dictatorship” as China switched from a command
economy to a free market (1989).

Then when college students and unemployed workers gathered for
demonstrations in Tian’anmen Square in the spring of 1989, the
spectacle of turmoil thrilled the international media. Often not relating
the demonstrators’ specific demands and the demands’ relation to the
rapidly changing economic and political structure in China, the British
Broadcasting Corporation and U.S.-owned Cable News Network
reported on the event as the blossoming of the democratic seeds sown
by the West.[2] Scenes of students’ erecting their own Statue of Liberty
and quoting Abraham Lincoln in the political heart of China suggested
to the media and to international television spectators that they were
witnessing a primal, ideological confrontation between pro-democratic
students and an unyielding communist government (Perlmutter, 1998:
61). The images of the students’ hunger strike, the report of the
Tian’anmen “massacre” and the subsequent mass purge, replayed on
TV screens with sinologists’ enumeration of Chinese despots from Mao
to Emperor Qin, convinced many of the international public of the
CCP’s forceful rejection of the American model of progress.

In the renewed moral outrage, U.S. Christian activists leveled criticism



Young people's admiration of Chairman Mao

at the CCP regime. For example, Washington Post reported a new tide
of religious persecution in China (Sun, 1991), and a Reader’s Digest
article talked about the indefatigable underground Chinese Christians
(Bordewich, 1991). It was in this context that the movie-tie-in book
China Cry: The Nora Lam Story (1991) was published by a religious
publishing house, Thomas Nelson. Compared to the book’s first
edition in 1980, which received scant attention probably due to the
relative improvement of U.S.-Sino relations at the time, the new
version condemned the Chinese government and mentioned in
particular the woman author’s evangelical crusades in China after the
bloodshed in Tian’anmen Square (244).
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Popular discourses about the monstrosities of the Chinese regime were
enhanced by the publication of various insiders’ autobiographical accounts
since the 1980s. Compared to Eileen Chang’s fictional construction of
peasants’ victimization in the 1950s, these writers’ first-hand experiences
of suffering in Maoist China and regeneration in the West were promoted
in the western market as “real-life” sagas of the Chinese families. The claim
of “truthfulness” in these narratives, according to Peter Zarrow, was
subject to certain limiting conditions: “the vagaries of memory,” “the
difficulty the narrating self has in reposing the consciousness of the
experiencing self,” “the structures of autobiographical narrative” and “Cold
War ideology” (Zarrow, 1999: 186). Zarrow’s critical understanding here
reveals how these Chinese memoirs emphasize suffering under Oriental
despotism and thus provide familiar tropes for westerners to understand
China.

Example of the 1980s and 90s memoirs include the following. One, Nien
Cheng’s Life and Death in Shanghai (1987), stayed on The New York
Times bestseller’s list for 13 weeks and was selected by many newspapers
all over the United States as one of the best books for 1987. Written by a
survivor of the Cultural Revolution now residing in the United States, Life
and Death in Shanghai struck a sympathetic chord among a large portion
of American readers. If mentioning her education in London and work
experiences in Shell Oil in a first-person narration rendered the Chinese
woman more “recognizable” to western public, her narrative of suffering in
China fed a sense of superiority in American audiences, who might
celebrate their own good “luck” to reside in the “free world.” The book’s
compelling accounts of how the Red Guards accused Cheng of being a
British spy and looted her home, and how she struggled for dignity during
seven years of solitary confinement, verified U.S. popular belief in the
repressive Communist regime. Additionally, inspired by Christianity—
which allowed her “to see the distant green hills on the horizon”—Cheng
found a new life in the United States (Cheng, 1987: 539).

Nien Cheng’s book’s phenomenal success boosted a wave of
autobiographical accounts with Jung Chang’s Wild Swans: Three
Daughters of China (1991) as the apex of the fad. Winning the 1992 NCR
Book Award and the 1993 British Book of the Year, the book recorded
Chang’s infatuation with Maoism, her parents’ ordeal in Cultural
Revolution and her suffering undergoing ideological exorcism. The
“authenticity” of her life accounts was enhanced by reprinting old family
photographs as visual evidence of the tumultuous political reality of Maoist
China. Her description of suffering ended in 1978 when Chang went
abroad and breathed the air of freedom in England, “a just place” where
she “had nothing to worry about” (Chang, 2003: 14). The recurrent
paradigm of leaving China and finding spiritual solace in the West in these
memoirs echoed the redemption narrative of the Cold War and appealed to
the Anglophone readers, particularly at the time of global decline of
Communism.

Such eyewitness accounts of Chinese turmoil further found cinematic
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expression in a number of independent films. For example, the award-
winning Niu-Peng / China: My Sorrow (1989) about a 13-year-old boy
being arrested for playing a Western record during the Cultural Revolution
captured New York audiences. A personal narrative of suffering seen as a
test of faith in God was the theme of the TBN production, China Cry,
which I am discussing here. Although not a commercially viable project in
the conventional sense, the film was able to secure its $7 million budget
mainly from Christian donations. Through a promotion package of well-
made TV promotions, slick posters and brochures, the film was released to
more than 200 theaters in 23 cities throughout the United States. Backers
of the film then took a 12-minute segment of the picture to the Cannes Film
Festival in 1990 in an attempt to reach a worldwide audience (Pinsky,
1990), yet the film was circulated and consumed mainly within the
protestant evangelical community. To the conservative-minded film critic
Michael Medved, China Cry upheld “traditional values” of the United
States and achieved “impressive success” as a “pioneering production” in
film evangelism (1992: 334). Attorney and Christian talkshow host, John
Stewart, on the other hand, dismissed the film as a “China Lie” for its
unsubstantial claims of Christian miracles and refused to endorse it (Alnor,
1991). For its controversial presentation of personal memories and China’s
public national history, the film provides an interesting site to examine
how Cold War ideology continues to shape the redemption narrative and
the public reception of the film in the post-Cold War era. 

To rescue the woman from Maoist China 

China Cry’s script reveals how disparate source materials get condensed,
reduced, and left out in order to shape the film ideologically to contain the
Chinese woman’s life experiences within the well-reiterated redemption
narrative. Nora Lam’s original memoir chronicles the 60-year life
trajectory of Sung Neng Yee (later known as Nora Lam in the United
States) in Mainland China, Hong Kong and the United States. Taking only
a small part of that history, the film chooses to capture her suffering in
China as the most “filmable” segment. Starting with a brief war prelude
showing the Japanese invasion of Shanghai in 1941 and ending with Sung’s
miraculous escape from China in 1958, the film narrative concentrates on
her gradual disillusionment with Maoism and eventual acknowledgement
of God amidst the escalating political frenzy in the 1950s. To emphasize
Sung’s victimization in China, the film narrative omits the book’s accounts
of her refugee experience during the Japanese invasion, the family abuse
she suffered and divorce in Hong Kong, her immigration to the United
States, and her setting up of the Nora Lam Ministries and worldwide
evangelistic crusades, etc. Since the description of these family anecdotes
and individual accomplishments outside China tend to dilute the central
motif, the film adaptation leaves these accounts out and provides the
western audiences with a familiar narrative paradigm of escape to freedom.
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To condense Sung’s 60-year-long experiences into a 101-minute-long
feature film with sentimental music, melodramatic events and sensuous
cinematography, the filmmakers lump together Chinese social customs,
political campaigns and historical events to foreground the woman’s
individual triumph. Some inaccuracies of historical and geographical facts,
such as a non-existent desert between China and Hong Kong and a four-
year “delay” of the Japanese invading Shanghai, which actually took place
in 1937, contradict the film’s claim to tell a “true” story. Nonetheless, to the
majority of western audiences not so familiar with China, the film rings
true enough particularly through the voice-over narration of the victim-
exile-immigrant Sung.

The personal accounts of a traumatic Chinese past are constantly haunted
in the film by the split between the narrating self and experiencing self. At
the very beginning of the film, the opening title card reads, “[T]he
following events are true...taken from the life of Sung Neng Yee who
became Nora Lam” and the voiceover claims, “My name is Sung Neng Yee.
This is my story.” To a certain degree this opening sets up the historical,
spatial and cultural distance and difference between the U.S. evangelist
Nora Lam and the youthful Sung Neng Yee living in Maoist China.
Commanded by a dissident who looks back at her Chinese past with mixed
feelings of bitterness, amber-tainted nostalgia and relief, the forthcoming
film narrative of suffering, persecution and redemption in China promises
to be re-contextualized by a critical Western perspective. Certain
discrepancies in the narrative suggest the Chinese woman’s bifurcated
class and cultural identities—such as the camera’s lingering gaze on a
Shirley Temple doll in the opening shot, the subsequent mise en scène that
emphasizes Sung’s western style upbringing in metropolitan Shanghai,
Sung’s support for Chinese communists since “they’ve returned our
country to us,” and her determination to be “a big potato for the
Communists.” The western-oriented narrative self seems to negate the
innocent, pro-Maoist experiencing self. Thus the authorial voice is
“necessarily split”—posing “both as omniscient and simultaneously as
engaged in a search for the self” (Zarrow, 1999: 174). To create empathy in
the intended western audiences, the film narrative manages to instill the
ideals of freedom and individualism into Sung although she is uncritical of
her social system at the beginning and subject to the political frenzy
beyond her control. The tension between the narrator’s two selves in the
film narrative manifests this kind of memoir’s ambiguous maneuvering to
package the Chinese woman’s autobiographical accounts for western
consumption.

Building on audience expectations of Chinese savagery, the presentation of
Maoist frenzy in the film constitutes a cinematic specimen of contemporary
chinoserie of revolutionary orgy. According to the film director James F.
Collier, the film crew “chase history” by scouting Hong Kong, Taiwan and
Macao for sites in which to recreate 1949-1958 Shanghai. To represent
political manipulation in 1950s China, the film builds up a visual and audio
track of uniformed soldiers, blue-clad civilians, political posters and
bullhorns condemning class enemies. Frequent shots of Mao portraits
allude to the omnipresent gaze of the Orwellian “Big Brother,” and the
monotone of national political discourse, with its daily vocabulary about
“bad elements,” indicates a threatening surge of revolutionary zeal. For
instance, in a scene when Sung is riding a bicycle across a street, a point of
view shot captures how the angry mob loot a church, burn bibles, and
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humiliate priests and nuns by denouncing how churches promotes
“counter-revolutionary superstition under the guise of religion.” Such a
presentation of Christian persecution enhances western audiences’
resentment toward the atheist Chinese regime, as the narrative adopts
western discursive frameworks of freedom and justice to condemn
revolutionary violence in China, which nonetheless is shown as appealing
to the Chinese people in a web of patriotic passion in history.

The film further offers seductive episodes of sex and violence with a
tantalizing structure of voyeurism built into them. For example, the film
has such scenes which serve no discernible narrative function: e.g., a
bloody martial arts sequence involving the villainous colonel; scenes
showing the government’s radical transformation of prostitutes in the Red
Light district; and Sung’s sexual molestation at the hands of a communist
soldier. To foreground Sung’s suffering in China, the narrative reduces
China’s public history to an eerie background and titillates the western
fancy for oriental exoticism. The film’s producers and scriptwriters assume
that only against this political scenario does Sung’s story become
meaningful to the West. In other words, Sung remains interesting insofar
as she suffers in Communist China but she loses her magic as a career
woman in the United States. In terms of her interest as a cinematic
character, the Chinese woman is henceforth fastened in her conventional
status as native informant, victimized exile and political dissident.

The cinematic adaptation thus has a relevance for film and cultural studies
in that it demonstrates a particular ideological valence effective in
maintaining popular sentiment against the CCP regime. The presentation
of Sung’s victimization and her triumph over the communist regime in the
film applauds God’s power and how it can preserve the believer’s humanity
inside an otherwise fanatic China. At this point, I would like to analyze the
film in closer detail to explore the relation between cinematic and
ideological construction, that is, how condemnation of China and
solidification of Western superiority are enacted in the film’s narrative
structure and cinematic language.

The opening title card states that the story happens “a decade before
China’s Great Cultural Revolution and some thirty years before the bloody
history of Tiananmen Square.” The title compresses in this way two
historical events that have no direct relevance to the plotline; its function is
to embed the forthcoming narrative within the larger social framework of
condemnation. The story will be like a case study, so that the depiction of
the Sung family trapped in this political vortex becomes emblematic of the
Chinese people’s enslavement in this draconian state. The film depicts how
the Sung family becomes the target of political storms launched by the
reigning communists who define themselves as representatives of the
impoverished city proletariats and rural farmers; the then-reigning
communists might describe this family as members of the “culturally
colonized native elites” in the semi-colonial Shanghai and remnants of the
former “exploiting classes” with foreign connections (Shih, 2001: 275). In
the way that the film presents this historical moment, a crane shot of the
Sung family forced to leave their home by rifle-carrying communist
soldiers recalls the pre-credit sequence of Japanese invaders. The
cinematic language of visual and music cues suggests the similarity
between the communists and the Japanese with a sense of wry irony. In
contrast to an earlier scene in which Sung in a political parade chants the
greatness of Chairman Mao for teaching the Chinese “to stand up to the
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world,” her youthful idealism fades when her family faces intensifying
persecution. Sung’s disillusionment with the new regime is aggravated by
the humiliation inflicted on her father, a Western-educated doctor forced
to clean the toilet. When the father is forced be a test subject for
experimental drugs and dies from overbleeding—a change from the
memoir’s account of his natural death—Sung starts to question political
indoctrination by the proletarian dictatorship and express concerns about
state violence against civilians. Depicted as noble refugees in their
unworthy homeland, the Sung family invites the audience’s sympathy,
especially when memories of the Tian’anmen tragedy are still fresh in
world consciousness.

The film also appeals to a western audience, one accustomed to a consumer
society, by dramatizing the young Sung’s yearning for feminine beauty. Her
penchant for lipstick and stockings poses a challenge to the 1950s Maoist
gender discourse. As the state called upon women to exercise economic,
political and physical rights as men’s equals, Chinese women were treated
primarily as a revolutionary force and a productive power for the
construction of the nation-state. Ideologically cosmetics and fashion were
often linked to bourgeois self-indulgence and renounced as a capitalist
crime against females. Visually, the much-propagated “model woman” in
China’s official discourse was often a blue-clad machinist or tractor driver
with rosy cheeks. In the visual culture that surrounded Sung, the muted
color scheme of “Chinese puritan communism” and lack of capitalist
consumption demonstrated the interplay between socialist citizenship, the
politics of national building and gender formation (Chen, 2001). In
deliberate ideological and visual contrast, the film, on the other hand,
suggests that women’s love of fashion is an irrepressible part of femininity
despite the massive campaign to purge any “bourgeois” lifestyle in China.
For instance, Sung falls in love with the uppity Lam whose proclivity for
dressing in western clothes makes himself an outstanding figure among a
hive of blue Mao suits. In that vein, Sung asks Lam to buy nylon stockings
from Hong Kong as a first step in their courtship. Shortly after that, in the
scene of taking wedding photos, a hastily found bridal hairpiece adds flair
and romance to the otherwise solemn-looking couple.

The film presents Sung’s tortured romance in terms of individual rebellion
against a repressive state. Compared with the matter-of-fact description of
her marriage in the memoir, the film accentuates the romance as an
affective political moment in defiance of the state. Though a woman cadre
dismisses love as a vulgar “bourgeois conceit” in face of the great
revolutionary cause, Sung treasures romance despite her avowed
commitment to the socialist project. In the spiritual wasteland of
ideological censorship and political mandates, the couple listens to
Chopin’s piano sonata and dances to the beat of American Boogie-Woogie
in secret. Yet such spontaneous joy is bound to be transitory as a shot of
the laughing couple bicycling in the sunshine is followed by a reverse shot
of macho soldiers at their morning exercises. Since the image of the fist-
waving fanatics occupies the central frame, an intimidating look from the
villainous Colonel seems to fix the lovers in their marginality. The state’s
erosion of Sung’s emotional life is further demonstrated by the wedding
night scene in which Lam quotes from the newspaper that kissing is “in



questionable taste” and “possibly unhealthy” in the new China. The joking
dichotomy between “positive” proletarian sentiments and “negative”
bourgeois lifestyles interrupts the intimacy and casts an ominous shadow
upon the young couple.
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The film develops the gradual erosion of Sung’s marriage as an example of the
negative impact of the political fervor upon family ties in China in the 1950s.
Successive waves of ideological campaigns, such as Suppression of Counter-
revolutionaries Campaign, Elimination of Counter-revolutionaries Campaign, and
Anti-Rightist Campaign, treated those belonging to the “wrong” class as second-
class citizens. To eliminate potential “threats” to the socialist project, the state
called upon the victims’ friends and family members to make denunciation
speeches against them so as to break pmublicly with them as “bad” elements
(Jones, 1962: 65-66). People were often encouraged to make “heroic” choices
between private feelings and public duty to demonstrate their dedication to
Communism. The film represents such alienation of interpersonal relationships in
an episode of a “struggle meeting,” in which Sung’s friend reports to the authority
about her attending missionary schools and marrying a rich man with Hong Kong
connections. Fro then on, the couple is deemed suspicious and subjected to
interrogations by Communist officials. When Sung and her husband are detained
separately and forced to recall details of their courtship, Lam stops
communicating with Sung for “they compare our stories.” As revolutionary fervor
goes awry, turning into random purges, Lam has to attend daily self-denunciation
meeting where he is beaten to exact a confession that he was a foreign spy.
Ceaseless mental and physical tortures plunge Lam into despair as he shudders at
the idea of his child growing up in an absurd world of coercion and conspiracy.

Detainment of Lam for his class background Lam undergoing interrogation, persecution
and intimidation at a “people’s court”

Lam on the verge of a breakdown The couple’s frustration at the state-
warranted conspiracy



The sneering Colonel Colonel’s zealous support of proletarian
dictatorship

As the Colonel tells him that his wife has confessed that he spies for foreign
governments, Lam grabs Sung and yells at her out of hurt and anger. A close-up
shot of the tearful couple is then followed by a reverse low-angle shot of the
Colonel with a malicious sneer. As the secret hand behind the state-warranted
conspiracy, the Colonel pits Sung against her husband in an attempt to break their
spirit and love. As the film delineates his zealous acclaim of the proletariat
dictatorship, sadistic violence towards his subordinates and contempt of moral
decency, the Colonel is constructed as the antithesis to Sung, a cosmopolitan
bourgeois with some Christian background. When a pregnant Sung is dragged
away from her teaching lectern and thrown into solitary confinement for having
attended a Presbyterian school, the melodrama starts to give way to the Christian
theme of redemption.

Colonel beating his subordinates Sung being taken away from the teaching
lectern

Sung forced to write autobiographical essays
to confess “crimes”

Girls at a missionary school

China Cry seems to focus on the melodramatic episodes with a lack of
presentation about Christianity to the dissatisfaction of some devout U.S.
audiences. For instance, a number of DVD customers complain about the film’s
“non-biblical themes” and its minimal concerns “about the growth and spread of
Christianity in China” at Amazon.com.[3] [open endnotes in new window]
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Historically speaking, the perception of Christianity in China has often been
intertwined with the nationalist discourse of anti-imperialism. The anti-Christian
movement in China could be traced back to the outbreak of mass indignation
against China’s degradation at the Versailles Treaty in the 1910s. For years, both
the government and people of China had a widespread suspicion of foreign
missionaries especially since various colonialist and imperialist pressure were
exerted upon China often on behalf of the missionary enterprises. In addition,
Western missionaries sometimes “took temporary or permanent service under
their own government” by utilizing their familiarity with China and years of
experience there (Jones, 1962: 56). To establish a nationalistic state freed of
foreign exploitation and cultural invasion, since 1949 the CCP continued the anti-
Christian campaign and took measures to bring all religions under supervision
(Yip, 1980). The publication of the Christian Manifesto: Direction of Endeavor
for Chinese Christianity in the Construction of New China in July 1950 launched
a massive campaign to bring Christianity under control.

Distrust of Christianity as western-originated religion went deeper at the outbreak
of Korean War (1950-1953) where the U.S. military was involved in a conflict with
the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. The Chinese government charged the
Christian missionary movement as the puppet of imperialism and singled out the
United States as the main offender in this respect (Jones, 1962: 55). As China
utilized the anti-imperialist discourse of the Korean War for mass campaigns to
hunt for alleged or real enemy agents, those who had contacts with foreign firms
or church organizations were especially subject to persecution. Despite the 1954
declaration of freedom of religious belief in the first Chinese Constitution, in real-
life the persecution of Christian believers was rampant. Drastic measures included
confiscation of churches and Buddhist temples, and scrutiny of all pastors,
churchgoers and monks. Subject to expulsion, imprisonment or execution, a large
portion of Christian believers were forcibly re-educated by working among
farmers or detained in labor camps.

Such an historical contextulization of Christianity in China is not mentioned in
the filmic narrative of religious persecution and redemption. Faithful to its
Christian-oriented production, China Cry features the motif of Christians
triumphing over the atheist Communist regime, especially towards the latter half
of the narrative. As Sung is imprisoned to purge the influences of Christianity, the
biblical theme moves to the foreground. For example, as Sung is forced to write
autobiographical essays to confess her “complicity” with imperial infiltration, a
flashback scene depicts young girls at the missionary school laughing and playing
in the sunshine; here the voiceover narration states, “It began like a tiny seed
planted in my spirit.” The visual images of the white-clad girls, the benevolent
pastors and the serene atmosphere in the church symbolize the character’s
nostalgic longing to escape the present political frenzy. Accentuated by the
soundtrack of screams, cries and gunshots, scenes of the pregnant Sung being
forbidden to drink, slapped by the woman cadre and enslaved in a barren labor
camp dramatize the cruelties of the regime. Claiming herself as a Maoist believer
with just slight involvement with Christianity as a teenager, Sung nonetheless
changes her mind after rounds and rounds of torture. Despite China’s official
indoctrination about the doom of Western ideology and her re-production of such
knowledge when she was in college, Sung now draws a cross on the chalkboard.

In the empty hall dominated by the gargantuan portrait of Mao and the glaring
Five Star Red Flag, China’s national symbol, the battered woman gazes at the
white cross and listens to the voice of God in the wind blowing through the
window. In a moment of “transformation,” Sung responds to God’s call, asks for
forgiveness for denouncing Him so long and identifies herself as a Christian. As
stated by the theme song “No One But You,” God “openes” her soul, “gives” her
life and “shows” her her real identity. Ironically, the communist ideological
thought reform has had a counter-effect: to turn her flickering interest in
Christianity into a firm belief. In another sequence, one depicting underground
church activities, a bespectacled pastor preaches to a small congregation from all



Writing to the authorities during a lunch break

Sung drawing a cross on the chalkboard

walks of life, the fellow believers read scriptures from Bible and sing praise to
God, while the lyric of Hallelujah in the soundtrack creates a sense of peace and
hope. Moved by this holy atmosphere, Sung kneels down and repents with tears.
Multiple scenes of the woman’s unyielding belief in God create an aura like a
“biblical epic” except the film is set in the 20th century and the villains are
Communist zealots instead of Romans (Holden, 1991).

Sung’s conversion to Christianity in the film bespeaks a significant precondition
to her ending her suffering in China and realizing her final redemption in the
West. By re-examining her life through a newly acquired Christian lens, Sung
overcomes her nationalistic illusions, breaks free from Communist ideological
shackles, and towers over the communist cadres in the spirit of a Christian
martyr. Renouncing Maoism in favor of God, Sung survives hardships that are
presented as analogous to ritualistic trials to test her faith in God. When the 9-
month pregnant woman recovers from a kidney infection and insists that God has
promised that the baby would be born “somewhere free” outside China, her
mother is awed by Sung’s saintly vision. Her call for salvation is answered by a
chain of miracles, which prompts a devout viewer at Amazon.com to admit “some
of her story strains credulity.”[4]

Sung’s repentance before God in an
underground church

Soldiers’ bursting into the underground
church gathering

Sung to her mother: “The baby will not be
born in China…somewhere free.”

Lam and daughter being released to Hong
Kong



Firing squad ready to shoot Miraculous lightning bolt saving Sung from
the firing squad

A controversial episode, both in the book and film, comes when Sung refuses to
denounce Christ and is dragged before a nighttime firing squad. In a courtyard
suddenly bathed in an otherworldly light, the camera cuts back and forth between
the team of soldiers and the woman who is praying to God in silence. In this
prolonged moment of intensity, a lightening bolt from heaven cowers the firing
squad and Sung is miraculously spared from bullets. The subsequent miraculous
claims, including her husband and daughter being released to Hong Kong and her
extended pregnancy as God’s promise for the baby to be born outside China, help
quicken the pace of the narrative as Sung finally obtains her exit permit to Hong
Kong. The over-corporeal representation of God’s power, on the other hand, runs
the risk of mythologizing Christian miracles as manifested for personal gains and
catering to fundamentalist beliefs in a contemporary context. As a result some
Christian groups in the United States have questioned the movie’s “truthfulness,”
as seen in the Christian Research Journal, and have refused to endorse the film
(Alnor, 1991). For those who admire the film, refuting what critics see as
provocative and opportunistic presentations of God’s power, these viewers instead
say these moments of the plot enflame a Christian viewer’s religious loyalty and
condemn the atheist Chinese regime.

The film consolidates its depiction of the redeeming power of Christianity over
atheistic communism in China by featuring Sung’s successful pursuit of freedom.
From the chaotic world of ideological fanaticism and bureaucratic labyrinths in
China, Sung emerges as a firm believer of God. Her indefatigable spirit, graceful
dignity and commitment to her husband somehow win the respect of the
dogmatic Colonel as he wishes her “safe journey” when handing her the exit
permit. At this point the cinematography puts the two sitting side by side as



Colonel handing Sung the exit permit

“To do that…you have to imprison the wind.”

Getting away from the China border gate

implied equals, and here Sung confronts the Colonel’s dismissal of Christianity
saying that to succeed he would have to “imprison the wind.” The film concludes
with Sung and her son crossing an iron-wired border gate, running away from the
ominous Five Star Red Flag, crawling through a non-existent desert between
China and Hong Kong, and being re-united with her husband in freedom. The
fictionalized geographical wilderness is contrived to situate Sung’s suffering in the
mythical discourse of a biblical journey. Accentuated by the grandiose “Freedom
Symphony” in the soundtrack, the woman’s escape from China is represented as
the Oriental/female version of the Exodus. As the film concludes with a
hackneyed Hollywood ending of the couple living in the Western “free world”
happily thereafter, the audiences become reassured that a loving God will triumph
over the atheistic communism in China. The film thus refurbishes the superiority
of American way of life by reminding the audiences to be grateful for not suffering
such excruciating persecution in China. Indeed on amazon.com one viewer vows
to do more for the work of Christ after seeing the film for he/she cannot help
“feeling guilty about how cushy and easy my life is in the USA.”[5]

The all-too-perfect story of one Chinese woman’s self-realization in the film and
memoir has also invited suspicion from the public in the United States. Some
Christian groups raise questions about the film based on various controversies
surrounding Nora Lam’s ministry and character (Alnor, 1991). If Sung-Lam is
constructed as a freedom fighter and a devoted wife in China and later as a
committed evangelist in the United States in the film and book, such a claim of
moral righteousness is contradicted by disputes about the real-life figure of Nora
Lam. For instance, the memoir describes how Lam moves to the United States
and remarries after divorcing her husband in Hong Kong, but Paul Kauffman,
Lam’s pastor in Hong Kong at the time, testified that she “ran away with an elder
in my congregation” who left his wife behind. The description of her evangelistic
career in the memoir does not mention that the Assemblies of God refused to
endorse the Nora Lam Ministries in 1977 and that the National Association of
Evangelicals turned down Lam’s ministry application for membership in 1989
because of allegations about her involvement in a pattern of fund-raising
improprieties. The tactful avoidance of ethical issues and the selective use of
memories in the film and memoir tend to situate the woman’s migration to the
United States within the conventional paradigm of escape to freedom, rather than
depicting her as seeking personal advantages in the West.

The “mismatch” between the real-life figure and the artistic glorification of Sung-
Lam unveils a conservative ideological propensity to fasten the Chinese woman in
the stereotypical role of noble victim, political exile, and assimilated Christian. To
deflect audiences’ consideration away from those inconvenient real-life
“distractions” about Sung-Lam, the narrative is obliged to sanitize and singularize
her experiences at the expense of constructing a more sophisticated other woman.
In this sense, the cinematic character of Sung is projected as a “scheme” rather
than a “person” to celebrate God’s omnipotence even in a foreign land. The
monolithic projection of Sung in the film, as well as the monotonous vilification of
a horrible China, reinforces the ideological demarcation between a civilized
American self and a fanatic Chinese other. Probably due to its politically
manipulative ploy and exploitation of the audiences’ religious loyalties, China Cry
is largely forgotten by the public and survives only within the Protestant
evangelical community in the United States.



Crawling through a desert

Ending statement

 

Conclusion

The suffering-triumph-freedom structure in China Cry coheres with the
redemption narrative of the Cold War era and exemplifies the deep-rooted U.S.
thinking about the need to rescue the Chinese. The description of Sung’s
victimization in Maoist China, conversion to Christianity, and empowerment
through spiritual transformation purports to demonstrate the superiority of the
American way of life and enhance the western moral righteousness against the
uncivilized eastern other. Since China’s reengagement with global capitalism does
not cause a weakening of the power of the nation-state and thus poses a potential
challenge to the U.S.-dominated world system in the early 1990s, the filmic
narrative of Sung’s cultural assimilation serves to assuage a collective Western
anxiety to some extent, especially among the religious audiences. Promoted under
the category of “Stories of the Persecuted Church” as it is distributed at
ChristianCinema.com, China Cry is able to stay alive in the context of religious
persecution in the United States. (7335)

Re-uniting with her husband in the “free
world”

“You win…for all of us.”
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Notes 
1. “History of U.S. Labor Day.” Box 7, Feature Packets. [return to page 1 of
essay]

2. For instance, Disney Studio president Richard Frank reported to Congress
in July 1989: “I won’t be so bold to say that American movies are responsible
for the popular uprising in China. But I am willing to bet that for more than a
few Chinese citizens our films served as an inspiration to strike for something
better.” U.S. Government Printing Office. (1990). Television Broadcasting
and the European Community: Hearing before the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance of the Committee on Energy and
Commerce, House of Representatives (Washington D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, pg. 51). For a sophisticated analysis of the 1989 turmoil as a
less idealized democratic movement, see Hui Wang. (2003). China’s New
Order: Society, Politics and Economy in Transition (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press); Richard Madsen. (1995). The Moral Challenge of
Tiananmen: Shattering A Liberal Myth. In China and the American Dream
(pg.1-27).

3. http://www.amazon.com/China-Cry-Russell-Wong/product-reviews/B
00006K02D/ref=cm_cr_pr_redirect?
ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=0#customerReviews
[return to page 3]

4. http://www.amazon.com/China-Cry-Nora-Lam-Story/dp/0849928982

5. http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/customer-reviews
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Nicolas Saputra and Adinia Wirasti as Yusuf
and Ambar, “generic” representatives of the lost
generation that has come of age during
Indonesia’s post-dictatorship Reformasi.

Tiga Hari’s views of the road fluctuate between
the idiosyncratic local and an undifferentiated,
postindustrial landscape that could be almost
anywhere in the world.

Many of the standard tropes of youth on the
road are deployed by Tiga Hari, only to be
subsequently thrown into question as the film’s
formal, stylistic, and narrative elements are put
through a series of breaks and shifts, as if trying
to shake off the film’s initially empty exuberance
and examine the pervasive, underlying sense of

Let’s get lost: unmapping history
and Reformasi in the Indonesian
film Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya

by Dag Yngvesson

From the first frames of the opening sequence of the film Tiga Hari Untuk
Selamanya (Three Days to Forever, dir. Riri Riza 2007) there is an immediate
sense of familiarity that hovers somewhere between nostalgia and déjà vu. This
will arguably function quite differently depending on the audience, but as
Indonesian viewers and critics have asserted, as have those in the West and
elsewhere, the film, particularly early on, presents itself as a, fun, formally typical
coming of age adventure. [1] [open endnotes in new window] In it, the two
protagonists – a pair of upper-class, cosmopolitan hipster cousins in their late
teens – embark on a classic road movie-style journey across the island of Java.
The trip, of course, promises to take them, however briefly, out of the formal
strictures of family life so that they can stretch, rebel, “find their own path,” and
have a little fun on the way before returning to the sanctity of their planned and
privileged lives. The film opens by introducing a classic “deadline” structure:
Ambar, the female cousin, has missed a plane to her older sister’s wedding in the
city of Yogyakarta, and Yusuf, the male, has been charged with rescuing the now-
endangered unity of the family, and of the tradition-laden event: he must deliver
Ambar, and an important and fragile set of ceremonial dishes that belong to the
family, to Yogyakarta before the wedding commences.

Just as the protagonists’ journey is about to begin, however, the film takes a
pause, the first of a number of such instances that both emphasize, and establish,
a growing tension with the seemingly universal genre conventions that the film
deploys. On their way out of Jakarta, the capital city, Yusuf, who is played by
Indonesian teen-idol Nicolas Saputra, grabs what has thus far appeared to be a
map rolled up on the back seat, ducking into a small bungalow. The interior of the
space is filled with late-adolescent, coming-of-age-flick references and symbols:
rows of pot plants, reggae-inspired colors (in this case they are applied to a sign
advertising Aceh, the area of Sumatra typically known as the heart of Indonesian
marijuana production), and a stoner send-up of a Disney/Pixar film poster. The
title, “A Bug’s Life” has been switched with “a bak’s lah,” Jakarta slang for “let's
get high,” a deceptively complex phrase that is echoed in various moments
throughout the film. The bug’s eyes have of course been rendered as droopy and
blood-shot. It is moments such as these that appear to justify the complaints of
many Indonesian viewers in particular[2] that the film, despite its censor-
challenging drug references, presents an über-typical combination of cinematic
characters, narrative genre, and cultural references. Western critics looking for
alternatives to the dominant, global influence of Hollywood may cringe as well at
the specter of a long history of Disney-fied cultural imperialism hovering in the
background.

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/DagIndonesia/bio.html


stagnation that defines the characters’ life in the
present.

The first narrative and stylistic break point of the
film occurs during a drug-saturated party in the
West Javanese city of Bandung, known for its
independent music and fashion scenes.

Pot for plans appears to be a mutually
satisfactory exchange. A “tamed”
representation of Hollywood’s continuing
global invasions ...

... hangs next to a poster claiming that Aceh,
an area of Sumatra known throughout the
history of the archipelago for its fierce
resistance to outside intruders, is “for
peace.”

The familiar antics of comedian Ringgo Agus
Rahman are soon left by the wayside.

"Not in the mood for love": Tiga Hari often
uses its roadway mise-en-scéne in
humorous ways that subtly reinforce its
struggles with the strictures of popular
genres like teen romance.

Yet it is precisely here that Tiga Hari’s complex self-positioning within a highly
specific Indonesian, Javanese, aesthetic and political landscape begins to take
shape. The altered Pixar poster, with all the banal familiarity it brings to the local,
can also be read in terms of a literal coming of age for contemporary Indonesian
films and their viewers: it brings to mind the prominent placement of the original
A Bug's Life logo in the mise-en-sc~ene of an earlier, formulaic-yet-politically-
driven teen romance film – Ada Apa Dengan Cinta (“What’s Up With Love”
Soedjarwo 2002) – a smash hit that was crucial in re-establishing the popularity
of Indonesian cinema with Hollywood-saturated local audiences. That film,
produced by Riri Riza  and also starring Nicolas Saputra and co-starring Adiniya
Wirasti (who plays Ambar in Tiga Hari), focused on the entanglement of group of
clean cut, wholesome-seeming upper class teens in the lingering sociopolitical
problems associated with the regime of the recently deposed dictator, Suharto
(1967-1998). After showing its critical teeth, however, the film ends on an
ostensibly happy note, in which the spunky, talented younger generation it depicts
seems poised to overcome the nation’s dark history (about which more later), that
had just begun to enter into the teens’ burgeoning self-awareness.

In the film Ada Apa Dengan Cinta, the
bedroom of Cinta, the bright, popular and
rich high school student played by
Indonesian superstar Dian Sastrowardoyo, is
dominated by references to Western popular
culture.

In Ada Apa Dengan Cinta, a younger Nicolas
Saputra faces the political problems of his
family’s (and by extension the nation’s) past
head on.



Tiga Hari presents a transformed, but less
hopeful take on Indonesia’s best and brightest
in 2007. Yusuf attends a prestigious university
in Indonesia, while early in the narrative Ambar
discovers she’s been accepted to study abroad
in England.

In Ada Apa Dengan Cinta, the repeated
image of an empty, windswept schoolyard
subtly conveys a sense of dread amidst the
otherwise bright, carefree aura of upscale
Jakarta in 2002. In 2002 this film was
considered a coup against the strong
national censorship board that seemed to
bode well.

The sad, but romantic and hopeful ending of
Ada Apa Dengan Cinta featured the first
onscreen kiss in a modern Indonesian film
rated for teenage audiences. However,
current filmmakers continue to struggle with
unpredictable and staunchly conservative
censors.

By placing two of the same iconic actors, now visibly older than fifteen, in roles
with similar geographic (Jakarta) and class backgrounds, Tiga Hari Untuk
Selamanya effects a local sense of continuity that is potentially troubling in its
response to the passing of time: it presents a second, post-high school coming of
age in which things have changed, but not necessarily progressed as planned. The
modified poster, then, and the altered lifestyles and mind-states of the
protagonists in Tiga Hari on one level announce the erosion of a previously-
heady sense of confidence in the young to become true agents of political and
social development. The comfort emanating from the film’s warm, familiar
imagery appears to rely on the lingering, subsidized stability of upper-class
privilege associated with the long dictatorship of the recent past: the active,
enthusiastic filmic youngsters of 2002 have now retreated into a decadent,
“generic” stasis, reflected in Tiga Hari’s employment of a stoney, slowed-down
version of an established formula combining star-power with ever-popular
themes. Despite its celebratory, quasi-rebellious teen spirit, then, as Indonesian
film analyst Ekky Imanjaya argues, Tiga Hari’s leisurely, rambling journey is
haunted by the possibility of permanent stillness: the constant proximity of death
(Imanjaya, multiply.com).

Seen in this light, the film’s pointed glances at the eternally common details of its
mise-en-scène reveal them to be sparkling with the uncanny, as if attached to a
series of heretofore unrecognized memories that reach out through the film’s
deceptively flat, generic representations of the present. The protagonists’ first stop
at the pot-infused bungalow also signals a potential point of departure on a “bad
trip,” in which the comforting meanings attached to the known, inseparable from



Dead bodies on the roadside in rural Java as
seen from the protagonists’ car window.

Poster for the collaborative film Kuldesak.

the current status quo, are destabilized and left behind. Thus, what had appeared
to be a map (it turns out to be a map of sorts: a blueprint) is quickly handed off to
“Edwina,” the bungalow’s sole occupant and Yusuf’s dealer and fellow
architecture student, played by omnipresent comedian Ringgo Agus Rahman. A
typical stoner side-kick in a Rolling Stones t-shirt who sits picking his nose in
front of the TV, he exchanges Yusuf’s neatly laid out plans and structural drawings
for a lid of weed, closing the deal with what appears to be a self-consciously stiff
and clichéd series of high-fives.

The moment, which officially kicks off the film’s departure for the Road, also
inaugurates what is arguably its most important theme: the surreptitious linking
of the alteration of everyday consciousness, with or without the aid of drugs, and
the rejection of historically dominant forms of navigation and knowing – whether
in the form of a map, a series of genre-conventions, or state policies that enforce
historical amnesia. As I will elaborate further below, it is at this level that I locate
the film’s subversive approach to popular form, and coded, yet pointed,
intervention into a long, detailed, and fraught history of local and national
expression in the twentieth century.

To this end, I engage the mostly literal interpretations of Tiga Hari Untuk
Selamanya (road trip; teen romance; the transformative escapade of two,
privileged, stoned, Javanese, Westernized, Muslim cousins who inevitably end up
sleeping together) as a valid point of departure for a closer reading that excavates
the symbolic and allegorical meanings which give the film its potential political
force. My reading of the film will entail placing it at the intersection of a number
of sociocultural, economic, and historical currents, many of them reaching far
beyond the geographical limits of island or nation. My goal, however, will be to
highlight the ways in which such currents are seen and interpreted from a
perspective that is, at least in part, oriented by a positioning on the ground of the
“local.” My selection of this film in particular is based on a long-term interest in
the history and politics of Indonesia, and in the prominent, often violently
dominant role played by various Java-based discourses in the attempt imbue the
troublesome, impossibly varied archipelago with a unified sense of political and
cultural identity. (Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya and a majority of other
“Indonesian” films are set in Java, and, more often than not, in the capital city,
Jakarta, where most are also produced). As both a filmmaker and critic, I am
inspired by the ability of Riza and certain other local directors (and production
teams) to engage with sensitive, delicate, and controversial themes in films that
toe the line, in provocative ways, between populism and high art, commercial
success and political activism. To begin with, however, in light of the little-known
status of Indonesian film history among most audiences outside of Indonesia, I
will provide some contextual background.

As a contemporary cinematic text, Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya is a product of
the rapidly-expanding “Indonesian New Wave,” a movement which began roughly
a decade ago with the release of the independent, collectively produced film
Kuldesak (Achnas, Lesmana, Mantovani, Riza 1998) (Sen 2006). Fittingly, the
New Wave was conceived amidst the decay of Indonesia’s 30-year dictatorship
under President Suharto, whose authoritarian, Western-friendly regime was
finally brought to a close by the Asian Financial Crisis, forcing him to step down
amidst massive protests in 1998. The same year, the small group of young,
wealthy, and idealistic film school graduates loosely based around the production
of Kuldesak began turning out films that both sought to challenge the dominance
of Hollywood imports at the local box office, and to inspire frank, populist
discussion of the state of the nation after its much-heralded turn to more
representative government. In the best cases, such as the afore-mentioned Ada
Apa Dengan Cinta, the expanding New Wave has produced well-crafted,
mainstream genre films that have won the attention of larger audiences while
simultaneously offering glimpses into the darker legacies of the recent past.



Ada Apa Dengan Cinta: If Dian Sastro can’t
change the world, no one can.

Once on the road, Tiga Hari begins to blend the
generic with the idiosyncratic, often presenting
its protagonists at odd moments – there are
several shots of Yusuf urinating outdoors,
usually after taking a wrong turn or otherwise
becoming lost or distracted.

Vehicles of various kinds, including the narrative
variety, break down throughout the film.

Suf does his best to stay focused on the task at
hand — transporting a suitcase full of precious
dishes.

However, although they have exposed some of the ripples and depressions in the
uneven veneer of democracy that has characterized Indonesia’s post-Suharto,
“Reformasi,” era, the national feeling expressed in many of the films is one of
cautious optimism: progress and real change seem just around the corner.

Released in 2007, Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya can thus be seen as a product of
the current moment in Indonesia, a time particularly haunted by the continuing
illusiveness of promised change and by the unfinished task of examining – and
exorcising – the complex demons of national history and their myriad, ongoing
links to the broader sphere of geopolitics. In the national context (the film’s main
audience base is a national one), in light of Java’s longstanding self-imposition as
the political and cultural centerpiece of the Indonesian archipelago, Tiga Hari can
certainly be seen as continuing some of the problematic aspects of its
predecessors: it engages both local and global discourses from a critical, but
nonetheless narrowly proscribed, hegemonic position that has traditionally been
aligned with the Indonesian state and those whom its policies empower. However,
I will argue that the film, both in its visual style and narrative development,
simultaneously attempts to undermine and destabilize the broadly
understandable, and profitable, sense of Javanese, Indonesian, or cosmopolitan/
transnational “normality” that has characterized cinema in the reformasi period.
Driven by the protagonists’ boredom and the sense of near-meaninglessness of
narrative attempts at forward movement or alteration of the status quo, the film
has a vastly different feel than most of its New Wave predecessors, despite its
obvious similarities with earlier works.

Drawing on popular modes of expression, like romance and travelogue, that echo
their ubiquitous deployment in the present – and in more overtly state-glorifying
ways during the Suharto past – Tiga Hari ultimately works to unravel the
naturalized authority of such mainstream genres. While it begins, as explained
above, by offering what seems to be just such a recognizable structure and star-
studded story, as the dismissal of the formal blueprint/map in the early stoner
scene suggests, it quickly strays from its well-trodden path. Through a series of
subsequent stumbles, hesitations, and apparently chance encounters, it finally
comes to a stop in the middle of its own narrative trajectory, alienating itself from
the expectations associated with its initial, promissory deployment of form.
Mimicking contemporary political and aesthetic stasis in order to challenge it,
director Riri Riza (with screenwriter Sinar Ayu Massie) essentially place their
protagonists in a worn-out, re-hashed and stalled genre pic that they must find
their way out of. In so doing, they create the impression of a search for a deeper
level of meaning or experience beneath the film’s own sketchily rendered
slickness. The terms of the search are not stated, however, but revealed by the
protagonists’ apparent blunders, as Yusuf and Ambar collide with the formal,
sociopolitical, and physical limitations on theirs and others’ movement within the
film’s diegetic world. Although they occupy a traditionally privileged,
transcendent position, here, this is precisely what blocks their ability to engage
with the fullness of experience that resides outside their highly constructed,
typical upper-class Javanese “movie-lives” (and just beyond the glass, metal and
rubber structure of their car).

Despite Tiga Hari’s visible struggles with the enabling, limiting status of class and
form, however, it offers little in the way of either literal resolutions or larger,
concrete allegorical solutions. Rather, it works slowly, on an intricate, piece by
piece basis to construct something like a methodological approach, revealing the
present historical moment to be full of shifting, gleaming shards of a “vanished”
past, and suggesting places to look for those who might become inclined to start
digging. The meaning located by such a method could, depending on the stakes of
the viewer, be microscopically subjective and read-larger at the level of village,
city, island, or, of course, “nation.”

As I hope to show, this approach implicitly takes aim at a number of the lingering
structural paradigms put in place by the Suharto regime. In its reference to



Ambar takes refuge from her troubles in an
upscale dance club.

Sukarno the populist anti-imperialist at the
height of his power. He remains a legendary
figure in both Indonesian and global political
memory.

mobility and travel in particular, it engages the state’s longstanding use of an
idealized “tourist” aesthetic to transform the nation into a well-ordered, easily
readable, series of points – a populist narrative – that has been broadly figured
(and enforced) as constitutive of a kind of default National Character. Re-entering
this discourse, or rather showing that Indonesia continues to be immersed in it,
Tiga Hari gradually chips away at the ubiquitous, reified conceptions of tradition
and modernity in which it initially appears to traffic. In order to engage with Tiga
Hari’s static, contemporary narrative space, which I argue is heavily freighted
with the events and policies of Suharto’s prolonged dictatorship, it is thus
necessary to include a brief but pointed exposition of the recent past. As a number
of critics and historians have demonstrated [3], many of the failures of reformasi
are intimately, if for the most part unspokenly, tied to the historical events of the
latter half of the twentieth century.

1965 and the rise of the New Order

The heavy-handed tone of Suharto’s authoritarian rule was set from its very
beginnings, in particular by a scene of terror and bloodshed that in many ways
constituted a second, far more deadly “re-birth” of the newly independent nation.
After a decade of political and economic uncertainty under Sukarno (Indonesia’s
first president 1945-1967), during which the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI)
had rapidly expanded to become the third largest in the world, then-General
Suharto, a staunch anti-communist, seized a chance opportunity to intervene:
using the mass media, he accused the PKI of masterminding an attempted coup
d'état that occurred on October first, 1965. (The accusation has since been shown
to be a gross oversimplification: the action, ostensibly aimed at pre-empting an
attack on Sukarno, was secretly planned by two members of the PKI in
collaboration with a few Sukarnoist members of the military, unbeknownst to
much of the PKI leadership) (Roosa 2006).  While the oddly disorganized
movement was quickly foiled and caused relatively little damage or instability, it
did claim the lives of several Army Generals. Based on this news, a story was
rapidly concocted and disseminated in which the Indonesian communists figured
as bloodthirsty radicals bent on mass murder.

In “response” to this perceived threat and the apparent national state of
emergency, Suharto claimed special powers for the military, effectively sidelining
Sukarno. Wasting no time, Suharto quickly ordered a “pre-emptive” strike,
sending the army on a wave of killing across Java, Bali, and Sumatra, wiping out
the unarmed and unprepared PKI, from leadership to rank and file. Amidst the
atmosphere of suspicion, chaos, and terror this created, villagers and officials
alike were hurriedly rounded up as lists of “subversives” were compiled by local,
military-friendly contacts. “Communist” quickly became a blanket-term, deployed
to justify the rapid elimination of not only the PKI, but much of the pro-Sukarno
or pro-left opposition. As Suharto’s power grew (he officially became president in
1967, but had for all intents and purposes been running the country since early
1966), many village officials, neighbors, and sometimes even family members
suddenly turned informant or joined militias, re-mapping local conflicts onto the
rather arbitrary, Cold War-inspired line now drawn across the nation: by accusing
a former rival of association with the “left,” one might position oneself safely on
the “right,” causing one’s enemies to literally disappear into the ground.[4]

The result of the actions of Suharto and the military was the so-called New Order
regime, essentially founded on the murders, over the course of a few months, of
500,000-1,000,000 of its own citizens. Victims of the killings were most often
thrown into mass graves or riverbeds, where their bodies would be washed out to
sea. In this context, if not for the extreme measures immediately taken by the



Suharto, in the days before he was known as
the “smiling general”: during his ascent to the
presidency in 1965-67, he ordered the military
to do away with 500,000 - 1,000,000 of his
fellow Indonesians.

military/emerging state to control and suppress information — particularly any
accounts of recent history that might hint at the actual numbers of dead, or
suggest the military’s actions to have been anything but necessary and heroic —
the New Order would likely have found itself unable to justify its own assumption
of power.

With support from president Sukarno and a
massive ‘proletarian’ base, the Indonesian
communist party (PKI) grew rapidly – and
generally peacefully – from the mid 1950s...

... until 1965 when it was decimated and
banned by Suharto and the Army. Here,
Sukarno is addressing a packed workers’
rally prior to 1965.

A suspected PKI prisoner “interrogated” in
1965. Houses, businesses and other spaces
thought to be associated with the PKI ...

...or the diverse, contemporary left-leaning
organizations were often leveled during the
months of heaviest violence.

This left the government with a rather paradoxical problem of time. In order for
the nation — the harmonious, unified and communist-free Indonesia envisioned
by the New Order — to claim itself fully realized as such, the state would always
have to return to its point of origin and obscure the violent nature of its break
with the past, covering the steps it had taken to remove the purported communist
“enemy within.” Thus, throughout Suharto’s reign, state narratives, national
monuments and commemorations, and official histories continually revisited the
events of 1965, hovering, dancing, or marching around the truth of the New



The famous monument at Lubang Buaya in
Jakarta, commemorating the seven officers
killed during the September 30th movement and
demonizing the PKI for allegedly masterminding
the operation. A life-size, blood-and-gore-filled
wax figure exhibit and museum of the PKI’s
“betrayal” of the nation were later constructed
adjacent to the original monument. Even after
the fall of Suharto in 1998, the site continued to
win national accolades for “best tourist
attraction.”

Now smiling in 1967, Suharto put a friendly face
on authoritarianism and state repression for
over 30 years.

Order’s ascent so as to ensure that it remained obscured by a veil of state rhetoric
and otherwise off-limits to public discussion. This incessant zeroing out of
national time, meant to remind citizens of their need for the state’s protection,
was accompanied by official policies that effectively extended the originary myth
of the threat of communism into eternity. As historian John Roosa argues, “the
regime could not allow communism to die because it defined itself in dialectical
relationship with it or, to put it more precisely, the simulacrum of it” (2006 13).
Even now, over a decade after the fall of Suharto, large, official banners warning
of the dangers of “latent communism” are a frequent sight in many cities.

In significant ways, then, the New Order government’s “prolific cultural
terrorism” (Heryanto 1999 148) kept the nation in a state of temporal and
ideological flux, always on high alert against the fabled return of a
repressed“inner left” that could purportedly attack at any moment, re-immersing
the country into the real chaos of the past. The state’s ongoing and ever-vigilant
monitoring and control of the public was thus at some level always a veiled
warning that if provoked, it could strike again with impunity and on a massive
scale. The New Order’s manipulation of history, collective memory, and time,
while never seamless or absolutely definitive of citizens’ experience, nonetheless
constituted a massive, well-coordinated, and pervasive influence on behavior and
experience. What Krishna Sen (1993, 1994, 2006) refers to as the state’s “turn
inward” post-1965 in an important sense also constituted a turn to the media,
attempting to police the “orderedness” of the nation as conceived through a series
of representations. According to this plan, the ministries of information, culture
and education offered citizens multiple exhibits of the past and of “themselves” —
ideal, unrealizable models for history and citizenship, filmmaking and reporting,
cultural identity and artistic practice — meant to be studied and mimicked, but
never changed or exceeded.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

The views of Jakarta, like most other locations
in the film, are characteristically subdued. This
semi-iconic statue is the only sure sign that
we’re in the same vicinity as the clusters of
skyscrapers, traffic-clogged streets, and masses
of people that adorn the backgrounds of most
other films set in the nation’s capital.

Ambar’s father addressing a group of male
relatives. The party’s dialog and mise-en-scène
efficiently establish the family’s upper-class
status.

As a cautiously self-conscious product of this history, Tiga Hari Untuk
Selamanya sets out to chronicle the experiences of two late/post-adolescents who
could be thought of as among the most unscathed inheritors of the hushed legacy
of violence and dictatorship: those whose families’ historical alignment with
Suharto’s political and economic machinery has served them very well.  As
mentioned earlier, within the spectrum of New Wave movie characters, the duo
are anything but unique: Yusuf, or, simply “Suf,” is the thoughtful, reserved,
responsible, yet curious nice-guy who studies architecture at the University of
Indonesia (this does not, in the context of the film, preclude his possession and
use of marijuana noted earlier).[5][open endnotes in new window] Ambar is a
“Westernized” young woman whose recreational use of various drugs and active
social and sex life provide escape from the strictures of parents and family, which,
particularly in regards to gender, she has long found unreasonable and confining.
While they are first cousins from an elite, extended family, the film makes clear
that Ambar has grown up accustomed to a far more opulent lifestyle than the
more economically and socially cautious Suf.

As a road movie or indeed a kind of travelogue, Tiga Hari begins in Jakarta, the
capital city and the site (since Dutch times) of the government’s centralized
control of media and representation, as well as of most other matters. In the
present it is a modern, sprawling megalopolis with a population of well over 10
million. The film also takes as a point of departure the idealized, structural model
for Indonesian society: the extended, patriarchal Javanese family. After a
deceptively sunny, warm, and touristy credit sequence that establishes both the
rural landscape in which much of the film takes place and the vehicles, cinematic
and actual, that will bear the protagonists into it, the first scene opens during a
large family gathering in the capital. The occasion is a pre-celebration for Ambar’s
older sister’s wedding, which will take place a few days later roughly 450
kilometers to the East in the Central Javanese city of Yogyakarta. The location
chosen for the marriage (and thus for the final destination of the cousins’ trip),
like much of the film’s structure and mise en scène, calls on an ultra-familiar
element of Indonesian national identity and official discourse; one that is, like
many others, based on the historical/ political centrality of Java. Built around the
ancient palace of the most powerful, pre-colonial Sultanate, Yogyakarta (and, to a
somewhat lesser extent, the neighboring kingdom of Surakarta) has long been
considered the heartland of Javanese culture, the source of the once-imperial
Javanese kings’ legendary power. Given the particular emphasis Suharto placed
on the importance of Indonesia’s “living” (yet purportedly unaltered since time
immemorial) traditions, the presence of an elaborate ceremony in Yogyakarta as
the film’s projected conclusion calls to mind a figurative journey, typical in
Indonesian public discourse, between the geographically, politically, and
ethnically defined tropes of modernity and tradition.



Ambar’s powers of persuasion.

Night food vendors by the palace gardens in
Yogyakarta, a popular hangout for youth.

Men in traditional Javanese costume
Marching toward the palace as part of the
famous Grebeg Nabi, or the ritual celebration
of the birthday of the prophet Muhammed.
The ceremony, as the costumes, blend
modern and pre-colonial Javanese, Dutch,
and pan-Islamic elements. Photo: Koes
Yuliadi

Men outside one of the palace’s many
Pendopo, or Javanese pavilions, during
Grebeg Nabi. Photo: Koes Yuliadi

The dishes, indicative of the family’s
longstanding class associations and the
historical Dutch influence on Indonesia.

Not surprisingly, then, this is just what the family aims to do: take the one hour
flight from Jakarta to Yogya (dozens of which depart daily), during which the vast,
and somewhat less fabled expanses of Western and Central Java are collapsed into
a brief, cartographic view from the airplane window, punctuated by a few smoking
volcanoes. The two protagonists, of course, have been given an alternate directive:
Suf, the family’s hardworking, trustworthy young man, is charged by his Aunt
(Ambar’s mother, played by Tutie Kirana, a well-known Indonesian actress from
the 1970s) with safely delivering a delicate set of porcelain plates and cutlery,
which, as she explains, has been passed down through multiple generations and is
always used in the weddings of young women in the family. The dishes — as a
central, symbolic component marking the family’s stature and privileged
historical lineage and connecting them ceremonially to the family into which their
daughter will marry — must be preserved at all cost. Suf’s aunt worries that the
precious china might break if checked on the flight, and thus entrusts him with
driving the plates, in their custom-made, protective travel case, and ensuring their
arrival at the ceremony on time and in one piece. That night, Suf’s father gives
him explicit instructions for the trip: stick to the most direct route along the
relatively straight contours of the island’s coast. Suf is then ordered to bed early,
and reminded sternly that he must not disappoint the family. The opening of the
narrative thus sets up a social context that viewers, especially Indonesian ones,
might find unremarkable, including a spouse from a good background, a
supposedly quick, uneventful trip across Java, and a properly traditional wedding



An impending vision of the settled, married life
that repels Ambar.

Ambar contemplates an alternate, yet similarly
anxiety-producing path: leaving Indonesia to
study abroad.

in Yogyakarta with the dishes on prominent display.

Narrative and counter narrative: 
Ambar and the dishes.

Ambar’s family home employs a typical
tropical modernist design seen in
contemporary films, hotels, and vacation
rentals for upscale tourists.

Ambar’s sister expresses frustration at the
stiff atmosphere at her pre-wedding party.

The DJ elicits loud cheers from the crowd at
the Jakarta Club.

Despite his best intentions, however, Suf is immediately drawn off course, as if by
a Siren song. While nodding dutifully at his father’s speech, he receives a text
message from Ambar reading “Mabuk, Yuk,” a slang phrase that in Indonesian
carries a double meaning: “Let’s get drunk,” and, perhaps more important, “Let’s
get lost.” With an inviting smile, Ambar appears before Suf, apparently in need of
a sympathetic companion with whom to make a quick escape from the family
gathering. For her in particular, the pre-wedding party serves to mark the
beginning of a process in which history must repeat itself: Ambar, like her older
sister, will soon be expected to follow “orders” and get married. Resisting the
apparent inevitability of a future so closely defined by the past, the cousins take a
brief interlude into the space of a Jakarta club, which succeeds in altering
perception and slowing time, stretching night into early morning. The result,
predictably, is that both oversleep and Ambar misses her plane. Consequently, Suf
acquires an additional responsibility: he must now deliver the bride’s errant
younger sister, whose presence — along with the dishes — will serve to verify the
enduring intactness of both tradition and of the family unit itself. The plot
trajectory around travel is thus set and, via Ambar, at once placed in tension with
an impending loss of direction that establishes itself as a latent counter-narrative,
the implications of which remain unknown.

As the responses of viewers and critics suggest, the cinematic invocation of a
ubiquitous mode of youth rebellion — a challenge to the strictures and structured
time of family and society — may strike a variety of audiences as unremarkable
(save for the Western reviewers who predictably comment on the apparent
novelty of this discourse appearing in cinema from “the worlds most populous
Muslim nation”). [6] Yet as it progresses, the film attempts to undermine and
question both the social standards challenged by the cousins’ youthful hijinx, as
well as the potentially decadent youthful standards of sex, drugs, techno, and
generational conflict as a response to authority in itself. (This is not to say,
however, that in presenting such activities as relatively commonplace, the film is
not still pushing understandings of what constitutes acceptable behavior among
young Indonesians, but rather that modes and contexts of such challenges are



The journey begins with decidedly uninteresting
scenery.

Suf enters the scene in Bandung.

Bandung insiders look skeptically into the lens.

The camera takes on Suf’s view as he slowly
awakes.

called into question). In this sense, the film does not truly get going until it can
slow down and stretch a bit, having temporarily evaded the formalized boundaries
of both time-honored rituals and “wild” parties.

This change is also signaled by the film’s shifting adherence to and adaptations of
genre and style. As I will explain in greater detail below, there are four, fairly
clearly delineated “holes” in the readable continuity of the film’s formal structure,
each of which indicate the symptomatic emergence of unconscious desires that
subvert the film’s pre-established goals and genre-based narrative economy. Its
apparently smooth “surface,” then, could be viewed as having been set up
precisely to be cracked: in both the initial family gathering and club scene, the
mise-en-scène exudes a certain blandness, almost a mediocrity. It is not in the
acting, which is consistently plausible and expressive, but rather in the settings
themselves. They seem like mechanical overviews or collections of just what a
viewer (in this case a posited, “glocal” viewer) might expect to find in each
situation, from nostalgic aunts bearing old porcelain to sassy daughters to cigar-
smoking, golf-playing uncles to a DJ excitedly pumping his fist in time to a
monotonous techno track. Building a similar sense of hyper-normality, in the
mise-en-sc~ene directly preceding and following these scenes, the opening
sequence and the cousins’ initial foray into the empty sprawl of West Java also
employ a static, unexciting take on roads and travelogue, the former being
accompanied by a happy, acoustic guitar-driven ditty with lyrics in accented
English.

This extremely “generic” set up, however, appears to be a calculated strategy
(albeit one that may have cost the film a certain amount of critical and audience
acclaim), giving the film a formal starting point from which to subsequently
distance itself. Thus, as Suf and Ambar leave the confines of Jakarta, the imagery
soon becomes so bland as to appear oddly nondescript and as such begins subtly
to draw attention to itself. As we briefly land in another youth-filled party in the
city of Bandung, filled with a fluent combination of commercial and
“countercultural” elements (hipsters, thick smoke, Iggy Pop posters and t-shirts
on sales racks bearing the logo of The Clash – by day the space is used for retail),
the film indicates the emergence of the first structural hole: here, it begins to
softly stutter, as if surreptitiously trying to break with its own overly-practiced
continuity. As extras walk through the frame, they direct their glances into the
camera seemingly questioning its presence, foregrounding the technical
apparatus. Later, as the camera takes on Suf’s perception of the scene, it mimics
his inebriation, eventually finding itself lying sideways on a bench. The entrance
of the first “hole” then comes just as the film itself seems to be passing out: the
screen suddenly cuts to black and for a few seconds, the soundtrack is totally
silent, as if there were simply a gap in the cinematic text’s material base. The first
instance of this technique, instituting an obvious cut, signals something of a new
beginning, or a least a more concerted pattern of attempts to break form with that
which has come before.

After leaving behind the carefully mapped-out ideological, geographic, and
countercultural points of reference indicating where its protagonists should
belong (according to their class, age, and status as teen-idols) the film begins to
open up. While still a bit stoned, it lazily yet steadily pulls at its own bland
deployment of convention until its sense of direction unravels, and we end up in
less familiar territory. Arguably, its themes and slow pacing, compared by some
Indonesian bloggers to the Mexican film Y Tu Mama Tambien (2001 Cuarón),[7]
would still seem to place Tiga Hari fairly comfortably within the global, festival-
oriented discourse of independent counter-cinema, where, along with “slow”
movies from other non-Western parts of the world, it has generally been treated to
a warm reception.[8] Tiga Hari was indeed produced in part with festival-linked
funding from Europe and elsewhere,[9] and the technique of slowing its pacing
and stretching its narrative and genre conventions, presumably a big part of the
film’s global indie credibility, must then be seen as one of the economic conditions
of its existence.



View from the road: the cousins pass a low-
cost, crowded “travel” van inscribed with
precisely what they themselves appear to lack:
Hikmah, an Arabic word for wisdom that is
associated with the power to act decisively and
properly. (Indonesian contains a number of
words and concepts inherited from Arabic).

Yet the resulting temporal and geographic space opened within the film’s diegesis
nonetheless functions to foreground a wealth of smaller details whose meanings
are far more resistant to universalization, and whose historical context is far less
well-known internationally than that of many of the festival hits from places like
China, India, Hong Kong, or Mexico. I will argue that these pointed, albeit often
briefly flashing elements perform the crucial task of (re)attaching the film’s
economies of narrative and desire to a set of local, national and personal
discourses that are firmly rooted in the experience of contemporary, Javanese
youth (and, by extension, various other groups of young Indonesians who watch
the glut of local films made in and on Java and Jakarta). At stake in particular is a
widespread hesitancy toward genuine engagement; not only with families, peers,
and other classes, but, perhaps more important, with the actual “contents” of
Indonesian history of the last half-century.[10]
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Domestic tourists in front of the Imax Theater at
Taman Mini, a massive, museum-like theme
park outside Jakarta which was also the
brainchild of Tien Suharto. It is promoted as a
“miniaturized” version of Indonesia, complete
with models of various islands, where costumed
employees sell traditional crafts in mock-up
villages. Employees in cartoonish animal suits,
however, also abound throughout the park and
appear to be most popular with children.

From the English language section of the official
Taman Mini website: “The 'Keong Emas'
(Golden Snail) IMAX Theater has the shape of a
giant snail, where special films with high
technology are shown… Watching films in this
theater, the onlookers will feel as if they are in
the midst and also participate as an actor. The
IMAX film technology shows sophistication and

Aesthetic and formal ground: 
the travelogue as vehicle

Assuming the film is particularly concerned with digging through the
landscape of local experience in relation to history, the question then
arises (especially in the context of a relatively small island) as to the
choice of tropes: using roads, mobility and travel as formal points of
departure. An Indonesian reviewer (Kurniawan) referred to Tiga Hari
as the country’s “first road movie” (and others acknowledged that the
form, as such, was at least fairly novel and unexploited in the domestic
context) (Mahendra). However, this is not exactly the case. In terms of
its evocation of Road as a metaphor for mobility and Movie as a
method of rendering that which is traveled over visible, Tiga Hari is
eminently preceded by the work of President Suharto, or, more
precisely, by “Madam Tien,” the former dictator’s influential wife. In
the early 1980s, Tien Suharto commissioned a series of three IMAX
travelogues, entitled Indonesia Indah, (Beautiful Indonesia), which
became one of the cinematic centerpieces of domestic, Suharto-era
nationalist display. Although produced by the joint U.S./Canadian
IMAX team, the Indah trilogy was intended for an Indonesian — if
primarily metropolitan — audience, and the films were regularly
shown to large groups of schoolchildren on the “world’s biggest” IMAX
screen in Jakarta, a venue that also contains a special VIP lounge for
visiting foreign dignitaries.

Discussing the relation between politics and aesthetics in the Indah
films, Martin Roberts (2000) places the series’ use of form within a set
of longstanding global discourses around tourism and mobility. He
argues that the IMAX series offers a vision of Indonesia that contains
strong echoes of dated colonial and Western ethnographic
representations. In the context of Indonesia’s nation building process
following the end of Dutch colonial rule, the state’s construction and
exhibition of its own images in many ways constituted an important
and necessary act of resistance to Western hegemony, or as Roberts
puts it, “a ritual claiming of modernity” and hard-won sovereignty over
national territory (183). Yet Roberts also argues that the Indonesia
Indah trilogy, like much of the mass-media output of the New Order
regime that commissioned it, was basically designed to reproduce the
patterns of dominance established by European imperialism, applying
them on a local scale. (The Indah series also came about at a time
when the demonstration of formal/political independence was no
longer a pressing national issue). The films’ carefully selected subjects
and extensive use of an aerial, “get above it” perspective transforms the
nation, on screen, into an easily readable series of points. These
touristic landmarks and sociocultural highlights connect a modern,
metropolitan center to a disempowered but highly aestheticized



ability to arouse a strong power of attraction,
making the onlookers click out of admiration.”

Taman Mini features both a monorail and
skyway that offer fly-over perspectives of the
entire layout. The park features officially
sanctioned representations of various
Indonesian islands, ethnicities, and sites of
cultural practice, such as this mock-up Balinese
temple.

The promise of inter-island adventure.

periphery of surrounding islands, defined by their representation as
“traditional.”

Foreign tourists, visiting heads of state, or other non-Indonesians,
then, will likely read the IMAX films in a way that adheres to a familiar
discourse of the Other, in which knowledge is produced by the
construction of a rhetorical bird’s eye view. These films, like other
media such as photography, mapping, demographics and museums,
establish an “objective” image of difference that implicitly justifies the
existing, uneven distribution of privilege, power and wealth (180). But
in the context of the local Indonesian audiences for whom the films
were primarily intended, such a reified, transcendent view of
“themselves” sets up a rather alienating spectatorial position. The films
address citizens as if they were tourists staring in at their own lives,
which the state has “captured” and sold back to them as a guideline. In
this context, Roberts argues the Indonesia Indah series functions as an
ideological mechanism of control, much like a government-sponsored
“national identity kit or repertoire of what it means to be Indonesian”
(180).

In the contemporary context of Reformasi, the state continues to use
such objectifying, touristic imagery (including the Indah series, which
still plays daily at the Taman Mini IMAX theater in Jakarta) to present
the nation as a packaged, centered, and utterly idealistic whole,
reflecting the enduring, if tarnished presence of Suharto’s
interpretation of the national motto: bhinekka tunggal ika, a 14th
century Javanese concept that translates as “unity in diversity.” One
might argue, then, that in its rather pointedly excessive use of certain,
recognizable aesthetic and generic structures, a film like Tiga Hari
Untuk Selamanya engages important elements of the history of
Javanese-cum-national display. What seems on the surface to be a teen
road movie also uses that lingering, uncannily familiar discourse as a
vehicle to address a larger problem of local representation: the
disappearance of large swaths of recent history, due to the New Order’s
policy of absolute control over national media production. In dealing
with these issues, the film must at times retrace the nation-shaping
steps made by the Suharto regime, apparently looking Westward in
search of cultural or stylistic tropes. Yet Tiga Hari’s penetrating glance
at the nation’s political and cultural centerpoint, which happens to be
the ground upon which it, and most other Indonesian films are and
were produced, is necessarily also a turn inward in search of the
fragments of local memory and experience that previous aesthetic
vehicles had been deployed to roll over and erase.

In this context, Tiga Hari’s view of the road, while necessarily invoking
a sense of mobility, independence, and escape, is simultaneously
enclosed and delimited by its own machinery, as the surrounding
landscape is continually framed by the aforementioned metal bars and
glass of the protagonists’ car, the windows forming a screen that
replaces physical contact and potential interaction with flat
representation. Despite the high frequency of insert shots of passing
scenes, and the various carefree moments shared by Suf and Ambar in
the car, there is obviously something quite different at play here: the
film’s gaze is akin to that of a very cooped-up tourist. Suf’s fairly
modest Peugeot contributes to the game: on its windshield the car
sports a happy, iconic, rainbow sticker (shown twice in closeup)



The film consistently features damaged, dug-up,
or exposed sections of landscape as inserts or
cutaways during driving scenes.

A roadside image that appears to question
established visual economies of filmed travel.

A man selling Islamic style gravestones as the
cousins drive past.

bearing the word Lamalera (the name of a remote village in the
Eastern archipelago, famous among tourists and certain researchers as
the home of “the stone-age whale hunters who kill with their bare
hands”) (Bedeng 2007). According to the marks of its past travels,
then, the Peugeot, already a symbol of mobility — and the product of
international commerce and “Western” technology — should have no
problem in smoothly and comfortably bridging the gap between
modernity (Jakarta) and a distant site of packaged, fixed primitiveness
or tradition (in this case the far more accessible — and less “primitive”
in its opulent, royal take on tradition — Yogyakarta).[11] [open
endnotes in new window]

Yet as the voyage begins in earnest and the formally familiar views of
Jakarta’s outskirts begin to slip past the side window, the objects that
fill the frame — grey, concrete overpasses, boxy toll booths, even a
nondescript section of burnt grass along the freeway — while edited
according to the narrative flow, nonetheless appear slightly out of place
within such a familiar view. The complete lack of officially promoted
beauty, iconicity, or knowing humanistic vision of Third World poverty
and squalor thus combines with the foregrounding of the car as
limitation and enclosure, effectively flirting with the transcendence of
touristic (and privileged, youthful/rebellious) mobility while
simultaneously destabilizing its reassuring effects.

Accordingly, the zone that Suf and Ambar must cross — between the
fixed points of reference that constitute the journey’s beginning and
projected end — lacks a stable sense of visual or ideological
definability. It appears alternately as an idyllic zone of lush, wide open
rice fields and as a varied, seemingly random, and vaguely ominous
no-man’s land. Perhaps most important, despite the fact of the
characters’ class alliances, car, and cell phones (and the fact that they
are placed in something of a “travelogue”), the most crucial and
familiar elements of such a discourse of mobility — a compass, a map,
or an objective, bird’s eye view of the path ahead — have been largely
removed from the space of Tiga Hari’s narrative. Instead, these are
replaced with the ever earthbound-angle of the film’s delimited tourist
gaze. Occasionally the protagonists actively seek a more elevated,
easily-read perspective, as if they were trying to invoke a more ideal
aesthetics of travel to comfort them in moments of uncertainty. Yet
such a viewpoint is always either unavailable or utterly fails to provide
guidance that is actually useful from a position on the ground. In this
way, the film’s implicit referencing of travelogue and a touristic gaze
are points of departure meant not only to hold characters and viewers
down in close proximity to the surface of local memory and experience,
but potentially to offer glimpses of that which lies within, or below, the
surface’s familiar facade.

Deeper cinematic ground: 
the New Order, melodrama 
and the “turn inward”

As the Indonesia Indah films and countless other examples



A man and a group of supporters stop traffic to
collect donations for the construction of a rural
mosque. It's an increasingly common sight in
Java and elsewhere in post-Suharto Indonesia.

At times it seems that the rural communities
through which the cousins pass conspire to
misdirect wealthy outsiders such as themselves.
Stopping in a small town to buy bottled water,
Ambar’s request for a map is met with
uncertainty. The shopkeeper’s husband replies
that they don’t sell them, but as she leaves,
hands her one and refuses to take money in
return. Unsurprisingly, the map affords little or
no advantage in navigation.

The film Tamu Agung (Exalted Guest 1955) by
Usmar Ismail, who is often known as the Father
of Indonesian Cinema, is a fairly open satire of
Sukarno’s nation-building slogans and policies.

demonstrate, the New Order, with its critical need to control
information, put vast amounts of energy and resources into shaping
and instilling a national sense of culture, art and life through an
intricately ordered series of representational guidelines. This of course
had a profound influence reaching far beyond officially commissioned,
government-funded productions like Indonesia Indah.  According to
Krishna Sen (1993, 1994, 2006), the effect on Indonesian cinema in
general was great: its placement, with other mass media, under the
direct control of Suharto’s new Department of Information further
emphasized “the ideological and propaganda aspects of films rather
than their artistic and creative dimension” (2006 98) and enabled the
state apparatus to scrutinize the content and potential political
significance of local films in particular. This defensive shift of the
state’s gaze onto domestic artists and filmmakers reversed policies in
place until 1965, during the reign of Indonesia’s first President,
Sukarno. At that time, state censorship was heavily focused on the
potential for foreign media to influence or corrupt the fledging process
of nation building. While not in any sense free of state intervention,
artists and filmmakers under Sukarno nonetheless operated in an
environment of excitement and experimentation, generating work
from a number of different ideological positions and perspectives with
the goal of establishing a diverse and uniquely Indonesian aesthetic
culture. Filmic and other narratives often reveled in the potential to
foster change and societal transformation even while expressing
frustration or poking fun at the shortcomings of certain political
movements and their leaders. As the film Tamu Agung (Ismail 1955)
suggests, Sukarno himself was not entirely off limits as a target for
satire (1994 40).

But with the rise of Suharto, previous interest by authorities in
economic resistance to Hollywood’s imperialist domination of
international box offices and in the questioning of the content of
foreign movies — showing explicit sex and “liberal” Western morality
— declined markedly. By 1967, when Suharto had stabilized his chaotic
ascent to power and officially occupied the post of President, the
memories of Indonesian citizens and the contents of local history —
and of the earth, particularly on the islands of Java, Bali, and Sumatra
where hundreds of thousands of bodies were concealed in mass graves
— became matters of far greater concern for the New Order state.
Policies requiring meticulous scrutiny and censorship at all stages of
film production were quickly implemented, aimed at discouraging
filmmakers from digging into any sensitive, historical issues and
explicitly forbidding them from inciting dissent or criticizing the state,
military, police, or other apparatus of law and order (Sen 2006 99).
According to Sen, many of the films produced following Suharto’s rise
took on a narrative structure that de-emphasized the ideal of action as
a method for realizing change. Rather, they employed circular plots in



Here, in the style of an exuberant musical,
instead of expressing joy, villagers complain
that they are encouraged to “get to work”
despite a total lack of state support for
infrastructure in rural areas (the lyrics here are
specifically aimed at road conditions).

In the dark, post-1965 world of Jakarta in
Bernafas Dalam Lumpur, melodrama often feels
closer to horror. Sumila (played by the actress
Suzanna) is a villager whose luck has run out.
Left to fend for herself after her husband
vanishes, she is repeatedly raped and taken
advantage of by a series of predatory men who
gain her trust by pretending to be good
Samaritans, but merely see her as an easy
target that no one will dare to defend.

After arguing with Suf, Ambar calls her mother
from a roadside phone, but finds little comfort
there.

which the goal was to return to a past state of naturalized, harmonious
order that had been temporarily disturbed by a malevolent force. In
this sense, the movement of cinematic time frequently followed the
state’s redirection of national time, which, as argued above, constantly
returned the public to the day when an “evil enemy” had brought about
a collective state of chaos, and, (according to state narratives) Suharto
had restored order. [11a]

Indeed, as the New Order’s grip on power was weakened in the late
1970s and early 1980s by economic troubles, allegations of corruption,
and widespread student protests, Suharto himself began to appear as a
character (played by younger actors) in historically-themed, popular
films that were indirectly commissioned by the state. In all of them,
history is heavily revised; two in particular, Janur Kuning (Yellow
Coconut Leaf, Surawijaya 1979), and Serangan Fajar (Attack at Dawn,
Nur 1982), go so far as to inaccurately portray Suharto as a key figure
in the struggle for independence against the Dutch. Yet despite these
films’ seeming emphasis on action and change, here, too, the end of
colonialism (and its direct association with the actions of Suharto,
making Sukarno’s rule seem like a temporary transitional period)
appears as the natural restoration of an eternal “order.” The ultimate
legitimacy of Suharto’s power is thus located outside of historical time,
instead issuing forth from an “inexplicable genealogy through which
[Suharto] inherits the historic and mythical mantle of royal heroes of
the past” (Sen, 1994 101).

Yet as Sen and others argue, Indonesians’ historical memories,
whether spoken or silenced, were not so easily falsified or replaced:
“after 1965, the greatest shared national memory was no longer the
war of independence against the Dutch,” it was the violence of 1965-
66. In this context, a rather innocuous-seeming genre gained an
unprecedented amount of critical and popular acclaim soon after the
rise of the New Order: melodrama (Sen, 1993 207). Unlike historical
films and their general focus on colonial-era conflicts between a
unified “Indonesia” and outside invaders, melodramas of the 70s and
80s followed the state’s increased scrutiny of local filmmakers with
their own narrative turn inward. Importantly for Sen, the focus of
melodrama on the intimate, domestic space of the family allowed
certain films to dig deeper into the collective psyche, and
“metaphorically acknowledge the political unconscious… of the war
within”(212). To do so, filmmakers turned to allegory, eliding censors
by “showing” the pervasive, collective sense of horror and injustice
indirectly, by way of its melodramatic, heartrending effects on the lives
of families.

Classic melodramas such as Ananda (Ismail 1970) and Bernafas
Dalam Lumpur (“Breathing in Mud” Junaidy 1970) drew attention to
the existence of a massive, new, political underclass made up of those
considered tainted by association with the vanished left after 1965 (the
political context of their status was of course implied rather than
directly stated). Characters for whom the relative protection of family,
household, and class associations had crumbled thus inevitably
suffered the deadly ravages of the “inexplicably” cruel and unjust
society into which they were thrust: due to the presence of a pervasive,
internal logic of evil, they were virtually un-savable, even by the most
righteous, well-intentioned heroes. Such films, however, in accordance



Ambar shows the first dim inklings of desire for
Suf, glancing at him while he concentrates on
rolling a joint early in the trip.

Ambar navigates the Jakarta club scene with
pleasure and ease.

Ambar dances in the light reflected by the disco
ball, one of the film’s most important symbolic
elements.

with censorship guidelines, generally stopped short of presenting a
clear target on which to place blame or attack in order to change the
status quo. Rather, after the sacrifice of an unlucky victim or two, the
dark, tangled worlds of Indonesian melodrama nearly always ended in
a magical “resolution.” Like the historical films, this was accomplished
via a return to an idealized state of harmony mirroring the one in
which the film began: a “harmony” dependent on unquestioning
adherence to the rigid boundaries of class, privilege and power
established by the New Order (1993 212).

Following the fall of Suharto and nine years of halting, frustrating
reformasi, Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya returns not only to the
cultural surface of filmed travel but to the melodramatic space of
family conflict, which historically has served as a container and in
some sense a hiding place for the most unspeakable aspects of local
experience. The desire to get past appearances and to connect, to know
on deeper level, is thus a constant, if initially unconscious, presence in
the film. Underlying and propelling its narrative, the drive toward
penetration (of various sorts) gradually transforms Tiga Hari into
something of a romance, a generic twist that emerges within the
slowing and gradual dissolution of the film’s other formal devices. As
the initial goals set by the film (based on the schedule of the wedding
and the safe arrival of Ambar and the dishes) begin to fade away, they
are replaced by Suf and Ambar’s hesitant but increasingly open
journey toward intimacy with each other.  However, the protagonists’
imminent consummation of their growing mutual attraction is of
course complicated by their status as first cousins. While such an affair
would not rise to the level of extreme aberration in the context of
contemporary Java, it is nonetheless frowned upon, particularly
among wealthy, well-positioned families such that of Suf and Ambar.
[12] The film’s “subversive” take on romance could thus be read
allegorically as pointing to the truly incestuous (and continuing)
nature of the reproduction of power in the hands of the few that has
held sway in various forms in Java for centuries. Yet the gradual
emergence of the cousins’ desire to know each other more deeply,
evoked amidst pervasive feelings of alienation from the decadence of
their existence and everything that has come to be “theirs” (families,
traditions, the very landscape on which they travel), simultaneously
invokes the necessity for those who will “inherit the earth” (in this case
Java) to closely re-examine the implications of how they came to
occupy the position they are in.

FFollowing its protagonists, the film’s slow, spiraling turn inward on
itself can thus be read as an attempt — however haunted by its own
implication in the continuing domination of Indonesian popular media
by a geographically concentrated, elite minority  — to critically reflect
on its immersion in a “local” aesthetic soaked in the blood of recent
history. From there it searches for a new narrative, a way out which
might begin to transcend the imposed, historically tainted
commonalities of nation, culture, and language — the “national



Suf, an outsider to the club scene, dons his
“party hat” before entering (this is repeatedly
shown as he enters various situations in which
he is uncomfortable or not quite sure how to
act); it appears to perform a protective function,
as if masking his presence, allowing him to peer
out from beneath its brim without attracting
unwanted attention to himself as an outside
observer.

The disco ball lingers in the transition to
Ambar’s home the following day

Ambar is momentarily framed by a dark image
that strikes a contrast with the rest of the décor
in her family home.

identity kit” — that has in some sense led to the present state of
collective estrangement, a condition acutely represented by the two
main characters’ experience. Viewed in this way, as the car, and the
film itself, move ever more slowly, the resulting increase in the
protagonists’ proximity to the source of both anxiety and desire – the
“real” that surrounds them and is embedded in the landscape and in
each other – rekindles the apparently missing narrative tension. What
ensues is a struggle with the impulse to mediate, to place familiar grids
of understanding over a deceptively simple, yet intricately detailed
mise-en-scène. The process of “un-mediation,” however, is necessarily
fraught: as layers of narcotics, ideology, tradition and taboo are
stripped away from the sheltered, comfortably anesthetized outlook to
which the cousins are accustomed, they are exposed to the potential for
a deeper, more unsettling, and, one might say, cinematically
“accented”[13] engagement with both their surroundings and
themselves.

The narrative journey of discovery, then, begins in earnest in the highly
generic, and drug-and-techno infused, atmosphere of the Jakarta
nightclub to which Ambar and Suf first make their escape from the
confines of the family gathering. In contrast to the reserved, formal air
of her home, here Ambar seems completely in her element, joyfully
greeting (mostly male) friends, popping pills, and dancing suggestively
to the throbbing downbeats. Suf, however, appears much less at ease
and takes on the role of distanced observer, slowly nursing a pitcher of
beer at the bar while peering out at his cousin’s gyrating movements.
His gaze, simultaneously distant yet focused with a quiet intensity,
brings the first hints of a deeper “transgression” into the scene, placing
viewers in line with his as-of-yet unacknowledged desire for Ambar.
Mediated via close-ups that bridge the spatial gap between the two
cousins with a sense of magnified attention, the sequence establishes a
recurring pattern throughout the film: the careful examination of
difference and diversity as embedded in the genetically, culturally and
geographically close to home.

In addition to setting up a recurring pattern of looking and desire, the
club scene serves as a setting in which to introduce what is arguably
the film’s primary symbolic element: the disco ball. Here, like Ambar
seen in the eyes of the more outwardly conservative and reserved Suf,
the flashing ball is utterly familiar and yet sparkles with something of
the unknown. Appropriately, it enters the diegetic space of the film
through a rather cliché “club-shot” that nonetheless succeeds in
indicating the importance of the mirrored sphere beyond the space of
the discotheque, as well as its connection to Ambar. As the field of view
moves up from her dancing form, covered in the twitching points of
light thrown around the room, the ball nearly fills the frame,
establishing itself as the space’s radiant central core. As the scene
returns to the aboveground world of family, tradition, and externally



After the journey’s first wrong turn, Ambar
brings out the miniature disco ball

regularized time where Ambar and Suf will reemerge the following day,
the ball follows, linked via dissolve. As if embedding itself, still
spinning, under the film’s conscious, literal surface, it slowly
disappears into the corner of a bright, yellow painting in Ambar’s
spacious, modernist home. The camera dollies right, catching Amber
as she exits her bedroom, hung-over and irritably calling for the maid.
Here, the moving camera pauses, framing Ambar against the
background of another painting, this one revealing a decidedly more
murky and ominous scene, which has somehow made its way into the
family’s otherwise idyllic-seeming, opulent abode. As the shot lingers
for a moment on the painting, we catch a glimpse of misshapen,
severed heads and body parts emerging from what appears to be a
fiery, gaseous subterranean environment.

Like the Indonesia Indah films, in Tiga Hari, viewers become virtual
passengers, looking through the same windows, and variously
mediated glances, as Suf and Ambar. Following the club scene,
however, the guiding role of the state’s vision of National Culture is
slowly usurped by the film’s more irregular sense of direction. The
disco ball, which resurfaces in miniature on the Peugeot’s rearview
mirror (hung there by Ambar) as soon as the car clears the borders of
Jakarta, is positioned as if it were a compass. Yet the fractured sphere
merely flashes and throws off tiny intermittent signs, as if pointing to
details in passing scenes that might flag audience and characters alike
to slow down and eventually stop — investigate, engage, dig — and
attempt to interpret. At this juncture, in order to give a sense of the
film’s intricate intertwining of form, context, and certain key narrative
themes, I will engage in a detailed exploration of several key scenes
that constitute the film’s “slowest” part — its midsection.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Upon arriving in Bandung, Ambar and Suf are
greeted by “Elvis,” a singer in a local band and
one of the proprietors of the distro in which the
party takes place.

Suf and Elvis’ guitarist get high.

At first, like the initial foray into the Jakarta nightclub, Tiga Hari’s narrative stalls
and stops are motivated by Ambar’s conscious desire to undermine the steady pull
of their destination: the wedding. The earlier diversions, then, function as a kind
of deconstructive exposition of what constitutes her world, usually from Suf’s less
experienced yet fascinated perspective. But the initial club and party scenes that
provide a more literal unpacking of the decadent, status-dependent nature of the
youth “underground” serve primarily as a gloss on the film’s cosmopolitan points
of departure. While the scenes are arguably a serious element conveying part of
the film’s message (as is Ambar’s rant against her parents’ double standards in
regards to gender), more important still, they function as a gateway to the film’s
brushes with the rural nether-regions of the landscape, and with that which
appears, symptom-like, from the psychic depths of the outwardly normal
protagonists. We are thus subtly made ready for a shift: as the cousins enter the
second party space (known as a distro) in the city of Bandung, themes in the
dialog roughly mirror the tension between the film’s previous formal adherence to
established convention and the initial deconstructive looks into the camera that
lead to the first, jarring cut to black/hole. Everyone in the distro seems either
obsessed with the newest and hippest methods of mediating perception and
experience (employing various types of drugs), or alternately regretful and
nostalgic for the lost ideal of pure immediacy. “Elvis,” an indie-rock singer and
Ambar’s local fling, plies her with extravagant sounding pills — “This one is better
than Red Ferrari.” He simultaneously proffers access to an exoticized, yet typically
Indonesian excursion, inviting her to come along on a trip he’s planning to the
island of Bali, where they can lounge, naked and undisturbed, on the beach
attached to a private, $400-per-night-and-up hotel.

Suf, on the other hand, left to his own devices, happens on a misty-eyed member
of Elvis’ band who laments the lack of an immediate, “spontaneous effect” in his
new, expensive, and highly sought-after guitar. Clearly the less-experienced odd-
man-out in this situation, Suf’s trusted, eye-contact-mediating “party hat”
(introduced in the previous club scene) seems insufficient protection here.
Instead, he attempts to go native by indulging in a variety of smoke-spewing,
mind-altering devices. (While drugs in general are of course not unfamiliar to
him, those he is offered here seem to be of a different strain than the weed he
regularly carries). Finally, after putting his lips to a massive bong of carved horn,
he simply passes out, triggering the camera to do the same, resulting in the cut to
black.

Suf, post bong. Suf awakens and peeks in on Ambar, who is
in bed with Elvis.



Familiar visual pattern: Ambar, studied in long
lens as reverse-shot to the looking Suf.

Ambar looks into the camera, which here is
aligned with Suf’s voyeuristic gaze.

Suf’s looks at Ambar become more frequent
and open during the course of the film.

Rising later, dream-like from his drug-induced slumber, he finds himself staring
at Ambar through the half-open door to Elvis’ room. As if sensing the distant yet
piercing look, she turns her head, and, looking directly into the camera, finally
seems to read the presence of desire. As they lock eyes, a degree of separation is
lost, and an actual step forward in the film’s “romantic” narrative is begun: Ambar
wakes before dawn, suddenly restless with Elvis and his idyllic promises. She pulls
Suf with her and makes a swift exit, this time apparently from the confines of her
own beloved escapism.

Already a day late for their planned arrival, their departure into the still-dark city
carries a certain urgency, yet as they wind through side streets past night markets
and food sellers, eventually entering the vast sprawl of rural West Java, the
landscape, its inhabitants, and its crisscrossing roads appear indifferent to the
schedules of outside travelers. For example, as the two request the most direct
route to Yogyakarta from an older couple at whose food stall they have stopped for
breakfast, Suf and Ambar are instead party to a lengthy squabble between the man
and his wife, who seem to have had little occasion to travel so far. The older
couple’s loudly-aired marital issues, while providing a source of rather class-
stereotyped amusement, ultimately leave the two travelers ignored and none the
wiser in terms of directions: they are no longer in familiar territory. Lighting up a
joint as they leave, Ambar retreats to the path she knows best, running above the
fray and between isolated points of privilege and security. Deftly circumnavigating
a police checkpoint, she lands them comfortably in front of a pool of hot, mineral
water at an upscale, countryside spa. The setting, however, still places them in far
closer contact with the surrounding landscape than the interior locations of club,
distro, and car.

Peering at the semi-submerged, underwear-clad Ambar at the far side of the pool,
Suf is suddenly wracked with an odd, insistent series of hiccups. It is almost as if,
after immersing himself in hot water that has barely escaped the churning,
invisible depths of the earth, something of his own, innermost, unconscious



Relaxing in spacious luxury while Suf explains
that Java is the most densely populated place
on earth.

A rare, highly scenic birds-eye perspective is
offered to viewers.

The wandering Tayub troupe performs with a
small gamelan ensemble, immediately attracting
a crowd of local men who participate in the
dance.

elements begin to make their way, spontaneous and symptom-like, to the surface
of awareness. When Ambar approaches him, it only worsens matters, and Suf,
caught without the protection of his hat, attempts to cover the emergence of the
unexpected by invoking a tried and true form of knowing: he launches into a mini-
lecture on the extreme population density of West Java. His words form
something of a counter-narrative to the luxurious sparseness of the space in which
they are sitting, shielding them from the intrusions of family, authorities and
impoverished, misdirecting masses. Yet the attempted serious tone of Suf’s
statistical analysis of Java quickly realizes itself as a joke, provoking only stoned
laughter in both parties as it envelopes them, this time together, in another easy,
protective layer.

At this point, the film takes on its closest approximation of an idyllic travelogue,
inserting a lazy, extra-diegetic, reggae-inspired tune underneath the trip’s first
real panoramas, finally giving in to a bird’s eye view, which reveals vast open
spaces filled with sunny, green rice fields and few cars or people. In this context,
being a bit lost seems inviting and desirable; anyhow, Ambar is soon given a map
by a friendly shop owner, who oddly refuses to take her money. With it, Suf
immediately sees where he went wrong, and the couple sets off again. These
formal assurances, however, soon ring as false as Suf’s dope-infused statistical
quips. Inside the car, the cracked specter of the disco ball continues to sparkle
suggestively as if mimicking the passing landscape, which fills the windows with a
fragmented outer reality ever more haunted by the presence of mortality, and of
vanished, forgotten lives: half-finished structures, barren mosques and over-
grown graveyards. Building on the thematic of the hot spring, the gaps and holes
revealed in the earth’s surface now signal the ever-present threat of its unseen
contents suddenly spewing forth and leveling everything in their path (not an
uncommon occurrence in seismically hyper-active Indonesia). The car’s radio
announces the impending eruption of Mt. Merapi, the notorious volcano that
marks the geographic and spiritual center of Java as well as the final destination
of the trip. As if in response, the film again veers away from its stated path —
maps, destinations, and deadline structures be damned — coming to rest
somewhere around its geographical halfway mark. Stylistically, it suddenly takes a
turn toward something like magic realism, placing the protagonists in a series of
increasingly dream-like scenes, bringing them into far closer proximity with the
“oddities” of the local landscape and rural milieu. 

The radio announces an impending eruption
of Mt. Merapi, one of the all-powerful
“leveling” forces that has periodically made
its presence felt throughout Java’s history.
The mountain is considered a source of the
mystical power of Javanese kings.

As the radio warns of disaster, the scenery
evokes a landscape filled with bodies.

(Re)turn inward: the past within the present

Pulled to a stop at a beachside shack somewhere between Jakarta and Central
Java, Suf and Ambar are struck by an uncanny feeling of familiarity. Fumbling for
the right word, they simultaneously blurt out mystis, or mystical, a term that Ariel
Heryanto has linked to New Order representations of certain traditional Javanese
practices, particularly those involving folk dance (and thus not associated with the



The Tayub dancer’s infectious, powerful gaze.

refined palace arts of Yogyakarta or Surakarta) which were officially viewed as
“tainted by mysticism, backwardness, and sexual promiscuity” (2008 24).  As if on
cue, a Javanese Tayub dancer appears on the beach with a small troupe of
musicians and an appreciative group of dancing partners who place money in the
folds of her clothing. (Tayub is a popular local dance form with pre-Islamic roots,
usually featuring a female dancer who performs for a group of mostly-male
onlookers whom she invites to join in the dance — in certain contexts it has been
linked with prostitution) (Larasati forthcoming). Suf, who was shown urinating in
an earlier scene, just as the film began to veer completely off course the first time,
here relieves himself again in the sand. No sooner has he zipped his pants and
turned around than he begins moving slowly toward the dancer, as if pulled by an
unseen force. He appears totally entranced by her slow, confident movements and
piercing gaze, which, like Ambar’s earlier, is aimed directly into the camera.
Seeing his blankly staring face moving slowly across the beach, Ambar herself is
moved to interfere, gently anchoring Suf at a safe distance from the other woman.

Suf, shot with a long lens, is both looker and
looked at, subjected to the gaze of the Tayub
dancer and unable to tear himself away.

Ambar prevents the entranced Suf from
advancing any further.

Back in the car, Suf’s eyes are drawn away As Ambar sleeps, Suf becomes increasingly



A parade of animals suddenly crosses in front of
the car.

Pak Haji Satimo, enthusiastic polygamist and
owner of a roadside homestay inn, offers coffee
or tea to his guests but instructs one of his

from the road. lost. When he does periodically glance at the
world outside the car, the scenery becomes
more and more surreal.

The experience, while intimately tied to familiar, “quaint” elements of local
history, nonetheless exceeds the ability to discern what is really happening, and
thus seems impossible to contain within the simple backwardness suggested by
the concept of mystis. Instead, via Suf, the exchange of glances appears to touch a
point somewhere deep inside the lived present, structurally mirroring his
voyeuristic fascination with the power of Ambar’s modern, “Westernized”
movements. The connection is made clearer still as Ambar falls asleep in the car,
and Suf’s eyes linger on her own opportunely exposed legs. Still dazed and
repeatedly looking away from the road, Suf unknowingly circles back to the site of
his encounter with desire: after driving for what seems like hours, he looks out the
window, only to see the very same Tayub troupe, as if just leaving the beach on
foot. The film, following the dancer’s continuity-challenging glances, begins again
to visually, stylistically stutter and formally decompose, this time with white
camera flashes underlining a series of jump cuts that mirror Suf’s interrupted
state of consciousness. With Ambar still sleeping beside him, he suddenly skids to
a stop and receives something like a vision: in front of the car, a pig, an elephant,
and then a tiger emerge in sequence from the bushes, and then disappear after
crossing the road. Symbolically, the elephant could be associated with the might of
Java’s pre-colonial (and pre-Indonesia) past, while the tiger appears to be a
warning for the future. A Javanese filmmaker friend speculated that the pig was
meant to symbolize the notoriously corrupt Suharto, as swine often stand for
excessive greed.

The next scene appears to support this thesis, as it opens with a portrait of the
former dictator, still hanging on the wall behind Pak Haji Satimo (played by the
well-known comedian Tarzan), the owner of a small, “homestay” inn where Suf
and Ambar — now sleepy, confused, and thoroughly lost — find themselves
seeking a bed for the night. The title Haji is an honorific given to those who have
completed the pilgrimage to Mecca, and it is meant to signify piety, altruistic
leadership and privileged status in the context of local Islam. Often enough, it also
indicates a successful local businessman: even with government subsidies, the trip
to Saudi Arabia is not cheap. Pak Satimo indeed appears to embody the “business-
end” of religiosity (although on a rural, decidedly un-opulent scale), echoing that
of Suharto, whose calculated bouts of piety have often been seen as driven by his
need to shore up support from Islamic groups when his power or influence was



wives in a local dialect to put the last of the
sugar in his own cup.

Suf returns to the room to find Pak Satimo
gazing lustily at Ambar’s exposed legs as she
sleeps, much as Suf himself had done a few
hours previously in the car.

Ambar awakens in the middle of the night,
triggering another stylistic break with her look
into the camera, which is here aligned with the
gaze of viewers.

Suf is finally provoked by Ambar to speak his
mind. They verbally attack each other while the
disco ball creates overexposed flashes in the
side of the frame.

flagging elsewhere (Heryanto 11-15). (Suharto is also originally from a small
Javanese village). Pak Satimo’s good standing as a Haji is thus sharply, although
perhaps not surprisingly, contrasted with a complete lack of generosity toward his
guests. If he is in fact at some level a stand in for Suhartoist values, his open
practice of polygamy, which he describes to a captive Suf with sleazy, breathless
pleasure, would seem to point to one of the many unexpected side effects of the
loosening of certain social and political strictures after Reformasi.[14][open
endnotes in new window]

The main point (particularly with local viewers in mind) in the inclusion of Pak
Haji Satimo’s character, however, would seem to exceed a mere reference to the
lingering influence of Suharto (nor is he played, like Elvis, the arguing couple, or
certain other peripheral characters, as a one dimensional “straw man”). When
taken together with his wives and apparently altruistic teenage son, Pak Satimo’s
lack of any truly damning flaws with which to pin him down, lends him a
potentially unsettling humanity. For Suf, Satimo’s “aberrant” staring at the
sleeping Ambar’s exposed legs provides an obvious link to himself. Ambar as well,
listening through the thin walls of the room to the loud, insatiable rhythm of
Satimo’s late-night activities with his various wives, actually seems attracted by
the audio spectacle, much to her own horror. Having stopped at Satimo’s for the
night has also unexpectedly placed the cousins together in a single room. Along
with eliciting a few more desire-ridden hiccups from Suf, the sleeping
arrangement brings the revelation that Ambar has packed (and thus obviously
kept for many years) the sarong that Suf wore during the healing process after his
circumcision; “the silent witness to my suffering” as he calls it. (Circumcision is an
important marker of adulthood that in Java normally takes place between the ages
of 11-13).

The episode at Pak Satimo’s homestay has thus not only taken the two
protagonists through another step “forward” in the realization and potential
consummation of their desires for each other, but it has linked their arrival at this
particular point in the present to a number of “uncomfortable,” and outright
painful, elements of the past. The events, changes and tendencies evoked — both
individual and collective — are linked to the psychic and material marks they have
left on the cousins, on the surrounding landscape, and on its “peripheral”
characters. The narrative step itself, like those preceding it, is once again marked
by Ambar’s looking into the camera. Here, however, she faces away from Suf, who
sleeps; the closeness of the entire scene — the small, dirty room, the lack of
privacy or separation from either history or the “masses” it has produced — brings
a sense of claustrophobia and, particularly in Ambar, open disgust.

Her extreme discomfort at the sudden proximity of things normally separated by
rigid layers of class, mobility, and state-produced knowledge is thus turned onto
the closest possible thing: Suf. Feeling put upon and immobilized (the car
temporarily disappears at the hands of Pak Satimo, although the dishes remain)
she blames Suf’s flagging sense of direction and unflagging, “un-manly” Javanese
politeness in negotiating their exchanges with the locals for stranding them in
what truly seems like the middle of nowhere. To Ambar, Suf has come to seem
both overly flexible and rigidly overdetermined, a spineless traditionalist like the
relatives waiting for them in Yogyakarta. Her intolerance and lengthy berating of
him, however, finally provoke a rise in Suf, and the scene in the car becomes
furiously polarized, as he in turn accuses Ambar of being spoiled, judgmental,
and, in effect, dictatorial. If their trip so far has loosened up restraints on the
desire to connect, know, and understand more deeply, it has now unearthed an
unwanted layer of fraught historical baggage, sparking a crisis of understanding
followed by a violent struggle for dominance.

As what had begun to seem like the film’s real narrative goal, romance, is now also
subjected to deconstruction (here the white flashes produced by the disco ball in
the sides of the frame mimic previous structural stutterings). The stakes of a clash
between two opposed, yet powerful, ideological positions are projected, in



After a brooding roadside meal in which no
words are spoken, the furious Ambar takes over
driving duties.

The specter of corpses reappears in the
window, causing the cousins to pause and
reassess their conflict.

Invoking melodrama: In the aftermath of their
fight, Suf’s harsh, openly-critical words seem to
have had a deep effect on Ambar.

allegorically expandable terms, in the windows of the car. The audience’s view,
however, is temporarily separated from that of the protagonists as we are shown a
member of the rakyat kecil (the poor or literally “small people”), unseen by
Ambar or Suf, leaping out of the way so as to avoid being rundown by the arguing
cousins’ speeding Peugeot. With Ambar at the wheel, the car blazes its own path
through the landscape, weaving through trucks, people and horse-drawn carriages
at high speed. Not until a scene of carnage suddenly opens in front of the two
youths are they forced to rein in their velocity and compelled, once again, to look.
Just outside the window, several bloody corpses are laid out at the feet of a crowd
of shouting villagers, covered only in newspaper. The smashed vehicles that would
indicate a traffic accident as the cause of their demise are absent, appearing only
as an invisible counterweight to a rope, which stretches below the line of vision
defined by the roadside. Finally shaken by the literal appearance of death just
outside the car, the cousins’ anger turns to grief, the gory images inspiring a
somber introspection, particularly in Ambar. Is she to blame for the inherited
position of privilege she occupies? The moment produces from both protagonists
a silent commitment to follow the journey’s inward spiral to its potentially
uncomfortable, transgressive conclusion, away from imposed familial, cultural,
and personal boundaries. Desire and romance, such as they are, are slowly put
back on track.

Stopping to rest in a peaceful field after their fight, Ambar dons Suf’s shirt and
embraces him as they exchange apologies. In a symbolic moment, they wander
barefoot into the grass, finally allowing themselves to touch the landscape, the
map left affixed to the hood of the car by the weight of their abandoned shoes. Yet
despite the flowery imagery, the intimate space now re-opened between the
cousins does not provide an easy road to peace and love but becomes something
closer to a dialogical forum for the careful probing of sharp topographies of
difference. In this regard, the importance Ambar places on her own, more
contemporary take on sexuality leads her to question Suf, teasingly at first, about
his standards of behavior. She assumes that his “polite, obedient” Javanese
exterior precludes fluency in the shifting languages and practices of modernity:
she affectionately suspects him of a level of inexperience that might prevent a
successful physical engagement with her. While Suf remains guardedly ambiguous
about his virginity, he gives something of an answer to the larger question of
Javanese character by suggesting they visit Sedangsono, a large, carved-stone
Javanese-Catholic temple.  

The Sedangsono complex, a striking monument to Java’s historical, syncretic
ability to absorb and incorporate myriad, outside religious or cultural practices
without losing its own collective sense of identity, seems to take the highly
skeptical Ambar by surprise. Waiting outside, Suf also reveals an unexpected
interest in astrology, psychology, and mysticism that is both wide-ranging and
rooted in the importance of history from a local perspective. He compares the age
— twenty seven — at which Kurt Kobain, Janis Joplin, Jim Morrison and Jimi
Hendrix either died of an overdose or decided to commit suicide, to the same
moment in the life of Sukarno, who chose instead to start the fight that brought
hundreds of years of Dutch domination to a close. He explains that at twenty nine,
however, the planet Saturn, which he claims controls the unconscious, aligns itself
with Earth in the same way as it does when a person is born. The result is the
sudden outpouring of one’s innermost urges and instincts, which are momentarily
rendered readable before returning to obscurity. Entering the temple at 5 a.m.
after a night of listening to Suf and consuming the last of her pills, Ambar seems
finally to let herself go and begins to speak candidly, weeping; first she addresses
herself in English to a statue of Mary and then to a surprisingly thoughtful and
understanding Suf.  Her feelings of emptiness and disconnection have filled her
with worry about a blank, unfulfilling, and lonely future.



Aborting a socially transgressive kiss at the very
last moment, the scene instead triggers a
massive structural break in the fabric of the film
itself, which is paralleled by a huge earthquake
ripping apart its point of destination: Yogyakarta
as idealized site of living tradition and
homogeneous Javanese purity.

Syncretism: Muslim, Javanese Ambar has a
lengthy conversation in English with a statue
of Mary at Sedangsono, presumably making
the final decision to leave for college in
England.

While contemplating the possibility of life in
the West, Ambar forms an ever stronger
emotional bond with Suf, her “traditional”
male Javanese cousin.

Leaving the temple, the two get back on the road, although the wedding seems
entirely forgotten. But when they pause again and their eyes meet, as if finally
ready to reach their romantic climax, they are pre-empted by another sudden cut
to black, the gap this time almost giving the impression that a censor’s scissors
had intervened. The resulting blank, silent space is finally filled with sounds on
the audiotrack of rumbling and people’s screaming in a collective expression of
terror.  It is somewhat unclear at first if the black screen is in fact a censor’s
rejection of a kissing scene, an avant-garde filmmaking tactic, or something else,
although with all the preceding structural stutters and shifts, it seems not entirely
out of place. The structural “hole” it imposes, however, is far larger than
previously, and the screen is black for approximately 30 seconds. The only cue as
to what’s happening is the continuous noises of destruction on the soundtrack.

As it turns out, the landscape of Yogyakarta, rather than erupting as threatened,
has suddenly opened up, turning on itself in a violent, self-destructive rage,
shaking and cracking the surface of the island’s traditional center. (The event is
based on the devastating 2006 Yogyakarta earthquake, which claimed the lives of
5000 people). When the two cousins finally reach Yogyakarta, they are just in
time for the wedding vows, but two days late for the mitodareni, the ceremonial
dinner requiring the set of plates around which their trip was originally conceived.
However, the failure to deliver the cultural goods on schedule has ironically
succeeded in safeguarding the dishes — the vessel whose wholeness symbolizes
the family’s idealized unity through time[15] — from being reduced to a cracked
relic by the forces of history and nature. But the family, their practice of tradition,
and the landscape into which they trace their origins are all now visibly
fragmented. The post-quake rubble of traditional opulence mirrors the present
state of affairs in which the stability of position and privilege, dependent on the
even surface of Suharto-ism, must inevitably become shaken in order for any sort
of real change to occur.



An image from the final sex scene which was
removed by censors.

The final ceremony: Islamic weddings in
Indonesia usually involve a formalized (often
mostly symbolic) transaction between the
groom and the father of the bride. The bride-
price is announced publicly, and the two men
shake hands to complete the exchange.
Afterward the crowd is asked voice their
approval (“Sah”) followed by a brief group
prayer.

Tutie Kirana as Ambar’s mother surveys her
family after the wedding. Ambar’s father
appears to be texting another woman (earlier
in the journey, Ambar described their
marriage as an inwardly unhappy shambles).

The dishes remain intact, but everything
whose wholeness they are meant to
symbolize is in some way broken or
fragmented.

Rebuilding Yogyakarta.

In Tiga Hari the ruins of Yogyakarta, like the churning, semi-excavated earth
revealed in the car windows, are not beautiful but rather hint at the presence of
unacknowledged past malevolence that lies between the present and any access to
an ideal unity. With her world so shaken, even Suf’s aunt, Ambar’s mother,
appears to have loosened her nostalgic attachment to the dishes. She seems
resigned to looking at her family through the cracked realism of the wedding as a
somewhat fictive grouping of disparate elements. However, Tiga Hari ends on an
ostensibly more positive note, with the hope of a rebirth, if not a “beautiful
longing for unity,”[16] triggered by a journey whose hidden goal, the romance
between two cousins, is in fact something of an aberration. Beyond its standing
against generally accepted concepts of behavior within families, the impending
act, and the critical, reflexive turn it represents, serves to disrupt the empty,
timeless, and naturalized appearance of wholeness in which the present still
cloaks itself.

The concluding, empirical union of Suf and Ambar takes place after the wedding is
over, reinforcing a trajectory that transcends genre limitations or a script’s
imposed completion. The act itself hardly represents a generic happily-ever-after.
It seems to offer another type of ending, a fleeting moment of passion, which
erupts magnetically through the weakened surface of caution after all other
mediation has been removed. And it may never occur again. In allegorical terms,
such an anti-romantic ending does not truncate hope that the work begun within



The final image of Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya:
“9 months later” following the sex scene. No one
is pregnant of course (including Ambar’s
newlywed sister), but Suf and Ambar meet
again at another family wedding while Ambar is
home on Spring Break. Suf arrives with a
girlfriend but seeks Ambar out and encounters
her alone. Their sudden discomfort in each
other’s presence speaks of a continuing desire
that now lacks the context or words to express
itself, and thus will most likely be kept inside if
not forgotten. After a long, awkward moment of
silence the screen simply cuts to black.

the confines of the film might continue. That hope lies rather in the impression of
a larger fragment — the hint of an ideal wholeness — born over the course of a
journey toward each character’s central core and now firmly imprinted in both. In
this context bodily interpenetration serves as a final glue, an action which brings
the union to an objective point, ending the film with a place to begin.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

The only kiss not excised by censors is the one
forced on Ambar by her nagging, middle-aged
aunt who at the end of the film is revealed to be
unmarried.

Reception: a language of our own?

While I was lucky enough to get access to an uncensored version of
Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya through the generosity of a film festival,
in Indonesia it is only available with its final, pointed act, the (rather
unexplicit) sex scene between Suf and Ambar, excised. Thus, although
the film’s message is basically unchanged, its decisive ending — and
potential point of departure for real action — has been rendered
somewhat impotent by a censorship body that continues to rely on a
set of regulations and justifications implemented by the Dutch for the
“protection” of the “uneducated natives” (Sen 1994 13, 67-71; 2006
103). Developments since the film’s release have not been encouraging:
despite a great deal of lobbying from various filmmakers and political
activists, in 2009, a new censorship bill was passed, based on the
historically redundant 1992 regulations to which Sen refers (Jakarta
Post 2-19-09).

It is precisely in this context of uncertainty in terms the status of
politically charged expression, as well as that of the ever-fickle market
for popular films, that I would locate the coded, opaque and allegorical
intervention of Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya. Of the six other feature
films directed by Riri Riza (he also co-produced Ada Apa Dengan
Cinta), Gie (2005), a biopic about Soe Hok Gie, a dissident Chinese-
Indonesian journalist who was openly and harshly critical of
corruption and injustice under both the Sukarno and Suharto regimes,
probably best demonstrates Riza’s interest in contested aspects of local
history. The film also shows his cautious restraint in the presentation
of certain details that might be flagged by censors as politically
sensitive, or by audiences as too long-winded or didactic. But
according to Riza himself, this is the potential strength of his populist-
based style. Gie takes place during the violence of 1965 and the years
leading up to and following it. While it raises many questions about
what happened, and about the military and Suharto government, the
film stops short of presenting the sequence of events with enough
precision to seriously challenge official narratives. As Riza stated in a
2010 interview, this, along with the casting of a non-ethnically Chinese
star (again, Nicolas Saputra) in the role of Soe Hok Gie, caused a
backlash from intellectual and activist communities:

“Gie is deserted by some because it’s too general, too
generic in description… but what’s more crucial to me is to
get those high school students — who are familiar with
Nicholas Saputra — [to] come to the cinemas and watch
Gie” (Journalfootage.net).

Riza’s strategy is to target the largest possible audience, in hopes of



The graphically 60s/ leftist-inspired poster for
Gie.

Riza and Saputra on the set of Gie.

instilling a desire to ask questions that go beyond the limited scope of
the film itself:

“I made this film… to infect our youth with Gie’s spirit.
Hopefully they will see that here, in our country, a mass
homicide aimed toward the communists which numbered
to millions of lives once took place. Because they don’t
know… maybe there were [certain audience members] who
thought, ‘Damn, this guy is interesting’ then head to [the]
bookstore to get a copy of his book” (Ibid).

While local audience turnout for both Gie, and, particularly Tiga Hari
Untuk Selamanya was disappointingly small,[17] [open endnotes in
new window] Riza’s more recent films, Laskar Pelangi (Rainbow
Warriors, 2008) and its sequel, Sang Pemimpi (The Dreamer, 2010),
have both broken national box office records, cementing his position as
the foremost contemporary director in Indonesia. Yet while these later
works exude a far more “feel good” character than most of his previous
films, Riza does not abandon the quest to foster a greater interest in
local and national self-critique: both take place against the backdrop of
the struggle to provide adequate education for the children of a poor,
outlying island dominated by the presence of a large oil conglomerate.

In this context, a reading of Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya as aimed at
surreptitiously pointing to historical and political problems, the
potential solutions for which lie far beyond the scope of its own
narrative, seems justified.[18] While that film is also, as Riza states,
more literally about questioning “the accepted standard normalcy with
regard to teen sexuality… and… casual usage of drugs” (Ibid), the



Soe Hok Gie, 1942-1969. Riza’s film is based
on Gie’s published diaries.

 

The young stars of Laskar Pelangi, amateurs
from the island of Belitung where the film takes
place, were chosen from hundreds of local
children who auditioned for the film.

Shot on video and filled with jump cuts and
other continuity-averse techniques, Eliana,

symptomatic disconnection of youth in particular from troubling
aspects of local memory and experience is intimately linked to those
issues by the film. Indonesian critic Ekky Imanjaya concurs. He relates
the film’s spatial explorations to those of Riza’s more overtly
experimental 2002 film Eliana, Eliana (in which Riza also introduced
the disco ball as symbol), while arguing that the spiritual dimension of
Tiga Hari renders the “fluctuation of the souls of two teenagers visible
and open like an aquarium” (Imanjaya, multiply.com). The film’s slow,
deconstructive style, which leaves room for philosophically oriented
readings and gave it caché at international festivals, however, may
have failed to realize Riza’s primary goal of reaching out and truly
connecting to the “(almost) lost generation” (Imanjaya) that the film
portrays. Riza, who is well traveled and reads philosophy, obviously
enjoys formal experimentation, but considers festival and art-cinema
audiences to be somewhat peripheral to his filmmaking:

“If [a] film can only be viewed from afar, talked about in
foreign fields far from the place it originates, I… think it has
yet to become a “film” because it does not communicate
with its society and its cultural environment… if [a] cultural
statement is made to be heard in some faraway place, I
don’t see it fit.” 

Riza continues,

“I want to tell unconventional stories. But with assurance
that it will still excite Indonesian viewers [whom] I know
very well. Most audiences come from young age-range,
thirteen to twenty-five. Most of them listen to pop music.
Don’t read newspapers. Averse themselves [translation/sic]
from serious questions in life” (Journalfootage.net).

The ability to compete for local viewership with outside films —
particularly those of Hollywood, which since the 1950s have frequently
occupied a majority of Indonesian screens[19] — was an important
factor in motivating the birth of the Indonesian New Wave. It
continues to drive filmmakers like Riza in the cutthroat, monopolized
marketplace of Indonesian theatrical exhibition:

“What we try to do is to filter that mainstream by making
films that don’t follow the molds of the industry,
standardized by America… Out of ten people, probably
there are only five, or even two to three persons who can be
satisfied upon watching the English-speaking Hollywood
films... they surely want to see Indonesian films, don’t they?
With a language of our own. With problems and stupidities
of our own… What differs is that it has a story of
Indonesia’s dark side there. There’s a story of how
Indonesian people have castes” (Ibid).

Riza readily admits that the majority of contemporary Indonesian
films, while geared to compete with foreign product at the box office,



Eliana is Riza’s most overtly experimental film to
date. Thematically somewhat similar to Tiga
Hari, it focuses on the experiences of a young
woman who runs away to Jakarta to escape an
arranged marriage.

Return to Belitung and familiar themes: The
three main characters from Laskar Pelangi
return as teenagers in Sang Pemimpi, where,
among other things, they contemplate the
emergent possibilities of inter-island travel and
higher education in far-off Java.

Pasir Berbisik: Dian Sastrowardoyo as the
curious, maternally repressed Daya, eager ear
to the whispering sands.

are far less concerned with issues of aesthetic form, or of a deeper
exploration of local history or politics. Yet many of the small, but
prominent group of filmmakers associated with the New Wave (arising
from the core group that produced Kuldesak in 1998), have generally
remained true to the goal of combining popular cinema and localized
intellectual or activist concerns: the ideal of creating “a language of our
own” that relies on a particular blending of form and content. In this
context, Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya can be seen as drawing on, and
responding to, certain modes and themes established by previous New
Wave texts.

The film Pasir Berbisik (Whispering Sands, dir. Nan Achnas 2001)
stages a more pedestrian version of a mapless Road Movie via the
circular, neo-realist wanderings of an impoverished and politically
outcast mother and daughter. While the historical setting is never
given precise definition or actual dates, the details contained in its
imagery — red X’s on doors, burning houses, “randomly” disappearing
neighbors, mysterious bodies on the beach — will be read by certain
viewers as unmistakable clues, positioning Pasir Berbisik in the
context of Suharto’s rise in 1965. Like Tiga Hari, Pasir Berbisik is
framed by the perspective of a teenager — Daya (played by superstar
Dian Sastrowardoyo), a girl of perhaps fourteen — who represents the
first generation of Suharto-era youth to become radically separated
from an understanding of contemporary political history. Like many
actual children during that period, Daya is kept in the dark by her
mother (Christine Hakim) as to the meaning of the complex events
unfolding around her, ostensibly for her own safety. The connection
between landscape, memory, and experience is thus firmly established
by Achnas, as Daya must satisfy her thirst for understanding by
pressing her ear to the porous wall of the only available archive: the
whispering sands of the earth itself.

Intan Paramaditha (2007) argues that Achnas’ female-centered movie
also functions as an intervention into the male-dominated context of
Indonesian film history. In this context, she reads Pasir Berbisik as a
historical exploration and reformulation of the cinematic gaze, which,
as famously figured by Laura Mulvey, is often assumed to be
voyeuristic and masculine. Within the structure of the film, the status
of Daya’s mother, Berlian, the main authority figure in her daughter’s
life, is for Paramaditha formally connected to Berlian’s frequent
practice of looking directly into the camera, thus outing the presence of
its ostensibly hidden looks.  The camera itself is also frequently aligned
with the curious, unrequitedly searching perspective of the young,
female Daya, challenging the historical prevalence of male
protagonists. Paramaditha argues that in Pasir Berbisik, (as I have
done in a related way with Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya), the formal
gaps or breaks imposed by the interruption of established
masculine/voyeuristic aesthetics or spatial continuity do not
necessarily signal a complete breakdown of narrative. Rather, they
explicitly indicate the presence of internal, subjective processes of
development at work within, intertwined with the more obvious space
of action, movement and historical events:

“the marker of time here is not ‘real’ historical time (i.e., the
resolution of the 1965 political conflict), but a phase of
growing, part of a personal experience of the character”



Christine Hakim, who plays Berlian, Daya’s
mother in Pasir Berbisik, also plays a gaze-
returning, tough-love single mother in Riza’s
Eliana, Eliana.

The Tayub Dancer’s practiced movements and
looks establish her dominance within the rural,
yet formally structured, gendered space of
performance.

Polygamy, poverty, and childcare in Berbagai
Suami.

(Jump Cut 2007).

While Ambar’s pointed, structure-bending looks into the camera in
Tiga Hari are far from the defensive, pleasure-denying glances of
Berlian, her gaze, and the maturing awareness of her own position vis-
à-vis male desire that it indicates, is perhaps akin to a more grown-up
version of Daya. The prominent placement (and smoldering glances) of
a Tayub dancer in both films is also instructive in this regard.
Paramaditha relates Daya’s aunt, a folk artist whom she idolizes, to a
re-visitation and refiguration of this historically prevalent female
character type:

“As an erotic Tayub Dancer, Daya’s aunt… represents the
prostitute figure that New Order cinema would condemn or
save, yet the film provides her agency with her sexuality.
Like Berlian, she is not afraid of the male gaze, but instead
of looking at men with disgust, she seduces men with her
eyes” (2007).

Thus, important elements of the aesthetic, gendered, and socio-
historically-based blending of form and content in Pasir Berbisik have
been taken up by Riza in Tiga Hari Untuk Selamnya and elsewhere,
although both films clearly rely on more broadly recognized genres and
styles as vehicles. Tiga Hari also more frequently deploys a “male”
gaze (as Suf is normally indicated as the source of the camera’s looks),
although it is often either overtly hiding itself, as in Suf’s use of his
beach hat, or being exposed for what it “is,” as Ambar directly returns
its stare. As Ekky Imanjaya (2009) suggests, in post New Order cinema
there has frequently been a backlash against the pseudo-heroic, highly
patriarchal bapakism (loosely “fatherism”) of the Suharto era. The
effect is something of a role reversal, which can be seen in films such as
Pasir Berbisik, Berbagai Suami (Love for Share, dir. Nia Dinata
2005), a comedic exposition of polygamy, and others. (This has also
been related by Imanjaya and Paramaditha to the contemporary
emergence of a far larger percentage of female directors like Achnas,
Dinata, Hakim, and Upi among others). There, according to Imanjaya,
“the female characters become stronger, and male characters weaken
or are depicted as having negative attitudes” (Jump Cut 2009).
Following both films, Tiga Hari might then be seen as pursuing a more
even-handed approach, aiming to deconstruct and complicate
historically established patterns for both female and male characters,
along with their respective gazes.

Shaped and inspired as it is by the context of post-Suharto,
Indonesian/ Jakarta-based aesthetics, Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya is
in some ways both a well thought out, highly critical, key historical
text, and an example of the continuing failure of inter-class
communication during Reformasi. Its slow pace and highly specific,



Riza (middle) with longtime collaborator/
producer/ writer Mira Lesmana (seated directly
above Riza) on set.

Nicholas Saputra as Soe Hok Gie attempts to
theorize a way to extricate Indonesia from its
continuing immersion in longstanding cycles of
violence and corruption.

 

yet symbolic and obscure set of references make it a challenging puzzle
that is beyond the scope of historical understanding of most
international festival audiences, and apparently beyond the attention-
span limits of most local cinemagoers. As such, it could potentially be
read as a reflexive allegory for the small group of New Wave
filmmakers whose youthful rebelliousness and high level of education
and mobility has led them to a politically progressive yet problematic
self-positioning: one that in certain ways relies on the continuing
“wholeness” of the very archaic structures of power at which their films
take coded aim. Nonetheless, films like Tiga Hari and Pasir Berbisik,
despite their poor domestic showings, will have long shelf lives on VCD
and DVD (and, increasingly, on international streaming video
sites[20]), enabling them, like other works of important filmmakers, to
be re-read and re-explored over time.

The films’ purposeful rejection of a smooth “objective” and continuous
view, while it may serve to alienate, also diminishes the familiar sense
of transcendent separation between filmmakers, text and spectators,
and thus leaves an opening for the audience to respond or “talk back”
(as some of the blogs I have referenced above demonstrate); even “I’m
bored” can be a potentially productive form of engagement. Hopefully
this will allow for a continuing process of meaning-construction from
the rich collections of historical fragments and clues embedded
throughout the narratives of films like Tiga Hari.  Current and future
directors, in Indonesia as elsewhere, will continue to re-think, re-
formulate and hone the idealized “language of our own,” whether their
aim is to connect a series of islands, classes, genders, ethnic groups, or
nations.
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and Edwards in Variety 10, 2007 
(http://www.variety.com/review/VE1117933369?refcatid=31).
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(http://ezdeeboyz.multiply.com/reviews?&=&page_start=40) 
and the interview with Riri Riza in Journalfootage.net, Apr. 2010 
(http://www.jurnalfootage.net/v2/en/profile/265-
riri-riza-yang-utama-adalah-industri-filem.html).

3. See Heryanto 1999, Larasati (forthcoming), Roosa and Nevins 2005, Sen
2006, Wieringa 2002, and others.

4. My understanding and analysis of the historical events of 1965-66 is based
on a general knowledge formed through years of interest, research and
discussion, as well as from several previously published accounts, which
provide a larger grid of facts and figures (Larasati forthcoming; Dwyer and
Santikarma forthcoming; Heryanto 1999; Wieringa 2002; Anderson 1990;
Robinson 1995; and Roosa 2006; Santikarma 2008, interview; and Baskara
2008-interview, have formed the greatest part of my broader historical
knowledge of the events). A key factor in the formation of my perspective was
my intensive, 6-year participation in the making of the film 40 Years of
Silence: An Indonesian Tragedy (Lemelson 2008; I am credited as
cinematographer) which allowed me to listen and speak to numerous
survivors of 1965, as well as to current Indonesian activists, archivists, and
historians working to bring more critical public attention to the killings.
Discussions and collaboration with Degung Santikarma and Leslie Dwyer
(who also have a forthcoming book on 1965 in Bali), and Diyah Larasati in the
context of the filmmaking process were also incredibly important to
expanding my understanding of, among other things, the ways in which the
killings were carried out, and their lasting effect on the lives of both
“perpetrators” and “victims.” My friends and colleagues at Taman 65, or
“1965 park” in Denpasar have also provided years of teaching and inspiration.

5. The fact that Suf still buys and smokes marijuana constantly, despite its
highly illegal status in Indonesia, however, suggests both the pervasive
flaunting of certain state controls by citizens, particularly youth, in private,
and the extension of the safe, “private” space of a broad swath of the upper
class into quasi-public areas such as a car on the highway. [return to page 2]

6. See the review under “3 Hari Untuk Selamanya” in New York Times online 
(http://movies.nytimes.com/movie/397785
/3-Hari-Untuk-Selamanya/overview) 
and Ewards in Variety 10, 2007 
(http://www.variety.com/review/VE1117933369?refcatid=31).
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(http://ezdeeboyz.multiply.com/reviews?&=&page_start=40); 
Imanjaya 2007 
(http://ekkyij.multiply.com/reviews/item/21).

8. See the Miles Films website for an extensive list of festival screenings and
awards, including ‘Best Director’ at the 35th Brussels International
Independent Film Festival, 2008. 
(http://milesfilms.net/en/3-hari-untuk-selamanya/) 
It was also awarded “Best Indonesian Film” at the Jakarta International Film
Festival, 2007. See McGrath (2008) for an analysis of the immense
importance (something of a contrast to the Indonesian New Wave) of
international festivals, and the funding associated with them, in the
production and reception of the early “independent” films of Chinese director
Jia Zhangke.

9. The credits list as financial supporters the Göteborg Film Fund, the US-
based Global Film Initiative, the Pusan Promotion Plan, and the Locarno
International Film Festival’s Open Doors Project.

10. See Larasati (forthcoming) on the relationship between youth and
historical knowledge from 1965 to the present.

11. One of the major strategies of the New Order regime was to hide the
historical “real” under flattened tropes of homogenized tradition, for which
Yogyakarta (Tiga Hari’s destination point) was always (and still is) the most
important symbol. One of the reasons for this is the implicit connection
formed by the New Order state between Suharto and the mythical status and
historically inherited power of the King/Sultan of Central Java (there are still
kings in both Yogyakarta and Surakarta, although the only real political power
is held by the king of Yogyakarta who serves as regional governor). For this
and other reasons the Yogyakarta palace and its refined arts were used as the
main cultural emblem for the entire (extremely diverse) nation, and the city
was given a reputation as something of a timeless museum where people’s
traditional (aristocratic) values and ways of living never really change (and
this stereotype has stuck — it rears its head in many of the post New Order
films that are set there, like Jagad Kali Code (2009) and Mengejar Masmas
(2007), among others). This was always counterposed to the massive
modernity of Jakarta, the capital city and business/manufacturing center of
Indonesia. However (as the film demonstrates) the modern was seen as
somehow containing the frozen emblem of the traditional and passing it down
as National Cultural Identity — thus the symbolic importance in Tiga Hari of
the rigid/fragile set of dishes that must be so carefully guarded. It should be
noted that Balinese culture has been taken up in a similar, and perhaps even
more problematic way as a reductive emblem of national tradition. See Sen
1994, Larasati (forthcoming), Pollmann 1990, Robinson 1995, and Wieringa
2002 for additional analysis of New Order and related conceptualizations of
tradition and national culture. [return to page 3]

11a. There are of course some notable exceptions to this rule, in particular the
influential short/experimental filmmaker Gotot Prakoso, who produced
critical, independent work from the 1970s on. Prakoso continues to make
films, paint, and write, and is now the chair of the film department at the
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influential Arts Institute of Jakarta (IKJ), where Riza and many of the players
in the New Wave studied and now teach filmmaking. The renowned
choreographer Sardono (who teaches as IKJ as well) also produced influential
experimental, independent films during the New Order and continues during
reformasi. Garin Nugroho is probably the best-known contemporary
independent/ art filmmaker in Indonesia; Nugroho began his career in the
early 1990s during the “death” of the Indonesian film industry at the hands of
Suharto’s shifting economic priorities and policies. Nugroho established a
paradigm of foreign funding and almost entirely foreign festival/ museum/
arthouse screening. While he has certainly influenced many of the New Wave
filmmakers, he is not generally included in the category of Indonesian popular
film, as his works are frequently difficult or impossible to see, rent, or
purchase in Indonesia.

12. While I have thus far been unable to find a satisfactory published source
on the matter of contemporary sexual attraction between cousins, my
information comes via personal communications from a number of Javanese
colleagues, primarily Koes Yuliadi, a professor of theater and cultural politics
at the Institute of the Arts, Yogyakarta (ISI), and Rachmi Larasati, a professor
of dance and cultural politics at the University of Minnesota.

13. I draw on two main sources in my understanding of the concept of
cinematic accenting. One is John Mowitt’s (2005) formulation of Ousmane
Sembene’s Xala (1974) as an “accented,” or localized, expression of a broader
medium. The film’s “accent,” Mowitt argues, is conveyed through subtle
adjustments of form, which engage the underlying universality of cinematic
language, placing it in tension with a “grammar [that] is subject to cultural,
indeed national, inflections” (101) Mowitt draws on a written exchange
between himself, Sembene, and Hamid Naficy, as well as an interview with
Haile Gerima in Questioning African Cinema: Conversations with
Filmmakers (2002) by Frank Ukadike. He references Gerima’s formula of a
movie accent as “the particular way the universality of a technological
medium of communication is joined to ‘one’s identity culture, and language’”
(qtd in Mowitt 102).

My other inspiration is Miriam Hansen’s (1999) brief, yet provocative
reference to early Soviet cinema as deploying a form-based “American accent”
– by which she means “a faster cutting rate, closer framing, and the
breakdown of diegetic space”(61) – as a methodology for challenging the
established, slowly paced, pre-Soviet Russian cinema. For Hansen, on the one
hand this indicates the materially demonstrable, global power and influence
of Hollywood: “hyperbolically speaking, one might say that Russian cinema
became Soviet cinema by going through a process of Americanization” (61).
Yet on the other hand, it also suggests, as do Mowitt and Gerima, that cinema,
as a technological process with particular historical origins, nonetheless
should not be thought of as possessing an “original” inflection or stylistic
form. Rather, even Hollywood exudes a particular “accent,” which, like that of
other cinemas, is based on specific political, economic, and historical stakes
belonging to a certain milieu in which production is embedded. Such
identifiable “accents,” of course, like the places that fostered them, can travel
and exert influence on a local or geopolitical scale. But the Soviet example is



apt in demonstrating that the motivation to knowingly use and adapt
historically marked or “accented” styles, while likely indicating a certain level
of desire for, or attraction to, their powerful source, should be far more firmly
rooted in the political and economic stakes of aesthetics as they appear from a
local, historical perspective.

14. During the New Order, polygamy, while not banned, was in many ways
discouraged and limited by state policy. However, Sonya van Wichelen (2007
PhD dissertation) argues that contemporary public figures such as
restauranteur and Islam-based polygamy advocate Puspo Wardoyo are in
essence re-hashing a typically Suharto-esque sense of masculinity using
different symbols: “The pro-polygamy discourse of Puspo Wardoyo [during
reformasi] contributed to reaffirming an Indonesian hegemonic masculinity
that had felt threatened by changes in society” (235). [return to page 4]

15. Here, of course, I refer to Benjamin’s conception of an ideal translation as
an additive combination of language fragments that moves both sides closer
to the realization of an underlying, universal language: “fragments of a greater
language, just as fragments are part of a vessel” (78). Reading Benjamin has
also influenced my analysis of the “additive method” of close reading and
historical exploration, which I argue Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya is both
demonstrating and promoting.

16. A quote from Nariman Skakov’s (2009 331) article on Tarkovsky’s
Nostalghia, which Skakov reads via Benjamin’s “Task of the Translator.” The
quote refers to the elegant ruins that appear in Nostalghia and much of
Tarkovsky’s other work.

17. Gie was seen in theaters by a paltry 350,000 Indonesian viewers
(journalfootage.net), and Tiga Hari played on a minimal number of screens in
only four cities in Java (Imanjaya, 2007 multiply.com) 
(http://ekkyij.multiply.com/reviews/item/21).

[return to page 5]

18. Note: My readings of Tiga Hari Untuk Selamanya were formulated prior
to the publication of Riza’s interview (as well as to my own access to it), which
I have gladly included as contextual evidence in support of my arguments just
prior to the publication of this piece.

19. See Sen, 1994

20. Tiga Hari, Pasir Berbisik, Gie, and a growing selection of other
Indonesian films have finally become internationally available on the
streaming-video subscription site. 
(http://asiapacificfilms.com) 
Riza’s other films Eliana, Eliana and Laskar Pelangi (The Rainbow Troops)
are also available on Netflix.
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The Nakba and the construction of
identity in Palestinian film

by Inez Hedges

The trauma of Palestinian displacement in 1948 (the “Nakba”) and defeat in
1967 have been watershed moments in the construction of Palestinian identity.
Palestinian cultural expression, whether in film, fiction, poetry, or art, returns
again and again to these two historical moments. The work of memory is
described here as “performative” in the sense that it creates a shared world and
ultimately helps to forge a collective identity.

2008 was the 60th anniversary of the war between Arab nations and the newly
established State of Israel. Israel commemorates it as the War of Independence;
Palestinian Arabs, both Christian and Moslem, know it as Al Nakba, the
catastrophe. Over 700,000 people became refugees, fleeing or being driven out
into the desert, many with only the clothes on their backs. Before the Nakba,
Palestinian society was organized along feudal and tribal lines; its coherence had
been successively challenged by the British mandate, Zionist colonization, and the
beginnings of modernization. It shared the Arabic language with many other
countries. The violence and trauma of the Nakba, and subsequent military
victories won by Israel against Arab attacks in 1967 and 1973 have all been
instrumental in forging what did not exist so strongly before: a Palestinian
identity. The second- or third-generation descendants of those original refugees,
whether living in the diaspora, or languishing in refugee camps, in Israeli prisons,
in the West Bank, in Gaza, or in Israel itself, identify themselves as
Palestinians.[1] The idea of Palestinian nationhood is now increasingly associated
with cultural manifestations—in film, in literature, in art, in music—that serve to
bind together the sense of a community with common goals.

In a poster exhibition commemorating the Nakba in 2008 (that traveled to
Harvard University and other places) many of the art works incorporated images
of house keys denoting the lost dwellings, of clocks indicating historical time, of
the landscape. An art exhibition in Houston in 2003—the first exhibition of
contemporary Palestinian art in the United States—also featured a refugee tent
inscribed with the names of the lost Palestinian villages, many of them razed to
the ground by the Israeli occupiers and renamed in Hebrew.

The repeated stories of loss that appear in Palestinian cultural manifestations
serve to create a "living memory" of displacement and exile. This theme, whether
expressed in art, in fiction, in poetry, or in film has strengthened the Palestinian
sense of a shared communal history. As Edward Saïd notes in The Question of
Palestine, it is through the experience of suffering that a stronger sense of identity
has been forged:

“No Arab community has in so short a period of time—a little less than
a generation—reflected so deeply and so seriously as a community on
the meaning of its history, the meaning of a pluralistic society given
the dismal fate of multiethnic communities in the world, the meaning
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of national independence and self-determination against a
background of exile, imperialist oppression, and colonialist
dispossession” (176-177).

Culture as “performative memory”

There is a sense in which the languages of art in all of these cultural
manifestations can truly be called “performative,” in the linguistic sense of the
word. They are “speech acts” in that they do not merely describe the state of
things but rather actively engage the process of redefining the world or creating a
new awareness.

I am referring here to the ideas of the linguist J.L. Austin, who writes that, in the
study of “ordinary language” one should look

“not merely at words (or ‘meanings,’ whatever they may be) but also at
the realities we use the words to talk about: we are using a sharpened
awareness of words to sharpen our perception of, though not as the
final arbiter of, the phenomena.” (Philosophical Papers 182).

In Must We Mean What We Say?, philosopher Stanley Cavell develops the idea
further, stating that the philosopher who proceeds from ordinary language needs
to remind himself of “what we should say when.” (Cavell, 20). The discussion of
their positions by James Loxley in Performativity offers a useful summary:

“ordinary usage is … not an aggregate of individual appellation; it is
the very attunement of signification that gives us language in the first
place, and that enables us to have a shared world in which we live.”
(my italics; Loxley 32).

In his introduction to Nation and Narration, Homi K. Bhabha analyzes the
importance of discourse in the emergence of a national culture (Bhabha 2-4). His
use of the term “performativity” in discourse comes close to the way I am
describing the uses of memory, in the sense that the recounting or preservation of
memory often takes the form of narrative. What I am calling “performative
memory” is similar to philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s “instrumental memory,” namely
a memory employed in order to establish a claim. This claim, he writes, is always
a fragile one because it is assailed by three countervailing forces: that of time, of
the counterclaims of others, and of the heritage of its foundational violence
(Ricoeur 97-99).

As for time as a countervailing force, how can a culture claim to have remained
the same across time? And if not, how can it justify the claim to exist as a unique
identity? In point of fact, all that anyone can say is that they have remained true
to a certain version of themselves that they promise (to themselves, to others) to
fulfill.

On Ricour’s second point, my claim to be different from others must come from
my exclusion from them, perhaps the suffering that is imposed on me from
outsiders; therefore my claim to be uniquely human paradoxically comes from the
intolerance of others toward me and my own sense of being different from them.

Thirdly, Ricoeur writes that “there has never been a historic community that has
not originated from the experience of war.” One people’s victorious celebration
depends of the defeat and humiliation of those they have vanquished. Collective
memory archives real and symbolic wounds and becomes linked to the ideological
projects of a given society. Narration is put into the service of instruction, of the
commemoration of the originating violence (Ricoeur 104).

Ricoeur’s discussion can clarify the way that the ongoing memory project of the
emerging Palestinian culture plays an important role in the intifada, or
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awakening/revival of Palestinian identity. By embodying the experience of exile,
loss, oppression, and diaspora, Palestinian cultural manifestations create the
shared world that have helped to define what it means to identify oneself as
Palestinian today. The outpouring of works in all media can be seen, also, as a
vast “memory project.” In the words of cultural sociologist Iwona Irwin-Zarecka,
such a project defines “how the past is made to matter: by whom, to whom, when,
where, and why” (Irwin-Zarecka 7-8). The forging of collective memory often
takes the form of a struggle against others who challenge the new vision; it also
creates social bonds, legitimizes claims of authority, and mobilizes action (Irwin-
Zarecka 67).

I would argue that both of the strategies I have outlined so far—the use of the
languages of art in the performative mode that serves to define and create
Palestinian reality, and the project of forging a collective memory through these
very cultural expressions—have uniquely contributed to strengthening a sense of
Palestinian national identity as well as individuals’ self-identification within it. To
quote Saïd again:

“The central fact remains of course: We are a people without a land of
our own. But for the first time in our history, one can see Palestinians
as Palestinians in a sense producing themselves as they go about their
work in a new environment of Palestinian self-consciousness affecting
everyone” (Saïd, After the Last Sky, 108).

Palestinian film aesthetics

Film has been at the forefront of the Palestinian struggle for self-representation
and self-definition. In the process, a unique aesthetic has developed, out of the
limitations of space (the freedom to move about) and time (the limited future that
many young Palestinians see for themselves). This aesthetic has two contrary
movements. On the one hand filmmakers have found original ways of portraying
the amputation of time and space in their daily life. On the other hand, the films
often represent transgressive strategies of liberation, both in their
cinematographic qualities and also often through their female characters.

The term “Palestinian film” can be variously defined. There are Palestinians living
in the diaspora (Michel Khleifi from Belgium and Mai Masri from the United
States), in Israeli-occupied Gaza or the West Bank (Alia Arasoughly), in refugee
camps, or as Arab Israelis within the borders of Israel as they are currently
defined (Elia Suleiman and Kamal Aljafari). Then there are films made about the
Palestinian situation by filmmakers from other places and backgrounds, some of
which will be touched on here. The burgeoning number of Palestinian film
festivals all have to deal with these issues of definition—like the Palestinian
identity itself, the idea of “Palestinian film” is constantly evolving.

The discussion of a specific Palestinian film aesthetic usually starts with Michel
Khleifi, born in 1950 in Nazareth and now living in Belgium. He was among the
first to argue for a merging of the genres of documentary and fiction, and has long
been a key figure in contemporary Palestinian cinema. Khleifi has stated that in
either mode (fiction or documentary film), he aims for the primacy of narration,
to integrate “drama, theatre, action, and reportage all into one work” (Khleifi in
Dabayashi, Dreams of a Nation 49). Drawing on the documentary tradition of
direct cinema and the idea, first expressed in the French new wave, that the
director uses the camera as a form of writing (the “camera pen”), he has
developed a cinema of personal vision and subjective expression.
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In the 1980 Fertile Memories, the first film to be shot within the disputed
Palestinian West Bank “Green Zone,” he portrayed two women: a grandmother,
Farah Hatoum, who clings to the hope that her confiscated land will be restored
to her by the authorities; and the divorced poet and mother Shahar Khalifeh
whose work makes a strong claim for Palestinian identity. In this first work
Khleifi already displays what will become a signature of his style, incorporating
the landscape by sweeping camera movements that refuse to acknowledge
political boundaries. The roaming camera accompanies the poet’s voice, laying
claim to the land, and also follows the grandmother who, in old age, sees for the
first time the land that has been confiscated from her. “Fertile Memory” refers to
the fact that these are memories with a purpose—to move forward into a newly
forged Palestinian identity. As such the film contributes both to the project of
reinforcing collective memory and of embodying an active, performative memory.

In a film Khleifi produced in 1985 with Perrine Humblet and the Belgian group
Marisa Films, Ma’loul Celebrates its Destruction (Ma’loul fête sa destruction) the
filmmaker finds a group of elders who gather around a mural depicting their
destroyed village—a village they are able to describe in great detail from memory.
Once a year on Israeli independence day, the generation of the Nakba and their
descendants are allowed to return to the site of the ruined village. There, they try
to pass their memories on to their children and grandchildren. Images of the
present are intercut with ghostly images of past village life, with documentary
shots of fleeing Palestinians in the Nakba, with shots of the refugee camps in
1948, and with shots of the ruined village after the Israelis destroyed it. Here
again Khleifi not only documents the creation of collective memory; his film is
also a work of performative memory—the film is widely distributed in the DVD
package of his award-winning feature made in 1987, Wedding in Galilee (Urs al-
Jalil).

In Wedding in Galilee, the camera pauses in documentary fashion, arresting the
progression of the plot to pay homage to the interiors of houses, to the domestic
space, even as that space is invaded by the Israeli authorities who have insisted on
attending the wedding of the Mukhtar’s (village elder’s) son. At other times the
camera traverses closed space in a gesture of liberation. In one memorable scene,
an Arabian horse breaks from its stall and gallops into the hills where the Israeli
army has planted land mines. The Israeli commander and the Muhktar must then
work together to save the animal, in a scene that metaphorically evokes the
multiple checkpoints that fragment and divide the Palestinian territory. In this
work, Khleifi has stated that he wanted to present multiple points of
confrontation: “Israeli/Palestinian, soldier/civilian, power/emotion … old/young,
men/women, sexuality/tradition, symbols/needs.” (Khleifi in Dabayashi, Dreams
of a Nation 52).

Several scenes combine many of these elements at once: we gain entry into the
women’s space when a female Israeli soldier faints and is attended to by the
Palestinian women; the broken doll that is presented to the Israeli military guests
is a symbol of the Palestinians that they have humiliated and broken but also
brings in an ominous note as it is passed from hand to hand before being finally
presented to the Israeli guests. The bridegroom who is unable to consummate the
marriage on the wedding night symbolizes his feeling of shame at his father’s
capitulation to the military governor, while the bride who takes her own virginity
portrays the power of resistance that Khleifi has always identified with Palestinian
women.

In a three-part work made in 2004, Route 181: Fragments of a Journey in
Palestine-Israel, Khleifi traveled with Israeli filmmaker Eyal Sivan along the path
of the original border proposed by the UN partition plan in 1947—the proposed
border between the two states that has never been implemented. The “road
movie” thus documents the erasure of memory rather than its recapture, as all the
territory lies within the present Israeli state. Toward the end of the journey, the
filmmakers come upon some Arab children who have lost the connection to the
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Palestinian past and who simply define themselves as Israeli. The film captures a
loss of memory, but does so in order to restore it.

Geographies of fragmentation 
and a time out of joint

The Palestinian experience in the occupied territories today is one of spatial
fragmentation (checkpoints, roads that are open only to Israelis, settlements that
intrude on Palestinian land, and now the separation fence/wall/border) and
temporal disjunction: without the ability to travel freely in their own country or
even get routine access to educational and medical facilities, time is interrupted
and even the idea of “the future” is in suspension. This places a special burden on
memory, which, paradoxically, has to be oriented toward the future in order to be
meaningful—performative memory is instrumental and forward-looking. The
work of the new generation of filmmakers, such as Elia Suleiman in Chronicle of a
Disappearance (1997) and Divine Intervention (2002), sets forth a seemingly
endless repetition of meaningless gestures and actions carried out by a terminally
bored and frustrated population. What Edward Saïd wrote 30 years ago still holds
true:

“In a very literal way the Palestinian predicament since 1948 is that to
be a Palestinian at all has been to live in a utopia, a nonplace, of some
sort…One redeeming feature of the cubistic form of Palestinian life is
that it is focused on the goal of getting a place, a territory, on which to
be located nationally.” (Said, Question of Palestine 120).

The merging of the fictional and documentary modes is apparent in Chronicle of a
Disappearance (1997), which presents its scenes with intertitles that flag the
events being portrayed as simply occurring on “The Day After” (or in one case,
“Days Went By”). Despite the apparent presentation of anodyne, everyday events,
the film has many comic elements: the owner of a “Holy Land Souvenir Shop”
patiently fills from a tap little bottles of “Holy Land Water” topped with small
crosses; the owner and his friend spend hours just sitting outside the shop while
arguments take place in front of them, Japanese tourists walk by without a look
(except to take a photograph), and a postcard stand rotates aimlessly in the wind.
Israeli policemen arrive en masse with sirens blaring, only to stop against a wall
and relieve themselves in an ordered row; one of them loses a radio and a young
woman, Adan, uses it later to send out orders that manage to get the police cars
scrambling from one end of the city to another. When she is arrested she escapes
during a fireworks display and the police stuff a mannequin into their trunk as a
replacement. The gun on Adan’s desk turns out to be a candle lighter and the
grenade-like object is a mug. Her friends are building a “bomb” that also turns out
to be a harmless fireworks toy. The director begins a public lecture on Palestinian
film (in a section introduced with the intertitle “The Hidden Conscience of
Estimated Palestine”) but the microphone won’t work and the audience begins to
leave. A chair is upholstered in the colors of the Palestinian flag and a whole room
is defiantly decorated in its colors. A swimming pool is dominated by the smiling
face of Arafat.

What then, is the “disappearance” that is chronicled? The film begins and ends
with a close-up of the filmmaker’s sleeping father; at the film’s conclusion, he
slumbers to the accompaniment of the Israeli national anthem on television. The
irony is that the Palestinians are invisible to the Israelis, if not to the world. One
of the intertitles reads “To Be or Not to Be Palestinian.”

In his next film, Divine Intervention, the main character (played by the
filmmaker) and his beloved can meet only at checkpoints where they are regular
witnesses to the arbitrary harassment to which Palestinians are subjected by
Israeli soldiers. The only escape is a ninja-like battle fantasy in which the



The Palestinian warrior defeats the Israeli
soldiers

filmmaker’s beloved confounds her Israeli attackers—or practical jokes like the
red Arafat balloon that he inflates and that traverses the militarized space to the
astonishment of the Israeli border guards.

The Arafat balloon The Arafat balloon in the sights of the Israeli
soldiers

The Arafat balloon conquers the checkpoint The Palestinian woman ...

... faces down the Israeli soldiers. The Israeli guard house collapses

In another memorable scene, the filmmaker’s companion stares down the border
guards and causes their control tower to collapse.

Suleiman’s last film, The Time That Remains (2009), is another semi-
autobiographical film that relates his parents’ early history and his childhood. In
an interview segment that accompanies the DVD release, the director explains
that he intends the film as a warning sign about today’s global ambiance, in which
the Palestinian issue plays an important role. The film begins with the adult
Suleiman’s return to his parents’ house, in a taxi driven by an Israeli who becomes
completely lost in the tempest that breaks out during the ride to Nazareth. He
calls upon Eli (a Hebrew name for God) to no avail, while his passenger Elia
remains impassive in the back seat. The taxi driver’s panic attack initiates a
flashback to the events of 1948, what the director characterizes as “ the big bang
of tragedy for the Palestinian people.”

Images from The Time That Remains:  



Pole vaulting the separation wall

Rana’s Wedding: Marriage ...

The Nakba Mock execution of Suleiman’s father

Arab children win the Hebrew singing
contest

The young Elia berated by the principal:
"Who told you America is colonialist?

Israeli soldiers try to impose a curfew Palestininan youth dancing past the curfew

In the flashback, Elia’s father is blindfolded and subjected to a mock execution,
during which he listens to the sounds of the landscape and sniffs the odor of the
olive trees; here again, as in Kheifi’s Wedding in Galilee, the connection to the
earth is asserted over the claims of the occupying Israelis. Suleiman’s talent for
black comedy surfaces in the scene where a class of Arab students is awarded the
prize for the Hebrew singing competition, and another scene in which the young
Elia is being berated by the school principal for claiming that America is a colonial
power. When the flashback ends and we are back to the present, Israeli soldiers
try to impose a curfew on dancing Palestinians youths even as they shake to the
rhythm; it is the young Israeli soldiers who are captive in their vehicles while
those they seek to control ignore them. Toward the end of the film, the
protagonist polevaults the new Israeli separation wall.

Suleiman’s humor has precedents in Palestinian literature. Emile Habiby (1922-
1998) wrote the satirical novel The Secret Life of Saeed, the Pessoptimist in 1974.
As in Suleiman’s films, the author’s voice underscores the ironies of the
Palestinian situation. The story is in the form of a letter addressed to an
unidentified recipient to whom Saeed initially reports how his life in Israel was all
due “to the munificence of an ass” (when Saeed’s father was shot and killed in
1948, a donkey intercepted the bullet meant for the surviving storyteller).
Travelling to Israel, Saeed is befriended by an extraterrestrial being, and has a
brief love affair with Yuad, before she is arrested and deported as an “infiltrator”
from the territories, living in Israel without permission. The second part of the
novel finds Saeed living with his extraterrestrial friend in the catacombs of Acre,
frightened and on the defensive, much like the underground creature in Franz
Kafka’s story “Der Bau.” At the same time the narrator himself compares the
situation of the Palestinians to scenes from Voltaire’s Candide in which the illogic
of “revenge justice” is played out. Voltairian irony abounds; Saeed’s former school
principal, asserts, for instance,

“There is nothing on earth more holy than human blood. That is why
our country is called the Holy Land” (Habiby 24).



... at the Al-Dahia roadblock in Jerusalem

Laila’s Birthday: The judge protesting the
lawlessness of society under occupation

 

Saeed later fathers a son who becomes a guerilla fighter in 1966, one year before
the 1967 war. Cornered by the Israeli authorities, he escapes with his mother into
the sea. The novel’s third section allegorizes the Palestinian sense of belonging no
place: Saeed finds himself on top of a huge stake in the middle of the ocean from
which he can’t climb down. His extraterrestrial friend explains that this, in fact, is
where he has been all along: stuck in space and time. The circularity is reinforced
by the reappearance of yet another Yuad, daughter of the first one, and her
brother Saeed.

The representation of spatial constriction finds its visual equivalent in Palestinian
film. In a recent film by Rashid Mashawari, Laila’s Birthday, there is an
additional element of suspense because of the temporal deadline—the protagonist
has to get back home in time to celebrate his daughter’s birthday, after dealing all
day with the absurdities of daily life in the West Bank. This film presents us with
another aspect of the Palestinian dilemma: how to behave ethically in an
unethical situation. The director has chosen a judge as his main protagonist—
someone whose profession is to make ethical decisions. At the same time judge
Abu Leila is compelled to make his living as a taxi driver, and hence represents
the everyman character as well.

Like Farah Hatoum in Fertile Memory who refuses to sell her land even though it
has, effectively, been confiscated, Abu Leila embodies the principle of sumud, of
endurance in the face of all obstacles and indignities, of holding on to the land
and to one’s identity. According to Saïd, the concept of “sumud” was first defined
by Raja Shihadeh shortly after 1948, as the determination “to stay put, to cling to
our houses and land by any means available” (Saïd, After the Last Sky, 100). The
judge/taxi driver refuses to travel to checkpoints or to carry passengers with
weapons, but he accepts to help those in need. In the process he gives up some of
his own goals—such as buying a cake for his daughter’s birthday. At the end of the
day he is totally frustrated and grabs a microphone from a truck and begins to try
and create order out of the chaos in the streets. He starts out by railing against the
drivers in the street and the pedestrians but finishes up by yelling at a helicopter
manned by the Israeli occupying forces. He is overpowered and sent home,
seemingly in defeat; but when he parks the taxis he finds that the day’s events
have left behind their own residue that allows him to save the situation at home.
This optimistic ending suggests that “sumud” is the right way. The film is
“performative” in that it shows a succession of impossible situations that
paradoxically lead to a positive outcome. The protagonist ultimately triumphs
over all of the indignities of occupation by behaving in a manner fitting to a just
person.

In one of the chapters of Palestinian Cinema that he wrote with George Khleifi,
film critic Nurith Gertz has proposed the genre “checkpoint films” as a special
type of cinematic rendering of the Palestinian experience. From Divine
Intervention to Hani Abu Assaf’s Rana’s Wedding (2002), in which the wedding
party resorts to marriage at the Al-Dahia roadblock in Jerusalem, to Alia
Arasoughly’s This is Not Living (2001) and Birth at Checkpoint (made for the UN
in 2003), this pervasive aspect of daily life in Palestine is frequently addressed in
film and video. Films made by non-Palestinians also often focus on the
checkpoints, which constitute one of the most disruptive and destructive aspects
of life for Palestinians under occupation, separating the population from their
families, from access to health care and schools, and fragmenting attempts at
cultural expression.

To mention a few works by non-Palestinian filmmakers:

The short films collected in Hebron Stories: From Bustling City Center to Ghost
Town, made by B’Tselem, the Israeli information Center for Human Rights in the
Occupied Territories, documents the daily travails of Palestinians trying to remain
in Hebron despite the activities of the settlers who have moved right into the city
center. Six hundred settlers are protected by thousands of Israeli soldiers, who



have closed the main streets and the central market to Palestinians. In one of the
videos, a middle-aged woman whose front door has been welded shut by the
Israeli authorities traverses stairways and rickety ladders, negotiating a perilous
and burdensome passage between the rooftops of her neighborhood to get access
to the street.

In The Zoo (2005), New Zealand filmmaker Hayden Campbell follows
veterinarian Sami Khader as he tries to move two baboons from a run-down
facility in Nablus to his zoo in Qalqiliya, a town entirely surrounded by the Israeli
separation wall. The hapless protagonist gets denied entry at one checkpoint after
another, and is forced to make long detours around the city, all the while fearing
that the tranquilizer he has injected into the animals will wear off before they can
be put into their new cages. At the end of the film the audience realizes that it is
the Palestinians themselves who are also caged.

Finally, the soon-to-be-released film Roadmap to Apartheid by South African
director Ana Nogueira graphically illustrates how the policies of the Israeli
occupation have created a worse situation than that of the reviled system of
apartheid in South Africa.
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Images from The Color of Olives:

Going through the checkpoint to get to the
family fields

Monira Amer in her window

A Palestinian child’s view of everyday reality

Images from This is Not Living:

Sumud films

The “checkpoint films” made by non-Palestinians often read like
expressions of outrage rather than of sumud—the determination to remain
on the land despite everything. One exception is The Color of Olives (El
Color de los Olivos) directed by Carolina Rivas and produced and shot by
Daoud Sarhandi with the help of Mexican solidarity groups with Palestine
in 2006. The documentary depicts the family of Hani and Monia Amer
living in Masha, in a house completely cut off by a military road, a
checkpoint, and electrified fences. The father and his six children wait
every day by the gate for the Israelis to open it; the children need to go to
school and Hami needs access to his orange trees. Nevertheless, they refuse
to move elsewhere. Shots of Monira through the window frame add to the
theme of imprisonment. The Color of Olives was criticized by The Village
Voice and others for its lack of dialogue, as though the filmmakers were
objectifying the family and not allowing them to speak for themselves.
Understood as a statement of sumud, however, the family’s quiet
endurance speaks volumes. The spectator is invited to identify with the
family members as they wait for the gate to be opened, to experience time
with them.

In her 2001 film This is Not Living (Hay mish eishi), Alia Arasoughly
portrays the idea of sumud in another way, presenting interviews with
eight different women living under occupation. The women rarely talk
directly into the camera; instead the filmmaker shows them going about
their daily routine while they narrate in voice-over. One of these women is
a shopkeeper who is seen decorating her store for Christmas and enduring
long waits at checkpoints each day in order to get to work. No customers
are ever seen but she keeps up this routine anyway. In another episode a
drama director speaks with a woman whose house was shelled during the
night; the shell exploded in the washing machine, sparing her children. The
mother explains that each night the family must calculate where the safest
place in the house will be. The final episode is an interview with a young
woman whose younger brother was shot (martyred) while throwing stones
at Israeli soldiers. The film ends with earlier home footage of the same
child playing outdoors in a rare snowstorm, as if to say that if peace comes,
it will be like the surprise of that falling snow. This film exemplifies the way
that sumud can become an element of performative memory by
representing endurance and perseverance in spite of all suffering and
external obstacles.

The Nakba and 1967 as cultural markers

Contemporary Palestinian cultural expression since the Nakba has
achieved a remarkable coherence. Saïd has written that the characteristic
mode of Palestinian fiction is “broken narration, fragmentary composition,
and self-consciously staged testimonials, in which the narrative voice keeps
stumbling over itself” (Saïd, After the Last Sky 38). Furthermore, he argues



A Palestinian home ...

... after being hit by an Israeli shell

The slingshot of the martyred child

that this very disjunction comes from a lack of a coherent vision of the past:

“There is no great episode in our history that establishes
imperatives for our future course; our past is still ragged,
discredited, and unassimilated … We have no dominant theory
of Palestinian culture, history, society. We cannot rely on one
central image (exodus, holocaust, long march).” (Saïd, After the
Last Sky 129)

Despite Saïd’s disclaimer, the two historical experiences that emerge again
and again in fiction as well as in film are the Nakba and the war of 1967.
Ghassan Kanafani, who was killed by a bomb planted in his car in 1972,
wrote many stories about the memory of the Nakba and about the tragic
circumstances of the Palestinian struggle for survival. The three
protagaonists of “Men in the Sun” who are being smuggled from Basra to
Kuwait are all, in some way, victims of 1948; Abu Quais, married and with
a son, has lost his house and olive trees when his village was destroyed;
Assad, a refugee from Ramleh (a town occupied by the Israelis), has
obtained the money for his passage from an uncle who expects him to
marry his daughter; the father of sixteen-year-old Marwan has divorced his
mother to marry a woman who lost a leg during the bombing of Jaffa in
1948—the motivation being the house that the woman’s father has
provided. All three have become economic refugees because of the war and
occupation and hope to find better living conditions in Kuwait. In the story,
they die by suffocation when the overheated truck has to make a stop at the
border. In the 1972 film version directed by Tawfik Saleh, however, the
men beat against the side of the truck and are saved.

Another story, “The Land of Sad Oranges,” describes how many
Palestinians left their homes during the fighting, expecting to return in a
few days—only to find that their departure was definitive. “Return to
Haifa” describes a couple who were caught up in the bombardment of that
city in 1948 and were unable to retrieve their 5-month-old son from their
apartment. Twenty years later, when the borders were opened after the
1967 war, they return to the apartment to find that it looks much the same
as when they left it, down to the peacock feathers in a vase. Their uncanny
feeling that the Arab past and the Jewish present have collided and are
superimposed as in a palimpsest is a concept forcefully conveyed in a poem
by Arab-Israeli poet Laila ’Allush in “The Path of Affection”:

“My fragmented self drew together to met the kin of New
Haifa…
The earth remained unchanged as of old,
With all its mortgaged trees dotting the hills,
And all the green clouds and the plants
Fertilized with fresh fertilizers,
And efficient sprinklers…
In the earth there was an apology for my father’s wounds,
And all the along the bridges was my Arab countenance […]

Everything is Arab despite the change of tongue,
Despite the trucks, the cars, and the car lights…
All the poplars and my ancestors’ solemn orchards
Were, I swear, smiling at me with Arab affection…”
(in Handal, The Poetry of Arab Women 78-9).

In Kanafani’s story, the erstwhile home of the returning Palestinians is



The child’s funeral

The victim’s sister

The ruined landscape of Ramallah

inhabited by a Holocaust survivor, a woman who has raised their son as a
Jew. The son comes in wearing an Israeli uniform and refuses to
acknowledge his birth parents. The father ends up hoping that his second
son, raised as a Palestinian, will become a freedom fighter (in the film
version this is indeed what happens). In this story, the abandoned son, now
called by his new Jewish name Dov, expresses the critical view of an entire
generation which blames the Palestinian fathers for their failure, for
acquiescing too easily to their displacement and exile:

“You should not have left Haifa. And if that was impossible, you
should have avoided at all cost abandoning a baby in his crib. If
that too was impossible, you should have done everything to
return…You want to tell me that that too was impossible?
Twenty years have passed, sir! What have you done in all this
time to get back your son? In your place, I would have taken up
arms. Could there be any stronger reason than that? You are
incompetent! You are bound by underdevelopment and
inertia!” (Kanafani, “Retour à Haifa” 123).

Exile in this story is presented in all its layered complexity, since the
parents are not only physically separated from their previous home, but
also in some sense exiled from their very sense of selfhood and identity—
their son refuses to acknowledge them as parents. The Palestinian poet
Mahmud Darwish has described these many layers of exile:

“The idea of “foreigner” can be understood at many levels. First
of all and very simply, we are treated as foreigners in our own
country. The Jewish majority, victorious and dominant,
considers that we are not at home, but in their country that they
have recuperated after two thousand years of exile. At another
level, I am considered a foreigner because I no longer live in my
village (which no longer exists), but with my Arab neighbors.
It’s an exile inside a society, inside an identity. Then there is a
more complex notion of foreigner, inherent in the human
condition. We are all foreigners on this earth … The foreigner is
not just the Other. He is in me as well.” (Darwish, La Palestine
comme métaphore 17-18)

The house as metaphor

“Return to Haifa,” which was made into a film by Kassem Hawal in 1982,
powerfully represents the idea of home, or rather the exile from home, that
is so central to the Palestinian narrative. Along with the olive tree, which
often appears as a symbol of rootedness and belonging to the land, the
home is both a real place and an imagined recovered space. In Michel
Khleifi’s Wedding in Galilee that space is still intact though temporarily
invaded by the Israeli occupiers. With the increased deterioration of life
under occupation, a new generation of Palestinian filmmakers focuses on
fragmentary details of houses, on physical deterioration, spatial
disjunction, and the ruin. In these dilapidated and threatened spaces daily
life continues but in a condition of hardship and reduced liberty.
Repetition is used to denote a time that stretches out without a sense of



Images from The Roof:

A house in Jaffa “accidentally” destroyed by a
bulldozer

Tel Aviv seen from the ruins of Jaffa

future perspective—these films often convey the sense of life lived in a
labyrinth with no exit. George Khlefi, brother of the filmmaker, notes in his
comprehensive and illuminating study of Palestinian film (co-written with
Nurith Gertz) that this new cinema often portrays a “fragmented and
blocked geography in which the home is cut off from the land and both are
diminished and divided by borders and barricades.” (Palestinian Cinema
173.) French philosopher Gaston Bachelard has written about the way that
one’s house has deep psychological associations:

“The house if one of the greatest powers of integration for the
thoughts, memories and dreams of mankind […]Without it,
man would be a dispersed being. It maintains him through the
storms of the heavens and through those of life. It is body and
soul. It is the human being’s first world […] And always, in our
daydreams, the house is a large cradle.” (Bachelard 6-7)

The latest addition to this geography of the house, as it has become
fragmented by the Palestinian experience, is constituted by two remarkable
personal essay films by Kamal Aljafari, The Roof and Port of Memory. The
title of The Roof comes from the experience of the filmmaker’s family in
1948: fleeing Ramle from the port of Jaffa, they were forced to turn back
due to high seas, Returning a week later, they found the city in ruins and
their house destroyed. Since then, Aljafari’s parents have lived in an
unfinished house abandoned by other Palestinians—one whose second
story is only half finished and therefore functions as roof. Port of Memory
(2010) follows the uncle’s family in Jaffa as they try to recover the house
that was confiscated during the Nakba. The camera pans over the debris of
the ruined port, and shows the visit of an Israeli woman who assumes that
the family’s current home is for sale.

Both films present aspects of daily life—again, Austin’s “ordinary”—in a
way that “performs” the remembered past in interrelated visual themes.
Inside the homes of The Roof, everyday scenes—family meals, cooking,
sitting around—are shown with multiple layers of background street
sounds, television soap operas, popular songs, and in one instance a
montage of current events on a television screen that includes a shot of the
Twin Towers on 9/11. When the scene moves to the house of the
grandmother and uncle’s family in Jaffa, the filmmaker is on hand to
witness the “accidental” destruction of a home by an Israeli bulldozer. The
astonished and outraged Hamati family who are victims of this outrage are
filmed standing in what is left of their formerly beautiful home, where a
clock still keeps time next to a wall open to all the elements. On the beach
of Jaffa, the detritus of homes destroyed in 1948 forms a mountain of junk
while Tel Aviv gleams in the background.

Meditative and poetic in its structure, the film is bracketed by a
conversation in front of a rain-drenched window between the filmmaker
and a young woman, followed by slow tracking shots of a crumbling
concrete wall, exposed wire, an empty and rusting bird cage. In a
conversation that opens the film, Aljafari is telling her about his brief stint



 
in prison during the first intifada. In the conversation that comes near the
film’s ending, she is telling him about her ambition to become a lawyer and
a judge. The film thus expressly links the Palestinian past with the young
woman’s dreams for the future, though it is up to the audience to decide
whether the slow tracking shot of ruins that ends the film is an ironic
comment on those dreams.

In an interview with Lebanese poet Abbas Beydoun conducted in 1995,
Mahmud Darwish criticizes the Israeli attempt to brand Palestinians as the
“other,” and the Jewish insistence on the primacy of the Biblical text as the
keystone of their identity formation. He argues for a more ecumenical
approach, one that embraces the totality of cultures that have left their
mark on the land:

“This land is mine, with its several cultures: Canaanite, Hebrew,
Greek, Roman, Persian, Egyptian, Arab, Ottoman, English, and
French. I want to live all these cultures. It is my right to identify
with all these voices which have resonated in this land. For I am
neither an intruder nor a passer-by” (Darwish, La Palestine
comme métaphore 28).

If Darwish asserts “I am my language” (34-35), he makes it clear that this
language embraces all of human culture. Palestinian identity is a memory
project because it must constitute itself without an original myth (like the
book of Genesis); it is a linguistic project:

“ Whoever writes his story will inherit the land of words, and possess
meaning, entirely!” (Darwish, Why Did you Leave the Horse Alone? 126)

Darwish emphatically asserts the notion of culture as performative. Like
Austin he advances the idea of the ordinary as a muscular affirmation of
the real, describing his autobiographical collection as “ a long epic and
mythic song that speaks the everyday.” This affirmation is linked to his
project of recuperating the past in the face of the attempt by the Israeli
State and others to deny the existence of a Palestinian identity by trying to
erase the past (Darwish, La Palestine comme métaphore 28). Darwish has
often stated (notably in Jean-Luc Godard’s 2004 film Notre Musique) that
he is the poet of a defeated nation—he sides with the Trojans, about which
little is known since they were conquered by the Greeks.

Writing in 1990, Hanan Mikhail Ashrawi described two apparently
contradictory strategies embraced by the emergent Palestinian culture as a
result of external challenges. On the one hand, there has been an emphasis
on the particularity of the Palestinian experience and a revival of its folk
traditions, its symbols, and those qualities that make it unique. On the
other hand there is a move toward the universal, toward modernism as an
escape from too narrow a definition of Palestinian identity (Ashrawi 77-8).
I think that the preceding discussion has shown how both tendencies are
present in a poet like Darwish or in the films of Khleifi, Suleiman,
Arasoughly, and others. What shines through all of these cultural
expressions is what Ashwari calls the “emergent nature” of Palestinian
culture: in this historical moment, what we can perceive is a culture in the
active process of becoming. In a way this can be said of all national or
ethnic cultures; as Stuart Hall notes, we should always think of identity as
“a ‘production,’ which is never complete, always in process, and always
constituted within, not outside, representation” (Hall 222). Nevertheless,
the unique political and historical challenges occasioned by Israeli and U.S.
hegemony in the region have contributed to making the Palestinian



experience one in which the processes of cultural formation are intensified
and accelerated.

In the title essay of his collection Death as a Way of Life, Israeli writer
David Grossman expresses his understanding that the jailer also becomes
the jailed—occupation corrupts the occupier. Elia Suleiman conveys this
beautifully in The Time That Remains when the dancing young
Palestinians ignore the curfew while the Israeli soldiers are trapped inside
their vehicle and cannot join the fun. Israeli youth are forced to blunt their
emotions in their enforced domination over the Palestinian population. In
a similar vein, Mahmud Darwish asks why the prisoner sings while the
prison guard remains silent. The prisoner sings to keep himself company in
his solitude, while the guard does not feel solitary because he is in the
constant company of the prisoner, and so doesn’t even realize that he, too,
is alone (Darwish, La Palestine comme métaphore 31). The image of the
singing Palestinian prisoner can stand here for the counter-hegemonic
strategies of Palestinian cultural practices.
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Notes

1. There are approximately six million Palestinians living in the area
comprising the current State of Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza strip; and
another six million in the diaspora. [return to page 1 of essay]
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Pittsburgh, once a manufacturing city ...

... tries to revitalize itself as a hip cultural center.

Capital limits on creativity:
neoliberalism and its uses of art

by Jyotsna Kapur

There was something perverse about the concept of “Creative Culture
Industries/Creative Economy” that has become fully comprehensible in light of
the ongoing economic crisis since 2008 and its roots in the shift towards
neoliberalism and financialization since the 1970s.[1] [open endnotes in new
window] Born in the centers of post-industrial capitalism (U.S., UK, and
Australia) at the end of the 20th century, the Creative Culture Industries discourse
is now a global phenomenon. Its opening logic was simple. According to one of its
leading proponents, Richard Florida (2002), old manufacturing cities from the
pre-Reagan era — like his own hometown, Pittsburgh — could revitalize
themselves by reinventing themselves as hip, touristy cultural centers that would
entice global elites to converge upon and, perhaps, even settle in. The heart of
Pittsburgh’s creative economy, the South Side, boasts of restaurants, artists in
residence, a Zombie walk, and a circus.

In other words, museums, theme parks, cultural/heritage festivals, convention
centers, hotels, casinos, artist studios, and cafes were imagined as engines that
would pull local economies out of joblessness and declining access to quality-of-
life factors such as, education, health care, and social welfare set in motion over
three decades of neoliberal restructuring. The absurd irony is this: While the
middle and working class struggle with declining incomes and fuelled their
consumption with debt, the “creative economy” experts propose to further
multiply the opportunities for private consumption. Legend has it that when the
French people rioted for bread in 1789 the queen, Marie-Antoinette, allegedly
asked, “Why don’t they eat cake?”[2] Meanwhile, the arts now reduced to an
economic function have become answerable to the harsh scrutiny of the market —
i.e., they survive only if they can pay for themselves. It is fitting, then, that faced
with neoliberal cuts, veritable institutions of high art such as the Château de
Versailles should put on the market a scented “let them eat cake” candle.

As Doreen Cajaval reported in the New York Times, struggling with declining
endowments and public subsidy, museums in the United States and Europe have
begun resorting to licensing, merchandizing, and turning their grounds into
hotels.[3] It is an irony that should not be lost. Under the Creative Economy
banner, the arts are supposed to revive the economy but instead find themselves
struggling to survive. Now the savior needs to be saved!

Underlying this apparent paradox lies the real problem: neoliberalism and its use
of arts and culture. Understanding this relation in the broader context of
deepening capitalistic relations of exploitation, commodification, and abstraction
can help explain the Faustian bargain that 21st century capitalism has imposed on
the arts. While the arts get a new pre-eminence in public life, they have been
completely subordinated to the market. In other words, they get a new lease on
life but lose their soul. By turning the arts into a purely commercial enterprise,
neoliberalism has attacked the very core of artistic expression. Art relies on a
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de Versailles.
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sense of imagination, resistance, and community that underlies it and exceeds the
rules of the market.

By neoliberalism, I mean the transition of state policy, since the Reagan years, to
19th century principles of the free-market; i.e., to the belief that any intervention
by the state towards social redistribution creates an unfair tax on the rich. Aided
by new technologies (broadly characterized as ICT/Information and
Communication Technologies) and business practices (increasing financialization
that has made the flow of capital as well as speculation easier, and just-in-time
leaner practices of production and distribution) over the last four decades,
capitalists have enjoyed a high degree of freedom, moving jobs where labor is
cheaper and buoying consumer demand at home through credit, thus sowing the
seeds of the current economic crisis.[4]

Explaining the roots of the 2008 crash, David McNally (2009) recounts two
simultaneous ongoing processes since the 70s — an increasing rate of profit for
those at the top amidst stagnating or falling working and middle class incomes.
Middle and working class incomes have declined as jobs were shifted overseas to
cheaper sources of labor. This condition is easier as world-over restrictions on
global capital have been eased with China, India, and East Asia opening up their
economies to global investment. For instance, a data entry job in India can be
done at 1/10th of what would have to be paid in the United States for the same
work. Furthermore, the neoliberal argument for a weak government justifies both
tax cuts for the rich as well as withdrawing redistributive social welfare programs.
One of the strongest moves in this direction came in 1996 under Bill Clinton, a
Democrat, with his “welfare reform,” which limited state payments to low-income
families to five years and also discontinued increase in family welfare with the
birth of a child. Such cuts have only exacerbated with the 2008 crisis, leading to
drastic cuts in state funding to public education, retirement plans, and healthcare.
To compensate for a decline in income, three factors have helped the working and
middle class sustain itself since the 1970s. These include working harder and
longer (taking on two jobs, all members of the family going to work), using credit
and benefiting from Third World labor, whose production filled Walmarts and
Toys R Us, etc., and helped subsidize consumption in the United States

Simultaneous with this decline in working and middle-class incomes, McNally
indicates, the wealthy demanded more venues in which to invest their increasing
profits. What distinguishes neoliberalism from earlier capitalist formations is the
preponderance of financialization. A deregulation of finance started, as David
Harvey (2010, 16) mentions, in the 1970s, and it became “unstoppable” in the
1990s, producing globally traded instruments of financial speculation. The rich
invested in the stock market, betting on rising real estate values, commodities
such as art and oil, and financial instruments, such as credit defaults. The low
interest rates—particularly, for mortgage and credit—that working and middle
class people were offered were a response to this demand for financial investment
venues. According to McNally, by understanding how the expansion of financial
speculation has been grounded in profits generated by neoliberal restructuring,
we can correct a misperception, indeed fetishization, that capital has been
generating capital out of itself rather than through class exploitation. In other
words, working and middle class debt was an instrument of capital accumulation
for the wealthy. More commonly, it has been seen just as a short-term strategy to
fuel consumption in order to prevent the deepening of the slump that began in
1997, was reactivated in 2001, and reappeared in 2008.

The Creative Economy thesis was offered as a solution to the growing inequality
which became apparent in the worn down blue-collar neighborhoods and towns,
boarded-up businesses, foreclosed homes, and the erosion of a middle class



In the commodity-spectacle society, urban
decay can even become a make-up brand.

Andy Warhol’s self-portraits "worth" $40 million?

lifestyle that the U.S. working class had been sold to as the American Dream.
Commenting on the growing class inequality in the United States, The New York
Times and Wall Street Journal reported that class mobility in the United States,
i.e., the possibility that a child would move upwards from his/her parents’ class, is
lower than in Canada and Europe but not as low as in Brazil.[5] With average
student loans of $30,000 upon graduation, in a state school such as mine, one
routinely hears working and middle class college-going young people admit that
they do not expect to match their parents’ standard of living—the first generation
in living memory in the United States to face a future of declining expectations.

Yet from the 70s onwards, the dominant ideology has been one of freedom, albeit
one based on the freedom of market choices. Culture and the aestheticization of
life has been a core commodity of this speculative, debt-driven economy geared
towards private consumption. As David Harvey and others have explained, there
has been an exponential increase, during this period, in marketing and advertising
and the quantity and quality of goods, ranging from household gadgets to
personal products. (1990) Not just products but consumers are being “invented”
in increasingly smaller niche groups — such as tweens or empty nesters — or
through the hydra-like growth of whole service industry categories — such as the
personal fitness industry. This is the material basis of what cultural critics, like
Guy Debord, have called the society of spectacle. (1983) Not only are the market-
shelves filled with novelties that rapidly go out of fashion, but consumer culture
encourage a subjectivity perpetually engaged in self-improvement and
presentation, in designing life itself. From retail chains that call themselves
“tastemakers” and “curators of people’s lifestyles, if not their lives” to fashion
styles that entice us to, “Paint the town in pastel,” “Find the art in the everyday,”
and “Express the real U,” we are all invited to invent ourselves and turn our life
into a work of art, that is, if we have the money to do so.

The 2008 crash and the refusal of the neoliberal state to revise its course is
beginning to pull the veneer off the liberatory pretensions of consumer-
capitalism. The opportunities of private consumption remain, if not enhanced, in
narrowing enclaves. But our social fabric is tearing apart from the palpable
escalation in social inequality. In this scenario, when the Creative Culture
Industries experts suggest that to revive our economies we need to dress up our
towns and cities for the entertainment of the wealthy few, their ideas — to use that
American phrase — amount to putting lipstick on a pig. The role of artists within
these deepening capitalist relations is to serve as humble servants — set up
studios, cafes and late night bars, create art to enliven the walls of corporate
offices and banks — for a class that treats its hometown as a tourist destination
and life as a series of adventures in shopping. For the wealthy, who can afford to
wait out the slump, collecting art will remain a matter of speculative investment,
and such opportunism, if it works, will be validated as a forward-looking, smart,
and go-getting entrepreurialism. In this vein, at a 2011 auction, Andy Warhol’s
self-portraits were expected to fetch around $40 million.[6]

A trickle-down theory underlies the Creative Economy thesis, and it implies the
majority’s abject dependence on the charity of the wealthy. The theory is this: the
wealthy will put their money toward creating jobs or increasing production for
others. It has simply not proven to be true. First of all, capitalism cannot sustain
full emplyment because the unemployed are necessary to drive down everyone’s
wages. Ultimately, profits depend upon the ability of capital to lower wages.
Second, the wealthy prefer to invest in ways that will raise the value of their
investments, as in art such as Warhol’s self-portraits, rather than in increasing
production, say, of education material for inner-city schools, whose profits are not
capitalized. The whole point of capitalism is to suck up the wealth not to push it
down. Unless the rich face an external pressure towards social redistribution of



Impovershed Paducah vs. nostalgia for gentility
and old wealth.
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wealth, such as put by the state and popular movements, it makes more sense for
them to make speculative investments in art rather than build social
infrastructure or treat art as a public good rather than a privately commodity.

The results of the Creative Culture Industry policy have already started to come in.
Kate Oakley, among others, has shown that in the case of Britain these policies
have exacerbated rather than eliminated inequality. They have led to
gentrification and pockets of wealth in the midst of disintegrating social
infrastructure. At the same time, work in the creative industries has become
increasingly precarious — that is, temporary, project-based, and competitive,
putting artists and media people in a constant in search of work (2006). As
Richard Shearmur has indicated, calling upon local governments to modify their
policies, planning, and budgets in order to respond to the preferences of the
creative class boils down to reinforcing and subsidizing elites to a kind of ‘talent
welfare’ that is reminiscent of ‘corporate welfare’ (2006-7, 37). In the process,
art’s entire social role is undergoing a profound transformation. From being
considered an imaginative and critical outsider or a participant in social
transformation, the artist is now presented as the model worker of the new
economy.

Closer to where I live, in Paducah, Kentucky, a similar plan was launched in 2000.
Called the Artists Relocation Plan, it invited artists to relocate to Paducah, giving
them moving allowances as well as easy financing and low cost housing to revamp
old, deserted homes in the lower-riverfront area. Right from the outset, the city
planners seemed aware that local elites would not be able to generate the art
buying necessary to support the artists. Consequently, the program sought artists
who already had an established track record in online sales and could, therefore,
continue to rely on that market. Explaining who would qualify for the program,
their website stated:

“Qualifying emphasizes sustainability. PRA seeks artists that have
achieved some notoriety in the art world. Qualified candidates are
identified as persons in the field of art using a successful art business
model. The artist must be able to demonstrate that their business
produces sufficient sales and clients to support the artist while
living/working in Paducah, KY. Special consideration will be granted
to galleries and businesses that are ‘open to the public’ and maintain a
minimum number of ‘open’ hours. Considerations may be given to
artists that commit to making substantial contributions to the
community through workshops or other highly desirable projects.”

In other words, local artists who had failed to find a market outside of Paducah
and politically engaged artists whose subject matter or style was too radical and
who may not readily sell their work need not apply.

Neoliberal urbanization, David Harvey tells us, is strongly interconnected with
consumerism, a boutique style life, which has turned the quality of life into a
commodity up for purchase for those who can afford it (2010, 175). Paducah has
what is called “legacy money,” old wealth, but it too appears to have taken a hit in
the current crisis. Today, Paducah’s lower-town area has coffee shops, art
galleries, and studios but they wear a deserted look. Already some artist homes
have been foreclosed, galleries open only one Saturday a month, and the area
wears an air of desperation akin to tourist bazaars in the Third World, where a
sale makes the difference between making that month’s rent, groceries, or any
other basic necessity. The desperation rings in the efforts of artists to extend
conversations so as to keep visitors in the gallery and entice them to buy. Visually,
several places boarded up or for sale clash with the gentility and nostalgia of old



This home preserves an old Victorian character.
Everything here from legs of tables and beds to
bathtubs are wrapped in thick velvets and
tapestries, evoking Victorian repressed
sexuality.

wealth, insides of designer homes, and some truly whimsical art work. Visiting the
area feels like going into a surreal, Alice-in-Wonderland enchanted world where
you can walk through the looking glass to step from prettified appearances into a
starkly impoverished life.

The bedroom in this home preserves the
mirror image the Victorians were so fond of.
From one end of the room, you can see the
two bedrooms mirror each other. The
Victorian bourgeois home was the earliest
site ...

... of the display of bourgeois purchasing
power filled with wealth from the colonies. In
Paducah, dressed up home fronts and patios
promise a life filled with art. See the canvas
in the patio.

A designer home has a digital TV screen on
which European art images run in a loop.

This home has a giant giraffe, on the left,
peering into the balcony!

A well-maintained set of luxury condos. A colonial home flies a Confederate flag from
the top right balcony.

Despite its name, the Artists Relocation program is concerned not so much with
developing the arts but boosting real estate values. This is evident in the pride
with which remodeling is celebrated and ubiquitous information offered about
home financing and construction services. One of the homes on the tour displayed
“before” and “after” pictures of the reconstruction (pasted on the staircase) and
another preserved a wall kept in its original condition.



Home office work promises autonomy,
integration of work and family, and non-
alienated labor.

The artists’ homes themselves are hardly luxurious and some artists offer part of
their homes as bed-and-breakfast places. A few miles away a local Walmart
prospers. Its cheaper prices, made possible by Third World labor, helps subsidize
the middle and working class people here just as in other parts of the United
States

In fact, shifting labor to the Third World has been a key ideological justification
for as well as a feature of neoliberalism. Neoliberal advocates, such as Thomas
Freidman, have claimed that shipping the drudge work elsewhere would free
people in the United States to “do what they do best, which is invent the future.”
(2005, 389) The U.S. white-collar workforce was offered the idea that a post-
capitalist economy had already arrived where the very nature of work was
transformed, resembling the “flexible, open, interactive model of the scientist’s lab
or the artist’s studio” rather than “the machine model of the factory or the
traditional corporate office.” (Florida, 117) Posed against sunny windows and
palatial homes, happily integrating work and family with complete autonomy over
one’s time and place of work, these images suggest that the conditions of non-
alienated labor are already here. All you have to do is reinvent yourself to fit the
new economy.

In contrast, in its February 2004 (Issue 12.02), Wired like Time (June 2006)
chose to represent the Indian IT worker in familiar Orientalized tropes that brush
aside the anxiety and pain generated by outsourcing. The covers appears to gently
mock anyone who would be so timid, shall we say unmanly, as to be threatened by
such beckoning, seductive calls to give up monotonous work in exchange for the
freedom to invent and create.



 

 

Consequently, there is little sympathy expressed for a wilting U.S. white-collar
worker pictured against a flurry of pink slips in the same issue of Wired.
Inundated by pink slips, this white-collar professional, Wired seems to suggest,
needs to get a grip and straighten up. Otherwise, he would be no different from his
Indian male counterpart entangled in yoga poses and tied to the ground, as in this
cover of The Economist (June 1st, 2006).
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Parks and Recreation.

The Office.

The town marker's hype sets the tone for The
Office.

In this “new economy” U.S. workers, like artists, are expected to live as free-
lancers who constantly updated their skills and knowledge. Not only do they have
to retrain themselves but they are also expected to own their tools, such as
laptops, cameras, and home offices. As Ursula Huws (2003) has clarified, simply
owning the means of production does not make workers autonomous because
they still need to be tied into a network in order to work. Ultimately there is a
stick behind the carrot. Thomas Friedman and later Obama himself have warned
U.S. children that if they do not work hard enough their jobs will be taken by
Indians. “Buckle up! the Indians are coming for your jobs,” has been Obama’s
refrain—and it echoes an old racist trope; at the same time it blames U.S. workers,
in particular young people, for the new economy’s diminishing opportunities.
[7][open endnotes in new window]

As a consequence, a self-internalized sense of failure remains a major barrier to
class outrage. This buried outrage is manifested, especially amongst white-collar
professionals, in self-destructive behaviors such as suicidal self-blaming or wild
conspiracy/paranoid theories, often obsessed with uncovering motivations of
fellow workers.[8] It is also reflected in television series, such as The Office or
Parks and Recreation, that mock the intrigues, ambitions, eccentricities, and
relationship troubles of white collar workers.[9] While the series blank out the
overall context of the diminishing role of white collar work, they dwell in great
detail on personality quirks and unfulfilled individual lives, both playing out and
socializing us to laugh at our own dimunitization. Parks and Recreation deals
with a state agency in decline in a fictional town, Pawnee, Indiana. The Pawn(ee)
office is in a constant battle with budget cuts; its failing attempts at “building
community” is the source of ironic comment. The Office is set in Scranton,
Pennsylvania in a paper supplier office with the absurd name of Dunder Mifflin,
hurtling along in a losing battle against chain suppliers like Staples and Office
Max. The series’ ironic tone comes from treating the office as a ship-of-fools lead
by a petty and manipulative but not-bad-at-heart boss. In this scenario,
everything, including the town-marker with which the show starts, appears
ridiculously inflated.

If (on account of consumer-capitalism and a longstanding individualism) life in
the creative economy may be turned into a subject of self-flagellating cynical
comedy in U.S. television, its importation to India reveals its antagonisms in
much sharper relief. In India in 2004, the Planning Commission set up a Creative
Industries Division. This was a decade after the Indian state, under IMF
supervision, formally initiated a process of neoliberal restructuring. The strongest
advocate of this policy was the Chambers of Indian Industry (CII), the
representative body of business interests, which also has its own creative
industries section. One of outcomes of this state and business coalition is a
Creative Economy discourse, which promotes a specific notion of Brand India
(also known as India Inc., India Shining). Such a phrase connotes a major shift in
governance. India as a neoliberal state has shifted away from social redistribution
to invent itself as an executive body whose role is to market India as a good place
“to do business with and in.” [10] To affect this shift, in fact, the Indian
government has some of the mantras of the U.S. and European creative economy:
youth culture, nomadism, cosmopolitanism, and urban regeneration and growth
through tourism and entertainment.

One such plan initiated in September 2003, Vision Mumbai,  advocated turning
Bombay into a “World Class” city by 2013. Commissioned by the Maharashtra



Dharavi, from a blog on "Dharavi slum tourist."

Government to McKinsey International, the plan is typical of the neoliberal trend
towards outsourcing governance to private capital. The favored term for this
trend —which is now visible in all sectors, from rural development, education,
medicine to the arts — is the euphemism public-private-partnerships (PPP).
McKinsey identified one of plan’s main objectives to make Bombay fulfill its “yet
to be realized potential of becoming India 's and, eventually, Asia 's consumption
and financial centre."(2003, 15) Yet as Darryl D’Monte describes the plan while
criticizing it,  it recommends shifting manufacturing away from the city to free
Bombay to develop as a center for information technology/service industries and
consumption. (2004) The four areas the plan proposed for development are
financial services, healthcare, IT and ITES (IT enabled services) and
media/entertainment. All require education and technical efficiency thus
disqualifying a vast majority of the city’s working class, comprised of immigrants
from rural areas, from earning a living in these new jobs.

Given the declining role of the State in building infrastructure and uneven
development of the rural areas, the plan has been from its very inception a callous
proposal to simply move the homeless half of Bombay’s population out of sight
and lift Bombay out of India into the rarified atmosphere of a “world city.” This
strategy became visible in Jan-Feb 2005 when a massive demolition scheme was
carried out, displacing 300,000 people.[11] Unusually heavy rains followed and
further exacerbated the miseries of those living on the streets. It became clear that
plans for a world city had more to do with expanding roads for private cars and
beautifying south Bombay’s business and residential areas rather than serving the
people of the city as a whole.

In 2007 another phase of re-development was initiated, this time in Dharavi
under another PPP — this one between the Maharashtra government and Mukesh
Mehta, an architect returning from the United States. Renovating what’s
considered the largest slum in the world, in the heart of Bombay, the project
involved billions of dollars for investors. Mehta’s plan included a provision for re-
settling the original inhabitants: highrise buildings would be built and each family
would get a 225 square feet apartment for free. The catch was that for every
square foot the builders constructed, they would get an equal amount of land for
free. Thus the residents would have to close down the small businesses that
sustained them in the area.

http://allyrose.wordpress.com/2010/01/12/dharavi-slum-tourist/


Metal work in Dharavi.

The traditional arts:

Pottery in Dharavi. Recycling in Dharavi.

Socially, the consequences are serious. Dharavi is not only a residential area but
also a workspace where small scale industries, such as recycling, embroidery,
leather work, and printing, etc., are carried on from the home. Shutting down
businesses in this area means effectively turning the residents into a large servant
class for the wealthy in their new residences slated to be built on these premises.
Subsequently, the plan was obstructed by organized protests by residents who
saw this as a means of eventually driving them out of the area, killing their
livelihoods, and pricing them out of the market. In contrast to Pittsburg, the
construction of Mumbai as a center for consumption has to proceed with open
and overt force and efforts to corporatize public policy met with organized
resistance. In Dharavi, Slum for Sale (Lutz Konermann, 2010), one of the
residents remarks that Dharavi is a test case for the future, for how people will
live on this planet.

In a similar way, in a profound essay on the neoliberal architecture of malls built
by the Pinochet regime in Chile after the brutal repression of the socialist
practices and desires represented by Allende’s government, Jean Franco (1987,
63) wrote about the culture of death that the mallls embodied:

“…they [the malls] were built, as were the economic policies of all the
military regimes, upon cemeteries, and the new citizens of the
consumer societies browbeaten by torture and disappearance
resembled the living dead rather than the upbeat Coke generation of
American advertising.”

Brand India is driven by a similar logic. People are disposable commodities for a
brand that must position itself as the global factory/IT/service center as well as a
thriving market for global brands.

A folk music and dance group from
Rajasthan.

Bamboo work from Orissa.

Admirers gather around wood carving. Fabrics.

Another outcome of the new emphasis on creativity as a commodity has been a
reorientation of government policy towards the arts. In its nationalist phase, the
Indian government had defined its task as the “preservation” of the arts,
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Patta work, from Bengal at the same fair.

maintaining a distinct division between high and folk art. The policy towards the
high arts, for example, classical dance, music, and literature, followed the auteur
tradition recognizing and awarding individual creators. The policy towards the
“folk” or “traditional arts,” in contrast, identified entire communities rather than
individuals for government recognition and support, placing the development of
the arts within a broader framework of development, poverty alleviation, and
preservation of tradition. Largely inspired by a Gandhian ethos of national self-
reliance, preservation of the Indian arts was solidly entrenched within the logic of
the welfare state. The recognition of these arts as Indian heritage accorded the
artists a certain dignity. Leatherwork, dances, or embroidery from specific regions
of India, for example, were constituted as the folk arts. The following pictures
were taken at Surajkund Mela, a typical government-funded folk arts festival that
is an annual event held close to Delhi, the nation’s capital. Artists from all over
India are supported to come to the festival and show their work as well as sell it.
Unlike the boutiques, there are no brands but traditions, and the prices very
affordable to the middle class.

Now culture has emerged as a core commodity of Brand India. It is to be
marketed globally, open to global competition. Subsidies to artists are being
withdrawn. The traditional arts are now increasingly integrated into a culture
industry that crosses films, new media, marketing, advertising, music, magazines,
and fashion. Here, I am using the term “culture industry” in the Frankfurt School
sense, in that the capitalist production of culture produces a network of
commodities that reinforces subservience to capitalistic reverence for money,
commodity culture and alienation from self and others. For example, Tanishq, a
subsidiary of Tata, the large India-based multinational, trans-sectoral, and trans-
industrial megacorporation that has stakes in finance, manufacture, construction,
and communications launched its new jewelry collection in the big budget
commercial Hindi film, Paheli/ The Riddle (Amol Palekar, 2005) and repeated
that presentation with another big budget release, Jodha Akbar (Ashutosh
Gowarikar, 2008). Both films glamorize the elites’ conspicuous consumption and
justify that kind of personal consumption as an exercise in Indian tradition.
Jewelry in these films is not part of the mise-en-scene, a prop necessary to the
film’s narrative and design. Rather, the film and the narrative are a prop to
showcase the real star, that is, Tata’s wares and thus to uncritically present the
worship of gold as “our” tradition.

Leading star, Aishwarya Rai from Jodha Akbar.

Traditional Indian designs are also incorporated into global fashion trends
mediated by fashion designers, boutiques, brands, and multinational chains. The
process started in the 80s when designers moved into the handicrafts business,
opening up boutiques and transforming ethnic traditions for a global market. It
led to the transformation of villages such as Hauz Khas, on the outskirts of Delhi,
into touristy venues where air-conditioned boutiques and restaurants were built
in the middle of village, turning its people and social life into a living museum, for
free. A travel web site describes the village this way:

“Back in the village, wander through the narrow lanes to experience a



A couple enjoying the warmth of coals in Hauz
Khas village.

Boutiques and restaurants added on to Hauz
Khas village. [14]

medley of old and new structures — expensive shops and art galleries
in a medieval warren. In the 1980s Hauz Khas was designated an
upscale tourist destination, but (fortunately) the process of
redevelopment was never completed, so some of the village character
persists. After exploring, stop for a meal at one of the village's
restaurants, particularly Park Balluchi (in the Deer Park), Naivedyam,
or the Village Bistro.”[12]

Other tourists, not so charmed by underdevelopment as this one, complain of
potholes, dust and stares from the local inhabitants. The “rustic charm” of Others
is good insofar as it is a sight to behold for the tourist and does not interfere with
the pleasures of the shopping gaze, the omnipotent fantasy that all one sees may
be owned and bought.

The busy main street in Hauz Khas: the
narrow entrance to the village is packed with
cars but the rest of the village has to be
traversed on foot. [13]

And yet another juxtaposition of the old and
the new in Hauz Khas village. The village is
built around a water tank from the 12th
century which is now overlooked by multi-
storied buildings.

In a careful study of the transition of folk arts from the village to the bazaar to the
malls and the boutiques, Nestor Canclini described shopping malls as

“…those anonymous and sumptuous storehouses where commercial
abstraction reaches the height of ostentation—where the owner is
concealed from the salespeople, where each worker is reduced to
his/her role—salesperson, supervisor or guard, the closed and aseptic
space lit artificially day and night.” (1993, 73)

Here, Barbero observes, the artisan is completely erased so that “one can buy
without abandoning the specular narcissism which guides one from article to
article.”[15] The irony in contemporary India is that such insularity has to be built
and preserved through obvious displays of force. These air-conditioned malls are
heavily guarded by armed security and under surveillance not only of cameras but
ubiquitous salespersons. Such a phenomenon is a global one, also observable, for
example in Hong Kong, South Korea, and Istanbul. The freedom of the market is
fragile, maintained by force.

Furthermore, the fashion industry is highly volatile, open to global fluctuation,
making the artisan vulnerable to what Albert Hisrschman has called Capital’s
“exit option,” its ability to pick up its business and move elsewhere. (1970) Indian
fashion is relatively new on the global stage with the first fashion industry show
held only eight years ago. It has since found an international market in exhibits
such as Lord & Taylor’s Into India, which presented clothes by Tarun Tahiliani,
Rina Dhaka, Vivek Narang and Manish Arora. The individual artisan fashion
designer, unlike the larger fashion houses, will never accumulate enough capital
to wait out a market slump and s/he will fall into the ranks of the unemployed
when disconnected from capital. The poverty of the Indian artisan, then, becomes
a resource in the global market, culminating ultimately in children’s labor. Thus,



Indian high fashion.

 

in an all too common scenario, a few years ago, young children as eleven were
found working in Gap sweatshops embroidering cotton dresses.[16] Furthermore,
numerous high-fashion global designers such as Giorgio Armani, Ferre,
Valentino, Oscar de la Renta, Christian Lacroix, Emmanuel Ungaro, Jean Paul
Gaultier, etc., contract various Indian artisans and designers to hand-embroider
their creations, which are ultimately priced at a thousands of dollars each.[17]

Neo-liberalism continues the capitalist logic of making labor invisible. The artisan
is deskilled and turned into a property of the capitalist/brand — without the latter
the former cannot produce. The signature of the fashion designer brands the
work, turning the folk artist into a process worker or executor while the designer
emerges as the creative genius. Simon Evans, an advocate of creative industries,
justified what is essentially a theft of labor as follows: (2005 )

“Think of Nike, or Coca Cola. What do these companies actually do?
They don’t make shoes or drinks, they get other companies to do that.
Their whole manufacturing process is outsourced. It’s appropriate for
them to do this because the shoe and the drink are incidental to the
real sales offer — which is a lifestyle. Companies like Nike and Coca
Cola do not manage factories, they manage narratives. And the
language that they use is not analytic and impersonal, but intuitive
and aesthetic. It is the language of the storyteller, the entertainer, the
artist.”

However, as Ursula Huws points out, without the shoe or the drink or other
commodifed services, such as entertaining or haircutting, there would be nothing
to sell. (2003) You have to have a product, whether an object or a service, to
produce consumers.

Ultimately, capitalism has to produce both workers and consumers, although
following Marx, the better term would be buyers rather than consumers. Marx
was careful to show that producers and consumers were not identical, that
producers did not simply morph into individuals who could choose freely in the
market. Rather, they were products of their social relationships and their
purchasing power depended upon their position in the market.[18] He clarified,
for instance, that although workers/producers consumed raw material and
machinery in the production process, they could never buy these means of
production — rather they could only buy some of the commodities they produced.
In the repeated cycles of overproduction that capitalism was prone to, when
prices fell due to gluts in the market, the producers were blocked from both
producing and consuming. Ultimately, they became, Marx said with bitter irony,
part of a “temporary surplus population" because they were surplus workers who
had produced a surplus of things.[19]

Yet, capital cannot do without the creativity of labor. In fact, the dynamism of the
system depends upon novelty, innovation, and invention as a means to
revolutionize production, reduce labor costs, and maximize profits. As the Marxist
theorist, Ernest Mandel explained, innovation is necessary to fight the law of
diminishing returns. (1978/1987) Certain kinds of intellectual labor then, can lay
claims to intellectual capital, to the originality of designs, ideas, or innovations,
and thus assert higher market value in negotiating with capital. It is in the interest
of capital to limit and confine such claims, to separate intellectual from manual
labor to the utmost limit possible, and posit capital as the creative element in
production. Capital tends towards producing a homogeneous work force by
breaking it down into specialized parts so that exchangeable units, now spread
across the globe, can become part of a system or machine. What that means for
human creativity is that one’s own labor-power becomes an alien, living outside of
the self, to be pressed into service only when bought by capital. In Marx’s words
(Capital V I, 482):



“If in the first place, the worker sold his labor power to capital because
he lacked the material means of producing a commodity, now his own
individual labor-power withholds its services unless it has been sold to
capital.”

Such proletarianization on an international scale, which depresses wages
worldwide pitting one set of workers in competition against another, is justified
by a gendered and racialized discourse as we are seeing in the representations of
Indian IT workers. Marx’s critique of capital’s exploitation of labor, both as a
source of surplus value and its crippling effects on humanity, is also a theory
about the limits imposed by capital on creativity: about why and how capital
produces the aesthetic as a separate sphere of life, detaches it from labor and
politics, and offers it instead for consumption as a commodity.

Marx’s humanist ethic, Terry Eagleton indicates, might well be called an aesthetic,
in that it holds as a fundamental human value our need to be creative for its own
sake, with no instrumental or utilitarian value attached to it. (1999) Its goal is, “To
put humanity where art is.” (Eagleton, 21). For Marx, this meant not that “each
should do the work of Raphael” but that “…anyone in whom there is a potential
Raphael should be able to develop without hindrance.”[20] Leon Trotsky
expanded on this idea, integrating the aesthetic with the human, imagining
humans who would be “immeasurably stronger, wiser, and subtler,” whose bodies
would become more humanized, movements more rhythmic, and voice more
musical:

“The forms of life will become dynamically dramatic. The average
human type will rise to the heights of an Aristotle, a Goethe, or a Marx.
And above this ridge new peaks will rise.” (207)

Trotsky’s imagination of creativity as universalized self-realization is eons away
from the functional use of art as commodity; the artist as the model precarious
worker of neoliberalism; and the subordination of labor to capital.

“The exclusive concentration of artistic talent in particular
individuals, and its suppression in the broad mass which is bound up
with this, is a consequence of the division of labor (emphasis mine). …
In a communist society there are no painters but only people who
engage in painting among other activities.” 
— Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels (417-18)
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Notes 
[1] There is considerable debate over the terms, Cultural Industries and
Creative Industries. Toby Miller (2009) and David Hesmondhalgh (2002)
argue convincingly for retaining the term Cultural Industries in order to refer
to the commercialization of culture in capitalism. The addition of “creative” is,
on the one hand, a straightforward conflation with the notion of Creative
Economy, such as John Howkins’ The Creative Economy: How People make
Money from Ideas (2001). Later on in the essay, I discuss the assumptions
underlying the "creative economy" and its relation to the uses of culture in
neoliberalism. It is also, with John Hartley (2008), on the other hand, a way
to distance from the leftist critique of capitalistic deployment of culture
implicit in the Frankfurt School's term, the Culture Industry. UNESCO
distinguishes between Creative Industries and Cultural Industries. According
to this policy, cultural industries are those whose products can be
copyrighted, such as films, music, intellectual property, etc. By creative
industries, the policy refers to broader set of activities within which these
cultural industries play a major role, for example, advertising or
antique/tourist development. In this essay, I choose the term CCI/Creative
Cultural Industries Policy because it has become common parlance in India
and, I believe, also in East Asia. In India, both the critics and the proponents
use the term CCI Policy and it is the suffix, policy, that indicates that there is a
programmatic direction in the use of culture by the state. Broadly speaking,
the term CCI policy includes both digitally-based intellectual labor (software,
info tech) and the traditional arts and crafts, which are then packaged and
branded to create a competitive edge for India in the global economy. [return
to page 1 of essay]

2. This is a lose translation from the French, Qu'ils mangent de la brioche,
i.e., Let them eat brioche. Brioche, unlike plain bread, was enriched bread the
wealthy ate, and the queen’s comment indicates her complete
incomprehension of the peasants’ impoverished life.

3. http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/
24/arts/24squeeze.html?_r=4

4. David Harvey is one of the best resources for a clear definition of
neoliberalism. See most recently, A Short History of Neoliberalism and The
Enigma of Capital and the Crises of Capitalism. You may also see some of the
lectures online here: 
David Harvey Lecture "A Brief History
of Neoliberalism" part1 | Audio.isg.si

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brioche
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/24/arts/24squeeze.html?_r=4
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/24/arts/24squeeze.html?_r=4
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5. Cited in Derrick Z. Jackson, “A Steeper Ladder for the Have-nots” The
Boston Globe. (May 18, 2005)

6. Art by Cynthia: Andy Warhol Auction

7. Buckle up! the Indians are coming for your jobs
[return to page 2]

8. Costa Gavras’ The Axe (2005) is a bitterly ironic rendering of this
subjectivity. An executive who is downsized goes about murdering his
potential competitors in a bid to get the one remaining job.

9. Outsourced is another TV series on office work whose overtones of race and
nation call for a deeper analysis.

10. See India Brand Equity Foundation

11. http://dupb.blogspot.com/2005/01
/tsunami-like-devastation-hits-mumbai.html

12. http://www.fodors.com/world/asia/
india/delhi/review-160193.html

13. http://www.delhiscoop.com/story/
2009/7/24/32749/8331

14. http://twitteling.com/2011/02/creative
-corner-of-the-narrow-village-streets-hauz-khas/

15. Martin J. Barbero cited in Canclini. 73

16. Jyotsna Kapur. Ghost of Christmas Past Rising from the Gaps of Capital,
Monthly Review Zine, December 25th 2007. 
http://www.monthlyreview.org/
mrzine/kapur241207.html

17. http://www.theindian.co.nz/testing/default.asp?page=544

18. Poverty of Philosophy, Chapter 1. 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/
works/subject/hist-mat/pov-phil/ch01.htm

19. Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts [Chapter XVII] Ricardo’s Theory
of Accumulation and a Critique of it. (The Very Nature of Capital Leads to
Crises). 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/
works/1863/theories-surplus-value/ch17.htm

20. The German Ideology, Chapter Three: Saint Max. 
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/
works/1845/german-ideology/ch03l.htm
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“Creative industries,” 
neoliberal fantasies, and the
cold, hard facts of global
recession: some basic lessons

by Chuck Kleinhans

Author's note: This article should be read in conjunction with
Jyotsna Kapur’s, “Let them eat cake! neoliberalism and the
ideology of the aesthetic,” in this issue of Jump Cut. Also in this
issue, I’ve written a resource piece on Media Art and
Economics that surveys the recent critical growth and
development of the subject and details some things mentioned
here in passing.

Overture: neoliberalism in your face

In Fall 2010 the long running Fox TV show The Simpsons began one
episode with a two minute opening sequence revised by the street artist
Banksy.[1] [open endnotes in new window]
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Several usual scenes are trimmed out, and a few are changed, such as Bart
writing all over everything in his after-school detention for graffiti.

When the family assembles to watch TV at home, a new space opens up,
revealing the behind the scenes manufacturing of The Simpsons. With a
change from the bright upbeat music that accompanies the family
assembling, we hear a dirge and see a dismal hellish factory where workers
slave away at making the shows cel animation frames.



Children are exploited working with toxic chemicals.

Live cats tossed into a wood chipper make the fur stuffing for Simpsons'



toy dolls.

And a unicorn is chained up and starved while his horn serves to make the
hole in DVDs of the show.

The camera pulls back to reveal the location of the underground
sweatshop: a 20th Century Fox prison.



Banksy’s nightmare vision of globalized “creative industry” manufacturing
serves as a bitter ironic comment on offshore labor in the arts. But it also
combines the iconic horrors of late 18th and 19th century “dark Satanic
Mills,”[2] with today’s popular imagination of child labor, animal abuse,
and pitiless exploitation in the developing world. The Simpsons' animation
labor is actually done in South Korea, while the “creative” work is done in
the United States. Aksom, the Korean animation company, has responded
that its workers have clean, efficient, digital workspaces in downtown Seoul
and are well-paid by Korean standards.[3] (They are paid one-third of what
U.S. people doing the same job would be paid.)

Banksy’s imagination touches on some of the best-known aspects of global
capitalism’s miseries: symptoms of a deeper set of conditions and a
political-economic policy of neoliberalism. As a social and moral
philosophy as well as a set of economic and governmental practices,
neoliberalism — with its standard claims of freeing of the market while, in
fact, accelerating the exploitation of humans — describes contemporary
global capitalism.

Capitalism: hard facts in tough times

Let me tell a true story. It illustrates a key point in what follows and is
foundational to the rest of my analysis. The story: in Ronald Reagan’s early
years as President, the country experienced a severe economic recession. I
was visiting New York City and met up with an old professional
acquaintance. In the late 1960s and early 70s this woman worked as a
filmmaker in San Francisco. There, at a time of changing censorship, she
found a niche market shooting 16mm hardcore pornography, locally
produced and locally exhibited in little storefront porn theatres. The bill
changed weekly to keep the regular customers coming back (pun intended).
So there was a steady need for making quickie films. Being able to work
quickly and cheaply was not just a plus but essential to remaining in
business. Later she decided to go to grad school in film, received a Ph.D.
and published her dissertation as a significant book in the field. However,
she had not secured a regular tenured academic position. It wasn’t clear to



me that she really wanted that. As an adept experienced filmmaker, she
tried making a living as an occasional film/video editor in NYC. Clearly she
enjoyed living in a big city.

Having left academe and already familiar with the porn world, she ended
up working as a writer/editor for several downscale porn publications:
“men’s magazines” to use the then-current euphemism. By that time, these
periodicals had descended from the old Playboy model of nude glamour
pictures mixed with lifestyle features, respectable fiction, and nonfiction.
[4] The new norm centered on the Larry Flynt Hustler franchise, featuring
increasingly explicit and sexualized depictions of women’s bodies mixed
with gross-out humor. The publications my friend worked on were at a cut-
rate end. Mostly the layout was just photos of bare babes and their private
parts printed rather cheaply on a fairly porous paper. (Hustler had the
pretension of using high quality paper stock and excellent printing with a
glossy hard finish, nicely bound.) Even within this low end of the porn
market, there was product differentiation. While showing me some copies
of recent issues, she explained that recently she had been promoted to
editor of several magazines. She now had the innovative idea of returning
to the post WW2 men’s magazine which combined sexy glamour babes
(now completely undressed with genital display) along with violent
action/adventure.



Late 50s men’s pulp magazine cover featuring the American white male
adventurer set on rescuing/protecting the captive white woman from the
menace of “Arab” harems: "I fought the white slavers of the Middle East."
Wildcat Adventures printed an excerpt of William Burroughs’ first novel,
Junkie. For more info, see the excellent blog, www.menspulpmags.com.

However, just as this new career opportunity opened up, and her
excitement about doing something new and implementing her ideas
skyrocketed, it came crashing down. The publications went out of business.
The market was contracting; she was out of a job. The main reason for this
had to do with the market and consumption. People (obviously mostly
men) were not buying as much pornography as in the 1970s. In a severe
recession, rather than buying the newest thing, people tend to get along
with what they already have: you get the car repaired rather than buying a
new one; you wear the clothes you have rather than purchasing a new
season’s wardrobe; and (in the pre-internet era) you hang on to the
collection of pornography you have rather than getting the newest

http://www.menspulpmags.com/


magazines. Even the fact that these magazines had a price point advantage
(some consideration in a recessionary economy with high inflation) didn’t
help.

With the drop in newsstand sales and reduced ad revenue, the publisher
decided it was better to cut losses and end the publications than to try to
weather the storm. My friend lost her job. While this was the immediate
cause, it was only at this point that she found out the larger picture. The
actual owner was not the magazine publisher as she thought, but an
international company that mostly operated abroad. The core of that
capitalist project was that they had secured the rights to cut down huge
forests in the Philippines. The resulting timber was turned into paper.
Originally it was profitable to turn that paper into porn magazines for sale
in the United States. But as the market changed, it turned out that more
money could be made by transforming the product into toilet paper for the
Japanese market. The executive decision was made: drop the porn
magazines; ramp up the ass wipes.

There are some interesting lessons here. First is that in the marketplace
both commodities (porn and toilet paper) are connected to commonplace
activities involving human private parts. With porn, representations for a
male audience; with toilet paper, practical body use, primarily for women
(since women consume more toilet paper than men). Second is that
capitalism thrives on imperial conquest (while exploiting a natural
resource of the Philippines, the company was not a Philippine company)
and along the way produces environmental destruction and global
warming as a side effect of unregulated accumulation. And third, it is the
nature of capitalism to change forms: the capitalist corporation in this case
simply sought to maximize profit, to do as much as it could with the
resource of which it had taken control. What nation was the source of the
wealth was unimportant, what nation was the final market was irrelevant,
what marketable product was produced was insignificant — the only thing
that mattered was that capital could be more efficiently expanded.

The big lesson here, especially for communications and media folks, is that
we need to understand capitalism from the point of what it is
fundamentally about. And that is not about specific services, products, or
ideological representations (what we usually study), but about expanding
and maximizing capital itself. We should not give up analyzing products,
services, and ideologies, but we need to see the material foundation of the
larger system of circulation.

Thus my friend, a classic “creative industry” worker, lost her day job and
had to patch together short term jobs editing video and picking up some
adjunct teaching of media making skills. She became a flexible citizen in
the middle of a recession: without healthcare, without job security, put in
the position of having to cobble together a livelihood from her toolkit of
skills. It’s not so much different than the situation many of us face today,
30 years later. This is to say that precarity, an economically precarious life,
is a familiar condition for many of my readers, even if they are not fully
aware of it. In fact, students are one group that actually often pays money



(tuition) to be super-exploited in “student internships” and “student
apprentice” programs.[5]
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Precarious times

The term “precarity” has come to refer to insecure employment in the
neoliberal era. Precarious work describes non-standard employment that is
poorly paid, insecure, unprotected, and that cannot support a household.
In European policy discussions, the term “atypical work” is often used; in
the U.S. we’re more likely to hear terms such as “casual labor,” “flexible
work,” “temporary labor,” “contingent labor,” “part-time,” “adjunct,”
“intermittent work,” “freelance,” “self-employment,” and “home-based
work.” And for out-of-work executives, “consulting.” The vast majority of
such workers work for low wages, on a temporary basis, without benefits
and pensions, and are often (in the best of times) immigrants, and/or
undocumented, and especially women. In the worst of times, with high
unemployment, the formerly middle class gets pulled in. Service work is
often and typically precarious. In the United States, without universal
(“single payer”) healthcare, and with severely limited unemployment
benefits, precarity is much more precarious than in Europe.

Globally, the increase in precarious labor is often linked to globalization,
information technology, and shifts from manufacturing to service
economies. However, we need to be careful here. Precarity is not a
necessary result of these changes. Rather, it is a deliberate policy and
aspect of neoliberalism in its relation to the labor force. Such a policy aims
to make the situation of owners, of capitalists, of employers (even non-
profits like many colleges) more flexible. Rather than full-time, continuous
work, of indefinite duration, protected by labor unions and government
regulations, with standard hours, social benefits, and a social wage (that is
one that allows you to support a family), precarious work goes in the other
direction. Even the core labor force falls prey to this kind of insecurity, with
deunionization (such as the recent attempt in Wisconsin and other states
to end public employee collective bargaining), cutting of pension and
healthcare guarantees, and deregulation.

Somewhat new is the increasing inclusion of information or creative
industry workers in the precarious category. While everyone has heard of
the decline in print newspaper circulation and revenues, fewer realize that
jobs in journalism have drastically declined. And they have not been picked
up in the New Media sector, which has also shed regular jobs while trying
to change to amateur or volunteer labor for content.[6] [open endnotes in
new window] Even when precarious workers are paid, they make far less
than what a regular employee does and they have no job security. For
example, some of the most poorly paid high-school graduates in the United
States are graduate students working as teaching assistants, as well as



ABDs and PhDs who work as adjunct teachers on a semester by semester
basis. The deliberate erosion of tenure and tenure track positions in U.S.
higher education (now only about one-fourth of all teaching is done by
“regular” faculty) gives employers maximum flexibility and classroom
teachers the most tenuous employment possible.

Creative workers and creative environments

When I first thought of this article, I had a fairly clear idea how it would
proceed. I wanted to take a very skeptical look at much of the “creative
industries” hype. By that I mean especially the sales pitch/ideology that the
information and new media industries in capitalist countries are a pathway
to national economic advancement and provide the resourceful and
satisfying creative jobs that we should be training our students to handle. I
thought that it would be interesting to see how that mantra, that’s been
active in the United States for the past 10-15 years, compares to what
actually happened when the 2008 Great Recession hit. I thought I’d be able
to come up with a good set of data to challenge the notions of authors such
as Richard Florida, who writes at the more public and popular end and
John Hartley, involved at the more academic and university administrative
end, who posit that encouraging the “creatives” was the best approach to
future prosperity.

But as I looked into employment figures (and unemployment figures)
related to the U.S. version of the Recession, I realized I couldn’t really get
very far in terms of an empirical analysis.[7] Part of this is due to the
particular way “creative industries” are marked off by economics and labor.
In Britain, where the pioneering work on the concept has been done, the
category covers design, advertising, theatre, dance, music, visual arts,
creative writing, crafts, plus museums and galleries. On the ministerial
level it also includes leisure, entertainment, tourism and heritage
industries, and sports. The situation in the UK, in particular, is quite
different because throughout the 1990s to the present, “creative industry”
has been a government-established, recognized, and practiced category for
government policy and administration. In the United States, in contrast,
the terms “creative industries” and “culture industries” are rarely used
outside academic circles. The term “creative economy” does appear in some
policy discussions and documents on a local and sometimes regional level.
The most far-reaching use I’ve found is a plan for the State of Colorado.[8]
In other cases, the terms “information economy,” and “intellectual
property” are the common framing concepts and cover the effort to control
and efficiently commodify creative material, especially in its intangible
forms.

If we look at the large categories of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for
the United States in relation to unemployment during the Great Recession,
we find that the largest areas of job loss are construction (1.9 Million),
manufacturing of durable goods (1.6 M), professional and business services
(1.5 M), retail trade (1.1 M), financial activities (628 K), and so forth, with
information losing about 300 K jobs. In fact the only growth areas were



government (200 K) and education and health services (883 K). At the
time of writing (last spring 2011) the reduced revenue flow hit state and
local governments hard. Otherwise-essential jobs such as police, fire and
emergency responders, teachers, and so forth have been downsized or are
facing immanent reduction. Along with this, many communities report
increased crime. Homelessness expands as mortgage foreclosure increases
and social services for the most vulnerable decline.

In general, the current recession began by first hitting industrial jobs,
where men predominate, and only more recently service and
administrative jobs, where women are more prevalent. To refine this a bit
more, the advertising and media industry cut about 10% of its jobs since
the recession began in December 2007. Newspapers cut the most jobs (as
we pretty well know), but so did media companies (112 K),
advertising/marketing services (76 K), radio, magazines, and broadcast TV.
The only growth was in cable (added 3%) and Internet media companies
(added 7%). For a longer view, since the beginning of the Millennium in
2000, the entire advertising and media industry has lost about 20% of the
jobs it had at the turn of the century.

In short, then, because of the way labor and employment data is collected
in the United States, it’s hard to break down employment by actual job
types. Thus the decline in media employment includes not just the
“creatives” but also the security personnel, clerks and bookkeepers, and
other employees. Were there fewer jobs for web designers or video editors?
The simple answer seems to be “yes, but.” In-house designers were likely to
be cut, with temps hired for short-term projects. Outside subcontractors
who might take over the necessary work typically pay much lower wages
and offer no direct benefits such as healthcare. Some of the work can be
offshored, with people in the Philippines or India doing the work at a
fraction of the cost.[9] At the same time, with constantly changing
hardware and software development, designers or video editors are pushed
to spend a great deal of time learning the newest, constantly changing
tools, at their own expense. In contrast to the previously dominant system
of employers conducting their own on-the-job training, or paying for
special and specialized courses, or assuming employees would be paid
during a apprenticeship leading to full career employment (practices still
familiar in the military, police, and some civil servant jobs), corporations
have shifted the burden for training to the individual, or to programs in
schools. The burden then falls on the employees to pay tuition and
maintain their living while upgrading their skills to get a better job or to
just keep their present job. Increased unemployment typically results in
increased enrollments in higher education as people who’ve lost their jobs
hope to gain more salable skills in the interim, awaiting economic recovery.
Taxpayers are expected to keep the instructional institutions running. And
students are expected to debt-finance their education.

Speedup and creative jobs

Speedup was the common term in traditional manufacturing to describe



the technique of the employers increasing productivity by increasing the
pace of an assembly line. It can also be applied to an employer’s forcing
increased productivity on creative or intellectual workers in less
mechanical but still effective ways.

Personal computers and mobile devices make it easier for employers to
expect or demand 24/7 availability. Whereas in the past it was assumed
that only the most crucial professionals such as surgeons would have to
expect their family or leisure time to be interrupted by an emergency call,
today a creeping intrusion creates the expectation that creative workers
should be putting in additional hours outside of the office. But why do
workers go along with such speedup? In part their acquiescence is a
response to management’s creation of a “crisis” atmosphere. A fiscal crisis
is announced, some cutbacks such as letting staff go, not filling vacancies,
closing or decreasing the funding for departments and programs, and so
forth create a climate of fear and anxiety. People hope to keep their job,
even if others are losing theirs. Work harder, show you are a team player,
increase productivity. Of course there is a cost: as productivity rises, wages
do not keep up.

This pattern also contributes to a dialectic of personal concerns interwoven
with institutional constraints. In a well-known study, the Dutch economist
(and artist) Hans Abbing asks, Why Are Artists Poor? He points out that
the economy of the arts defies one of the basic postulates of mainstream
economics. Orthodox economics would assume that individual laborers
would choose to leave a field if they couldn’t make a good living. As indeed
we see with internal and global labor migration, career changes often
follow when jobs are outsourced or technological change makes some work
redundant. But by and large artists don’t follow this logic. They tend to
continue in their artistic activities, though they might need to supplement
their income with additional jobs or have a day job to support their art
making, performing, etc. In the large overview, the whole art sector is often
subsidized (particularly in Europe) which allows for maintaining a
relatively large group of underpaid artisans. Why are artists the exception
to the stern rule of labor economics? As Abbing’s research shows, they
largely find the activity so personally satisfying that they are willing to
trade economic security and success (except for a small number of celebrity
artists at the top of the pyramid). This applies not only to visual artists, but
also to musicians, writers, actors, and other artists. The satisfaction of
doing what you like doing is so strong that many will forego job security, a
higher level of income, and a more stable lifestyle for the freedom of
creative self-determination.
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Creative industries

When the concept of “Creative Industries” first developed, it brought
together two essentially political motives. First was the desire to develop
and enhance particular national or regional (within a nation) sectors that
could make up for economic sectors in decline: typically manufacturing,
but also areas such as had exhausted natural resources. In the UK, with the
first big push, to promote creative industries was seen as playing up and
building on acknowledged strengths that already had international
recognition such as design, fashion, heritage tourism, museums, music and
performing arts, etc. Promoters assumed that given established
recognition, government intervention could support and subsidize new
growth in these areas, creating jobs and new tax revenue. Industrial
factories might be closing, but new jobs could be created in cultural
innovation.

Second was the desire to get away from a much more critical view of mass
culture, generally discussed under the term the “Culture Industry” which
itself had roots in Theodor Adorno’s left-wing critique of mass culture,
mass communications, capitalist ownership, and ideological control. The
Culture Industry critique’s inherent pessimism hardly fit in with a desire to
expand and renovate the entertainment and culture sector. Also, using the
term “culture” immediately brought along the baggage of the conservative
ideal of High Culture and its entrenched and reactionary views of
preserving a legacy, adherence to the recognized classics in the arts, and
resistance to the popular and mass consumed. By phrasing the change as
“Creative Economy” and “Creative Industries” one could compliment
existing capitalists and financiers by recognizing the validity of “industry”
while using the term “creative” to make it seem something brand new was
going on. At the same time, the creative branding of cultural production
allowed this economic sector to seem important, perhaps potentially on a
par with science, technology, engineering, and medicine — which were
certainly aided and abetted by changing strict regulations and subsidizing
useful infrastructure and innovation enterprises. If you accepted the
neoliberal logic of Thatcher’s “There Is No Alternative” (TINA) which could
be roughly translated as, “Capitalism is in charge, get used to it,” then
culture — rather than having a critical relation to society in the sense of
providing an alternative, a critique, an radical difference — could be
reformed in the neoliberal order as “creative,” contributing to the economy
by being on board, and happily industrializing those cultural areas that
were formerly seen as a drag on growth and innovation.

At this point, local/regional bodies had an opportunity to get some of the



new money to increase and improve, especially if it could be argued the
result would produce a profit. The education system could also be brought
in, and subsidy money could flow to centers and individuals with proposals
to aid and abet this acceleration. What followed was enthusiastic
promotion of a general overview with publications such as John Howkins,
The Creative Economy: How People Make Money from Ideas, which
argued, using the tone of a motivational speaker, that the “new economy”
would raise all boats and you just had to rid yourself of old-fashioned ideas.
It also meant that by creating something “new” one could escape the
restraints of existing regulation and vested interests such as unions, or
renegotiate them. Just as the financial services sector was now surpassing
the old manufacturing arena in inventing new ways to make money, the
creative culture sector could potentially change and expand. New forms of
information and communication promised new ways to monetize necessary
activities.

This line of thought spread in different ways. In the United States some
enthusiasm flowed into and around the “dot.com” boom in the 1990s and
was part of the neoliberal Clinton administration’s camouflage for pushing
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) while slashing social
welfare programs. Politicians promised that “retraining” in the new digital
world would make up for the hit that the traditional Democratic Party base
would take as manufacturing jobs moved abroad. It never happened. And
the dot.com bust at the turn of the century called for retrenchment on all
fronts.

Probably the most successful of the creative economy salesmen was
Richard Florida, a city planner, who pointed at the transformation of
Pittsburgh PA from a classic rustbelt disaster to a revivified regional
financial and education hub within a massively cleaned up and remade
central core. As decades of grime and soot from the steel town’s industrial
roots were sandblasted away, a clean lighter city emerged. Florida said that
“creatives” now wanted to live there, and with an arguable sleight of hand
came up with a model for other cities in distress. Make them attractive to
“creatives” and those folks will come and innovate and that innovation will
jump-start your ailing urban economy.

The appeal was obvious: for politicians it meant adding low cost amenities
such as bike lanes, more trees, flower-filled traffic dividers, farmer’s
markets, summer music and art festivities, etc. rather than adequately
funding city schools, making major infrastructure improvements such as
roads and public transport, and improved housing for the lowest income
citizens. For the professional middle class, the “creatives,” this change
could translate into tangible things they liked: creating a pleasant cultural
ambiance, validating connoisseurship and consumption. The apparent
results: transport that served them well such as light rail from the suburbs
to downtown, specialty consumption sites such as wine bars, new music
club venues, and bistro food. You could shop at a Whole Foods big box
store instead of a Wal-Mart big box store, and go to an art house cinema
instead of just the multiplexes.



Florida’s counterintuitive imagination reverses the commonplace wisdom
that improving the economic base of a city will lead to a better cultural
superstructure. Instead the order is reversed: change the cultural environs
and an economic miracle will follow: “Build it and they will come.” Of
course there are some jolly things here: Florida actively argues that being
queer-friendly brings more “creatives” to town, which sticks it in the eye of
Christian fundamentalists and Republican Presidential aspirants by
promising the gay goose will lay some golden eggs. And what self-
respecting professional wouldn’t like having one or more alternative live
music venues in town, with an organic locavore restaurant nearby, and
ready parking places to plug in your hybrid auto?

But the downstream version of these unexamined myths are even more
distorted. Case in point: The June 2011 issue of Wired magazine includes a
Special Report done with National Public Radio’s Planet Money project. In
a “case study” of Omaha, Nebraska, the article claims:

“It’s only the 42nd-largest city in the US, but over the past two
decades, Omaha has been transformed into one of the
Midwest’s most vibrant cultural hubs. Here’s how the rebirth
happened, starting in the ‘90s. Phase 1, 1991-1994. It all started
with better food. For decades, Omaha had few gourmet
destinations aside from its musty old steak houses. In the early
‘90s, though, new restaurants — and a revitalized farmers’
market — brought foodies back.”[10] [open endnotes in new
window]

This analysis, and the adjoining one on the Planet Money Blog, fit
reporters’ details to the Florida thesis template. But the problem is that the
model isn’t sufficient to the data. This flaw becomes immediately apparent
when Omaha people start adding comments to the blog, pointing out faulty
facts, inaccurate histories, and major misinterpretations. A little more
probing about the recent history of Omaha (on Wikipedia, say) reveals that
changes among the city’s major businesses and real estate trends offer a
much better explanation for the urban boom. In other words, the Florida
thesis, though flawed, directed the journalists’ interpretation. But to make
big decisions, be those life decisions for individuals or policy and
implementation ones for cities and institutions, we need to get beyond
wishful thinking and fanciful but flawed suppositions.

Others have built on Creative Industries optimism, which can take many
different forms. In my personal experience it appears regularly in my now
hometown of Eugene, Oregon. Endless proposals for creating a more
vibrant economy appear with the promise that if we just make the
community more amenable to “creatives” milk and honey will flow. More
bike paths, more playing fields in the parks, fewer playing fields in the
parks so we can have wilderness and wetlands restoration, more food carts,
more parking garages downtown, closing off the main street downtown to
make it like a walking mall, ending the blockage of the downtown walking
mall so more vehicles can get there, more parking meters so its easier to
park, fewer meters so its more welcome to park, and on and on.



For intellectuals in higher education the seductive power of Creative
Economy and Creative Industries thinking has inspired new initiatives
which sometimes short circuit a more rigorous analysis. An example is
John Hartley’s recent work. His anthology Creative Industries puts
forward a strong argument for moving away from an older model of
Culture Industries analysis and seeing universities (in particular) as key
points for contributing to this new economic and industrial formation.
While his introductory essay to the collection works its way through
alternative views, overall it tends to dismiss any skepticism. In this it reads
like a brief for increased government, industrial, private and nonprofit
funding of university work in this area. Of course this is exactly the kind of
strategic plan and vision statement that is needed to sell the idea and gain
concrete support. Hartley argues that there’s an opportunity (specifically in
Australia where he was Dean of the Creative Industries Faculty at
Queensland University of Technology), and with more resources he and
others can run with it.

Seeing Hartley as an administrator pitching growth for his academic unit,
the enthusiasm is understandable. But the let’s-build-something-new
impulse quickly diverges from the foundational intellectual task of looking
at something thoroughly and critically. Is it more complicated? Is there a
downside? How does the promise hold up against the test of time? In that
frame, intellectual inquiry begins with skepticism. And the point I’ve been
trying to raise here is that the Recession of 2007 provides one stress test
for the Creative Industries argument. And it seems to show us that the
larger forces of neoliberalism, such as speedup and outsourcing even
“creative” work overseas, are more decisive in shaping the actual creative
work climate and the possibilities that individual face as employees than
the wispy utopianism of turning on the creative faucet to get a stream of
new jobs, opportunities, and adventures.

For the individual, swimming in or possibly drowning in the sea of change,
it’s hard to see the big picture. You need a job, you want a career. You’d like
to fulfill the promise of training in art, culture, and imaginative thinking.
That’s the promise of freedom, determining your own work patterns, and
so forth. As Abbing points out, lots of people are willing to give up security,
or prestige, or high pay to get the flexibility. Some of this same logic
famously infused the Silicon Valley and dot-com businesses that grew
rapidly in the 1990s. In a series of articles and books cultural analyst
Andrew Ross studied this phenomenon and pointed out the trade-off of
“freedom” in the digital workplace for labor exploitation. Ross has
continued investigating labor conditions and in his most recent book, Nice
Work If You Can Get It, examines precarious work as endemic to the
present moment. While Creative Industries boosters such as John Hartley
spin precarity as needing to prepare students for a career in which they will
be changing jobs frequently, adapting to different projects and
technologies, skeptics like Ross look at the actual U.S. official
unemployment rate (9.2% at this writing) and the actual unemployment
rate (more like 16% if you include the drastically underemployed, the
erratically employed and long term unemployed — that is one-sixth of the
work force).



To turn this back to the start: some of these Creative jobs were in fact
outsourced and off-shored (the animation factory in Banksy’s The
Simpsons intro). And the scrambling response of the “creative” workforce
has been to try to do something within the new breakout. Thus individuals
are living on unemployment (if lucky) while trying to catch the golden ring
by creating another iPhone app that will instantly catch on, or trying to find
ways to make social media profitable, such as hyper-local newsblogs (with
a little army of “volunteer” writers—read unpaid journalists).

We have our own ideological fantasies about this new world of work. A
good indicator can be found in the blockbuster success of The Social
Network: from creative individual (however obnoxious) to multi-
billionaire in a few steps and a few years. Or the Ironman franchise: the
genius entrepreneur/inventor as wiser and more benevolent than any
government: actually like Faust (that is in Goethe’s Faust part 2) on
superhero steroids.
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Heroes and collectives: a visual essay  

The Social Network neatly finesses its hero’s
transformation from creative genius to world’s youngest
multibillionaire by providing the Winklevoss Twins as
ridiculous self-important Harvard snobs: perfect foils for
Mark Zuckerberg’s deceit.

While the twins provide comic relief, Zuckerberg’s
business partner, Eduardo Saverin, finds his share in
Facebook made virtually worthless. He violently confronts
Zuckerberg, who seems to have no sympathy for or
understanding of Saverin’s rage.

Since lack of demonstrated empathy for others is a
diagnostic marker for Asperger’s Syndrome, there’s been
an active discussion in the Asperger’s community as to
whether or not Zuckerberg fits. (In addition to lack of
emotional reciprocity, other markers are restricted and
repetitive interests, and intense focus.) Some reports
claim that actor Jesse Eisenberg studied Asperger’s
Syndrome in preparation for the role.

In the film’s conclusion, a young lawyer tries to explain to
an uncomprehending Zuckerberg that he needs to think of
financial settlements as the cost of doing business. A
business hero for our time? High functioning autism as
useful in neoliberal capitalism?

Continuing the trend of making Harvard seem like the
vortex of clueless elitism, in Inside Job, a documentary on
the financial collapse, at this point detailing the close links
of government economics policy makers, prestigious
academic economists, and the major financial companies:

“Interviewer: Does Harvard require disclosures of
conflicts of interest in [faculty] publications?
John Campbell, Chairman, Harvard Economics
Department: Umm…not to my knowledge.
Interviewer: Do you require people to report the
conpensations they’ve received from outside
activities?
Campbell: No.
Interviewer: Don’t you think that’s a problem?

In Ironman, the genius weapons engineer and
entrepreneur has practical skills to build whatever he can
imagine.



Campbell: I don’t see why.
Interviewer: Martin Feldstein being on the board of
AIG, Laura Tyson going on Morgan Stanley, Larry
Summers making $10 million a year consulting to
financial services firms…irrelevant?
Campbell: Yeah, basically irrelevant."

Captured in Afganistan, the inventor-hero is forced to
build a weapon but turns the tables on his captors by
turning himself into a weapon: the beta version of
Ironman appears.

Later, given the full resources back home, he produces
the fully operational version of the Ironman suit, taking out
his, and the United States’ enemies single-handed.

On the other hand, some films provide satisfying fantasies
about the power of collective action...

... For example, rather than the individual lone genius,
Toy Story 3 presents a narrative of collective action
enabling the toys to overcome rejection, exploitation,
adversity, and potential destruction by banding together
and using their collective wits and skills.

In another genre, Machete concludes with a collective
resistance to corrupt politicians, criminal police, and racist
Good Ol Boy vigilantes when Mexican Americans and
undocumented Mexican workers rise up together to
demolish the exploitative power structure. The almost
mythological hero Machete leads low riders to the final
battle of good and evil.

Following the vehicles’ first wave assault on a white
supremacist compound, otherwise “invisible”
undocumented Mexicans join the fray with the tools of
their trade: knives for kitchen workers, rakes and shovels
for gardeners, power tools for construction workers, and
so forth.

Even the ambulatory ice cream cart vendor joins the
struggle. La Raza dramatizes its collective power in
responding to Machete’s call for action.

These disparate films indicate there’s another set of fantasies too that compete for the space in our heads,
and I’d like to point that out as a marker of resistance. That’s the fantasy of collective action by the
dispossessed, who, acting together for the survival and common good manage to turn the tables on the
powerful, the corrupt: that’s the terrain of Toy Story 3, with the band of misfits and rejects and over-the-



hill toys finally triumphing. Or Robert Rodriguez’s Machete, with the undocumented and their partners
and supporters overthrowing the racists, the capitalists (both corporate and drug cartel types) and
corrupt politicians who are trying to keep them down. We need those myths too, even if we also know
that the slogans are not sufficient. Especially after “Obama: Change We Can Believe In” has worn very
thin indeed. We need to look behind the screen, behind the visible if intangible form of our creative
culture, and bring it back to understanding capitalism itself, and from there, how we might effectively
challenge it and change it.
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Notes
This piece reflects many conversations over the years with different folks.
Jyotsna Kapur’s passionate concern with social and economic justice in art
and media work has kept me in dialogue with her about this for years. A
terrific organizer of adjunct academics, John Hess, taught me about academic
labor from his experience and example. Julia Lesage’s many years of making
media in, around, and in spite of higher education and a decade-long stretch
of irregular employment provided a bedrock understanding of key issues.
Gathering information as I was shaping the essay and the Resource piece
benefited from advice and references by John Caldwell, Toby Miller, Rick
Maxwell, Alisa Perren, Jennifer Holt, Bill Bleich, Larry Knapp, and Janet
Wasko. Conversations about The Social Network with Jon Lewis and Jeffrey
Skoller gave me new ideas. The deeper background structure to this essay
rests on decades of observing and knowing artists, intellectuals, and
academics — especially my former students — negotiating the cultural
industry system.

1. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DX1iplQQJTo
[return to page 1 of essay]

2. William Blake’s poem, “And did those feet in ancient time.”

3. http://www.geekosystem.com/
simpsons-korean-animators-working-conditions/ 
A South Korean animated cartoon featuring “Pororo,” a penguin, was
tentatively blocked from US distribution not because of labor conditions, but
because some of the labor had been outsourced to North Korea and the U.S.
bans imports from the North. After review, the cartoon was allowed import.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DX1iplQQJTo
http://www.geekosystem.com/simpsons-korean-animators-working-conditions/
http://www.geekosystem.com/simpsons-korean-animators-working-conditions/


4. Hugh Hefner’s Playboy began the 1950s genre of “bachelor magazines,”
using slick paper and upwardly mobile lifestyle topics combined with the
earlier “girlie pinup” genre photos. Aimed at a middle class or middle class
aspirant young male readership, bachelor magazines contrasted with another
genre, men’s adventure magazines (aka men’s pulps). Eliminating of the
rough macho masculinity of fisticuffs, private eyes who shot their enemies,
and swaggering bravado on the battlefront or barroom, was Hugh Hefner’s
key change in the men’s magazine tradition. Playboy was targeted at young
men who liked things like jazz, sports cars, well-made sport clothing,
expensive liquor and hi-fi equipment, attractive well-groomed women, and so
forth as opposed to boxing, strip tease, cheap cigars, beer, and floozies.

5. “A striking case of unjust, unpaid labour in the media industries is the
internship system. It is increasingly difficult to enter the media and media-
related industries in advanced industrial countries without having performed,
at some point, a significant period of unpaid work. The fact that young people
are willing to do this is a product of the desirability of creative labour, and the
over-supply of workers…. The use of such young people performing unpaid
labour also depresses wages for workers in the cultural industries.
Furthermore, it has a serious impact on which kinds of people are likely to be
able to gain entry to the media industries. Young people from wealthy families
are much more likely to be able to afford sustained periods without pay.
Increasingly, internships are provided as part of media education degrees. Of
course many young people want to carry out such internships. But they
benefit companies at the expense of time that young people might be
spending exploring ideas and broadening their intellectual horizons…”
Hesmondhalgh, 2010, p. 276.

6. Recent examples were highlighted by the sale of the online Huffington Post
which exposed how much unpaid labor was involved in the site’s content. See



for a start: Sam Gustin, “AOL, Huffington Post Seek Another 8,000 Free
Bloggers,” April 27, 2011, at wired.com.
 http://www.wired.com/epicenter/2011/04/write-for-free/

The attempt by major new organizations such as the NY Times to crowdsource
examination of the Sarah Palin gubernatorial emails was another example:
amateur enthusiasts would replace skilled paid journalists in sifting through
the documents. 
http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/06/09/
help-us-investigate-the-sarah-palin-e-mail-records/

[return to page 2]

7. I’m sure I could get the information eventually with a lot of help from
someone who is expert in deciphering government data sources, but the task
is daunting. More knowledgeable people I asked suggested various
workarounds such as unions and craft guilds. I discuss this with more detail
in the annotated resources bibliography on Media Art and Economics in this
issue.

8. A useful summary: http://www.ad-mkt-
review.com/public_html/docs/fs188.html
The full report can be tracked down, along with contexting information at:
http://www.coloarts.state.co.us/

9. Editorial work for some US and European newsrooms is now done partly by
workers in India; reported in Toby Miller, “My Global Financial Crisis,”
Journal of Communication Inquiry, (2010): 34(4) 436. A Philippine blogger
reports digital outsourcing can buy 4 or 5 local talents for the salary of one
U.S. based employee doing the same job. Luis Buenaventura, “Sweatshop
Blogging Economics,” on Guttervomit,
http://guttervomit.com/2008/04/08/sweatshop-blogging-economics/

10. “The Reviving Downtowns,” Wired, June 2011, 134-5. 
[return to page 3]
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Media art and economics: resources

by Chuck Kleinhans
This resource piece is basically a set of bibliographic notes for my essay in this
issue on the “creative industry” hype. In addition, it is a work in progress, and
I will be updating it in upcoming months. The overall topic, media art and
economics, is almost boundless. What I’m highlighting here are things I found
useful for my essay and other materials that can contribute to further analysis.
It’s probably worth mentioning that I didn’t come to a radical economic
analysis of media from a theoretical position but because of practical
experiences I had in working in, with, and around the media and people who
work in the field. Again and again, it became clear to me that economics plays
an important role in media work. Also my own experience of trying to do
aesthetic and cultural analysis and being puzzled by certain things brought me
to see economics as often an important factor in what I was observing.

Frequently people who do political economy of media and those who do
cultural/aesthetic analysis of media have had antagonistic relations. In some
quarters that remains contested terrain, but over the past few decades,
sometimes grudgingly, many scholars have seen the usefulness of drawing
from both approaches.

Annotated bibliography

------- (2008). "Plutocracy Reborn [chart]." The Nation, June 30, 24-25.
Graphic depiction of increasing economic inequality in the U.S.

------- (2010) Creative Economy Report 2010: Creative Economy: A Feasible
Development Option. 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development study promotes
creative economy as solution to development woes.

-------- (2010). Special Issue: Media and the Global Recession. Popular
Communication, Vol. 8 (3).
Assorted topics on the central theme

------- (2010) “German shift from coal to culture leaves Turkish workers
behind.” Hurriyet Daily News 5 
Coal miners and steel workers from Turkey in the Ruhr region cannot move

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/kleinhans-creatIndus/bio.html


into the new creative culture jobs being developed there.

------- (2011) Mother Jones, July-Aug. 
Special issue on “All Work and No Pay,” on speedup in the workplace.

------- (2011) Mother Jones, Mar-April. 
Special issue on “The Vampire Economy” on economic inequality.

------- (2011). The Reviving Downtown. Wired, June, 134-135.
Thoughtless pursuit of the Florida thesis finds the urban boom in Omaha
(home of Warren Buffet, Berkshire-Hathaway, Mutual of Omaha Insurance,
etc. but that is not mentioned) started due to trendy restaurants and indie
bands!

Abbing, H. (2002). Why Are Artists Poor? The Exceptional Economy of the
Arts. Amsterdam, Amsterdam University Press.
Dutch economist, who is also an artist, looks at the fact that artists choose to
remain artists, despite poor chances at financial stability or success, in
defiance of orthodox economic assumptions. On investigation, he discovers
that they value what they are doing more than making a lot of money. The
book serves as a useful comparison to and extension of Leonard on current
neo-bohemians.

Abbing, H. (2002). Why Are Artists Poor? The Exceptonal Economy of the
Arts [summary]. 
http://www.hansabbing.nl/DOCeconomist/SUMMARY.pdf
Free summary of the book.

Anheier, H. and Raj Isar, Y. (2007) Conflicts and Tensions. Los Angeles, Sage.
Massive global data collection of global culture and presentation in graphic
format. Stimulating for a browse since the data range from religious
pilgrimage tourism to Disney Corp as a worldwide enterprise. Covers all kinds
of things from comparison of national movie attendance to patent law to
employment of cultural workers.

Bousquet, M. (2008). How the University Works: Higher Education and the
Low-Wage Nation. New York: New York University Press.
Essential guide to the economic and structural situation of higher education
in the U.S. Explains the nature of academic labor and the current changes,
especially replacing tenure with adjunct teachers.

Caldwell, J. T. (2010). "Breaking Rank: Backdoor Workforces, Messy
Workflows, and Craft Disaggregation." Popular Communications 8: 1-5.
Economic pressures for speedup in media production combined with digital
production technologies change the workplace and worsen labor conditions
and quality.

Cavanagh, J and Collins, C. (2008) “The New Inequality: The Rich and the
Rest of Us,” The Nation, June 20, 11-12.

Caves, R. E. (2000). Creative Industries: Contracts between Art and
Commerce. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press.

http://www.hansabbing.nl/DOCeconomist/SUMMARY.pdf


From a framework of traditional economics, Caves examines the
artist/market interface with a rigorous look at contracts, the legal relationship
of various interests. Ranging widely through book publishing, visual arts,
cinema, recorded music, theatre and performance, the study illuminates what
is at stake and how it is negotiated.

Deuze, Mark. Deuzeblog. 
http://deuze.blogspot.com/
Media scholar blogs on a variety of topics, but often on the job market and
economics of media. Useful links to other blogs on similar interests.

Deuze, M. (2010) Managing Media Work. Sage.
Anthology on management issues in the creative industries.

Florida, R. (2011) Blog on The Atlantic. 
http://www.theatlantic.com/richard-florida/ 
Short and fairly upbeat blog entries on assorted issues including jobs for
“creative class” workers.

Garnham, N. (2005). "From Cultural to Creative Industries: An analysis of the
implications of the "creative industries" approach to arts and media policy in
the United Kingdom." International Journal of Cultural Policy 11(1): 15-29.
The change to the term creative industries draws on the prestige of IT and
Communications to (wrongly) justify the cultural sector as a growth area in
the global economy. Essentially it supports a supply-side economics of state
subsidies that results in reduced access to culture.

Institute of Career Guidance, (2009). Tough Job to Get into UK's Creative
Industries. 
http://www.icg-uk.org/article618.html
Entry into creative industries is difficult and often depends on personal
contacts or unpaid work to get the first job. The area remains overwhelmingly
white, and there is very little access for minorities.

Hacker, A. (1997). Money: Who Has How Much and Why. New York:
Scribner.
Statistical-driven analysis of U.S. society, the expansion of the super-wealthy,
and the failure to improve the poor. Excellent discussion of trends up to the
mid-90s with specific data.

Hartley, J., Ed. (2005). Creative Industries. Malden MA: Blackwell.
Expansive collection of 30 essays on the Creative Industries approach,
including background, context, and promotion of the idea. Editor admits to
his boosterism; offers cranky hostility to more left and progressive views.

Harvey, D. (2010). The Enigma of Capital and the Crisis of Capitalism. New
York: Oxford.
Discusses the current crisis of global capitalism in terms of the deep
underlying reasons and the fundamental shifts in the transformation to a
global economy. These deeper structures are crucial to grasping the whole
rather than just the epiphenomenal aspects of subprime loans and mortgage
securitization. Bursting the credit bubble revealed capitalism’s weaknesses

http://deuze.blogspot.com/
http://www.theatlantic.com/richard-florida/
http://www.icg-uk.org/article618.html


and flaws; Harvey proposes a new economy to match human needs over
capital.

Hesmondhalgh, D and Baker, S. Creative Labour: Media work in Three
Cultural Industries. London: Routledge.
Theoretical synthesis and empirical study (via interviews) of labor in
industrialized culture, including music, television, magazine sectors.
Especially illuminating for students thinking of a media career.

Horowitz, N. (2011). Art of the Deal: Contemporary Art in a Global Financial
Market. Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press.
Examines the contemporary high art market in term of financial
considerations. How artists are drawn into merchandizing and branding and
packaging their work. Includes a discussion of video art as entering the high
speculation gallery world.

Howkins, J. The Creative Economy: How People Make Money from Ideas.
(2007 updated ed.) 
Stronger on motivational speaker enthusiasm than thorough analysis. (See
thin discussion of cinema industry.) Sees creativity as the solution to all
economic and social problems.

Huws, U. (2003). The Making of a Cybertariat: Virtual Work in a Real
World. New York: Monthly Review Press.
Key study of women as labor in the current electronic technology
environment.

Kapur, J. and Wagner, K.B. (2011) Neoliberalism and Global Cinema:
Capital, Culture, and Marxist Critique. New York, Routledge. 
Anthology of articles on various national cinema traditions.

Lash, S. and C. Lury (2007). Global Culture Industry. Cambridge UK: Polity.
Another attempt to update Adorno for the global era. While thin on economic
analysis, the study of branding and marketing of material objects (watches,
sportswear) and symbolic spectatorship—from movies to sports—is important
for explaining the power and success of global symbolic production.

Lloyd, R. (2006). Neo-Bohemia: Art and Commerce in the Postindustrial
City. New York: Routledge.
Extremely valuable study of Wicker Park neighborhood in Chicago in
transition from a low rent bohemia to a chic upscale condo neighborhood, as
suburban lawyers and businessmen return to the city with their new trophy
wives. Acutely studies both eager and aspirant artists as well as their collected
presence as audiences, wait staff, and local color in a neo-bohemian
environment.

Mayer, V., M. J. Banks, et al., Eds. (2009). Production Studies: Cultural
Studies of Media Industries. New York: Routledge.
A variety of studies on how media production is organized industrially.
Especially useful historical chapters on Leo C. Rosten's analysis of 40s
Hollywood, and copyright and collective bargaining.



Miller, T. (2004). "A View From a Fossil: The New Economy, Creativity and
Consumption—Two Or Three Things I Don't Believe in." International
Journal of Cultural Studies 7(1): 55-65. 
Questions of labor have been ignored in cultural studies and the new
economy. Rather than focusing on consumption and meaning, attention
should be paid to the international division of labor.

Miller, T. (2009). "From Creative to Cultural Industries: Not All Industries
are Cultural, and No Industries are Creative." Cultural Studies 23(1): 88-99.
Argues strongly against the premises of "Creative Economy" and "Creative
Industries." Despite claims, there is no evidence that a "creative class" has
developed or that "creative cities" do better economically. The Creative
Industries hype tries to place the humanities at the center of potential
economic growth but totally ignores the nature of labor and the actual control
of production by capital and conglomerates.

Miller, T. (2010). "Culture + Labour = Precariat." Communications and
Critical/Cultural Studies 7(1): 96-99.
Given the neoliberal present, cultural analysis needs to be infused with a fresh
understanding of labor. Salaried intellectual workers are increasingly being
replaced by precarious, casualized labor.

Miller, T. (2010). "My Global Financial Crisis." Journal of Communication
Inquiry 34(4): 432-438.
The neoliberal discourse of knowledge work (creative economy and
industries) must be reconceptualized to account for deep structural inequality
in wages and stable employment in the New International Division of Labor.

New-Deal-of-the-Mind (2011) Youth Unemployment and the Future Jobs. 5 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/
cm201011/cmselect/cmworpen/memo/fjf/fjf28.htm
Written evidence submitted about Future Jobs Fund, which subsidizes youth
to gain entry level creative sector jobs. Many cannot afford to work for free (a
common pathway into creative jobs). However the subsidy lasts only 6
months; smaller and regional employers often cannot hire the interns at the
end of the time. 85% of creative businesses employ less than 5 people.
Creative sector entrepreneurs and artists tend to work in clusters.

Oakley, K. (2004). "Not So Cook Britannia: The Role of the Creative
Industries in Economic Development." International Journal of Cultural
Studies 7 (1): 67-77.
UK policy and practice in promoting creative industries for economic
development have not yet demonstrated that they work. Creative industries
promotion cannot solve aspects of development which are essentially social
and political in nature.

Ross, A. (1998). Jobs in Cyberspace. Real Love: In Pursuit of Cultural
Justice. New York: NYU Press: 7-34.
Early study of labor in the 1990s Info Tech bubble, and other cultural issues.

Ross, A. (2003). No-collar: The Humane Workplace and Its Hidden Costs.
New York: NYU Press.

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201011/cmselect/cmworpen/memo/fjf/fjf28.htm
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201011/cmselect/cmworpen/memo/fjf/fjf28.htm


Work in the Silicon Valley/Silicon Alley environs where casual clothing and
behavior accompanies punishing schedules and high pressure work.

Ross, A. (2009). Nice Work If You Can Get it: Life and Labor in Precarious
Times. New York: NYU Press.
Acute study of the increasing trend to use temporary and lower-paid workers
without benefits to replace full time workers protected by regulations and
unions and professional standards.

Steinert, H. Culture Industry (2003 translation [1998]). Cambridge UK:
Polity Press.
Reworks Adorno's concept for the contemporary world; short journalaistic
case studies add specifics for today. Unusual example: Carolee Schneeman.

Sugarman, J. (2011). "Intern Nation": Are We Exploiting a Generation of
Workers? Salon, Salon.com.
Interview with author of Intern Nation, Ross Perlin, on labor exploitation

Thompson, D. (2008). The $12 Million Stuffed Shark: The Curious
Economics of Contemporary Art. New York: Palgrave Macmillan.
Serious journalistic survey of the high art market as a business phenomenon.
Lots of examples of market weirdness.

Vavanagh, J. and C. Collins (2008). “The New Inequality: The Rich and the
Rest of Us.” The Nation. 286: 11-13.

Werner, Paul. Museum, Inc.: Inside the Global Art World. Prickly Paradigm
Press.
Witty polemic about the economics of the high art world of museums, dealers,
galleries.
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Still from a student film. The woman as
bloodied, sexualized victim.

Student film still. Death and violence are
fetishized throughout student films.

Student film sequence (1): The male imprisons,
tortures and eventually brutalizes the female,
deriving his pleasure, and constructing the
pleasure of the audience, via the prolonged

Woman with the movie camera
redux: revisiting the position of
women in the production
classroom

by Jennifer Proctor, River E. Branch, 
Kyja Kristjansson-Nelson

“A man has an argument with his girlfriend. The man
leaves. The woman gets ready for bed. Later that night, the
man returns, breaks into the apartment, stabs the woman
to death and stuffs her body into a plastic garbage bag. The
man carries the bag downstairs to the alley where he dumps
it into a large metal trash receptacle. The man walks off
into the night.” (Citron and Seiter)

This student film proposal marks the opening of “The Woman with the
Movie Camera,” Michelle Citron and Ellen Seiter’s foundational 1981
Jump Cut article on the marginalized status of women in the film
production classroom. Thirty years later, however, this student
proposal could still easily show up in any media production course,
and often does. Despite Citron and Seiter’s emphatic call for a
“responsive pedagogy” to address violent representations of women in
student films and the under-representation of women students in the
classroom, little has changed at this thirtieth anniversary of the
publication of their article.

This essay grew out of panels and discussions at the University Film
and Video Association’s 2010 conference on ways to manage violent
representations of women in student films. Across the board,
instructors in current mixed-gender film programs reported
problematic portrayals of women in student work and noted the low
enrollment of women in their classes. Power relations and
authoritative divides along gender lines among students remain
powerfully in effect. Women students are more likely to take non-
technical crew positions (producer, art director) while men assume the
role of director and cinematographer. When women do take film
production courses, they are often reluctant to fully participate in
technical demonstrations and critiques. Concerns raised at the
conference also included the subject position of the instructor: how

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/womenProdnClass/bio.html
https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/womenProdnClass/bio2.html
https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/womenProdnClass/bio3.html


captivity and torture.

Student film sequence (2): The male’s delight
and pleasure in his control escalates as the film
progresses.

This student film described on its YouTube page
as a film school application video provides ...

might male and female instructors address problematic
representations of women differently? What expectations do female
students place on their professors to speak out on their behalf?

As with most artistic practices, these issues in film production lead to a
pedagogical dilemma. How do we create a more inclusive classroom
while also fostering creativity and freedom of expression among our
students? How do we shift representations in student films to more
positive and progressive modes without shutting down student ideas?

In response to similar struggles, Citron and Seiter called for not only
“broad social changes in both attitudes and opportunities” but, just as
important, a “responsive pedagogy” to effect change in the classroom.
This call, however, has largely gone unheeded. As women film
production faculty observing the same challenges thirty years later, we
are sounding the call to our fellow teachers once again. Our female
students deserve a classroom in which they can grow unhindered and
without intimidation. To that end, we have developed practical
applications and strategies that lead toward a more responsive
pedagogy.

The problems
The problems that women media students face are related to larger
issues in media culture. In the film and television industries, women
are largely excluded from most ranks of professional film production.
In addition, all young people going into media production have been
influenced by pervasive, damaging, and often violent representations
of women onscreen. Without a sizable and empowered cohort of
women in the film industry, these representations go largely
unchallenged, with few alternatives seen. Together these forces act not
only to dissuade female students from pursuing media production but
also to suggest that they’re not invited in the first place.

Industrial and sociological barriers
Although some inroads have been made for women working in film
since 1981, most obstacles facing women on the path from classroom
to film set remain stubbornly intact in 2011. While 1991—ten years
after “The Woman with the Movie Camera”—saw an uptick in the
presence of women in film with such milestones as the release of
Kathryn Bigelow’s hit Point Break and Callie Khouri’s Oscar winning
Thelma and Louise, the percentage of women in key roles on the top
250 grossing U.S. films shrank from 19% to 16% between 2001 and
2010 (Lauzen, “The Celluloid Ceiling”). As of 1996, the screenwriting
profession was 80% male, even though women comprised almost half
of those identified as “authors” by the U.S. Census (Bielby and Bielby
265). And in 2009, women comprised only 7% of directors in the top
250 grossing films in the U.S., 23% of producers, 8% of writers, and
2% of cinematographers (Lauzen, “The Celluloid Ceiling”). Even
among 906 independent festival films in 2009, women made up only
22% of directors and executive producers, 19% of writers, and 9% of
cinematographers (Lauzen, “Independent Women”).

The patriarchal power relations that define the Hollywood system



... a stark visual reminder of the gender
disparities in the production of mainstream U.S.
movies (Lauzen, “The Celluloid Ceiling”)

Student film still. In a scene reminiscent of
Reservoir Dogs, apathetic violence made
dramatic and exciting.

remain deeply entrenched. Students enter the classroom acutely aware
of the legendary status and mystique of the “Director”—the (male)
authority of the film set, the Michael Bays, Christopher Nolans, Wes
Andersons, and Quentin Tarantinos, to name a few student favorites.
As Emerson College film professor Rob Sabal observes, because
students have so much exposure to movies and to the mythology of the
filmmaking process, “film education in the United States does not
begin in film school… Having internalized the success story of their
filmmaking idols, by the time students walk into a film production
classroom, they do so with a clear understanding of what it takes to
‘make it’,” which ultimately means ascending in the ranks of an “old
boys” network (6).

For many students, the role of director has an air of the exceptional.
He is the creative prodigy, romantic visionary, and dictatorial leader,
and students feel they must adopt these qualities in the classroom.
Indeed, to borrow from Citron and Seiter, “… a cultural stereotype
about artists exists very strongly in the mind of the students” that “if
adopted by the student in their concept of their own role, serves to
close students’ minds in a learning situation and restricts any sense of
community developing in the classroom.” Misconceptions about the
genius male auteur hinder the creative and collaborative development
of all students, but this myth especially suggests to women that their
very gender makes their chances of success in this field impossibly slim
and certainly restricts their participation in leadership roles.

The fact that women generally enter introductory film classes in late
adolescence is also significant to understanding their gender position
in these classes. As girls enter adolescence, their overall sense of self-
esteem tends to decline as that of their male peers improves (AAUW
7). This leads often to a drop in self-efficacy, which particularly affects
girls’ confidence in performing concrete tasks and carrying out
projects, especially under the watchful eyes of their peers. According to
the AAUW report “Shortchanging Girls, Shortchanging America,”

“adolescent girls are more likely than boys to have their
declining sense of themselves inhibit their actions and
abilities. This difference between girls and boys grows more
pronounced with age. The biggest difference in self-esteem



Student film still. Weapons, particularly guns,
are a prop of choice in many student works,
often in the context of dark comedy.

Student film still. Increased access to special
effects (physical and digital) means greater
presence of gore in student films.

Student film still: Intimacy as framed by the
fragmented female body and the male gaze.
We, the audience, are situated in his desire
without being asked to consider upon what
basis that desire is constructed or the
implications of such of construction.

 

 

between girls and boys centers on the subject of ‘doing
things.’ Boys are much more likely than are girls to feel
‘pretty good at a lot of things.’” (8)

Thus, in film and video classes, which are significantly task- and
project-oriented, girls require greater support mechanisms just to gain
confidence in making movies, let alone to attain an equitable level of
opportunity.

Self-esteem also closely corresponds to young people’s attitudes about
the possibility of success in their adult lives, especially as it affects their
dreams, careers, and educational paths to those goals. The AAUW
report continues,

“The higher self-esteem of adolescent boys translates into
bigger career dreams. Boys start out at a higher level than
do girls when it comes to their career aspirations. The
number of boys who aspire to glamorous occupations (rock
star, sports star) is greater than that of girls at every stage
of adolescence, creating a kind of “glamour gap.” Further,
boys are slightly more likely than are girls to believe their
own career dreams will come true. Finding it difficult to
dream and feeling constrained by gender rules, girls start
out with lower hopes for their careers, and are already less
confident in their talents and abilities. Girls are much more
likely than boys to say they are ‘not smart enough’ or ‘not
good enough’ for their dream careers.” (9)

Again, this lowered sense of self-value, together with the prospect of
entering heavily male-dominated media industries, throws up a
seemingly insurmountable wall for young women.

To further deter women from considering film careers, even a brief
survey of mainstream movies over the past twenty years yields mostly
problematic representations of women onscreen. While some powerful
female roles have emerged, the contemporary heroine continues to
embody highly sexualized ideas of womanhood: young, white, thin,
“hot,” and ultimately dependent on men for her identity. A study on
representations of men and women in the top 400 grossing films in
North America from 1990 to 2006 conducted by the Geena Davis
Institute on Gender in Media found that 73% of all characters on
screen are male, and women are more than five times as likely to be
depicted in sexually revealing clothes (Smith and Cook).

More alarmingly, the depiction of women as targets of violence—rape,
assault, murder, etc.—continues to pervade their representation in
cinema, TV, and video games. The woman as brutalized victim, of
course, not only allows for violence to serve as a pleasurable spectacle,
but it also promotes the notion of the female as object, robbed of her
agency. The under-representation of women onscreen, together with



undesirable characters as role models, further alienates women from
the field.

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to integrating women into the academic
film curriculum, however, is the power of “stereotype threat.” Women’s
socialization continues to bring the message that their aptitude for
technology is inferior to men’s. A young girl’s exposure to electronic
technology—computers, video cameras, and other media production
equipment—is frequently lower than that of her male peers. Stereotype
threat is  

“a situational threat—a threat in the air—that, in general
form, can affect the members of any group about whom a
negative stereotype exists (e.g., skateboarders, older adults,
White men, gang members). Where bad stereotypes about
these groups apply, members of these groups can fear being
reduced to that stereotype. And for those who identify with
the domain to which the stereotype is relevant, this
predicament can be self-threatening” (Steele).

In other words, for women, the awareness that they are expected to be
poor at technology can instill a fear of using technology, especially
under the watchful gaze of their classmates. Stereotype threat persists
even among women who feel comfortable with technology. The mere
awareness of the stereotype can inhibit a woman’s willingness to
participate and actually decrease her performance, to cause her to
“choke.” (Beilock)

Stereotype threat is particularly powerful when the student is highly
invested in the discipline, because she defines herself in part by her
participation in it (Steele). Our students often identify themselves not
just as university students or communications students—they are film
majors. The fear of fulfilling a stereotype, then, has a direct negative
impact on the student’s self-identity. In film classes, women may be
reluctant to take an active role in in-class equipment demonstrations
or practice sessions, or to fill a more gregarious role in technical crew
positions. To flounder when using equipment, even in ways common
to all novices, would reinforce the stereotype and mark a female
production student throughout her academic career.

Not surprisingly then it’s not uncommon for a 20-person film class to
enroll only one or two women. As film faculty, we’ve all taught courses
with no women at all. As might be expected, sociological studies on the
effects of stereotype threat indicate some reasons why:

“our interest in an area of study increases when prospects
seem favorable, when we see other people like ourselves
succeeding. When there is less evidence that we can
succeed (such as the hurdles women face in high-level math
and science), interest and willingness to participate
decrease” (Beilock 115).

Barriers to success in the film industry get replicated and modeled too
tenaciously in our film classes, shutting women out before they’ve had
a chance to try. As instructors, we can change this situation, but it will
require significant adjustments and transformations in our cinema



pedagogy.
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A still from The Hurt Locker: This is the imagery,
subject, genre and cast that finally afforded a
female director an Academy Award.

The (in)visibility of women in the industry. At the
Venice Film Festival, director of The Hurt
Locker, Kathryn Bigelow, stands prominently
next to her male colleagues, producer Greg
Shapiro, actors Jeremy Renner, Brian Geraghty,
Anthony Mackie, and scriptwriter Mark Boal

Problematic representations
Over the years, the steady beat of violence in student films raised concerns
for us, a concern echoed by the overwhelming response to the 2010 UFVA
panel. Without an accompanying active professional conversation as to
how to address works of replication, faculty operate in isolation when they
need to address scripted and seemingly prescribed acts of violence. As we
sought for a unified front to combat these issues, we undertook a broader
investigation into the causes.

The imagery and narratives that pervade student films spring from their
lifelong engagement with popular culture and media entertainment. Our
students rarely arrive in the college production classroom with a critical
foundation in place. And they rarely have been challenged to think
critically about techniques and meanings implied by the work that inspires
them to major in film. Film instructors, therefore, must work at
understanding our students’ knowledge base. Most often, a student’s
primary goal is, like the mass media they admire, to entertain. Consciously
or not, this “entertainment” manifests itself in their work as replications of
popular media, yielding trends remarkably similar to the student film
proposal outlined above.

For example, Eminem’s 2010 hit song featuring singer Rihanna, “Love the
Way You Lie,” and its accompanying music video tell a tale of a violently
abusive and highly sexualized relationship between a man and a woman.
Coincidentally the song pairs two musicians with known histories of
domestic violence: Eminem (with ex-wife Kim) and Rihanna (with ex-
boyfriend Chris Brown). Eminem concludes his portion of the song with,

“If she ever tries to fucking leave again
I’mma tie her to the bed
And set the house on fire.”

Rihanna’s chorus follows hauntingly,

“Just gonna stand there
And watch me burn
But that’s alright
Because I like
The way it hurts” (Eminem).

The song hit number one on several Billboard charts (Hot 100, Pop Songs,
Radio Songs, Rap Songs, and Ringtones to name a few), and it received
even more critical acclaim with the debut of the music video starring
Megan Fox and Dominic Monaghan (Billboard). Though critics cite the
video as controversial, ultimately the message is celebrated as a brave
warning against domestic violence (Thomas).

This interesting spin on misogyny, from the unlikely and suddenly heroic
messenger Eminem, comes as a surprise after his vicious song Kim, in



The year is 2010 and for the first time in its 82-
year history a woman, Kathryn Bigelow, is
awarded Best Director by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.

Students draw inspiration from relationships
played out in popular culture. In Eminem's hit
music video, Love the Way You Lie, a
"passionate" relationship ignites, controlled and
seductive in one shot ...

... then violently explosive in the next.

Posted on the Internet, this is a music video

which he narrates the murder of his real life ex-wife by the same name. In
Generation M, a documentary about misogyny and sexism in U.S. media
and culture, Dr. Thomas Keith posits that Eminem has had such success
largely because his object of aggression is women. A market for misogyny
exists, and a deafening silence surrounds it. Contemporary popular culture
rewards such behavior, humor, and entertainment with commercial
success. That deadly pair, silence and success, makes it extremely difficult
for our students to position themselves in opposition to misogyny. It
requires risk and vocalization. It requires students to challenge images of
misogyny and thus challenge the image of “success.”

Confronting problematic representations will often be met with some form
of resistance. Sociologist Neal King has attempted to “discover patterns in
filmmaker response to charges of misogyny, in order to draw conclusions
about the state of motion-picture marketing and the gender politics of the
filmmaker community” (King, 3). These forms of defense are not unique to
industry professionals, but extend to the production classroom as well. In
his research King outlines three primary methods of denial of injury.

“The first form dismisses such judgments as inappropriate to
the realm of entertainment, the second judges the movies not as
misogynist, and the third mocks critics as unable to make valid
judgments” (King, 3).

When challenging a student to discuss racist, sexist or homophobic films,
whether student- or professionally-made, it is not unusual to be met with
King’s first method of denial of injury (“It’s just entertainment.”). Such a
response automatically places the student in a position of determined
disengagement from critical analysis. And if if this argument is directed to
a female faculty member, it further positions the instructor as having
special interests, being out of touch, or lacking a sense of humor.
Conversely, filmmakers often enlist women to assist with such denials of
injury.

As “privileged judges of misogyny,” women are often employed by
filmmakers to defend the work in question (King, 5). King cites numerous
interviews with women in such a position, for example Isabella Rossellini
(Blue Velvet) and editor Thelma Schoonmaker (Cape Fear). King writes,

“The most common form of tacit admission that the film is truly
deviant, however, comes in the form of compensation.
Filmmakers congratulate the actresses for their courage and
note the positive effects that the notorious movies had on their
career.” (12).

After all, it took the role of Leticia Musgrove in Monster’s Ball for the
Academy to bestow the Academy Award for Best Actress in a Leading Role
to Halle Berry, the first black woman to receive that honor (2001). And not
until eight years later and the role of Claireece Precious Jones in the film,
Precious, did the Academy nominate another black actress, Gabourey
Sidibe, in that same category (2009). These examples suggest that women
have an opening and a future in the industry, but only if they participate in
misogynistic roles—tactics that damage women’s progress and further
polarize our collective position whether in the industry or in the film
classroom.

In considering these examples on the thirtieth anniversary of Citron and
Seiter’s article, the contemporary pop cultural landscape does not look



made by a student for Eminem’s song, Kim.
Blinded by passionate rage the boyfriend
plunges the knife into his adulterous girlfriend’s
throat while Eminem raps, “Now shut the fuck
up and get what’s comin’ to you / You were
supposed to love me / Now bleed bitch, bleed.”

Often called upon as privileged judges of
misogyny, women associated with deviant
films are asked to defend industry productions
like Cape Fear. This practice also manifests in
the production classroom.

A still from the infamous scene between
Dorothy Vallens (Isabella Rossellini) and Frank
Booth (Dennis Hopper) in Blue Velvet. With
eyes closed and a hint of both pleasure and
disdain, Vallens cocks her head as Booth’s
aggression climaxes.

dramatically different from their 1981 social environment, albeit with
updated technology that communicates sexism at even higher speeds to
wider audiences. Sure, some argue that women have made progress. In
fact, after a mere 82 years, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences finally awarded Best Director to a woman, Kathryn Bigelow for
The Hurt Locker, incidentally a military war drama with an almost entirely
male cast. The award was a win for women in film, but the triumph was
notable because of its glaring exceptionality. Demonstrating a successful
future to our female students proves difficult amidst such a pervasive
absence of women and women’s success in the field. During Tina Fey’s
acceptance speech for the 2010 Mark Twain Prize, she quips:

“I never thought I would even qualify for the Mark Twain Prize
for American Humor… Apparently I’m only the third woman
ever to receive this award… I do hope that women are achieving
at a rate these days that we can stop counting what number they
are at things. Yes, I was the first female head writer at Saturday
Night Live, and yes, I was only the second woman ever to be
pregnant while on the show, and now tonight I am the third
female recipient of this prize. I’d love to be the fourth woman to
do something but I just don’t see myself married to Lorne
[Michaels].” (Mark Twain Prize)

In a culture that provides television, game, new media, political
commentary, comedy and music entertainment within the context of
misogyny, it’s no wonder students regenerate such themes in their films.
And it’s no wonder that students are influenced and inspired when they see
the critical acclaim and success of the directors, actors and creative teams
involved in producing such content. Unfortunately, this inspiration and
influence often translate to empty replications: films riddled with
stereotypes and familiar plot points but void of any meaning or real
emotion.

Three primary characteristics shape the acts of mimicry in student films:
two are narrative-based, and the third, visual. The narrative logic for
brutalizing the female body falls into two distinct categories. Either the
female cheats on the boyfriend or husband and ends up graphically beaten
—assaulted physically and/or sexually—and often killed. Or, the young
woman does not know the man or know he has feelings for her, and his
violence is an act of unrequited love. This unrequited love needs only a
slight motivation, if any, to prompt the attack. Obsession operates as the
justification for, or understanding of, the violence. The third characteristic
shaping student work manifests itself in the visual aesthetic of the film.
Staged and framed depictions graphically, gratuitously and visually break
the female body down in relationship to the male gaze. The visual
fragmentation underscores the dehumanizing nature of the broken and
brutalized body, as the camera constructs a gaze that derives pleasure and
power from the fragmentation.

These violent images in student work, as representative of dominant
cinematic trends, translate into ideological power struggles in class. In
most classroom environments, the majority sets the tone: this is what’s
cool; these are the kinds of films that will be accepted here; if you want to
entertain your peers, these are your choices. In his article “But It’s Only a
Movie,” James Linton writes:

“More generally, popular US films operate as ‘dramas of
reassurance.’ The beliefs, attitudes and values presented in



A witness to the events between Vallens and
Booth, Jeffrey Beaumont (Kyle MacLachlan)
gazes at the aggressive, sexual perversion from
a safe distance in Blue Velvet.

Still from a student’s reproduction of the same
scene from Blue Velvet. The recycled imagery is
void of cinematically expressive techniques and
personal connection, thereby failing to
communicate deeper meaning or emotion to the
audience.

Leticia Musgrove, the protagonist from
Monster’s Ball, is a complex character
introduced to audiences through graphic
violence, graphic sexual acts, and racial hatred.
The performance won Halle Berry an Academy
Award for Best Actress in 2001, the first to go to

Hollywood films tend to resonate with the dominant beliefs,
attitudes and values of American society. In other words, the
dominant ideology of a society tends to be reinforced by the
ideology presented in its films.” (Linton, 8)

The attitudes held by students affect their ability to accept ideologies and
images outside dominant dramas of reassurance. These attitudes populate
the production classroom. The challenge to succeed and be accepted in
such a learning environment is great for those in the minority: women,
racial minorities, those identifying as LGBT, or even those who do not have
the economic privilege to keep up with mainstream culture. For these
students and even for those we may perceive as among the majority, peer
pressure is a force that ripples through many students’ creative process and
restricts unconventional, critical, or subversive content in their work.

As production faculty, we cannot ignore the pervasiveness of such
problematic depictions in student work. The regurgitation of narrative and
visual tropes will not fade, and should not surprise us. Students
understand the process of replication at play within their work. As one
student stated in a course discussion regarding three works with violent
assaults in her class, “But this is what we see. Of course it is what we
make.” We cannot expect that the content which permeates our media
landscape will fail to dominate our classrooms. As such, a strategy of in-
class response cannot be our primary strategy of intervention. We must
consider pedagogical interventions that permeate course design. These
interventions should establish a critical forum for engaging character
development and narrative structure at the script level and thoughtful
visual style at the production level as means for forging meaning as well as
for producing entertainment.

Without such strategies, we enter into a vicious cycle in which stereotypical
and damaging representations from mainstream media are regurgitated in
student projects, which further alienates marginalized students, promotes
uncritical conformity as a path to success, and refuels the Hollywood
machine.

Solutions
As Rob Sabal and other film professors have noted,

“the industrial model of film production is uncritically
reproduced at many film schools… Assigning students to a
particular role—producer, director, cinematographer, editor—
without interrogating the inherent and implied power
relationships in this kind of organization invites future
conflicts” (7).



a black woman.

Like the world of Leticia Musgrove, Claireece
Precious Jones is surrounded by hatred and
violence, and marks the next performance by a
black woman to earn a nomination for Best
Actress by the Academy. In the film Precious,
the protagonist endures rape, and physical and
verbal abuse.

Rachel Dawes’ death as an expendable
character serves male protagonist Bruce
Wayne’s character development in The Dark
Knight.

Student film still. Violence against women as the
central conflict.

Many film schools currently operate under the misconception that to fully
prepare our students for industry we must replicate industrial practices in
the classroom. Not only does the simple replication of the industry’s
hierarchical power relations ultimately create personal struggles within
groups, it reproduces the gender disparities at play in professional film
production.

The following strategies for improving gender equity in the classroom draw
largely upon the goals of critical pedagogy. By that we mean a pedagogy
that embraces student reflection on the learning process and challenges
ways in which inequality and oppressive relations are generated and
replicated in the classroom. Feminist pedagogy is closely linked to critical
pedagogy, and to that end, it promotes a learning environment that makes
student discussion of authority and gender roles a part of the curriculum.

With inclusion as a primary goal, we foster activities that engage active
learning and build in opportunities for students to communicate and
reflect upon their own learning and learning styles. This process
encourages students not only to take responsibility for their own education
but also to be accountable for it. In directly addressing, and deconstructing,
power relations within the classroom, we seek to empower those who
might otherwise feel excluded or diminished.

Freedom of expression and creative constraints

In any teaching context, instructors grapple with allowing their students
freedom to learn and speak while establishing a context for that expression.
We focus throughout our teaching practices on media production as a
process and a dialogue between maker and audience. The strategies
discussed below emphasize discussion, critique, and innovative
assignments as effective means of broadening students’ perspectives and
opening their eyes to other points of view.

As instructors committed to our students’ growth, we ride a fine line
between nurturing unfettered creativity and imposing challenges that
enable our students to exceed their own expectations and assumptions.
Therefore, we do not ban content we deem unacceptable, but rather we
demand that students carefully consider their audience and have well-
reasoned and justified rationales for their choices that demonstrate an
engagement with issues of representation raised in class. We require that
they consider industry issues—again, concerning audience—including film
ratings, TV network standards, website terms of service, and so on, when
generating their creative content, as these restrictions on content will
involve them in constant negotiation in their professional work.

We are firm believers that constraints foster innovation and creativity.
Crafting an assignment so that student makers must work within
limitations, whether technical, structural, or conceptual, does not curb
their freedom; it opens up their problem-solving skills to new ways of
thinking. Such assignments do not place prior restraint on student
expression. They are designed specifically to enhance the creativity of all
students. While some students may object to such boundaries, the
framework of the assignment has a practical pedagogical function—with
the goal of shaping in the students a keener, more developed ability to
express ideas to target audiences.

We are wholly committed to freedom of expression. The shifts in classroom



Title from a student film. Students must be
challenged in thinking about the multiple levels
of connotations in their work, and audience
reception of it.

 

structures called for here involve a fragile balancing act between spurring
progressive representations in student work and maintaining an allegiance
to free speech. We will never flatly forbid a student from pursuing a
particular idea or type of production, nor do we advocate enacting an
institutional ban on problematic content.

Our pedagogical practices are not simply academic; they prepare students
for the reality of professional production. They enforce the idea that all
communication occurs within a context and for an audience. They
demonstrate for students that in the commercial production world,
expression occurs within limitations.
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Student film still. Violence against women
crosses genres in student work.

Student film still. One of dozens of student films
posted to YouTube with “stalker” in the title.

Fusing form and content
The nature of production classes, particularly at the introductory level,
requires a significant amount of time dedicated to technology and
technique. Add to that the anxiety of cost-recovery ratios and
administrators who want enrollments to increase per section, and
suddenly time dedicated to each individual project becomes
impossible to manage.

Our respective departments maintain a high level of creative freedom
for our students, despite the fact that each semester a number of
student works are purely derivative, racist, homophobic and/or
misogynistic. Creative freedom allows students space and time to find
their voices as filmmakers. Whether students like it or not, the best
way to do this is through the symbiotic relation of film theory and
technique. Citron and Seiter sounded a similar sentiment:

“the teacher must reject any approach to film teaching
which separates form from content.”

Pedagogical practice that stresses the need for theoretical foundations
and critical analysis in the production classroom develops students’
abilities to produce work at a technically competent level while
maintaining a firm command over the meaning they strive to
communicate to their viewers. Structured courses with strategic
assignments can provide opportunities to quell mimicry, while also
building a framework for discussion when students present films that
perpetuate stereotypical representations and regurgitated scenes of
violence.

First, instructors should never teach a technique or piece of equipment
without also engaging the class in an analysis of the meaning
communicated or implied by the technique in question. For example,
when introducing lights, exposure and lighting ratios, the instructor
can draw upon aesthetics of privilege and access (e.g., Hollywood,
guerrilla documentary, experimental modes, first-person D.I.Y.
practices), variations in genre (e.g., film noir, romantic comedy, etc.),
and even discuss differences between lighting men and women in
classical Hollywood cinematic practice. This approach reminds
students that technology is a tool. The classroom process mitigates the
inclination to view cinematic apparatuses as fetishistic (and neutral)
objects in and of themselves. These lectures and demonstrations
should be followed by structured assignments that ask students to put
the concepts into practice in the field.

An additional strategy to consider having production students do is
keeping a theory/practice journal. This incorporates informal writing
about their field experiences, as the teacher prompts students to



Student film still. Voyeuristic shots of female
victims are prominent in student films such as
this film titled “Stalker.”

"Peeping Tom" shot setups are common.

specify relations between theory and practice. This kind of writing
initiates an opportunity for students to reflect on the forms of
cinematic expression present in their work and the meaning
communicated or attempted. Furthermore, if mimicry, sexism and
misogyny crop up, students must directly address their intentions in
writing, which provides a point of entry for the instructor’s suggestions
and guidance.

Second, the instructor must promote and practice filmmaking as
experience. John Dewey applied this concept to art in his book, Art as
Experience, suggesting that the aesthetic quality of emotion is what
gives unity and completeness to an experience (43). By extension,
cultivating and utilizing personal experiences and basing scripts on
our known emotions are key to achieving unity and authenticity in our
creative work. Conversely, producing recycled narratives and
representations often results in superficial emotion and hollow
characters. To deter our students from this trap, we introduce creative
writing assignments that call upon memories, portraiture and personal
experiences. Such imaginative script exercises are particularly helpful
in freshman or introductory level courses. Production assignments can
then be derived from the students’ writing.

The object is for students to draw upon their known emotions and
experiences, not that of others. While not all students like such
exercises, these assignments validate and reinforce that students do in
fact have real life experience to draw upon. This validation is
extremely important for young artists learning to discover and develop
their personal voice and style separate from outside media influences.
The students will, of course, learn the tools of the trade, but ultimately
they find that what’s most important when making original cinematic
work is their personal perspective. Rather than simply mimicking
what’s come before, students can go even further with these exercises,
finding opportunities to grapple with their own thoughts on issues of
gender, race, class, sexuality, and how their ideas on these topics have
been shaped by media influences. Creation from experience becomes a
process for exploring the origins of students’ ideas about certain
groups and their representation on film.

Third, the moment a student steps into the production classroom, the
instructor must actively establish an open environment dedicated to
discussion and critique of student work. This means making time for
the teacher and the class to view and critique student projects, rough
cuts and exercises. This means having a discussion with students
about respect, and framing classroom conversations to explore
differences. It means prioritizing film form in critiques to demonstrate



Students often emulate the classic films that
established trends in voyeurism and binaristic
portrayals of women as objects and men as
subjects (Hitchcock’s Psycho).

Student film still. Another deeply voyeuristic shot
of the helpless female victim.

the power that cinematic technique has in constructing
representations, rather than attacking the representations themselves.
Scholar and Professor Patricia R. Zimmerman writes,

“If a film crosses into a racist representation, students can
draw on the formal parts of the critique to explain how and
why rather than to simply assert. Ironically this inversion
of form over content actually can spark much more
complex discussion about the politics of representation”
(270).

Placing emphasis on film form fosters an objective, concrete
discussion of the work at hand. This strategy quells content-driven
opinions, which can quickly deteriorate into personal attacks.
Furthermore, having students present entries from their
theory/practice journals functions to begin or supplement class
critiques focused on form. This strategy is particularly effective in a
collectively shy or reserved class that struggles with conversations
about controversial representations.

Lastly, the teacher need to make careful decisions about
representation in the choice of works to screen as class examples. The
works shown feed into students’ nascent ideas about what constitutes
viable imagery and storytelling strategies. In discussing
cinematography, for example, the instructor should consider not just
the technique demonstrated in a particular film, but the content.
Point-of-view shots in Psycho, The Silence of the Lambs, or Saving
Private Ryan might serve as powerful exemplars of form, but they run
the risk of instilling in students the notion that strong technique goes
hand-in-hand with violent content. Instead, integrating a
comprehensive spectrum of genres, techniques, and modes in
showcasing the possibilities of cinematic expression not only generates
discussion about the construction of audiovisual meaning but also can
inspire students to incorporate into their own work elements of vision
and voice they hadn’t previously encountered.

On that point, Zimmerman continues, “To pre-empt the fascination
with Hollywood, we screen a wide range of experimental,
documentary, and narrative film to provide different role models and
artistic strategies” (272) and that in doing so, “[w]hen white male
students addicted to classical narratives featuring macho fight scenes
became class rebels, we knew that our pluralizing of film screenings
and extension of the range of debates in critiques had been effective”



A pleasure in looking at the terrorized
expression of fear on women’s faces pervades
both mainstream films and student work. (John
Carpenter’s Halloween)

Student film still. The frightened young woman
as object of stalking.

Love interest becomes sexualized victim as a
motivating plot point in Spiderman.

(275). This tactic provides another means for undoing Hollywood as
the (only) model for cinematic production, with all its attendant
representational issues, and transforms the classroom itself into a
more pluralized venue of expression. 

Strategies of response
“A deranged person kidnaps a young girl, kills her, and chops her into
pieces. The killer stuffs the parts into the carcasses of dead animals
and throws them in a river.” — Student film synopsis, 2007

In asking students to consider relations between form and content, we
need to develop pedagogical interventions that permeate course
design, interventions that invite an expanded range of cinematic
representations. While we can provide positive models and an
inclusive space for discussion, we must also develop strategies for
successfully addressing violent depictions when they do emerge in
student work. In determining how to construct an “in the moment”
response, the following criteria should be considered:

1. The well-being of the student producing the work.
2. The well-being of other students within the classroom.
3. The subject position of the faculty member.
4. The impact of a response on short and long-term learning

outcomes.

Our courses often mark a student’s initial foray into creative work.
First-time production students assume considerable risk in projecting
new works onto the screen. In an effort to challenge the work’s
content, we do not want to shut the student down in relation to the
course or the creative process. We must remember that replication is
at play and unpacking these representations taps into the very systems
into which our students have been interpolated. Challenging our
students challenges the very works, artists, and systems they revere.

Dr. Homa Hoodfar disputes an “implicit assumption in much current
critical pedagogy literature that students are necessarily willing agents
who welcome unconventional classroom interactions and a critical
approach to the social structure” (Hoodfar, 309). Students look to us
to stand in as the expert, and they are most comfortable learning
within the expert model. The expert model invites less risk on the part
of the faculty member and on the part of the student. If we seek to
foster student-centered learning and simultaneously challenge the
very models students seek to perpetuate, our pedagogy represents a
radical change in learning styles for many of our students. Hoodfar
goes on to say that

“to learn to question material, particularly that written by
famous and well-established academics, is unsettling for



Student film still. Many student films, like their
mainstream feature counterparts, favor the
voyeuristic male point of view.

Hypersexualized victimization as a selling point
in this early poster for Hostel 2.

many undergraduate students, whose schooling has been
oriented to texts and teachers as the repositories of
knowledge” (Hoodfar, 309).

The same is true for students studying those they consider to be the
masters of film.

When we challenge the acts of violence our students choose to depict,
we engage our students on fraught terrain—a terrain comprised of
their inaugural creative risk infused with the discourse of their
masters. Many of these masters informed the student’s desire to enter
the production classroom. So when students expect their work to be
met with delight but receive criticism instead, they may resist
classroom critique. More often than not, their peers in the classroom
share this resistance. Both maker and audience cling to the depiction
of violence as a viable and even pleasurable source of narrative and
visual content. Establishing a clear framework for critique at the outset
of the course provides a necessary means for interrogating the
production of meaning.

When the teacher provides a clear format for critique, she establishes a
way to mediate between the individual student’s intellectual and
creative and her concern for not perpetuating violence either inside or
outside the classroom. Cultivating student engagement and ownership
over the critique spreads the responsibility for the production of
meaning among producer, audience and faculty member. To foster
this responsibility, the production teacher must first model for the
class how to provide a critique of stylistic approach, production values,
and narrative construction within the context of how these elements
create meaning. Then, the instructor can allow for the initial responses
to the student’s work to be student-driven. Ask the maker to hear how
the class interprets the work.

Placing ownership of the material upon the collective student body
generates the risk that the first responses might not address the
depictions of violence. If so, the articulated strengths of the student’s
first movie effort provides the maker a more solid foundation for
absorbing future critiques. If students directly address the violent
depictions, the instructor can generate a seamless entry into a
conversation linking theory and practice. In our collective teaching
experiences, we have seldom witnessed a student initiate a discussion
about the violent assaults that permeate student films. As faculty, we
most often serve as the guides into conversations over what is at stake
in creating and perpetuating such depictions.

While we often discuss “faculty” as a single entity, the instructor’s
subject position impacts the shape of our interventions into this
discourse. We do not enter the classroom as unmarked bodies. Our
identities push students to consider discussions of violence against
women as ideologically motivated when facilitated by female faculty.
Subject positions suggest unique sets of strategies for addressing
violent assaults on women—strategies bound by advantages and
disadvantages.

“Teachers are not abstract; they are women or men of
particular races, classes, ages, abilities, and so on. The



Student film sequence (1): The brutal murder of
the unnamed female is constructed as a “logical”
extension of the male’s unrequited love.

Student film sequence (2): The construction of
the captivity and murder escalate visually and
aurally, further fetishizing the act and the
violence.

Student film sequence (3): The violence
originated with the fetishized male gaze
incorporating technology into the script as well

teacher will be seen and heard by students not as an
abstraction, but as a particular person with a defined
history and relationship to the world” (Weiler, 454).

Students often ascribe getting feedback on content from female and
underrepresented faculty to those faculty members’ personal
sensitivities and concerns rather than to scholarly foundations. Male
faculty, on the other hand, particularly in a male-dominated field, are
afforded legitimacy when challenging depictions of violence. As
Faculty Development and Diversity Specialist, Dr. JoAnn Moody
notes,

“majority males are granted not only more authority and
acceptance, but also more leeway to make mistakes in the
classroom” (Moody, 29).

When students extend trust to the authoritative (male) source of
critique, the issue becomes clarity of communication, not a
questioning of motives. Do I, the student, understand what my male
faculty member is telling me? When students question the underlying
premise of critique along with the authority of female and other
underrepresented faculty, challenging cinematic works becomes far
more fraught. Male faculty are “entitled to intellectual authority and
deference inside and outside of the classroom” in a way that women
are still struggling to achieve. (Moody, 29). This authority allows male
faculty to more immediately and forcefully challenge depictions of
violence. They must.

Students need to see and understand the implications of perpetuating
cinematic violence against women as a shared concern among our
faculty. When male faculty refuse to prioritize these interventions,
they place the burden of responsibility upon female faculty,
compounding the difficulty the female faculty member experiences in
making the intervention. The “reticent” or “accepting” male faculty
member reinforces, for students, the idea that critiquing depictions of
violence against women is the sole concern of “overly sensitive” or
ideologically driven women. Male faculty’s failure to address sexism in
a theoretically sophisticated way undermines the critical conversations
with students that we profess to encourage. Without this shared
articulation, faculty communicate to our students, male and female,
that this conversation and concern are purely optional. As a faculty
community, we all must address these depictions on a much wider
scale, as part of a sustained conversation amongst all of us.

Reading our students and the climate of the classroom, we can
determine when and how to best raise the concerns arising in student
works. Among women faculty, we must acknowledge that multiple



as in the production of the work. Here the male
gaze functioned as a means of objectifying,
stalking, and eventually murdering the female.

Student film still: The female, helpless and
broken, reaches for our help — a help we, the
audience, derives pleasure in withholding.

The tension between sexual attraction and
violence drives the plot of the Twilight teen
franchise.

 

subject positions contribute to one’s chosen strategies.

“What works for a white female teacher may not work for a
black female teacher, regardless of a shared commitment to
be critical” (Hoodfar, 304).

Given her subject position, the instructor must consider the most
effective strategy for intervening in the production of violence against
women. While male faculty can and should address depictions as soon
as they come up, female faculty members might consider one of three
options.

First, segue from the initial student critiques into a discussion that
returns students to the site of violence within the work. Given the
primary characteristics driving cinematic representations of violence
against women in student films, begin by asking questions about the
development of the female character or the narrative motivation
behind the violence. These questions allow the instructor to transition
into conversations directly linking film theory and practice.

Second, set aside 10-15 minutes at the end of class to return to themes
not covered during the initial critique. This strategy provides an
effective means for addressing content in an introductory course, as it
creates a bit of distance between project and maker. The newly created
space presents an opportunity to discuss depictions of violence against
women as a larger concern—to situate it within a broader context—
with the individual project as the catalyst, but not the end of the
conversation. If depictions occur in more than one student film, the
repeated themes provide a site for questioning the causes of the
repetition. Faculty are poised to ask students why they think these
themes are present in more than one work? Is it simply coincidence?
An act of production or, simultaneously, reproduction? What do
students perpetuate when reproducing depictions of violence? As
female faculty, we find that students respond to a regular discussion at
the end of class as more reflective, removing the discussion from being
read as reactive.

Third, at the outset of the semester, establish a rhythm for returning to
themes generated in student works on the day following a rough cut or
final cut critique. This not only provides distance between maker and
work, but also provides the faculty member an opportunity to return
with clips and readings for enhancing class discussion. Integrating the
ritual of returning to themes further diminishes the perception of
reaction by enforcing a link between form and content that can begin
to permeate the student’s creative process.

While many instructors adopt a practice of banning particular content
from student films at the outset, we find that simply prohibiting
storytelling elements such as depictions of violence shuts down a
critique of both production and reception. Bans ensure that our future
producers remain as uncritical in their production of such depictions
as our current makers; we fail to intervene in the larger cycle of media
productions.

For example, instructors who utilize a ban as a means of reducing
violence in student films often have rape at the top of their lists of



banned depictions. Two primary concerns compel us to restrain from
the use of such a ban: First, sexual assault occurs in our society at an
alarming rate. Many of our students have been or will be impacted by
sexual assault. Severing the cinema as a site for negotiating and
challenging these stories means that we remove the possibility of our
students understanding the very elements contributing to sexual
assault. While a ban prevents our students from acts of hollow
replication, it simultaneously excludes the rich and valuable personal
stories they have to share. Second, replicated stories provide an entry
into conversations about the cinematic content that students digest.

Here is an example of the value of not banning content but teaching
about it. In a recent course, two students produced works that
included a violent rape of a woman. In one, a mass-produced and
generic narrative plays out of a scorned male seeking revenge via the
body of the female. In the other, a carefully constructed rape scene
stands as a means to expose the vulnerability of lesbians in the U.S.
military. The threat of exposure for the lesbian soldier, under the
policy of “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” (DADT) provides the leverage for the
male soldiers to “safely” perform the assault. While the violence
remains exceedingly difficult to watch, the narrative and visual
construction point back to the relation between vulnerability and
exploitation in the military.

Had a ban been in place, neither the conversation regarding gratuitous
depictions in student films and mainstream cinema, nor the
conversation about the negative implications for individuals living
under DADT would have taken place in such an active connection to
the students’ own work and lives. Establishing a forum and format for
discussion invites students to actively engage and challenge their own
work as well as the work of others. They come to understand the issues
they perpetuate when producing such imagery, and they discuss with
others ways to break away from conventional representations.

Concern for the student who produced the work cannot override
concern for other members of the class. What message do we send as
teachers when we deem the violent assault or murder of women not
worth addressing? Additionally, how can we empower our

“less privileged students if [we], in the position of teacher
with all the right credentials, fail to face up to the
challenges of classroom interactions, let alone society at
large? How can [we] be expected to contribute to the
development of critical pedagogy if the price [we] pay is the
denial of our own identities?” (Hoodfar, 314).

We must adopt practices that invite our students into these questions,
practices that invite the critical and the creative potential of all of our
students, and ideally we would adopt these practices as a whole, across
the department. 
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Student film sequence (1): The fragmented
body of the female dances for the male gaze.

Student film sequence (2): The camera
continues to behead her as the dance
progresses.

Student film sequence (3): Breast, belly and butt
separated from face and character
development. Her only identity is that of object.

Enhancing collaboration
Providing a conceptual framework for promoting thoughtful, expressive student
work sets the stage for students to engage more fully with the many possibilities
for cinematic production outside Hollywood hegemony. In addition, practical
considerations for classroom production make collaboration with fellow students
necessary. When teachers prepare assignments that ask students to work
together, the students are also invited to think more deeply about the processes
involved in collaborative creative work. In this way, collaborating can feed into
into a dismantling of problematic content. And, significantly, it integrates women
(and other marginalized groups) more equitably into production practice, which
opens up the classroom to alternative visions.

One indispensable approach to creating a more inclusive classroom—that also
carefully prepares students for production careers—involves demystifying the
aura of director as solo creator. Sabal provides an excellent set of best practices
for student collaboration that we won’t duplicate here (see “The Individual in
Collaborative Media Production”), but one of the ways to encourage students to
think about directing in a practical and collaborative light is to spend a session
brainstorming characteristics that exemplify a “good” director—and, once these
qualities are established, to insist that students aspire to them. In our experience,
students quickly realize that what they seek from a director doesn’t align with
their mythology. They almost always end up describing a person who listens,
inspires, communicates, guides, and manages, not someone who controls, sulks,
preaches, blames, or criticizes.

From here, the production teacher can position the director as a leader for group
collaboration, locating this role as one much closer to equal with that of fellow
crew members. When the class has discussed desirable group process, it
mitigates the hierarchical assumptions about what it means to crew on a film and
also opens up the possibility of leadership to a wider swath of the class. Students
will also discover that at greater variety in the types of leaders they have working
on class projects also yields alternative creative interpretations and a wider range
of characters and narrative content.

To expand on a crucial point made by Citron and Seiter, creating an inclusive
classroom also means characterizing filmmaking as a process, not a product of a
sole creator. For students, modeling this strategy often boils down to discussions
about communication, as they learn how to communicate effectively in groups,
especially before embarking upon a collaborative project.

Even in classes where groups are organized into specific crew positions—director,
producer, director of photography, editor, etc.— the class needs to spend a
significant amount of time defining the responsibilities of each position and that
position’s responsibility to the group as a whole. When each student understands
her commitment to the group, that reduces power struggles that often result
when groups are thrown together in an ad hoc way. Furthermore, class
discussions an increases the accountability each group member has for a specific
kind of contribution.

We have also found that throughout the course no student should hold the same
position twice. Each student needs an opportunity to perform multiple roles on
crews, including those positions traditionally tied to specific gender roles. Such a



Student film sequence (4): Graphically,
gratuitously and visually the female’s body is
broken down in relationship to the male gaze.

Student film sequence (5): Frozen, suspended
without head or arms, without agency beyond
the prompting of or creation of his desire.

Student film sequence (6): She moves in closer
and closer, framed by his gaze.

 

pedagogical model underscores the importance of the group as a whole in
producing the final product, and it teaches how working together is essential to
long-range success: process over product.

Confronted with a model of collaboration that challenges preconceived notions of
the filmmaking process, students sometimes resist this strategy (as they do other
critical pedagogical strategies). They may default to their original behavioral
patterns—once the stress of production has set in. One way to ensure they follow
this process is to ask groups to create a set of guidelines for acceptable
communication that their team will follow before they even begin pre-production.
Will they tolerate yelling? What if the director disagrees with suggestions from
the D.P.? What will they do if a group member is late or not fully participating?
Establishing such expectations reminds students that each group member’s
contribution is critical to the success of the project, and it asks students to reflect
on their own communication and working styles.

Because the guidelines they establish are agreed upon as a kind of group contract,
this portion of the project also ensures accountability for all group members,
especially those who might typically be more reluctant to engage actively. For
women, then, this process sets up an expectation that they will participate to the
same degree as their peers, as required by their crew position and the group
contract, and therefore helps to strip stereotypical gender associations from more
neutrally defined work roles. Enabling women to move into traditionally
masculine roles also helps to diminish gender biases among the rest of the class.
Counteracting these “real-life” stereotypes further encourages students to think
about the representations they shape in their film work, and where those
representations originated.

A final way to upend conventional authoritative structures and thereby call into
question how authority is (often problematically) constructed is to integrate
students into the assignment creation process. Sharing this responsibility places
students in an unfamiliar position of power and gives them a sense how
assignments are designed to meet certain learning goals—and ways that
assignments sometimes fail. Julia Johnson provides an example:

“…I interrupt traditional teacher authority by asking students to co-
construct several major assignments in the course. I begin by
providing students with a general set of guidelines for assignments…
Based on the assignments students generate, I facilitate discussion
and together we select the core projects for the term. During this
conversation, I talk openly about my goals for the course and how I
see the assignments they have generated addressing those goals. After
assignments are selected, I then assume the responsibility of ensuring
that multiple learning modalities are addressed within and across
assignments (to ensure greater inclusion) and develop written
guidelines for assignments so that performance expectations are
clearly articulated.” (Johnson 148)

While some amount of directly calling on students is required to ensure that all
students participate in the collective discussion, this method invites students to
think about who holds power in the classroom setting and how authoritative
structures can privilege some voices and diminish or even silence others. This
type of reflection enables students to think about their own positions of power,
how they treat those in “inferior” positions, and possibly change their attitude
and behavior in hierarchical situations.

Shared assignment creation also encourages more collaborative and active
learning. If students are asked to come up with their own learning goals, they not
only recognize their investment in what they learn but they also better



understand how assignments are designed to meet specific educational outcomes.
Fostering such a collaborative environment models power-sharing and provides
an alternative to hierarchical production processes that so often isolate
marginalized students.

Integrating cooperative learning
In our experience as film faculty, a common and persistent observation is that
women students often hang back during technical demonstrations. Men actively
take the opportunity to experiment with equipment while women remain
observers on the sidelines. Again, a lack of prior contact with much mechanical
and electrical equipment together with pressures like stereotype threat feed into
this reticence. To combat this imbalance and draw women into the experience, a
cooperative learning technique known as “jigsaw” can be easily employed.

A jigsaw strategy uses cooperative learning as a pedagogical approach. Groups
are set up to learn the equipment, and for the group to succeed, each individual
must succeed. Each member is accountable for contributing his or her share and
the group as a whole is accountable for its final product. The jigsaw strategy
works like a puzzle. Each student contributes a key element to the end goal, so
that “each piece—each student’s part—is essential for the completion and full
understanding of the final product. “If each student’s part is essential, then each
student is essential.” (Aronson).

For example, a technical demonstration might include three different
microphones: handheld, shotgun, and lavalier. After some initial instruction, the
class is divided into three core groups that are ultimately responsible for learning
all three mics. To achieve this, individual members of each core group are
assigned to a specific microphone “learning station.” These new groups work
together to master the microphone at their station and become “expert” teams.
Once the allotted time is up, everyone returns to their core group, where each
“expert” exchanges what they’ve learned with their other core group members.
Each member, therefore, is accountable for learning in order to share their
expertise with their group. To further ensure accountability, the entire class takes
a quiz over all the material at the end of class.

The jigsaw strategy calls for active participation of all members of class and
prevents a small group of students from dominating the class as often occurs in
less organized learning situations. In addition to removing hierarchical authority
from the learning process, it ensures that women and other hesitant or cautious
students play a full part of the educational process. Any conflicts or barriers that
come up in group work are mitigated by making students accountable for not
only their learning but the learning of the group. If a student can’t get past an
interpersonal issue, they threaten the success of the group as a whole, so it’s to
their advantage to learn how to navigate personal disputes. Jigsaw, then, also
challenges students to continue building collaborative communication skills. It
models the teamwork needed on a production set in a challenging but more
gender-neutral way.

Re-sounding the call
In academe, media production is sometimes viewed as a secondary discipline,
undeserving of the same serious attention as other scholarly and even artistic
pursuits. However, we think that production pedagogy demands considered and
careful examination.

Media faculty can no longer ignore the disparity present in the numbers of
women enrolled in and pursuing production, nor can we ignore the gendered
breakdown in crew hierarchies. We can no longer justify a failure to challenge the



problematic and often violent representations of acts against women that occur in
student projects, and by extension, across our multiplex, TV, and computer
screens.  

After decades of teaching with a “director-oriented” mythology, it is time to
overhaul our pedagogy. This transformation is needed on a department level and
also needs to be fostered by individual instructors. Adopting new assignments or
revamping individual classes is not enough; effective critical pedagogy must
permeate the media studies curriculum.

We challenge departments, therefore, to engage formally in discussions and
adopt guidelines for teaching that address inequities in gendered practices and
representations. Departments must educate their faculty on these issues and
establish faculty responsibilities for interrogating these topics in class. They must
implement a continuing dialogue about academic expectations and learning
outcomes for their students. They must engage in the difficult discussions about
reconstructing their curricula, upending the status quo, and ensuring equity.

Our students can bring a fierce resistance to engaging critically with and
deconstructing the elements at play in depictions of assault against women. By
instituting a departmental culture of creative and critical engagement with
student work, we ensure that students address relations between form and
content in their foundational understanding of production work. By formulating
and adopting a set of guidelines for pedagogical practice as a unified faculty, we
would ensure that students address these concepts at multiple stages of their
academic career.

Silence is not an option. We fail our students when we do not address their acts of
replication, when we allow them to fall back upon claims of “it’s just
entertainment.” If we do not challenge perpetuation of misogyny, if we fail to
recognize these depictions as such, we become complicit in on-going violence
against women—the violence of objectification, the violence of assault. And if we
fail to address these issues, we fail to make the classroom and this field a safe
pursuit for our female students. On the most basic level, we fail to meet the short
term goals of supporting and challenging our students to create vibrant and
meaningful work, and to pursue knowledge and critical thought. We fail to meet
the long-term goals of diversifying the field of makers and the field of
representations. Too much is at stake to treat these concerns frivolously.

Michelle Citron and Ellen Seiter’s call to action was sounded in 1981. After more
than thirty years battling the same issues, we are sounding that call yet again. The
pedagogical strategies outlined herein both practically assist our students’
development as professionals and make curricular changes that will ensure all
students’ learning and growth. 

We challenge our students to invent, to imagine. As their educators, it’s time we
challenge ourselves to reinvent and re-imagine production pedagogy. By working
collectively, we launch a process by which students and faculty revolutionize the
media landscape both in and outside our institutions.



The Bechdel Test: does a film have two named women who talk to each other about
something other than a man? Even family-friendly films like Up fail this simple rule that calls
for basic female representation in films.
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On cable, tech gods, and the
hidden costs of DIY filmmaking: 
thoughts on "The Woman with the
Movie Camera"
by Ellen Seiter
While the politics of gendered representations in student films and the
behavioral dynamics of production classes have remained sadly unchanged,
significant changes have also taken place in the realm of work for women and
how women are represented on the screen. Here I examine some of the
possibilities offered in cable television production and question why
technological changes in the movement to digital from analog modes of
filmmaking have not had more impact on production students, aspiring
filmmakers and mainstream genres, while suggesting that cable television has
offered appealing alternatives to the dream of making it in Hollywood.

“Boys still buy the action figures”

Women have made significant inroads and at a surprising rate in many
filmmaking fields: teaching film production in the academy, feature film
editing, producing, post-production effects and compositing, and
screenwriting. In a big cinema school like the University of Southern
California, where I teach, women head production tracks, such as sound
design, animation, cinematography, interactive media/gaming and editing.
Women populate half of USC’s large MFA programs. Directing remains a
more elusive, although there are more women coming up through Sundance
and university programs in the United States, and through European Union
film finance for independent work.

The rise of large-budget, heavily special effects tentpole films (Pirates of the
Caribbean, Transformers, Iron Man, and the like) eroded funding for small
and mid-range projects and diminished the chances for women to gain
experience directing. The rise of big franchises has provided plenty of work for
young men who go to Comic-Con, but has tended to limited roles for women
to girlfriends or kick-ass supergirls. Because so many of these transmedia (to
use Henry Jenkins’s term) properties are based on comic book properties
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created in the 30s, 40s, and 50s, or from popular action video games, such as
Halo, they hold less promise than drama or comedy, for fan girls. Video games
are now so important to the entire enterprise of big-budget filmmaking, and
video game production is so heavily male-dominated, that it is hard to feel
hopeful about the long-term impact of this trend.

Yet women have made greater and more lasting gains as directors, writers,
producers and show runners in television rather than film. Television
audiences are growing more female all the time, for both broadcast and cable.
This leads to more hiring of women in key positions. And women benefit from
the more stable working conditions and union protections of the television
labor force, the predictable rate of production, that allows the possibility of
maintaining a stable residence. Of course, HBO’s legendary series such as
Deadwood, The Sopranos and The Wire have been dominated by flashy show
runners who perpetuate the same kind of auteur mystique as that in
Hollywood features. However, television production because its sheer size and
speed provides a big tent, with lots of creative work in directing and writing.
Unfortunately, when I visit television sets in Los Angeles, I often find that
most of the women crew members are working makeup, wardrobe and script
supervision. The directors of photography, gaffers, camera operators, and
focus pullers still tend overwhelmingly to be male, although they are more
ethnically and racially diverse than what I saw visiting broadcast TV sets in
the 1980s and 90s. There are more women in postproduction, however, in the
back, less visible, working on computers: the sound mixers, colorists,
compositors, editors, 3-D digital effects artists.

Children’s television is one place where a radical breakthrough in
opportunities for women occurred beginning in the 1990s. Women producers
took the risk of casting girls as leads and succeeded in creating parts for girls
such as Shelby Woo, Alex Mack, Clarissa and Angelica who were intelligent,
adventurous and physically daring. Off screen, Nickelodeon’s ranks were full
of smart women who had a high degree of feminist consciousness—and
happened to be mothers. When Vicki Mayer and I interviewed twenty creative
producers in children’s entertainment in 1997, they all attributed the stronger
presence of women in children’s television to networking among women,
women hiring other women, and women’s interest in kids’ programming.
Within the television industry, kids’ programming is considered less
prestigious than other types of programming no matter what the salary, and
for this reason, it has been more open to women. Today there are more
women in senior positions in kids’ programming than in all other types of TV.
But the proliferation of cable has also meant more and better opportunities
for women than feature filmmaking. The problem with children’s TV was not
dissimilar to the problem in Hollywood today with big franchise blockbusters:

“The perception out there is that boys will buy the action figures
and so they’re worth more money. Girls buy more books and
advertisers don’t sell books on television.”

The same logic of the marketplace still drives features films, and (big) boys
still buy the action figures, or the video games, or rather, the video games. But
Nickelodeon showed that quirky girl characters could appeal to male and



female audiences. This quote from a Nickelodeon executive could describe any
of the heroines on Showtime regarding their casting decisions:

“We pay more attention to her attitude than the physical aspects.
We want someone who could be a kid's friend, not someone more
pretty or popular. We don’t want a character to be overly feminine
because those are not typical girl characteristics. Those factors
influence the way we cast. “ (Seiter 2004)

Cable television is not a bad deal for women as directors, actors and writers,
and it bears celebrating and recognizing the possibilities for women to work in
a medium that has historically had less sexual violence against women, more
experimentation in terms of genre, and better parts for actors than feature
films. One of my favorite examples is Nurse Jackie on Showtime—a film with
three show runners, two of them women, that incorporates distinguished
performances by middle-aged actors such as Edie Falco and Anna Deavere
Smith. Additionally the show’s scripts incorporate the problems of full time
paid employment work, middle age, female friendship, and child rearing into
the series. There are many ways that a show like Nurse Jackie realizes most of
the dreams that Ien Ang, Charlotte Brunsdon, Tania Modleski and I had for a
feminist soap opera back in the 80s. These premium shows keep the serialized
storylines and ensemble acting but switch to more limited runs of episodes
(seemingly a necessity for making good TV) and the genre of comedy.

Tech gods

What surprises me about the continuing gender dynamics in the film
production classroom is that the prevalence of digital technologies might have
had the effect of opening up production to more women. Work on computers,
where after all more and more of the film production process has moved,
could be less gender typed than cinematography and lighting, artistic fields
that have proven exceptionally difficult for women to break in to. With talents
exercised on a laptop, at home and in relative privacy—especially for those
who can afford to upgrade hardware and software and keep the highest speed
connections going—film going digital should have evened the playing field in
the years before students even enter college.

While increases in access to technologies supporting multimedia production
provide more opportunities for girls to learn production skills at an early age,
there continues to be an urgent need to validate and enhance these talents in
the classroom. For five years, I ran an after-school computer class in a Black
and Latino, working class neighborhood in San Diego with children ages 8-12
(Seiter 2005). This experience drove me to look to the research literature on
computer education to help explain what I observed in my classes—and I have
found these tendencies played out in K-12 classrooms across the country,
where I do research evaluations for the Macarthur Foundation Digital Media
and Learning Initiative. Let me share some of that here as a way to echo the
importance of pedagogy in the film production classroom, as well as in the
non-linear editing lab or post-production suite.



Some computer researchers have noted that girls thrive in environments
where equal time on computers is ensured through careful monitoring, and
that “gender differences between boys and girls disappear when computers
are used for a rather than a fantasy goal and involve interpersonal
cooperation” (Huber and Schofield 1998). Margolis and Fisher found that the
most effective strategy for getting girls into computing was recruitment of
friendship circles, which helps compensate for some of the recurrent
disincentives for girls in computer courses, such as the lack of female
students, male students making the girls feel incompetent, the risk of seeming
like a geek, and the fact that most computer games bore them (2002, 113).
Margolis and Fisher identified one common trait among women who
persisted in studying computer science at Carnegie Mellon University and
reached skill levels at which they began to perceive themselves as competent:
they were able to find alternatives to the dominant image of students as male
and as “narrowly focused, intense hackers.” (133).

In fact, it was the male hacker image (and we might substitute here the boy
genius filmmaker stereotype) that women found most repellent and
discouraging in computer science courses. Margolis and Fisher’s project was
to test specific educational interventions to improve the success rate of
women students. When faculty and students were made more conscious of the
ways the ‘boy hacker icon” influenced their course and project design, as well
as the culture of the computer lab, a more multidimensional view of
computing could be nurtured that was more inviting to female students. In
the conclusions to their study, they warn that for teachers to bring about the
desired change in the gender dynamics of the classroom requires “a ferocious
attention to the quality of the student experience” (2002, 140).

A second dimension of student experience is the lack of public recognition of
female expertise with computing. From universities to elementary schools, I
have observed that both male and female students confer on male students
the status of expert of what Larry Cuban calls “tech god.”(Cuban 2001) Tech
gods are those who experience a change in status with increased access to
technology because their skills are so widely recognized by adults and fellow
students. In the climate of drastic school cutbacks to support staff and AV and
computer equipment, teachers and administrators often rely on students to
repair, connect and maintain school networks, paying them with independent
study credits or free periods instead of cash.

To correct the tendency to identify only those tech gods who are male, I have
instituted assignments in my courses in which women are especially
encouraged, even required, to take over the teaching during hands-on
demonstrations and to act as coaches to other students. Many women have
gone from initial reticence to taking on a substantial role as roving helpers
during sessions in the computer lab. As teachers we need to question
ourselves about which students we perceive as smart about computers and
technology and why. There is a tendency to ascribe high intelligence to males
who behave in certain ways and display certain skill sets, to make them into
“tech gods.” I have often found later that there was a quiet, retiring female
student present who knew how to trouble shoot better than the tech god, but
was anxious about the public exposure and taint of being perceived as too



geeky. The same is often true of students of color and working class students
of both genders.

Hidden costs of DIY video

Recently I observed students at the YouMedia lab at the Harold Washington
branch of the Chicago Public library. Located on State Street near public
transportation, equal numbers of male and female teens, and the majority of
them African American, worked on computers and played on video games and
laptops creating media. The space was designed to be noisy, interactive, and
conducive to peer-to peer learning. It is a real utopian space.

The dream of working in film, music, advertising, design, or gaming of all
kinds has now been disseminated on a vast scale—to boys and to girls, to
working class as well as middle class teens. The proliferation of computers in
the lives of youth and the broader availability of desktop video, animation
programs such as Flash, non linear editing programs such as Final Cut Pro,
sound programs such as Pro Tools have accelerated the numbers of those
aspiring to work in the entertainment industries. For a decade parents and
students were encouraged to demand new technologies as the top funding
priority, and schools such as charter schools that threw out traditional
curricula in favor of multimedia learning, learning through digital media
became the most popular in all school districts. In fact, the rapid spread of
digital media as communication technologies and leisure among youth has
encouraged legions of students (and often their parents) to dream of escaping
the dull grind for a cool job. Because the last thirty years has seen these
developments spread beyond the elite college classroom with 16mm film
equipment to everyday laptops, prosumer and consumer models, more young
women now aspire to film production than they did thirty years ago (I was the
only woman in my cohort in the first MFA class at Northwestern University,
for example). But the barriers to women’s participation in film remain high.
There is a wide gap between the capability of doing creative work in a digital
environment and the requirements of successful careers: insane hours, total
devotion to work, and financial risk.

Two important effects are the expansion of dreams of “making it” in the
creative industries and the promotion of a new model of training in which
young people are encouraged to invest enormous resources in training, self-
promotion, technology, and unpaid content creation—what is called
“entrepreneurial labor” (Neff et al. 2005). Entrepreneurial labor may not be
new to Hollywood—schmoozing of all kinds, unremunerated work, and vast
investments in self-improvement—have been a staple for a century. Digital
labor has the potential to vastly increase the degree to which media
corporations can manage to off-load the costs of media production and entice
potential employees to invest huge amounts of time on unremunerated tasks.

The digitization of media work has made costs even more prohibitive than
16mm was. While the overall costs of production have famously been lowered
due to desktop video, the planned obsolescence of so much hardware and
software, the treadmill of upgrades and replacements, and the soaring costs of



technical support, cause digital production to strain—if not break—the
budgets of educational institutions at all levels. At the high end of elite private
education, the costs are increasingly passed on to the students. In my book,
The Internet Playground (2005), I discuss the ways that these dreams have
led schools to accept unprecedented amounts of corporate control,
encouraged the hiring of non-union teachers, opened school boards and
administrations to those with corporate rather than educational experience,
and left public schools with vast costs for maintaining new technologies
(Seiter, 2007). 

The digital realm appears to be more open to larger numbers of women than
analog production: a meritocracy of talent, young people being discovered
from their You Tube posts without bothering with the costs of film school, the
possibility of working from home. Stanley Aronowitz has argued that what is
hidden in most discussions of media jobs, is the ways that they impose
tremendous levels of financial risk, and as such women are still vulnerable
(2004).

“These most desirable kinds of jobs in terms of closeness of ‘cool’
media, informal work environments and flexible schedules are
scarce, and even at that they have evolved to impose far more risk
on individuals than similar white collar jobs.”

The boy-genius atmosphere of computer science and gaming programs have
proven extremely tough for attracting female students. Extended periods of
unemployment also entail the acceptance of jobs with no benefits, long hours,
part-time work, and short-term contracts. As educators it is important to
think through and to talk about with young people the realities of these newer
technologies of creative work (Seiter 2007). Young people famously use digital
communications—instant messaging, cell phone texting, social networking
websites, texting, to maintain their social capital—at least with those peers
who can afford to keep up with costly requirements of these technologies. Yet
there is nothing inherently democratic about the young and the digital. It’s a
(rich, white) boys’ club, too.
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Director Robert Greenwald addresses house
parties via videocast after screenings of Iraq for
Sale.

Interviews with expert witnesses, such as
weapons inspectors, helped to lend credibility to
Robert Greenwald’s Uncovered.

Digital distribution, participatory
culture, and the transmedia
documentary

by Chuck Tryon

In December 2003, Robert Greenwald released Uncovered: The Whole Truth
about the Iraq War, to enthusiastic audiences at over 2,600 house parties across
the United States. The movie, which depicted a number of prominent intelligence
experts taking apart the Bush administration’s case for war Iraq, reached
audiences only a few months after production began and offered what was, at the
time, one of the more trenchant critiques of the faulty evidence used to justify the
war. Greenwald was able to distribute the film so quickly, in part, because he was
able to take advantage of existing social networks created by progressive
grassroots organizations such as MoveOn.org and AlterNet and think tanks such
as The Center for American Progress in order to organize “house parties” where
audiences could gather to watch the film with others who were invested in critical
discussion of the war (Haynes and Littler 2007). The online distribution also
helped to facilitate conversation about the film, and the house parties themselves
were often depicted in terms of their ability to create alternative spaces (Goldberg
2003), in which participants could discuss the issues raised by the documentary.

The success of Uncovered allowed Greenwald’s Brave New Films to expand the
house-party model, distributing several other films, including Outfoxed and Iraq
For Sale, using that approach while also establishing a website that has become
an important resource for posting short video clips that typically serve as a form
of video-enabled media criticism where amateur and professional video makers
can post short videos that comment on mass media political coverage. In this
sense, Greenwald helped to give form to what I am calling the transmedia
documentary, a set of nonfiction films that use the participatory culture of the
web to enhance the possibilities for both a vibrant public sphere cultivated
around important political issues and an activist culture invested in social and
political change. In addition, these films make use of alternative distribution
models enabled by digital media, whether streaming video, digital downloads, or
social media tools that facilitate public or semi-public screenings. This use of
social media tools fits neatly into arguments about the web as a site for returning
political power to citizens, and Greenwald’s film helps to illustrate how the
transmedia documentary can be used to assemble and engage a mass audience,
while also providing an important starting point for thinking about how
discussions of new media have come to shape the cultures around documentary
film.

This concept of transmedia documentary builds upon and partially reworks the
nonfictional modes of representation that Bill Nichols (1991: p. 3) has associated
with “the discourses of sobriety,” which operate under the assumption that non-
fiction films
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Greenwald’s Uncovered, citing Fair Use rights,
made extensive use of clips from political
programming such as Meet the Press to show
how the Bush administration made the case for
war.

The Matrix has become one of the most
commonly cited examples of transmedia
storytelling

“can and should alter the world itself, they can effect action and entail
consequences.”

In other words, these films seek to address audiences largely with the goal of
producing social or political change, whether that entails ending the war in Iraq,
reforming the education system, or promoting climate change activism. These
communication practices take place within a network consisting of blogs, wikis,
video sharing sites, and other social media tools where anyone with internet
access can potentially contribute to discussions of important political and social
issues. This network of bloggers, filmmakers, and activists gained new levels of
visibility in the wake of the September 11 attacks and the polarized political
discourse that emerged in the early preparation for the war in Iraq. As a result,
the transmedia documentary became an important site for engaging with the
politics of images and for cultivating an engaged, energetic public that could
begin to see itself as active participants in a larger political dialogue. To be sure,
this focus draws from a long history of debates about active and passive audiences
and borrows from past efforts by political filmmakers to produce movies that
encourage audiences to move from being consumers to being producers.

Because of this focus on active audiences, the concept of transmedia documentary
also builds from arguments developed by Henry Jenkins in Convergence Culture
on the new storytelling models used by film and television producers to create a
more immersive and engaging experience for active audiences. Thus, a film like
The Matrix might be expanded and developed not only through the multiple
sequels but also through video games, websites, and even through the straight to
DVD animated feature, The Animatrix. Jenkins’ arguments have encapsulated
some of the technological and social changes that have been reflected in the actual
practice of documentary filmmakers, as well as others involved in the
documentary industry, including film festival directors and programmers and
film journalists. Further, Jenkins shows how audiences themselves become
producers, writing fan fiction or producing fans films, and in the best cases, using
popular culture texts to engage in political dialogue. As Angelica Das (2011),
writing for the Tribeca Film Festival’s “Future of Film” blog argues, “filmmakers
from all genres no longer just make films.” Instead, for emerging filmmakers,

“Social documentary projects are increasingly more than social and
more than documentary.”

In explaining the value of Jenkins’ concepts for documentary filmmakers, Das
argues that transmedia storytelling becomes a way of creating a sense of audience
engagement with a documentary project, often months or years before that final
documentary project is completed, while also potentially extending the life of a
documentary project well after its initially appearance in festivals, theaters, or
online.

Das is also attentive to the ways in which social media can be deployed to create a
sense of community of engagement around a social or political issue that will
persist, even after the documentary has left theaters. In response to Das, Edward
J. Delaney (2011) adds that transmedia techniques can assist the goals of social
documentaries, especially when filmmakers make use of interactive elements to
engage with users through discussion forums or when they use interactive aspects
to draw from the talents of their audience, whether to make the documentary or
to extend its reach, a process known as crowdsourcing.[1] [open endnotes in new
window] In both cases, transmedia is identified not only with storytelling across
multiple platforms but also with the using transmedia models to imagine new
modes of engagement, to get audiences actively involved in co-producing the film.

Although these new forms of participatory culture are often treated as
revolutionary, they are grounded in a much longer history of activist media. In
fact, as Michael Renov (2004: p. 10) points out, media activists in the 1960s, such
as Newsreel, sought to solicit involvement from their viewers, creating texts that



David Zeiger’s Sir! No Sir! explores the Vietnam
soldier anti-war movement through its use of
underground media.

“were active and intended as participatory,” leading to wholesale re-evaluations of
normal film and television techniques in order to equip viewers with the means of
engaging in their own media criticism. Newsreel also took advantage of
alternative distribution techniques, placing advertisements in alternative weeklies
and holding screenings that served as fundraisers for organizations such as New
York-based community radio station, WBAI. As Renov (2004: p. 15) notes, these
alternative distribution techniques “helped reinforce a sense of shared cultural
identity,” especially given the sharply divided politics of the 1960s. In this sense,
there are significant continuities with older forms, given that transmedia
documentaries, such as Uncovered, call for users to become participants, whether
by hosting or attending a house party or by signing a petition. At the same time,
the house parties helped to produce a sense of solidarity among the war’s critics,
as viewers used social media to find others who shared their political views.

These celebratory accounts of transmedia documentary are also caught up in
what Vincent Mosco (2004: p. 1) refers to as the “myth” that new media
technologies can “bring about revolutionary changes in society.” As Mosco notes,
the web has been celebrated because of the promise that it will democratize
media, allowing anyone to become a publisher or to gain access to alternative
viewpoints. Mosco is careful to point out that such myths are not necessarily
false; instead they inform our perception of new technologies, shaping how they
are used and discussed. Although Mosco (2004: p. 19) is quick to point out that
discussions of the web obscure the extent to which media consolidation is taking
place, he also notes that enthusiasm for social media and other forms of digital
media can also reveal “a genuine desire for community and democracy.” Thus,
rather than arguing that the transmedia documentary offers something genuinely
new, this essay attempts to make sense of the ways in which the alliance between



A soldier reading an underground newspaper in
Sir! No Sir!

non-fiction film and social media reflects these larger cultural desires.

Documentary filmmakers have often used alternative modes of distribution, and
documentaries have often been connected to a larger tradition of social and
political activism. In fact, Jane Gaines (2007: p. 40) has noted that contemporary
anti-war documentaries involved in “the production of outrage,” including the
films of Robert Greenwald and David Zeiger’s Sir! No Sir!, extend and rework
“the documentary social change legacy” of Vietnam-era anti-war films, in some
cases by directly depicting earlier, historical forms of mass protest. Zeiger’s Sir!
No Sir!, for example, uses depictions of the anti-war movement within the U.S.
military during the Vietnam War to celebrate past forms of resistance while
simultaneously updating those practices for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Zeiger has done this by producing a web series in collaboration with Iraq
Veterans Against the War, This is Where We Take Our Stand, which profiles a
groups of Iraq War veterans who have spoken out against the war, a series that
continued several years after the film was initially released.
(http://thisiswherewetakeourstand.com/)

Despite these forms of documentary activism, it is less than clear what happens
once these films engage viewers. In fact, a number of critics, including Micah
White (2010), have argued that online petitions, what he calls “clicktivism,” have
short-circuited more demanding forms of political activity, breeding passivity
rather than producing active political participants. Although the transmedia
documentary opens itself up to this risk, projects such as Zeiger’s and
Greenwald’s help illustrate the potential for filmmakers to direct attention to a
specific issue.

Thus, although many of the techniques of the transmedia seem new, they are
often drawing from and building upon older forms of documentary activism, even
while they are being adapted into new media forms. As a result, this combination
of participatory culture and activist documentary offers an interesting site for
thinking about how nonfiction filmmakers are finding new ways of understanding
and engaging with documentary spectator, often in collaboration with institutions
and organizations that use social media tools to reach those audiences in new and
creative ways. In order to understand how documentaries can participate in
promoting social activism, we must look at the new distribution, exhibition, and
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promotion models that use elements of participatory culture to tap into desires
for social change. In fact, these distribution and exhibition strategies, connected
as they are to a logic of social media, become a form of authorship, shaping not
only the reception of these documentaries but also how they fit into a larger
media and political culture, with media industry leaders, such as Rick Allen of
Snag Films and Jeff Skoll of Participant Productions, in some sense, shaping the
delivery, exhibition, and even reception of documentaries.

These forms of transmedia documentary, along with the new distribution
platforms that have reshaped documentary distribution, have contributed to the
emergence of a transmedia documentary culture built around a desire for
audiences to view themselves as active participants, rather than passive
consumers of political texts. In this context, I identify three significant
distribution practices that have shaped post-9/11 documentary culture.



A film about climate change looks into the
future. In The Age of Stupid., Pete
Postlethwaite, as the Archivist, does research to
determine how people could have ignored the
signs of imminent environmental catastrophe.

Davis Guggenheim’s An Inconvenient Truth is
largely structured around multiple iterations of
Gore’s famous climate change presentation,
transforming Gore from a failed politician into a
visionary professor.

The trailer for the conservative documentary,
Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed, carefully
positions host Ben Stein as a rebel against the
education establishment by placing him in the
back of the classroom and objecting to the
science teacher’s ostensibly uncritical
acceptance of evolutionary theory.

First, I discuss the “house party” model developed by Robert Greenwald. This
approach to distribution, which has evolved alongside emerging digital
technologies, has defined itself both in terms of circumventing the traditional
gatekeepers of theatrical and television distribution and in terms of encouraging
active, critical engagement with broadcast media through its use of various
pedagogies of media criticism and analysis.

I then discuss Jeff Skoll’s Participant Productions, which produces both narrative
features and documentaries about timely political topics, such as global warming
(An Inconvenient Truth), food production (Food Inc), and disability issues
(Murderball). Although Participant generally sponsors films designed for a
limited theatrical release, mostly to art house theaters, their movies are also
supplemented by websites that encourage audiences to become involved in social
issues, such as ClimateCrisis.net, which sought to shape the audience response to
An Inconvenient Truth. Alongside of Participant Productions, I look at Ted
Leonsis’ and Rick Allen’s SnagFilms, an online distribution network that screens
documentaries for free online with brief advertisements, while allowing users to
“snag” those films and post them on their own websites by cutting and pasting a
simple piece of code. As a result, audiences become “programmers,” capable of
creating their own virtual theaters where they can curate a set of films that are
important to them.

Then, I look at Franny Armstrong’s The Age of Stupid (2009), a documentary that
sought to encourage activism around the issue of climate change. The
documentary itself uses the fictional trope of a futuristic archivist (played by
British actor Pete Postlethwaite) looking back at how apathy over climate change
led to a planet that will become virtually uninhabitable. However, the biggest
strength of Armstrong’s film is her use of social media to fund, promote, and even
exhibit the film through techniques such as crowdsourcing, in which a filmmaker
uses the web to raise funds from a larger audience. Although these approaches
entail only a limited part of a larger set of practices within a networked
documentary culture, they also represent important attempts to theorize how
social media tools can be used to place documentary films within a larger political
community.

Finally, I examine two prominent conservative transmedia documentaries,
Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed, which advocates for intelligent design, and I
Want Your Money, which calls for less government spending, in order to
illustrate that many of the principles that helped sustain progressive documentary
circulation, exhibition, and reception have now been adapted by fiscal and
religious conservatives, many of whom experienced their own sense of cultural or
political alienation with the election of Barack Obama to the Presidency in 2008.
Thus, although transmedia documentaries have been understood as an
alternative to broadcast news, they provide platforms for a wide range of political
viewpoints, all of which may be defining themselves in opposition to the national
news media, as Sarah Palin’s consistent denigration of the “lamestream media”
(even while taking a paycheck from Fox News) amply illustrates. However, given
the political implications of documentary, it is worth considering how transmedia
storytelling is being used to imagine new forms of participation.
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Brave New Films            

Perhaps the most frequently discussed socially networked documentary practice is
the house party model devised by Robert Greenwald and his colleagues at Brave
New Films. While Uncovered is significant for launching the socially-networked
house party model, Greenwald has since released half a dozen other films, many
of them critical of various Bush administration policies in Iraq, but all of them
attentive to questions regarding the role of corporate and governmental
institutions in shaping public culture. In addition to introducing well-researched
films that engage with important social issues, Brave New Films’ role in reshaping
distribution has been crucial in establishing the possibilities for transmedia
documentary. As Greenwald himself observes,

“what we’ve learned about distribution may be more important in the
long run than the films themselves” (quoted in Aufderheide 2005).

Further, in his most recent work, Greenwald has even reversed or reworked
normal promotional practices by making the content of his 2009 project, Rethink
Afghanistan, available online in short ten-minute videos before making the film
available as a complete feature-length movie, allowing Brave New Films to
continue to make timely interventions into public discussions of U.S. foreign
policy.



Uncovered shows Secretary of State Colin
Powell addressing the United Nations, with
C.I.A. director George Tenet literally standing
behind him.

C.I.A. Analyst Ray McGovern then models a
close reading of that image in Uncovered,
providing viewers with a quick lesson in media
literacy.

Rather than a feature-length documentary film, Rethink Afghanistan functions as a series of
timely short videos that can respond more rapidly to current events.

In fact, Greenwald has moved away from producing feature-length documentaries
altogether, instead opting for short-form interventions using online media,
suggesting that he has chosen to privilege timeliness and immediacy over the
event status typically associated with the house parties.[2] [open endnotes in new
window]

Like many of the activist documentaries and videos produced by Paper Tiger TV,
the Gulf Crisis TV Project, and Top Value Television, Greenwald’s films are
typically structured around what could be called “pedagogies of media criticism,”
in that they seek to prepare viewers themselves to become media critics.
Uncovered, for example, focuses on the use of faulty evidence to justify an U.S.
attack on Iraq. Throughout the film, former diplomats and intelligence experts
raise questions about key pieces of evidence, most notably Secretary of State Colin
Powell’s speech before the United Nations and the use of forged documents to
depict the sale of uranium. Alongside these critiques, Greenwald depicts the use of
provocative and threatening language including repeated phrases in State of the
Union speeches and on Sunday-morning talk shows (“weapons of mass
destruction,” “the smoking gun in the form of a mushroom cloud”) to indicate that
Bush officials carefully choreographed the build up to war, even scripting the very
phrases that might incite fear in a nation still traumatized by the September 11
attacks. Greenwald’s films then seek to illustrate how these talk shows play a
hidden, but crucial, role in shaping political discourse that, in turn, shapes policy.

Although these moves may conform to a relatively standard form of journalism,
the film itself was less crucial than the attempts to create a public event, one in
which audiences could discuss and, presumably, blog or write about the film in
order to turn it into a newsworthy event. These house parties, as I have argued,
helped to show that social networks could be used to assemble groups of people
based upon shared political affiliations.

Similarly, his subsequent film, Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch’s War on Journalism
also seeks to depict some of the harmful editorial practices associated with Fox
News. A number of sequences depict how Fox News anchors were given
instructions to repeat specific “talking points” that would either praise the policies
of President George W. Bush or denigrate liberal and progressive causes. In
addition, the film uses Rupert Murdoch’s media empire to introduce some of the
genuine problems associated with media consolidation, making the film an
important intervention in the political activism around that issue. Like
Greenwald’s other films, Outfoxed is rooted in a longer history of media activism,
echoing strategies used by Dee Dee Halleck in the 1980s with Deep Dish and
Paper Tiger TV.[3] In this sense, Greenwald’s films are, as Charles Musser (2007:
12) characterizes them, “struggles over representations,” in which the commercial
news media is seen as complicit with official discourses. In contrast, Greenwald
and other media critics are positioned as experts who can challenge the dominant
representations of politics, even while preparing viewers to cultivate those skills
and to produce their own media criticism.

One of the more powerful and influential practices modeled in Outfoxed consisted
of the film’s “close reading” of a number of representative case studies in which
Fox News supported conservative positions, even while claiming to be “fair and
balanced.” In fact, by taking these scenes out of sequence and juxtaposing
repeated language, Outfoxed seems to offer an implicit critique of the news
channel’s use of the discourses of liveness and immediacy for emotional affect.
Similarly, discussions of the graphics of the Fox News Alert engage with what
John T. Caldwell (1995) refers to as the “pictorialism” of contemporary television.
One of the more powerful sequences was a segment profiling Jeremy Glick, the
working-class son of one of the people who died in the World Trade Center, and
who was interviewed and subsequently attacked by news commentator Bill



Outfoxed shows how Fox News helps to
manufacture outrage through clips of host Bill
O’Reilly’s interview with Jeremy Glick, son of a
Port Authority worker killed in the September 11
attacks.

O’Reilly. Glick’s interview functions primarily to illustrate how Fox News shuts
down opposing — liberal or progressive — viewpoints, painting them as either
unpatriotic or “radical.”

Although Outfoxed offers a number of anecdotal examples of conservative bias, its
larger purpose is to foster a more general culture of media criticism. Within the
film, this goal is articulated through the film’s concluding utopian impulse, in
which Greenwald highlights a small number of success stories of locally owned
media start-ups that were able to compete with corporate-backed rivals, as well as
a number of community groups, which focused on preparing teenagers and young
adults to produce their own media. Further, the house party for Outfoxed also
served as the launch for the liberal media watchdog site, Media Matters, with the
site’s founder, Chris Brock, inviting viewers of the film to become contributors
themselves. Like the film, Media Matters models the kinds of media criticism that
Greenwald deems to be important to a vibrant public sphere.

Jeremy Glick then comments calmly about
the event, while describing his strategies for
engaging with the Fox News host.

Outfoxed also introduces viewers to critiques
of media consolidation, with Bob McChesney
here providing viewers with a short lesson in
political economy

All of the films produced by Greenwald direct viewers to the Brave New Films
website, and given the need for timely interventions in political discourse, the
website has moved toward the production of quickly-produced, concise videos
that seek to make a point about an issue currently in the news, with videos
appearing mere hours after the story develops. During the 2008 election, for
example, the website posted a series of “Fox Attacks” videos, in which they edited
together a series short sound bites from Fox News to show how the channel was
repeating false or misleading allegations against Democratic presidential
candidates and policies, including “Fox Attacks…Black People,” which showed
how Fox used racially-charged language in order to depict then-candidate Barack
Obama as a mysterious outsider.



The spinning tire image from Rethink
Afghanistan serves as an apt metaphor not only
for the U.S. military presence in Afghanistan but
also the logistical difficulties of delivering
supplies to the soldiers.

As an outgrowth of Outfoxed, Brave New
Films then began producing short-form video
media criticism, including “Fox News Attacks
Black people,” which traces how Fox News
reinforces stereotypes.

Fox News’s use of stereotyping can then be
deployed to reinforce negative perceptions of
then-candidate Barack Obama.

Subsequently Greenwald has reworked many of his earlier film distribution and
exhibition practices for Rethink Afghanistan, which he assembled gradually
during the summer of 2009. As the film’s title suggests, the documentary asks us
to reconsider the mainstream depiction of Afghanistan and the foreign policy logic
that emphasizes a military solution in that country. However, what makes Rethink
Afghanistan unusual is the decision to release the film in short ten-minute
segments focused on a specific area of concern in Afghanistan, in much the same
way that DVD chapters or a series of webisodes might be used to present short,
accessible chunks of information for interested audiences. This approach
prompted Greenwald to characterize the film as his first “real-time documentary”
(Stelter 2009). Early segments focused on the treatment of women and on the
tenuous situation in Pakistan, and this online rolling release strategy helps to
produce an ongoing engagement with our policy in Afghanistan, rather than a
single punctual dialogue focused around the entire film. Such an approach can,
potentially, lead to a more detailed engagement and would potentially allow the
film to remain in the public eye longer. It also allows the film to be viewed not as a
final product but as a mutable object, capable of being changed as the situation in
Afghanistan changes or as new information becomes available.

Videos from Rethink Afghanistan are often The producers of Rethink Afghanistan



divided up into coherent themes, such as
war profiteering.

engage in a bit of street theater by having
the “Easter Bunny” deliver eggs with anti-war
messages inside.

Thus, Brave New Films illustrates two significant components of the transmedia
documentary. First, it makes extensive use of the idea that documentaries and
other films can be endlessly revised, altered, and supplemented as new
information becomes available. In fact, Greenwald altered the original DVD
version of Uncovered when it was briefly released to theaters in 2004. Ongoing
examples of bias at Fox News supplement Outfoxed years after the film originally
appeared on DVD. Rather than a single narrative, transmedia documentaries
allow filmmakers to react and respond to social and political events as they change
over time. Second, Greenwald helped to establish a popular concept of audience
participation. Whether that entails hosting a house party or simply agreeing to
attend, audiences could express public support for a political cause by using social
media.

More crucially, Greenwald’s films also served a wider pedagogical role, modeling
forms of media criticism that audiences could then emulate in their daily lives. In
this sense, Greenwald’s films, in their best moments, serve to reproduce a
skeptical attitude toward the commercial media and toward political speech in
general, equipping viewers with critical thinking skills that they could use to read
future news broadcasts.

Participant Productions and SnagFilms

While Brave New Films deploys the tools of social networks in order to virally
promote their films and to transform viewers into media activists, a number of
new media entrepreneurs have sought to leverage low-budget distribution tools
for the purpose of building an infrastructure of for-profit documentary
distribution and social activism. The two most prominent organizations to use
these tools are Participant Productions and SnagFilms. Jeff Skoll’s Participant
Productions uses a more traditional theatrical and DVD distribution process,
combining that with an active web presence where the social and political aims of
their films can be extended. Skoll’s status as an “author” of the Participant model
is established in a number of news articles, including a profile in Fast Company
(Kamenetz 2009), in which the former eBay executive explains his desire to use
commercially viable films to have a social impact. He says he’s been informed by
the “social-entrepreneurship movement,” in which business practices are used to
“solve” social problems, making the movement a hybrid of commercial and social
interests. This entrepreneurial approach may obscure the degree to which many
social issues cannot be resolved — and may in fact be exacerbated — by this
approach, especially if the social issues involved are not seen as financially
profitable.

Skoll’s company has made a number of films, most of them documentaries,
focusing on issues such as disability (Murderball), genocide (Darfur Now), and
freedom of expression (Chicago 10). After choosing scripts that combine a degree
of commercial and social potential, Participant then seeks to work with various



Al Gore famously uses the photograph
“Earthrise” to romanticize his attachment to
environmentalism in An Inconvenient Truth.

Graphic depictions of climate change data help
to underscore Gore’s arguments.

Footage of Hurricane Katrina used in An
Inconvenient Truth suggests that climate
change may lead to more extreme weather.

non-profit organizations to expand the film’s outreach. In this regard, Participant
inherits from and reworks what Jonathan Kahana (2008: 26) describes as “the
Griersonian tradition of humanist advocacy,” operating under the belief that if
these films can effectively frame a social or political problem, viewers watching
the film will be moved to act. In the case of Participant Films, they are encouraged
to do so through the vibrant websites associated with each of the company’s films.

This approach of mixing advocacy and entertainment has been most explicitly
modeled in Participant’s involvement with An Inconvenient Truth, in which Al
Gore’s status as a public intellectual is used to reflect upon the global warming
crisis and the need for citizen to demand a change in corporate and governmental
environmental policies and practices. Although the film is most widely discussed
in terms of the dramatic visuals used in Gore’s slideshow, the biographical
commentary that frames the film also serves as an attempt to theorize its
reception and the potential for a global environmental movement. In fact, by
positioning Gore as a failed politician (he comments at one point to a chuckling
audience that he “used to be the next President of the United States”), An
Inconvenient Truth essentially makes the case that the active viewing public
watching a documentary can accomplish what the political process did not. What’s
needed is a grassroots movement around climate change, one that is shaped by
Gore but that requires the intervention of individuals making the daily choices to
live their lives in an environmentally-beneficial way.

Davis Guggenheim’s documentary is structured around a presentation, in which
Gore uses a series of visual images — shocking footage of melting glaciers, charts
and graphs depicting dramatic temperature increases — to make a case, based
primarily in the authority of scientific evidence, that global warming is happening
and that human activity is a significant factor. The film served not only to rally
support for climate change activism, but it also worked to transform the
politician’s image from a stiff, humorless policy wonk into a knowledgeable,
passionate activist on behalf of both climate change and social media tools. The
film uses Gore’s personal story to redefine him as someone who is deeply invested
in both scientific inquiry and in the activity of teaching. The film also conveys
Gore’s ambivalence about the potential of working within the political system,
where he had served as a member of Congress and, later, as Vice President, and
had come to the conclusion that the structural problems of party politics worked
against meaningful, rational discourse (Gore 2007). Thus, the film combines a
pedagogical impulse with a desire to realize social change through the public
sphere, where through the power of documentary, Gore’s message might truly be
“heard” for the first time. Thus Gore comments at one point,

“I’ve been trying to tell this story for a long time and I feel as if I’ve
failed to get this message across.”

Thus, while Kahana (2008: p. 28) is correct to argue that Gore’s success in
delivering his message depends, in part, on the documentary “restaging” of Gore’s
lecture, it also relies upon a documentary public that can act upon his
prescriptions.

Although the film received quite a bit of attention, grossing over $24 million
domestically and $49 million worldwide, making it the third highest earning
political documentary of all-time, as of June 2011, the film is inseparable from the
framing materials that shaped — and extended — its reception, building through
social media tools an activist culture around climate change. In fact, as Patricia
Aufderheide (2006: 50) observes in her review, the film leaves us with the
conclusion that combating climate change has become “our problem” and that



“it is something that we can take action on right now, and something
that will in fact depend on myriad individual choices.”

During the closing credits, the film directs audiences to the website
(http://www.climatecrisis.net), where viewers of the film ostensibly can become
more involved in reducing global warming, a strategy typical of participant films.
A link in the sidebar invites viewers to “take action,” where they can learn about
the effects of their personal environmental practices, join a “virtual march”
against global warming, or find other resources in campaigning for renewable
energy. At least 2.7 million people have gone to the general company’s central
activism site, takepart.com, over 400,000 of them to determine their carbon
footprint, as of May 2008 (Keegan 2008). However, such changes are often
difficult to quantify, given that many people who attend screenings of An
Inconvenient Truth or Robert Kenner’s Food Inc, or go to takepart.com, may
already be predisposed to support the causes depicted in the film.

During the credits of An Inconvenient Truth, audiences are directed to the website, where
they can extend the life of the movie by becoming more involved. Fliers with these
environmental tips were also available in theaters where the film played.

This focus should not suggest that Participant Productions necessarily espouses a
specific political position or approach. Although many of Participant’s films can be
aligned with progressive or liberal political positions, one of their most high-
profile documentaries was Guggenheim’s Waiting for “Superman” (2010), a
documentary that traced argues that the education system is in decline. The film
drew from unorthodox education leaders, including Michelle Rhee, the former
chancellor of the Washington, D.C., public school system and Geoffrey Canada,
president and CEO of the Harlem Children’s Zone. Guggenheim, who professes to

http://www.climatecrisis.net/


Waiting for “Superman” positions audiences to
view the education system through the lens of
reformers such as Geoffrey Canada.

The Snag Films logo instructs audiences in how
to engage with social and political
documentaries with their “Find, Watch, Snag,
Support” logo.

be politically liberal, used the documentary to argue for nominally conservative
positions on education, including vouchers and charter schools, while also
criticizing teachers’ unions under the guise that they stifle innovation and change.
[4]

Like most Participant Films, Waiting for “Superman” includes a political
campaign. In this case, the website includes a standard email that users can send
to their elected representatives, asking them to ban limits on the number of
charter schools and to expand school choice programs. Other links on the site take
viewers to Facebook pages where they can support “causes” such as Stand for
Children Leadership Center’s “Support Our Teachers,” which solicits support by
promising that $1 will be donated for everyone who watches a video introducing
users to the cause.[5]

Waiting for “Superman” seeks to show that
engaged students are often not given the
chance to succeed.

A student in Waiting for “Superman” waits to
see if her number will be selected in a lottery
that will determine if she is eligible to attend
a charter school. The suspense in these
scenes leaves us believing that students
who lose the lottery will receive an
inadequate education.

In most cases, however, the forms of activism imagined by the film’s producers
tend to be constrained by the possibilities offered by the available social media
tools. Thus, in some sense, Participant’s practices expose some of the limits of the
consumer-oriented activist documentary, showing that transmedia documentaries
need not be tied to a specific political orientation. More crucially, the models for
activism may be limited to online forms of activity, such as signing and forwarding
petitions, a kind of “one-click” form of activism (what White refers to as
“clicktivism”), rather than encouraging fuller forms of engagement.

SnagFilms, by comparison, is an online distribution hub that positions the
documentary audience as potential programmers of documentary films in “virtual
theaters,” streaming video widgets embedded by the user on a blog or website.
While the founder of SnagFilms, Ted Leonsis, has produced a number of
provocative documentaries, including Nanking and Kicking It, SnagFilms’ most
explicit contribution is its attempt to imagine new documentary distribution
models by inviting bloggers and others to “donate their pixels” by placing a widget
on their website where people can stream one of the films in Snag’s library, which
as of June 2011, consisted of well over 2,000 documentaries. By asking potential
audiences to use the widget to post Snag’s films on their blogs, SnagFilms is
allowing their films to circulate freely among documentary audiences, turning
documentary movies into what Leonsis refers to as “user-distributed content”
(Mehta 2009) and turning users into viral marketers promoting films and causes
they support. Once again, this requires little commitment on the part of the user,
who can simply copy and paste the code into a blog post.



Harvey Milk posing in front of a campaign poster
in Rob Epstein’s The Times of Harvey Milk.
Snag offered a temporary streaming release of
Epstein’s documentary during the feature film
Milk’s theatrical run.

The Snag Films Player allows users to embed documentaries on their blog or website, but in
some cases, the advertiser-supported model may lead to jarring contrasts, as when Phillipe
Diaz’s End of Poverty? is sponsored by Goldman Sachs.

In order to make their documentaries available for free online, SnagFilms relies
upon an advertising-supported model in which the documentaries are briefly
interrupted by short 15-20 second ads, usually about five times per film, rather
than paying documentary filmmakers an upfront fee for distributing their movies.
[6] While this practice can produce forms of cognitive dissonance — as when
Morgan Spurlock’s humorous health-conscious documentary, Super Size Me is
sponsored by a fast food restaurant or when Phillippe Diaz’s The End of Poverty?
is sponsored by a bank — the advertisements themselves are somewhat less
intrusive than on TV. In addition, Snag works with filmmakers to arrange that
some of the revenue earned from the films be donated to an organization
appropriate to that film. More recently, Snag has arranged with Hulu, YouTube,
and the Internet Movie Database, as well as a couple of video-on-demand services,
for their films to stream at those sites, expanding their reach even further.

But the most significant component of SnagFilms is its goal of using
documentaries to promote discussion among socially networked audiences.
Although the ability to embed a documentary on a blog or personal website might
seem to be a trivial feature or gimmick, it can also allow bloggers to become
participants, able to contextualize the documentaries historically and politically.
For example, in his blog entry on Rob Epstein’s The Times of Harvey Milk,
Andrew Sullivan (2009) begins by criticizing Gus Van Sant’s 2008 biopic, Milk for
its artificial depiction of the 1970s era Castro District where Harvey Milk rose to
prominence, and its apparent lack of interest in Milk’s political activism. Sullivan
not only recommends the documentary as a superior historical narrative but also
criticizes a dramatic film that focuses on psychological realism and emotional
affect rather than political change. Although there is no necessary reason to
assume that the documentary (the original) is better than the narrative feature
(the follow-up), Sullivan is able to engage with audiences who “visit” his virtual
theater about the political relevance of a documentary made over twenty years
earlier, while also allowing him to build a community of interest around the film.

A similar example emerged when a number of film bloggers embedded the video
of High on Crack Street: Lost Lives in Lowell soon after the release of the David
O. Russell biopic, The Fighter, starring Mark Wahlberg as the boxer Micky Ward.



Boxer Dicky Eklund, as seen in High on Crack
Street: Lost in Lowell. Snag used the tie-in of a
commercial feature, in this case, The Fighter, to
raise awareness of an older film.

 

Russell’s film famously cited High on Crack Street because one of its subjects,
Dicky Eklund, was Ward’s older brother, who had also been a successful boxer
before developing a crack addiction. On the one hand, such a video can affirm the
realism of Russell’s film, but on the other, it also encourages other discussions
about the role of documentary in shaping perceptions of the city of Lowell,
Massachusetts, where the documentary was filmed, while also raising questions
about the exploitative aspects of High on Crack Street’s depictions of drug use.

By promoting political documentaries such as The Times of Harvey Milk, Sullivan
and other bloggers like him are participating in public conversation about a range
of important political issues. Although Sullivan is somewhat exceptional in that he
had a career as a political commentator before turning to blogging, his citation
and discussion of Epstein’s film carries well beyond the “associational boundaries”
needed for public dialogue, allowing users of the Snag widget to contribute to a
networked public sphere. In this case, it is worthwhile to note that the theatrical
release of Milk — and its heavy promotion as an Oscar contender — also likely
shaped the decision to make it available, however temporarily, at SnagFilms.
Thus, although Snag links many of its movies to specific political causes, the free
widget also encourages other forms of sharing that may go well beyond the
intentions of the documentary itself.
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In The Age of Stupid, after “opening” a selection
from the Archive, we are presented with short
documentary and animated narratives about
various aspects of climate change.

In a “Making of The Age of Stupid” featurette,
hand-drawn animation calls attention to how
certain effects are created. In this case, pouring
milk into a fishbowl of water will simulate the
beginning of the universe.

We then see that effect realized in a clip from
the opening sequence of The Age of Stupid.

The Age of Stupid

One of the more innovative uses of transmedia documentary to support political
activism is Franny Armstrong’s 2009 environmental documentary, The Age of
Stupid. The film offers a hybrid documentary approach, with Pete Postlethwaite
playing a librarian in the year 2055. He’s identified as the Archivist, who scolds the
human race for their inaction in preventing global warming. The Archivist curates
a “Global Archive,” a series of short documentaries that depict symptoms of
climate change, including the devastating effects of Hurricane Katrina, a Nigerian
woman who fishes in oil-polluted waters, and an octogenarian mountaineer who
has witnessed the receding of glaciers where he hikes in the Alps. Armstrong
skillfully weaves between these narrative threads to suggest that people were — to
use the film’s terminology — stupid in allowing climate change to continue. The
film is a bracing polemic, one that aggressively asserts the urgency of combating
global warming. However, given its strident critique of corporations that engage in
harmful environmental practices, it also offered Armstrong a difficult challenge in
terms of funding and distributing her film.

As a result, Armstrong drew from audience support, seeking assistance in funding,
producing, promoting, and distributing the film. Like many recent filmmakers,
Armstrong used Crowdfunding techniques to raise the money to make The Age of
Stupid. Crowdfunding is a specific form of crowdsourcing in which a producer
raises funds, often through online services such as Kickstarter
(http://www.kickstarter.com), often accompanied with the promise that the
filmmakers will give gifts back to people who make donations, with gift ranging
from a poster for the film to a copy of the DVD or even, for major donors, a trip to
the movie’s theatrical premiere. In fact, Armstrong, shaped by her experiences
with self-distributing her critique of the fast food industry, McLibel, chose to
crowdfund Age of Stupid, in part because it would make it easier for her to retain
distribution rights, therefore providing her with more control over when and
where the film would be seen, with Armstrong speculating that millions of people
saw the film because she retained rights rather than selling them.[7] [open
endnotes in new window] Thus, even at the pre-production stage, Armstrong was
able to engage audiences and get them involved in supporting the film and the
cause associated with it.

This sense of participatory production also ensured that the film would receive an
additional boost when it came time to promote and distribute the film. Armstrong
surmised that the crowds who invested in her film would also likely offer the film
free publicity through blog posts, tweets, and other forms of word-of-mouth
advertising. These collaborative activities are not completely disconnected from
existing institutions. In fact, like Greenwald, Armstrong worked with existing
NGOs and other advocacy groups, including MoveOn.org and Greenpeace, in
order to leverage their networks to build an audience for the film. Such techniques
led filmmaker Jon Reiss (2009), a high-profile advocate of do-it-yourself
filmmaking, to characterize The Age of Stupid as

“the future of film, film culture and film distribution and marketing.”

Reiss goes on to point out that the film premiered on 550 screens in 45 countries,
supported largely by a massive event screening in which the film’s premiere party,
featuring performances by musicians including Radiohead’s Thom Yorke, was
broadcast live to audiences, creating what Reiss called “a worldwide cinematic

http://www.kickstarter.com/


event.” The event itself was timed to precede the United Nations Climate Summit
in Copenhagen, which began only a few days after the premiere, with the film’s
producers actively campaigning to get the U.N. to enact stricter fuel standards.
Although it would be difficult to measure the film’s overall impact on climate
change activism — the summit in Copenhagen did not lead to any specific policy
changes — the “event” status of the premiere helped to ensure more mainstream
media coverage than a typical documentary would receive.

The Age of Stupid also served a pedagogical purpose by teaching other low-
budget filmmakers their techniques for crowdfunding and crowdsourcing aspects
of the film.

However, The Age of Stupid is perhaps more significant because of the ways in
which it sought to offer a “transparent” model for showing how to crowdfund and
for demonstrating its environmentally friendly production techniques. The film’s
website (http://www.spannerfilms.net/crowd_funding) consists of extensive, if
humorous, tips for showing others how to crowdfund. These suggestions include
the decision to publically release the film’s budget, as well as offering templates for
loan agreements and other financial and legal texts, but in all cases, the
filmmakers preach the idea of involvement, suggesting that supporters want to be
considered “part of the team.” Thus, like other transmedia approaches, The Age of
Stupid began with the recognition that audience participation could be mobilized,
not merely to get people to attend the film but also to promote it and, in turn, to

http://www.spannerfilms.net/crowd_funding


In Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed Ben Stein
is sent to the principal’s office — expelled, to
use the title of the film — for offering an
unorthodox viewpoint against a supposedly
liberal and elite scientific establishment.

From the beginning of the film, Expelled uses
documentary and re-created footage to
introduce the argument that “Big Science,” like
Communism, does not allow any dissenting
viewpoints.

promote the political causes associated with it.

Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed

Finally, although most of the examples offered here are of films that support
progressive political causes, the principles of the transmedia documentary —
especially its populist model of participation — are not aligned with a specific
point of view. In fact, conservative organizations can and often use alternative
distribution techniques, through church groups and think tanks, among other
groups, to distribute documentaries. In addition, the populist aspects of
participatory culture fit neatly within what Thomas Frank (2004: p. 194) refers to
as the “Great Backlash” associated with conservative anti-intellectualism, which
encompasses “a powerful suspicion of professional expertise associated with the
historical left,” whether the educational system, evolutionary theorists, or
government institutions.

The documentary, Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed, starring actor and former
Richard Nixon speechwriter, Ben Stein, deploys many of the techniques typically
associated with the transmedia documentary. Expelled argues that the scientific
establishment, which Stein refers to throughout the film as “Big Science,” has
operated to suppress evidence that the universe may have been created through
intelligent design. Stein positions himself as a rebellious underdog, challenging the
scientific community and defending the academic freedom of scientists who have
been denied tenure for espousing intelligent design as an alternative to evolution.
The film is at its most vicious during a concluding montage, in which images
associated with evolutionary theory are crosscut with depictions of the Holocaust,
suggesting visually and implying verbally that “Darwinism” and the Holocaust are
related.

Like many transmedia documentaries, the filmmakers behind Expelled sought to
use a wide range of ancillary media to build a grassroots movement around the
issue of intelligent design. In fact, the movie marketing company, Motive
Entertainment, which specializes in promoting movies to Christian audiences and
also promoted The Passion of the Christ and The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion,
the Witch, and the Wardrobe, used a wide range of techniques to get audiences to
attend the theatrical premiere, refining Greenwald’s house party model by creating
a culture of anticipation surrounding the film.

Expelled also uses interviews with scientists
who were reported to be punished for
espousing intelligent design in their research.

Each interview is punctuated with an image
underlining the professors’ accomplishments
before showing their resumes receiving a red
“expelled” stamp.

A final montage in Expelled equates Tearing down the Berlin Wall while The



An animated Ronald Reagan lectures Barack
Obama on government spending in I Want Your
Money.

intelligent design advocates with the anti-
Communist speeches of President Ronald
Reagan.

Killers’ “All These Things That I Have Done”
plays off-screen.

In fact, the company sponsored a contest in which the church or school group that
submitted the most ticket stubs would win a $10,000 donation. This contest
provided further encouragement for these groups to attend the film early in its
theatrical run, allowing the filmmakers to be reasonably assured of a relatively
large opening weekend box office, a move that led to a $2.9 million box office on
opening weekend, with the film earning over $7 million in theaters, placing it as
one of the highest grossing political documentaries in North American history.[8]

Such a technique could also be used rhetorically to suggest that there is a large, but
often unmet, audience for films with Christian or conservative themes, further
implying that the political views of the film are, in some sense, affirmed by their
popularity.[9] It’s worth noting, however, that many of the claims in Expelled were
challenged by a powerful and web-savvy group of film critics, science professors,
and religious skeptics, who posted blog entries and even created websites where
scene-by-scene critiques could be published. In fact, this anti-Expelled movement,
typified by the website Expelled Exposed (http://www.expelledexposed.com/),
was often far more visible online than proponents of the film.

More recently, Ray Griggs’ 2010 documentary, I Want Your Money, helped to give
expression to conservative opposition to the economic stimulus package passed by
the Obama administration, while arguing that Obama’s goal is to usher in a
socialist state. Both the documentary and the film’s trailer mix inexpensive
animation, interviews with conservative leaders, and sound bites from the film’s
ideological hero, Ronald Reagan (“government is not the solution to our problem;
government is the problem”). In fact, the trailer is structured around an imagined
conversation in the Oval Office between an animated Obama and Reagan, in which
Obama reports that he has “learned in school that it’s better to redistribute
wealth,” with an angered Reagan huffing back, that he “learned in real life that it’s
not; it’s called theft.” Aside from transparently offering a defense of lower taxes
and diminished social programs, the scene helps to reinforce Obama’s image as a
detached intellectual, removed from the ostensibly “real life” experiences of the B-
movie star, Reagan. Thus, like Expelled, I Want Your Money positions Reagan as
aligned with an anti-institutional backlash.

http://www.expelledexposed.com/


I Want Your Money seeks to depict Tea Party
activists as silenced by the news media.

Dylan Avery’s Loose Change uses graphic
imagery of the September 11 attacks to make
the argument that the attacks were orchestrated
by members of the United States government.

The title card for Loose Change: Final Cut
illustrates both the film’s thesis about a battered

However, in addition to this conservative narrative, I Want Your Money is
significant because of its attempts to depict the Tea Party protests as a response to
being excluded from full political participation or, more precisely, to being
inaccurately depicted — and therefore silenced — by the mainstream news media.
Over images of the protests on the National Mall, Griggs remarks in voice-over
that the Tea Party includes “conservatives pushed too hard for too long,” once
again reinforcing the idea, suggested in Expelled, that conservatives have been
excluded from participating in politics. Shots of individual protestors show them
holding signs that argue that the Tea Party has been depicted as “angry racists,”
while another protestor holds up a sign that says.

“Doesn’t Matter What My Sign Says. The Press Will Call It Racist.”

While the images are meant to challenge the argument that Tea Party protests
were a racist response to the election of an African American President, the signs
also serve as an expression of the backlash against the news media, which
conservatives have depicted as silencing them. These films offer a clear illustration
that many of the strengths of the transmedia documentary can be mobilized by
any political group, especially those that feel excluded from current political
discourse. Like their progressive counterparts, these documentaries succeed in
reinforcing a sense of community around shared political views, a practice that is
reinforced by the transmedia documentary’s immersion in the tools of social
media.

Conclusion

While the transmedia documentary seems to offer a potentially new way for
filmmakers and audiences to engage with social and political problems that matter
to them, it is important to be attentive to the possible limitations as well. Like all
social media tools, transmedia documentaries rely upon widespread and
affordable broadband access, which is certainly far from universally available.
Further, the existence of blogs and other online forums is no guarantee of
productive political discourse and does not ensure that a variety of voices will be
heard, as a quick glance at the comments of any YouTube video will quickly make
clear. In fact, comments that are controversial often receive more attention, thus
obscuring some of the more substantive forms of dialogue that circulate online.
Finally, contributing to an online discussion may not satisfy the need for more
active participation in a political cause.

And, as Jonathan Kahana has observed (2008: pp. 331-336), in his discussion of
Dylan Avery’s Loose Change, the ideology of authenticity associated with desktop
production and distribution tools can be used to support a profound skepticism
toward the networked public sphere, rather than a belief in its ability to affect
change. Like a number of transmedia documentaries, Loose Change sought to
refute official political discourse, in this case arguing that the attacks of September
11 were either permitted or even orchestrated by members of the U.S. government;
however, unlike these other documentaries, Avery’s film alleges a deeply
entrenched — albeit mostly discredited — conspiracy theory that seems to render
any sort of political change impossible. Instead, helpless viewers are confronted
with a massive, if faceless, bureaucracy that inhibits any kind of meaningful
response to government policy.

Even with these alternative modes of distribution, the transmedia documentary
may struggle to reach even a relatively small audience, especially given the
difficulty of making users aware of the wide range of films that are available
online. In research conducted by the Center for Social Media, for example, they
found that Deborah Scranton’s documentary, The War Tapes, earned less than
$300,000 at the box office (Aufderheide 2007: 63 and Wittke 2007). However, as
the Center for Social Media concludes, these numbers obscure the ways in which



national identity and its use of multiple
documentary versions that could reflect
changes as new evidence was uncovered.

The War Tapes places additional emphasis on
the role of the soldiers in producing the
documentary by showing shots of soldiers
holding video cameras, often while they are
directly addressing the viewer.

 

Scranton was able to use social media tools to facilitate viral marketing practices
that can extend the reach of a documentary film into multiple publics. In the case
of The War Tapes, Scranton’s carefully calibrated promotions reached a variety of
audiences, including documentary enthusiasts, military families, and others
curious to know more about the war in Iraq, an approach mirrored in Scranton’s
studious attempts to prevent the film — and the publicity materials that framed it
— from taking a clear position on the war.

Like many other transmedia documentaries, The War Tapes, use YouTube to extend the life
of the documentary by providing “outtakes” not included in the original film that update the
experiences of the soldiers depicted in the film.

Thus, an unstable and shifting documentary marketplace has forced filmmakers
and producers to develop new and creative approaches to engaging with
audiences. These practices often involve the creative adaptation of social media
tools to encourage the active participation rather than the passive consumption of
documentary texts, building upon — and in some cases — helping to define a
newly emerging networked public sphere. As a result, the transmedia
documentary is actively involved in rethinking how social media technologies can
be used for political activism and for fostering vital public conversations about
issues that matter.
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Notes 
1. Perhaps the most influential discussion of crowdsourcing comes from Clay
Shirky, who discussed how talented innovators have used social media to tap
into the wisdom of crowds. Shirky cites examples ranging from a man finding
his iPhone using social media to varied forms of citizen journalism to argue
that people are organizing, often for powerful political purposes. See Clay
Shirky, Here Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing without
Organizations (New York: Penguin, 2008). [return to page 1 of essay]

2. See, for example, Larry Daressa, “The Political Film and its Audience in the
Digital Age: Newsreel at Forty and Zero,” California Newsreel, 10 May 2008 
<http://newsreel.org/articles/Newsreel40.htm>.

[return to page 2 of essay]

3. For a discussion of this history see Paper Tiger Television History 
(http://papertiger.org/history).

4. It’s worth noting that Michelle Rhee was discredited soon after the film was
released when it was reveled that some of the improved testing results she
cited had in fact been discredited. See Jack Gillum, “When standardized test
scores soared in D.C., were the gains real?,” USA Today, March 30, 2011
<http://www.usatoday.com/news/education/
2011-03-28-1Aschooltesting28_CV_N.htm>.

5. See Stand for Children, accessed May 17, 2011.
<http://apps.facebook.com/causes/
petitions/564?m=eb0f8b67>

6. Michael Cieply, “A Digital Niche for Indie Film,” The New York Times,
January 16, 2011
<http://mediadecoder.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/
01/16/a-digital-niche-for-indie-film/>.

7. See “Crowdfunding FAQ,” Spanner Films, accessed May 18, 2011
<http://www.spannerfilms.net/money_faq>.

[return to page 3 of essay]

8. All box office numbers are taken from Box Office Mojo
<http://boxofficemojo.com/movies/?id=expelled.htm>.

9. See, for example, the affirmative review of Expelled at Christian Film
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News, 
http://christianfilmnews.com/1687/expelled
-no-intelligence-allowed-dvd/.
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The Educational Video Center logo.

A group of EVC’s young producers wielding
cameras and microphones. Such images
reinforce key aspects of EVC’s mode of
production, including its emphasis on the
handheld camera grounded in “authentic” urban
space, youth-driven video practice, and the
organization’s investment in minoritarian voices.

Claims to be heard: young self-
expressivity, social change,
and the Educational Video
Center
by Stephen Michael Charbonneau

On January 16, 2009, a short documentary entitled Journeys through
the Red, White, and Blue was screened as part of “The People’s
Inaugural,” an event held at The Historical Society of Washington D.C.
designed to celebrate the efforts of grassroots organizers as well as the
impact of the youth vote during the 2008 presidential election. The
exhibition of Journeys on this particular day concluded what was a
busy distribution schedule for the video throughout the previous fall.
During the election the video was screened at countless festivals, high
schools, and colleges and received a great deal of praise for promoting
voting and civic participation among youth of color. Eschewing a
traditional expository approach, this video was organized around three
first-person segments featuring the voices and attitudes of a young
Latino, African-American, and West African immigrant. The
testimonies of these three subjects (also producers) all tell similar
stories of alienated outsiders developing a healthy respect for the
democratic process. This shared narrative dovetailed with the event’s
theme — to honor the participation of those who traditionally felt
disengaged from U.S. politics — as well as with the Inauguration and
swearing in of Barack Obama as the United States’ first African-
American President.

No doubt, part of this youth video’s success lies in its autobiographical
approach, an approach that coincides with organizers’ belief that a self-
inflected narrative resonates most powerfully with audiences. Susanna
Egan has written about the power of certain autobiographical forms to
undermine culturally ingrained “inevitabilities…such as hierarchies…
among races or cultures or peoples” through “[r]esistant strategies that
untrammel the subject from discursive helplessness [and] subvert
established verities” (12-13). The autobiographical emphasis on the self
can become oppositionally inflected when the self is situated in
relation to a particular culture (“securely positioned in time and
context”) and is presented as intrinsically counter-hegemonic by the
“claim to be heard and recognized by voices either marginalized or
silenced under old dispensations” (Egan 13). From this point of view,

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/charbnYouthMedia/bio.html


This ‘behind-the-scenes’ image draws attention
to EVC’s emphasis on the expressivity of young
subjects who speak directly to the camera. Note
the spatial association of the videos with the
streets as well as a cry for help.

A close-up of a child drawing directly onto a
filmstrip in Children Make Movies (1961).

A medium shot of the children collectively
producing a scratch film in Children Make
Movies (1961).

the self serves as the site for the initiation of political agency, even
more so than the collective does; the self advocates on behalf of a
communal situation with which his or her identity is intertwined. As a
stage for the performance of a self usually denied agency, this
particular mode of media production — and its embrace, in the case of
Journeys, of an especially young and minoritarian self-expressivity —
is often couched in the discourse of undoing a culture of silence.

In this paper, I will review the founding and principles of the youth
media organization behind Journeys, a New York-based, nonprofit
youth media organization called the Educational Video Center (EVC).
In addition to discussing the various cultural and historical formations
in which EVC is situated, I will look closely at two examples of its work:
the above mentioned Journeys (2008) and one of EVC’s earliest
documentaries, 2371 Second Avenue: An East Harlem Story (1986).
This organization is one that has been promoting first-person
documentary production for young people of color since 1984. In this
time EVC has produced hundreds of documentary videos, many of
which have made it into the programs of international film festivals
and garnered awards as well as recognition from major media outlets
and public institutions (http://www.evc.org).

Film and media studies, through the work of Dan Streible, Patricia
Zimmerman, Deirdre Boyle, Rick Prelinger, Heide Solbrig and others,
has broadened to include analyses of an array of ephemeral and
orphan media that had previously been overlooked. In this light the
work of community media organizations, such as EVC, can be seen as
worthy of greater academic scrutiny and as an important participant in
broader cultural and historical formations. Whereas the work of local
cultural organizations — especially those promoting youth media —
has been historically sidelined, perhaps because of a tendency to view
these media works as somehow disposable, amateurish, and outside a
public sphere of impactful cultural practices, a review of youth media
can serve as a reminder to scholars to unsettle any easy divide between
center and periphery, mainstream and grassroots. Most relevant to this
study is the use of first-person documentary forms within
disadvantaged communities, drawing on auto-ethnographic
conventions to carve out a discursive space for repressed voices. With
its presentation of young, racialized selves in autobiographical media
forms, EVC’s work should be seen as both a product of and contributor
to broader autobiographical currents in U.S. culture.

Just as significant, given its organizational work with minority youth,
is EVC’s status as a leading facilitator of youth media and young self-
expressivity. The history of youth media programs involving film and
video is obviously extensive and includes DeeDee Halleck’s work in the
early sixties. In 1961, Halleck — through her work with the Lillian
Wald Recreation Rooms, a non-profit organization “located in a low-
income housing project…on the Lower East Side of New York” —
coordinated the production of a film entitled, Children Make Movies
(Halleck 47). Shot on 16 millimeter, black and white film stock, the
film is eight and a half minutes long and is segmented around an
introduction by Halleck herself on the process behind the film’s
production, the presentation of a “scratch film” made by the
participating children (in which film leader is marked by pins, see
Figures 1 and 2), and a second live-action film in which the children



A low angle shot of children performing for the
camera and improvising a narrative involving
building blocks in Children Make Movies (1961).

From NYSCA’s 1969-1970 annual report —
three young boys gathered around what
appears to be a Steenbeck console. Caption:
“Young filmmakers at Albany South End
workshop, sponsored by Upper Hudson Library
Federation.”

improvise a narrative involving themselves and a tower of building
blocks (see Figure 3). Enthusiastically embraced by Marshall McLuhan
— who screened the film at Fordham University — Children Make
Movies suggests that the medium of film is one that can be highly
participatory (Halleck, xvii). In the film, based both on what we see in
the image and hear from Halleck’s commentary, we witness the
children productively engaging the medium on their own terms,
creating films based on their own expressive actions.

Halleck’s work with youth media continued as she founded the New
York-based Henry Street Settlement Film Club in 1963 and went on to
teach film production to incarcerated youth at the Otisville School for
Boys (Otisville, New York), where the boys’ learning to make films on
16 mm, Super 8, and video was seen by the state as conducive to
rehabilitation (Halleck, 44-45). Other youth media organizations
developed in New York State throughout the 60s in part due to support
from the New York State Council on the Arts (NYSCA, created in
1960). Rodger Larson, a teacher in a summer arts program in the
Bronx, has argued during this period that “filmmaking meant more to
many teen-agers than any of the creative arts being offered them”
(Larson and Meade, 13). Larson went on to found the Film Club, which
sponsored almost forty 16mm films by young people in Manhattan
between the years of 1966 and 1969 (Larson and Meade, 13-14). The
Film Club, supported by NYSCA, went on to organize “The Movie Bus,”
a bus that would tour the boroughs of New York City and screen films
produced by its participants and by those involved in similar
programs, such as Channel of Soul (a 16mm filmmaking workshop
based in Buffalo, New York; NYSCA Annual Report, 17). As Halleck
puts it, these were “the days of the Great Society when such
experimental, creative projects were given value by the federal
government, and there were funds for equipment, supplies, and even
my salary” (45).

The establishment of the Cambridge Community Art Center’s Teen
Media Program in 1970 was another notable development in the
history of youth media production. Additionally, as Brian Goldfarb
writes in his book, Visual Pedagogy, the program was “just one
example of a media education program that came into existence before
the video wave” (68). As community interest in video education grew
by the early 80s, drawing “inspiration from the broader community
access television movement” in years prior, schools and an array of
organizations drew on arguments that production skills were not only
vocationally valuable but also when approached critically that they
would instill greater analytical viewing habits in students (Goldfarb
68). Goldfarb reviews the work of several scholars and pedagogues
from the late 70s to the late 80s who were committed to “critical
vocationalism,” a concept which undermines the “long-standing class-
based educational divide between vo-tech [vocational] and academic
tracks” (70). The 90s, he continues, witnessed the rise of a “student-as-
producer” discourse, which was able to accommodate vocational,
critical, and expressive curricular goals for “even the most
underfunded public schools” (69). Furthermore, as Nicole R.
Fleetwood notes, an array of “media organizations [during the
nineties] benefited from the rise in high-technology industries,
specifically the development and proliferation of moderately priced
digital video cameras and editing systems” (158). Such organizations



Another image from NYSCA’s 1969-1970
annual report — three teenagers next to a film
projector in a classroom. Caption: “High school
students screen their own films in Yorktown.”

A final image from NYSCA’s 1969-1970 annual
report —a teacher, Aldo Tambellini, hunched
down with elementary school students in a
television studio. On the opposite page are
words from Tambellini emphasizing television’s
association with expressivity: “We must
consider that TV is audiovisual information at
the speed of light. It is a light-sound instrument
able to freely create and improvise its own
forms. The immediacy of its audiovisual
information makes possible spontaneous
expression.”

sought to “bridge the ‘digital divide’…by equipping underrepresented
groups with the tools of media production” (Fleetwood 158).

On the exhibition front and prior to the rise of the Internet as a
platform for youth-produced videos, it was rare for these works to be
shown publicly beyond an initial “premiere” event for students, family
members, and the community at large. Those videos that did acquire
some degree of distribution were typically seen “as portraits of ‘real’
experiences of urban youth” (Fleetwood 170). “During the mid-1990s,”
Fleetwood writes, “youth-produced videos gained increasing
circulation in museums, major film festivals, and other adult-oriented
cultural events” (170). The videos’ amateurish or rough aesthetic
generally signified and continues to signify “unmediated access to the
mind and experiences of racialized youth” (Fleetwood 170). In this
context, reality wasn’t tethered to simply any self but frequently to an
injured self that was coded as young and other, outside of white
middle-class experience. A critical review of EVC, then, and its
propping up of young, racialized, expressive selves can tell us a great
deal about the possibilities and problems associated with participatory
youth media cultures. At its core, the experience of EVC — its ethos
and its practice — illustrates many of the contradictions endemic to
youth media. Too often the institutional terms of production for
expressive texts are obscured (i.e. who provided the cameras and why),
hidden behind a posture that purports to serve as a sounding board for
young self-expressivity. Bringing the institutional and historical
contexts into sharper focus in this analysis enables us to both
emphasize the discursive nature of the texts under review here and
recognize their potential for accommodating counter-hegemonic
subject positions as well as their risk of working from a more limited
therapeutic aesthetic of the self, one that lends itself to a fetishization
of racialized angst abstracted from social context.

The first EVC documentary to be reviewed here, 2371 Second Avenue:
An East Harlem Story (1986), is remarkable for its situation of its
young author’s voice within a broader community and class structure.
Foregrounding the vantage point of a Puerto Rican teenager, Millie
Reyes, and her family’s experiences with their dilapidated living
conditions and a delinquent landlord, this documentary highlights a
repressed subject’s claim to be heard, as Egan puts it, and in a
surprising reflexive turn acknowledges its own limitations as a text
even as it presents the experiences depicted as metonymically tied to a
much bigger problem. The second documentary, Journeys through the
Red, White, and Blue (2008) is a critically acclaimed video focused on
the 2008 Presidential election, presented from the point of view of
three youth of color. As with the first video, Journeys privileges the
expressivity of marginalized young subjects. Nevertheless, the self-
consciously counter-hegemonic stance of 2371 Second Avenue is
overturned in favor of a less radical contextualization of these voices



Steven Goodman’s book, Teaching Youth
Media: A Critical Guide to Literacy, Video
Production, and Social Change.

 

 

within a romantic narrative of U.S. democracy.

It must be said that EVC has produced many hundreds of documentary
videos and such a small sampling should in no way be seen as
representative of the organization’s entire body of work. The aim here,
instead, is to suggest a range of uses of the self in first-person
documentary forms. In spite of some formal similarities, these two
texts represent starkly different approaches in their approach to the
self and its relation to social change. As we will see, Second Avenue is
the more radical of the two texts as the subject draws our attention to a
social problem that exceeds the ability of any media text to resolve. In
this video, the protagonist uses the video to convey to the audience
what it is like to live in housing conditions that deprive inhabitants of
basic utilities and hopefully change the audience’s perception of how
serious this problem is for many working-class and minority families.
In contrast, in Journeys the three protagonists perform a narrative of
personal growth as each learns the “value of the vote.” While it is a
mistake to say that Journeys is not about an important social and
political issue — voting and the need for political engagement on the
part of youth more generally — the selves featured here are
therapeutically constituted as they come to terms with their own
apathy and proclaim a newly discovered civic identity. In the former
video, the subject is not the one “growing,”  although she undertakes
certain actions and no doubt learns something in the process, but the
emphasis is on her address to us, to challenge the audience to consider
an entrenched humanitarian problem that is so everyday, it is easily
overlooked. In the latter, the socio-political content is couched within
an overall narrative of self-transformation and as a result fetishizes
and prioritizes the performance of a racialized existential angst.

In order to delve further into these two documentaries it is important
to give some sense of the history of the organization that sponsored
their production. EVC has been largely shaped by founder Steven
Goodman’s discourse of “critical literacy”; and its establishment in
1984 was part of a broader historical formation around “media
literacy” that was emergent in the early eighties. The media literacy
movement was and is an especially transnational phenomenon, and it
set the stage for EVC’s practice and its insistence on providing
minority youth with access to a particular cultural mode of production.

Community media, media literacy, 
and critical pedagogy

Carmen Luke has written that the 80s witnessed a deluge of references
to “literate viewing,” “interactive viewing,” and “media literacy” (282).
This “new educational rhetoric” was in some ways an outgrowth of the
cognitivist turn in media research studies, in which the viewing subject
is constituted as a mentally active participant in the construction of
meaning (Luke 282). By re-writing the viewer as an adventurous
producer of meaning with the televisual text, scholars could make the
leap to the notion that reception was deserving of its own codification
in order to regulate and give shape to the viewer’s use of and
interactions with television. As a core theoretical supposition, this
particular take on television viewership helped spawn the “surge



during the 1980s of school-based, regional, and statewide media
literacy curricula and the correlative establishment of media-studies
curriculum and resource centers” (Luke 282). Robert W. Kubey
concurs that this decade sparked a “worldwide movement in media
literacy education,” although this transnational movement for media
education and the promotion of a media-based “literacy” developed
largely outside the United States and included fora sponsored by the
British Film Institute and the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization (352).

The German Commission for UNESCO, in particular, circulated a key
statement on media literacy that was unanimously supported by the
nineteen member-states known as “The Grunwald Document,” but
officially titled “The Challenge of Media Education.” The Grunwald
Document was produced at the 1982 UNESCO International
Symposium on Media Education in Grunwald, West Germany. This
document forewarns of dangerous trends: “In some countries, for
example, children already spend more time watching television than
they do attending school.” The disarming recognition that the medium
of television frequently trumps educational institutions is used to
support a call for pedagogical practices directed at promoting “critical
understanding of the phenomena of communication.” The three
“symbolic systems of “images, words, and sounds” will require young
people as well as adults to develop a new kind of literacy. Hence, the
document makes the following recommendations:

the initiation and continued support of media education
programs,
the development of “training courses for teachers,”
increased “research and development activities for the benefit of
media education,” and
increased support for “actions undertaken…by UNESCO…which
aim at encouraging international cooperation in media
education.”

The “omnipresence” of the media is recognized as a global one that
requires international coordination to equip global citizens with the
proper skills to navigate this new world (UNESCO).

While somewhat marginal to this international movement in the early
80s, the United States nevertheless was home to educational and
community media groups basing their  work on principles of social
justice and media literacy. A form of “critical vocationalism” took
shape in the 70s through the activities of a long line of left media
collectives and community media centers, such as Downtown
Community Television (DCTV) and Global Village. DCTV was founded
in 1972 by Jon Alpert and Keiko Tsuno as both a media production and
training center (London 254). Global Village was founded three years
earlier by John Reilly, Ira Schneider, and Rudi Stern as a video
collective, and it eventually evolved into a “media center devoted to
independent video production with [an] emphasis on video
documentary” (London 250). Both of these organizations sought to
disseminate production skills to citizens not necessarily out of any
desire to further careers in the film and television industries, but
rather to promote a sense of democratic participation in the
commercially-driven media of film and television.



Steven Goodman, the eventual founder of EVC, had been working as
an independent documentary producer in the 70s in New York City
with ties to the community media scene, which included groups such
as DCTV. He had spent the bulk of the late 70s and early 80s
producing a black-and-white video documentary about street gangs in
the South Bronx, entitled Shotgun (1982). The film incorporated both
original footage shot by Goodman as well as an array of found footage,
including local news coverage of the gang. In the process of filming
Shotgun, Goodman spent time “living with [a] particular gang [called
“The Savage Riders”] and learning about why [these young people]
were in a gang” in the first place. As an outsider, “a middle-class kid,
who grew up in suburbia,” Goodman felt compelled to explore the
reasons for gang formation and high dropout rates in the local schools.
However, the urgency of his documentary became instantly
exacerbated when one of the gang members, an eighteen-year-old
male, suddenly confessed on-camera to killing two fourteen-year-old
girls. The confession prompted Goodman to interview the gang
member’s mother as well as the mother of one of the victims.
Goodman’s documentary thus became a portrait of a community both
before and after the murders.

In order to attract an audience for the film, Goodman and other
members of the community literally screened the film “on the streets in
the Bronx.” They attached “monitors to lamp posts…[and] had
screenings and discussions” out in the streets where any member of
the community could view the film and participate. Their success at
initiating an open public forum where race, poverty, crime, and gender
could be discussed eventually led to the film’s presentation in local
schools where it prompted testimonies from students. His film’s
exhibition in the streets and in the schools demonstrated to him a
“really powerful way of sparking discussion about social issues,
problems, and what kind of action people can take.” This experience
encouraged Goodman to bring young people in closer contact with
media hardware. He wanted to develop a mode of production in which
young people are given the opportunity to represent themselves and
their relations to their community. In the process, they might find an
opportunity to find avenues of “action,” that is, of intervention into
socio-economic conditions impacting local communities. This is what
was at stake in EVC’s promotion of a particular brand of auto-
ethnographic production. Such an emphasis on social action through
media production also tied in with contemporaneous calls for a critical
vocationalism, as discussed earlier. Goodman, like other producers in
the New York-based community media scene, understood the value of
a vocational education not simply in terms of bolstering media skills
but rather in terms of building confidence in under-represented and
oppressed teenagers to engage in productive cultures, to represent
themselves and their communities in their own ways and in the
process to constitute their own voices in a political climate that prefers
their silence (Goodman 2006).

The radical participatory agenda suggested by Goodman and the work
of groups such as Global Village, DCTV, Videofreex, and others
dovetailed with the media literacy movement and notions of a critical
pedagogy informed by the ideas of Paulo Freire as articulated in his
foundational book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed. At the heart of his



book is the desire to overturn the conventions of a “narrative
education” in which the dominant relationship “involves a narrating
Subject (the teacher) and patient, listening objects (the students)”
(Freire 71). Premised upon a “banking concept of education,”
traditional pedagogy implies that “knowledge is a gift bestowed by
those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they
consider to know nothing” (72). The problem with this arrangement is
that it reproduces the “attitudes and practices…[of an] oppressive
society as a whole” (73). In its place Freire proposes a “humanist and
libertarian” pedagogy that engenders conscientização, a critical
consciousness that overturns the dehumanizing effects of oppression
“without reversing the terms of the contradiction” between being
oppressor or oppressed but simply “man in the process of liberation”
(Freire 54, 56). Put another way, Freire is characterizing a pedagogy
that actively pursues the subjectification or “humanization” of students
so that they may regain a sense of agency that rewrites the rules of
oppressive hierarchies. A “pedagogy of the oppressed,” he writes,
“must be forged with, not for, the oppressed…in the incessant struggle
to regain their humanity” (Freire 48).

This desire to buttress the expressivity of oppressed classes, to discover
or recover a collective “voice,” animates both media literacy practices
aimed at strengthening the critical reception skills of viewers (as in the
Grunwald Document) as well as the social justice movement to de-
mystify the instruments of moving image production, including efforts
by Global Village and DCTV to make media production training
sessions part of their general practice (Goodman 2003). The founding
of EVC was part of a historical and cultural formation that
encompassed critical vocationalism, a first-person documentary ethos,
and a school system seeking to provide troubled students with a
technological skill base for life after graduation. Other youth media
projects, in particular those that prioritized documentary video (such
as The Mirror Project in Massachusetts and The Global Action Project
in New York City), were similarly motivated to couch their work in
terms of developing young people into both skilled workers and
expressive citizens.
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Images from the documentary 2371 Second
Avenue: An East Harlem Story (1986)

An establishing shot of New York City, featuring
the World Trade Center. This opening image of
the city underscores a familiar view,
emphasizing wealth and power.

An establishing shot of Millie’s neighborhood.
The scene quickly moves from the Manhattan
skyline to a shot of the streets featuring a
decayed building.

Social justice, critical vocationalism, 
and the Educational Video Center

In 1984 documentary filmmaker Steven Goodman founded the Educational
Video Center to teach documentary production as well as critical reception
skills to young people in New York City. This particular event was an
outgrowth of Goodman’s time working as a documentary producer within
both the New York community media scene during the 70s and the New
York public school system during the 80s. In particular, Goodman’s work
with students at Satellite Academy, an alternative high school in the Lower
East Side of Manhattan, enabled him to take advantage of his production
experience as well as the increasing affordability and portability of video
equipment. When needed, DCTV provided Goodman’s students at Satellite
Academy with access to its video resources. As such, the EVC experience is
an example of DCTV’s impact on the broader media access movement,
serving so often as a training center for future community organizers and
media producers, along with Paper Tiger Television and Appalshop
(Goldfarb 68).

Goodman was certainly not operating in a vacuum. His work, in addition to
being informed and assisted by DCTV, was part of a general movement to
integrate media production and analysis into school curricula. The interest
on the part of New York City schools in video production was largely based
on the vocational possibilities of such a program, imparting practical job
skills to minority youth faced with dim job prospects. The combination of
this institutional interest on the part of schools, greater affordability of
video production equipment, and Goodman’s experience in a community
media scene animated by a critical vocational ethos set the stage for
Goodman’s eventual fundraising push to establish EVC (Goodman 2006).

EVC was primarily focused on the process of documentary production.
Such a commitment was and still is married to a critique of both the state
of contemporary mediascapes and the prevailing “factory system of
schooling” (Goodman 2003, 2). In 2003, Goodman articulated his
motivations for the founding of EVC in a book entitled Teaching Youth
Media: A Critical Guide to Literacy, Video Production, and Social Change.
The book provides an overview of EVC’s discursive rationale for its practice
and, as such, should be understood as an example of how the organization
speaks about itself to a broader public. The romantic and somewhat
simplistic characterizations summarized below are helpful in discerning
the contradictions (problems and possibilities) in participatory media
cultures. EVC’s recognition of real socio-economic inequality winds up
being read almost exclusively within a horizon of media expressivity. In
particular, Goodman’s fetishization of the handheld camera and its
potential as a Freirean instrument, promising to undo a culture of silence
for poor minority youth, has the effect of distilling a complex process of
subjectification and social change down to formal technique. Of course,
Goodman recognizes that no single production technique or media text is



Class-consciousness: another cut juxtaposes an
image of leisure against Millie’s neighborhood.

An establishing shot of a building in ruin
concludes the opening sequence, built around
alternating motifs underscoring class divisions in
the city.

The title screen: a store with shuttered windows
and a door in the center of the image. This
leads into Millie’s voice, whose experience is
entangled with broader economic problems.

going to upend the effects of systemic inequality on a variety of economic
and cultural fronts. However, in making the case for EVC’s pedagogy, he
has a tendency to overstate the value of one aspect of what is overall a
worthy endeavor. In doing so, I think Goodman’s discourse and the
approach of EVC as a whole resonates with broader and even more recent
participatory media cultures that romanticize the liberating possibilities of
expressive agents (whether as viewers or producers) who are abstracted
from a messy social fabric where problems are not so easily solved. And, as
Fleetwood suggests, the tendency to privilege individual expressivity and a
narrative of “personal growth” over the conditions in which the producer is
ensconced often relies on an aesthetic of racialized “authenticity” that is
comforting to administrators, parents, and festival audiences.

Goodman’s introduction to the work of EVC specifically singles out the
plight of “poor and minority children” (Goodman 2003, 2). Such youth, he
argues, are subject to rigorous surveillance and pedagogical practices
governed by a crass vocationalism. Specifically, Goodman highlights three
“systems,” two of which apply to all children and the third is directed at
those who are poor and minority. They are…

“…the system of global media that wants young people to be
spectators and consumers rather than social actors, and a
factory system of schooling that wants young people to be
passive and willing vessels for a prescribed set of knowledge
and skills. For poor and minority children, a third system is
congruent with the first two: a social and political order that
wants to monitor and control their behavior in order to
minimize risks to the white, middle-class community. Although
the content of these systems differs greatly, their form,
structure, and outcomes are oddly parallel. They all are one-way
systems that seek to repress the agency and self-determination
of young people” [Goodman 2003, 2].

As a result, for Goodman, to promote production —activity, expressivity —
is intrinsically oppositional and political. In this rhetoric, the prioritization
of young expressivity is tied to a presumed vulnerability of young,
especially poor and minority, subjects to a racist and class system.
According to Goodman, as a period of life defined by vulnerability and
susceptibility, youth should serve as the point of intervention; it might be
too late once subjects reach adulthood. Goodman’s rhetoric parallels that of
earlier visual/media literacy advocates by underscoring a “profound
disconnect” between the “predominant language of youth today” and
educational curricula (Goodman 2003, 2).

“Until corrected this disconnect will lead to the increased
alienation of low-income urban youth from the dominant social,
political, economic mainstream. Their voices will be muted,
their chances to move up and out of poverty will be greatly
diminished and society at large will be that much poorer for the
lack of all the creative potential that went unrealized”
[Goodman 2003, 2-3].

Goodman’s concern with freeing up voices to be heard seeks to foster a
more overt address to racial and class differences and the need to counter



Millie introduces her family. With the
microphone in her hand and her direct address
to the camera, Millie’s appearance combines a
journalistic media aesthetic and a first-person
mode of documentary production.

Evidence of landlord neglect. The hand pointing
at the wall’s decay calls attention to the
camera’s inductive framing, following the lead of
the voices in the film.

A two-shot of Millie and her father. Millie’s
presentation in the foreground reinforces her
status as the narrator, one intimately tied to the
conditions she’s documenting.

biased institutions that see little need for expressivity among poor and
minority youth.

An idealistic coupling of vulnerability with possibility is evident in
Goodman’s writing here; he implies that enabling these voices, the
expression of these young selves, could contribute to alleviating “poverty”
and other oppressive conditions. These youths have the potential to
transcend and transform their young lives if only given the opportunity.
They could benefit from “critical literacy” that promotes active rather than
passive subjects by overcoming the breach that persists between
educational institutions and the media ecologies that constitute and
overwhelm young subjects (Goodman 2003, 3).

“[Critical literacy refers to] the ability to analyze, evaluate, and
produce print, aural, and visual forms of communication. A
critical literacy empowers low-income, urban teenagers to
understand how media is made to convey particular messages
and how they can use electronic and print technologies
themselves to document and publicly voice their ideas and
concerns regarding the most important issues in their lives”
[Goodman 2003, 3].

This pedagogical practice is, for Goodman, most desperately needed in low-
income, urban communities. But his own addition to such a pedagogy lies
in Goodman’s emphasis on the use of the camera. His focus on promoting
activity over passivity calls for more than simply instilling critical viewing
skills, but must — ultimately — entail active engagement with one’s
community through the lens of a camera.

“Taking a video camera into the community as a regular
method for teaching and learning gives kids a critical lens
through which they can explore the world around them. It helps
them to defamiliarize the familiar taken-for-granted conditions
of life. This approach to critical literacy links media analysis to
production; learning about the world is directly linked to the
possibility of changing it. Command of literacy in this sense is
not only a matter of performing well on standardized tests; it is
a prerequisite for self-representation and autonomous
citizenship” [Goodman 2003, 3].

Here EVC’s situation within a social justice paradigm of “action” and
“intervention” precludes the possibility of being bound by the confines of
the classroom. Goodman maintains that critical reflection of texts is only
half the battle and must give way to the experience of production and
“exploration,” of re-visualizing the conditions of one’s life through the
distantiation of the viewfinder. This particular discourse on youth ties
agency, productivity, and action to the expressivity of the camera on the
ground in real communities.
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Images from the documentary 2371 Second
Avenue: An East Harlem Story (1986)

Martha Sanchez boiling water in order to give
her son, Fernando, a bath.

Martha Sanchez bathing her son with water
warmed by the stove. This scene demonstrates
tenants’ survival tactics, developed to cope with
an unresponsive landlord.

Featuring youth documentary production was, then, for EVC central to
its social justice project. However, EVC found a way to balance this
agenda with the vocational priorities of school curricula. Goodman
notes that “by the early 1980s” — by the time the EVC was founded…

“…the increasing availability of low-cost, high-quality
equipment led to the boom in the consumer video market.
This trend, along with the rapid growth of the industrial
media and cable television industries, led to a greater
tendency to channel students into vocational training
programs at the high school and college levels. The portable
handheld video camera was increasingly replaced by the
camera locked down on the tripod. Instead of taking the
camera into the community, students read daily school
news reports from within the school studio, imitating, or in
some cases parodying, the dominant model of the
commercial television nightly news. The promise of youth
and community empowerment was overshadowed by the
promise of jobs in the industry” [Goodman 2003, 17].

In video as taught in schools, then, a “handheld” paradigm of guerrilla
filmmaking was displaced by a “tripod” paradigm of staid, pseudo-
industrial production in the 80s. In this context, the tripod — upon
which the camera becomes “locked down” — becomes, for Goodman, a
metaphor for the restraint, containment, regulation and near
imprisonment of minority youth in educational programs that
prioritize the training or disciplining of the body over the
strengthening and enhancement of the mind and self-expression. He
insists that the handheld camera, conversely, services an opposite
vision of free-wheeling unpredictability. Unstable images that signify
the camera’s position on the shoulder of the videographer register
subjectivity, a self that is implicated in the image and is simultaneously
both in and out of control of the camera. Goodman posits a psychology
and a whole aesthetic from handheld camerawork. A handheld camera
bolsters an aesthetic of spontaneity that conveys the feeling of an
improvisational and liberated self that counters the static character of
predictable industrial conventions. Goodman’s characterization of the
handheld camera rearticulates past discourses on the portability and
participatory nature of video. For instance, David Cort, a founding
member of Commediation and Videofreex, described his initial
fascination with video in the late 60s as follows:

“I was overwhelmed by the lightness of the portable video
camera, the intimacy of it, the way you could talk from
behind the camera to people, and they could talk to you”
(qtd. in Boyle 6).

While the EVC program could accommodate the vocational needs of



Angel Mercado with a rat recently caught in his
apartment.

A medium close-up of the building
superintendent, whose reaction registers both
the presence of the tenants and the video
camera on the scene.

A tenant signing a petition.

some schools, it could also synchronize with the “prevention language”
that also permeated educational discourses of the 80s. Such language
represented, for EVC staffers, the necessary “funding language” that
needed to be appropriated. “Violence prevention, pregnancy
prevention, drug prevention, dropout prevention” all complicated the
vocational agenda by yielding a variety of narrowly articulated “social
problem” concerns that at times lent themselves to EVC’s broader
commitment to social justice. Goodman notes that the primary
message of EVC to funders was that young people

“are caught in these institutions that are failing them and
they need to be able to have a critical consciousness about
it, a critical literacy, and to understand it and to have skills
[while also having] pleasure in creating and changing their
sense of their identity.”

In the process of making this case, the prevention language was at
times aligned with EVC’s therapeutic discourse of self-improvement or
identity transformation, even as educational institutions may have
been less comfortable with other aspects of EVC’s critical stance
(Goodman 2006).

Needless to say, this constellation of discourses around prevention,
self-improvement, and critical literacy renders a highly contradictory
media practice that is not easily summarized. Navigating the
competing demands placed on EVC, given its institutional setting, falls
onto the figure of the teacher who “needs to work on multiple levels
simultaneously” and in the end “bears ultimate responsibility”
(Goodman 2003, 56-7). The framework for young self-expressivity in
documentary media presumes the student’s acquisition of an array of
skills, which Goodman outlines as “research, interviewing, writing,
technical arts, editing, and critical viewing” (Goodman 2003, 57). The
“learner-centered methodology” that characterizes EVC’s pedagogy
and production ethos is attenuated by the teacher’s responsibilities
and effectiveness (Goodman 2003, 56). Given this context and the
institutional pressures exerted, EVC’s practice couches its auto-
ethnographic enterprise in a social problem-solving discourse that
appeals to educators by prioritizing a racialized aesthetic of personal
growth.

In the following textual analyses, I will look at two very different EVC
videos produced twenty-two years apart. Both resonate with aspects of
Goodman’s pedagogical ethos and as instances of EVC’s practice, both
share formal characteristics as first-person documentaries. However,
these two texts also suggest a range of possibilities within EVC’s mode
of production by virtue of a clear contrast. The first video, 2371 Second
Avenue: An East Harlem Story, presents a narrative in which its
young subject is ensnared by appalling living conditions because her
family and neighbors are victims of a delinquent landlord. The second
video, Journeys through the Red, White, and Blue, follows three
subjects — in three separate stories — as they consider the value of
participating in the 2008 Presidential election. In the former, a



The tenants, led by Millie, enter the landlord’s
building to present the petition and to demand
that the more than ninety-five violations of New
York City’s Building Code be addressed.

An over-the-shoulder shot of Millie confronting
the landlord’s administrator.

Millie speaks for herself and for her neighbors
as she reads the petition to the administrator.

desperate plea to address oppressive material conditions is
foregrounded while in the latter, a narrative of personal growth trumps
social change. These two videos should in no way be seen as indicative
of EVC’s body of work as a whole, but — through this clear contrast —
they give an indication of two contrasting aesthetic strategies within
youth media.

2371 Second Avenue: An East Harlem Story
(1986)

One of EVC’s earliest videos and best examples of how the center’s
emphasis on young expressivity, social justice, and handheld camera
becomes actualized is 2371 Second Avenue: An East Harlem Story
(1986). This work centers on the living conditions of a young female,
named Millie Reyes, and her family in East Harlem. Through first-
person voiceover, interviews, and direct address to the camera, Reyes
reviews for the audience the dilapidated state of her family’s apartment
building, which consists of “broken windows, garbage, rats, and no hot
water.” At one point she states explicitly that 2371 Second Avenue “is a
documentary I made with other teenagers about my family, my
neighbors, and how we struggle to survive under these conditions.”
Early in the piece, Reyes introduces the audience to her family by
combining both an in-frame direct address commentary with a
voiceover on the soundtrack (Figure 9). In a handheld medium shot of
Reyes and her family, Reyes with microphone in hand introduces her
mother, father, and cousin, followed by a voiceover that explains: “My
family came from Puerto Rico almost thirty years ago for a better life,
but this is what they found.” Subsequently, the documentary adheres
to the principle of evidentiary editing as close-ups of a hole in a wall
(Figure 10) and a faulty pipe provide illustrations of the father’s
description of how “rats have eaten [most of] the wall” (in Spanish as
Reyes translates for the audience). Reyes and her camera crew
continue to film her father as he turns on the bath faucet
demonstrating that there is no hot water. Translating for her father,
Reyes explains that there are more apartments like this in the building.

These early segments of 2371 Second Avenue illustrate many of the
complexities of EVC’s project. It could be argued that, in spite of
Goodman’s claim to prioritize the handheld paradigm over that of the
tripod or studio paradigm, this documentary right away demonstrates
a certain blending of the two. Of course, every shot thus far, and
indeed for the rest of the piece, is handheld and registers the
experience of venturing out into the “gritty” racialized reality of life in
East Harlem. The mobility of the camera through the space of the
Reyes’ home grants viewers access to the appalling domestic living
conditions of a working class Puerto Rican family, who struggle with
an indifferent and racist housing system. While this could be seen as a
far cry from the industrial mimicry of high school vocational media
programs set in studios, these early segments nevertheless synchronize
with a commercial, “human interest” model of news in which a
reporter takes an audience into a racialized experience centered on
first person anecdotes. One of the critical differences here, however, is
that the reporter is in fact a member of the family and is telling the
audience not just a story of race and poverty, but rather her personal



The administrator reacts to the tenants’
demands and kicks them out of the office. A
limit to the tenants’ activism is reached.
However the indifference of the landlord’s
representatives is registered on the video
image.

The video appeasl to an expert, journalist
Annette Fuentes, who places the tenants’
experiences within a broader context.

and familial experience of an indifferent landlord and housing
authority. Here the self, the representation of Millie Reyes, is
immediately situated within the larger context of not only her family,
but of her film crew as well — the “other teenagers” of whom she spoke
in her introductory voiceover. The self is speaking not only on behalf of
her family, but also as an expression of the youthful collective that
enables her to direct the action of the documentary live and in frame.

This situation of the self in the family is carried further as the family’s
experiences with their retrograde living conditions is shown to be
indicative of the community’s experience of the apartment building as
a whole. In a voiceover commentary, Reyes explains that her cousin
“Martha Sanchez lives upstairs in Apartment 11 with her one-year-old
son, Fernando [and she] is one of the many in this building [lacking]
hot water.” As a result, “in order to give her son a bath, she has to boil
water” (Figure 12). This last line is juxtaposed with medium shots of
Sanchez with her son in the bathtub (Figure 13). Continuing her
voiceover, Reyes introduces the audience to Angel Mercado, “who lives
in Apartment C with his mentally disabled daughter, Sylvia.” As Reyes
translates Mercado’s comments from Spanish to English for the
audience, Mercado explains how he and his family have had to deal
with rats in their apartment and shows the camera crew, in close-up, a
rat he recently caught (Figure 14). These testimonies accrue into a kind
of critical mass that prompts a transition in the documentary’s mode of
address to the audience. Moving from an illustration of a particular
problem — poor housing conditions — the work shifts into the gear of
action and intervention cited by Goodman as a key agenda item for the
work of EVC as a whole. Accompanying a moving high-angle shot of
Reyes and her neighbors walking down the stairs in the building, Reyes
explains in voiceover: “Our video crew went with my neighbors to
confront the super about the problems in the building.” This segues
into a medium shot of a man we are to assume is the superintendent
standing in the doorway to his apartment (Figure 15). The shot
establishes an aesthetic of confrontation as the camera pans back and
forth from the superintendent to a tenant. In Spanish, the
superintendent admits the lack of hot water is a problem, but the
“landlord doesn’t want to fix it.” “I call and call and call,” he exclaims,
“[but the landlord] doesn’t supply me with materials…” This exchange
is followed by a medium shot of Reyes knocking on a door as her
voiceover states: “I went door to door getting my neighbors to sign a
petition which we would then present to the landlord” (Figure 16).

The quote from Egan which opens this essay resonates most clearly
with this moment. To reiterate, Egan traces the unique potential of
autobiographical texts to – within limited parameters – prop up an
oppositional subject who performs against the hegemonic conditions
in which she is situated by supplying a voice where there is normally
silence.  Egan’s vanguard of the self is married to a vanguard of the
camera in the above sequence of 2371 Second Avenue. A key
implication is that Reyes and her crew confront the superintendent
and collect signatures on a petition both because of Reyes’ personal
experience and outrage and also because their presence as a camera
crew publicly validates and legitimates their “marginalized voices.” The
superintendent receives these complaints aware of the proximity of the



The video makes a reflexive turn as we see
earlier scenes on the monitor screen.

The camera slowly zooms in closer onto the
monitor rendering the video image both more
detailed and more abstract.

The zoom ends as a brief clip of Millie and her
father in the kitchen is seen on the video
monitor. The reflexive narrative maneuver calls
attention to both the video’s agency in eliciting
commentary on housing problems and its
limitations as a response to a socio-economic

camera to his person; thus he is aware of the presence of an imaginary
audience and that audience’s perception of his handling of the tenants’
complaints. “If subjectivity and alterity can take turns within one text,
with neither one disappearing as a subject,” writes Egan, “then
dialogues between cultural and political margins and centers also
become possible within the text” (13). This moment of confrontation
between Reyes, the tenants, the superintendent, and the camera
unsettles the quotidian experiences of all involved and – in doing so –
initiates a series of “dialogues” that inches the activists and the video
itself closer to an encounter with the dominant figure of the landlord. 

After collecting enough signatures, the film depicts the exterior of an
office building while Reyes explains in voice-over that “it was hard to
track down the landlord, Simon R., since he worked out of an office
that sells air conditioning, but we went in anyway.” A long shot of the
tenants entering the building cuts to an over-the-shoulder shot of
Reyes introducing herself to an administrator; the editing eventually
settles into a pattern of shot-reaction shot cutting between
individualized medium shots of each (Figures 17-20). After being
informed that the landlord is “not in,” Reyes reads the petition aloud to
the administrator, stating that “the tenants of 2371 Second Avenue
have been living in rat-infested apartments without hot water and
demand that these and ninety-five other violations be corrected
immediately” and, if not addressed, the tenants would “withhold rent.”
In response, the administrator informs the entire group that they have
to leave the building immediately and Reyes notes in her voiceover
that “after getting thrown out of the landlord’s office, we went to City
Limits, a housing magazine to see what could be done to help the
tenants in the building…We spoke to Annette Fuentes.” A medium shot
of Fuentes cuts to a medium shot of a video monitor on her desk
(Figure 21-22). As the camera zooms in onto the monitor, we revisit
earlier scenes from the documentary including shots of Reyes’
apartment and the confrontational scene between Reyes and the
administrator, but mediated through the television screen in the
journalist’s office (Figures 23-25). In response to the footage, Fuentes
responds by noting that “what we saw from Millie’s building is not
uncommon…landlords are milking these buildings.”

As we can see, the confrontation with the superintendent is ratcheted
up as Reyes leads the tenants beyond the space of the building and into
a direct showdown with and entrance into the space of authority.
Again, the rigidity of center-periphery hierarchies is called into
question as Reyes leads the charge into the landlord’s office and
speaking on behalf of her community warns of consequences for the
figure of authority if the living conditions for the residents of 2371



problem.

In this close-up of Fuentes, the journalist
transitions from “expert” to “spectator” and
presents a model of reception for subsequent
viewers.

 

Second Avenue are not improved and “violations” are not corrected.
Nevertheless, while the corridors of the landlord’s authority are
breached and the marginalized status of the tenants is unsettled, the
video remarkably doesn’t leave us with any easy solutions as the
administrator simply tells the group to leave and the City Limits
journalist merely situates the tenants’ complaints within a broader
context of landlord neglect in New York City.

The documentary seems to presume that the ultimate intervention is
the text itself, the record of conditions, events, and expert
characterization of the problem. The self-reflexive implications of
electronic media are reinforced as the documentary’s earlier scenes
return to us as agents in their own right, as more than frames within
frames, but as real-time players that call forth testimony from the
journalist just as Reyes called forth a reaction from the administrator.
In this regard, it is significant that Reyes is minimally visible in the
scene with the City Limits reporter. Instead, with the exception of our
view of Reyes at the beginning of the scene and on the video monitor,
she is only present in the scene through the journalist’s third person
discussion of her family’s living conditions. To be clear, the primary
purpose of this scene is to present a straightforward talking-head shot
of Fuentes relating Reyes’ experiences to a more systemic and
pervasive problem that will necessitate a broader outcry from the
public in order for things to change.  In many ways, Fuentes completes
the video’s gradual socialization of Reyes into increasingly broader
familial, communal, and social registers.  In this regard, the video
camera’s zoom onto the television monitor – and its correlative
abstraction of Reyes on the screen within the screen – is a visual
compliment to this theme of Reyes’ specificity giving way to something
larger and harder to capture within the confines of 2371 Second
Avenue.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Images from Journeys through the Red, White,
and Blue (2008)

The opening prompt for all three of the stories
featured in the documentary.

Journeys Through the Red, White, and Blue (2008)

In the run up to the Presidential Election of 2008, a great deal of mainstream
political discourse centered on the influence and potential impact of the youth
vote. In addition to the work of Rock the Vote, the Obama campaign encouraged
the perception of its candidate as an especially “youth-friendly” politician, one
who was earning the endorsements of musicians such as Will.i.am and Jay-Z
while parading his affinity for new technologies (discussing the songs on his i-Pod,
for instance. McCormick 31). Through the work of national organizations such as
Rock the Vote and the media attention generated by iconic musicians, local efforts
took advantage of new media technologies to engender interest and participation
in the upcoming election — paralleling the Obama campaign’s historically unique
blending of the netroots with the grassroots.

One of the more notable attempts to use media to heighten the politicization and
mobilization of young people at the local level included the EVC-sponsored
production of Journeys through the Red, White, and Blue (2008). Promoted as a
“documentary produced by a team of New York City youth of color,” Journeys is
divided into three parts following the biographies and perspectives of three young
men (a Latino, an African-American, and a West African immigrant) grappling
with the significance of the upcoming election and the U.S. democratic process
more generally.

A close-up of Shon addressing the camera,
describing his attitude towards voting.

A medium shot of Brian speaking directly to
the camera. He’s clearly situated as an
agent in the streets, on the move.

Conceptualized as an agent of change in its own right, the film was shown in
countless high school and university settings in the build-up to the election
(including high schools in New Jersey, Chicago, as well as colleges such as Hunter
College, LaGuardia Community College, University of California at Santa Barbara,
and Brooklyn College). Copies of the video were distributed to schools and
institutions in fourteen states prior to the election and additional screenings took
place at an array of film festivals, such as the Human Rights International Film
Festival and the Social Justice Film Fiesta. As mentioned at the outset, the
documentary’s renown earned it a special screening at Mount Vernon Square in
Washington D.C. as a part of the three-night celebration that was “The People’s
Inaugural,” sponsored by The Historical Society and held on the weekend prior to
Senator Barack Obama’s swearing in as the country’s forty-fourth president on
January 20, 2009.

The documentary was produced through EVC’s “YO-TV” program, which arranges
for a select group of graduates from EVC’s high school documentary workshop to



A shot of a young person engulfed by media
imagery in Brian’s segment. Presented early in
the narrative, the image visually rationalizes
why a young subject is likely to feel confused
and disoriented.

have a ten-month- long, paid internship producing a documentary project
(http://www.evc.org/programs/yo-tv). All three parts of the video are formally
organized in a nearly identical fashion despite being presented as products of
three different points of view. However, rather than necessarily undermining the
first-person ethos of the project, the structural similarities of the three different
stories in the video serves to underscore the auto-ethnographic impulse of EVC by
reminding us that each “voice” is supported by a collective of other youth
producers whose life experiences are similarly underrepresented. Each of the
three stories opens with one of the featured youth producers (Brian, Shon, and
Tidiane) pondering the same question, “What is the value of my vote?” (Figure
26). While the content of each of their answers varies slightly, the format is
consistent. The first-person approach is still evident, largely reinforced through
narration delivered through direct address to the camera, ensuring that the
authorial voice heard on the soundtrack is almost always tied to a particular body
in the viewfinder (Figures 27-28). This represents continuity — across twenty-two
years — between Journeys and Second Avenue, where Millie’s perspective was
frequently communicated through an address to the camera with a slightly greater
reliance upon a dubbed voiceover narration.

Brian consults an important adult figure in his
life, his mother.

Shon consults his father.

Shon and his mother celebrate their shared
preference for Barack Obama over Hillary
Clinton in the 2008 New York Democratic
Primary.

Shon consults another adult authority figure,
Esmeralda Simmons at Medgar Evers
College.

http://www.evc.org/programs/yo-tv


Tidiane seeks out the vantage point of
Professor Ron Hayduk at the Borough of
Manhattan Community College.

Brian’s questions serve as a platform for
New York State Assemblyman Brian
Kavanaugh to explain his efforts to reform
the Electoral College.

Another shared narrative characteristic in all three stories is a resort to traditional
adult authority figures to resolve moments of uncertainty on the part of the young
subjects. Such authority figures include parents of the highlighted producer in the
case of the first two stories featuring Brian and Shon, Latino and African-
American teenagers respectively. In the first story, Brian asks his mother about
the value of participating in the political process and as a result he says he’s
learned details from his mother’s past, details of which he was unaware, which
include her award for past service as vice-president of the local Parent-Teacher
Association (Figure 30). Shon similarly speaks to his father, Rudy McGoy, about
the son’s skepticism towards voting, largely couched in general disdain for the
government as a whole (Figure 31). The elder McGoy gently reminds his son to
take time to learn about the value of voting and to conduct a little research about
the “political process” before shrugging off voting rights so casually. “I think



In Brian’s segment, illustrations are used to
explain how the Electoral College undercuts
democratic principles. Here the elector stands
tall over a group of average voters.

Voters are dwarfed by the institution of the
Electoral College.

Disproportionate allotment of electors is the
primary social problem, according to Brian.

Shon speaks with his brother, an Iraq war
veteran, about the brother’s views on voting.

you’re making a lot of assumptions without being informed.” Both Brian and Shon
perform dutifully on camera as sons willing to learn from their elders even as they
freely express skepticism.

Two of the stories resort to and reaffirm another form of adult authority:
academics. Shon and Tidiane turn to academics to provide some context for the
particular concerns each has about the voting process. Shon’s uncertainty about
voting means he has to gain a greater communal respect for the historical legacy
of civil rights struggle. As part of his “growth” process (this being the driving
narrative impulse for all three stories), Shon speaks with Esmeralda Simmons, a
faculty member at Medgar Evers College, specifically in the College’s Center for
Law and Social Justice (Figure 33). Simmons implores Shon to remember the
history of African-Americans’ struggle for the right to vote; that is part of who he
is (“They’re your people!”). While acknowledging that voting cannot be seen as a
panacea, Simmons underscores for Shon in rather practical terms how voting can
be an important tactic within a broader overall strategy for social change.
Specifically, she paints a picture of a self-interested politician who cannot afford
to ignore the needs of a powerful and mobilized voting bloc.

Tidiane, as a twenty-two year-old African immigrant from Guinea, is frustrated
that despite paying taxes he has no voting rights. To buttress and, to some extent,
validate this feeling, Tidiane interviews political science professor from the
Borough of Manhattan Community College (BMCC), Ron Hayduk (Figure 34). In
the interview Hayduk agrees with Tidiane, calling the policy that denies
immigrants the right to vote in spite of paying taxes “inconsistent.” The
distinction between the two scenes —Tidiane has his views affirmed while Shon
has his challenged — shouldn’t obscure the fact that in both cases the young
producers passively receive scholars’ knowledge. To some extent, these scenes
give the feeling of the “banking concept” of pedagogy critiqued by Freire even as
the three young producers’ stories seem like acts of young expressivity, of youth
speaking out.

Tidiane’s frustration over legal barriers to his civic participation indicates how
Journeys — while ultimately underscoring the value and import of voting —
introduces a number of caveats throughout all three stories. Rather than merely
celebrate voting as the be-all and end-all of democratic citizenship, the stories
which make up Journeys introduce viewers to structural impediments, to
elements that diminish the impact of voting, reminding us that there are limits to
what the ballot box can do. In Brian’s segment, the film addresses the Electoral
College and its curtailment of democratic principles. Through a series of hand-
drawn illustrations, Brian explains to viewers that the College is inherently anti-
democratic by essentially allotting a disproportionate share of voting power to
electors from small states (where the electoral points granted to individual states
are disproportionate compared to their actual share of the country’s total
population; Figures 36-38). Shon’s story includes an interview with his older
brother, Ryan, who has served in Iraq for over a year (Figure 39). Ryan insists that
the problems he’s experienced as a veteran (such as inadequate financial support
and medical care for returning troops) probably will not change as a result of the
elections. The only way to ultimately bring about change is — in Ryan’s view —
“war, civil wars, [rather than by] voting.” Tidiane’s experience as an immigrant is
also reinforced by several key scenes which document the legal and bureaucratic
hurdles he faces that keep him from feeling integrated in the U.S. democratic
process. These scenes include his failed attempt to fill out a voter’s registration
form (in which his pen hovers over the blank space reserved for the last four digits
of his social security number; Figure 40), the intolerable length he’s waited for his
“papers” to arrive after he begins the process of becoming a citizen (Figure 42),
and a meeting with an immigration lawyer who explains to Tidiane that there’s no
way he’ll be able to vote in 2008; instead it will be five years before he’ll be legally
allowed to vote in any election (Figure 43).



A close-up of a voter’s registration form
shows Tidiane’s pen pause over the field for
the last four digits of his social security. This
shot dramatizes a key moment in Tidiane’s
narrative.

Tidiane outside the office for the Board of
Election. In his direct address to the viewer,
Tidiane expresses his frustration at the
bureaucratic barrier to his civic participation
and not being able to register to vote.

Tidianechecking his mail. Here the video
places emphasis on bureaucratic hurdles
Tidiane faces in becoming an U.S. citizen.

Tidiane with his immigration lawyer, Eric
Weustman, who explains to Tidiane that it
will be five years before he will able to vote.

The inclusion of these structural impediments to democracy in the United States
notwithstanding, Journeys ultimately ensures that the audience members will
embrace their civic responsibility by voting in 2008. All three of the stories end on
near identical notes. In the two stories featuring Shon and Tidiane, each of the
young subjects finds himself volunteering at the west Philadelphia campaign
headquarters for Barack Obama, ultimately hitting the streets as a canvasser for
the Obama campaign (Figures 44-50). In parallel scenes of their training as
canvassers, shouts of familiar slogans are heard on the soundtrack (“Fired up and
ready to go!” and “Yes we can!”). Brian’s story ends on an interview with a local
politician (Miguel Martinez, New York City councilman for District 10) in which
Brian’s questions (suggested by his “mother and friends”) about mobilizing youth
to get involved in the political process are to his mind fully answered (Figure 51).

An establishing shot of the campaign
headquarters for the Obama campaign in
Philadelphia. Shon and Tidiane volunteer for
the Obama campaign. That experience
indicates they finally embrace participatory
politics even as that embrace comes with
caveats.

Shon interacting with an organizer for the
Obama campaign.



Brian’s skepticism is overturned by his interview
with Miguel Martinez, a New York City
councilman.

Shon becomes a fully mobilized political
actor canvassing for the Obama campaign.
As with Shon, Tidiane sheds enough of his
frustrations with the political process ...

... to embrace his role as a campaign
volunteer.Here Tidiane enters the
headquarters for the Obama campaign in
Philadelphia.

Tidiane receives a pep talk from an Obama
campaign organizer. With his morale
boosted by the organizer ...

... Tidiane hits the streets to canvass for the
campaign.Tidiane is shown on the move with
door hangers in hand.

In synchronous final scenes, all three stories conclude with their respective
subjects testifying at “We Run This Vote: Youth Arts and Politics Festival,”
sponsored by an organization dedicated to arts education in the Bronx
(DreamYard) and held at The Point in the South Bronx (www.dreamyard.com;
Figures 54-58). Brian declares that he has developed a “better appreciation for his
politics” after having “started out not caring about the vote.” On the same stage
Shon states that the government “fears the youth vote” and ultimately maintains
that “voting is power.” Of course, he reminds his audience, “voting is not enough…
you have to be informed about the issues.” Tidiane shares his insights as an
outsider, someone who is “from a country where politics doesn’t matter to
nobody.” As a student in the United States, he speaks of his admiration for a
political process that holds elections regularly and places term limits on
Presidents, ultimately leading him to believe that the potential for participation as
a citizen is greater in the United States than in his own country. While
acknowledging the legal restrictions on his ability to vote, his experience at EVC’s
YO-TV has given him the opportunity to realize “that participation is bigger than
just voting” and that there are opportunities for him to assist other immigrants
like himself become U.S. citizens. The cheers from the audience that greet all
three young producers register the completion of a narrative of “growth,” from a
position of apathy towards voting to a consciousness of the value of a participatory
politics that valorizes voting while also suggesting that this is never enough.

The parallels between Journeys and Second Avenue are numerous. In addition to
presenting the young subject as active within the image, a visible presence, in
order to help the audience easily identify the presumed author of the
documentary, both videos also obscure the identities of the videographer(s), the
primary handler(s) of the camera. This textual maneuver gestures away from the
terms of the video’s production even as each makes obligatory nods towards the
collaborative nature of the video’s creation. In each of the videos the protagonists
are youth of color whose social status is essentially located at the margins of
public discourse. To varying degrees the videos are themselves about the realities
of marginalization and the possibility of a political praxis that might undo or
reverse these realities.

Nevertheless, the videos diverge from one another on a variety of fronts.

http://www.dreamyard.com/


Young people dancing at the “We Run this Vote:
Youth Arts and Politics Festival,” where all three
protagonists speak about what they’ve learned
about voting, citizenship, and the political
process as a result of making the video.

Specifically, each video is a mirror image of the other in the way that each
represents adult authority figures. The quiet respect for and acceptance of the
adult figures in Journeys is largely overturned by Second Avenue where adults are
depicted as in need of mobilization (Millie’s family members as well as neighbors
in her building), ineffectual (the building superintendent caught on camera), or as
part of a corrupt and exploitative New York housing system (the administrative
representative for the landlord as well as the landlord himself). The exception is,
of course, the reporter from City Limits, whose testimony affirms and relates
Millie’s experience to a broader citywide problem with slumlords. A further
exception includes the ever present yet visibly absent role of the adult teacher
(either Goodman himself or another adult supervisor) whose importance never
needs stating since it is central to a process that is publicly associated with EVC’s
name. Yet these exceptions fail to derail Second Avenue’s overall implication that
Millie’s young expressivity can serve as a wake-up call, not a solution but an
incitement to organize and collectively resist structural conditions that are
fundamentally unjust. The unpredictable agency of youth and the threat of
visibility felt by administrators of city slums position the majority of adult figures
in the video as in need of activation or confrontation. Journeys, on the other
hand, signifies the opposite: its young subjects have their horizons expanded by
adults in their lives, whether the adult is a parent, scholar, activist, or politician.

Most significant, however, is the divergence of the two videos in terms of the
camera’s engagement with social reality. Second Avenue presents moments of
shock, of unexpected encounters with the camera. The building’s superintendent
is caught with his shirt off, standing in his doorway, and on the defensive as a
thoroughly visible camera documents his response to the tenants. Similarly, the
administrator for the landlord is evidently caught off-guard by a surprise
confrontation involving not only a camera but a mobilized collective of tenants
demanding improvements in their living conditions. These two key moments of
surprise engagement and unexpected visibility are critical to the video’s overall
project of not only drawing attention to an important problem but also unveiling
the disdainful attitudes of those in positions of power. In this regard, following
Egan, certain inevitabilities might appear precarious, contingent, and open to
questioning as a previously silenced voice – in its singularity – unsettles what is
normally taken for granted.   

On the other side, Journeys deploys a largely static camera setup in order to
accommodate a more formal and presentational style on the part of the young
producers. Transparently prepared remarks, including speeches and awkward
interstitial transitions in the video’s exposition, suggest an overly managed
narrative of personal growth in all three of the highlighted stories (Figure 60).
Journeys, as a result, presents no moments of incitement or confrontation where
discomfort with either questioning or the presence of the camera is ever apparent.
Its presentation of racialized realness ultimately glosses over the threat of alterity,
of otherness, to the status quo by recuperating these marginalized voices into a
largely romantic, albeit qualified narrative of U.S. democracy.

In his final direct address to the camera,
Brian explains how much he has learned

Shon similarly shares with the viewer his
newfound politicization and sense of



The video concludes with a final pitch to the
audience to participate in the upcoming election
by providing the web address for “Rock the
Vote.”

about the importance of the vote and the
political process.

citizenship.

Brian testifies to an audience about how
much his view of politics has changed.

Shon’s speech insists that “voting is power”
and that citizenship comes with
responsibilities to be “informed.”

Tidiane shares with the audience his
realization that the U.S. political process is
one that despite its problems is
fundamentally open.

Shots like this one of a rapt audience provide
a model for the video’s viewers.

Conclusion

Both videos are clear illustrations of how EVC’s practice reflects and
problematizes both Goodman’s discourse as well as a broader discourse on young
self-expressivity. In Second Avenue, auto-ethnographic aesthetics are engaged to
call attention to delinquent landlord behavior fuelled by racist and class structural
realities in the city. Journeys seeks to impart a sense of civic responsibility to
minority youth alienated from the political process. Each video, in its own way,
embodies a tension between young expressive selves and the absent but
influential educators. This forces us to think about how young self-expressivity is
entangled with “adult” communitarian desires and institutional pressures,
foregrounding the discursive and tenuous status of the young selves depicted
onscreen. However, the spontaneity of Second Avenue and its embrace of an
aggressive videography that often catches subjects off-guard keeps the
participatory process in the unstable foreground and reminds us of the text’s
contingency and partiality. We’re less concerned about the impact of the absent
but decisive role of the educators because the video embraces an open-ended
narrative with no forced solutions.

In contrast, the static, formal, and even more “professional” quality of Journeys
discussed above makes us more suspect about the influence of institutional
pressures. While cognizant of the contradictions of U.S. democracy, the video
ultimately situates these within a broader embrace of the U.S. political system.
This particular presentation of three youth of color undergoing a narrative
premised on personal growth and a concluding public testimony to this fact
reminds us of Fleetwood’s comments about youth media’s association with a
yearning for racialized realness. This staging of alterity and its incorporation into
a relatively narrow understanding of civic responsibility and citizenship is more
consistent with a therapeutic practice in which the subject’s transformation is the
main show.

Put another way, youth media and participatory media cultures compel a



Tidiane formally explains to the audience his
plans to speak with a political science professor
about his inability to vote as an immigrant.

 

consideration of the value of self-expressivity and critically-oriented
vocationalism, as well as the persistence of a politics of surveillance and
objectification towards youth of color. Educational exposure to the process of
documentary production holds the promise of teaching important job skills,
critical thinking skills, as well as the possibility of drawing attention to important
social issues. However, as a few resulting texts become disentangled from their
originating mode of production and circulate to a wider public audience across an
array of exhibition outlets (as was the case with Journeys), they acquire a
particular meaning in a broader public sphere and contribute something to
representations of minority youth. In this context, the performance of young,
racialized angst resonates with the public’s fetishistic interest in “unmediated
access to the mind and experiences of racialized youth.”

Such a fetishistic interest can most clearly be seen now in the success of
autobiographical reality programs whose depiction of the experiences of minority
youth are consistently held within a horizon of the self, of personal growth and
responsibility. This therapeutic zone blunts the potential for young self-
expressivity to speak more pointedly to social conflict, entrenched hierarchies,
and stifling living conditions. In her book, Girls Make Media, Mary Celeste
Kearney acknowledges the need to resist an over-romanticized take on youth
production, highlighting the issue of access (14-15). To be sure, Kearney is correct
to highlight the racial and economic barriers to media production as critical
qualifiers to a “celebratory” take on youth cultural production (14). However, we
should also keep in mind Fleetwood’s observations to consider how an ethos of
expressivity, self-display, and production can be re-wired to accommodate new
forms of fetishization in new media environments. In other words, we need to
recognize the difference between Millie’s claim to be heard and Brian, Shon, and
Tidiane’s claim to have grown.
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Publicity still for Child of Mine, Fresh Films for
Channel Four, UK, 1996. Photo: Lizzie Thynne

Dyke TV series logo, Channel Four 1995-1999

Ethics, politics and
representation in Child of Mine,
a television documentary on
lesbian parenting

by Lizzie Thynne

While many documentary productions involve difficult negotiations
with contributors, these negotiations and interactions take on a
different character when the filmmaker is implicated in more direct
ways with the people being filmed — either because, for instance, they
are members of the same family[1], [open endnotes in new window] or
in the example I will discuss here, because they come from the same
community. The situation I explore in this article highlights the ways
in which issues relating to consent and representation are sometimes
determined by both filmmaker and subject having competing sets of
obligations and motivations. Critics of documentary have examined
conflicts between institutional constraints and political and aesthetic
commitments in relation to various historical production contexts,
notably the British Documentary Movement[2]. The program I discuss
here, however, took place in a very unusual context — as part of a
lesbian and gay magazine series on a major UK television channel; as
such it presented particular challenges regarding the ethics and
politics of representation. The film in question was Child of Mine, a
forty-minute documentary about lesbian parenting rights, which a
production company called Fresh Films hired me to produce and
direct for Channel Four Television in 1996.

I worked for several years a freelancer, initially as a researcher and
production manager and later as a producer/director. Then I returned
to full-time university teaching, conducting courses on video
production and film/media studies. My academic research has since
drawn on my commercial work in film and television so that the
present study reflects my position as someone whose experience
straddles both the higher education and the production sectors. I
continue to make films for festival and gallery contexts. At present I no
longer make films for broadcast and have not attempted to do so. This
is because of wanting to develop a more experimental approach in my
films. My decision also reflects my distress with the ethical and
political compromises that such production increasingly often entails
in relation to the instrumentalization and manipulation of

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/ThynneEthics/bio.html


Dyke TV series continuity sequence

Intertitle, Child of Mine

Publicity still for After the Revolution. Director:
Lizzie Thynne, Piranha Productions for Out,
Channel Four, 1994

contributors.

Making Child of Mine confronted me with a number of conflicting
issues relating to my responsibilities to the main contributor, Liz, to
the LGBT (lesbian-gay-bisexual-transgender) community[3] of which I
am a member, to the channel that had commissioned the film as well
to my own desires and ambitions as a filmmaker. In reflecting on these
dilemmas and on the meanings generated by this documentary, I
include not only my own perceptions of this experience but that of the
main contributor to the program, Liz, whom I re-interviewed in 2009.

This investigation is part of a larger academic study exploring the
nature of encounters between subjects and producers in documentary
and reality television. In the first instance, I propose to interview the
subjects of films I worked on myself.[4] Since documentary ethics
must concern itself with how participating in a film has an impact on
the people in it, researching their feelings and thoughts about their
involvement would seem to be an important way to illuminate the
inter-subjective relations which determine the film’s character. A
concern with such relations is not new in the history of documentary,
although it is much rarer in the context of broadcast television.[5] Jean
Rouch was the first to foreground the interaction of subjects and
filmmakers as constituting what is documented in non-fiction film[6],
but this approach has generally been elided in the televisual genre.
Television prefers to make invisible the interactions which determine
content, style and what is said on or done camera. It is in the process
of moving from the pututative and profilmic realities to the screened
reality that the gaps open between the contributors and the director’s
perceptions of a project. I look here both at the understandings and
misapprehensions that were apparent at each stage of making Child of
Mine.

The results of my more recent interview with Liz are discussed in the
second half of this essay. In this interview’s new context — that of
academic research — I spoke to her within the framework of the ethical
guidelines relating to research subjects developed in academic
contexts, specifically those of my own university’s “Research
Governance Framework.” With reference to those guidelines the key
principle I have followed is this:

“Ethical practice […] requires that participants, at a
minimum, be fully informed, free to volunteer without
inducement, free to opt out at any time without redress,
and be fully protected in regard to safety.”[7]



Child of Mine: Donna C. and Donna W., first
lesbian parents to win legal recognition in the
UK

Donna W: “We’d been together 6 weeks when
we decided to have a baby together.”

Donna W: “ We both wanted to be parents of the
child and in order for us to do that legally the
only way was to go and see a solicitor."

I conclude my discussion of documentary ethics in relation to Child of
Mine by exploring how the process of mediation involved in
filmmaking and broadcast/film exhibition raises other
representational issues — which go beyond the dominant ethical
frameworks of either a professional or an academic context.

Background to the film and its production

Child of Mine was pivotal for my career in television. It was made for
“Dyke TV” (1995) one of the last seasons of gay factual programming
to come out of the UK station, Channel Four. “Dyke TV,” as the title
suggests, was about lesbians made by lesbian directors and consisted
of new commissions, purchased films and repeated items from the
previous lesbian and gay series on the channel (“Out on Tuesday”
(1989-1990) and “Out” (1991-1994).

Channel Four was established in 1982 under Margaret Thatcher’s
government to cater to a greater diversity of audiences than were being
addressed by the then duopoly of the BBC and ITV (the network of
associated commercial channels called “Independent Televsion”).
(Queers were not necessarily what she had in mind). The Tories also
intended Channel Four’s corporate structure to challenge the
broadcasting establishment and the BBC in particular by
demonstrating that independent suppliers to the new publisher-
broadcaster channel could make programs much more cheaply than
the relatively expensive, in-house productions largely undertaken by
the existing stations.[8] It was an extraordinary period in the history of
UK television when identity politics and a commitment to access via
the Channel’s Independent Film and Video Dept and commissioning
editors, Caroline Spry and Jacquie Lawrence, allowed beginning
television directors like myself the chance to reach national audiences
and explore stories and experiences that until then had been scarcely
represented on air. The department’s “independence,” referred to in its
title, was somewhat different than that of ITV, referring instead to a
group of smaller scale, radical filmmakers who had lobbied for the
creation of the channel. The commissioning editors, all the directors
and many of the producers working on the Out and Dyke TV series
were lesbian or gay, and some set up small companies to deliver output
for the department. Making programs about our community made
many of us very conscious of the “burden of representation” at the
same time as we wanted to interrogate the concept of “positive
images,” which did not reflect the diversity of our identities and
experiences.[9]

At the time I began to work on programs for Channel Four, I had been
active in queer film culture through my work as Education Officer at
the Tyneside Cinema in Newcastle (1987-88). Under programmer
Peter Packer, the Tyneside pioneered a season of lesbian and gay films
in 1986-87, which developed into London Lesbian and Gay Film
Festival. In my role at the cinema I organized debates and courses
around the program, including around issues of gender and sexuality.
Prior to this I had undertaken Ph.D. research in literature at the



Report on Donnas’ case, Manchester Evening
News, 1994

Report on Donnas’ case, Sunday Mirror, 1994.

Liz: “It’s been like every bit of me aches to hold
him.”

University of Sussex and had long been active as in feminist campaigns
as well as in women’s studies in adult education.

In 1989 I began working with the then-thriving independent film
sector in the North East of Britain, mainly with small companies
making programs for Channel Four. The productions on which I
worked continued to reflect my commitment to women’s, lesbian and
socialist politics.

The film Child of Mine arose out of a contact I had with a Scottish
producer, Charlie Stuart, who had heard about a woman who was a
lesbian co-parent taking legal action to get access to a child conceived
in a relationship with her ex-partner, Susan. Susan had borne the child
using Liz’s brother as the donor. But six months after the boy’s birth,
Liz and Susan split up, and Susan was now denying Liz contact with
him. Charlie asked me to direct the film as he became aware of my
work on Channel Four’s Out, including After the Revolution (1994) on
LGBT experiences under communism. After securing development
money, the film was commissioned from Charlie’s company for the
series Dyke TV.

At the time I met her, Liz was determined to pursue her case right up
to the Court of Session, the highest court in Scotland, if need be and
even to seek custody — making legal history in the country. The story
clearly could bring to the fore the personal consequences of wider
issues, especially the need to recognize both lesbian co-parents and
significant others who are not biological parents but who are involved
in raising a child. For me, it also seemed a great opportunity work in a
more narrative way than I had before: I would follow unfolding events
in a way that would explore the emotional and social complexity of the
issues facing lesbian mothers. At another level, the project also
touched aspects of my own history — especially my mother’s illness in
my teens. The whole issue of who can and who can’t be a parent had a
particular resonance for me.

I liked Liz and immediately found her a very good communicator and
someone who could clearly articulate and reflect on what she was
going through. I also realized that given the nature of the story and the
fact that her partner Susan had no desire to participate in the film, the
project might fall apart leaving me without enough material. So I
researched the stories of two other lesbian couples in England (Steph
and Sharon and Donna C. and Donna W.) who had already been
successful in going to court together to get the co-parent’s rights
recognized. They did that by appealing to another serendipitous piece
of legislation passed under the Thatcher government, the Children’s
Act (1989). The Act was designed to protect children’s interests by
ensuring that their main caretakers could take responsibility for
dealing with schools, doctors etc. Unlike Liz, these other lesbian
couples had secured these rights while they were still together rather
than when a relationship had broken down.

At the time I first filmed her, Liz was going through a traumatic crisis
in her life. As a filmmaker, I was in a very different situation
interviewing someone about past experiences, although I had
interviewed people about painful ones. I knew that when participants



Liz dressing for court

Title card: Liz’s reunion with Susan

Underexposed shot of Liz in her final interview

are in the midst of a life crisis, the filmmaker is even more likely to be
placed in the role of counsellor-confidante.

I persuaded Charlie the executive producer and the commissioning
editor Jacquie Lawrence that by filming these retrospective stories
with the two other couples, we would have enough material even if
Liz’s story did not develop in the way anticipated. Jacquie, the
commissioning editor, asked for a detailed treatment showing how the
different stories might be intercut, which I duly wrote. We obtained
the development money and started filming Liz’s first legal attempt to
get access. We did interviews with her about the story so far, filmed
her meeting with her lawyer, before and after the first court
appearance. And when the court granted access, we recorded her
thoughts before and after her first reunion with her son.

And then Liz stopped answering my calls. And I had no ending for her
story. As I suspected, the situation with her ex-partner had begun to
change, so she was getting cold feet about the filming. Given my visual
absence as interviewer from the film and my televisual use of the
pseudo-monologue up to that point[10], I didn’t feel we could
suddenly make some performative gesture where we explained the
changed circumstances to the audience — I thought they would want
to know from her what had happened.

So I finally managed to speak to Liz and persuaded her to give me a
final interview, which she very graciously did. But the atmosphere was
strained. I felt more intrusive than ever, and Liz, not surprisingly, was
evasive and much more uncomfortable than before. Furthermore, as if
by the hand of God, the monitor was not correctly calibrated and the
interview footage was badly underexposed.

At that point, I wondered if the larger issue of the lack of recognition
given to lesbian co-parents justified the thumbscrews I felt I had had
to put on Liz to give this interview — the murky footage only seemed to
confirm that I was wrong. It forcefully came home to me then that
supposedly serious documentaries like this one had a lot in common
with what they put their subjects through than any other piece of
tabloid journalism.[11]

Worse was to follow. Just before the film was aired, the Daily Mail,
one of the most rightwing newspapers in Britain identified Liz because
we had included a shot of her lawyer’s offices and they tried to track
her down. They failed to locate her but they did publish an article
about her case, which lifted speech and images from her story from the
film. We had created a reconstruction of Liz’s reunion with her son and
used a small girl to play John — purely because she was the daughter
of the production manager’s friend. (We could not film her actual son,
for both ethical and legal reasons, since Susan had not agreed.)

The Daily Mail took a shot from this reconstruction and implied that
the child we used was in fact her son suggesting that she (and I) had
exposed him to public scrutiny. The article’s final section places Liz’s
story in the context of “an official survey” that purports to find only
one gay household for every 692 homes, thus interpreting her story
within a homophobic discourse around the instability of gay



Dramatic reenactment of access meeting with
John

Dramatic reenactment of John playing

relationships.[12] I wondered whether Liz felt like Malcolm’s
description of the “victims” of journalists:

“Like the credulous widow who wakes up one day to find
the charming young man and all her savings gone, so the
consenting subject of a piece of non fiction learns — when
the article or book appears — his hard lesson.”[13]

Despite all these events Liz did not at any point say she wished her
contribution to be cut from the film or the program to be withdrawn,
although it clearly her story was circulating in a way that caused her
(and me) grief. She stood by her original “consent” even though the
meanings created from the film were evidently not what she had
“consented” to.

Consent, ethics and identity

In making Child of Mine, I was both an outsider” and an “insider.” I
was a documentary maker producing work for a major channel as well
as a member of the lesbian community I was documenting. In this
outside/inside position, I faced different claims on my loyalties and
varying obligations to my subject. First, I had contractual obligations
to Channel Four in relation to the program commissioned, both in
terms of the legal status of interviews and other footage and in terms
of storyline. Second, I felt a commitment to Liz as a fellow lesbian
whose struggles for equal treatment I was witnessing and whom I
wished to present in the best possible light. Third, I had a commitment
to my own filmmaking career.[14]

In legal terms, Liz had signed a standard release form at the outset of
shooting which gave us full permission to use the material we shot of
her and edit it how we chose. In the sweeping legal phraseology of this
standard release for broadcast, she had given all consents necessary
for the

“reproduction, exhibition, transmission, broadcast and
exploitation thereof without time limit throughout the
universe by all means and media (whether now known or
hereafter invented) without liability or acknowledgement to
[her].”

The release form allows the producers not to have to consult with
contributors at the editing stage. This is as much for economic reasons
as creative control. Editing schedules involving paid professional
editors and facilities as well as deadlines for program delivery make it
difficult negotiate with subjects through repeated viewings. By the
time the editing starts, much money may also have been spent on
acquiring more footage, so especially where professional crews and
travel have been paid for, there is great economic pressures to retain
absolute control over how footage is used.

The fact that people sign release forms is generally used by the
program-makers as justification for using the person’s story,



Report about Liz’s case drawn from Child of
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Feature about Steph, Sharon and their son,
Daily Telegraph, 26 September 1996

interviews or any other footage filmed in whatever way seems
appropriate or necessary to construct the project and fulfill the
producer’s aims. As Brian Winston comments,

“The consent defense applies whether or not the
participants benefit and never have second thoughts about
their role: whether or not they benefit a little but also suffer
so that they come to regret co-operation: or whether or not
they just suffer and rue the day their involvement started
them on this disastrous path.”[15]

So by the “standards of the profession” I had no need to consult Liz
about the cut of the program or my desire to use the footage about her,
even when I suspected she was trying to re-open a dialogue with her
ex-partner. Also, Charlie Stuart, executive producer, and I had a tacit
agreement with her that she would allow us to follow her case to its
conclusion and would not drop the case. But during the course of the
production, she appeared no longer willing to take part after the initial
period of shooting and she dropped her legal action. Given our initial
understanding with her, we also felt justified on seeking a final
interview from her. We wanted her to explain what had happened
since she gained access to her son since she no longer seemed to be
pursuing her case. Legally we could still use the material we had shot
to date but our ethical position had become even more complicated.
When we came to edit the film, communication with Liz over the
project was still awkward.

We also became more concerned about two other consent issues that
we feared would create obstacles to broadcast. One, we had not
obtained a consent form from her lawyer, Margaret, to use the
interviews and sequences involving her (a foolish omission —
especially involving a lawyer). This omission would, we feared allow
Margaret to block the film on her client’s behalf if Liz felt it now
jeopardized her accord with her partner. Two, Susan had not given any
consent to the filming of the legal case or her son. We took advice from
Channels Four’s lawyer who seemed relaxed about the lack of a release
form from the lawyer, despite the fact that the Channel, like most
stations, usually required all consent forms to be submitted with the
final program. He took the view that by allowing the camera to be
present Margaret had given a de facto consent. With regard to the
second point he advised that as long as Liz’s partner and their son
were not identified, she would have no legal case against the channel.
(All participants were given false names, including Liz). The issue
remained that anyone who knew the couple would know who Susan
was and that the film was clearly from Liz’s point of view, with Susan’s
view of the situation clearly absent. I felt uncomfortable about this —
did I not also have obligations to protect Susan, especially since she



Liz reads the court report about her suitability as
a parent: “Me leaving has been taken into
account – this is seen as something that is really
important.”
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had never given any kind of consent for the details of her relationship
to be aired?

I could quell some of the doubts I had by resorting to another common
justification used in professional contexts. This is that any difficulties a
person experiences as the result of their appearance in the film can be
justified if the film serves a wider purpose of highlighting a social
abuse.[16] This was the justification given for instance by Roger Graef,
a major British practitioner of the “fly-on-the-wall” documentary in
relation to his film A Complaint of Rape (part of the series “Police”
BBC One, 1982). Here, he filmed the humiliating interrogation by
police of a women with a history of psychiatric problems in; she has
her back to the camera. When I asked Graef at a screening of the film
whether he felt he should have intervened to protect the woman, he
replied that that would have disrupted what he was trying to show —
i.e., that police were trained to treat all [rape] allegations as dubious”
and “to “test such claims rigorously at the earliest stage.”[17] Indeed
since the film did influence changes in the treatment of rape victims, it
seems hard to quibble with his motive.

Yet the ability to distance oneself from the events that one is filming
may also depend on one’s relation to the subject being filmed. It may
be easier, for instance, to remain in the position of the detached
observer if one has not personally experienced sexual abuse. While I
was following Liz’s story, I was also in a rather different position in
relation to her and her than is usual for observational filmmakers. Liz
had agreed to take part in the program because of our shared identity
as lesbians and her confidence that because of this, I would make sure
her story was not be trivialized or sensationalized. She had confidence
that I, as director, had an understanding of what was at stake. I
believed that also we shared the tenet of feminism that the “personal is
political” — challenging the dominant ideology that the private and the
public are separate spheres. That is, as feminists, we assume that the
public and private sphere shape each other, as, for instance, in the
continuing inequality in average pay between men and women
(currently approximately 17% in the UK) legitimized by the
assumption the “private” sphere is still women’s primary
responsibility.

For both of us, Liz’s dilemma was indeed not merely a “private” one
but arose from the structural social inequality faced by lesbians as
parents and as citizens. As such, we did not see that filming her
situation per se was an “invasion of privacy,” in dominant journalistic
parlance, but a means of foregrounding how the “private” sphere of
our intimate lives is molded by what is and is not socially sanctioned.
Also unlike in classic observational films such as Wiseman’s, every
individual scene that we filmed was with the agreement of the Liz and
her lawyer and the times, dates and activities to be filmed were set in
advance with them. Many sequences also involved Liz’s performing



actions for camera (such as sorting out her son’s things) and my on-
camera interaction with the people on camera through interviews
which were planned and executed with Liz’s collaboration.

During the period of the production, however, this shared
understanding came under threat as Liz’s situation evolved. She
retreated from the filming as she tried to re-establish a relationship
with her partner. I found myself stuck with an unfinished story. At this
point my more “professional” motivations for making the film began to
predominate. I wrote above that I thought that the audience would
want to hear from Liz the conclusion of her story but in reality it was I
who needed Liz to give me a story since I was commissioned to deliver
one. This was the first long film I had a chance to get aired. To make it,
I had written a treatment where the story had an ending; that story
rather than the retrospective ones won us production funding.
Emmanuel Berman and colleagues have written about how those
filmed, the documentary protagonists, waver between fear of
exploitation and need for exhibitionism.[18] In the process of
documentary making, I would argue that not only the protagonists but
also the director are torn between an exhibitionist need to be seen —
putting their work in the public arena — and a fear of being exposed
for making a film that doesn’t “work.”

In the written treatments often required by television channels —as
some kind of security that they will get what they are paying for — the
filmmakers tend to script people’s lives in advance of shooting those
lives. But once I as a director write the likely story of a film in this way,
the more I am obliged to make events fit the script so as to “deliver”
what has been promised. (This tendency has of course been
exacerbated in “reality television” where the game show formats and
selection of “cast” are designed to produce conflicts amongst
participants.) In these circumstances it is very difficult to achieve a
collaborative approach of the kind Tom Waugh identifies in U.S.
oppositional lesbian and gay films where, he suggests:

“The traditional notion of consent/surrender of the subject
is replaced by strategies that heighten collaboration
between filmmaker and subject, that maximise the subjects
control over his/her image.”[19]

Instead a television director’s desire for structural and thematic
coherence may clash with the subjects’ moral rights to have a say in
how they are represented.
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Liz’s meeting with her lawyer about the court
report. Liz: "The court appointed a solicitor to
write a report on what would be in John’s best
interests. He wanted to know about my present
living circumstances, why the relationship had
broken up as well as how we had agreed to
have a child.”

Margaret comments on the court report: “There
would need to be substantial evidence for the
assumption that the child should be with his
mother to be overturned…but he does say
without any real problems that you should get
access.”

The ambivalence that I felt in relation to my position vis-à-vis Liz is
particularly evident in one section of the film itself. We were,
unsurprisingly, not able to film inside the court at Liz’s first appearance to
seek access to her son. So we filmed her driving to court, as she came out of
the court building, and in the car afterwards with her lawyer. We put a
radio microphone on her so we could tape her conversation with her
solicitor as she walked away from the court building, not least because we
did not want to surprise Susan if she was there. In the final film we used all
of the very long shot of Liz and her solicitor, Margaret, walking away from
the court as we hear Liz speaking at normal volume about what has
happened:

“Oh gosh, I was really anxious. As time was going on I was
getting more and more uptight and I felt myself going red in the
face. Because it seemed like initially he was going to go with
everything and be really liberal about it and then he started to
be persuaded about what Susan’s solicitor was talking about. So
I started to get really very anxious then.”

We then cut to a medium close up of the two women sitting in Margaret’s
car looking towards the camera and smiling as we hear me ask: “So how
did it go? What’s the result?” Liz replies,

“Oh it went really well. I am going to get access twice a week,
Mondays and Friday mornings for three hours, it’s brilliant.”

This is followed by a rear view, silhouetted shot of the two women in
Margaret’s car in a staged conversation where they reveal further details of
the court debate.

Margaret: “He was concerned about the psychological effects
that it might have on a child with two mothers — as he kept
referring to — but he has actually ordered of his own volition, a
psychologist’s report.”

Liz: “Which I am quite happy to participate with obviously
because I do have John’s best interests at heart and hopefully
this will establish beyond any doubt that there will be no
adverse psychological effects of me having a part in his life.”

The shifts in address in this sequence highlight the uncertainty of my
relation to Liz’s story. We move from a highly contrived piece of
“observation” where we appear to be eavesdropping on the protagonists
(which implies we must have heard the result of the hearing) to a shot with
her addressing the camera where Liz tells us the result. The two sequences
query the reality effect intended in each, since they inadvertently reveal
their own constructedness.

I veered between identifying with Liz and keeping a professional distance, a
conflict which was exacerbated by the context of making the film in this
unusual context — for a lesbian magazine program on a major television



Liz: “If I could get access and Susan will go
along with that and that affords me some
protection of my rights and responsibilities, I
don’t see there would be any point in trying to
pursue the custody.”

Liz driving to court: “I hope Susan won’t be
there this morning – I’ll find that really difficult if
she is….I am glad I am going to court this
morning – I don’t think I could cope thinking
people will be discussing what’s going to
happen without me being there.”

Liz and her lawyer walk from court ...

channel, where the partly observational style I felt obliged to follow seemed
out of keeping with my identification with the main character. It brought
home the tensions between an observationalism, where those in front of
the camera are constituted as the “other” or the “what” of the film, and the
more reciprocal relations of feminist and lesbian politics, which makes
such objectification problematic.

Re-interviewing Liz: 
politics, mediation and visibility

“One perceives that documentaries are not exactly about others,
but about how documentarians portray others. The
representation of any thing is the creation of another thing. In
the case of documentary, this other creation is a
character.”[20][open endnotes in new window]

So far I have outlined the professional and political reasons why I felt that
my utilization of Liz’s story was legitimate and the ways in which I justified
to myself the use of the footage involving her at different stages of the
production. Nonetheless questions remained during and after the
program’s completion, which became more acute in the wake of the press
coverage.

Understandings, agreements and contracts which are in place at the outset
or during the course of a production may come under pressure by the time
the film hits the screen. Its images and ideas circulate in different ways
among diverse sections of the audience and its meanings are mediated
through publicity and other media. So many factors intervene between the
moment of meeting, the scene of filming, and the time of the film’s
appearance in the public realm that a film’s circulation inevitably has
unforeseen consequences. Directors don’t necessarily know what meanings
will emerge in post-production or how aspects of the film will be
appropriated in ways they never intended in different contexts of
circulation and exhibition. In this light, John Stuart Katz and Judith
Milstein Katz point out the complexities of the notion of informed consent:

“Informed means that the person know to what he or she is
consenting … Does he anticipate how his life may change when
the film is shown; how neighbours, friends or business
associates might respond to his (possibly distorted) views? Last
but not lest how might he be affected by reviewer’s opinions
even when the filmmaker and he like and agree upon the
fairness of the representation.”[21]

Although I had kept in touch with Liz throughout the edit and airing of the
film, I had not, for reasons that should now be clear, talked much with her
about how she felt about her participation in the film and her commitments
to it. Conducting a fuller interview with her would allow her to extend and
interrogate the way she had been represented and would give me an insight
about how she now perceived what had happened to our original
understanding of the film’s aims and content. Now, as an academic, I also
felt that this kind of enquiry into the experience of media participants
would redress an imbalance in critical writing where issues of ethics are
often discussed in quite general terms rather than through this kind of



... and discuss her hearing.

Liz tells us she has been granted access by the
court.

Liz and her lawyer discuss the hearing.

empirical engagement with those represented, whose voices are seldom
heard except in a few high profile cases of complaint within the media
themselves.

I went to re-interview Liz in July of 2009 to see what she would actually
say about the impact the finished film and the process had had on her.
Inevitably her perspective in this recent interview is given, like mine, with
considerable hindsight, where she recalls and interprets events in the light
of her subsequent history.

It was 13 years after we had made the documentary. I didn’t ask her to be
filmed and I didn’t ask to go to her home. Instead she agreed to meet in a
more neutral, informal space, a café, and I recorded a sound interview with
her there. By adopting this approach, I wanted her to avoid her feeling that
this was a continuation of the film but instead a critical enquiry to which
she was contributing under, as stated above, research governance
guidelines, with the right to veto the inclusion of material that she was not
happy with. It emerged that she had indeed got back together with Susan
shortly after the filming. Despite the difficulties of the relationship they
had had another child, a daughter, together. When we met this year they
had only just broken up again.

How strange that I should appear again in her life at this point, although
this time the situation was much calmer and the couple were making
arrangements together regarding access to the children. Liz had not
recently looked at the film so her responses were based on memory. She
did not have much to say about how she felt she came over in the film.
When I asked her why she decided to take part, she said she “was someone
who likes to feel I am doing something, registering a comment,
contributing to a debate that could only happen with that film happening.”
In that respect she and I had congruent goals for the film.

There were two things she was unhappy about. First, she didn’t like the fact
that “her story was not followed all the way through.” I asked her to
confirm whether I had told her there would be other stories and she said
yes, but that the context was wrong. Essentially she thought the other
stories cast her in a bad light, since those lesbian co-parents had obtained
legal rights with the consent of their partners. She rightly understood that
her story became by comparison a moral tale about the struggles one would
face trying to get those rights after an acrimonious break-up. Within a
narrative which highlighted the new legal acknowledgement of non-
biological parents, Liz could be read as the “fall guy” character.

During the editing process, Liz moved from being the narrator of her own
story in front of the camera to becoming a character in a narrative told by
someone else. This created a sense of alienation, even though this is
commonly how a complex situation is reduced in the process of translation
into film. This sense of reduction is also something that I experience as
director. As João Moreira Salles describes it, the director becomes
subordinated to the process of a film’s narrativization:

“After a few weeks in the editing room, the director too becomes
hostage to the film. The theme imposes its priorities, and the
structure leads the narrative along paths that allow no
diversions … The paradox is this: potentially, the characters are
many, though only one person was filmed. In my opinion,
herein lies the true issue of documentary.”[22]



Steph Sharron and their son in Child of Mine:
Steph says: “I sometimes felt that Sharron had
the nice job of putting the milk in and ..."

"... I had the nasty one of clearing it out at the
other end. I mean we have always shared
things like doing his nappies equally ...

"... I just missed out on the pleasurable bit of
feeding him.”

So the film apparently did not favor Liz even though her story remained its
most compelling part because of the conflicts she was going through before
our eyes and because her story raised a lot of questions about what it
means to be a parent. My editor, Anna Liebschner, said she kept wanting to
come back to this ambivalent figure — but because the filming was
curtailed we just did not have enough of her story.

Another surprising issue that Liz emphasized was about recognition. She
was struggling, she said, to be recognized as a parent and by taking part in
the film, she was also seeking other kinds of recognition — affirming the
significance to others and herself of the battle she was engaged in.
However, in giving her visibility, the film also opened out on to other issues
about who she was and defined her in ways she then felt uncomfortable
with. One thing in particular that she and her partner had been particularly
unhappy about was that one of the other couples in the film “looked like a
typical lesbian couple, they looked a bit “diesel dykey” and she found it
“really difficult that I was on a program like that.” The film contextualized
her in a way she wanted in some way to disavow — creating she what she
felt was a stereotyped and limiting version of her identity. Although I might
have anticipated that her story would be taken up in a sensationalizing
way, as happened in the press, I don’t think I could have foreseen that she
would regret the association with other lesbian couples or at least the
“look” that signified their lesbianism. In the context in which it appeared in
the film, Liz’s story becomes that of “another lesbian” in a way she found
not empowering but disempowering. It seems Liz felt torn between being
affirmed as a lesbian and being constrained by such a naming.

Adriana Cavarero discusses this problem as she draws on a reworking of
Hannah Arendt’s work to theorize the shared space of narration and thus
“ontological affirmation” created by the exchange of life-stories within the
women’s movement and in consciousness-raising specifically. She notes a
contradiction in the process of feminist consciousness-raising:

“In the reflection of the one in the other, the very personal
identity that is consigned to the tale of an unrepeatable life-
story runs the risk of losing its expressive reality and founding
itself in the common ‘being women’ that is represented here. ‘I
am you, you are me,’ the words which one says are women’s
words, hers and mine.”[23]

Another issue came up around the question of recognition:

“Not a lot of people that I knew saw it — I certainly didn’t tell
people about it. It wasn’t something I wanted broadcast. It
wasn’t there for people that I know. It was there for other
people to make them think, as far as I was concerned. I got
stopped one day when I was at work, when going out to meet
someone at hospital. I got stopped by the receptionist and she
said I just want you to know I think you are really brave and I
wish you luck. Someone had recognized me and I was really
touched but also shocked — the idea that someone could
actually give me some sort of celebrity status. So I went straight
back out and got my hair all cut off. I thought oh my God I don’t
want people recognizing me — I went into the hairdressers and
said I want my hair cut really short. I decided I wouldn’t wear
any of the clothes I’d worn when we were filming and they
would just go in a bag and I’d take them to a charity shop
because I didn’t really want recognition.”



Liz driving: “John was six and a half month’s old
when Susan and I split up…I left for a break and
I never went back.”

Donna W. and Donna C.: Donna C. says: “I’ve
always been his ‘mam’ …He’s stuck on that. If
you said that’s his mam, he will say ‘No, that’s
me ‘mum’ and that’s me ‘mam’.”

Steph and Sharron. Sharron says: “I can’t think
of him not having contact with Steph if we did
split up.”

Other contributors to television programs have had the same experience of
being exposed in ways they did not bargain for when they agreed to appear.
Brian Winston notes that the “consent defense” is often used as a
retrospective justification for such mishaps.[24] In this instance, I had not
considered the possible fallout for Liz. I had not imagined that her story
would be taken up in the sensationalizing way it was in the press. In
recruiting her to make a film about lesbian parenting, I did not fully
understand the danger that her individual story would be extracted from its
unique context and she would be reduced to a “type” which did not
represent her.

When I asked if she thought we had exploited her vulnerability, she said
no. As I spoke to her, I realized that I had been concerned she may have
been a “victim” of the documentary, mostly because of my own unease with
the voyeurism that came with filming her at this crisis in her life. But
despite her discomfort with some of the film’s structure and consequences,
I would be denying her agency if I continued to see her only through the
sense of unease I had about some of the project. The context of making a
television program is very different from the reciprocal one that Cavarero
describes amongst the women of Milan. Although I was not sharing my
history (at least on camera) with her, in many ways Liz did want me to
narrate her story since we did share a political commitment to fighting for
equal treatment for lesbian and gays.

Liz’s comments here further underline that inevitable gap between the
moment of encounter with the film crew and the final destination of the
material produced. The film gave her personal recognition, which I think
she wanted and needed at the time, but the public recognition that might
follow being on television did not occur to her. For those who appear in a
film, there is often a disconnect between the moment of recording and the
representation of self that appears on the screen, between the intensely
charged encounter, where the interview process resembles therapy, to the
mediation of that experience where the interlocutor is no longer present.
Currently many of us experience a similar illusion of intimacy at the
moment of our encounter with communications technologies; we seem to
engage in a kind of split consciousness which could be expressed as: “I am
just exposing myself to this one person” or “I will only be seen by those
who I want to see me.” Filmmakers have a special ethical responsibility to
be mindful of the possible consequences of this illusion of intimacy. The
temptation is to exploit it.

Conclusion

As this case study shows, questions of ethics are never straightforward
because of the conflicting demands placed by funding, by institutions, and
by the filmmaker’s own responsibilities towards his or her story, political
and social constituency, the people who have entrusted you with their
intimate lives. I have also suggested that these questions go well beyond
matters of intention and formal or informal agreements but are implicated
in the process of signification and the politics of representation.

While I was undoubtedly responsible with my editor for the structuring of
the program that contextualized Liz in a particular way, regardless of our
intentions, we found that her becoming visible in the popular media in
itself rendered her open to categorization, surveillance and stereotyping. A
long history of campaigns by lesbians, gays, blacks and other “minority”



Liz: “I have swung from one extreme to the
other. I have felt like ‘I am John’s mother
therefore I should have everything’ to the other
‘I am nothing therefore I should have nothing
rather than being able to find some middle
ground and being able to define my own role.’”

 

groups has led to a drive to increase minority visibility in the mainstream
media. Channel Four's gay programming was at least partly the result of
such campaigns and initiatives by queer media activists. Larry Gross’
discussion of queer media representation in the US context is in keeping
with the thrust of these campaigns. Writing in 2001, he advocates:

“Our vulnerability to media stereotyping and political attack
derives from our isolation and pervasive invisibility.”[25]

In the UK there has been a marked increase in the visibility of LGBT
characters since the early 1990s across all film and television genres,
factual and fictional.[26] The televisual environment is more liberal than in
the United States both because of public ownership of key channels and
because Britain is a more secular society. In a discussion elsewhere of the
much increased presence of lesbian characters in British popular culture,
[27] I have argued that while “the lesbian” no longer marks the boundaries
of the bizarre,

“the proliferation of images is not a sign of a revolution in social
power held by lesbians but [serves] particular ends in the
televisual economy and wider consumer market.”

However I would suggest that greater visibility in itself does not guarantee
that we are not stereotyped since we enter a signifying system in which our
difference can be given many meanings. While we can make every attempt
to ensure that this difference is seen progressively, formal considerations
alone, whether these be in the avoidance of specific techniques or the
observation of stricter ethical codes relating to consent, will not on their
prevent hostile readings of the LGBT characters in either factual or fiction
television. That depends on a much wider social acceptance of difference.
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Notes
Special thanks to Liz for her generous co-operation on this article and to her,
Donna C., Donna W., Steph and Sharon for participating in Child of Mine.
Many thanks for their suggestions on an earlier version of this paper from my
colleagues, Caroline Bassett, Michael Bull and Melanie Friend in the School of
Media, Film and Music, University of Sussex and to Bill Nichols for including
a version in his panel on “The Interview” at Visible Evidence, USC, 2008.

1. See the excellent discussion of the ethical issues arising in autobiographical
film in John Stuart Katz and Judith Milstein Katz, “Ethics and the Perception
of Ethics in Autobiographical Film,” Larry Gross, John Stuart Katz and Jay
Ruby (eds), Image Ethics; The Moral Rights of Subjects in Photography,
Film and Television, New York and Oxford: Open University Press, 1988,
pp.119-134. [return to page 1 of essay]

2.See for instance, Paul Swann, The British Documentary Film Movement,
1926-1946, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989 and Jo Fox, ‘John
Grierson, his 'documentary boys' and the British ministry of information,
1939-1942’ Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television, 25:3, 2005,
345-369.  With reference to a major example of such conflicts in a US context
see also, see Carolyn Anderson and Thomas W.Benson ‘Direct Cinema and the
Myth of Informed Consent: The Case of Titticut Follies’ in Gross, Katz and
Ruby Image Ethics, 58-90.

3. The word “community” raises quite a lot of questions about an assumed
commonality between us. The term "subcultures" might be a better term to
describe the social incarnation of LGBT peoples but I adopt "community" here
as a signifier of the aspiration towards a shared political public space which
the gay programming on Channel Four represented.

4. Other planned interviews for this research include a young woman who
abandoned a baby she gave birth to in secret (Abandonned Babies, Channel
Four, UK, 1996) and a lesbian activist who appeared in a film I made about
the experiences of lesbians and gays under communism (After the Revolution,
Channel Four, UK, 1989).

5. Recent work which has addressed this relationship includes Jerry Rothwell,
“Filmmakers and their Subjects” in Thomas Austin and Wilma de Jong (eds),
Rethinking Documentary: New Perspectives, New Practices, Maidenhead:
Open University Press, 2008, pp 152-156. In the same volume, Silke Panse
provides a fascinating comparison between two series which charted the fates
of a group of people over several decades, the “longest running documentary



serial in film history”: The Children of Golzow (Winfried and Barbara Junge,
Germany, 1961-2007) and the UK series 7-Up (Michael Apted et.al, ITV, 1964-
2006). Unlike the German series, she notes, “While the 7-Up participants are
asked how the repeated filming had affected their lives, the voice-over
narration does not reflect on how the act of filming has affected the film’s
content and style,” p. 70. See Silke Panse “Collective Subjectivity in The
Children of Golzow vs. Alienation in ‘Western’ Interview Documentary,” pp.
67-81.

6. A recent important re-evaluation of Jean Rouch is Joram Ten Brink (ed),
Building Bridges: The Cinema of Jean Rouch, London: Wallflower, 2007.

7. http://www.sussex.ac.uk/res/documents/
research_governance_code_of_practice.pdf,p.5 [Accessed 26 September
2010]

8.Early studies of Channel Four Television include Simon Blanchard and
David Morley, What’s this Channel Four? An Alternative Report, London:
Comedia, 1982; and Stephen Lambert, A Licence to be Different: The Story of
Channel Four, London: British Film Institute, 1982. For more recent accounts
see Maggie Brown, Television with a Difference: The Story of Channel Four,
London: British Film Institute, 2007; and Andrew Goodwin, Television under
the Tories: Broadcasting Policy, 1979-1997 London: BFI, 1998.

9. For a discussion of Channel Four’s gay programming, see Diane Hamer
with Penny Ashbrook, “Out: Reflections on British Television's First Lesbian
and Gay Magazine Series,” in Diane Hamer and Belinda Budge (eds), The
Good, The Bad and the Gorgeous: Popular Culture's Romance with
Lesbianism, London: Pandora, 1994; and Greg Woods, “Something for
Everyone: Lesbian and Gay Magazine Programming on British Television,
1989-1999” in Glyn Davis and Gary Needham (eds), Queer TV: Theories,
Histories, Politics, Routledge: London, 2008.

10. In the pseudomonologue form of interview, used in many television
documentaries, the interviewer’s questions are edited out. The process
inherently involves a form of mirroring. Rather than asking direct questions,
the interviewer prompts the subject to repeat elements of their story which
they have already revealed in the research process. The elements are ones
which the director has selected and decided are the most significant to the
narrative she wishes to tell or, at least, the structure, she needs to create from
the chaos of events and emotions; so the subject’s story is reflected back to
them through the other’s interpretation.

11. Paige Schilt incisively interrogates the presumed distinction between
documentary and “more stigmatized forms of non-fiction” such as reality
television in her “Media whores and perverse media: documentary film meets
tabloid TV in Nick Broomfield's Aileen Wuornos: The Selling of a Serial
Killer,” Velvet Light Trap: 45, March 2000, pp. 36-49. While noting that
“Broomfield does emphasize the production of interview testimony as a
commodity and, in the process, reveals certain similarities between traditional
documentary practice and so-called checkbook journalism,” she argues that
“this film actually participates in the selling of Wuornos as a threatening class
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14. Larry Gross, John Stuart Katz and Jay Ruby usefully summarize the
“moral imperatives which might be appropriately be seen as common be seen
as common to all “professional” production and use of images. To paraphrase
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1. “The image maker’s commitment to him/herself to produce images
which reflect his/her intention, to the best of his/her ability;

2. The image-makers’ responsibility to adhere to the standards of his/her
profession, and to fulfill his/her commitments to the institutions or
individuals who have made the production economically possible;

3. The image maker’s obligations to his/her subjects; and
4. The image maker’s responsibility to the audience.”

“Introduction: A Moral Pause” in Gross, Katz and Ruby (eds), Image Ethics,
p. 6.

15. Brian Winston, “Ethics” in Alan Rosenthal and John Corner (eds), New
Challenges for Documentary, 2nd edition, Manchester: Manchester
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Clips, clicks and climax: 
notes on the relocation and
remediation of pornography

by Julian Hanich

Introduction: a critique of 
Magnus Ullén’s theory of masturbation 

Masturbation[1][open endnotes in new window] is in vogue. After a long period of
tacit denial, porn studies has begun to acknowledge that pornography strongly
affects the consumer’s body. In fact, some porn scholars admit that it often leads to
the kind of action that Woody Allen in Annie Hall (1977) famously described as
“sex with someone I love.”

In a recent programmatic article for Jump Cut Magnus Ullén, for one, defined
pornography as nothing more and nothing less than “a form of sex:
masturbation.”[2] Ullén forcefully argues that in order to get a better picture of
what pornography is about we need to move from text to viewer, from
interpretation to reception, from intellectual distance to rapt involvement. We
cannot identify the pornographic with a specific content like sexually explicit words
or images. Rather the “pornographicity of porn” lies in that famous consumptive,
pleasurable medium interaction which involves first and foremost the viewer’s
hand:

“A theory of pornography must […] be a theory of the mode of reading
which the consumption of pornography habitually involves, which is to
say that it needs to be a theory of masturbation. […] To enjoy
pornography, mere intellectual processing of the discourse is not
enough: it calls for a mode of reading which involves the physical
activity of one’s body as well.”

For Ullén this is true regardless of the medium — no matter if we interact with a
book, watch a film in a theater or download digital clips from the Internet. “Does
pornography really change when it is mediated by new media?” he asks
rhetorically. His answer is a clear-cut no:

“[T]he most important factor is not the medium as such, but rather the
way we relate to it: it is not the medium that accounts for the specificity
of pornography, but the way pornography is read. The fact that the
original Josephine Mutzenbacher […] is a book while Debbie Does
Dallas is a film certainly affects the way we relate to these pornographic
discourses. But the difference is insignificant compared to the fact that
the typical consumer of these discourses is too busy masturbating to ask
what they mean as narratives.”

Ullén’s polemic intervention is laudable. But it is also problematic. On the one
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Two book covers of a German and an English
version of Memoirs of Josephine
Mutzenbacher(1906), the allegedly
autobiographical story of a Viennese prostitute,
one of the few classics of erotic literature,
possibly written by the author of Bambi, Felix
Salten.

A DVD cover of Debbie Does Dallas (1978), a
classic of golden-age porn cinema, starring
Bambi Woods.

hand, he sheds light on that unspeakable aspect feminist, Foucauldian, media-
effects and other approaches to pornography have largely left in the shade. But in
his fervor to establish the importance of masturbation for porn studies Ullén
clearly throws the baby out with the bathwater. Just because people masturbate
when reading Josephine Mutzenbacher and watching Debbie Does Dallas does not
mean that both experiences are alike, let alone identical.

To every ear trained in phenomenology and reception aesthetics his claim that the
differences in medium are insignificant must sound flat-out wrong. Concentrating
on moving-image pornography (as I will do in this essay) one could even argue that
Ullén’s stress on masturbation is precisely an outgrowth of recent medium changes
and the subsequent transformations of how people experience moving-image
pornography.

This will be, at any rate, my point in this essay: through processes of relocation and
remediation the consumption of moving-image pornography has focused more
strongly on the masturbatory experience than before. Or, to be more precise, while
other functions of moving-image porn have lost importance, recent developments
have both facilitated and intensified masturbation due to a double tendency toward
privatization and individualization. (By ‘intensification’ I do not suggest that
masturbation became qualitatively better, but rather that it is now part of a denser
decision-making process that distinguishes the experience of Internet porn from
earlier types of moving-image pornography.)

My point will become particularly obvious through a comparison of today’s online
porn with yesterday’s so-called golden age of heterosexual pornography: an era
that lasted roughly from 1972 to 1985 and in which (comparatively) narrative
feature films like Deep Throat (1972) or The Opening of Misty Beethoven (1976)
were projected in theaters and consumed with other, mostly anonymous viewers.
[3]

Two scenes from Deep Throat (1972), probably the best-known title of any film in the
history of pornography, starring Linda Lovelace. In comparison to most Internet porn clips
from today porn movies in the 1970s often contained some kind of narrative arc.



A poster and a film cover of The Opening of Misty Beethoven (1976), yet another classic
1970s porn film. In the 1970s porn films were still shot on celluloid, projected in movie
theaters and watched with other viewers.

Two modifications are crucial. They imply what Francesco Casetti, among others,
has called the “relocation” and “remediation” of film (2009, 62).[4] First, the
spatial transformation from public/collective to private/individual porn
consumption: relocation raises the question of how the reception changes once I
watch porn alone at home and not as part of a cinematic audience. We can call this
the problem of intersubjectivity. Second, the technological change from the
analogue and projected celluloid film to the digital internet clip on hyperlinked
sites like YouPorn: remediation raises the question of how the possibilities of
jumping forward and backward and choosing between a plethora of clips alter the
reception process. Call this the problem of interactivity.

The splash page of one of the most popular Internet porn sites, YouPorn, which offers
numerous porn clips as downloads for free.

Contra Ullén I will show that important differences exist. Masturbating alone at



An experimental cum-shot scene from the porn
movie Behind the Green Door (1972), imitating
the Pop-Art style of an Andy Warhol painting.

home vis-à-vis a series of YouPorn clips downloaded on a PC is unlike sitting in an
adult theater with other co-viewers watching a feature film like Behind the Green
Door (1972).

A series of phenomenological observations will throw light on how the experience
of heterosexual pornography has changed since the golden age, for better or for
worse. To be sure, much of what I argue is valid for homosexual porn experiences
as well, particularly in the remediation section. However, some important
differences exist when it comes to the aspects of intersubjectivity and collective
viewing. In contrast to heterosexual porn cinemas homosexual adult theaters often
serve as places for cruising and open sex in which the film merely plays a secondary
role (this is also true for nominally heterosexual theaters that were ‘appropriated’
by a gay audience, as some of the former theaters on 42nd Street in New York).
What I will have to say about shame and disgust plays a significantly less important
role here.[5]

The following observations will also help to elucidate a curious contradiction in
Ullén’s programmatic paper. Although he reproaches Linda Williams and others
for insufficiently historicizing pornography, Ullén falls into the very same trap. By
claiming that pornography means masturbation regardless of the medium, he
essentializes the genre and thus argues a-historically. Even if the pornographic is a
transgeneric as well as transmedial mode, it may yield very different masturbatory
experiences.

The spatial change: shame and disgust in the theater

Heterosexual adult theaters have all but disappeared from the urban environment.
Today, Travis Bickle (Robert De Niro) would have a hard time finding something
like the “Show and Tell” theater, a combination live of show and porn cinema. Nor
could he make the grave mistake of taking his beloved Betsy (Cybill Shepherd) into
a New York porno house (Taxi Driver, 1976), the “Lyric” on 42nd Street.[6]

Screenshots from Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976). Travis Bickle (Robert De Niro)
enters the “Show and Tell”, a venue combining live strip shows and the projection of porn
movies.

On their first date Travis takes his beloved
Betsy (Cybill Sheperd) to the “Lyric”, a
historical porn theater on 42nd Street in New
York City.



A scene from Martin Scorsese’s The Departed
(2006), in which Colin Sullivan (Matt Damon)
and Frank Costello (Jack Nicholson) have a
secretive meeting in a Boston porn house ...

And when Billy Costigan (Leonardo DiCaprio) follows Frank Costello (Jack
Nicholson) and Colin Sullivan (Matt Damon) into the public screening of a
hardcore film, the sequence looks more like a strange reminiscence to a bygone era
than a realistic depiction of today’s Boston (The Departed, 2006).

... in order to exchange illegal information. Some viewers are annoyed by the
disturbance.

In the 21st century people consume heterosexual hardcore pornography
predominantly in places that allow for privacy and prevent others from intruding:
on the pay-per-view channel of the hotel room; in the sex shop booth; at home on
the VCR, the DVD player and, particularly, via the Internet as streaming on a TV
set or on the monitor of a personal computer, which makes the experience even



more private.

In his remarkable book Times Square Red, Times Square Blue (1999) writer-
scholar Samuel R. Delany, for one, has forcefully lamented the disappearance of
hardcore porn theaters.[7] For the gay community these (often heterosexual) porn
houses served a vital social function. Delany even considers these cinemas as
paradigmatic sites for interclass contact and therefore important for a healthy
democratic society. At any rate, whether we welcome or decry this change, we can
hardly turn back the clock: the relocation of moving-image pornography has firmly
taken place.

From a film theoretical point of view this development should at the very least
make us sensitive to the fact that the reception of films (pornographic or otherwise)
does not take place in some strange vacuum. It always involves a specific spatial
setting with a potentially social environment. Yet Ullén’s essay ignores this
important detail, just as more prominent work does not pay enough tribute to it.
For instance, at a crucial passage in his ontological reflections on film as a
succession of automatic world projections, philosopher Stanley Cavell maintains:
when film reproduces the world magically, it allows us “to view it unseen.” As such,
cinema fulfills an age-old “wish for invisibility“ (1979, 40). Sounding quite similar,
Linda Williams claims that cinematic representation grants the viewers a
“seemingly perfected form of invisibility” and allows them “to see and hear
everything without being seen or heard themselves” (1989, 32).

Cavell and Williams’ observations are both right and wrong. They are correct when
we consider the film experience in splendid isolation. Yes, the
characters/performers beyond the ontological boundary separating real world and
filmic world can never reach us. Even when they look straight into the camera, they
won’t be able to see the audience — hence the viewers always remain unseen.

While this might sound trivial, it points to an important difference between filmic
pornography and live striptease or sex on stage. The ontological distance relieves
the invisible viewer from the unpleasant burden of being seen by the one he sees —
a fact that could be experienced quite vividly in places that offered both live
striptease and porn films (like the “Show and Tell” in Taxi Driver with its
combination of “live show” and “xxtra rated movies”, as it says on the marquee).[8]
Film satisfies the viewer’s wish for invisibility and thus stands as an exemplary
“expression of modern privacy or anonymity,” in the words of Stanley Cavell (1979,
40).

However, what might be correct from a film ontological perspective becomes
questionable when considered from the vantage point of an actual
phenomenological experience inside a theater. Only if we artificially separate film
from theatrical experience can we overlook the fact that the viewer in the
auditorium is never unnoticed. Invisible for the characters/performers he or she is
right in front of the eyes of the other spectators.

To be sure, what one could call the cinema’s hiding effect belongs to the key
features of the movie theater. The darkness of the auditorium, the unidirectional
seating position, the focus of attention aimed at the film et cetera allow the viewer
to partially hide from the presence of the others. Nevertheless we are always part of
a collective situation in which we might have to carry heavy intersubjective burdens
(Hanich 2010b).

For many, possibly most heterosexual men the viewing position in the porn
theaters of the 1970s and 80s was a particularly precarious one. Shame and disgust
contributed negatively to their cinematic experience.[9] How unfulfilled the wish
for invisibility remained at the time can be read vividly from Scott MacDonald’s
1983 essay “Confessions of a Feminist Porn Watcher.“ In this illuminating essay
the author describes with almost painful openness his fear of being seen, his
yearning for privacy, his shameful insecurity:



The Departed: Colin Sullivan (Matt Damon, on
the right) meets his boss Frank Costello (Jack
Nicholson) in a Boston porn theater. On the far
left of the frame, Costello can be seen wearing
the stereotypical outfit of the porn movie patron:
a bulky raincoat and a hat.

“For me […] — and, I’m guessing, for many men who have visited porn
arcades or film houses — these periodic visits are always minor
traumas. While there is an erotic excitement involved in the decision to
attend and in the experience itself, this is mixed with considerable
amounts of fear and embarrassment. From the instant my car is
carrying me toward pornography, I feel painfully visible, as if everyone
who sees me knows from my expression, my body language, whatever,
precisely where I’m going. The walk from the car to the door — and
later, from the door to the car — is especially difficult: will someone
drive by and see me? […] As a result, I try and look at ease during the
walk to the door: any evident discomfiture on my part, I warn myself,
will only fuel whatever laughter my presence has provoked. Once inside
an arcade or theater, this anxiety about being seen continues, though
with a different slant: will I run smack into someone I know?” (1983,
11).[10]

The philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre talks about the “immediate and burning
presence of the Other’s look” that comes with the emotion of shame (1969, 270). A
person in shame wants to get rid of the actual — or imagined! — look of the others
and disappear from the earth as quickly as possible. MacDonald therefore
describes the strong “desire for privacy and anonymity” many viewers feel as the
“most fundamental dimension of going to a porn arcade or a movie house” (2009,
332).

Small wonder that in the past popular discourse often described porn theater
patrons as men who wanted to remain invisible and anonymous from the start and
therefore sported raincoats and hats pulled deeply into their faces upon entering a
porn house. Again, director Martin Scorsese helps to illustrate this point: In The
Departed the Jack Nicholson character sits in the cinema precisely with a hat and a
large raincoat. The potential shame of the porn cinema was closely bound to the
rather conspicuous affective response of the male erection. Hat and raincoat both
served to cover it and therefore to avoid shame. Feona Attwood even goes so far as
to claim,

“The ‘raincoater’ has become [… ] perhaps the clearest stereotype of
audience member to have emerged in the history of media
consumption.“[11]

Raincoater or not, the stereotype describes the proclivity of many patrons to wear a
kind of body armor that protected themselves from the penetrating force of the
gaze. Like the sword of Damocles the fear of shame often dangled closely over their
heads — and sometimes full-blown shame hit them forcefully. This clearly effected
their inclination to masturbate openly (if at all). Again, Scott MacDonald’s
confession is illustrative:

“Even though most men seem to look rigorously frontward in porn
theaters [...], the idea of being seen masturbating has always seemed so
frightening to me [...] that I’ve never felt free to get deeply involved in
the act the way I can when I have real privacy“ (1983, 12, my emphasis).

Here the bulky garment of the raincoat had a further hiding function insofar as it
helped its wearer to cover his lap while masturbating secretively and somewhat
embarrassedly during the film.

Obviously, not every porn theater was alike. Some porn houses in the US, mostly
on the lower social scale, allowed or even encouraged masturbation. Particularly
the nominally heterosexual porn theaters ‘appropriated’ by the gay community and
turned into cruising places were quite the opposite of shameful. In the first of the
two essays in his book Samuel R. Delany reports numerous graphic scenes of open
masturbation, fellatio and intercourse (he also recalls a heterosexual man
masturbating in front of the mostly gay men).



Scene from Michael Haneke’s The Piano
Teacher (2001), an adaptation of a novel by
Austrian Nobel Prize laureate Elfriede Jelinek.
The masochistic piano teacher Erika Kohut
(Isabell Huppert) likes to go to porn arcades
where she sniffles discarded tissues filled with
male sperm.

 

However, in other theaters masturbation was actively discouraged, particularly
those places that were frequented by couples. Monitors would watch the audience
and ask anyone to leave who was caught in the act. In some cases even policemen
patrolled the cinemas, as evidenced by the famous case of Pee Wee Herman (actor
Paul Reubens), who was caught masturbating and subsequently got prosecuted.
Hence one must not overgeneralize. What I describe here is merely a tendency: for
those men who actually felt the intersubjective threat of shame, the relocation of
moving-image pornography to the private sphere implied a greater freedom (and
hence possibility) to masturbate openly.

In this context we should not forget the repulsive side effects of the public porn
experience. As if shame was not enough, the adult theater was always also a
potential source of disgust for many a viewer. Here I do not so much refer to the
moral disgust elicited by one’s own ‘inappropriate’ desires (this can certainly play a
role as well); I am thinking more about the bodily disgust that heterosexual men
might derive from visual, auditory, olfactory and tactile encounters with other
men’s actions and fluid leftovers. Again, one must not essentialize experiences her:
I do not rule out that for some people this was precisely a strong stimulus — just
think of Erika Kohut (Isabelle Huppert) in Michael Haneke’s The Piano Teacher
(2001), who likes to sniff the sperm-filled tissues taken from the garbage cans of
sex store porn booths. For many others, however, the potential confrontation with
other men’s semen in particular could initiate a strong disgust response.

Hence one might speculate whether the popularity of private porn consumption
does not also derive, in part, from the possibility to avoid the emotion of disgust.
In this respect the relocation of pornography would resemble a very different kind
of relocation: the move from the dirty and sticky shoebox theaters of the 1970s and
80s to the multi- or megaplex cinemas of the 1990s with their strict hygiene policy.
Drawing on Mary Douglas’ concept of purity, Phil Hubbard has argued that deep-
seated anxieties about the despoilment of body and self through dirt drew viewers
to the multiplex. Its clean space allowed audiences “to develop a clear sense of
ontological security, knowing that they can enjoy an evening out without the
boundaries of their body being brought into question by potential pollutants”
(Hubbard, 261).

Porn theaters sometimes were actually dirty. More often viewers might have simply
considered them a potentially ‘contaminated’ place. In a series of interesting



experiments the psychologist Paul Rozin (1986) has shown how the contact with
something disgusting can almost magically contaminate an object or place. Rozin
calls this transformation “magical” because it lasts long after the disgusting object
has been thoroughly removed. Just think of eating from a sterilized toilet floor.

As a consequence, in a potentially contaminated cinema the disgusted viewer tends
to protect the outer boundaries of his (or her) body from despoilment. Here, again,
the raincoat might serve the particular function of protection. And again, the
metaphor of the ‘body armor’ is not fully out of place. In analogy to the ‘fear of
shame’ mentioned above we could speak of a ‘fear of disgust’ that makes the adult
theater a rather unattractive place for many viewers.

Seen from this perspective, pornography has an anti-social tendency, at least for
many heterosexual viewers. Since in their case the anonymous co-viewers with
their smells and body fluids do not constitute potential subjects of pleasure, the
other audience members are not experienced as part of a collective We, but come
across as antagonists in an I-you relationship whose gazes, odors and body fluids
one wishes to avoid.[12] Hence in contrast to the centripetal experience of
collective laughter or shared fear that bounds the audience of a comedy or a horror
film momentarily together, a centrifugal tendency away from the anonymous rest
can dominate the heterosexual porn theater experience due to shame and disgust.
[13]

Under these circumstances it is not surprising that MacDonald admits,

“I’ve never masturbated in a theater (though on rare occasions I’ve seen
others do so), but only later, outside the theater, in the privacy of a car
or a men’s room“ (1983, 12).

In his — and many other men’s — case the pornographic experience was a
precondition or cause for masturbation, but it did not coincide with it, nor was it
identical with it. At this point the a-historical slant of Ullén’s “theory of
masturbation” becomes particularly obvious: pornography was not identical with
masturbation. Moreover, a brief look at an even earlier period could have shown
Ullén that porn films often had other functions than exclusively masturbatory ones.

Go to page 2
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Take the stag film parties in the U.S. and Europe in the 1920s. They served
predominantly as a homosocial initiation ritual and means of bonding. Bragging
and commenting were supposed to strengthen male camaraderie and destroy
sexual anxieties (Williams 1989, 73; Koch 1989, 97). This tendency seems to have
survived well into the 20th century in some of the porn theaters that evolved from
the burlesque tradition and thus combined live entertainment like stripping with
porn film projections. Especially on Friday and Saturday nights the audience was
quite active and lively during the live performances (calling out, applauding etc.).
This spilled over into cinema portions, especially in theaters with a strong African
American presence, where the social act of loudly verbalizing, commenting on
and talking to the screen was common in Hollywood films as well).[14][open
endnotes in new window]

Particularly in Europe pornographic films also served as foreplay. The films were
often shown in brothels to stimulate patrons for the subsequent sex with the
ladies of the house. Again, the arousing potential of the movie was not met
simultaneously via masturbation, but later in bed through heterosexual
intercourse.

All this is not to deny that Ullén’s argument is convincing when it comes to
today’s private porn experience. As we have seen, the privatizing move away from
the porn cinema has largely eliminated the direct disgust viewers might have felt
in their actual theatrical surroundings (if not necessarily the disgust vis-à-vis the
representations on the screen, as can be judged from pornographic subgenres
who deal with the ambivalent pleasures taken in the abject [scat or bukkake] or
the infamous 2 Girls and a Cup [2007] trailer). But relocation has also reduced
the burden of intersubjectivity by extending the viewer’s invisibility beyond the
ontological boundary into the here and now. Since the advent of Internet
pornography there is not even a need to leave the house. Viewers do not have to
buy or borrow in public stores and can therefore avoid the embarrassment and
shame MacDonald so vividly describes.

While earlier the implicit or explicit knowledge of the presence of others was a
possible threat to the involvement with the pornographic moving-images, they
can now develop their full potential. The relocation and privatization of moving-
image pornography has clearly facilitated masturbation. And this might not only
be true for men. In fact, it could be worthwhile to empirically investigate the
hypothesis that this development pertains even more to women.

The medium change: 
availability, choice and interactivity

 



The splash page of the Internet site The Hun, a webpage offering downloads with
pornographic images and clips for free.

The splash page of Redtube, a popular Web 2.0 site offering pornographic clips.

 

 



The visitors of Internet pages like YouPorn and Redtube are immediately confronted with a
choice of 30 and 20 preview windows respectively.

The second crucial transformation in moving-image pornography since the
golden age concerns the medium itself. Since the 1970s a remediation took place
from the analogue and projected feature film of the adult theater to the digital
clips of hypertext sites like YouPorn. This remediation, in turn, brought with it
three major changes: it implied a growth in availability, in choice and in



interactivity. The enormous increase in availability and choice, once again,
facilitated masturbation. But the third change — the interactive use of the
medium — also transformed masturbation in another way. I will speak of an
intensification of the masturbatory experience due to a more individualized form
of consumption and hence an increased imperative to decide.

But let me begin by looking at how the medium change implied an explosion of
availability. This is, first of all, true financially. Today, porn consumers do not
have to buy a VHS tape (as in the 1980s); they do not have to rent a DVD; they do
not need to purchase a theater ticket or spend coins in a booth. As long as they
have Internet access, they can download all their pornographic clips on sites like
YouPorn or The Hun for free.

More importantly, there is also an increase in temporal availability. Back in the
1970s film was a comparatively rare product. Films were seen in movie theaters
or on television, but   the situation came nowhere close to the permanent
disposability we know today from the internet and video stores. This was
particularly true for porn movies, which required special venues with specific
opening hours. With the introduction of VHS and later DVD the situation began
to change. Today, via the Internet consumers have pornography literally at hand
24 hours, 7 days a week. They are independent of opening hours and the presence
of theaters, sex shops or video stores — the archives of Web 2.0 sites like Redtube
do not close.

But apart from the availability of porn its quantity and variety skyrocketed as
well. This is true simply because not only the professional industry but also huge
numbers of amateurs (“prosumers”) upload material. As a consequence free
hypertext sites like YouPorn, Redtube or The Hun offer almost innumerable
paths. Depending on the interface design either small windows with short
previews (YouPorn, Redtube) or brief written summaries (The Hun) lead the way.
For instance, YouPorn grants an overview of 30 clips on its welcome page;
Redtube presents 20 — and in both cases these windows indicate only a tiny
fraction of what is on offer.

The brief written summaries of the porn images and clips that The Hun offers instead of
preview windows.

Of course, this continuously available, endless amount of clips has an effect on
many viewers’ porn experience. Once the viewer accesses a porn site, the
overabundance of clips brings with it a strong temptation to keep on searching,
clicking and trying out. Behind every window a potentially better clip could wait,
matching one’s individual taste more perfectly than the current one. The
overwhelming choice makes it rather unlikely that a user would restrict him- or



herself to a single clip and watch it linearly from A to Z — particularly if the clip
does not fit the goal.

As Zabet Patterson notes:

“To imagine the goal [...] is to project into a moment of perfect
satisfaction — and the obtaining of a perfect image, one completely
adequate to the subject’s desire. But in comparison to this imagined
perfect image, every image will always remain inadequate, and so the
’search’ continues“ (2004, 109).[15]

Of course, the search does not go on forever, but the sprawling, distracted,
search-like activity of surfing certainly dominates the Internet porn consumption
of many, possibly most users. For media theorist Anna Everett Internet surfing in
general is characterized by “click pleasure “ and a “lure of sensory plenitude” —
no doubt that these descriptions certainly ring true for the specific consumption
of Internet porn as well (2003, 15). For many a viewer the forward-driven search
therefore turns into a temporary goal itself.

A result of this forward-driven search for the perfect clip is a strong temporal
immersion: a thrill of anticipation. Anticipating a new, surprising and better clip
that might be waiting at the near temporal horizon and which might be brought
about at any moment makes the user’s consciousness of internal time lean toward
the immediate future, even while it is simultaneously focused on the clip right
now (for the notion “consciousness of internal time,” see Husserl 2008). In the
words of D. N. Rodowick:

“the immediate present becomes oriented to an already emerging
future. Our relationship to the screen is to anticipate future events to
which we must respond, and our corresponding action produces
effects that generate the possibility of new future events, all within a
highly condensed time frame.“ (2007, 178).

Interestingly, a technological gadget many porn sites offer underscores this
emphasis on the future-of-the-present-moment: the timeline at the bottom of the
window. As it grows gradually from left to right like the sand steadily trickling off
in an hourglass, it indicates the passing of time and hence the approaching end of
the clip.

Many porn sites like YouPorn offer timelines at the bottom of the clip window. It makes the
viewer aware of the passing of time and hence the approaching end of the video.

However, the more perfect the clip seems, the more the viewer will hope for a
suspension of this ideal moment in time (a suspension, by the way, that cannot be
achieved by pressing the pause button since freezing the image would imply a



radical change of time experience: from the ‘life’ of the moving-image clip to the
‘death’ of the photo-like freeze frame). In turn, the more obvious it becomes that
the clip remains unsatisfactory, the higher the user’s proclivity to search anew.
Both cases may lead to yet another intensification of the future-inclined time
experience.

Of course, the search is not without its own pitfalls and frustrations. This is true
not only because many clips are very much alike in their representational content.
Thus they can create the impression that the constant search for the new yields
ever the same. (The progression toward the goal seemingly stands still.) It is also
true, because the search will not progress linearly toward the perfect clip, but will
move in various amplitudes between the poles of “satisfactory” and “frustrating.”
(The search is sometimes thrown backwards.)

But precisely those moments of frustration can further ignite the search and its
thrill of anticipation: who would stop the hunt for the perfect clip at a negative
point, particularly in light of this almost infinite plenitude? While the relocation
of pornography would theoretically allow for an instant masturbatory
gratification, its remediation rather suggests a deliberate individualized delay of
the climax: a willing suspension of the peak.

In fact, there may be yet another kind of temporal anticipation, implying not the
clicks for clips but the climax of clips: cases in which the masturbating viewer
tries to ‘synchronize’ his orgasm with a cum shot in the clip. I can offer no
empirical data on this phenomenon, but anecdotal evidence from a couple of porn
users I have talked to indicates that it is rather common. In this case the parallel
ejaculations constitute a kind of double closure: the diegetic climax ending the
mini-narrative within the clip; and the climax of the masturbating viewer in front
of the screen.

If we combine this desire for ‘synchronization’ with the aforementioned search for
the new, better and more satisfying clip, we end up with an interesting scenario.
Since every search comes to its end when the porn consumer finally and for
whatever reasons chooses his last clip, the thrilling anticipation of the search
disappears, while suddenly a new kind of thrill erupts. Will the clip end with an
ejaculation? And will the cum shot be a satisfying one?

Even if there is a quantitative dominance of cum-shot clips on Internet sites like
YouPorn, obviously not every clip contains an ejaculation, let alone a satisfying
one. Now, for the ‘synchronizing’ user the time line of the clip that was (at least
temporarily) deemed satisfying enough will move inexorably from left to right.
Since for him this clip can only be the last one if it turns out reasonably satisfying
and it will be satisfying only when it ends with a cum shot, he will hope for a
suspension of time the closer the timeline approaches its end so that a cum shot
can still fit in the remaining time slot. But the more he hopes for this suspension
of time and the arrival of the cum shot, the denser and more intense his time
experience will be. This specific phenomenology of time is not unlike the one we
know from scenes of suspense (for the phenomenology of time in two types of
suspense, see Hanich 2010a).

To a certain degree the thrill of anticipation was part of the feature film
experience of the golden age as well. To quote Scott MacDonald for one last time:



“Even though there’s always a skeletal narrative, this is so obviously a
function of the need to create a context for the [sexual] motifs that one
doesn’t need to pay attention to it — except insofar as it raises the
adrenaline by slightly withholding the awaited imagery” (333, 2009).

Plus, based on the repetitive and climactic structure of the ordinary porn film the
movie theater patron could always hope that the next number would be more
exciting than the previous one. The effect was amplified with the advent of more
interactive media such as VHS players with their fast-forward function. And the
chapter structure of the DVD allowed for an even quicker and more efficient
access to the next number.

However, it was the Internet that offered the latest turn of the screw. Since the
next clip is always only a mouse-click away, the search for the new is facilitated
and accelerated: “in a digitally encoded text any part can be accessed as easily as
any other so that we can say that every part of the text can be equidistant from the
reader,” as Martin Lister et. al put it (2003, 24).

What is more, apart from the accelerated availability of new clips, the
technological development since the golden age has also increased and
accelerated individualizing interactivity. The comparatively passive theater
patron became what Laura Mulvey calls a “possessive spectator“ (2007, 161).
Through interactive devices such as the remote control or the mouse the
consumer takes “possession” of moving-image pornography insofar as he or she
may interrupt the continuous linearity by fast-forwarding, skipping passages,
freeze-framing images and returning to previous scenes.

Even if the episodic structure and the looping projection of 1970s porn allowed
the theater audience to come and go somewhat independently of the starting
times, the viewers were nevertheless subjected to the relentlessly progressing
movie — there was no chance to influence the projection. When the non-erotic
intermezzo dragged on too long or the sex scene was too monotonous, the viewers
might have reacted with the opposite of arousal: weariness and boredom. Today
the viewer can not only swiftly switch between an almost endless number of clips,
but also drastically shorten the moments of frustration and easily repeat and thus
prolong the moments of satisfaction. While once in the ‘hands’ of the apparatus,
the porn consumer can now take aspects such as unity, continuity, succession and
duration into his or her own hands. Even if this bigger control over the movie will
not automatically lead to masturbation, it will at least favor it since the viewer
can form the porn experience according to his or her own liking.

Hence while the relocation of pornography is linked to a growing privatized
usage, its remediation is connected to a growing individualized consumption.
Each viewer’s individualized potpourri of clips will differ according to the highly
differentiated possibilities of sexual preference and choice: Redtube currently
offers 24 different categories, YouPorn grants even 61 choices — from amateur,
anal and funny via gonzo, hentai and interracial to Latina, MILF and squirting. As
Lister et. al put it:

“The larger the database the greater the chance that each user will
experience a unique text” (2003, 21).



But the viewer’s idiosyncratic form of consumption will also follow a highly
individualized temporal logic with variables such as succession, duration,
repetition etc. This is completely unlike the more standardized type of experience
in the porn theater.[16] 

Screenshots of the “Choose your category” pages on You Porn and Redtube. They offer 61
and 24 subgenres of pornography respectively.

But why do I connect this individualizing tendency to an intensification of the
masturbatory experience (as argued above)? Because masturbation is now part of

 



a denser decision-making process: the bigger choice of products and the more
numerous options for interactive actions may allow the viewer to create a very
individual porn and masturbatory experience, but they simultaneously imply a
permanent imperative to decide. Just like any other surfer on the Web, the porn
consumer oscillates between moments of rather inactive intertwinement and
instances of interactive involvement, between a status as a watcher and a
searcher, between comparatively passive viewing and rather active using.

This pendulousness between viewing and using is sometimes called viewsing
(Harries 2002, 172). But in comparison to ‘normal’ viewsing surfers on the net,
the porn consumer also adds the autoerotic exercises of the hand.[17] This
involves further decisions to make since the viewer needs to pay active attention
to his or her body. As Peter Lehman once put it laconically:

“It is hard for someone to masturbate without knowing what she or he
is doing” (2006, 89).

The Internet porn consumer thus divides and shifts his or her attention between
three foci: the clip (viewing), the technological device (handling the mouse) and
the body (masturbating).[18]

What this implies, becomes more obvious when we, once again, compare an
Internet user to an adult theater patron like Scott MacDonald. A MacDonald-like
viewer would simply follow the movie, neither able to influence the film nor
openly masturbating during the projection — as we have seen, he masturbated
only afterwards.[19] On the other hand, after having secured his privacy the
Internet porn consumer masturbates while simultaneously doing other stuff. At
any one point he or she has to decide between viewing a clip, searching for a clip,
interactively altering a clip and masturbating because of a clip. While this
comparison is in no way meant to make a qualitative judgment on both types of
experience, it certainly sheds light on the change that came with the remediation
of porn. Pace Ullén, the medium does matter.
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Notes
1. I would like to thank Chuck Kleinhans for a number of extremely helpful
comments on an earlier version of this essay. [return to essay]

2. Magnus Ullén: “Pornography and its Critical Reception. Toward a Theory of
Masturbation.“ In Jump Cut. No. 51, Spring 2009.

3. This comparison does not serve as a nostalgic celebration of the golden age
(as in Paul Thomas Anderson’s Boogie Nights [USA, 1997]); nor do I want to
define the golden age as the norm from which other forms of pornography
deviate (a tendency we find in the first edition of Linda Williams’ famous
study Hard Core from 1989, if less so in the second and expanded edition
from 1999). The comparison merely serves a heuristic goal: against the
backdrop of old the new becomes all the more visible.

4. Since this essay tracks changes in reception I neglect important
transformations on the level of production and distributtion.

5. Over the last years various essays have underscored the characteristics of
homosexual porn consumption (cf. Delany 1999 or Capino 2005).

6. For more information on the “Lyric Theatre“, go to 
 http://cinematreasures.org/theater/9930/, 
where one can also find a discussion whether the “Lyric“ actually was a porn
theater or simply showed an occasional soft-core film.

7. Samuel R. Delany: Times Square Red, Times Square Blue. New York: New
York University Press, 1999.

8. The highly self-reflexive name “Show and Tell” reminds us of the very
difference at stake here: the live and performative mode of showing
something taking place right now; and the reporting and narrating mode of
telling something that took place in the past. Since the golden age of
pornography in the mid-1970s, when Taxi Driver was shot, the clear-cut
discrepancy between live showing and filmic telling has been somewhat
blurred by today’s rather performative and anti-narrative porn clips on the
Internet.

9. Interestingly, the cinema’s hiding effect was pushed to an extreme not in
porn theaters aiming for a strong form of anonymity and privacy, but in a
special auditorium designed for a film museum: the original Anthology Film
Archives in New York. Austrian avant-garde filmmaker Peter Kubelka’s

http://cinematreasures.org/theater/9930/


“Invisible Cinema” separated, even isolated the viewers from each other by
dark panels between the seats and thus allowed for a very concentrated film
experience, undistracted by the presence of other people in the auditorium.

10. In a supplementary piece to a recent reprint of his essay, written 25 years
later (“Addendum, 2008“), MacDonald insists that “there is still considerable
embarrassment about being seen as ‘exposing myself’ in public” (2009, 341).

11. Feona Attwood: “‘Other’ or ‘One of Us’? The Porn User in Academic
Discourse.” In Participations. Vol. 4, No. 1, May 2007. The porn industry
used to distinguish films as “one, two or three hat films”, thus describing the
amount of explicit scenes they contained by referring to the number of times
the audience member hid his erection with his hat. Tree was more commercial
than one.

12. Once again, this claim describes a tendency within most heterosexual porn
theaters. It certainly cannot comprise the homosexual porn theater
experience, in which social contact and mutual sex are much more common,
as the reports of participant observer Samuel Delany underscore.

13. An exception is the couple that voluntarily watches the film as a common
turn-on. Obviously, in this case both viewers do not experience themselves in
an antagonistic way, but comprise a kind of mini-collectivity with a common
intentional object. For a recent representation of a couple consuming
pornography in the non-theatrical, private surroundings of the home, see the
lesbian pair in The Kids Are All Right (2010). On the other hand, the
antagonism of a couple in which the female part has been persuaded to watch
a porn film can be seen in the Taxi Driver episode in the “Lyric Theatre”:
Betsy leaves the theater disgusted and embarrassed, while astonished Travis
would have liked to stay on.

14. Thanks again to Chuck Kleinhans for bringing this to my attention.
[return to page 2]

15. Long before internet pornography existed the often extremely astute
commentator on modern life, Alexander Kluge, put the nexus of search, desire
and utopia in his early film Die Artisten in der Zirkuskuppel: Ratlos/The
Artist in the Circus Dome: Clueless (1968) as follows: Interviewee: “You’re
like a child blowing soap bubbles, blowing or producing, more and more
bubbles, never stopping, because you hope you’ll blow one bubble more
colourful than the last. You thereby forget that you’re blowing bubbles. –
Interviewer: “So that one bubble will remain?“ – “That’s the problem. That’s
why it begins at all, the blowing, the senseless part of it.” – “Because one
wants a bubble that really exists?” – “A bubble that ‘should’ exist, I’d say,
because they don’t actually exist at all. It should be one that could retain its
form for more than a few seconds. To put in a more abstract way: You don’t
want utopia just flying round in your mind, you want to see utopia realized in
a concrete way.” Off-Commentary from protagonist Leni Peickert: “Utopia
grows ever better the longer we wait."

16. The individualization of Internet porn consumption therefore implies
what I would call its anti-collective tendency: the less an untouchable



apparatus like the projector dominates the film experience, the less unified
and collectivized the porn consumption will be. While it is true that the
content of the various categories is similar in many respects, this does not
apply to the various temporal logics, which are necessarily unique.

17. Internet pornography thus becomes a haptic film experience par
excellence. In contrast to Laura Marks’s concept of “haptic visuality“ (2000,
xi), in which the eye serves as a quasi-touching organ, in case of Internet porn
tactility does not come into play indirectly via synaesthesia – rather, the hand
is directly involved in masturbation and mouse-clicking.

18. The individualized and anti-collective tendency of Internet porn
consumption mentioned above is fueled by two other reasons. First, the visual
access to the computer monitor is severely limited in comparison to the
theater screen. Second, the constant imperative to decide and take action
works against a collective experience, since the personal preferences will be
hard to reconcile and the ensuing decisions and actions therefore become
almost impossible to coordinate (not to mention the prosaic fact that only one
person has access to the mouse at a time).

19. As mentioned above, some theaters allowed and even encouraged
masturbation. Hence viewers like MacDonald were not the only kind of porn
theater patrons. However, for my argument the MacDonald-type viewer
serves as a handy illustration for the transformative tendencies implied in
relocation and remediation.
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We know representations of this order as
pornography, but they have only been known as
such for some 150 years.

The excess of porn: 
response to Julian Hanich

by Magnus Ullén

Historicizing pornography is a tricky business, in part simply because
of the difficulties of defining what we are talking about. The term
“pornography” may designate a genre, a mode of reading, or an
evaluative register. If in practice these distinctions habitually blur, we
should not underestimate the usefulness of making them. In singling
out masturbation (pornography as a mode of reading) as the key to a
proper understanding of the concept, I did not mean to suggest that
masturbation is the be-all and end-all of pornography; I was simply
arguing that we stand a better chance of understanding how the
different components of the concept of porn are interrelated if we
begin by acknowledging the masturbatory response it invites and often
elicits.

As programmatic as my article on porn studies may seem, it presents
comments “Toward a Theory of Masturbation.” I was never under the
delusion of having provided the finished thing. Julian Hanich’s
discussion of the remediation of porn seems to me a welcome
contribution to the articulation of such a theory, but in many ways it
remains in the grips of the academic approach to porn I critique. Once
again, pornography is locked to a generic definition, and a media
specific one to boot.

I agree with Hanich that the recent remediation of moving-image
pornography very likely has

“both facilitated and intensified masturbation due to a
double tendency toward privatization and
individualization.”[1][open endnotes in new window]

I disagree with him (and others) only in that I do not see the
differences between these media as changing the core pornographic
experience, but precisely as intensifying or bringing out more clearly
the essential features of that experience. “Masturbating alone at home
vis-à-vis a series of YouPorn clips downloaded on a PC,” Hanich
muses, “is unlike sitting in an adult theater with other co-viewers
watching a feature film like Behind the Green Door (1972).” Certainly;
but then, taking a poop in an American public toilet, with its thin, low
walls which someone could peek over any minute should they want to,
is, phenomenologically speaking, likewise a very different experience

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/Ullen/bio.html


from doing so in, say, a Swedish one, which almost invariably allows
you to lock yourself into a room of your own for a few minutes; and yet
the core experience is the same. That is all I claim for pornography:
that regardless of medium, the core experience remains the same.

Hanich, I am glad to observe, does not dispute my contention that
there is a core pornographic experience and that this is made up of
masturbation. His discussion of the practice of masturbation, however,
ignores practically all of the major points I make in the interest of a
theory which sees masturbation not merely as a physical practice but
as a mode of reading. I do not hold “that pornography means
masturbation regardless of the medium” (my emphasis), as he claims, I
simply suggest that pornography tends to entail masturbation
regardless of what medium it appears in. While this means that, for
me, pornography is a form of sex, as Hanich correctly notes, I do not
define “pornography as nothing more and nothing less than”
masturbation. My point is in fact the very opposite, namely that
precisely because this particular form of sex is also a mode of reading
it is a great deal more than merely a form of sex.

In other words, the interesting thing about masturbation to me is less
that it is an activity that encompasses sexual self-stimulation, than that
such self-stimulation allows us to translate psychic stimuli in the form
of words or pictures (or both) into an exclusively physical sensation.
Since all reading is prone to elicit physical sensations, this suggests
that masturbation is not as different from reading in general as one
might first assume. Still, as no other practice as clearly voids the text
read of other dimensions than the purely sensational than does
masturbation, we are more likely to understand the particularity of the
sensational aspect of reading if we approach the reading process in
general through the lens of masturbation rather than the inverse.

Since it is as a mode of reading rather than an actual practice that
masturbation matters, the fact that MacDonald, for instance, did not
masturbate while watching porn in theatres in no way invalidates my
point, as he was still watching them in order to masturbate. To me,
MacDonald’s behavior falls squarely into the preparatory phase of
masturbation which may not entail actual self-stimulation of the
genitals but involves cognitive stimulation in which such physical
stimulation is as it were always already implied, and therefore rules
out a more distanced way of reading the pornographic text. For that
reason, although I find Hanich’s notes on the temporality of on-line
porn consumption important, I would speak of it in terms of the
“presentization-of-the-future-moment” rather than those of “the
future-of-the-present-moment,” and I would argue that it is a general
feature of porn consumption and not one that is restricted to on-line
porn consumption. 

Precisely because the relevance of a theory of masturbation goes well
beyond the actual practice of masturbation, historicizing the practice
of masturbation in relation to moving image porn, as Hanich usefully
does in his article, to me is not sufficient for historicizing pornography.
I would take this opportunity to add what for reasons of space I only
implied in my article, namely that while I insist a theory of
pornography must also be a theory of masturbation, an adequate
theory of masturbation must also comprise a history of the concept of



Food porn, anyone? The extended use of the
concept of porn is one of the aspects that make
its historical nature evident.

 

pornography in all its peculiar inflections. Needless to say, that history
cannot be provided here, but even a very short sketch will illustrate
why masturbation (pornography as a mode of reading) is the key to a
proper understanding of pornography as a genre and as an evaluative
register as well.

It should be noted, to begin with, that the practice of castigating
masturbation as the vice par excellence of the solitary modern self
precedes the articulation of pornography as a specific phenomenon by
almost 150 years. When pornography does emerge as a concept in the
1850s – some two centuries after the emergence of the first literary
artifacts we today recognize as pornographic – it does not mean, as it
does for us, only “graphic sexual representation devoid of social
significance,” but was used in a much wider sense:

“All literature and art treating sexually explicit subjects
were simply called pornography.”[2]

(In parenthesis, we might want to observe that the concept of
pornography was invented specifically for visual pornography:
apparently, the term comes into practice only when the private
experience of enjoying sexually explicit materials threatens to become
part of the public social sphere by being exhibited in museums.)

Reactions against such an indiscriminate use of the concept entailed
that its extension was gradually retracted. By the 1920s pornography
signified texts that represented sex in a morally reprehensible manner;
by the 1960s it had come to denote texts that were little if anything but
sexually explicit. But while the generic understanding of pornography
has become more and more specific, the use of the term as a metaphor
for an aesthetical, or rather, anti-aesthetical register has steadily
expanded. Notwithstanding their very different connotations
neologisms such as “pornography of death,” “torture porn,” or “food
porn” (in reference to Gourmet Magazine) all bespeak the tendency to
identify pornography with an excess so radical that it cannot be
contained within the limits of rational discourse.[3] The use of the
term pornography in this extended sense obviously is not directly
related to the practice of masturbation, but it derives from the
conception of pornography as an excessive representation of sexuality,
which in turn is linked to the view of masturbation as an anti-social
form of sexuality.

In sum: first there is a practice, a mode of reading (masturbation),
then there is a genre, the peculiar characteristics of which finally give
birth to that range of associations and ready-made preconceptions that
inform the everyday understanding of pornography as an evaluative
register. Indeed, the increasingly frequent habit of referring to our
favorite pass-times as this or that form of porn (“Don’t you just love
the emotional porn of Oprah?” or “The West Wing is my favorite show
by far – totally rhetorical porn”) suggests that the excess of porn is no
longer necessarily coded as something negative, but is beginning to be
embraced as the possibly worthless yet still highly enjoyable surplus-
value of consumer culture.

The remediation of pornography of course has something to do with
fluctuations of this order, too, and deserves our continued interest.



Still, I think we do well to broaden the scope of the discussion, and
look for the pornographicity of our own historical situation not only in
pornography but in social discourses at large.

Go to Notes page
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Notes 
1. Elsewhere, I have argued myself that the transition of pornographic films
from clubs to cinemas likely effected a similar change; see “Dream-Cum-
Truth: Postmodern Narrativity and Hardcore Porn,” in Literature and Visual
Culture, ed. Dagný Kristjánsdóttir (Reykjavik: University of Iceland Press,
2005), 394-408. [return to page 1 of essay]

2. Joan Hoff, “Why Is There No History of Pornography?”, in For Adult Users
Only: The Dilemma of Violent Pornography, eds. Susan Gubar and Joan Hoff
(Blooomington: Indiana UP, 1989), 17-46, 23. On the history of the concept of
pornography, see Walter Kendrick, The Secret Museum: Pornography in
Modern Culture (New York: Viking, 1987); on that of masturbation, see
Thomas Laqueur, Solitary Sex: A Cultural History of Masturbation (New
York: Zone Books, 2003).

3. For these uses, see respectively: Geoffrey Gorer, "The Pornography of
Death," in Death, Grief, and Mourning (New York: Anchor Books, 1965), 192-
199; Evangelos Tzialiaz, “Torture Porn and Surveillance Culture,” Jump Cut
52 (2010); and Susie Bright, How to Write a Dirty Story: Reading, Writing,
and Publishing Erotica (New York: Fireside, 2001). For a representative voice
of the 1920s, see Virginia Woolf, “The ‘Censorship’ of Books,” The Nineteenth
Century and After (April 1929): 446-447. Readers of Scandinavian languages
can find a more detailed historical exposé in my Bara för dig: pornografi,
konsumtion, berättande (Stockholm: Vertigo, 2009), especially 42-45 and 95-
141.
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Back to the Golden Age
by Thomas Waugh

The exchange between Hanich and Ullén on porn is not as much of a wrestling
match as Hanich would like, but rather a productive encounter of two
complementary and valid—both illuminating in their own way—takes on the
proliferating field (the Swede gets it on with the German—sounds like a 1960s
softcore exploitation fantasy!)

One of the interesting questions raised by this conversation is about the now-
recognized field of porn studies, in particular its genealogy, its gaps and its
future. The Ullén article, Hanich neglects to mention, is part of one of those
legendary Jump Cut special sections on porn or sexual representation or
sexual identity media that have dotted the career of the magazine over the last
thirty-four years. There have been at least six of these, if you count the
“sexuality identity” special sections in 1977 (No. 16) and 1981 (No. 24/25)
respectively. Hard on the heels of these two pioneering collections came
“Women and Pornography” [three articles plus bibliography] #26 (1981);
“Sexual Representation”  [six articles] #30 (1985); “Sexual Representation”
[five articles] #35 (1990); and finally perhaps the best of them all, 2009’s six-
item “Porn” #51. Almost all are still cutting-edge and eagerly cited after all
these years. Had Hanich considered the five other superb pieces in the 2009
collection, he might have softened his critique of the “a-historicity” and “de-
contextualizing” “essentialization” in Ullén’s provocative study.

For Jump Cut’s approach to our favorite fraught subject has always been one
of collective wisdom and exchange, in which articles complement and balance
each other. And the historicizing and contextualizing materialism of JC
contributors’ cultural analysis, always present amid the special section voices,
has continuously constituted its major achievement. In particular the
continuity in the various “introductions” offered to the sections over the years
by editors Lesage and Kleinhans, notable for their support of a spectrum of
experiences, voices and angles of study, always hooking up with the
immediacy of politics at ground level, whether of “rape culture” or state
censorship yet still maintaining an almost Kinsey-esque “non-judgmental”
neutrality, is remarkable. And it is significant that porn studies was finally so
well established in 2009 that that year’s special section needed no special
introduction to pave the way and calm the horses.

Pursuing this genealogical discourse somewhat further, I would like to fine

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/WaughPorn/bio.html


tune our two authors’ but especially Ullén’s gloss on the foundational
moments of porn studies. Ullén contends about the porn studies field:

“No one book has been more important for altering the perception
of pornography in academia than Linda Williams’s study of the
pornographic movie and its history, Hard Core.”

This is absolutely true, if we take the term “book” literally—but this word
hides the whole point I would like to make. Hard Core was without a doubt a
paradigmatic money-shot, but we must prevent the erasure from history of
the seminal contributions to the field not from books but from periodicals like
Jump Cut and elder siblings Screen and Cineaste, and also from non-film
magazines. These contributions came at a time when the academic and trade
publishers, even progressive ones from Williams’s University of California
Press to St. Martin’s Press, were still too chickenshit to touch explicit imagery
and subversive, positive or even neutral ideas about porn. This founding
literature, without which HardCore would not have been possible, originated
in the seventies and picked up steam at the dawn of the Reagan-era backlash.
Alongside Fag Rag, The Body Politic, Gay Left, and Straight to Hell, was the
legendary “bad girl” issue of Heresies (1981),[1] [open endnotes in new
window] which really turned things around and led to the post-Dworkin,
Williams-presided chapter of porn studies.

Ullén’s further comments about the scholarly context of Hard Core are
equally short-sighted: 

“It appeared at a time when the theoretical discourse about
pornography was characterized by impassioned rhetoric rather
than well-founded reflections.”

“[Earlier books] were all rather defensive about the nature of their
interest in the subject, tacitly accepting the academic
preconception of pornography as a somewhat peripheral
phenomenon, of merely tangential interest to the study of art,
literature, and society.”

In fact none of the above ran alt-scholarly “non-judgmental” reflections on
porn and its centrality, which, alongside Jump Cut’s editorial voice emerging
from and maintaining its Marxist-feminist sobriety, very well-founded indeed
thank you, answer’s to Ullén’s description and could certainly not have been
admitted to the academy at the time.

(If my Straight to Hell raises your eyebrows, I admit that Boyd McDonald’s
famous chapbook and its successor volumes aren’t exactly known for their
theoretical discourse, but would still maintain that the forms of auto-
ethnographic meta-porn they developed beginning in the 1970s more than
fully fill the bill. It wasn’t called the Archives of the American Academy of
Homosexual Research and The Manhattan Review of Unnatural Acts for
nothing.)

https://www.ejumpcut.org/jc53.2011/WaughPorn/notes.html#1n
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As my graduate student Shawna Plischke Culleton has discovered, porn
studies is perhaps the only field in the academy where practitioners routinely
overlook the existing literature and insist on reinventing the wheel. While this
is not wholly true of the selective Hanich, and not at all true of Ullén, the
temptation toward overreaching generalizations in both scholar’s work
corroborates her point.
                        
Coming back to unnatural acts, Ullén is to be commended for considering the
whole sexually diverse range of porn in his call for a focus on masturbation. In
contrast, Hanich has read Capino and Delany (but apparently not Dyer, Fung,
Escoffier, the queer contributors to Porn Studies and, er, Waugh). And his
curious bracketing and footnoting of gay porn has a counterproductive, even
anachronistic effect (Hard Core got away with this intellectual apartheid in
1989, but Williams soon thought better of it). Is it in fact even possible these
days to provide a text on “heterosexual porn,” as Hanich aspires to do, when
the old binaries he is relying on are increasingly queered, and the boundaries
bleeding more than ever?

(Let’s think about whether it might even be possible to claim that the concept
“heterosexual porn” was a relatively late invention in the historical trajectory
of our object of study, in the manner that the concept of heterosexuality
followed the invention of that of homosexuality by many a moon at the turn of
the twentieth century [Katz, 1995]).

Since Delany has made such an impression on Hanich, let’s come back to
auto-ethnography. For he is right to value the self-narrating methodology of
hetero Scott MacDonald alongside that of homo Delany and of self-declared
one-hander Jean-Jacques Rousseau (though neither Hanich or Ullén
acknowledge in their extensive discussions of Williams the crucial role the “I”
word” plays in her work on porn). Which leads me in conclusion to wonder
whether both pieces might themselves have benefited from a little more self-
narration, self-reflection and self-referencing. It is not that I have fantasies of
Swedes or Germans masturbating after their wrestling bouts à la Old Reliable,
[2] and Ullén describes his method as theoretical not empirical, and it may
well be that the personal is not the political in northern European scholarship
as it is in the Anglo-Saxon world. All the same Ullén is right that we know
everything and next to nothing about “the masturbatory mode of reading” as
the essential act of “pornographicity,” so there’s only one place to start, with
thick description and insider narrative.

As for Hanich, his reliance for evidence on feature fiction films like Taxi
Driver, Boogie Nights, Annie Hall, The Departed, The Kids Are All Right and
The Piano Teacher is a wee bit curious in this phenomenological tract. But
even curiouser is the central role of what he calls “anecdotal evidence,”
provided by “a couple of porn users I have talked to,” and the intense passage
that follows through to the end of his article, a mix of speculative description
of the keyboard behavior of the generic “porn consumer” buoyed up by a few
rare citations. At this point it was hard to keep my eyeballs from rolling, so
strong was the echo of early researchers disguising their heavy breathing with
the pretense of scientific objectivity. He writes,



“Today the viewer can not only swiftly switch between an almost
endless number of clips, but also drastically shorten the moments
of frustration and easily repeat and thus prolong the moment of
satisfaction.”

Do such words in fact really mean “this is how I do it,” as it would have in the
primitive pre-history of porn studies in the years before and during what
Hanich calls “the golden age,” according to the unspoken contract between
wanking “scientist” and winking “reader”? Perhaps Hanich’s key concept of
shame is not only the object of his study but has also unconsciously informed
his methodology. In this respect, Hanich might well consider fluffing up his
sources on the theory of shame and disgust (Sartre, leisure scholar Phil
Hubbard and psychologist Paul Rozin) by recourse to the bountiful literature
on shame within queer studies/theory of the last decade. This missed
opportunity in any case is a conspicuous example of how Hanich’s
heterocentric presumption-by-default, so reminiscent of the celluloid era, has
unnecessarily limited his take on digital porn in the era of clips, clicks and
climax.

Notes

1. http://helios.hampshire.edu/nomorenicegirls/heretics/#archive2

[return to text]

2. The legendary West Coast artisanal porn studio of the 1980s that
specialized in oiled-up hustlers and street men wrestling and then jerking off
for the camera.
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Figure one: Sizzling Hot Bacon Porn

Figure two: Cute Roulette

Porn: it’s not just about sex
anymore
by Nina K. Martin
As the video begins, the frame encompasses a large silver frying pan
sitting on the coil of an electric stove. In the pan are at least a dozen
pieces of bacon, laying stretched along side each other, and sizzling in
their own juices. The soundtrack consists of the bacon’s wet
splatterings, amplified. The camera zooms in on the pan, closing in on
the glistening slices of meat, the grease bubbling between their layers,
causing the bacon to undulate. The camera then pulls back on the
image, and the video ends where it started — 48 seconds of YouTube
bliss known as “Sizzling Hot Bacon Porn,”[Figure one]

[Editor's note: please click on the links in this essay as you go along.]

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bm
DobhFj8JE&feature=related)

Yes, I will admit that my description for this video works to sexualize
this bacon, and many vegetarians would probably not have the same
impression of this imagery. Reading the comments, I am not the only
one “getting off” on bacon sizzling in a pan. Yet I cannot possibly find a
way to sexualize my next “porn” excursion — a whirlwind tour through
“kitty porn” or “cute porn” as I click away through the videos on “Cute
Roulette”[Figure two] — the cute animal version of “Chat Roulette” —
a site renowned for male participants flashing their penises.

(http://cuteroulette.com/#/videos/view/231)

On this “porn” site, I first watch a tiny kitten, curled up, asleep in a
teacup, with a caption — “so tired!” Clicking “next cuteness,” I see a
kitten riding on the back of a turtle for 25 seconds. “Next cuteness,”
click, and a sleepy baby bear cannot stay awake. Awwwww! The
cuteness of these baby, sleepy creatures washes over me in wave after
wave, a never ending variety of excessive cuteness, all at the click of my
mouse.

In Magnus Ullén’s discussion of Linda Williams’s edited anthology
Porn Studies for the spring 2009 issue of Jump Cut, he finds fault with
its collection of authors, finding

“particularly problematic…the authors’ apparent
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unwillingness to define the heart of the matter: What is
pornography?”

He rightly asks what a “satisfactory definition of the concept of
pornography” might be? Yet, he dismisses Williams’ “common sense
definition”: that

“pornography is whatever we tend to refer to as
pornographic in everyday life.”

While this definition may seem rather tautological, it really resonates
with a term that has become increasingly banal, detached from its
resoundingly sexual moorings and floating like a lost signifier no
longer connected to its referent. Ullén thinks scholars do porn a
disservice by linking it to a “specific kind of content,” and he’s right in
part because porn is no longer quite as “specific.”

Ullén purposely shifts the discussion away from content or medium to
the type of reading strategy elicited by porn — a one-handed strategy
that is less discursive than embodied, where all porn is filtered through
a masturbatory lens. His approach generalizes too broadly in assuming
porn’s connection to masturbation for porn is not just about sex
anymore. Porn’s “definition” has evolved to include many kinds of
potentially non-sexual subject matter, with so many niche areas that it
becomes near to impossible to generalize about one’s experience. Porn
is now ubiquitous and borderline banal. The charged nature of
pornography seems unendingly diluted by its attachment to any and
all things, sexual or non-sexual. “Porn” is now a word repeatedly
linked to excess or to things that might be perceived as “bad for you” if
you consume too much of them. So reveling in everything from torture
to bacon to kittens is now linked to and labeled “porn.”

Julian Hanich in “Clips, Clicks, and Climax” counters Ullén’s article by
carefully tracing the shift in pornographic exhibition practices. He
discusses how historical shifts in the experience of seeing porn in
different sites affects the “reading strategy” of masturbation that Ullén
discusses, connecting historical understandings of spectatorship with
feelings of shame and acknowledging that not all pornography is
necessarily so tied to masturbation:

“By claiming that pornography means masturbation
regardless of the medium, he essentializes the genre.”

Hanich contends that porn is most definitely medium-specific. The
availability of porn, sexual and otherwise, at the click of a computer
button makes it much more available on an individualized basis to a
wider range of people, unobserved, in the privacy of their homes.
Hanich connects this increase in private consumption to a loss of
“shame” and “disgust” formerly attributed to the consumption of porn,
suggesting that

“the privatizing move away from the porn cinema has
largely eliminated the direct disgust viewers might have felt
in their actual theatrical surroundings…”

What I argue here is that this loss of “disgust,” has not only
undermined porn’s stigma — expanding its definition outward



exponentially and expanding the labeling of non-sexual excesses
“porn” — but simultaneously it has created a desire in some consumers
to encounter “disgust” through shocking content, even if the viral
consumption of that content quickly renders it banal.

Hanich implies that “the relocation and privatization of moving-image
pornography” serves to eradicate some of the stigma of consuming
porn, allowing women to encounter porn without shame, a point I
have explored frequently in my own work on soft and hardcore porn.
This increased access to sexual imagery, coupled with the industry’s
interest in catering to specifically gendered consumers, in the last 25
years has created an entire cottage industry of both cable fare and
feminist scholarship. Yet my pursuit of these issues has shifted a bit,
even in the last five years, from the personal and political, to the more
pedagogical.

As someone who formerly taught graduate students at a large private
Southern university and now teaches only undergraduates at a small
New England liberal arts college, my relation to teaching and talking
about porn has changed dramatically. Unlike some of my more daring
colleagues, I rarely venture into waters that would have me show hard-
core pornographic examples to my students. Those types of screenings
are relegated to “experimental film” discussions or classes that explore
“excess” and “transgression,” such as my senior seminar “Studies in
Cult and Camp.” The self-selected groups of students who take such
courses have already expressed an interest in films that push the
boundaries of what is acceptable, and they are usually more open to
challenging representations.

While my encounters with pornography beginning in the 80s were
strictly confined to cable, VHS, and DVD — all home-viewing
technologies, my students’ experiences with porn are even more
pointedly private, albeit sometimes mobile, with the technologies
available to them now. Moving image pornography via film, television,
or the Internet does not seem to faze my students, as they feel the stuff
is everywhere, “in the water,” similar to the way some postfeminists
feel about feminism. They have also been “schooled” in various
classrooms, including my own, on some of the available discourses in
representational politics especially in regard to issues of gender and
race.

These students are sensitive to links of sex with violence, and they are
especially cognizant of any representation of sex that has the slightest
whiff of force attached. For example, their responses to a screening of
Doris Wishman’s roughies such as Bad Girls Go to Hell and Another
Day, Another Man were characteristically critical. They were rather
offended by the victimization Wishman’s heroines experienced, even
when the films were coupled with articles from three savvy feminist
scholars.

They also tend to think that sex work, including porn, is just one in a
plethora of different “choices,” and they are rather non-judgmental
toward women who “choose their choice” by participating in variations
of the sex industry. My students are fairly used to the blurring between
public and private when it comes to sex, and they are so familiar with
the performativity of “reality” programming and “documentary



Figure three: Kermit and Rowlf watch the scat
video, Two Girls, One Cup.

Figure four: Jennifer Aniston’s commercial for

footage” that explicit sex rarely shocks them. (Note: one cannot say the
same thing for their parents, who are footing the bill for their
education.)

Taking my Cult and Camp students as an example, they were a bit
shocked and grossed-out by some of the scenes in John Waters’ Pink
Flamingos even though they found the film hilarious. My students
were slightly more discomfited by the “singing asshole” and Divine’s
final “shit-eating grin” than any of the sex scenes—involving chickens,
toe-sucking, or drag queen on son incest. Why? Well, they’ve seen
these things all before. They were the ones that introduced me, their
porn-published professor, to the viral experience of Two Girls, One
Cup.

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2_Girls_1_Cup)

My cluelessness disappeared quickly as I investigated further. But how
“shocking” are these viral videos when they become appropriated by
Muppet characters, such as Kermit and Rowlf (the dog) [Figure 3]

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggaWaK5d23Y),

or love songs are written about them on comedy website “Funny or
Die?”

(http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/fdad05b8c7/2-girls-1-cup-song-
from-jon-lajoie)

Hanich points out:

“While the relocation of pornography is linked to a growing
privatized usage, its remediation is connected to a growing
individualized consumption. Each viewer’s individualized
potpourri of clips will differ according to the highly
differentiated possibilities of sexual preference and choice:
Redtube currently offers 24 different categories, YouPorn
grants even 61 choices—from amateur, anal and funny via
gonzo, hentai, and interracial to Latina, MILF, and
squirting.”

These so-called multiple variations, endlessly proliferated, have the
same effect as those images and videos that suddenly go “viral.” In one
instance, a viewer looking for porn can find anything he/she desires.
In the other, “viral videos” seem to take the “edge” off the porn
experience — everyone sees them. Images of celebrities sans
underwear, caught in some sex act on video, or in nude pictures sent to
ex-boyfriends barely create a cultural ripple for more than a moment.
Even celebrities now make fun of supposed sex tapes — Eva Mendes
on Funny of Die

(http://www.funnyordie.com/videos/0a4d42beff/eva-mendes-sex-
tape?playlist=320128),

and Jennifer Aniston’s new commercial for “Smart Water.” [Figure 4]

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rc47LcvIxyI)
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“Smart Water.”
Instead of WTF (what the fuck), these types of representations spur
BFD (big fucking deal). The challenge now, for porn scholars and
professors, is to get students to take seriously the ways in which sexual
representations powerfully intersect with their experiences of gender,
race, class, age or nationality, so that their encounters with “porn” in
any manifestation might elicit thoughtful intellectual questions instead
of the indifferent shrug.
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Beyond porno chic

by Jose B. Capino

Julian Hanich’s essay is a welcome addition to the scholarship on movie
porn’s many lives beyond the adult theaters of the 1970s.

My response begins with a rewriting of a sentence in Nataša Durovicová’s
essay on national cinema, “Some Thoughts at an Intersection of the Popular
and the National.”[1] [open endnotes in new window] Here is that sentence,
with my changes in italics:

“(Not too) polemically we can thus propose that pornographic
cinema has constitutively never been quite public and always
rather private.”

Reversing the order of the last two italicized terms works just as well for the
point I want to make.

In repurposing Durovicová’s words, I caution against the tendency to draw too
sharp a contrast between adult cinema’s public character and video/new
media porn’s private nature. It makes more sense to think of moving image
pornography as never having been fully private and public from the start. One
also learns as much from studying continuities as from marking ruptures
between movie porn’s old and new forms (and sites).

Amy Herzog has usefully teased out the pornographic peep show’s importance
in understanding the relationship between movie porn’s public and private
faces.[2] When the peep show patron cracks the door open, presses a button
that opens a window to an adjoining booth, or minds the dick poking through
the glory hole, he or she breaches the arcade’s thin veneer of privacy or, as
Hanich puts it, “individualization.” That said, the codes of behavior inside the
arcade, the arcade attendants’ monitoring of booth occupancy, and the
cubicles’ design allow for privacy when desired. Even unwanted noises and
vibrations that mark others’ presence could be silenced (or amplified) by the
power of one’s fantasy.
  
In its many guises, the peep show booths anticipated the twinning of
technology and sexuality that Hanich attributes to home video or to Internet
porn videos. Before the Internet, peep shows offered a wide array of bodies
and fantasies to choose from. Even the supposedly more intense,
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synchronized orgasms that Hanich attributes to home/Internet videos’ fast-
forward and slider bar functions had their peep show precursors. The smelly
booths’ users could switch channels to find money shots to mirror their own
ones, or they could stroke themselves faster before the meter ran out. One also
finds new media equivalents to the peep show’s cum-soaked paper tissues and
bad smells: think of those view counters and obscene comments left by
Internet videos viewers. As for the feeling you get at arcades that others are
not only watching porn at the same time as you but also sensing you as you
watch porn, the home PC has its equivalent. Think of those browser’s cookies
that spy on your viewing choices and webcams that, while turned off, stare
directly at you like peeping Toms.

As the theatrical porn film’s richer, ever-present and longer-living twin, the
peep show cannot be regarded as peripheral to adult film spectatorship even
in the porno chic era.[3] The notion that old porn is mainly theatrical and
public while the new sort is home-sited and private is, as Hanich
acknowledges, only partly true. Such an idea requires us to factor out the rich
histories and subcultures of adult film’s nontheatrical sites—those actual and
virtual places that include not just old porn’s peep shows and bath houses but
also new media’s porn pop-ups, email spam, and all the dirty movies being
flashed on LCD screens at bars, alternative bookstores, and adult novelty
stores.

Hanich’s reflection on home video and internet porn’s relation to sexuality is
especially intriguing.[4] I am eager to see this phenomenological approach
extended to other porn-viewing technologies affecting the sensorium, the
“individualization” of porn consumption, or one’s relations to dirty movies. I
have in mind such things as vibrators attached to iPods, 3-D porn,
customizable webcam shows, and porn star-branded sex toys and prostheses.
I also think it is useful to consider new media porn’s dis-pleasurable and
inaccessible objects or experiences: explicit content blocked by whims and
passwords, files with Trojan horse viruses, and corrupt files that freeze before
the good parts. While such elements of sex’s material culture vary widely
across countries, their existence puts pressure on theorizing porn, including
offering a phenomenology of it.

Finally, if history has also reshaped bodies and sexualities alongside
technologies and films, how might Hanich’s account help us in tracking those
changes?  It is worth recalling that Internet porn took root in Cold War
technology and has thrived in the age of neoliberalism. The Internet has
engaged producers and consumers who have had not only different desires
but also different relations to the obscene and perverse than those in the age
of porno chic. To what extent, for example, does the culture of surveillance
inform the private and public character of porn production and consumption?
What connections might we make between changes in the culture of public sex
or public health policy, on the one hand, and on the other, the
intersubjectivity of new or old porn?[5] If we take into account such things as
the glamorization of porn stardom in the 1980s by Steve Hirsch/the Vivid
Entertainment Group—or the complex democratization and exploitation of
the heading “amateur porn”—how might we think about the spectator’s
changing relation to porn bodies and performers?[6]



I eagerly await more efforts at going Merleau-Ponty on porn.

Notes

1. Natasa Durovicova, “Some Thoughts at an Intersection of the Popular and
the National,” The Velvet Light Trap (Fall 1994): 3-9. [return to text]

2. Amy Herzog, “In the Flesh: Space and Embodiment in the Pornographic
Peep Show Arcade,” The Velvet Light Trap 62 (Fall 2008): 29-43.

3. Articles about Reuben Sturman reveal the popularity and earnings history
of peep show booths. See, for example, Eric Schlosser, “A Reporter at Large:
Empire of the Obscene,” The New Yorker, March 10, 2003, 60-66, 68-71 and
Harris Gaffin, Hollywood Blue: The Tinseltown Pornographers (London: BT
Batsford), 123-25.

4. A fine example of this project is in the epilogue to the expanded edition of
Linda Williams, Hard Core: Power, Pleasure, and the “Frenzy of the Visible”
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1999), 296-316. 

5. Something of this sort—although not about porn—is achieved in Richard
Cante, “Pouring on the Past: Video Bars and the Emplacement of Gay Male
Desire,” in Queer Frontiers: Millennial Geographies, Genders, and
Generations,” ed. Joseph A. Boone et al. (Madison: The University
ofWisconsin Press), 135-66.

6. A model for this kind of study is Richard Dyer, “Idol Thoughts: Orgasm and
Self-reflexivity in Gay Pornography,” Critical Quarterly 36.1 (March 1994):
49-62.
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Pornography, technology, and
masturbation: 
response to Julian Hanich
by Peter Lehman

A kicker on page 41 of the Feb. 7, 2011 issue of New York magazine’s special
porn issue screams in large, blue type,

“‘I used to race home to have sex with my wife. Now I leave work
early so I can get home before she does and masturbate’”
(Rothbart).

Whoever chose that kicker knew just what they were doing. The relationship
between porn and masturbation is not just a problem within academia. It is
also a problem within society at large but ironically for nearly opposite
reasons. If academia has largely repressed the relationship of masturbation
and porn, as Magnus Ullén argues porn scholars have, society has reveled in
hysterical overreaction to it. The modern history of pornography within
society has been tied to an almost apocalyptic fear of the ruin of “real” sex,
defined as heterosexual intercourse. From this perspective, masturbation is
not a form of sex but, rather, a threat to it. This is ironic indeed for a century
that always condescendingly looked down upon the 19th century fear that
masturbation drained vital bodily fluids and caused blindness. Our modern
version is that pornography can offer something better than or preferable to
“real” sex. Instead of being bad boys and girls who are frustrated because we
can’t have real sex, we are now bad men (seldom women) because we don’t
want to have sex; we want to have porn. Why would anyone (usually thought
of as any man) want to have “real” sex (i.e., sex with a real person) when they
can have masturbatory sex with the porn girl of their fantasies?

Both views of the relation between masturbation and porn are a problem. I
have often thought that many academics in general feign total ignorance of
porn or even claim that they can’t imagine anyone looking at it precisely
because of its connection to masturbation. Whenever the topic of porn comes
up, most university faculty and administrators express utter bewilderment
about the phenomenon, as if none of them has ever, ever watched a porn film
or logged on to an Internet adult site. Such embarrassment about
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masturbation is as ludicrous as the societal belief in porn’s masturbatory
epidemic bringing down the very basis of society itself — human interaction.
Ullén is right that academic porn scholars need to pay more attention to the
role of masturbation in porn and Julian Hanich is right in insisting that none
of this can be understood separately from the medium in which we watch,
read, look at, or listen to any porn. The intersection of pornography and
technology is central to its history, significance, and erotic fascination.

Hanich’s description of how the Internet intensifies porn’s masturbatory
element is correct (the medium does matter). But I want to complicate things
somewhat by adding yet another layer: the historical time sequence within
any particular medium. I think that any given medium may have more
masturbatory intensity when it is relatively new. In other words, it is not just
the medium. For example, when gonzo porn first appeared as a form of
videotape to be watched in the home, it may have had an intensity that came
in part from the then relatively recent shift from the theatrical to the home
setting, and from the new forms of representation resulting from the video
camera as opposed to the film camera. But after years of watching videotape,
for some viewers the intensity would be lost just as the Internet came along
and offered its new forms of “clicking.” In other words, the very masturbatory
intensity for a given viewer from watching certain types of videotapes in his or
her home might lessen or be lost, and he or she might lose interest in seeing
more of them though nothing in the tapes has changed other than that the
medium has now in some way been “replaced” by Internet sites like
VoyeurWeb and YouPorn.

From this perspective, what Hanich and many others call the “golden age” of
theater porn may once have possessed a masturbatory intensity impossible to
recapture, or perhaps even imagine, today — an intensity arising from the
then unimaginable experience of sitting in a public theater watching hard-
core porn. Again, years after such theaters were commonplace and had even
been chic during the Deep Throat era of the early 70s, such intensity may
have disappeared. I am not questioning the validity of the obvious fact that
the privacy of the home intensifies porn’s masturbatory element, but simply
pointing out that at one point in time being public may have carried more of
that very element than we realize, though it required a different response.
[1][open endnotes in new window] Indeed, just like watching video porn at
home may at some point have become blasé in terms of masturbatory
intensity, so may Internet clicking after the next technological innovation. It
may simply be that after “viewsing” porn in a certain manner for a period of
time, the thrill of doing so lessens. And when masturbation and porn are
about that type of thrill, the lure of the newest and latest is strong.

Finally, I want to point to the manner in which Hanich’s analysis
overemphasizes the penis in porn à la the infamous “money shot.” His
primary example privileges the

“temporal anticipation…of the masturbating viewer [who] tries to
‘synchronize’ his orgasm with a cum shot in the clip… In this case
the parallel ejaculations constitute a kind of double closure: the
diegetic climax ending the mini-narrative within the clip; and the



climax of the masturbating viewer in front of the screen” (13).

Here Hanich develops his argument that Internet porn is about searching
(clicking) for the ideal clip until choosing to end it as follows:

 “the thrilling anticipation of the search disappears, while suddenly
a new kind of thrill erupts. Will the clip end with an ejaculation?
And will the cum shot be a satisfying one?” (13).

This is another instance of what I have recently characterized as porn
scholarship limiting its exploration of sexuality and eroticism within the
industry confines of defining the distinction between soft-core and hard-core
porn (Lehman 2010). The fact that there are many clips that end with cum
shots tells us little except that the people that make and post those clips still
think of porn in terms of the conventions formed during the golden age. There
are clips that do not follow that form, and indeed entire categories that do not
even include penises, or so-called “lesbian” scenes.

But for the sake of argument, let me return to the kind of clip to which Hanich
refers. He overlooks what is for me potentially the most interesting aspect of
the clicking-searching, pausing, replaying Internet phenomenon: the porn
spectator determines what he or she desires to see and re-see and finally, if
they are masturbating, to have an orgasm with while watching and listening.
There is no reason why it should have anything to do with the cum shot. Some
men have never seen a “satisfying” cum shot and it is not because they all fall
short of some ideal fantasy, but because the eroticism of watching porn for
them has nothing to do with cum shots.

And that is where the profound power of clicking lies. It lets spectators find
something else even when the video-makers are trapped in timeworn
conventions. Pornography needs to be opened up to new forms of eroticism
that are less penile centered and this refers not just to how it is made, but also
to how it is watched on the Internet.[2] With his attention to anecdotal
evidence about what some porn viewers are doing, Hanich has an overly
limited, fixed notion of what hard-core porn is, who its spectator is, and how
he watches it. Just like most people that make and post clips or other images
replicate past genre conventions, undoubtedly many spectators respond to
those conventions in predictable ways.

What interests me at this moment in the history of new technology and porn
is the exact opposite: that small minority who make clips and images that are
formally and ideologically different and spectators that find creative and
highly individualized ways of looking at the clips and images they find on the
Web and over which they have a new-found control.

Notes

1. I have great respect for Scott McDonald’s essay “Confessions of a Feminist
Porn Watcher.” Anecdotal male porn theater goers of the time support
McDonald’s observations that they did not see others masturbating, but I
want to caution against concluding much about spectators’ masturbation



habits in porn theaters from this for two reasons. First, most of those
spectators probably never looked carefully to see what anyone else was doing
and secondly there are discreet ways to masturbate that would bring little or
no attention. Although Ullén invokes a tradition, which he traces back to
Rousseau’s lighthearted image of reading with one hand, there are other ways
of masturbating. Ullén himself stresses the psychological and physiological
complexity of masturbation. Like all stereotypes, that of men in raincoats is
fraught with danger. Men did not need raincoats to masturbate in movie
theaters and my guess is we would be surprised to know how widespread that
activity was during the golden age. [return to text]

2. For a related discussion of sex scenes in mainstream cinema and what is
now commonly termed “hard-core” art cinema see Peter Lehman and Susan
Hunt, Lady Chatterley’s Legacy in the Movies.
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Loin du Vietnam (1967), 
Joris Ivens and Left Bank documentary

by Thomas Waugh

Part one: a visual essay

The title of this collective film “Far from Vietnam”
is taken from Chris Marker’s concluding voice-
over speech ...

“In a few minutes, this film will come to an end. You will leave this theatre and for many of you rejoin
a world without war. This is also our world, that is to say how easy it is to forget certain realities. We
are far from Vietnam. The Vietnam of our emotions and our indignations is sometimes as far from
the real Vietnam as our indifference would be. We live in a society that has pushed very far its
capacity to hide its own goals, its own dizzy excesses and above all its own violences.

This war is not a historical accident, nor the delayed resolution of a colonial problem. It is here,
surrounding us, within us. It begins when we ourselves begin to understand that the Vietnamese are
fighting for us and to measure our consciousness in their terms. When the Vietnamese say “Stop
this war, OK, but not at any price,” we are told that they’re not being reasonable. It is true that the
Vietnamese are not reasonable, it’s true they are mad and their intransigence assaults us in a way
tied to our privilege. But the Vietnamese madness is perhaps the political wisdom of our time.

And the first honest step we can take toward them is to try to look at their challenge head-on. In the
face of this challenge, the choice of the society of the rich is quite simple. Either this society must
carry out the physical destruction of everything that resists it — and this is a job that risks going
beyond its own means of destruction — or else this society must carry out a total destruction within
itself. This is perhaps too much to ask of a society at the height of its powers. If it refuses this choice,
it will only have to sacrifice its reassuring illusions, accept this war of the poor against the rich as
inevitable and lose it. ”

Claude Lelouch’s footage of bombs being
unloaded onto a U.S. aircraft carrier off Vietnam
opens the film juxtaposed against a charged
image…

… of a bucolic field of grain being transformed
into a no-longer-hidden fighting army, now
standing and advancing — which the Paris
producers had requested from Joris Ivens and
Marceline Loridan — and the meticulous
dismantling of fragmentation bombs ...

… called “guavas” by the locals: “They gather
them and defuse the unexploded ones. A
mother-bomb sends three hundred of them
flying within a radius of one kilometer, and each
one sprays in its turn 600 small steel pellets at
the level of a human body. These pellets are
practically useless on concrete and on metal:
their logical target is human skin.”
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A G.I. prepares bombs on board the aircraft
carrier…

…while pilots approach their bombers in
readiness for takeoff.

Hanoi citizens make individual bomb shelter
cylinders out of cement…

…and others wait for the alert to be over. The
commentary explains: “Joris Ivens writes us
from Hanoi as he was shooting this sequence:
'Simply by living with them, one becomes calm
like them and sure of victory.' All travelers and
even American journalists have testified to this
calm, to this certitude ...

... The Vietnamese are not yielding. They suffer
every day this criminal bombardment but it’s a
useless crime." Vietnamese newsreel shots
show local casualties.

Meanwhile U.S. Vice-President Humphrey’s
triumphalist visit to Paris is met by adamant
French antiwar protesters.

In New York, William Klein’s footage shows a
Veterans’ Day parade becoming a feverish
prowar demonstration…

…featuring a hawkish Cardinal Spellman. Virulent Wall Street onlookers at an anti-war
demonstration chant “Bomb Hanoi!”



Another kind of demonstration in a Vietnamese
village: itinerant agitprop performers, well
versed in aircraft recognition, impersonate
Johnson and Defense Secretary McNamara
lamenting that all of their Phantom planes have
now become fantoms.

Alain Resnais’s 14-minute contribution features
a fictionalized male Parisian agonizing over the
ethical and political contradictions of Vietnam
becoming the fashionable new cause of French
intellectuals and Americans, the new Nazis…

…while, in an unconscious indictment of the
lingering sexism of the New Left, his heavily
made-up girlfriend listens blankly and without a
peep.

Agnès Varda then reads a chronology of almost
two decades of the Vietnamese anti-colonial
struggle, illustrated by inspired editor Marker
with newsreel stock shots, U.S. comic strips…

…a shot of a brutal beating of a prisoner by a
South Vietnamese officer, stutter-repeated ten
times to deconstruct atrocity footage clichés…

…and an affable, calmly determined statement
by Ho Chi Minh: “The Americans are mistaken
to believe that by winning in the North they can
win the war in the South. Never, never will they
win this war. Never, never will we surrender.
Because our war is a patriotic war, a peasant
war. And we have decided to struggle whether it
takes five years, ten years, twenty years, or
however long. We shall win.”

Varda’s own classic footage of peasants
repairing damaged dikes by hand (shot in
Paris!), the link to the next segment, provided by
Godard.

Jean-Luc Godard’s 10-minute episode comes
next, a personal essay focused on the tools of
his trade ...

…and including shots from his most recent film,
La Chinoise.



Ivens’s and Loridan’s shots of resistance,
ordered by the Parisian producers: a file of
villagers running through a maze of trenches; ...

a 360-degrees pan around a determined lone
soldier; ...

…and images of ongoing strikes by industrial
workers in France. The key to “creating a
Vietnam within ourselves, we who are not in a
revolutionary situation in France, we must shout
all the louder. Perhaps others can shout less
than us, Régis Debray [Che’s French
companion, then prisoner in Bolivia] isn’t
shouting, nor is Che Guevara [recently killed in
Bolivia]. They are real revolutionaries — we who
cannot be so, or not yet, we have to listen and
retransmit these shouts as often as possible.”

The next episode features U.S. protest-folk
singer Tom Paxton and his fiercely satiric lyrics:
“Lyndon Johnson told the nation, Though it isn’t
really war, We’re sending fifty thousand more,
To help save Vietnam from the Vietnamese,” —
accompanied by scenes of G.I.s being
rickshawed around occupied Saigon.

Next, French journalist Michèle Ray offers
footage taken both behind the National
Liberation Front lines and the zone occupied by
the U.S. Army, including patrols of the
waterways in a futile attempt to keep supplies
away from “Victor Charlie” and ...

…“suspects” being force-marched through the
jungle towards interrogation centres: “It is
always difficult to be a witness, especially
powerless witnesses of a war. Being behind a
camera does not mean being neutral. The film is
on one side, but my heart is there with the
suspects, with this boy."

Go to page 2: visual essay, continued   
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Visual essay — Loin du Vietnam (continued)

In the section entitled “Why We Fight,” a policy
speech by U.S. commander General
Westmoreland, denouncing “unpatriotic”
protesters, is heard but his TV image is garbled,
as Marker exults in the visual detritus of official
U.S. culture…

…while among his elite Republican audience
Pepsi CEO Joan Crawford is recognized by
cinephile Marker.

A 5-minute interview with Cuban President Fidel
Castro, by FfV collaborator Roger Pic, vaunts
the necessity of armed people’s movements,
and links the Vietnamese war with ongoing
revolutions in Latin America and Africa.

The filmmakers meet Anne Morrison, widow of
the Quaker activist Norman Morrison, who
immolated himself in front of the Pentagon in
honor of Vietnam’s Buddhist monks who had
made the same gesture and victims of napalm:
"I knew Norman was capable of sacrificing
everything for others. To act otherwise would
have been unbearable for him”…

…while a young Vietnamese woman in exile
with the same name Ann and an identical family
to Morrison’s speaks of her admiration for the
American woman and her martyr husband,
and...

… the Vietnamese poster of their American hero
is shown.



The next long sequence focuses on other forms
of U.S. resistance, including street theatre
highlighting the suffering of bombing victims ...

….and again the demonstration on Wall
Street…

…that is greeted by queerbaiters.

The major New York demo of April 1967 is
shown ...

... highlighting black nationalist participants... …and giant puppets of U.S. power.

Meanwhile on Times Square a lone
demonstrator and his son simply chants the
mantra “napalm, napalm” and explains that kids
like his are the targets over there...

…while an angry mother of a G.I. challenges a
demonstrator with another mantra “My country
right or wrong.”

Children play a Vietnam wargame against a
backdrop of New York graffiti…



…and a radical theatre group offers an anti-war
street performance that is surprisingly similar...

…while Klein’s camera notices a store window
positioning LBJ beside Batman, leading to a
whole collage of grim pop culture collages...

…linking violence and consumer advertising...

…with fierce irony. A lawyer from Harlem critiques U.S. eagerness
to fight not at home but “10,000 miles from its
own shore”…

…waging war on the world,” his voice lingering
over a TV commercial of an American nuclear
family and a [symbolic?] sunset.

The final movement of the film compares
citizens of Vietnam, a poor society, moving amid
a bombed-out village, or ...

…. in armed processions (more images from
Ivens and Loridan)…

…with citizens of the rich societies of France
and the United States ....

  



…moving through peaceful urban streets.   

Go to essay
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Loin du Vietnam (1967), 
Joris Ivens and Left Bank
documentary.

by Thomas Waugh

Far from Vietnam: a “Left Bank” Collective film

Historians of the cinema of the French New Wave of the 1960s have
traditionally divided the phenomenon loosely into the Right Bank current—
incorporating filmmakers aspiring to break into the star-studded auteur or
commercial cinema, such as François Truffaut, Claude Chabrol and Claude
Lelouch—and the Left Bank current, whose members blended their cinephilia
with leftwing political commitment—such as Chris Marker, Agnès Varda,
Jean-Luc Godard and Alain Resnais. If the contribution of two panels on the
Left Bank current at the 2010 “Visible Evidence” is indeed visible evidence,
the Left Bank is attracting considerable historical and critical attention. The
feature documentary film Loin du Vietnam (henceforth Far from Vietnam)
provides a useful introit into this sometimes revisionist focus on the Left
Bank, for it was a key document in trajectory of the Left Bank cinema and
political culture, synthesizing the transformations of the hinge year in which it
was produced, 1967. As a cinematic conversation among Left Bank committed
artists whose political and artistic consensus was being challenged by this
historical conjuncture, this rich film symbolically inaugurated the
convergence of left cinema and political upheaval known as May 1968.

1967 was marked on the international scale by the escalation of the military
conflict in Vietnam, which had involved WWII-scale bombardment of Hanoi
since February 1965—and of course the martyrdom of Che Guevara—and in
France momentous industrial strikes at Rhodiaceta (Besançon) and St-
Nazaire echoed by growing student unrest. All these developments hailed Left
Bank filmmakers, and set the context in which a coalitional cinematic
response became possible—and necessary.

The project was instigated by Marker, veteran documentarist and frequent
collaborator of other filmmakers on the scene from Ivens to Resnais, the
eventual maître d’oeuvre and editor of the work, together with Varda and a
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host of sympathizers within the film milieu. FfV was the first major
production—and test case—of  the Société pour le lancement des œuvres
nouvelles (S.L.O.N. or Society for Launching New Works), the French
collective production and distribution organization which Marker and others
formed that year to promote political filmmaking in France and which would
mark the subsequent decade of French committed cinema. Also on board with
the Vietnam project were Varda’s husband, Jacques Demy, the Brazilian
expatriate Ruy Guerra, the New Wave pillars Resnais and Godard, the newly
commercial New Wave hanger-on Lelouch, fresh from his Oscar-winning
blockbuster Un homme et une femme, plus the U.S. expatriate William Klein,
a fashion photographer known for acerbic satire of his homeland. Ivens had
produced in Hanoi a short poster film on the North Vietnamese resistance to
U.S. aggression, Le Ciel la terre (The Threatening Sky) that had created a
strong impression in Paris in March 1966. So Ivens’s presence in the group
seemed indispensable, despite the political difference between the 69-year-old
communist and the thirty-something unaffiliated-left filmmakers at the peak
of their power. Michèle Ray, French journalist, also came on board with her
footage of South Vietnam from both sides of the National Liberation Front
membrane, complementing Ivens’s Hanoi testimony. The lineup reflected the
spectrum of Left Bank allegiances but also constituted a major coalitional
achievement for the skilled diplomat Marker, joining together artists with a
strong track record of working with communists and the left like Varda and
Resnais with hyper-individualist avant-gardists like Godard and Klein. The
precariousness of this coalition would become evident as the planned
contributions by Demy and Guerra were soon dropped (the collective didn’t
like Demy’s proposed narrative about a Puerto Rican male G.I. and a female
Vietnamese prostitute [Varda 1994, 92]), but problems came to the surface
even more dramatically upon the release of the film.

The final two-hour film included eleven fairly distinct parts:

long episodes on the theme of the anguish and impotent self-
interrogation of intellectuals, courtesy Resnais, Godard, and Ray;
actuality footage from North and South, some of it even then already
familiar to Western audiences;
impressionistic footage of U.S. operations in the South and pro and anti-
war demonstrations in New York, shot by LeLouch and Klein
respectively;
an interview with Fidel Castro;
a compilation historical backdrop to the Vietnam conflict narrated by
Varda;
an interview with Anne Morrison, widow of Norman Morrison, the
Quaker who burned himself in front of the Pentagon in 1965, intercut
with a testimony by Ann Uyen, a Vietnamese woman living in exile with
a similar young family;
and a collage refrain of miscellaneous media artifacts of the war and
U.S. civilization in general (newsreel footage, video material, a televised
speech by General Westmoreland alongside testimony by black power
advocates, analyzed and distorted, stills, comic strips, radio voices,
popular music, etc.).



All was assembled with hyperbolic flair and dialectical rigor by Marker, who
also provided an eloquent voice-over intro and conclusion, respectively
situating the conflict as a war of the rich against the poor, and urging
spectators to face the challenge of the war far from Vietnam.[1] [open
endnotes in new window]

Far from Vietnam as an Ivens film

I came to this topic of course from the vantage point of my comprehensive
monograph-forever-in-progress on the work of Joris Ivens, who at that time
had been based on the Left Bank for scarcely a decade but who had interacted
with that milieu as well as with the Parti communiste français and its
international patron Moscow since the late 1920s. In the interwar years Ivens
was a regular of the Paris left avant-garde, commuting regularly from
Amsterdam and elsewhere. He collaborated with artists ranging from Éli
Lotar, Luis Buñuel and Jean Renoir to his sometimes wife, the constructivist
photographer Germaine Krull, and he contributed to the debates in left
periodicals around the nature of art and politics. For example in 1931 the
Revue des vivants ran his “Reflexions on avant-garde documentaries:”

“I call 'avant-garde cinema' the cinema that takes the initiative of
progress and keeps it, flag-bearer of cinematic sincerity…
Documentary film is the positive means left to the avant-garde
filmmaker for working and for putting the most of him/herself, as
representative of the expression of the masses, of popular
expression in his/her work…. It is impossible for the director of a
documentary to lie, to not be in what is true. The raw material will
not allow treason: …only the personality of the artist distinguishes
him from ordinary newsreel work, from simple cinematography.”

That this text echoed in important ways the manifesto from the previous year
by Jean Vigo (Vigo 1930), another stalwart of the same milieu, no doubt
indicates that such views represented a consensus among committed
filmmakers of the Left Bank milieu. Ivens’ solidarity work around the Spanish
Civil War, 1936-38, was a key later moment in the interwars’ chapter in this
history; and references to this conflict and/or Ivens’ intervention in it are a
refrain in the discourse within and around the Indochina films two decades
later.

In the postwar era, Ivens remained a fixture of the Paris communist milieu,
moving there in 1957 at the time of his prizewinning collaboration with
communist film historian and critic Georges Sadoul on the poetic
documentary La Seine a rencontré Paris (Paris Meets the Seine). Thereafter
he shared the milieu’s solidarity with the emerging third world, spearheading
its enchantment with Cuba, and making like Varda and Marker
documentaries on Fidel’s revolution.

Early 1967 found Ivens back in Hanoi, now with his soon to be inseparable
partner Marceline Loridan,[2] about to embark on his most important
Indochina work, the feature documentary Le 17me Parallèle (The 17th



Parallel).  Ivens had met with Marker and Resnais before leaving Paris to
discuss the “theme and direction” of the planned film (Ivens and Destanque
1982, 290).  A follow-up list drawn up by Varda on behalf of the collective for
the couple to take to Hanoi made a number of requests for specific shots for
the film, e.g.:

“men and women lying and hidden in a rice-field (or corn or some
kind of bushes)—when they get up they are covered with leaves.”

Varda had clearly been impressed with an allusion to Macbeth and Birnam
Wood in Le Ciel, and given color stock for the purpose, Ivens was happy to
oblige. Or rather, taken ill in Hanoi, Ivens happily delegated the half-dozen
sets of shots to Loridan who commendably absorbed her partner’s style for
the purpose.[3] This shot, prominent in the prologue, shows a brilliantly
yellow expanse of waving grain, first coming to life with the choreographed
advance of a troop of camouflaged militia and then returning to its former
serenity. Similar requests included

“a shot of soldiers matching three or four abreast, leaves in helmet,
and the same thing rear view, and a single man. Also camouflaged
with leaves, not marching, standing immobile in extreme close-up,
and then the same man lying nude on the road or running through
a village.”

Fortunately (or unfortunately, depending on your point of view), Ivens drew
the line at the last detail of the request, apparently in deference to his hosts’
sense of decorum, but the other material was all sent back to Paris. The
former shot appears as the penultimate movement of the film, while Marker
inserted the close-ups of the soldier, with its heroic poster-like stylization, in
the midst of Godard’s monologue halfway through the film. Varda also asked
for some atrocity footage, “flaming ruins,” etc. which Ivens apparently did not
provide; the producers had no shortage of this material in any case, either
from North or South.

Ivens’ and Loridan’s finest contribution to the film, however, was conceived in
his own style. No preconceptions of Parisian intellectuals were necessary to
stimulate four or five concise sequences of matchless precision and calm
attention to detail which stand distinctly apart from the other currents in the
film. The Ivens sequences are all silent and all in color with one exception.
This is the first brief scene, in black and white, which shows peasants defusing
and collecting small fragmentation bombs filled with tiny ball bearings aimed
at chest level, the target of which “is human flesh.” The camera follows the
defusing process in close-up, scans the stockpiles that the workers have
accumulated, and records their absorbed expressions and purposeful
gestures. The same watchful attitude informs the color sequences, which
record brigades preparing individual concrete air-raid shelters for the streets
of Hanoi. The first of these, an attentive record of women filling wooden
moulds with concrete, is followed by an actual alert with passersby running to
the shelters we have just witnessed being built as the camera tracks up and
down the street from a car, recording rows of faces settling in to or emerging
from their individual shelters beneath the street. Detailed subjective
information on the future of the war is offered in the Ivens/Loridan footage.



Their tightly coordinated close attention and panning close-ups of moving
workers’ faces and hands and the product of their labor seem to encapsulate
materialist cinema.

A further sequence records a troupe of agitprop players performing in a
village, the camera shifting back and forth between the relaxed and cheerful
spectators and the ingenious show, which presents an unrecognizably painted
President Johnson lamenting his woebegone U.S. Air Force. The commentary
repeats Ivens’ impression of the great calm pervading the atmosphere in
Hanoi. However, it is not only Hanoi but Ivens’ footage itself which seems an
island of calm in this otherwise chaotic film, relying mostly for its impact on
sensory and affective discourse, rather than factual exposition. Ivens’ footage
of concrete activities on the part of both Hanoi civilians and rural peasants
offers clear evidentiary support for the range of perspectives and emotions
expressed elsewhere in the film by the collective. As usual with Ivens, the
ordinary tasks accomplished with the hands of workers, unassumingly and
unremittingly, constitute the most visible and most truthful emblem of the
revolution in action.

Ivens’ unquestioning faith in the evidence of cluster bombs being defused or
bomb shelters being moulded by women’s hands, and in the unassailable
political relevance of this evidence for Western society, might situate him in
apparent sharp contrast to Godard’s minimalist self-interrogation that takes
place within the same film. Godard’s segment searches for the lessons of
imperialist war and their application at home, expresses a personal agony at
the dilemmas of industrial strikes in his own back yard, and regrets an elitist
cinema that cannot speak to the proletariat. Both moments, however
divergent they may be, emerge from the film seen now, as it loses the
immediacy of its agitational role almost a half-century later. They have an
impact as compellingly parallel testimonies and perceptions with a relevance
extending far beyond the issues of 1967. The two presences, Ivens and
Godard, superficially separated by a seemingly insurmountable gulf—stylistic,
conceptual, cultural and generational—ironically appear in retrospect to have
the most affinity of any two contributors to the film. Both present workers and
their means of production: respectively peasants and their tools, and an
intellectual/artist and his camera. Both meditate on this evidence as the final
authority for and subject of political analysis and revolutionary art.

Go to page 4
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Far from Vietnam as 
intervention in critical subculture

In the 1990s Ivens rightwing Dutch biographer Hans Schoots called Far from
Vietnam a “fretful,” “egocentric,” and “far-from-flattering” “bizarre mix”
([1995] 2000), and at the time of its release in late 1967 the film sparked
strong responses from both French and U.S. critics as well. Such responses
are a good indicator of the film’s success in intervening in the two milieux—in
stirring up infrastructural subcultures of critics and audiences, but in different
ways.

The U.S. critical response by and large showed total disarray, at best a
primitive stage of political critical culture in that country in 1967, the postwar
red scare having completely erased the legacy of political film culture of the
Popular Front era. U.S. critics seemed to lack language and criteria for dealing
with political cinema of any type, not to mention the resurfacing solidarity
work of the 1960s. Moreover Far from Vietnam’s revelation of apparent anti-
Americanism among native son Klein and the idolized leaders of the Nouvelle
vague was apparently hard to swallow.

Andrew Sarris’s dismissal of the film as a “patchwork quilt” unlike anything
he had seen since Mondo Cane (1962) is arguably apt[4], as is his critique of
Ivens’ indulgent romanticization of the peasant similar to that in Spanish
Earth. However, his rating of the entire film as “zero as art” says more about
the confusion of U.S. liberals in 1967 than the worth and interest of the film.
His Village Voice piece after the New York Film Festival showed Far from
Vietnam is a masterpiece of evasion. He includes a sermon on the inherent
conservatism of all peasants and a veiled attack on French intellectuals for
their failure to stop their own Vietnam, Algeria (echoing a similar comment
within Far from Vietnam  by Resnais, who along with Marker, Godard and
Loridan had been far from silent on French colonialism in North Africa, as
Sarris knew full well but seemed conveniently to forget). While politely
applauding Ivens, Godard, and Resnais for at least trying to make a personal
statement, Sarris scolds them for yielding their right to edit their own footage,
such is his blinkered auteurism’s blocking of the concept of collaboration.

Sarris’s perception of the film as “lies from Hanoi and Paris” seems
embarrassingly defensive in retrospect, but even he is outdone by the
incoherent hysteria of the New York Times’s Renata Adler upon theatrical
release of the film the following June (I’ll come back to Adler), which
effectively seems to have killed the film’s career—at least in the United States.
[5] [open endnotes in new window]



Meanwhile U.S. left film criticism had not found its voice, and Cineaste, then
in its inaugural year at the outset of a decade of national leadership in New
Left film criticism, somehow avoided reviewing the film. Only American
Richard Roud, the New Wave devotee and presumably the programmer of the
film in the New York festival, came to its defense. Writing as an expatriate for
London’s Guardian, Roud critiques the U.S. schizoid bad conscience around
what is undeniably a “progaganda film,” praising it as “an important film, a
beautiful film, a moving film”:

“Rare indeed have been the occasions when contemporary art has
successfully involved itself with politics. In this film, the cinema at
last has its ‘Guernica’.”

The much greater richness and resilience of the French critical discourse
around the film can be encapsulated briefly here simply by a repertory of the
terminology deployed to describe the film. In contrast to the Americans’
dismissive and inaccurate invective, the Paris responses, unanimously
positive across the ideological spectrum, included the following terms, culled
from the ten reviews cited in my list of sources, as the basis of their criticism:

1. Meditation; reflection—beyond testimony and fiction
2. [Filmed political] essay
3. Dossier (file)
4. Film engagé (committed film)
5. Film utile (useful film)
6. Collective testimony  
7. Demonstration; a manifesto (the French manifestation has the ring of

both English concepts, though normally means the former)
8. Didactic

To this list, the filmmakers themselves in their interviews and public
discussions of the film, external or internal, added the simple terms: “a
banner,” “un cri” (a cry or a shout) and the useful “cinematic
roundtable/meeting.” 

Having the conceptual equipment to define and describe a film, its form and
its objectives, is arguably the most basic tool of film criticism: the French had
it, the Americans were still working on theirs.[6]

Far from Vietnam as “solidarity” film

Though the word “solidarity” is less prominent as a defining genre in the
critical reception to Far from Vietnam, in the discourse around the
production of this film and within the narration of the film itself, it designates
both the film’s objectives and self-conception as part of a documentary genre.
“Solidarity” is therefore a useful term for summing up the film’s significance
historically.  The Left Bank collective’s letter to the North Vietnamese
leadership, carried by Ivens and Loridan to seek permission to film from the
Hanoi authorities, was explicit in this respect:



“Words of friendship and solidarity, however sincere they may be,
are only words… Silence in the face of the war in Vietnam is
impossible. But saying ‘solidarity’ from afar and without risk, may
also be a convenient way of easing one’s conscience. Our solidarity
occurs in towns that no one bombs, in lives that no one menaces.
What does this mean? We know that this war is your war, that the
peace, when it becomes possible, will be your peace, and that no
one has the right, even with the best of intentions, to put
themselves in your place, to speak on your behalf. Where is our
place? To answer these questions, we have undertaken to make a
film. It is a response that is neither praiseworthy nor heroic, but
which has the sole motive of being tangible, within our means and
within our limitations. It is with our work, it is within the context
of our profession, that we want to bring a little life to this word
‘solidarity.’” (cited and trans. Mundell 2003, 26).

Marker’s narration takes up this theme in both his introduction and
conclusion to Far from Vietnam, explicitly in the former:

“[58 names] and many other technicians, assistants and friends
have made this film during the year 1967 to affirm, by the exercise
of their craft, their solidarity with the Vietnamese people in
struggle against aggression.”

Could anyone argue that this film failed in Marker’s objective to “bring a little
life into this word solidarity”; that he and his colleagues made the political
relationship between the Left Bank and Vietnam “tangible”; that they revived
through craft the solidarity genre that had been invented in no small part
thanks to Ivens three decades earlier? (Waugh 2009) And that the genre
would now launch a whole new reinvigorated chapter in its history as fellow
traveler of the New Left, still vigorously kicking fifty-three years later?

It is therefore fitting in conclusion to probe this “tangibility” of this film in the
context of this genre a bit further, to cast FfV in terms of the perennial generic
dynamics of the solidarity film. I have identified these dynamics within
Ivens’s founding contributions to the genre from the 1930s, in terms of three
factors (2009):

1. engagement with cultural difference, even conflict:  

Far from Vietnam offers a vivid depiction of the dialectics of rich vs. poor,
calm vs. frenzy, Vietnam vs. France/U.S.A.…. with an emphatic dialectical
rhythm throughout. It offers also a vivid depiction of cultural specificity in, for
example, everything from low-tech shelter construction to agitprop theatrical
performance techniques—but always as in the process of dynamic updating,
never as static “otherness.”

2. engagement with constituency:

Far from Vietnam is not only addressed to the Left Bank in particular and the
West in general—not the Vietnamese—but is also about this constituency, not
about Vietnam. Marker makes this especially clear in the concluding



narration:

“…This war is not a historical accident, nor the delayed resolution
of a colonial problem: it is there, around us, within us. It begins
when we begin ourselves to understand that the Vietnamese are
fighting for us, and to measure our debt towards them … And the
first honest movement that we can make towards them, is to try to
look at their challenge head-on.”

This framework, together with the self-questioning of the Godard, Resnais
and Ray episodes, suggests that the film could be valuably situated not only as
an important moment in the rediscovery of the solidarity cinema by the New
Left, but also as one of the founding texts of what we might call meta-
solidarity, which both try to look head-on at a distant struggle and, as Godard
puts it, endeavor to question our stakes in bringing it home.

3. engagement with documentary form, craft, language (however
conservative formally solidarity documentary has tended to be):

Far from Vietnam inevitably grapples with the issue of forms, whether
emerging or conventional, and their success in achieving an efficacy of
communication and ethics of solidarity. There is no space here to go into the
impassioned critical debates over Marker’s indulgent inclusion of clashing
styles of material, all either loved or hated by critics, from vérité reportage of
U.S. street politics to the first person interventions of the Left Bank auteurs,
to Marker’s essayistic collage, praised as productive or decried as incoherent,
depending on taste and ideological positioning. It is sufficient to acknowledge
here their vigor and pertinence—and their prophetic laying out of the debates
about form and technology that would dominate the aftermath of May 68,
both in France and elsewhere.

Conclusion

The coalitional spirit of Far from Vietnam did not last long after its release,
but lessons were learned. Launched at festivals in Montreal and New York in
the summer and fall of 1967, Ivens and Lelouch publicly locked horns at the
Paris official opening of the film in December (two months after screening it
for the striking workers at Besançon). Ivens, just back from harrowing months
literally underground filming 17th Parallel, castigated Lelouch’s attitude of
pity towards the Vietnamese—what the Resnais episode in the film calls
“victimes à la mode” and what we might now call a “victim aesthetics”—
insisting rather on the necessity of unconditional victory for the besieged
people.[7] The Lelouch eruption may have harmed the film’s lackluster
exhibition career, since the distribution of the film had been entrusted to the
director’s distribution firm. Schoots describes a lackluster exhibition for the
film in “many provincial towns” and in four theatres in Paris, boosted by “a
minor sensation when the right-wing extremist organization Occident
protested by smashing showcases and slashing seats in one of the Paris
theaters.” ([1995] 2000 292)

Even more serious for exhibition abroad was the hostile reception greeting the



film’s U.S. opening at the New Yorker Theatre in Manhattan in the spring of
1968, with the New York Times critic dismissing it with the pretext that this
banal and ugly “rambling partisan newreel collage,” “facile and slipshod and
stereotyped,” had been overtaken by “events” anyway (meaning the Tet
offensive of January 1968 and the subsequent withdrawal of Johnson from
the Presidential race that spring). But critic Renata Adler unknowingly
touched on the essence—both the virtues and the liabilities—of solidarity
itself, its relation to “events.” No doubt related to this initial failure and this
presumption about actuality, Far from Vietnam remains out of circulation in
its English version to this day, a lamentable absence from the documentary,
solidarity and essay filmic sub-canons, to which it clearly belongs. It is absent
even from today’s ardent Marker canonicity on the English-language graduate
dissertation market. Still, this exemplary solidarity film remains resonant for
all the ephemerality of its hook to “events,” an exemplary study in artistic
commitment at a pivotal moment in the trajectory of left politics and neo-
imperialism. This film and the community from which it emerged have a
transhistorical and transcultural relevance that could not be more acute to the
renewal of both engaged documentary and neo-imperial conflict in the first
decades of the twenty-first century.

Go to Notes
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Notes
1. Varda returned from her famous 1967 sojourn in California to discover that
Marker had deleted all but a few shots of her fictional episode of “a woman
who lives in Paris and experiences delirium, confusing the demolition of the
old neighborhoods in the 20th Arrondissement with the U.S. bombing of
Hanoi, and the manhole covers with the “man holes” where the Vietnamese
were hiding. In a mental panic, she becomes aware that this distant war
contrasts tragically with her modest and well ordered milieu.” Some of
Varda’s material was however retained by Marker, namely shots of
Vietnamese repairing dikes she had set up and filmed in a vacant field near
Paris’s Porte Dorée; it would serve as a transition from the compilation
history of the conflict narrated by Varda, and Godard’s monologue “Camera
Eye.” On her return to Paris Varda was not even able to view her episode that
had already been fully edited before her departure, but she apparently did not
unduly resent the decision of her collaborator who had after all been assigned
the final cut.  Rather she “would take a leaf out of his book” and declared the
final result a respectful rendition of the group’s thinking, but “without
warmth”:

“Strong and intelligent personalities gathered together in a group
are not necessarily the most likely to transmit a feeling, nor the
most efficient for indicating the urgency of taking a stand.”

Varda returned to Los Angeles and participated in anti-war demonstrations
there. (Varda 1994, 92-3).

It is not inconceivable that Varda also was imitating Ivens’s style in her shots
retained for the final film—so much so that this Ivens expert was sure he
recognized in the footage of files of workers moving clods of wet earth from
hand to hand a classic trope from over thirty years of Ivens’ documentary
work—until he read Varda’s memoir. There is in any case a lesson here for
facile auteurists. [return to page 3 of essay]

2. Auschwitz survivor Loridan was three decades Ivens’ junior and had been
one of the main performers in Jean Rouch and Edgar Morin’s Chronique d’un
été (Chronicle of a Summer, 1960). More recently she had been involved in
solidarity documentary work around the Algerian war of independence with
Jean-Pierre Sergent (Algérie année zéro, 1962).

3. Schoots’ account has Loridan handling the Far from Vietnam shots because
Ivens was teaching at the film school in Hanoi (292).



4. Was Sarris making an erroneous unconscious connection between Far
from Vietnam contributor William Klein and the Paris painter/performance
artist Yves Klein whose famous blue nude body paintings were depicted
sensationally in Mondo Cane?

5. The English version of Far from Vietnam  seems to have been cut for its
U.S. release by twenty-five minutes, down from its original 115 minutes, but
further details are not available at this time. [return to page 4]

6. Although the Times’ Adler at least had the critical equipment to describe
(accurately) Far from Vietnam as a “collage.”

7. Lelouch was not the only nouvelle vaguiste who found himself offside.
Right Banker François Truffaut was an interesting case study, immersed in
the late sixties in various apolitical cinephile activities, but who would join
other New Wave filmmakers including Lelouch at the superstructural
barricades the following year when film institutions came under attack from
the Gaullist government. Nevertheless, the previous year, with his Hitchcock
riffs The Bride Wore Black and Mississippi Mermaid  both in the pipeline,
Truffaut’s response to Loin du Vietnam in Cahiers du cinéma (1967) was an
ad hominem attack on Ivens who seemed to represent for him the vile
combination of cinéma du papa and the Parti communiste, an attack which
also baited Marker in the process:

“the pseudo-poetic career of Joris Ivens, sponger off of festivals,
who ambles around from progressive palace to progressive palace,
filming water puddles with municipal funds and much
aestheticism. Next, upon these decorative images—thus rightwing
images—his pal also devoted to the genre, Chris Marker, will try to
veneer on it a leftwing commentary.”

Sources
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otherwise indicated.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Stan Brakhage, Window Water Baby Moving,
1959

Stan Brakhage, Window Water Baby Moving,
1959

Re-conceiving Misconception: 
birth as a site of filmic
experimentation

By Roxanne Samer

How then can we define [cinema]? It is still embryonic. A
new art must create its own organs. All that we can do is
to help to deliver them out of chaos. — Elie Faure[1]
[open endnotes in new window]

Childbirth, procreation: the ever-ready metaphors for artistic creation,
newness and originality. In some cases, no other word play is more apt.
Such is the case with U.S. avant-gardist Stan Brakhage, who trained his
camera throughout his prolific career, which spanned the second half
of the twentieth century, on his own family, including filming the
births of his first five children.[2] This, in and of itself, was a
revolutionary act, as prior to the 1950s childbirth was for the most part
off limits as subject matter for filmmaking. As Amos Vogel states in his
well-recognized text Film as a Subversive Art, due to its inextricable
ties to sex and blood taboos,

“The cinema has treated birth as a guilty secret of mankind,
a mystery to be kept from the impressionable young, a
clandestine medical event reserved exclusively for
physicians.”[3]

This all began to change in the 1950s when both documentary and
experimental filmmakers such as Brakhage began testing censorship
laws and the public’s tolerance by making their own films of the event.
Furthermore, Brakhage’s filming of his wife Jane giving birth to their
first child, which resulted in Window Water Baby Moving (1959), was
done at a time when he was experimenting with his filmmaking style as
well as beginning to theorize as to the significance of the medium as a
whole in what would result as his first book Metaphors on Vision.

It was a time of change and growth in Brakhage’s career, as he
abandoned his earlier psychodramas in favor of what has been
described as a lyrical or personal filmmaking aesthetic.[4] Window
Water Baby Moving was one of four films he made in 1959, a
productivity level that has been seen as “a sign of a major
breakthrough in his art.”[5] This stylistic shift was also accompanied
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by his abandoning the use of sound in his films. Seeking to distance
himself from commercialized Hollywood cinema in all of its kitschiness
and to appeal to the more autonomous visual arts, Brakhage’s new
filmmaking style becamez for the most part devoid of sound and
keenly attuned to the sense of sight.[6] As the filmmaker himself stated
in a letter of 1966:

“The more informed I became with aesthetics of sound, the
less I began to feel any need for an audio accompaniment of
the visuals I was making. I think it was seven/eight years
ago I began making intentionally silent films…I now
see/feel no more absolute necessity for a sound track than a
painter feels the need to exhibit a painting with a recorded
musical background.”[7]

This lyrical mode of filmmaking had begun to show itself in
Anticipation of the Night (1958) but did not solidify until 1959. It
accentuates visuality and is defined by its positing of the filmmaker
behind the camera as the first-person protagonist, whose vision is
equated with the images occurring on the screen. In order to convey
himself looking, he uses an emphasis on movement in the camerawork,
editing or harmonization between the two, and more often than not
tends to accentuating the flatness of the screen rather than give an
illusionary depth.[8] While this filmmaking style was to become
extremely prevalent in experimental films of the late-sixties, P. Adams
Sitney, a primary exegete of the U.S. avant-garde, considers it to be
single-handedly forged by Brakhage a decade prior to its period of
popularity.[9] Thus Window Water Baby Moving played a principle
role not only in registering the delivery of a newborn child into this
world and making this taboo content public but also in the conception
of a new mode of filmmaking

Brakhage’s Metaphors on Vision, which was published as a special
issue of Film Culture in 1963, echoed the attention to issues of the
visual that he was simultaneously developing in his films. [10] In the
text, Brakhage posits the prelingual child as an ideal viewer of the
world, asking his adult readers to imagine what it might be like to
mobilize a mode of seeing based on an eye untutored by culture. He
challenges Western rules of perspective and color, postulating them as
unnecessarily and messily bound to language. As an alternative he
advocates a return to seeing “before the ‘beginning was the word.’”[11]
Brakhage asks, “How many colors are there in a field of grass to the
crawling baby unaware of 'Green'?” He says it is the eye that “reflects
the loss of innocence more eloquently than any other human feature.”
In such passages of Metaphors on Vision such as these, Brakhage first
develops his idealization of the child as visionary exemplar, which
would permeate his career. As film historian and filmmaker Marjorie
Keller, who responded to Brakhage’s work in both her writing and her
films, has succinctly stated:
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“Simply put, the infant is a metaphor for the filmmaker at
his best moments.”[12]

Although Brakhage’s work dominated the U.S. avant-garde scene of
the 1950s, throughout the following decades he would encounter
opposition from fellow filmmakers and critics. In order to earn a living,
he taught and lectured incessantly, which often brought him into
contact with those with alternative positions on the function and
purpose of independent filmmaking. The social movements of the 60s,
in turn, led to an increasing interest in identity politics both inside and
outside the art world. Artists and filmmakers alike began to rethink the
conditions of perception and to challenge the autonomy cultural
objects had acquired in their theorization as neutral or disembodied.
Mediamakers, artists and scholars began to insist instead that the race,
gender and sexuality of practitioners and viewers be considered as
integral to the understanding of aesthetics. Feminist film theory and
praxis developed a particularly strong base in the United States and
Britain, and as David E. James has concisely put it,

“At exactly the time when the search for nonpatriarchal sex
and family roles had greatest cultural urgency, Brakhage,
interchangeably ‘bring[ing] forth films and children’ in the
Colorado wilderness, appeared to embody not the solution,
but the problem itself.”[13]

Feminists took particular issue with the manner in which Brakhage
captured his wife and problematically utilized her as an objectified
muse in his films.[14] His intense close-ups, hand-held camera
movements and fast-paced editing seemed either to fetishize or
commit violence to Jane Brakhage’s body. In a 1978 interview, Amy
Taubin stated:

“In Brakhage what I think those formal aspects point to is
that out of the unlimited access he has to his subjects’ lives,
an access that is given to him by law, these are the final
things that he culled, the final distillation of the myriads of
footage which he could expose of them and on which he
exposed them. It’s an ugly metaphor but I always think that
Jane has no right, even if she wanted to, and I’m not
claiming that she ever does, to close her legs.”[15]

Anne Friedberg, in a 1979 article for Millennium Film Journal,
similarly wrote:

“As a filmmaker making a film about the birth of his first
child, Brakhage endows Jane with a pregnancy both literal
and figurative. Perhaps through his ownership rights as
paternal head of a nuclear family, her body becomes his
artistic material: vagina, mouth and window are intercut as
comparative metaphoric apertures. In Brakhage’s film,
Jane-as-woman is pregnant in a double sense—she is both
bearer of his child and bearer of his meaning. ”[16]

Feminist film critics, including Taubin and Friedberg, began to identify
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and champion examples of women’s films to counter the male-
dominated avant-garde and women’s historical exclusion from the
history of cultural objects and artistic practices. One such example was
Marjorie Keller, whose birth film Misconception (1977) would come to
be positioned as a feminist response to Brakhage. Rather than filming
her partner or herself giving birth, Keller was invited by her brother
Lee and sister-in-law Chris to film the birth of their second child.
Feminist critics found it important that from the start Keller was
further removed from the process at hand and thus able to offer a more
critical position on childbirth, its divisions of labor and past
mythologizing in the eyes of men.

And yet the manner in which Keller has been positioned and utilized as
a political tool by these same critics — including alongside Taubin and
Friedberg, B. Ruby Rich, Linda Reisman and Kaja Silverman in the
late-70s and early-80s, to a lesser extent Robin Blaetz more recently —
is problematic in a number of ways. First of all, there has been little
solid formal analysis done in order to understand Misconception’s
relation to Window Water Baby Moving. Instead, critics tend to
mention Brakhage and his film in passing or allude to it vaguely, while
noting briefly that Keller uses a few of the same formal techniques as
those working in the lyrical tradition.

Second, Keller’s complex relationship to Brakhage is hardly, if ever,
mentioned. In 1973, the year in which she filmed the footage for
Misconception, Keller was finishing her undergraduate studies at the
Art Institute of Chicago and taking courses with Brakhage.[17] From
1974 through 1983, she was a graduate student in Cinema Studies at
New York University, her research culminating in a dissertation on
Jean Cocteau, Joseph Cornell and Stan Brakhage. In 1986, it was
published as The Untutored Eye: Childhood in the Films of Cocteau,
Cornell, and Brakhage by Associated University Presses. The third
chapter of the book, quoted earlier, focuses on Brakhage specifically,
looking at four of his films from 1964 through 1980 as well as
Metaphors on Vision in order to study the evolution of the filmmaker’s
treatment of childhood and its relation to his development as a
filmmaker.[18]

Last, and perhaps most important, past critics writing about
Misconception have largely ignored the filmmaker’s own language. As
a filmmaker and film historian, Keller produced a number of essays,
articles and reviews, as well as her book, within which she articulates
her position on a series of film-related issues, including the Brakhage
tradition and the development of Lacanian psychoanalysis as a
methodological approach. Notably included among these is her review
of E. Ann Kaplan’s text Women and Film, which appeared in the
Millennium Film Journal in the winter of 1984-85. It is a brief and yet
scorching critique, panning the text’s “overdetermined nature” and
failure to provide the overview and summation that the title suggests.
[19] Keller states that Kaplan’s semiological/psychoanalytic approach
severely limits the range of films covered, glaringly condensing Maya
Deren’s influence to two paragraphs and not even mentioning some of
the other most influential female filmmakers such as Carolee
Schneemann and Marie Menken. Put most blatantly, Keller writes: “By
elevating the ‘theory’ film over others in the avant-garde, Kaplan
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obfuscates women’s filmmaking in the name of feminism.”[20] Here as
well as elsewhere, Keller appears hesitant or at times hostile to the
academicizing of artistic practices, postulating avant-garde films as
having more to offer than that which can be explicated by a particular
theory—namely, a subjective and personal mode of expression.
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There also exist a couple of key interviews with Keller from the late
seventies and early eighties in which she most definitively states her own
investment in the medium of film and women-oriented subject matter.
Two in particular are highly charged, the 1978 interview with Amy Taubin
and the 1983 interview with Linda Reisman. In both cases, Keller and the
interviewer disagree on the extent to which and manner in which her films
function as critiques of patriarchal culture. Similarly, in both interviews,
Keller expresses the difficulties that have come with being appropriated by
the feminist film community. To Reisman, she states:

“I am very grateful to the women’s movement for taking up my
work. But I have suffered from it a little bit in that it’s very hard
for me to think that the filmmakers whose work I care about are
less interested in these films than a whole lot of other people,
some of whom know almost nothing about film, but who care
about them because of the subject matter.”[21][open endnotes
in new window]

And to Taubin she states:

“Certainly Brakhage’s world view is not mine, he has every right
to acknowledge his own view in his film and he does it
spectacularly well. By treating my film differently, by placing it
in the tradition of feminism and outside the traditional modes
of criticism of avant-garde films, I feel somewhat like a
displaced person.”[22]

My essay is an attempt to respond to such pleas on the part of the
filmmaker and to approach Misconception with a broader mindset than
writers have had about it so far. Put more generally, past attempts at
interpreting Misconception have been reliant on strict dichotomies. Most
notably, it is seen as either feminist or not and thus as belonging to the
tradition of the personal or lyrical avant-garde or not. In this paper, I seek
to re-conceive of Misconception in a manner that releases the film of such
binds. I do so with the hope of opening it up to further future
interpretations, re-looking and better appreciation. In order to achieve this
goal, I will keep the filmmaker’s language in play as I conduct a close
formal analysis of the film attuned to its manipulation of sound and image,
the feature that not only most distinctly distinguishes it from Brakhage’s
film but also contains its greatest intricacies.

Misconception is forty-three minutes long and is divided into six sections
of varying lengths, each announced by a typed number on a brown
notecard. Though the film is by no means strictly chronological, it most
generally progresses throughout the sections from mid-pregnancy to labor
to the postpartum period. Before the first section of the film is announced,
the film’s title, author and dates appear typed on similar paper cards
separated by brief sections of black leader. Keller has described her need to
divide the film in a way that related to “the enormity” of what she was
representing. She has written in a letter:
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“It allowed for a step back and a new point of view in my
consideration of documentary form.”[23]

At the same time that the divisions provide the filmmaker distance, they do
not diminish the viewing experience for the spectator. Instead, they
contribute to the tension and build-up that culminates in the birth. In this
as well as other ways, Keller achieves her goal of

“com[ing] up with a film that would be as strong as if [she]
asked an audience to experience a childbirth in person.”[24]

I contend that the film’s strength lies largely in Keller’s complex editing of
sound and image through juxtaposition and play. For this reason, as well
as the general agreement that Keller differentiates her film from
Brakhage’s especially in her use of sound, it is important to try to
understand how sound is functioning in relation to image in
Misconception and the effect it has—as opposed to silence in Window
Water Baby Moving. In viewing Keller’s film it becomes clear that sound
and image are being played off of one another and that their relation is in a
constant state of flux throughout the length of the film. At times the sounds
and images sync-up, the words match the movements of Lee’s and Chris’
mouths and the noises make sense within the scene at hand, but more
often than not, this is not the case. Sometimes the scene’s dialogue or
diegetic sounds have been re-arranged, while other times sounds from a
completely alternate temporality accompany the depicted scene. As Keller
herself has articulated:

“The film, as it is present on the screen at any given time, is
made up of past, present, and future images and sounds.”[25]

By rearranging the temporal sequence of the film, Keller is recalling the
lyrical film practice as established by Brakhage. Furthermore, Sitney has in
fact claimed,

“In no other film does Brakhage make as much of a
reorganization of chronological time [than in Window Water
Baby Moving].”[26]

Keller mobilizes this practice of rearranging time into the arena of the
auditory, complicates its effects, and creates disjunctures between what is
seen and what is heard with its myriad temporal variances. Such
audioscapes create a state of confusion for the viewer, who is unsettlingly
made to work through the complications on her own.

From the start, the viewer is thrown into the mix. Without visual or aural
introduction, the number “1” section card disappears, the screen goes
black, and a dialogue between Keller’s brother Lee and sister-in-law Chris
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mid-conversation accompanies the opening shot. Lee is even mid-
sentence. Furthermore, Chris and Lee, as well as their three year-old son
Alex, are never formally introduced. Instead, throughout the first section,
which cuts back and forth between two different scenes — 1) the couple is
painting their home’s interior and discussing myths of childbirth as well as
who is going to get “fixed” after the upcoming birth; and 2) the family is
playing in the yard as they converse about the difficulties and benefits of
having children. In this section the viewer learns their names and gathers
their relation to one another.

At one point out in the yard, the camera zooms to close-up on Chris’ face as
she expresses how much the difficulty of parenting has surprised her,
stating that if given the chance over, she may not have chosen to have kids.
Alex is seen running naked in the yard as Lee responds, “But you’re not
taking into consideration the joys…” The film cuts to Lee’s face, but the
sound and image do not match. Through Keller’s manipulation of the
sound in editing, Lee has been cut-off, interrupted and essentially silenced.
The viewer sees him speaking but cannot hear what he is saying. The
camera quickly returns to Chris in close-up, and she says, “I know, I
know…it just really is a shock to find out how much time it takes.” This
time she is cut-off by Keller’s editing of the sound, and some continuation
of the conversation on responsibility and children can be heard, but it does
not match the movement of the couple’s mouths. Alex joins his father, who
picks him up and plays with him, and as Lee lifts him above his head to
reach for the branches of a tree, Chris distinctly states, “It sounds really
corny and sentimental, but you just can’t imagine how much you love your
kids — you just can’t image it.” The viewer will be frustrated when
presented with just fragments of a seemingly important and relevant
conversation, but it is not the only function of these segments. Such
structuring also works to suggest the challenge of discursive expressivity—
the difficulty of human subjects have in articulating complex feelings
through language.

The second section of the film tends to play with the image/sound relation
in a much different manner. The screen goes black both before and after
announcing the second section with the “2” note card. In the darkness
sounds are heard: they seem to be birth noises — a woman moaning and
then screaming while others coach her calmly. Once visuals are presented,
however, clearly Chris is in a bubble bath and not giving birth. The sounds
heard did not originally accompany the bath scene but instead have been
superimposed by Keller from Chris’ later delivery.

Friedberg has described this section as “the most explicit homage to
Brakhage” within the film, and I would agree.[27] Window Water Baby
Moving opens with imagery of Jane Brakhage, late in her pregnancy,
climbing into a bath, and returns to imagery of her bathing throughout the
film. While the second section of Misconception seems to echo Window
Water Baby Moving in its extreme close-ups on the body of the pregnant
woman bathing, the alteration of the sound effects through the rest of the
scene lessen the voyeurism of such shots in making the viewer aware of the
constructedness of the scene at hand.

As soon as the film cuts to a position farther away, it becomes apparent
that Alex is in the bath with Chris. Here the sounds of the birth fade out
and the diegetic bath sounds fade in. The mother and son are playing. She
puts bubbles on his chin and tells him to show “Marge,” while asking him,
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“Who are you?” and him responding, “Santa Claus!” In hearing this, the
viewer is reminded that there is a specific, named filmmaker shooting the
footage and that it was she, Marjorie Keller, that bore original witness to
the scene at hand. In addition, the flow of the bath scene is not continuous
from start to finish but instead has been edited into a compilation of such
moments between the mother and son. The position of the camera changes
throughout, often shooting closer up on their bodies and other times
moving a few feet away in the bathroom doorway. Sounds of panting
accompany some of these shots, while, at other times brief cuts show
images of the future delivery, accompanied by Chris and Alex’s playful bath
talk.

In addition, at other points in the bath scene, namely when the two are
finished and climb out of the tub, sounds that must have accompanied an
earlier portion of the bath can be heard. Chris sings a song, “Everybody
wash their…” and Alex fills in the blank first with “penis” and then with
“hair.” Each time, Chris sings the full sentence repeatedly as they
supposedly wash those body parts. The images that accompany such
dialogue, however, do not match. Instead close-ups of Chris’ body are
provided, as she gets out of the bath or the two of them towel off. As they
continue to do so, the mother and son can be heard singing in unison, “It’s
raining, it’s pouring, the old man is snoring,” as well as a man’s voice
telling Chris she’s three quarters of the way there, she’s almost there. The
section ends with images of Chris and Alex finishing drying off
accompanied by a deep silence, one which could have only been
accomplished through the removal of all sound in editing. They open the
bathroom door and exit. The screen goes black, and the film is silent and
dark for about fifteen seconds. In the first section, Chris’ delivery hovered
over the scene, still an unimaginable, distant event. Now the interference
of brief visuals and more extensive sounds from the future birth in this
second section manifest its eventuality as tangible and apparent. In
addition, the concluding period of silent darkness allows for this
inevitability to resonate in the viewer’s psyche.

The third section is largely composed of a fast-paced visual montage. The
film cuts between Lee talking, Chris on the floor doing her Lamaze birthing
exercises, Alex running around in the yard, and imagery of construction
workers tearing the neighboring house down. As with the scene in the yard
earlier, Chris and Lee’s conversation, which is largely about the pains of
giving birth in practice and in theory, is often stopped, muted, and
restarted again. Lee mentions Pavlov and his method of providing women
with conditioned responses to rehearse when in labor in order to mask the
pain. Chris, in response, cites a woman who wrote to Esquire magazine in
criticism of a book on similar pain-free birth techniques written by a male
theorist. Mid-scene the words of a Lamaze class instructor are introduced
into the mix. Chris continues,

“And I think it’s sort of a lot of difference between men’s view of
having a baby and a woman’s view — you know? A woman’s
view is, ‘I should make this as easy as possible’ and men’s view
is, ‘well it shouldn’t hurt to begin with.’”

Keller has captured and re-choreographed a debate of theory versus praxis,
and as the intermittent sounds of the second section already seem to have
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suggested, in this film, praxis wins out.

In her 1984 essay “Disembodying the Female Voice” Kaja Silverman
describes Misconception as

“a film which is devoted to the exploration of the three-way
relationship between the male voice, the female voice, and the
female body.”[28]

After discussing the typical roles of gendered bodies and voices in narrative
cinema, where most generally the male subject is defined by immateriality
and the female by corporeality, Silverman utilizes Misconception as one of
her examples of feminist avant-garde practice where nonsynchronization is
used to divorce the female voice from the female body and thus disrupt
standard gender roles in films. She sees Keller specifically as employing the
strategy of aligning a female voice with a male body or a male voice with a
female body.[29] While this does happen on a series of occasions both in
Chris and Lee’s conversation on pain in the third section and in their
earlier conversation on the difficulties of childrearing, this does not
account for the complexities of what is going on between images and
dialogue. Keller is not solely re-aligning the voices and bodies of the two
sexes. Instead, at times when a longer sentence is spoken by either Chris or
Lee, the accompanying visual montage is often cut so rapidly that within
the time it takes for the sentence to come out, the viewer has seen four or
five different images. In many cases, she has seen shots of both the
speaking and non-speaking member of the couple as well as other shots of
their son Alex, the yard, the house next door, their dog, etc. At other times,
the audio has been cut down to short fragments, and the key terms
“Lamaze,” “Pavlov,” “neurological” are heard so fast and fleetingly that the
viewer does not have time to align them with a singular image.
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The rapidity of the third section winds down as Chris is heard saying, “I don’t
want to do it!” before the camera pulls back from its close-ups, and Chris is seen
fully dressed on a couch with her knees up and Lee at her feet. It appears to be the
beginning of her contractions. The shots begin cutting between the early birth and
the construction work next door. Chris mentions the perineum and the possibility
of it tearing in labor as the film cuts to a bulldozer pushing through the side of the
house. Keller is drawing parallels between the female body and the potential
violence it faces in childbirth by juxtaposing it against the man-made destruction
next door. Furthermore, by concluding each section with a more intense segment
than concluded the preceding section, the tension becomes paramount, building
continually as the film progresses.

The fourth section of the film seems to serve a couple of specific functions —
providing the last of the significant background, pre-birth material and isolating
the parents for the purpose of exploring their struggles as individuals with the
upcoming event. Segregated by Keller to separate spaces, Chris is seen bracing
herself during early contractions in her delivery room while Lee is seen with Alex,
playing together near a river with a waterfall. As compared to the water imagery
in Window Water Baby Moving, where it seems to have a soothing effect, in this
section of Misconception, the loud rumbling water dominates the soundtrack, its
pressure making apparent the stress being felt by both of the parents as they are
uncontrollably rushed towards the impending birth. Despite having gotten
pregnant together, they face its difficulties psychologically apart as individuals
and differently positioned in relation to what is about to happen. At one point, in
almost complete silence, Alex and Lee can be seen walking in front of the
waterfall, holding hands, silhouetted against the pounding water. One might
assume that such a silence would present a feeling of calm but instead it is fraught
with anxiety. And the section ends with Lee’s voice blatantly stating, “I’ll tell ya —
I’m really scared.” It is true, as many of the film’s critics have pointed out, that
Misconception tends to focus on the mother’s bodily experience, but in cases such
as this, Keller provides space for the father, demonstrating her interest in both of
their responses to the event at hand. While there might not be an equality in the
distribution of work in labor, Keller renders so much apparent without excluding
and thus belittling either party.

Doctor examines Chris early on in delivery The bulldozer pushes through the side of the
house next door
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With the start of the fifth section and the appearance of the “5” card, the viewer is
once again presented with a black screen accompanied by birthing noises. Chris is
panting, and the doctor is telling her to push through the pain. Once the section of
black leader is over and the film again provides the viewer with visuals, Chris can
be seen on her side on the delivery table with Lee seated at her head. Shots of the
birth scene appear in a montage containing clips of Chris earlier in the pregnancy
coming out of the house and approaching the camera. The difference in facial
expressions is obvious. Outside she is smiling. On the delivery table, her face is
tense with pain. This segment is similar to another in Window Water Baby
Moving, where Brakhage brings together shots of Jane’s face in delivery and shots
of her face from earlier in the bath. As Friedberg has noted, however, the “images
of Jane’s face stretched in agony which seems, in their silence, to be ecstasy in the
throes of labor.”[30][open endnotes in new window] By including Chris’ verbal
expressions of pain — heavy breathing, grunting and screaming — Keller’s film
avoids such misinterpretation. The pain is quite apparent.

Before long, the camerawork becomes more and more confusing. In and out of
blackness, the viewer is provided with fragmented images, distractedly joined by
sounds of the next-door construction. The camera begins to scan Chris’ curled up
body, at times getting so close that her legs appear as out of focus pink blotches.
As the camera re-arrives at her upper-body in close-up, she turns her face into the
pillow, scrunching it in obvious discomfort. The camera scans the room wildly, as
the nurse tells Chris to take a deep breath, and we hear her gasp again. “Long
steady pushes, Chris,” accompanies a long but not so steady movement of the
camera. The nurse continues her instruction as the camera captures everything in
mere color field blotches. Not completely disoriented, the viewer knows the bright
red to be Lee’s shirt, the light blue to be Chris’ gown, the pink her naked skin. Her
legs come more clearly into focus, and the viewer is provided with just a glimpse
of her crotch and inner thigh, which appear bloody. Eventually, the camera
returns to her face. Her lips are trembling, and one hears both the doctor and
nurse encouraging, warning her, “not too fast,” before the screen goes black. The
wild, hand-held movements of the camera in this section are direct references to
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the lyrical filmmaking tradition and Brakhage’s part in its formation. As in his
films circa 1960, here the viewer gets a sense of viewing that which the filmmaker
herself saw and experienced, and the camera’s particularly extreme gestures
reflect the state of stress and excitement felt by those witness to the biological act
of creation.

The rapid editing of image and sound that occurs through the first five sections
sets a pace that is then broken in the sixth section when the actual birth occurs.
The first two minutes and forty seconds of the section appear as an unedited,
single long take with in-sync audio. The camera moves about the scene, the image
going in and out of focus, as Chris pants and screams and Lee, the doctor, and the
nurse tell her to push or take it slow. Often all the camera captures is the fuzzy
color-fields of the bodies and fabrics out of focus, but it continually returns to
both Lee and Chris’ mouths and faces, where the synchronicity of the audio to the
image is confirmed. At one point, however, as the camera closely examines Chris’
face, the viewer becomes aware that the baby has been born, hearing Lee’s voice
say, “Come on baby, cry!”[31] The camera then jerks quickly from Chris’ face
down her body, and we hear the nurse and Lee almost simultaneously announce,
“It’s a girl,” as the camera arrives at the face of the newborn. The camera moves
wildly about as both Lee and Chris exclaim excitedly.

After Chris has been handed the baby, the screen goes black for a few seconds,
and the afterbirth fills the second half of the sixth section. Although the fast-paced
editing and disjuncture between image and sound of the first five sections does
not completely return, this second half is composed of a couple of shots, rather
than just the one, and there are a few edited silences. For the most part the
camerawork continues in the wavering, explorative nature of the first half. At one
point, the camera moves in a fluid slow motion from Chris’ face to the baby’s head
to her vagina with the umbilical cord coming out. The baby cries, and the film cuts
to a shot of the mother and child from the side. Lee’s hands find the umbilical
cord, bring a set of medical scissors to it and cut it. A sound beep accompanies the
cut and a small pool of red blood gushes out.

The viewer hears the doctor speaking about the feeling of ecstasy often felt by
successful parents and the humanness felt by others, as she simultaneously sees
Chris’ vagina about to pass the afterbirth. Chris is on the phone, saying, “We just
had a little girl,” and the placenta emerges and slides out. The doctor’s hands take
it away, and the viewer is returned to Chris sitting up on the phone. A couple of
the past articles on this film have offered questionable and greatly differing
interpretations of the role of afterbirth. Reisman, for example, is confused as to
why Keller would include the placenta at all, never mind film it in a manner that
“make[s] the placenta look like an ugly, bloody mass,” and asks “why was it
photographed in such an unappealing and lingering way?”[32] The fact that the
placenta is, by definition, “[a] vascular membranous organ”[33]and a natural part
of childbirth, which may on its own appear ugly and bloody, does not seem to
occur to her or matter. Taubin, on the other hand, finds the placenta’s place in
Misconception to be exemplar of Keller’s willingness to “interrupt the aesthetic
distance,” a choice that Brakhage supposedly agonized over, despite his similar
inclusion and rendering of afterbirth in his own film.[34] For me, the reason
Keller would choose to include a shot of the placenta seems to have a much
simpler explanation. First, it references Brakhage’s own handling of the afterbirth
in Window Water Baby Moving, and, second, Keller’s willingness to depict
childbirth’s beauty, although that beauty is often not culturally accepted, goes
hand-in-hand with her willingness to depict its culturally repressed pain.
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The film comes to an end as the camera continues to scan Chris’ face, the baby,
and her body. She joyously recounts the birth to the person at the other end of the
line:

“Yes, yes, we are, believe me. Did you know that Lee delivered the
baby?...Oh, he was fine! I did all the work!”

The camera is zoomed in so close on Chris’ face that the viewer can see only her
eyes and the lines around them, which indicate that she is smiling. She laughs,
and then the film goes silent. Her happy eyes bounce back and forth, and then the
camera follows the phone’s cord down to the sleeping baby. Staying on the baby’s
face, it pulls around to get the two in the same shot. Chris’ lips move silently
against the phone in the immediate foreground, and the baby’s resting face
appears just behind in the foreshortened distance. The screen goes black for a
second, and the film is over. Its concluding use of silence and darkness finally
does have a relieving effect, as despite the tension, stress and pain of the process
seen, the film culminates in health and happiness.

Upon closely examining Misconception, it is apparent that the relation between
image and sound is one of instability and unpredictability. Keller demonstrates
her fascination with images and sounds in the ways that they conduct meaning
and how flexible they are in the ways in which they lend themselves to
comprehension. The film frequently relays an interest in the limits of both images
and sounds in articulating complex human emotions and opinions. For example,
when the viewer sees Chris and Lee in conversation and hears them debating
issues of parenting, and then, through editing, their words become realigned with
disparate images or they become silenced mid-sentence, the couple’s own
meaning becomes lost or conflated. And the opposite is true as well. In viewing
this family, their home and second birth, one’s perception of them is altered by
the sounds that their images are joined with. In more specific cases, particularly
in the earlier sections when the viewer is presented with brief images and sounds
from the future delivery, these brief fragments suggest what inevitably lies ahead.
Their disparity functions as a complexly collaged foreshadowing, and as the
technique is repeated, it builds a sense of tension that is finally released upon
birth.

Past critics have attempted to connect these techniques more specifically to a
political statement. They see Keller’s manipulation of image and sound as linked
to the film’s feminism. However, what these critics mean by such a term seems to
vary, but their opinions also often overlap. In some cases, they locate the film’s
feminism in the way it has Chris speak. In comparison to Jane Brakhage, Chris is
able to express the pain she experiences in childbirth and the challenges she faces
in mothering. For some critics, Lee seems to be made a fool of or presented as a
dominating patriarchal figure to be criticized. And in general, they tend to
emphasize the she said/he said, situating Chris and Lee as opposing figures
against one another. Reisman was perhaps the only feminist critic who
interviewed Keller and wrote about Misconception in the early eighties to come to
the conclusion that the film was not in fact feminist. Challenging Taubin’s reading
as essentialist and stating that “the filmmaker’s gender [has been] confused with
the films themselves,”[35] Reisman suggests that Misconception’s extreme
ambiguity and confusion lead to its failure as a political statement. She states:

“The film continually switches voices between Chris and Lee, but by
the montage and the overlapping of image and sound, the point of
view that Keller holds as filmmaker is unclear. We can never be sure
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‘whose side,’ if anyone’s, she is on in relation to the couple. And
because of this confusion, the spectator doesn’t get a clear sense of
whether Keller wants the film to be read as her own commentary on
childbirth and marriage, or from the perspective of Chris or of
Lee.”[36]

She draws a similar conclusion about Keller’s following film Daughters of Chaos
(1979): “The film is also unclear as it suggests a reluctance to negate traditional
notions of womanhood.”[37] For Reisman, these uncertainties appear as a
disappointment, and she seems unable to draw significance from either film in the
absence of an obvious political statement. While I do not agree with the extent to
which she takes her conclusions, I too find significance in the ambiguity of
Misconception’s use of image and sound. Keller spent over three years editing the
film and the result is purposeful and prepared. Therefore, it is my contention that
ambiguity and uncertainty function as key structural tropes in the film.
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Shot of placenta in Misconception

Shot of placenta in Window Water Baby Moving

This refusal to take sides is further reflected in the complex
relationship between Keller and Brakhage. Keller herself is always
hesitant to describe the relationship in harsh or polarizing terms.
Despite attempts on Taubin’s part to categorize Keller as a feminist
filmmaker who sees male filmmakers “as distinct as Joseph Cornell,
Stan Brakhage, and Michael Snow” as “shar[ing] a common central
theme — ‘putting women in their place,’”[38] [open endnotes in new
window] or her film as “clar[ying] some of the overwhelming and
inarticulate rage which many women have felt in relation to these and
other films by Stan Brakhage,”[39] Keller has always been respectful
and appreciative when she speaks of him. In 1987, the Millennium
Film Journal published part of a speech she had given at a screening
hosted by the journal that focused on her relation to Brakhage. In the
beginning of the quote, she states:

“I don’t know that there could be an avant-garde filmmaker
in America that is not in some way indebted to Stan
Brakhage, has not studied his films, has not thought about
them and taken them seriously. And I certainly don’t
consider myself an exception. In fact, I consider myself
somebody who really knows his films well and looks at
them a lot and really enjoys them.”[40]

“I think we have different world views. I guess that’s what I
would say. I would say that I am a student of [Brakhage’s]
filmmaking, but once we apply ourselves to the content
something really different comes out.”[41]

And this was far from the first time that she made such statements,
simultaneously distancing herself from him while aligning her
filmmaking practices with his. In her 1978 interview with Taubin,
Keller describes Misconception as a “loving critique of Window Water
Baby Moving”[42] and definitively states that its creation was only
made possible due to Brakhage’s previous experimentation with the
subject. She also repeatedly insists that the film was not meant to
“criticize the man in the film and valorize the woman”[43] but to
capture the complications that come about when two people approach
such a difficult process together though from distinctly disparate
positions.

But the differences between Keller’s film and Brakhage’s do not lie
solely in their depictions of the sexes, their treatments of the female
body and the functioning of sound or the lack thereof therein. Whereas
Window Water Baby Moving was shot from the start on 16mm, Keller
originally shot Misconception on sound Super-8, blowing it up to
16mm only later for distribution purposes.[44] This technical choice
accounts for the extra-grainy quality of the image and the constant
visibility of splice-marks throughout the film. By choosing to shoot on
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Super-8, a low-budget system designed in the early-seventies for
amateur use, Keller created an aesthetic resembling that of a home-
movie, which, as B. Ruby Rich has noted, emphasizes the film’s “sense
of intimacy and sympathy.”[45] This effect goes hand in hand with
Keller’s insistence on including material of the everyday, incorporating
interviews with Chris and Lee weeks before the birth as well as shots
from their home life — the painting of their house’s interior, the
mother and son bath, the house next door being torn down by
construction workers. While Brakhage also included shots of the
pregnant wife in the bath, they are much different in nature, serving to
further mythologize the birth rather than to establish setting or
provide realistic documentary evidence. In fact, in Brakhage’s film, the
pregnancy and birth have been wholly de-contextualized from the
world at large. Other than a few shots of passionate kisses between
Brakhage and Jane taken earlier in the pregnancy, the viewer is not
provided with a glimpse into their life as a couple, where they live or
what they do on a day-to-day basis.

Keller’s de-romanticization of the birth event is further emphasized in
her use of typed note cards to introduce the title, filmmaker and
sections. Its frequent repetition, with the intermittent numbered
section announcements, leaves no doubt that the simple, matter-of-
fact aesthetic was intended to counter Brakhage’s usage of the exact
opposite — the romanticized hand-written scrawl. Prior to 1974, when
Brakhage switched to copyrighting his films, each film, no matter how
short, included a title at the start and a signature, “By Brakhage,” at the
end. He created the title and signature by tediously scratching at the
film stock, frame by frame, a process that often took hours.[46] Since
then, Brakhage has stated that he did so in order to make a personal
statement and in order to distinguish his films from those of anyone
else, especially those of Hollywood.[47] And it worked, “By Brakhage”
becoming a symbol for the touch of the artist’s hand. In the mid-70s,
Keller was well aware of this and chose to counter in a subtle but
noticeable manner. Thus, Keller would make such statements as,

“I would say that I am a student of [Brakhage’s]
filmmaking, but once we apply ourselves to the content
something really different comes out.”[48]

She is correct but also seems to be understating the fact that such
differences were often direct results of a purposeful reaction on her
part to his earlier content and aesthetic choices.

While I do not care to endorse the general methodological strategy of
privileging authorial meaning or intent, in this particular case the
filmmaker’s language appears particularly apt. Keller was not only a
filmmaker but a film historian as well, and she regularly re-thought her
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opinions on and position in relation to Brakhage from her days as his
student in the early-seventies through her years as a professor at the
University of Rhode Island, where she wrote about and taught his films
in the late-eighties and early-nineties. Throughout the process of
studying her films, returning to her extremely articulate and poignant
words has been of recurring benefit and delight. It is for these reasons
that I find it relevant to keep her language so at hand when conducting
my own formal analysis. In addition, the fact that past critics have for
the most part ignored her own language, both in written and spoken
form, bodes ominously now that she is no longer living and capable of
defending her own intentions in person.

In February 1994, at the age of forty-three, Keller passed away,
survived by her parents, husband, twin daughters, two stepchildren
and six siblings.[49] Since the time of her early death, her films have
unfortunately been written about even less than they were when she
was alive. Her work has, however, continued to be appreciated and
loved by a close community of filmmakers and historians with whom
she had regularly associated with at such organizations as Anthology
Film Archives, where her films were frequently shown, and the New
York Filmmakers’ Cooperative, where she served as president from
1986 through 1989.[50] In 1981, Keller had been included in the
exhibition Home Made Movies: 20 Years of American 8mm and
Super-8 Films curated by J. Hoberman at Anthology Film Archives,
and in the winter of 1998-89, she would be included in the Museum of
Modern Art’s retrospective Big as Life: An American History of 8mm
Films curated by Steve Anker and Jytte Jensen.[51] The small but
substantial file on her located at Anthology Film Archives as well as the
recent DVD compilation of her films by Canyon Cinema and the
restoration of three of her films by the New York Public Library of
Performing Arts are testimony to the continuing appreciation for her
work.

In 2007, Robin Blaetz’s edited text Women’s Experimental Cinema:
Critical Frameworks was published by Duke University Press. Blaetz’s
essay, “Amnesis Time: The Films of Marjorie Keller,” returns to
Keller’s films approximately twenty years after they received regular
public attention. The essay is extensive, informed by interviews with P.
Adams Sitney, Keller’s husband, and Saul Levine, Keller’s close friend
and early film teacher, as well as Keller’s unpublished manuscript on
women’s films. Blaetz provides a section of thorough biographical
information before establishing her interest in Keller’s exemplar
position as a woman who was raised with traditional notions of
femininity in the 1950s and yet matured as a professional after the
cultural changes of the sixties and seventies. Due to this interest, the
focus of Blaetz’s analysis is on the functioning of what she terms
“amnesis time” in a few of Keller’s films — Ancient Parts, Foreign
Parts, Private Parts, Daughters of Chaos, Misconception and Herein
— spanning her oeuvre.

This article seeks to join Blaetz’s essay in re-awakening attention to
Keller’s films. In conducting a formal analysis of Misconception
particularly attuned to its complexly-edited image/sound relationship,
I have woven into my analysis the filmmaker’s own language as well as
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past critics analyses and their comparisons to her predecessor’s film. I
wish to release the film from past binds to do so in a manner that
opens it up for further inquiry. As Keller’s friend and fellow film
historian Maria DiBattista wrote in an article for Film Culture upon
the filmmaker’s death, “[Keller] was by all estimations a myriad-
minded woman — a filmmaker and a film scholar, a teacher, a wife and
mother, a daughter, sister and friend,”[52] and a similar range can be
found in her films as well. I have focused on the intricacies of a single
Keller film but with knowledge of the breadth of her oeuvre. While
material for her films tended to come from within a tight radius
surrounding her own personal experience, the tone and texture of each
piece range in their explorations of familial relationships, old home
movies, a death of a close pet and the pleasurable labor of gardening.
She made silent films and sound films. She made films on 8mm,
Super-8 and 16mm; they range from three to fifty minutes in length.
Unfortunately, critical reception of her films has not yet been fully
brought to term but has experienced an extended period of gestation.
If serious film historians, academics, critics and cinephiles begin to put
in the appropriate labor, films such as Misconception could experience
the jubilant attention that they deserve — better late than never.
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Pálfi György, the director.

Many of the film’s posters focused on the comic
aspects of the film.

Archaeology of flesh: 
history and body-memory in
Taxidermia

by Laszlo Strausz

“The meaning of the fable then lies not in making a stab at
interpretation, but (…) in locating and hypothesizing that feature of
national culture and the national experience to which this peculiar
interpretive dilemma can be said to be relevant.” 
— Frederic Jameson on Days of Eclisse (Aleksandr Sokurov, 1988)
[1][open endnotes in new window]

The grotesque storyline and the hyperrealist visual style of György Pálfi’s 2006
film Taxidermia make it difficult for an international audience to watch it as a
critical historical trope. However, under the façade of the film’s comic
exaggerations that focus on various bodily obsessions, the director draws a
complex image of Hungary’s 20th-century history. Through the story of a family’s
three generations, the film depicts how the three main political systems have
impacted the ways individuals use their body as a memory site that preserves the
traces of dominant political ideologies.

Taxidermia’s black humour does not hide the ideological implications of its
triptych-structured plot. The first section revolves around the adventures of the
orderly Morosgoványi, who serves in the quasi-feudalistic setting of a military
outpost during the Second World War. Exploited and humiliated by his superiors,
the hare-lipped man creates a sexual fantasy-world, where the strict class-
boundaries do not apply anymore. His inability to separate the reality of the
military outpost and that of his imaginary world ultimately leads to his downfall.
His son, who competes in speed-eating competitions during the Socialist era,
illustrates the common man’s resistance to the official ideology of collective
ownership. The morbid sport, illustrated in the film via a hyperrealistic visual
style, grotesquely deforms his body, but, similarly to the first episode of the film,
transforms it into the site of resistance. Taxidermia’s obsession with corporeality
culminates with the third episode, where the speed-eater’s son, locked into a tiny,
frail body, makes a living as a taxidermist. While for his ancestors the living body
served as a site of resistance, the contemporary character in the post-1989 era
loses the ability to performatively express his identity through his body: thus, as a
final gesture, he stuffs his father’s and his own empty body later to be exhibited in
a gallery space. Pálfi’s film draws a comic and grotesque image of the country’s
past, which critical revisits the idea of teleological historical development as an
important component of the nation’s identity during much of the 20th-century.
The gesture of critically addressing the past in the cinema during the last twenty
years in Hungary has been a rare phenomenon. Taxidermia, on top of its unique
narrative and stylistic strategies, is an important film as it takes up the task of
confronting some of the myths about the country’s recent history.

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/strauszTaxidermia/bio.html


The press-kit at the Hong Kong Film Festival: a
chunk of meat.

Restorative visions of the history: Honfoglalás
creates a heroic image of the nation.

Taxidermia was sold as an odd body-
film.

The advertising campaign put into the
forefront various aspects of corporeality.

Several years ago, as a young critic I was invited to take part in a roundtable
discussion on the status of contemporary Hungarian cinema in Budapest.[2]
What I witnessed during the debates and conversations was a “clash of
generations.” The filmmakers and the critics in their forties and fifties insisted
that the most relevant question for East-Central European cinema today is by all
means a historical one, and kept questioning the younger directors: “Where is
your political consciousness? Why don’t we see the current diverse political and
historical shifts reflected in your films?” In face of this inquiry, the younger
directors pointed out the ambiguities of contemporary social-historical experience
and its connections to a past that are often mediated through the expectations of
an older generation. Besides the numerous discussed shifts that have changed the
face of film production and reception in the post-socialist countries (among others
the dissolution of the state-financed film production, the competition for the
screens with global products that have much a higher production value, the
relative unpopularity of the historical film genre), from the roundtable meetings
there seemed to emerge a sense of perplexity about how to cinematically relate to
the past.

For those generations that created or critiqued motion pictures under the socialist
regime, political art meant something entirely different than for the directors in
their late twenties or early thirties. In the latter’s films, social criticism was shyer
and subtler: it rather filtered through character types and not symbolic language,
through available generic frameworks and not allegorical storytelling strategies.
Not entirely unrelated to my own age at the time, I sided with the younger artists.
In any case, it seemed that the two parties spoke a completely different language.
Although both agreed on the issue that art and more precisely cinema should
locate social problems and ask provocative questions about the changing
historical realities, their ideas on how to achieve this could not have been more
different. The significance of this generational divide during the roundtable
discussions was not a self-contained one; for me at the time it was important since
it showed that cinema is surrounded by the unspoken assumption that is should,



In Sacra Corona the mythical past takes
nostalgic forms.

In Hídember, the lone 19th-century genius is
applauded.

Szabadság, szerelem depicts to the 1956
revolution within the romantic action-genre.

in one way or another, interpret historical questions. What surfaced as a general
problem during the roundtable meetings included several complicated theoretical
issues that went unacknowledged: what is the role of cinema in creating memories
of the past and the present? How do these images influence society’s
understanding of its current self? Who should filmmakers address: the general
film-going public or a smaller group of literati? What artistic strategies are best
suited to accomplish the task of making films about social-historical topics? Here
I certainly do not plan to answer these complex and much debated questions, but
am interested in how history, and more importantly, historical remembering
surfaces in arguably one of the most important Hungarian films of the post-1989
era, Taxidermia by Pálfi György. While many reviewers have focused on the
scandalous or obscene aspects of the film and described it as a cinematic oddity,
[3] I think it is a misleading approach since it hides from the spectator the
analyses of the creators on the body and its relations to cultural memory.

During the Soviet occupation in East-Central Europe, historical or political
themes in cinema had usually been addressed via poetic language. The parables or
allegories grew out of the complex artistic images, or sets of symbols, which could
be interpreted by the audiences as resistant or critical voices that attempted to
circumvent politically motivated state censorship. In the countries of East-Central
Europe, the various national traditions gave rise to significantly different forms of
politically motivated filmmaking. Polish films earned the title of “cinema of moral
concern,” as they attempted to analyse the personal-moral consequences of
modernity and its various political manifestations. Andrzej Wajda’s oeuvre (Ashes
and Diamonds, 1958; Man of Marble, 1977) clearly exemplifies this trend. Czech
cinema came to be known for its sense of humour in depicting the life of the
common man (Jiri Menzel, Closely Watched Trains, 1967). Black humour often
surfaced in the works of directors in the former Yugoslavian state (Dusan
Makavejev, W.R.: Mysteries of the Organism, 1971). Hungarian cinema, and
probably the best known Hungarian director, Miklós Jancsó was noted for the
stylised, complex mobile sequences that repeatedly problematized issues related
to the distribution of political power across various historical situations (e.g. The
Red and the White, 1967). Taxidermia displays that it continues these
aforementioned earlier trends, which become inflected with the historical
perspective of the post-1989 era.

We can find numerous films about historical topics produced in Hungary after
1989 about both the immediate and more distant past. Using Svetlana Boym’s
distinction between the two kinds of nostalgia and remembering,[4] these can
roughly be broken down into two categories. On one hand, restorative nostalgia
attempts to reconstruct a memory of an idealized era or event(s) and more
importantly presents itself as the exclusive and unproblematic version of it. To
this group belong films like Honfoglalás (Gábor Koltay, 1996), Sacra Corona
(Gábor Koltay, 2001), Hídember (Géza Bereményi, 2002) or Szabadság, szerelem
(Krisztina Goda, 2006). Each of these films depicts a select moment of the
Hungarian past foregrounding its grandeur and celebrating the achievements of a
few heroic individuals. The function of this type of remembering is to choose a
point in historical past and to show the linear progression of the nation from this
past to the present. Implicitly, the aforementioned films compare the hardships of
these eras with contemporary ones, but seem to conclude that just like the
ancestors, present-day society will overcome the difficulties it faces, since the
present is a direct result of the past.

On the other hand, reflective nostalgia is interested in memories that shed light
on what is fragmentary or changing, unstable and discontinuous in history. Films
that realise this seconds type of nostalgic memory explore contradictions or
fissures, and often focus on the quotidian as opposed to the extraordinary. Among
many others, significantly different films like A részleg (Péter Gothár, 1995),
Csinibaba (Péter Tímár, 1997), Sunshine (Napfény Ize, István Szabó 1999),
Helyfoglalás, avagy a mogyorók bejövetele (András Szõke, 2000) and Fateless
(Sorstalanság, Lajos Koltai 2005) attempt to depict a less homogenous and



Sunshine addresses the topic of the assimilation
of Jews in Hungary.

Fateless looks at the Holocaust through a young
child’s eyes.

straightforward image of the past to shed light on what is underrepresented or
problematic, changing or malleable. Their aim is not the accurate reconstruction
of historical events, but much rather to speak of the multiple ways the past can be
understood, used or represented. Asides from these explicitly historical themes in
various films, there are several motion pictures produced in Hungary after 1989
that refer to history less directly but use formative events as a backdrop to the
story with a not explicitly historical focus.[5]

The films mentioned can be regarded as various attempts to come to terms with
the past in restorative or reflective ways. What they have in common, however, is
that each of them aims to dissect specific events or focuses on historical agents,
but not longer processes and more importantly, their connections, or the changes
that separate them. Szabó’s Sunshine forms the exception here, and this film is
structurally similar to Taxidermia: both attempt to give an overview of Hungary’s
history across three generations of a family. However, while the goal of Sunshine
is to meditate about the question of assimilation for the Jewish Sonnenschein
family across the twentieth century, Taxidermia itself is a meta-historical work:
on top of dealing with three historical eras, the film obsessively returns to the
question of how our recollections are formed about these eras. In the following, I
will argue that by ironically reconstructing the history of the twentieth-century
Hungary in form of a family saga as an inevitable and linear succession of male
generations, the director criticizes the idea of a teleologically progressing history,
and displays his scepticism of the causal connections that exist between the
separate eras and identities. This criticism becomes visible via the systematic
overuse of the techniques of caricature and hyperbole and the hyperrealist visual
style, which turn out to be Pálfi’s central tools in this body film based on several
short stories of contemporary Hungarian writer Lajos Parti-Nagy. The writer is an
emblematic figure of contemporary Hungarian literary life. His texts (poetry,
prose, translations etc.) have often been described as “postmodern.” Typical
characteristics of his work are the excessive transformations of common language,
the usage of deliberately truncated or flawed elements, and the systematic
placement of the absurd and the parodic in his texts. He regards his role as an
author similar to that of a craftsman, who manually kneads language into novel
forms. Pálfi has successfully translated the literary text into cinematic forms,
preserving and further developing the qualities of the original. 

Memory, identity and the body

In Pálfi’s film, the events around three generations of the family unfold in three
different historical eras. Each episode introduces a situation where the
protagonist is exploited by more powerful characters, which is depicted along the
lines of their increasing sexual failure. In this sense, Pálfi is trying to capture
collective, shared experiences of the pre-socialist (one could argue that this
section evokes the impression of the monarchist times, although there are no
explicit references to this), socialist, and the post-socialist times by focusing on



how the human body becomes a terrain for remembering, acquiring and sharing
group identity—in reaction to the humiliation and exploitation it experiences.
Remarkably, each of the episodes selects a recurring, performative corporeal
practice, and these in turn display how the characters private lives are inherently
bound up with the political sphere. The influence of the political on the private
manifests itself in several different ways in Pálfi’s film, but I will single out the
three axes of communal-social relations, the psychical object world and sexuality
to represent how the rites performed by the respective members of the family
change across the different political systems. By choosing the terrain of the body
to contemplate the themes of memory and identity, Taxidermia aligns itself with
an intellectual tradition that emphasizes structural connections between social
norms, repetition and incorporate routines.[6] Along these lines, Paul Connerton
has argued[7] that commemorative social rites as a form of social memory are
often performed as bodily practices. So that I can situate the body performances
in Taxidermia as a form of memory and identity practice, it seems worthwhile to
revisit this argument.

The first generation in the pre-socialist era: Morosgoványi, the orderly.

The second generation in the socialist era: Kálmán, the speed-eater.

The third generation in the post-socialist era: Lajos, the taxidermist

According to Connerton, one way of creating group identity is by producing social
habit-memories, which are different from personal and cognitive memories. Habit
memories are “accumulative practices of the same,”[8] where ‘same’ refers to the
recurring activities “within the mental and material spaces of the group.”[9] The
continuity of identity, i.e. the belonging of the individual to the group can be
understood as a formalized and performative re-enactment of a prototypical event
that forms a core experience, or a “master narrative” for the given community.
Connerton argues that this performative memory is located in gestural or bodily
activities.

“Bodily practices of a culturally specific kind entail a combination of
cognitive and habit-memory” [and] “it is precisely because what is
performed is something to which the performers are habituated that
the cognitive content of what the group remembers in common
exercises such persuasive and persistent force.”[10]

In this sense, the separate generations of the family in Taxidermia perform their
belonging to the group and their relations to the historical forces they have no
control over by caricaturized incorporate gestures. In the following, I will try to



show what “master narrative” is practiced by the characters across the various
political systems of twentieth-century Hungary. Ultimately, by connecting these
different performative rites through the classical novelistic grandfather-father-son
structure, the film turns the progression of the male bloodline (here represented
as history) into a comedy that ironically revisits and criticises the idea of causative
historical progress.

To trace the development of different political systems through the film, and to
break down how they mediate their regulations towards the individuals, I will
focus on how the processes of bodily rites perform the function of collective
remembering in Taxidermia. For the East-Central European viewer who grew up
during the Socialist era, collective body memory is a familiar identity function that
was practised in various Socialist celebrations and marches (for example May 1 –
International Workers Day, April 4 – the liberation of Hungary by the Soviet
troops in 1945), or youth movements centrally organized and controlled by the
government as a tool of ideological education. The pioneer movement
(membership was mandatory), somewhat similarly to the boy- or girl scout
movements in other countries, put on celebrations or marches, organised various
activities and summer camps, in order to create a “proper ideological
environment” for the youth of the nation. These collective bodily rites are well-
known to everyone in the region except the youngest generations: in the pioneer
movements, the dominant ideology was turned into an experienceable collective
practice. Thus, Parti-Nagy and Pálfi’s choice of rites that focus on the body is
grounded in communal experience of the Eastern European audiences.

In my analysis of the individuals’ strategies to deal with the historical totality
surrounding them, I will rely on Henri Lefebvre’s notions of the quotidian and the
festival. The dialectical interplay between Connerton’s framework of collective
remembering and identity formation, and Lefebvre’s descriptions about the
function of the festival allows me to approach Taxidermia as a meta-historical
text. Through a symptomatic-thematic reading, I will try to reconstruct another
text that lies at the bottom of Pálfi’s film, which appears to be criticizing the idea
that we can explain the present by pointing out its historical causes in the past.
The question about the linearity or causality between the past and the present has
significant political implications, and the pro- and contra arguments are part of
the rhetoric of different political platforms that surround many important
ideological questions in contemporary Hungary about race, sexuality or class
issues.

According to Jameson, the critic should perform a

“diagnostic revelation of terms or nodal points implicit in the
ideological system which have, however, remained unrealized in the
surface of the text.”[11]

The fact that the discourses on national identity in Hungarian cinema remain
hidden and coded, but often surface in the expectations of critics calls for an
investigation of that “repression.” The interpretation of the critic “always
presupposes, if not a conception of the unconscious itself, then at least some
mechanism of mystification or repression in terms of which it would make sense
to seek a latent meaning behind a manifest one, or to rewrite the surface
categories of the text in the stronger language of a more fundamental interpretive
code.”[12] Along the lines of Jameson’s description about the purpose of criticism,
I will argue that the important social function of Pálfi György’s Taxidermia is that
the film addresses the issue of historical (dis)continuity among the present and
the past. Even if this topic remains buried in the discourses of resistance,
sexuality and the material object world, it regularly breaks through the texture of
the historical saga to show us its relevance for contemporary realities.

Go to page 2
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The borders of the real world and
Morosgoványi’s sexual imagination disappear
when the camera literally enters the world of
Hans Christian Andersen’s The Little Match Girl.

A symptomatic-thematic reading: 
a sexualized body

In the first act of the film, we witness a monarchist world of masters and servants,
where class seems to be the determining aspect of the characters and their actions.
This episode takes place during the pre-socialist years of the Second World War.
The film takes us to a mountain military outpost on some frontier, where a
frustrated officer lives with his wife, two daughters and the orderly Morosgoványi.
The oppressive circumstances of the situation manifest themselves in brutal verbal
and physical abuse of the hare-lipped private by his superior: the former basically
functions as a feudalistic servant to the family. Forced into a dull daily routine of
chopping wood, feeding the animals and cleaning, Morosgoványi escapes into the
private universe of his sexual imagination that will become a surrogate world for
him. He is not able to distinguish clearly between his imaginary libidinal universe
and the material reality of his life. As the film progresses along several scenes of
ritualistic autosexual performances, the officer eventually shoots Morosgoványi to
death after the latter presumably had sex with his wife.

The episode ends when the wife gives birth to a baby with a tiny tail, which seems
to be the continuation of Morosgoványi’s birth defect (his hare-lip) and thus
confirms that the child is his son. The episode continually overlaps images of
naked female bodies with pig meat: in these perplexing sequences, the officer’s
wife, his two daughters and a slaughtered pig are confused intentionally to depict
the fantasy world of Morosgoványi. Additionally, this first chapter introduces the
film’s focal point of the human- and animal body, alive and dead flesh or meat,
and foreshadows the theme of devouring that dominates the second episode.
While the grotesque overlapping of naked bodies and meat allows for the inclusion
of hilarious sequences, these simultaneously express how the creation of the
orderly’s fantasy-world is a direct reaction to the oppressive circumstances of the
quasi-feudalistic world of the military outpost.

In this first stage of the film, the everyday routines of the main characters
seamlessly mix with the more “celebratory” events. In Henri Lefebvre’s
terminology, the festival and the quotidian overlap. According to Lefebvre, the
festival develops on the basis of its anti-thesis, the everyday, and the

“festival differ[s] from everyday life only in the explosion of forces,
which had been slowly accumulated in and via everyday life itself.”[13] 
[open endnotes in new window]

The two concepts allow for a criticism of social space and everyday life. As
Lefebvre remarks, before post-industrial capitalism, this dialectic was more visible
and integrated into the structure of society, as…

“[f]estivals contrasted violently with everyday life, but they were not
separate from it. They were like everyday life, but more intense; and
moments of that life—in the practical community, food and the
relation with nature—in other words, work—were reunited, amplified,
magnified in the festival.”[14]

Lefebvre’s original concepts[15] show their relevance for Pálfi’s film through
everyday activities of the characters (feeding the animals, chopping wood), which



at the same time represent the material reality of the historical situation. The
bleak grey colours used to depict the scenery are not interrupted with more
saturated colours, until the viewer is introduced to the fantasy-world of
Morosgoványi. The dissimilar colour-schemes divide from each other the two
realms of the orderly’s universe: in the first he is a servant, and the grey tones
express the idea of his miserable condition. As soon as he finds refuge inside his
invented mental world, vivid colours take the place of the earlier tints. In the
feudalistic world of the first episode we witness a strongly repressive class-based
mini-society, where Morosgoványi is an exploited servant. He is able to create a
specific mode of cultural experience for himself that displays the qualities of the
Lefebvrian festival experienced individually. His imagination turns the hard
objectivity of monotonous work into a carnivalesque event.

This capacity for creating the ‘celebratory’ out of the ‘everyday’ manifest itself in
the director’s depiction of Morosgoványi and his relation with objects. In one of
Taxidermia’s visually complex scenes, the orderly is seen putting his face in the
steam rising from the bathwater in a wooden tub. After a few seconds, a
continuous 360-degree camera movement starts to circle around and above the
bathtub. The floor of the room becomes a constantly revolving horizontal trap
door and from the mobile shot it appears as if the camera was a planet in the orbit
of the tub with its gaze fixated on it. As the circling movement completes an 180º-
turn, it travels through the floor only to emerge on the other side revealing a new
section of the family’s history.

As the camera circles around the bathtub, the mobile composition turns the everyday object
into the centre of the household.

The bathtub is literally the centre of the household, which remains static while the
camera moves around illuminating the various activities it can accommodate:
bathing, sleeping, making of bread, making love, giving birth, dying, washing
cloths, storing food. Thus this object provides an anchor for the panoply of family
members’ activities. The fact that people’s lives revolve around it in diverse phases
demonstrates its essential function: it maintains a strong connection between the
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activities it allows to perform and the individuals. Here a synthesis of the
quotidian and the festival reveals itself via the interaction of humans and objects.
The bathtub is not a commodity, it rather displays how it can be employed to
create a life-world around the characters, which remains capable of producing
communal cultural practices.

Throughout the episode, Morosgoványi’s sexual fantasies penetrate the diegetic
world of the military outpost. During a masturbation scene, the soldier imagines
himself into the world of Hans Christian Andersen’s fairy tale The Little Match
Girl. The film visualizes this insertion by combining the animated (tale) with
photographic image (filmic characters.) When he ejaculates, his sperm shoots up
into the night sky and via a visual trick becomes the stars. In this sense, the
orderly becomes the creator of his own imaginary universe. Half-real, half-
imagined sexual experiences repeat when Morosgoványi has sex with his
superior’s wife and fathers the latter’s son. The act takes place in the same
bathtub, where the remnants of a slaughtered pig still lie around. Thus the images
of the intercourse and close-ups of the meat are intercut, making in hard to know
whether the orderly really has sex with a woman or is on top of a piece of meat
imaging the act. The meat-flesh association is also depicted in another
masturbation scene including a hostile poultry. As the orderly attempts to
pleasure himself using a greased hole on the wall of the barn, a hen starts to peck
at his penis emerging from the inside of the shack. The scene makes it clear how in
the orderly’s mind the boundaries between everyday life, work, fantasy and
celebration are washed away. One might look at Morosgoványi’s unusual sexual
fantasies as bizarre, but one fact remains hard to dispute: they are real desires.
Throughout the second and third episode of Taxidermia, the possibility of sexual
desire will gradually fade away.

In the first part of Pálfi’s historical family saga, the characters’ lives unfold in a
repressive quasi-feudalistic system. While the fantasies of Morosgoványi are
escapist in the sense that they allow him to invent a safe world of sexuality and
imagination, they always reflect back on and are rooted in the concrete materiality
of the quasi-feudalistic setting. The modality of the orderly’s eccentric visions
incites a structural understanding of the character as an exploited lower class
subject. He remembers or performs his identity through obsessively reenacting
this core experience that foregrounds his social status. In these reenactments,
Morosgoványi repeatedly enters his imaginary world, where the practice of
violating class boundaries becomes a re-inscription of those very boundaries that
divide him and the other characters. The fact that these rites are essentially body
performances shows us that “these practices (…) cannot be well accomplished
without a diminution of the conscious attention that is paid to them.”[16] Thus,
Morosgoványi’s identity is not so much reenacted intentionally but more as a “gut
reaction” through the body, and more specifically through his socially
transgressive sexual fantasies. The overdrawn, sex-(and class)-obsessed
Morosgoványi, as the film reveals, literally will became the “cause” (father) for the
next generation. This would normally suggest that according to the film’s logic, the
class-related frustrations cause (father) the socialist era.

Furthermore, the virtuoso mobile transition that connects the first and second
episodes naturalizes this causality between the generations and the political
systems.



Transition sequence: the continuous take between the episodes highlights the notion of
causality between historical periods, an idea the film criticizes throughout.

In what seems to be a point-of-view shot, the officer is looking at his new-born son
whom he holds in his outstretched arms. The camera starts to tilt down towards
the ground, and after a 180-degree turn reveals the father himself upside down
holding the baby. As the tilt continues and frames the blue sky above, three fighter
jets appear in formation that are, as we find out in a few seconds, part of the
socialist ceremony in the opening scene of the second episode. Here the
continuous mobile frame pretends to preserve the continuity of time and space
between the monarchist and the socialist times. A simple cut would have created a
more disruptive transition between these two episodes of Taxidermia, but the
camera movement seamlessly connects the two eras. However, the film seriously
undermines this simple, causative logic by the caricaturized and hyperbolic
characters, and by the porous line it draws between the real and the imaginary.

A rebellious body

In the second act, the Morosgoványi’s son, Balatoni Kálmán grows up to become a
national speed-eating champion under the socialist regime. It is this part of the
film that grossed out most viewers and reviewers, as the first part’s focus on
sexuality gives way to all kinds of bodily functions related to eating and throwing
up.[17] Undoubtedly, the highlight of the episode is the socialist eating contest
that features Russian, Bulgarian, Chinese and Hungarian competitors. It is here
that the downfall of the protagonist, Balatoni begins, since he is forced to give up
the game as a result of a lockjaw. The frustrated eating-champion becomes
obsessed with his body volume, and tries to set up new world records in all kinds
of bizarre eating categories. Pálfi here is focusing on the changes caused by
socialism in people’s relation to the material object-world: the ideology of
collective property and the lack of private ownership finds itself expressed in the
grotesque distortions of devouring.



As the camera descends into the arena, the
director visually mocks the tradition of
international socialist camaraderie and its mise-
en-scène.

As the film progresses, the director’s assessment on the value and function of
objects and sexuality changes, which in turn leads to his critique of the various
forms of social-communal relations, politics and identity. In the second act, the
viewer witnesses the socialist colonization of imagination through the story of the
orderly Morosgoványi’s son. The figure of Balatoni Kálmán, a speed-eating
champion, becomes a symptom for the distorted relation between individuals and
the object world in Hungary during the post-WWII decades. In line with the
official ideology of the Party, private ownership and property was banned, and
every citizen of the state owned goods collectively. However, the popular term
“existing socialism” came into existence when people started to realize that
collective ownership is hardly more than a myth. In reality, the Party rhetoric
barely hid the formation of the new ruling class living under significantly different
circumstances than the majority of the people. While the original Marxist critique
was directed at the phenomena of reification and commodification of social
totality under the capitalist system, “existing socialism” in the East European
countries also realized a specific form of class-based society. Since the political
system did never allow the citizen to develop a “cognitive mapping function
whereby the individual subject projects and models his or her insertion into
collectivity,”[18] society as an organic whole remained a utopia in spite of the
official ideology of the Hungarian Socialist Workers’ Party.

In Pálfi’s film, the characters’ fixations call into being a reversed fascination with
ownership that is indicative of East European societies during the socialist system.
The obsession with commodities is here not the result of capitalism’s alienating
processes, but rather a frustrated surrogate activity: the lack of freedom and social
justice coupled with the relatively low life standards made many people to
compulsively focus on ownership of objects. In the second episode of Taxidermia,
these objects take the form of food that is available to be eaten. Kálmán, the eating
champion, and his friend Béla, will devour all the food (i.e. material wealth) that
they cannot be the owners of. In the second act of the film, the Party organizes an
eating championship between the sportsmen and –women of the friendly socialist
countries, which gives the director the opportunity to restage the official, self-
celebratory culture of the system.

In line with Lefebvre’s notion of the everyday and the festival, the Party is trying to
accomplish a forced staging of the festival or the carnival. Among the theatrical
sets of the typical socialist-realist Pantheon, each country lines up their players
who compete in various numbers while in the intermissions vomiting out
everything they ate in the previous rounds. The mise-en-scène of the scene
carefully recreates and at the same time criticizes the idiotic efforts of the
organizers to hold a carnival, the function of which, according to Lefebvre, should
be the turning of the everyday into a work of art.[19] The “antithesis of the
quotidian and the Festival—whether of labor or of leisure—[should] no longer be a
basis of society,”[20] but allow for a synthesis of the two.

In a round stadium decorated with several elements of official Soviet-type
celebrations (red flags, young pioneers and workers cheering, internationalist
music playing all under the paternalistic-benevolent gaze of the Party secretaries),
the staged eating contest among the socialist competitors results—as prescribed—
in the Soviet participant’s triumph. As the camera cranes around the arena
framing the applauding crowd, the official delegates and the eating-contenders,
the efforts of the organizers become perceptible to depict a united Socialist camp:
the delegates from socialist Mongolia and Bulgaria cheer back-to-back. The scene
is a hysterical reformulation or parody of Stakhanovism, a movement that
rewarded workers for extreme diligence in increasing production. In the factory,
the Stakhanovist competition was supposed to increase the motivation of the
workers to contribute to the set productions goals of the state. During the eating-
carnivals, the price goes to the competitor who can devour the large amounts of
food.



By equating sex with eating, the female body
becomes a price to be won.

As Kálmán and Gizi attempt to eat 100 lbs. of
caviar during an obscene eating demonstration,
the party delegates look on: all that cannot be

What the grotesque eating-carnival really accomplishes, however, is the making
clear of two simultaneous attempts. On one hand, the Party’s efforts to
compensate for the individual’s lack of freedom with a fake carnivalesque festival
(panem et circem), and, on the other hand, the individuals desperate endeavours
to own (i.e. eat) all the objects they can put their hands on. At the same time, the
eating contest also operates as a metaphor for the contradictions of state socialist
system itself. The obscene spectacle of the speed-eating male bodies attempts to
display a richness of goods in the socialist Hungary, thus compensating the
citizens with visual signs. Ironically, the obscenity of the devouring hints at the
obscenity of consumerism in a uniquely socialist way, as the competitors
stubbornly hold on to the signifiers of “plenitude.”

These signifiers also surface in the scene where Kálmán and his wife are invited to
a boat excursion, where a high-ranking Russian party official is given a reception.
Here the two are offered a fully paid summer vacation at a sea resort, if they eat
about a hundred pounds of caviar out of a red star-shaped container to entertain
the guests. Similarly to the other two episodes, the scene makes it abundantly
clear how the protagonist, Kálmán is positioned as a subordinate clown who,
nonetheless attempts to transform the event into a performative bodily rite that
articulates his identity in the given political system.

As Kálmán confesses to his friend, when he started to train seriously as a
competitive eater, there was one point where he realized: his stomach was larger
than his body. Since outer freedom cannot be realized (the physical body is not
free), the sports-eater internalizes this need, and gobbles everything that is put in
front of him. Food becomes a surrogate for independence. This fixation with
eating even dominates the sexuality of the characters. Kálmán and Béla regard
Gizi, the female sport-eater, as a price to be won. The two men, who regularly
compete at different eating championships, even train together, finally strike a
deal: the better eater should win the woman as well. Although we will see Gizi
having sex with Béla on the night of her wedding with Kálmán (she is chewing
away on a large piece of pork while the man takes her from behind), this only
shows how the female body has become a terrain of power-struggle, on which the
male characters’ quest for self-determination is played out.

This aspect of the film’s representation of gender is actually in line with the other
episodes, since the entire progression of the family and ultimately of Hungarian
history is depicted as a succession of male characters. Almost all females who we
encounter in the film play a supportive role, who have little or no impact on the
decisive events. This can certainly be seen in the females of the first episode whose
function is hardly more than to fuel the fantasies of the orderly. The masculine
logic of progression is evident again in the socialist episode of the film with the
competition of the two friends for Gizi, who passively accepts the advances of both
of Kálmán and Béla. As I mentioned earlier in relation to the causative
understanding of the connections between the episodes and thus the historical
eras, the director himself puts the status of this logic into relief via the strong
caricaturist style. Eating fulfills a similar function for Kálmán and Béla as
autoeroticism for Morosgoványi, but each of these characters display such
extreme symptoms of their manias that the effects of Taxidermia’s hyperrealistic
representation of them is hard to take at face value. The director criticizes the
apparent masculine linearity of the film through the ridiculed and overdrawn
characters, their pitiful obsessive actions.

Taxidermia’s second episode realizes an image of a political setting where the
individual is confronted with the oppressive power, just like Morosgoványi was in
the preceding act. However, there is an important difference between the two. The
lack of individual freedom forced the orderly to retreat into a world of
carnivalesque imagination that remained intact in the face of the classist tyranny
of the military outpost. But in the world of the eating champions, both the



possessed must devoured!

 

everyday and the festival are regulated by an official culture that is an extension of
“existing socialism.” It seems that the director wants to capture the master
narrative of the era via the activity of eating. This routine, which the body carries
out to manifest its resistance to the official discourses about collectivity, becomes
a mode of identity performance for the two contestants Kálmán and Béla. The
question whether or not Taxidermia assigns responsibility completely to the
historical-political circumstances and thereby relieves the individual from
accountability is inextricably bound up with how the viewer evaluates the tongue-
in-cheek obscenities of the film. On one hand, the monstrous scenes and their
monstrous logic are supposed to gross out the viewer, but on the other hand it is
hard not to notice the director’s intentions to criticize the represented via the
ironic, hyperrealistic mode of representation.
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Lajos, the last member of the family works as a
taxidermist turning bodies inside out.

Sheer quantities available in the era of wild-
capitalism cannot fill the void left by the
disappearance of the possibility of resisting.

An empty body

Finally, following the ironically depicted causative logic of Taxidermia
(according to which the generations of the family, and in analogy the
different political eras have almost automatically led to the next one),
the last act of the saga deals with Kálmán’s son, Lajos, who is the exact
antithesis of his father. As a taxidermist, he stuffs dead animals in
modern-day Budapest by turning their bodies inside out and filling
them with lifeless material. The negative parallel between binge eating
of his father, and his activity of filling cadavers with straw speaks of
the emptying out of the strategies Kálmán used during the Socialist
episode. In the contemporary world Lajos has become a secluded
character, with no interpersonal connections at all: he only talks to his
monstrous, former speed-eater father who grew out of proportions and
cannot move anymore, and the pretty supermarket clerk Lajos
attempts to talk to does not react at all to his advances. After the
accidental death of the super-obese father (he is eaten alive by the
speed-eating cats he is trying to train), Lajos takes the last logical step
in the progression of his family’s story: he commits suicide by
constructing a machine that kills him and finally stuffs his body. The
film ends with the images of a postmodern gallery that has the
exhibited body-artefacts of both father and son. A gallery crowd all
dressed in white stands by while an arrogant connoisseur gives a
speech on the artistic value of the suicidal gesture.

As the film moves into the third episode, the director again composes a
transition between the parts that suggests continuity and causation
using a hyperrealistic camera movement. At the very end of the middle
episode of Taxidermia, we see the huge Gizi and Kálmán staring at
their tiny new-born son Lajos in the hospital in disbelief: presumably
they expected a more “healthy-looking” baby. After a quick cut the
camera frames the mother breastfeeding Lajos. This static close-up
turns into a panning movement away from the feeding baby, and the
camera “travels” through the milk glass hospital door and arrives at
the extreme close-up of rear of a defecating bird. The white bird faeces
land on the sidewalk right on front of the taxidermist shop of Lajos,
obviously several years later in the contemporary era. While the
director’s comparing of mother’s milk with bird faeces seems to depict
a troubling family lineage, the fact remains that the mobile frame
establishes a strong causative connection linking the two generations
and thus the two political eras.

Lajos’s father, Kálmán has become so fat that he is completely
immobile: taking his obsession with eating somewhat too far, he is the
prisoner of the body that he once used to revolt against the lack of
personal freedom. For the first two generations of the family, there was
a real possibility to rebel against the social exploitation, but the post-



Kálmán, the former eating champion is a
prisoner of his own body. Once an instrument in
revolting, it is now rendered meaningless.

socialist world of the third act removes all visible sources of
oppression. There is no monarchist-feudalistic ruling class here, and
the Party secretaries of Socialism are also gone. In the presence of an
oppressive political power, identity was easily defined and recognized:
acts of resistance in themselves became ways to articulate it.
Nevertheless, this framework suddenly disappears in 1989 and the
historical changes in Eastern Europe create a vacuum: the resisting
identities of the past decades become dated, and the new ones
emerging were corrupted by their real or imagined connections with
the past. The collective political-ethical standards of the East European
nations in the post-WWII world were defined by the Manichean
ideology of resisting and collaborating subjects. Taxidermia creates a
mythology that puts the notion of body as a site for memory and
political-cultural resistance at the centre of this struggle.

While for the grandfather resistance meant the creation of a sexual
fantasy-world, a site for remembering and identity performance where
the quotidian and the festival overlapped, the father revolted against
the fakeness of “existing socialism” via literally turning his body into a
food container. In the wild-capitalist world of contemporary Eastern
Europe the space for the resisting mnemonic body ceases to exist. The
sexualized body of Morosgoványi, or the rebellious body of Kálmán
become gestures of the past, and the contemporary body is projected
as an empty hull. It turns into a signifier or copy that no more
maintains a connection with its original. What remains is a caricature
of its original functions: it becomes the ultimate object. The third,
post-socialist episode of the film collapses the three themes that are
symptomatic for the family’s history. Interaction between subject and
history (social mediation), the relevance of objects or the role of
sexuality negatively refer back to the same phenomenon: how the
human bodies are really just duplicates of something they symbolically
used to be. They cannot socially interact, they cannot relate to the
object world and their sexuality is rendered meaningless. The
possibility of the festival, or an “authentic” social-cultural experience
disappears in contemporary society, and in the post-industrial
capitalist world commodification has reached a new level, where
images and reality turn into simulacra.[21][open endnotes in new
window] This is the experience that the performative rite of Lajos
expresses repeatedly by stuffing lifeless cadavers for well-paying
customers (which, again foreground the class-distinction between him
and the clients: similar to his ancestors, the film render Lajos as a
subordinate clown).

His activities take the concept of Connerton about the body as site of
identity performance to a level where this performance destroys the
subject attempting to remember. While the body was a resource, which
the rebellious Morosgoványi and Kálmán used to perform resistant
political body gestures, in the contemporary era the body itself



Interpersonal connections disappear: Lajos
trying to chat with the supermarket cashier.

The former socialist eating champion is gutted
and eaten alive by his cats.

becomes erased in the ultimate performative rite. The loosing of the
body’s capacity to serve as a carrier of memory and identity reflects
back on the political system that contributed to this shift in the
function of corporeality. The falling apart of Lajos, his suicide hints at
the perplexity, the confusion and the vacuum that the falling apart of
the Socialist system has left behind.

After the death of Kálmán, his son Lajos stuffs him like an animal. The
turning of the human body into an object occurs a second time, when a
wealthy customer walks into the taxidermist’s shop with a disturbing
request: he wants a fetus to be put into a glass ball on a keychain.
Finally the viewer witnesses a third incidence of human taxidermy, but
this time Lajos turns against his own body. He constructs a machine
that decapitates him, but is programmed at the same time to
automatically stuff his body after his death. The family saga ends with
a scene in a modern gallery where Lajos’s and his father’s bodies are
admired as works of art by a snobbish crowd dressed in all-white. The
taxidermist’s customer, who earlier ordered the bizarre keychain, now
talks to the gathered people about the last thoughts that might have
crossed Lajos’s mind before his machine killed him. As he puts it,

“there are things that just cannot be mounted. You can
mount your father, or so to speak your whole family, but
somehow, what you feel when the blade gets nearer the
head, what you feel then, just cannot be mounted. This is a
part of who Lajos Balatoni really is.”

The power of this closing scene comes from the theatricality and
pathetic melancholy that these thoughts express: the speaker cannot
have any idea about who Lajos really is. As Baudrillard puts it,

“[w]hen the real is no longer what it used to be, nostalgia
assumes its full meaning.”[22]

The stuffed and exhibited bodies of Lajos and Kálmán symbolically
point to the twentieth-century Hungary with its political heroes and
cultural myths. Instead of being understood and processed they are
beheld with an empty gaze. The trendy gallery-crowd in the colourless
outfits depicts the basic ahistoricity of contemporary society: by
contemplating the human statues as remarkable objects it fails to
recognize their relevance for present-day social totality.

According to Niedermüller,

“Today in Hungary most political and social problems can
be traced back to the fact that the economic and cultural
modernization occurs at a different pace, and that in terms
of cultural modernization, the difference between Hungary
and other European countries is not diminishing.” [23]

Cultural modernization (also) results in the formation of a modern
national identity, which moves away from inventing the country for
almost a hundred years as a martyr nation. However, the 20th-century
history of Hungary is an imagined story a large portion of which is



Final stuffing: the space to revolt ceases to
exist.

The empty bodies of father and son in a gallery:
the final disappearance of the ritualistic quality.

 

dominated by occupying foreign powers. As the story goes, until 1918
the Habsburg House maintained its influence over the entire East-
Central European region. Then the alliance with Germany from the
mid-1930s had a decisive impact on the country’s future and after
World War II, Hungary was under Soviet occupation. For the almost
the entire century Hungarian collective memory bore the imprints of
foreign invasions. Regardless whether these were the results of short-
sighted decisions on part of the Hungarian politicians, or in fact
unavoidable conflicts with the neighbouring powers, national identity
shifted towards an often exaggerated and romanticized notion of the
“enslaved” underdog.[24]

Pálfi’s film succeeds in turning the tragic-heroic understanding of the
succession of the male generations into a parody. The critical tone
manifests itself in the caricaturized depiction of each of the characters‘
actions, the director’s tendency to take the performances of sexual
fantasizing, eating and stuffing of bodies to extreme ends and the
creation of unavoidable connections between the generations. As I
have indicated earlier, the main issue with the tragic-heroic resistant
nation myth is that it diverts the attention away from individual and
collective responsibility and positions the entire community (the
nation) as passive and suffering. Taxidermia targets this logic through
the overdrawn, hyperbolic story and its frequent forays into stylistic
hyperrealism.

The progression through the episodes of the film shows the
disappearance of a ritualistic quality that is depicted through the
triptych of the body as a historical entity. As the mnemonic capacity of
the performative body is questioned (it destroys itself), in the
contemporary section of the film the director foregrounds the problem
of historical memory, and consequently that of identity. This
provocative gesture does not offer ready-made solutions to the
problem it locates, but provokes the viewer to face the questionable
nature of the causal- and tragic-heroic mnemonic program. The
protagonists in the first two episodes of Taxidermia created a
universe, a cultural performativity that allowed them to reenact group
identity. Morosgoványi is repressed and he creates a secular bodily
mythology and retreats into a private world. Eating for Balatoni is a
sport that allows him to escape the repressive bounds of the system,
although his body becomes seriously disfigured in the process. This
resilient attitude became hard to adopt after 1989. For the taxidermist
there is nothing he could resist, he is unable to develop his own
ceremonies so he turns against his own body.

Historically, the resistance under both the feudalist-monarchist or the
socialist systems facilitated the creation of a cultural attitude that can
be described as a negation to the disruption of social totality. However,
this is not taking place under the fetishizing capitalist system, as for
Adorno: the negation of classist monarchism or feudalism, or the
negation of socialism develops this resistant attitude as well.[25] Thus
the characters of the first two generations in Taxidermia “survive
because they create:” they work out the immanent, dialectical
contradictions between their subjectivity and the political reality by



using their bodies as mnemonic sites. For the orderly Morosgoványi
and for Balatoni, their bodies are at once autonomous works that
constantly refer back to their social character but also produced
artefacts that position themselves as experienced phenomena. Finally,
however, the last descendent of the family looses his mnemonic
capacity, which reflects back on the director’s opinion on the faulty
logic that he ironically followed throughout the film: the causal
narrative of oppressed heroism in twentieth-century Hungary.

According to Adorno, works of art function as monads that are
autonomous, since they do not directly reflect on society but are
socially anchored (they hide manifest historical tensions and bring to
light its surrounding social process).[26] These social monads reveal
the significance of art under contemporary capitalism: as independent
entities they can articulate a criticism that in turn has a social
character. Paradoxically, what the taxidermist as a filmic character is
unable to accomplish—use art to reenact and remember social totality
—comes to life in director Pálfi György’s film. He is able to display
through Taxidermia, a film that functions as a social monad, that the
most problematic consequence of a historically causative memory is
that it depicts the present as a direct result of the past. This teleological
pattern then has the chance to determine current political and
ideological positions. The recognition of this dynamics would be a
major step in coming to terms with the Hungarian past.
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relevance of objects, sexuality) to which they do not find the solutions. One
could say that the mythologies of these different political systems did not
organically grow out of the social-cultural progress.

25. Adorno, Theodor W. (1982) Aesthetic Theory. London: Routledge. 323-
324.

26. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory, 257-260.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Sally barely escapes the clutches of the
cannibal family in the apocalyptic ending of the
original 1974 Texas Chainsaw
Massacre,emblematic of Director Tobe
Hooper’s anxieties about Charles Manson, the
Vietnam War, and rural isolationism.

Echoing the economic depression of the new
millennium, the decaying cattle heads tossed in
the trash at the Blair Meat Co. foreshadow the
fate of the hapless young adults who wander
into the Hewitt family’s hunting ground in the
2003 remake of Texas Chainsaw Massacre.

Texas Chainsaw Massacre: 
the Beginning: a cultural
critique of the Bush-Cheney
Administration

by Rod Buxton

In October, 2006, New Line Cinema released Texas Chainsaw
Massacre: the Beginning, the latest in an extended franchise of
sequels and one remake that drew from the original source of the 1974
low-budget horror film Texas Chainsaw Massacre. As explained by
Tobe Hooper, director of the original film, the project was initially
conceived as an exploitation film, but it then translated into a
Hollywood career for co-scriptwriter Kim Henkel and himself. In
addition, they wanted the film to raise the specter of Nixon-era social
anxieties triggered by the Charles-Manson-family murder spree (which
Hooper suggests marks the end of the hippie youth movement), the
ongoing Vietnam war, the early 1970s gas shortage, and a vague
anxiety about the insular behavior of rural U.S. citizens.[1]
[open endnotes in new window]

Even though this low-budget production is an example of exploitation
filmmaking — shooting quickly and basing the film on then-
contemporary events — film theorists such as Robin Wood consider
the original Texas Chainsaw Massacre a work of cinematic art. Wood
suggests that the film derives much of its power from a combination of
its production style and subject matter, especially about the patriarchal
family’s deteriorating stability.[2] In the dinner scene finale, for
example, the use of hand-held camerawork and discontinuity editing
visually correlates with the family’s social instability as the members
bicker with each while tormenting their hapless captive, Sally. This
match of production style and theme also resonates with Christopher
Sharrett’s analysis of the film as referring to an apocalyptic crisis
facing U.S. society in 1973-74.[3] Any sense of social stability formerly
associated with the family, clearly defined gender roles, and job
security within a hierarchical system of industrialized labor breaks
down by the film’s ending, a shattering replicated by the disorienting
production style. Only a feeble hope that Sally has finally escaped the
cannibal family’s clutches provides any sense of release from the
apocalyptic forces unleashed in the film. For Sharrett, the film frames
its “communal belief in the contemporary world” in clearly pessimistic

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/buxtonTxChnswMscr/bio.html


The seemingly pastoral farm house in the
original Texas Chainsaw Massacre offers
potential help for the young adults. This prairie
style architecture gives way to…

the foreboding Hewitt family fortress that looms
in the landscape in the 2003 remake of Texas
Chainsaw Massacre.

While the male Hitchhiker in the 1974 film
frightens the young adults with his gruesome
discussion of the slaughterhouse and self-
mutilation ...

terms.[4]

Despite a rather murky economic history, Texas Chainsaw Massacre
and its central monster, Leatherface, became cultural phenomena
across several problem-plagued sequels to the original, with each
succeeding production facing a different set of production obstacles.[5]
The final sequel to the original film was directed by Kim Henkel, one of
the original co-scriptwriters for the 1974 film. Released twenty years
after the original film, The Return of the Texas Chainsaw Massacre
(1994) was an attempt to revive life into the franchise with then-
unknown actors Renee Zellweger and Matthew McConaughey.
According to Henkel, the studio wanted to delay the release of the film
until after the release of Jerry Maguire (1996), in which Zellweger also
co-starred, hoping to increase The Return’s chances for theatrical
success. In contrast, McConaughey’s talent management firm did not
want the film released at all, citing detrimental effects it might have on
the young actor’s career. With lukewarm box office response to The
Return of the Texas Chainsaw Massacre, it seemed as if Leatherface’s
chainsaw had finally run out gasoline.

In spite of disappearing for a while, iconic horror films have a way of
returning from the economic graveyard. Co-owned by action-
adventure director Michael Bay, Platinum Dunes, a production
company specializing in the remakes of iconic horror films from the
1970s and 1980s, released a revised version of Texas Chainsaw
Massacre in 2003. The remake retains some elements of the 1974
original — for example, the isolated Texas rural setting, cannibal
family and hapless young adults thrust into a savage world they never
knew existed. Other narrative elements, however, are quite different.
The 2003 cannibal family includes women and children, though still
dominated by patriarchal power. Also gone is the white clapboard
farmhouse of the original film, replaced by a federal-style two-story
house isolated in the countryside.

In the remake, the ideological references associated with these young
adults are specifically tuned to more contemporary pop culture
themes. Unlike the clueless, aimless young adults that meet their
demise at the cannibal family’s hands in the 1974 film, the young
adults in the remake are drug smugglers, sexual exhibitionists and
explicitly irresponsible shirkers, as evidenced by the males’ attempts to
dismiss familial and social commitments. Gone also are the hysterical
male hitchhiker and the older male cook of the original. The remake
replaces the Hitchhiker with a hysterical young female hitchhiker who
has apparently just given birth and then commits suicide inside the
young adults’ van. Luda Mae, the older matriarch of the Hewitt family,
replaces the Cook. Finally, the slapstick horror of the final family
dinner is missing from the remake. The narrative emphasis moves
away from depicting the irrational, self-destructive behavior of the
original’s patriarchal family toward showing a more deliberate, yet



... the female hitchhiker frightens the young
adults when she gives ‘birth’ to a bloody gun,
using it moments later to commit suicide.

In the 1974 original film, the ‘helpful’ Cook
warns the young adults to stay away from the
old Franklin place. In the 2003 remake, he is
replaced by …

... Luda Mae Hewitt, who warns the young
adults about the insanity that permeates
contemporary life.

psychotic behavior directed at any external threat to the cannibal
family’s stability.

With these few important changes, the 2003 remake of Texas
Chainsaw Massacre jettisons some of its progenitor’s focus, instead
suggesting more contemporary social anxieties. While the atmosphere
of economic depression permeates the 2003 film in much the same
manner as the 1974 original, references to the Vietnam War and the
gasoline shortage all but evaporate in the remake. Instead, the Hewitt
family’s siege mentality as they slaughter outsiders raises the specter of
post 9/11 paranoia.

The family’s inclusion of women and children also culturally suggests
the growing presence and political power of mothers and traditional
motherhood in the 2003 social landscape, especially as a rationale for
aggressive domestic and international political action. In terms of U.S.
history during this period, an overwhelming support of “soccer moms”
for the Bush-Cheney Administration fueled the policing power of
Homeland Security and contributed to the reduction of Constitutional
civil rights, under the guise of protecting American children.
Additionally, plot developments in the film, such as the hysterical
suicide of the young female hitchhiker who has recently given birth
and the climactic importance of rescuing that baby from the Hewitt
family, point to a continued social anxiety around motherhood within
U.S. social concerns. In this historical context, the increased
importance of children within the narrative of 2003’s Texas Chainsaw
Massacre then takes on an ominous association. As the male authority
figures within the film, both Sheriff Hoyt Hewitt and Tommy
“Leatherface” Hewitt rationalize their violence against outside
intruders, in this case the young adults, in order to protect the family’s
children. Venting their male rage, they are framed within the narrative
as monstrous agents of social anxiety.

While the monstrous patriarchal figures are either killed or
metaphorically separated from the source of their threatening power,
the film’s resolution also reinforces an ambivalent mixing of feminist
values with a traditional ideology of motherhood. Using a meat cleaver,
“Final Girl” Erin outsmarts Tommy, severing his right arm from his
body. For all intents and purposes, he now becomes impotent in his
male rage, only able to swing the chainsaw ineffectually with his left
hand. Upon escaping from Tommy in the slaughterhouse, Erin finds
her way back to the roadside barbeque stop, only to find the rest of the
Hewitt family, including the baby, gathered. Apparently drawing upon
combined primal forces of survival and nurturing, she kidnaps the
baby from the clutches of the Hewitt family, hotwires the Sheriff’s
official car, and runs over Hoyt three times to be sure he is dead before
racing off into the dark of night.

In contrast, earlier, with its apocalyptic ending, the 1974 version of
Texas Chainsaw Massacre suggests that nothing about the patriarchal



The cannibal family acts irrationally in the family
dinner scene from the original Texas Chainsaw
Massacre stands in contrast to ...

... the Hewitt family, who exhibits deliberate
rational behavior during the baby’s feeding in
the 2003 remake.

With the integration of women and children into
the cannibal family, the overly protective mother
struggles with the baby in the 2003 remake of
Texas Chainsaw Massacre.

family is redeemable. In particular, Sally is repulsed by her forced role
as nurturer for the infantilized Grandpa. The 2003 remake emphasizes
that hope exists not only in the form of a woman’s proactive
perseverance against male aggression and rage, but also in her
potential to nurture children, a choice that Erin clearly makes on her
own. Against the political rhetoric of the Bush-Cheney Administration
in 2003 that favored a strengthening of traditional patriarchal family
structure and values and a renewed stress on motherhood, the remake
then raises a confusing ideological conundrum. Obviously, the film
suggests a single woman can persevere by overcoming seemingly
insurmountable obstacles with cunning and hard work. Erin escapes
with the baby, but what happens after that is an unanswered question.
This focus on the patriarchal family and a woman’s role within that
family is clearly a source of social anxiety in 2003, if the $107,071,655
in box office receipts for the film is any indication.[6]

Indeed, the remake of Texas Chainsaw Massacre was so successful,
that a prequel went into production. As noted in the DVD voice-over
commentary for Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning, the
beginning of the monstrous myth of the rural Texas cannibal family
had not been fully explored. Indeed, the family’s origination was not
explained in the 2003 remake, thus providing little sense of motivation
for their horrific actions. But even as the “prequel” went into pre-
production and then production, more social anxieties, fueled by the
U.S. invasion of Iraq and a deteriorating economy, found their way
into the cultural zeitgeist. In addition, the growing social power of the
evangelical religious Right and blatant political corruption within the
U.S. federal government further increased social anxiety. Whether
these anxieties were consciously integrated into the script and the
production of TCM: the Beginning or unconsciously assimilated by
scriptwriter Sheldon Turner and director Jonathan Liebseman, the
theatrical release of the film exploited them to produce a film of dark,
brutal intensity.

Desperate and dark social events such as the 2003 invasion of Iraq or
the subsequent U.S. military abuses at Abu Ghraib prison engender
equally dark cultural texts, particularly within the realm of the popular
horror film. From my perspective, Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the
Beginning (2006) is as thematically dark and poetically desperate as
any horror film in the past decade. The film’s story spine is simple and
familiar. A group of young adults — consisting of one young man who
is headed toward his second deployment in Vietnam, his brother who
plans to dodge the draft by heading to Mexico, and their respective
lovers — collide with the rural Texas Hewitt family, who have suffered
an economic downturn with the closing of the nearby slaughterhouse.
This last event, in fact, decimates the family’s whole social
environment, with most of the area’s population heading to the
industrialized northern United States. Ultimately, the Hewitt family



The feral-like Hewitt grandson is framed by the
bloody, jagged vaginal metaphor of the revised
cannibal family. He ultimately befriends Erin in
her escape from the Hewitt family basement.

As the image of a 21st century feminist, Erin
severs Leatherface’s arm as she attempts her
escape, as well as ….

… hotwiring the Sheriff’s car to escape the
Hewitt family’s horror.

resolves to survive there at any cost, based on their professed belief in
God’s will for their survival. Such religious fanaticism collides with the
various idealistic perspectives of the young adults, with dire results for
the latter. Despite the familiar story spine, ideological elements hang
from it like shreds of carrion, fleshing out the film as a complex
cultural critique of the George W. Bush Administration. As it unfolds,
TCM: the Beginning makes monstrous associations with economic
depression, terrorism, guerilla warfare, U.S military atrocities, and
religious fundamentalism.

Upon its initial theatrical release, few popular film critics had little, if
anything, good to say about the film, apparently missing the allegorical
references to contemporary events that embellish the generic storyline.
As an example of this perspective, Mark Palermo of The San Francisco
Chronicle chides that Jonathan Liebseman, the film’s director,

“can’t move his horror beyond a bullying fraudulence…the
focus in Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning isn’t on
the confrontation of demons, moral reckoning, or terror.
It’s an unimaginative exercise in suffering.”[7]

Echoing a similar sentiment, Sam Adams in The Los Angeles Times
notes,

“This is not a slick, jokey horror movie in the post- Scream
mold, but a genuine attempt to strip the coating from the
audience's nerves. It's nasty and brutish, if not particularly
short.”[8]

Concurring, Peter Deburge, Variety, posted October 5, 2006, that
Leibesman’s

“approach falls somewhere between the overwrought
sadism of the Saw series and the giddy gore-for-gore's-sake
energy of The Devil's Rejects, sharing those films' twisted
notion that today's auds are willing to embrace such
homicidal maniacs as heroes.”[9]

Ironically, for those attracted to the excessive gore of the torture porn
horror film, TCM: the Beginning, seemed to fall flat. “Few surprises
await connoisseurs of torture cinema...The director, Jonathan
Liebesman (Darkness Falls), has a strong graphic sensibility, and the
overall tone is less punishing than you expect,” asserts Scott Foundas
in his review for The Village Voice.[10] Matt Layden, in writing a
review for Amazon.com, argues,

“There is some gore, not as much as I would have wanted,
and it's not full screen gore either…the cuts were too quick
to see the damage that was being done. You'll see the blood
splatter on the faces of the characters, but only a quick
glimpse of the actual chainsaw death.”[11]



In a domestic moment Erin comforts the now-
happy baby after she engineers a successful
escape from the Hewitt family.

A few moments of youthful camaraderie before
the young adults’ lives intersect with that of the
Hewitt family in Texas Chainsaw: the Beginning.

 

Apparently, horror film audiences paid little heed to the negative
reviews. The film did well at the box office. With a production budget
of $16 million, the film was released on October 6th with an opening
week gross of $18,508,228, generating the second highest ticket sales
for that weekend. For the second week of release, the film ranked 5th
in overall theatrical ticket sales; it remained in the top ten films for its
third week of release. As reported by Box Office Mojo, the film
generated $39,517,763 in domestic ticket sales and $12,246,643 in
foreign sales, for a total of $51,764,406.[12] In the film’s DVD afterlife,
it earned another $15,968,770.[13]

For the production company, Platinum Dunes’ gamble in the
postmodern recycling of previously successful genre horror films paid
off with both the 2003 Texas Chainsaw Massacre remake and the
2006 prequel. In an overview discussion of the social implications of
popular film genres, Thomas Schatz has argued that an economically
successful genre film indicates “cooperation between artists and
audience in celebrating their collective values and ideals.”[14] In
addition, as Douglas Kellner argues, popular films “raise issues and
can provoke debate over salient concerns of the present moment,”
including politics, the economy, terrorism and militarism, especially in
the era of the Bush-Cheney Administration.[15] Certainly, some film
genres, such as the screwball comedy, celebrate collective values
through the feel-good resolutions of conflicts that reinstate the ideals
of the social status quo. However, other film genres, such as the horror
film, assault the audience with its collective social anxieties and fears,
often offering an allegorical critique of the status quo. Robin Wood
effectively argues that horror films culturally function as “collective
nightmares.”[16] Since 1968 when George Romero and the Latent
Image Company produced Night of the Living Dead, many
economically successful horror films have not been constrained by
studio demands to “celebrate” social norms or reinstate the social
status quo at the end of a film, but rather can frame these values
through ambivalence or outright critique.[17]

Within this analytic framework, I would posit that Texas Chainsaw
Massacre: the Beginning—as measured by its success in producing
box office and DVD receipts—resonated with the U.S. audience’s social
anxieties. Despite, or maybe even because of the simple and familiar
story spine, the film’s setting, characters, props and specific events
were able to tap into the U.S. cultural zeitgeist shaped by the social
demons gathering together in the fall of 2006. Indeed, the film
generates more complex ideological meanings than might be gleaned
at first glance, despite Palermo’s initial comments about its “lack of
moral reckoning” or inability to confront social problems. To that end,
I wish to cast a look back at a number of tumultuous events that fed
the growing social anxieties festering in the United States’ ideological
landscape.

Go to page 2
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Fueling a crisis of faith in U.S. democracy, an
election official in Florida checks a ballot to
interpret…

… the ambiguous hanging chad of a voter’s
decision for the 2000 Presidential election.

Historical context: U.S. society in 
the new millennium

Threats to ideological stability lurk below the surface in even the seemingly
most stable social periods. The new millennium’s first decade was
particularly tumultuous, particularly within the U.S. social context. For
example, anxiety about our reliance on computer technology to organize
economic processes underlay the Y2K crisis on the eve of the new
millennium, setting the tone for the social paranoia that was to follow
throughout the decade. At the end of the 1990s, many computer data
systems had been programmed to abbreviate a four-year digit to just the
last two digits of the year. Presumably, the databases could not distinguish
between the year 2000 and the year 1900. Fueled by a news barrage,
predictions of global banking failure, and the failure of energy utility
services, many individuals adopted a survivalist response, hoarding food
and water.

A similar crisis of faith in the U.S. political system erupted the following
November. In the highly contested 2000 Presidential election, charges and
counter-charges of mismanagement, manipulation and outright corruption
in the election process undermined democracy’s ideals as George W. Bush,
former Governor of Texas, became U.S. President because of a very close,
contested vote count in Florida. Problematic punch ballots, the
questionable deletion of 50,000 voters as felons, mostly African-Americans
and registered Democrats, and a contested intervention by the U.S.
Supreme Court, which halted the ballot recount, finally contributed to
Florida’s Electoral College votes being cast for George W. Bush. In the
month before the U.S. Supreme Court handed down its controversial
decision, Republicans and Democrats accused each other of ballot
manipulation and corrupt practices. Aftershocks of distrust about the
election process’s validity continued in the wake of that ideological
controversy.

With President Bush only nine months into office, enacting his
administration’s economic deregulatory policies and personifying born-
again religious social fervor, the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the
World Trade Center in New York City and the Pentagon in Washington,
D.C. shook the nation’s ideological confidence in U.S. political and military
prowess. The shattered myth that the U.S. was impervious to domestic
attacks from outside forces fueled more collective social paranoia. On
October 7, 2001, less than a month after the 9/11 attack, the Bush-Cheney
Administration, along with the United Kingdom and the United Nations,
launched forces into Afghanistan to hunt Osama bin Laden as a show of
military might against Al Qaeda forces.

In addition, different Federal policing organizations, especially the CIA and
the FBI, chastised each other over bureaucratic ineptitude, inefficiency and
territory because they had lost the opportunity to share information that
might have prevented the terrorist attack. To counter this bickering over



As the next major crisis facing the United
States, the attack on the World Trade Center’s
Twin Towers on September 11, 2001…

…destroyed the myth of security within U.S.
domestic borders.

In response to the attack on the World Trade
Center and to misinformation about sequestered
weapons of mass destruction (WMDs), the
Bush-Cheney Administration initiated Operation
Freedom in Iraq, a thinly veiled invasion of that
country’s sovereign territory.

federal police authority, the Bush-Cheney Administration created the
Office of Homeland Security in 2002. Given wide latitude of authority, this
organization wielded power that could disregard the Constitution and the
Bill of Rights, thus initiating more social paranoia, particularly in matters
of domestic surveillance.

The Bush-Cheney Administration exploited the myth of surveillance’s
usefulness, using misinformation about various types of weapons of mass
destruction to support the invasion of Iraq. While the invasion eventually
toppled the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein, U.S. troops found no weapons
of mass destruction and left the social fabric of Iraq in tatters. This fiasco
further undermined the trust that many U.S. citizens had in their leaders
and Federal Government. Ironically, to bolster public support both for the
invasion of Iraq and President Bush’s credibility as a leader, his advisors
created a public relations photo opportunity on May 1, 2003 where he
could indicate that the Iraq invasion was a “Mission Accomplished.” In a
grandiose display of military might and wasted taxpayers’ dollars, the
President, dressed in full military flight apparel, arrived by S-3 Viking
fixed-wing aircraft to parade on the deck of the U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln, a
ship returning to California port after deployment in the Persian Gulf. The
photo op implied that the U.S. military operations had been a success a
mere month and a half after the initial invasion of Iraq. However, guerilla
warfare had already increased the violence in Iraq. Furthermore, the
appearance of the President in full military flight apparel again raised
questions about his truthfulness about his own military service, an issue
that had surfaced during the 2000 and 2004 elections.

Following the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, sadistic U.S. troop and
governmental behavior came under scrutiny in late April 2004, when the
world discovered the degree to which the Bush-Cheney Administration
sanctioned torture. In early spring 2002, several of President Bush’s top
cabinet members, including Donald Rumsfeld, Condoleezza Rice and John
Ashcroft, began evaluating the Central Intelligence Agency’s plan to set up
an interrogation unit first for Al Qaeda prisoners of war and then for those
from Iraq. In conjunction, the Justice Department narrowed the definition
of unacceptable torture techniques as outlined in Geneva Convention,
essentially disregarding that document to sanction interrogation practices
previously considered illegal. Newly acceptable interrogation practices
included, but were not limited to the use of stress positions, sleep and
sensory deprivation, stripping prisoners naked for purposes of humiliation,
the use of sexual harassment and abuse, and the threat of dog attacks.
Members of the Bush-Cheney Administration drew up an official
authorization for the use of these interrogation techniques in a document
signed by Donald Rumsfeld in December 2002.[18][open endnotes in new
window]

Visually, dramatically exposed to the whole world through photographs
taken by members of the Military Police Brigade at Abu Ghraib prison in
Iraq, the environment for monstrous behavior, in fact, had already been set
up by U.S. official authorization and acceptance of various forms of torture.
While the young MPs at Abu Ghraib certainly victimized those prisoners in
their charge, they themselves were victims of an ideological system that not
only sanctioned their behavior, but ultimately prompted them to engage in
it. When in 2004, emerging news stories and disturbing explicit pictures of
the physical, psychological and sexual abuse of Iraqi prisoners at Abu
Ghraib prison rippled throughout U.S. culture, spilling across different
cultures via the Internet, the dissonance exploded — between the ideals



In a choreographed photo opportunity aboard
the U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln on May 1, 2003,
President George W. Bush announces the end
of combat operations in Iraq. As it turns out, his
pronouncement was premature. In conjunction
with this photo opportunity, weapons of mass
destruction had not been found in during the
invasion. Both events contributed to a crisis in
faith and integrity of the U.S. public for both the
administration and the invasion.

Providing yet another blow to the U.S. public’s
morale, photographs surfaced in early 2004 of
ill-trained U.S. Military Police torturing Iraqi
prisoners in Abu Ghraib Prison. The physical
and psychological abuse of prisoners, running
counter to idealism of bringing democracy to
Iraq, raised questions as to what effect the
militarism of the Bush-Cheney Administration
was having on the American psyche, as well as
the image of the United States on the global
political stage.

behind the invasion, to eliminate the dictatorship of Sadaam Hussein and
foster democracy in Iraq, and the visible behavior of U.S. military
personnel who clearly ignored professed American values of humaneness,
fairness and tolerance.

In addition to these highly disruptive events, other ongoing phenomena
contributed to the growing U.S. social anxiety in the new millennium. The
Religious Right, or evangelical Christian social conservatives, exerted
much power in the Republican political party, and in turn, in overall U.S.
politics. They helped to elect George W. Bush to two terms as President. As
well, the Religious Right challenged the maintenance or expansion of
Constitutional rights, specifically with respect to the issues of gay marriage,
abortion and even economic regulation. These challenges helped to
polarize the U.S. population into the factious social groups of Red States
(primarily social conservatives) and Blue States (more socially moderate or
progressive). With continued economic deregulation, overseas outsourcing
of commodity production undermined the prospect of achieving the
economic American Dream for many workers. During the early part of the
new millennium, the economic disparity between the very wealthy top five
percent of the U.S. population and everyone else continued to grow at an
alarming rate.

Also, a renegade corporate mentality, one that manipulated markets and
abused accounting practices, blossomed within the U.S. economic
environment and was first signaled by the 2001 Enron scandal in which
Enron corporate executives unethically controlled the energy market,
raided worker pension plans, and fraudulently manipulated the
corporation’s accounting reports. Enron was the millennium’s first
financial scandal, but it certainly was not the last. The lack of arrests and
light punishment for those at the top levels of society who abuse and
manipulate U.S. economic and political systems has perpetuated a
cynicism about civic life in the United States.

While these events do not exhaust the potential sites of ideological
contradiction fostering social anxiety in U.S. society in the 21st Century,
they certainly provide a strong basis to begin discussing the cultural
resonances TCM: the Beginning has for its audience. Many negative
consequences of the Bush-Cheney Administration policies — outsourced
manufacturing, deregulated capitalism, political manipulation, military
aggression, and religious fanaticism — have had an impact on young
adults. As they move into the workforce, young people face more
competition for fewer job positions, often with lower pay and longer
working hours. Before either the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, many
young adults at the lower end of the economic spectrum joined the
National Guard for extra income or college tuition.[19] While the
possibility of wartime deployment to foreign soil has been an option for
those who have joined the National Guard, this alternative had seldom
been used as a way of building the main U.S. fighting force before the 9/11
attacks. Instead the National Guard has been used in the U.S. domestic
environment, either as a response to natural disasters or to domestic civil
unrest. Rather than reactivate the conventional draft for its new military
offensives, which could very well have undermined support for these
actions, the Bush-Cheney Administration activated the National Guard and
military Reserve Units to flesh out and relieve traditional enlisted troops.
Once the Invasion of Iraq was under way, those young adults who had
enlisted in the National Guard to better their economic social status found



 

themselves on the way to the Middle East, not to college. Not unlike in the
Vietnam War, young adults, many from the poorer sectors of society, end
up serving in the military actions instigated by politicians, with older
(mostly male) adults controlling the U.S. political system. As reported by
the Associated Press on October 8, 2004, 160,000 individuals on active
duty in the Middle East out of 660,000 came from the National Guard and
military Reserves. Once the federal government instituted the 24-month
rotation for active duty in the Middle East for those in the National Guard
and Reserves, both organizations began to see a decline in successful
recruitment and retainment of soldiers.[20] The national government’s
plan to avoid activating the draft by forcing those enlisted in the National
Guard and the Reserves into longer tours of duty in the Middle East began
to boomerang. The benefits of college tuition or extra income no longer
outweighed the potential dangers of extended active duty in a dangerous
hostile environment such as Iraq. While contemporary young adults did
not burn draft cards as did young men in response to the Vietnam War, the
2004 decline in recruitment and retainment of soldiers in the National
Guard and Reserves suggests youth’s similar disdain for the military
invasion of Iraq.

With all of these actual social anxieties from which to draw its dark
dystopian view of U.S. society, TCM: the Beginning offers a perfect
example of what Carl Boggs and Tom Pollard define as the “postmodern
cinema of mayhem.” For Boggs and Pollard, the cinema of mayhem has
surfaced in periods of great social unrest. For the family and the individual,
this everyday social unrest and chaos provokes a condition “defined by a
reign of extreme individualism freed of constricting rules, norms, and
traditions,” prompted by an underlying “brutal struggle for survival.”[21]
Beyond the potential threats from external forces in 2006, chaos
underscored many, if not most domestic social, economic and political
arenas, as partisan groups within a fragmented U.S. society openly fought
with each other. Thematically, this postmodern cinema of mayhem
examines the social institution of the family — disrupted by chaotic
changes in the workforce, suburbanization, social unpredictability and
disorder — through a filter of relentlessly harsh cynicism and criticism.[22]
Within TCM: the Beginning, “individualism freed of constricting rules,
norms and traditions” describes the actions and values that underlie the
cannibal Hewitt family, in general, and Sheriff Hoyt, in particular.

Formally, TCM: the Beginning incorporates a characteristically
postmodern style of bricolage. The film appropriates ideas and images
from a wide variety of preceding sources and cultural formats. Obviously,
the “prequel” draws part, though not all, of its narrative from the 2003
remake of Texas Chainsaw Massacre, which itself had borrowed from the
initial 1974 film. Beyond that, the filmmakers of TCM: the Beginning
incorporate references such to such imagery as derives from the Judeo-
Christian religious tradition, news coverage of the military invasions in the
Middle East, images and stories from the Abu Ghraib Prison scandal, as
well as war films such as Apocalypse Now and Full Metal Jacket — to
name the most explicit cultural references used in the film. At this point, I
would like to examine the cinematic setting, characters, props and
narrative events and trace their symbolic connections to both preceding
cultural texts and contemporary events in order to see how a popular
culture text might enact social anxieties from the first decade of the 21st
century, many the direct result of policies enacted by the Bush-Cheney
Administration. Ultimately, the film implies, through the metaphoric blow
of a sledge hammer and the poetic churn of a chainsaw, that the Bush-



Cheney Administration’s actions are monstrous.
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Home décor in the 1974 original Texas
Chainsaw Massacre.

In the 2003 remake of Texas Chainsaw
Massacre, live chickens…

…and pigs roam freely throughout the Hewitt
family home.

Economic instability and social anxiety

To provide a foundation for further analysis of TCM: the Beginning, a
few general comments about the specific historical settings for the film
must be addressed. The prologue, which takes place in August, 1939,
evokes associations with the Great Depression, particularly through its
bleak mise-en-scene and story action. The film’s 1969 story ostensibly
takes place during the height of then-President Nixon’s increased
military push in the Vietnam War. Despite the literal historical
settings, each of these historical periods prompts metaphorical
comparisons with U.S. social experiences in 2006.

As it turns out, the filmmakers of TCM: the Beginning were quite
prescient about U.S. economic conditions in 2006. The financial fraud
and mismanagement within large corporations, previously mentioned,
were matched by increasing levels of personal credit card debt, balloon
and interest-only mortgages for over-valued homes, and
unemployment. In turn, these combined factors led to the near-
collapse of the U.S. economic system in March, 2008, as the value of
several giant financial institutions plummeted. But even before that
economic earthquake, the growing number of mortgage bankruptcies
and the increased cost-of-living in 2006 indicated a more general
economic malaise permeating U.S. society. Thus, the ideological
associations between the socio-economic backdrop of the Great
Depression found in the film is not that far removed from the actual
working-class socio-economic experience in 2006. In a speech to the
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco on November 6, 2006, Janet
Yellen, President and CEO of that banking institution reported:

“…it is tempting to conclude that most Americans are
feeling 'better off.' But a glance at the newspapers suggests
that this is not necessarily the case. Indeed, poll after poll
shows that many Americans feel dissatisfied with the long-
term direction of the economy and are worried about the
future. Recent polls by the Pew Charitable Trust, the New
York Times and CBS News, and various labor organizations
indicate that growing shares of respondents feel that they
and their children will experience a diminished quality of
life in coming years, and that, even today, working
conditions are marked by more insecurity and stress than
they were a generation ago.”[23]
[open endnotes in new window]

Echoing actual stress felt by many individuals in U.S. society, the film’s
concern with economic insecurity and stress does not end with the
prologue. When the narrative shifts to July, 1969, the environment is
still economically depressed. The local slaughterhouse, apparently the



Atmospheric manipulation of light and shadow
and the use of a drab sepia-toned color palette
convey the deteriorating working conditions and
economic desperation ....

... of the slaughterhouse setting in the prologue
of Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning.

A close up of the less-than-sanitary packaging
conditions suggests the tainted factory
production practices in the prologue of Texas
Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning.

livelihood of most people in that sparsely populated rural Texas
setting, is closing. With respect to character motivation, this event
prompts important plot developments.

First, the plant manager humiliates Tommy Hewitt as he
unceremoniously fires Tommy as the last laborer at the
slaughterhouse. Within the narrative, this humiliation as well as the
actual firing prompts Tommy to bludgeon the plant manager to death
with a sledgehammer. In a few seconds of plot development, Tommy
loses his economic means of survival and unleashes his class anger.
The sledgehammer shifts from a tool of labor to an implement of class
warfare. As it turns out, both economic downturn and the release of
repressed class anger shape the Hewitt family.

Through visual associations in the film’s mise-en-scene, the
dilapidated exterior buildings of the Hewitt farm and the grimy, dust-
covered interior of their house suggest that Tommy Hewitt is also the
family’s main source of income. As an indication of the family’s
tenuous economic situation, the mise-en-scene of the Hewitt house in
the 2006 “prequel” is littered with tattered, shabby furniture. Despite
the air of poverty, the setting has yet to deteriorate to a more chaotic,
degrading state — which is a distinct visual element of the home’s
mise-en-scene in either the 1974 source film and the 2003 remake of it.
In the both of those films, the macabre interior set design of the
cannibal family’s home emphasizes its regression to a primal existence.
In the 2003 remake, live chickens and pigs freely roam throughout the
house, wandering through the animal bones and carcasses strewn
around. Here, their living with animals suggests that the family
members are animals as well. This excessive mise-en-scene provides a
visual index of the Hewitt family’s social and economic descent from
blue collar working class to abject poverty, where basic survival and
protection of one’s territory from interlopers become the only social
rules that matter. Once the Hewitt family loses the tentative security of
Tommy’s paycheck at the slaughterhouse, the 2006 “prequel” provides
a clear association between Tommy’s class rage as he bludgeons the
plant manager, the sheriff’s visit to the Hewitt house to arrest him for
the murder, and the latter’s subsequent consumption as the main
course for the Hewitt family meal. Facing both economic devastation
and police oppression, the Hewitt family begins its regression to their
primal state found in the 2003 remake. In the 2006 “prequel” their
primal drives of eating and territoriality merge and become their
means of survival in an economically hostile environment. They
protect their territory first from the sheriff, then anyone else who
happens to wander into their “feeding” area. In Hoyt Hewitt’s words,
society in TCM: the Beginning has been reduced to only one rule: “Eat
or be eaten.” Given the cannibalization and destruction enacted by
corporations within both the domestic and global environment during
the first decade of the 21st Century, this seems as well an overall
mission statement for economic survival in the United States and an
indication of economic anxiety.

In addition, the plant’s closure compels son Thomas to repurpose the
butchering skills developed through his employment at the
slaughterhouse for more pragmatic domestic purposes. In short, the
first fourteen minutes of TCM: the Beginning foregrounds the issue of



The “Inspected U.S.” hand stamp that seals the
questionable packaged meat infers U.S.
government approval of dubious industrial
practices.

In this close-up, Sloane’s facial expression
registers her agony as she goes into labor on
the meat-packaging factory line.

A looser close-up reaction shot communicates
the plant manager’s repulsion at Tommy’s birth
on the slaughterhouse floor.

industrial corporate indifference to employees’ personal dilemmas and
economic desperation. Initially, the film builds empathy, if not
sympathy toward Tommy regarding his exploitation and ridicule at the
hands of his employers. This does not completely evaporate until he
eviscerates Eric, one of the young adults arrested by his stepfather,
using a chainsaw in the basement of the Hewitt house. From this point
on, the primal brutality of Tommy’s class anger becomes a source of
dread. He lashes out at anyone who appears to occupy positions of
social status above that of the Hewitt family, whether or not they have
victimized the family or him. Despite the shift in emotional tenor
toward Tommy, social anxiety about economic survival pervades the
film’s overall setting.

The prologue, which takes place in the slaughterhouse in 1939,
introduces several formal cinematic motifs that enhance the
overwhelming impression of economic depression that permeates the
film. Predominately, the opening scene mixes the use of chiaroscuro
lighting, a monochromatic sepia-toned color spectrum and an
emphasis on the shallow-focus close-up. The first establishing shot
inside the slaughterhouse sets a tone of economic desperation, through
its extreme use of dark shadows and limited lighting. With a bare
overhead incandescent light bulb providing the primary source of
diegetic illumination within the shot, several meat hooks, all empty
save for one from which dangles a skinned cow’s head, present a failing
business. The establishing shot is then followed by a shallow-focus
tracking shot, showing close-ups that pass by hanging sides of beef,
visually grey-brown and apparently rotting. While the use of shallow-
focus draws the eye to the potential connotations of the side of beef,
the tracking shot glides past the meat, visually suggesting its fading
viability. This shot is then followed by a close-up of a hand arranging
colorless meat in a piece of butcher paper on a grimy wooden table,
conveying the idea of tainted factory production. Ending this short
sequence of shots, an extreme close-up of a hand-stamp marking the
packaged meat as ‘Inspected U.S.’ suggests government approval of
questionable industrial practices, particularly where profit is
concerned. The extensive use of close-ups provides information about
the economic setting — rotting meat, industrial practice and failed U.S.
regulatory practices — while the chiaroscuro lighting and dingy brown
images communicate the emotional overtones about a decaying
industrial economic system.

The implication of economic distress and corruption are further
enhanced when Sloane, the heavy-set young woman packaging the
rotting meat, goes into labor while seated at the production table. At
this point, the script is ambivalent, as the narrative never explicitly
reveals if the woman knows that she is pregnant. Given the use of the
tight close-ups of her anguished face, the event appears to be a very
painful surprise for her. In total disregard for the woman’s physical
agony, the plant manager refuses to allow her to stop her production
task in order to go to the bathroom. A series of close-ups of the
woman’s face are matched by those of the plant manager, whose facial



A hand-held defocused extreme close up
captures Tommy’s determination to attack the
slaughterhouse plant manager, the source of his
humiliation and exploitation.

Through a canted overhead camera angle, a
close up reaction shot reveals the plant
manager’s emotional anxiety about the
impending sledge hammer blow that will end his
life.

Tommy’s initial leather mask connotes
associations with his role as a cattle butcher in
the slaughterhouse, while ...

reactions suggest repulsion at her painful struggle, death and post-
mortem delivery on the slaughterhouse floor of a facially deformed
baby. In close-up, the wailing baby appears in a pool of dark blood
between the woman’s legs. With a complete lack of humanity, the baby,
wrapped in filthy burlap and soiled butcher paper, ends up in a trash
dumpster. A young Luda Mae Hewitt discovers the baby while foraging
for discarded meat scraps in the slaughterhouse dumpsters, her
hunger yet another indication of the level of poverty that permeates the
film. Her rescue of the baby sets in motion a chain of events that will
have repercussions thirty years later. However, it is the baby’s violent
birth on the slaughterhouse floor and subsequent disposal by the plant
manager as human trash that provide the initial ideological connection
between the inhumanity of the economic industrial system and the
savage actions by Thomas Hewitt, the adult whom the baby becomes.

When the film’s setting shifts to 1969, the slaughterhouse has been
condemned for the unsanitary and fraudulent production practices
that have apparently continued unabated since 1939. Though the
causes may be different, this narrative event resonates with the
economic devastation experienced within the U.S. industrial sector
since the late 1990s. At the time of the film’s release, as industrial
manufacturing has moved to the more corporate-hospitable and
economically beneficial locations of developing countries such as
China and India, the elimination of U.S. working-class jobs has
continued to grow. Within the context of TCM: the Beginning, Thomas
is a blue-collar victim of forced downsizing, discarded by the very
company and plant manager that had so easily considered him as
disposable trash at his birth. He becomes a victim of the
slaughterhouse for a second time.

Replicating the lighting and cinematic choices of the prologue, an
abundance of shadows, sepia tones, close-ups and shallow focus define
the narrative event wherein the plant manager fires, in his words, the
“over-sized retard” and “dumb animal.” In the final moments of
Tommy and the plant manager’s confrontation, close-ups convey
emotional responses through reaction shots. On Tommy’s face is
dogged determination. On the manager’s is the fearful realization that
he will be the last living thing to feel the killing blow from the
sledgehammer in the slaughterhouse. In addition, much of the physical
action in this scene is captured in defocused images, adding to the
destabilized emotions arising from the plant’s closure. In a scene
visually mirroring the event of Thomas’ birth, it is the plant manager
who writhes with fear and agony on the floor while Thomas towers
above him, readying to perform the job for which he has been trained.
As the sledgehammer falls and dark blood spreads out from beneath
the plant manager’s body, a different type of birth is signified. Thomas
sheds the restraints of corporate employment to strike out on his own
entrepreneurial quest, not unlike the forced journey many U.S workers
have undertaken as a ripple effect of industrial outsourcing and



…his appropriation of soldier Eric’s face as a
mask midway through the film signifies his link
to military killing.

Sherriff Hoyt’s low-angle medium close up
enhances his newly appropriated political and
legal authority as he stares off into…

…point-of-view wide-screen barren vista of the
western Texas landscape.

 

downsizing.

Initially, a mask covers Tommy’s face, from the bridge of his nose over
his chin. Once he brutally kills the plant manager as a response to both
the layoff and the personal taunts, the machine-stitched black leather
mask is displayed in a detailed close-up. As an integral part of
Tommy’s identity, the leather mask suggests an association with the
cattle processed by the slaughterhouse. Within the corporate industrial
context, both Thomas and the cattle are only useful to the production
plant as long as his human labor or the beef carcasses generate a profit.
As an allegory for many a laid-off factory worker in the bleak
employment landscape of 2006, Tommy, with prompting from his
adoptive father Sheriff Hoyt, learns to repurpose his slaughterhouse
skills in the basement of his family home. As part of that process, he
replaces the bovine leather mask, a visual identity that indicated his
subservience within the industrial corporate world. In its place,
Tommy appropriates the idealized, earnest face of Vietnam soldier
Eric, whose duty to family and country clearly define his character
values. In a twisted fashion, these values also come to define Tommy’s
evolving identity within TCM: the Beginning, as his slaughterhouse
skills both provide food for the family and are used as a means to
secure it from potentially dangerous outside social forces. To switch
from leather to the human mask also indicates Tommy’s shifting
values. He evolves from victim of an economic system that defined him
as disposable for corporate benefit into perpetrator of a destructive
system wherein he disposes of other humans for the Hewitt family’s
benefit. Ironically, Tommy and, in turn, the other members of the
Hewitt family adopt the same values as the system that has disrupted
and oppressed their lives. In a dark poetic turn, the Hewitt family’s
actions expose the underlying ideological contradiction between the
economic success of corporate capitalism and the economic failure of
U.S. workers.

The Bush-Cheney Administration 
and social anxiety

As the narrative of TCM: the Beginning unfolds, several story elements
prompt associations between the evolving monstrous Hewitt family
and the George W. Bush Administration. As a denotative element, the
use of the Texas farm road signs, in conjunction with the film’s title,
firmly anchors the film within a Texas milieu. In part, this association
was clearly promoted in the theatrical trailer for the film.[24] It begins
with two images of the farm road signs. An extreme long shot is
followed by a close up of the farm road sign flapping in the wind. We
see Sheriff Hoyt’s first public appearance in his appropriated official
role, immediately after he steps onto the badly patched road and turns
his gaze toward the horizon. This image provides his point-of-view
perspective as he looks down the road, linking his stolen authority with
the broad expanse of the Texas landscape. Throughout the film, the



images of the flat landscape, deteriorating asphalt roads, dried grass
and empty blue skies underscore the social isolation, economic
desolation and psychological alienation that fuel every prominent
character’s actions for self-survival in the film, especially the members
of the Hewitt family. As the result of a particularly destructive auto
collision on a farm road, even the young adults, in their confrontations
with the Hewitt family, draw their own strength for self-preservation
from the harsh landscape. On a general level of meaning, the rural
Texas setting in the film echoes with the specter of the George W. Bush
administration, in that he had previously been the Texas Governor
from 1995 till 2000. More explicitly, the location of the Hewitt family
home in rural Texas creates an immediate parallel to the Bush Texas
ranch where the President often escaped from the stresses of public
office.

In conjunction with the rural Texas setting, the architecture of the
Hewitt family home, or the terrible house, provides another subtle
association with the U.S. federal government, if not the 2006 Bush-
Cheney Administration specifically. Both Robin Wood and Rick
Worland have detailed the importance of the “terrible house” as a
genre convention, a visual element in the mise-en-scene of nearly any
horror film. Referring back to German expressionism in the way that
artists externalized the interior or psychological state of the human
mind, especially when shaped by external social anxieties beyond one’s
control,  Wood argues that the terrible house is “an objectification of
the personalities of the inhabitants.”[25] Explaining the roots of the
haunted house in many horror films, Worland contends the terrible
place is a metaphor for arbitrary power, corrupt nobility and
hypocritical religious authority.[26] The Hewitt house is certainly this,
if nothing else. But, beyond the house’s generic function, its specific
mise-en-scene and architectural design convey its inhabitants’
personalities and the corruption and social anxieties within it.

Interestingly, in its postmodern aesthetics, the terrible place, in both
the 2003 remake of Texas Chainsaw Massacre and TCM: the
Beginning, diverges from the somewhat banal white clapboard
farmhouse of the 1974 original. The production team for the films
replaced the folksy, non-threatening threatening house of the original
film (at least on the exterior surface) with an atypical run-down
structure that is visually formidable. By “atypical” I mean that the
architectural structure of the Hewitt house is atypical for the prairie
states, including Texas. Typically, prairie farm or ranch homes built in
the 1930s or 1940s were two-story, square, wood-framed white
clapboard structures with large wrap-around porches. Wood-frame
farm or ranch homes built later in the 1950s or 1960s used rectangular
ranch style or split-level architectural design. In contrast, the Hewitt
homestead stands out as something abnormal with its large two story
columns and cinder-block construction. Surrounded by a weedy,
overgrown lawn and crumbling out-buildings, the house appears
isolated. The paint peels from the façade, suggesting the owners’
inability or a lack of desire to maintain acceptable public appearances.
Visually, the Hewitt house is quite threatening as evidenced by the
growing anxiety of anyone arrested and unlucky enough to be in the
backseat of Sheriff Hoyt’s car as it pulls up in front of the foreboding
structure.



Underneath the deteriorating surface of the Hewitt house, its
architecture draws from the federalist style, a term connoting a
patriotic association with the early republic. Granted, not everyone in
the film’s audience will capture the architectural references conveyed
by the Hewitt family house. The geometric emphasis on large columns,
windows aligned in horizontal and vertical symmetrical rows, squares
used to add both physical strength and visual depth to the porch and
window mullions, the fanlight window above the front door coupled
with sidelight windows flanking the front door, triangular crowns for
porticos, and box-shaped floor plan — these are all hallmarks of the
federalist architectural style.[27] Federalist architectural style relies on
Neoclassic mathematical building principles, principles that provide
strength when using durable, heavy building materials such as marble
and granite to erect large public structures. The federalist architectural
style was originally favored by many of the United States’ founding
fathers, perhaps with Thomas Jefferson being the prime promoter of
the style.[28] He hoped that such building principles would parallel
the strength and durability of the Constitution and new democratic
republic, both based on Neoclassic principles as well. As an available
cultural reference for filmmakers, the White House is the most iconic
federalist building within the national landscape, and every four years,
it becomes the symbolic reference point within an ideological struggle
to determine the direction and definition of the American experience.
In our own times, since the beginning of the new millennium, the
White House, as an emblem of the federal government, has
accumulated a kind of symbolic tarnish stemming from accusations
from both the right and left; these include public perception that the
federal government could not stop external terrorist threats such as the
9/11 attacks; a growing xenophobia toward those of Middle Eastern
and Latin American heritage; and the Bush-Cheney Administration’s
misuse of power and authority to push its own political, economic and
military agenda.

For those with knowledge of architectural style, the film’s postmodern
“federalist quotation” in presenting the Hewitt house adds an extra
component of ideological association and also political anxiety. With
the home’s peeling paint and deteriorating façade, the film adds a dark
poetic dimension to its own evocation of the White House, so that the
terrible house evokes the ethical corruption and political decay of those
who live inside it. Within TCM: the Beginning, the juxtaposition of
federalist architectural elements with the deteriorating veneer of the
Hewitt home suggests a similar siege mentality, xenophobic paranoia,
and abuse of power and authority within that family, a family’s whose
values do not seem all that different from those of the Bush-Cheney
Administration. In particularly, the house objectifies the patriarchal
personality of Sheriff Hoyt Hewitt, externalizing, in the style of
German expressionism, his perverse psychological state shaped by the
forces of economic depression and contempt for outsiders.
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The visual emphasis on the large columns and
symmetrical aligned windows of the Hewitt
family’s Texas home façade references
Federalist style architectural.

In addition, the fanlight window over the home’s
main entry door and its attendant sidelight
windows provide additional visual links to
Federalist architecture.

The triangular crown for the Hewitt house side

As the voice over commentary on the DVD release states, the
production company for TCM: the Beginning was able to use the very
same run-down house, with its federalist style, that was used as Hewitt
family house in the 2003 remake of Texas Chainsaw Massacre. The
original use of a decaying federalist style house in Texas Chainsaw
Massacre 2003 may have been purely accidental, a fortuitous decision
that shaped the production for TCM: the Beginning. Accident or not,
the poetic function of the federalist-style house bears increased
ideological weight when conjoined with the additional ideological
associations prompted by many other narrative choices in the
“prequel” that were not included in the 2003 remake. The semiotic
elements of the Hewitt house interweave with new references such as
allusions to the sanctioned torture at Abu Ghraib prison and explicit
evangelical Christian references — in addition to allusions to economic
depression and the abuse and corruption of political authority that had
already surfaced in the remake. While Texas Chainsaw Massacre
(2003) vaguely suggested anxieties associated with the Bush-Cheney
Administration, TCM: the Beginning allegorically pummels them to
death.

Within the narrative action, political corruption surfaces quite early in
the film. Charlie Hewitt, patriarch of the family, acquires an alter-
identity that reverberates with events associated with the Bush-Cheney
Administration. As Sheriff Winston, the last remaining legitimate law
officer in the area, attempts to arrest Thomas for the bludgeoning
death of the slaughterhouse plant manager, Charlie steals the law
officer’s shotgun from the official sheriff car’s dashboard, shooting
Winston in the back of the head. Discarding his previous identity,
Charlie steals identification to become Sheriff Hoyt, complete with
freshly laundered uniform, shiny badge, and a new name tag. Charlie’s
metamorphosis into Hoyt conjures up cultural memories of the
contested 2000 Presidential election in which candidate Al Gore held
the popular vote whereas George Bush became the national leader,
suggesting metaphoric associations with illicit political manipulation.
Hoyt’s identity personifies, in part, that sense of stolen authority. His
representing the law of the land parallels the anxiety about leadership
in the 2006 U.S. political landscape. With such cultural associations,
TCM: the Beginning establishes allegorical links between the growing
monstrousness of the Hewitt family and its allegorical cultural
association with the Bush-Cheney White House.

For Tommy, the facially deformed, adopted son of the Hewitt family,
how the characters regard him is fueled by the various masks he wears
and his large physical stature. Outside of the Hewitt family, people
taunt him as a freak, an animal, and a “retard,” basing much of their
evaluation on his physical surface appearance. Within the categories
that define the film’s social order, he lacks the surface qualities that
define “normal” human appearance. As an abandoned infant in the



porch evokes yet another element prominent in
Federalist style architecture.

The White House, as a U.S. icon of Federalist
style architecture, includes the large support
columns, symmetrical rows of mullion-divided
windows, the eyebrow window over the front
door and the triangular crown of the portico.

As an metaphor of political corruption and
manipulation, Charlie Hewitt (soon to be Hoyt
Hewitt) shoots Sherriff Winston in the back as
the latter man attempts to arrest Tommy Hewitt
for the murder of the slaughterhouse plant
manager.

Appropriating Sherriff Winston’s uniform and
badge, Charlie Hewitt steals the legal and
political authority to become Sherriff Hoyt
Hewitt.

slaughterhouse dumpster, much of his face is covered by crumpled
butcher paper, leaving the full extent of the facial deformity to the
viewer’s imagination. Given that the film does not offer an explicit
image of Tommy’s face then, the viewer must wonder about the extent
of his facial deformity. Fueling this curiosity, as the backdrop for the
opening credits that follow young Luda Mae’s discovery in the
dumpster, a visual montage of still images, newspaper clippings,
bureaucratic paperwork, and a few short moving images provide some
plot information that suggests that Tommy, from a very young age,
practices self-mutilation as well as mutilates animals. Even so, the film
does not offer clear visual indications of the extent of his natural
deformity, of his self-inflicted mutilations, or of the combined ratio of
the two. This narrative approach is somewhat perplexing, as the 2003
remake provides a close-up of Tommy’s mutilated/deformed face,
wherein the complete absence of his nose and scared cheeks are quite
pronounced. In contrast, TCM: the Beginning emphasizes the
importance of the various masks rather than show Tommy’s face,
adding ideological weight to this aspect of his identity.

Such a visual “teasing” continues throughout the film as the viewer
never gets a clear visual image of Tommy’s deformed face. When the
adult Tommy moves from the use of a stitched black leather mask to a
human face, no random appropriated human face will do. In one of the
film’s most visually explicit grand guignol moments, he flays the face
of Eric, the Vietnam soldier, to wear as his own. In this case, the face is
a horrific metaphor of appropriated military identity. On one level, it
references the more acceptable charade by President George W. Bush,
attired in a military flight uniform as he boarded the U.S.S. Abraham
Lincoln. Because he had such a questionable military service record,
President Bush’s “Mission Accomplished” photo-op can be viewed as
just as much a travesty of military heroics as Thomas’ visceral
appropriation of Eric’s face. On another level, this narrative event
creates an association between Eric’s socially approved actions as a
Vietnam soldier and Tommy’s violent reactions against his social
environment. This association and this contrast between Eric and
Tommy, and their “face,” can be read allegorically in terms of the new
war, the Iraq war, and the new kind of social anxiety it has generated.
The war is accompanied by massive contradiction. The U.S. sanctioned
the invasion of Iraq, expecting to find weapons of mass destruction
that were not there.  At the same time, the neo-cons so influential in
the Administration falsely assumed the U.S. armed forces would be
welcome and the U.S. presence would improve the lives of Iraqi
citizens. And then, in a dramatic way the abuses of military authority
at Abu Ghraib prison were perpetrated by young soldiers with
prototypical boy or girl-next-door appearances. For the U.S. public, all
these aspects of the war undermined any idealistic sense of U.S.
military actions in Iraq.

In the film the script condenses such social anxieties with the horrific
nature of Tommy’s stealing Eric’s face. Plotwise, this narrative event
becomes a powerful metaphor. Throughout the film Hoyt prods
Tommy’s murderous rampages, one of which ends with Tommy
appropriating Eric’s face. The multifaceted metaphor echoes Donald
Rumsfeld’s promotion and sanction of acceptable torture techniques
for U.S. military intelligence to gather information from prisoners of



After killing Eric, Tommy Hewitt flays the young
soldier’s face to use as his new mask for his
militaristic identity, not unlike ...

…President George W. Bush, in full flight
uniform, landing on the U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln
to celebrate his ‘Mission Accomplished’ of the
Iraqi Invasion.

war, as well as the prison guards at Abu Ghraib who enacted such
policy and more. It also harkens back to the President’s own
appropriated military identity. Tommy’s theft of Eric’s face is a
monstrous action metaphorically parallel to those taken by members of
the Bush-Cheney Administration or people under their command.

The invasion of Iraq and social anxiety

In conjunction with the previously discussed anxieties, the hovering
backdrop of the Vietnam War in TCM: the Beginning also reverberates
with social anxiety about more recent U.S. military actions.In October,
2006, the country was still mired in ideologically divisive military
actions in both Iraq and Afghanistan. The body count, both of young
U.S. military and of the Iraqi people, continued to grow in daily news
reports. In contrast, clear progress to “secure” social stability in Iraq
existed mainly in U.S. government public relations reports rather than
being substantiated by verifiable evidence, especially through the later
part of 2003 up through 2006. Indeed, this cognitive dissonance
paralleled similar circumstances from the Vietnam War era where the
news and the White House provided such different reports and
“statistics.”

In the film, the Vietnam War influences character motivation,
especially the prisoners’, with Eric’s patriotism and Dean’s pacifism.
Eric’s previous experiences in Vietnam fuel conflicting emotions —
patriotic duty vs. growing alienation arising from the cruelty and
savagery he had confronted while in battle. In terms of plot
development, Dean’s burned draft card triggers Sheriff Hoyt’s
generational and class rage against hippies, bikers and draft dodgers.
In a manner similar to Tommy’s job loss and its effect on that
character in the prologue, the burned draft card unleashes Hoyt’s
physical and psychological sadism. As he punishes both Eric and Dean
for the burned draft card, Hoyt comes to embody a complex ideological
mixture of psychotic reactionary patriotism mixed with religious
fundamentalist fervor, deriving from his reaction to the Vietnam War.
By building in plot developments that are based on the response of
these three characters to the experience of the Vietnam War, the film
provides a cinematic allegory extending the reference to contemporary
conflicting perspectives toward current military conflicts, especially in
Iraq — here from the xenophobic fanatic, the anti-war isolationist, and
the duty-bound patriot.

Furthermore, the character Chrissie’s evolution is another index of
how contemporary factors shift the historical reference of the film. By
the end of the film, she transforms from a traditional woman into a
warrior woman fighting to save her friends’ lives and her own. In this
sense there has been an historical shift with the invasion of Iraq, where
more women military have participated in direct battle, indeed become
casualties, than in the Vietnam War, where U.S. women soldiers did
not participate in combat. Consequently, Chrissie’s character shift
indicates a concern with the changing role of women in contemporary
military operations rather than reference to the Vietnam War.

Beyond the literal setting of TCM: the Beginning, the rural Texas
setting resonates with more contemporary events. As part of the



Scattered debris litters the Texas farm road
after the young adults’ jeep collides with a steer
that has wandered into the middle of the
highway.  This image echoes that of…

…images such as this one where a U.S. military
hummer traverses a street, framed by bombed
out buildings and detritus that line the road in
the wake of the invasion of Iraq.

Tommy Hewitt’s final violent assault in Texas
Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning leaves a
trail of dead bodies and wrecked cars along the
Texas highway, a horrific metaphor for the U.S.
invasion of Iraq.

general setting for the film, the geographical location of rural Texas,
with its desolate sense of environment, also can be seen to refer to the
desert landscape of post-invasion Iraq. This is part of the film’s
narrative setup. In quick succession, several narrative events converge
as the youths, soon to be prisoners, ride in their Jeep on a deserted
Texas Farm Road. These events push them reluctantly into a small-
scale military battle. Distracted by their own argument over the
burning of the draft card, Eric and Dean fail to notice a female outlaw
biker, complete with sawed-off shotgun, gaining ground behind them.
As she fires at the Jeep, Eric exchanges gunfire with the her, taking his
eyes off the road in front of him. This turns out to be a fateful mistake.

The Jeep collides with a large steer crossing the farm road in the wide-
open expanse of the rural Texas landscape. Eric ends up in front of the
decimated vehicle; Dean and Bailey are trapped in the backseat while
Chrissie has been ejected into brush at the side of the road. With pieces
of the Jeep and cattle carcass strewn over the road, the female biker
proceeds to rob the three young adults still left with the wrecked
vehicle. To add more confusion to the situation, Sheriff Hoyt pulls up,
killing the female biker in a showdown straight out of a classic
Hollywood western. He discovers the partially burned draft card that
sets off his reactionary patriotic tirade against Eric and Dean. In trying
to protect his younger brother, Eric professes that he is Dean, an
identity switch, which when discovered by Sheriff Hoyt, provides him
further rationale to engage in his sadistic interrogation and torture of
the young adults. In the DVD’s voice-over commentary, Director
Liebesman says he intended to convey that Hoyt always knew that the
two brothers were lying to him, since the distinct difference between
Eric’s and Dean’s haircuts — one with a shorter military cut and the
other with a longer “hippie” hairstyle — implies who is the soldier and
who is not. Again, this moment provides insight into Hoyt’s character.
Ultimately, because they are both interlopers into his territory, he will
direct his rage at both young men, patriot and draft resister.

Within the few minutes of screen time that it takes these story events
to occur, the script constructs a setting of lawlessness; it is common in
horror films to create a setup where it quickly becomes clear that the
social rules and social identity with which the young adults/victims are
familiar no longer apply. In the place of a “civilized” social order, the
more savage rules of “eat or be eaten,” as stated by Sheriff Hoyt in his
torture of Dean, become the norms for survival in this inhospitable
milieu. Based on reports young U.S. soldiers have given about their
experience in Iraq, such plot events resonate with the reported
lawlessness that permeated Iraqi society right after the invasion, the
ongoing sense of animosity projected by Iraqi locals toward the young
soldiers, and even the individual trials of isolation and alienation
experienced by young U.S. soldiers who find themselves in sudden and
confusing military engagement.



One of the widely circulated photos of prisoner
abuse at Abu Ghraib Prison, a clear failure of
U.S. ideals associated with the Invasion of Iraq.

Gny. Sgt. Hartman (R. Lee Ermey) humiliates
army recruit Pvt. Pyle in Full Metal Jacket
(1987) in a similar manner used by …

Furthermore, after the collision, the imagery of strewn automotive
debris  evokes strikingly similar iconography recorded during the
invasion of Iraq where wasted automobile shells and military
machinery littered the roadsides. A similar image appears in the final
scene of the film, in the wake of Thomas’ final confrontation with
Chrissie, reinforcing the associations between the rural Texas setting
and images of roadside destruction in Iraq. The Hewitt family wages
war on anyone who happens to cross their path. In the film, the war-
like events and images intersect with the other social anxieties rising
from the influences of economic depression to conjure the military
practices and policies of the Bush-Cheney Administration.
Connotations with the invasion of Iraq become stronger once the
narrative turns its focus on the brutal torture and sadism inflicted by
Sheriff Hoyt and Tommy upon the hapless young adults, acts that
perhaps draw their inspiration from the disturbing images of U.S.
soldiers’ conduct with Iraqi detainees in the military prison of Abu
Ghraib.

Social anxiety about Abu Ghraib and the failure
of U.S. ideals

In early 2004, a series of horrific images began to circulate through the
Internet that exposed the sanctioned practices of torture affected by
members of the 800th Military Police Brigade on prisoners at Abu
Ghraib Prison. Later, an official military report prepared by Maj. Gen.
Antonio M. Taguba supported the initial allegations of torture.[29] In
terms of general cultural awareness, internationally, the photos were
shown on extensive news media reports by 60 Minutes II on April 28,
2004 and in articles posted by Seymour M. Hersh in The New Yorker.
[30][open endnotes in new window] The images and the narratives
around them conveyed instances of psychological humiliation, which
exploited the prisoners’ sexual, gender and religious identity, and
physical torture. In particular, the images that circulated via the
Internet, originally among soldiers, fueled social anxiety — about the
“benevolence” of a U.S. military presence in Iraq, the potential
savagery of ill-trained American reservists, and a growing sense that
the “solution” for Saddam Hussein’s barbarous treatment of the Iraqi
people was as demoralizing and dangerous for them as their former
leader’s own edicts and behavior.

In the trajectory of the film’s plot, having captured Eric, Dean and
Bailey in the wake of the farm road skirmish, Sheriff Hoyt’s
psychological humiliation and physical sadism, especially toward Eric
and Dean, resonates in the viewers’ minds with what they know of the
behavior of the military police at Abu Ghraib. Indeed, within the film
these scenes are constructed and acted with intense emotional
brutality. Much of this effect is due to the actors’ willingness to
perform, with the physical verisimilitude of an extreme method-acting
style, Hoyt’s acts of torture and humiliation on Eric and Dean. As
described on the DVD’s voice-over commentary, the young actors
endured the physical brutality of stress positions, suffocation, and



… Sherriff Hoyt Hewitt, again played by R. Lee
Ermey, humiliating draft dodger Dean in Texas
Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning. The use of
the same actor in both films reinforces the
ideological associations of military cruelty
associated with his characters.

Sherriff Hoyt’s abusive behavior and torture of
Eric visually echoes …

…the actual abuse and torture of prisoners by
U.S. military representatives at Abu Ghraib
Prison.

 

 

blows from Hoyt’s truncheon. In the push-up scene, actor R. Lee
Ermey (Hoyt) delivered body blows with a hard rubber truncheon to
Taylor Handley (Dean), with at least one of the blows inflicting
physical damage, seen in fact when Handley limps across the yard in
his escape attempt. Matt Bomer (Eric) suffered short periods of
suffocation when his face was enveloped in plastic wrap as well as a
painful fall to the ground when he finally escapes from his forced-
hanging stress position. Ermey, whose acting mantra on the set was
“more is more,” adds a level of chilling realism to Hoyt’s caustic taunts
and humiliation as well as his physical blows that amplify the dread
associated with that character. The emotional intensity that results
from the actors’ total immersion in their roles lets them exaggerate the
inequality of social power between their characters. Consequently, the
emotional intensity of the torture scenes deepens their metaphoric ties
to the circulating photos and news stories about U.S. military police
atrocities at Abu Ghraib prison.

Ermey’s performance as Hoyt Hewitt also echoes Gny. Sgt. Hartman, a
similar character Ermey created for Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal
Jacket, set during the Vietnam War. As a drill sergeant preparing new
recruits for deployment, in that film Hartman unrelentingly humiliates
out-of-shape, overweight Pvt. Pyle, especially during obstacle course
training. In one scene, Hartman layers both psychological and physical
abuse onto Pyle who cannot complete one chin-up, a sign that the
young man is not fit for military service. Both films, through the roles
created by R. Lee Ermey, present cinematic metaphors of abusive
police authority. In the same manner that Hartman persecutes Pvt.
Pyle, Emrey’s Sheriff Hoyt visits a similar psychological and physical
torture on Dean. After Dean confesses his actual identity and that he
was the one to burn his draft card, the faux sheriff drags the young
man into the open expanse of the Hewitt family farmyard. As both a
means of punishment and training, Hoyt offers the young man a
chance at freedom. If Dean can perform ten correct pushups as a sign
of his fitness for military duty, he will be free to walk off the farm. Of
course, Dean’s task is not that simple. With a truncheon, Hoyt
pummels the young man in his lower back and legs as he tries to push
off of the ground, thereby thwarting Dean’s endeavor. Based on the
depositions taken from prisoners at Abu Ghraib, Hoyt’s verbal and
physical abuse of Dean and Eric compares to several instances of
prisoner abuse carried out by SPC Charles A. Graner Jr., the military
policeman sentenced to 10 years in prison for the sexual, physical and
psychological abuse of prisoners, including beating them with a solid
plastic stick.[31]

In addition, in TCM: the Beginning, Hoyt hangs the two young men
crucifixion-style in a stress position to set the stage for his
interrogation of them. As an alleged punishment for the burned draft
card, he wraps the presumed Dean’s/Eric’s head in plastic wrap. Such
an image of the young man struggling for his breath and life is eerily
reminiscent of several images that captured a particular form of



prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib, that of wrapping a naked detainee’s
head in women’s underwear while his outstretched arms are shackled
to the metal frame of a prison bunk bed. In addition, the use of the
plastic wrap as a means of suffocation echoes the practice of water-
boarding, an interrogation technique that the Bush-Cheney
Administration condoned.

References to Abu Ghraib mount as the Hewitt family increases to
demoralize and physically attack their four young adult captives.
Whether the filmmakers consciously appropriated the images and
news stories from Abu Ghraib or drew from the unconscious zeitgeist
that has festered in U.S. culture, the correlation between the sadistic
behavior and tortuous actions of the Hewitt family, primarily Hoyt,
and those of the military police is pronounced, indicating a dark
cultural acknowledgement of the social anxiety produced by the events
at the actual prison.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

This extreme close up of a crucifix is the first
iconic evocation of Christianity and sacrificial
suffering to appear in Texas Chainsaw
Massacre: the Beginning.

Sherriff Hoyt’s crucifixion of Dean and Eric
visually echoes…

…the physical stress position of prisoner torture
at Abu Ghraib.

Social anxiety about family values and 
the Religious Right

While economic depression and allegorical references to the Bush-
Cheney Administration military policies are alluded to throughout the
film’s narrative, TCM: the Beginning also introduces Christian
iconography; this is something new, not part of the 2003 remake of
Texas Chainsaw Massacre. Actually, religious reference marked the
theatrical trailer for the “prequel” where, in addition to the children’s
lullaby of “Mockingbird” that Luda Mae sings to Bailey at the kitchen
table, the trailer ties together images from the film with “Amazing
Grace” on the soundtrack. Through the repeated use of Christian
iconography in TCM: the Beginning, conservative religious ideology
comes to define the Hewitt family’s identity and actions. When the first
pangs of childbirth interrupt Sloane’s work, she grabs a rosary-like
necklace around her neck, presented in extreme close up with a cross
dangling; highlights in the image emphasize the crucified Christ figure
in the center of the visual frame. Even though the young woman clasps
the crucifix as a source of solace, it fails to offer her any relief from the
painful, fatal birthing process or the subtle sadism of the plant
manager, a pessimistic comment on religion.

The crucifixion imagery continues as a visual motif once the Hewitt
family has gotten their hands on the young adults, especially with
respect to Eric, the Vietnam soldier. Sheriff Hoyt suspends both Eric
and Dean from large beams of hanging wood, employing a rationale of
coercing information about the burned draft card to “justify” his
brutalization of the two for trespassing onto Hewitt family territory.
This image and his action replicate the crucifix’s original staging as
well as the physical stress positions from Abu Ghraib photos. Rather
than salvation, the film continues associating the crucifix with sadism
and suffering, but it also weaves in associations with Sheriff Hoyt’s
unauthorized and unregulated political authority. Ultimately, the
narrative comes to frame Eric as a Christ-like figure, one whose
prolonged suffering at the hands of the Hewitt family echoes the
Biblical accounts of Christ’s treatment by his captors. For example,
Eric’s placement on Tommy’s “work table,” though slightly altered in
the layout, reverberates with the concept of crucifixion. The victim’s
hands and ankles as well as his neck are strapped to the wooden table,
replicating the spirit, if not the direct imagery, of Christ’s hands and
feet nailed to the cross. In addition, the dissected arms provide a visual
indication of the physical suffering implemented by Tommy’s
industrial skills.

This image culminates the film’s framing Eric as a Christ-like figure.
Initially, he sacrifices his dream of building a nuclear family with his



Under Sherriff Hoyt’s direction and by Tommy
Hewitt’s hand, Eric, the stalwart soldier, is the
first sacrificial victim of the hapless young
adults.

In a grotesque presentation of traditional
patriarchal values, Bailey, who is barefoot, is
tied to the leg of the Hewitt family’s kitchen
table.

Sherriff Hoyt presides over the Hewitts’
grotesque re-enactment of the last supper,
blessing the food and spouting an invective
against those who would undermine traditional
family values.

girlfriend Chrissie, a dream complete with a house and two children, to
return to Vietnam, seeing it as his patriotic duty. After he is able to
engineer an escape from his own cross-like constraints in the barn, he
attempts to rescue Bailey, Dean’s girlfriend, from her own hellish form
of crucifixion. Ultimately, Eric’s attempts end with him strapped to the
wooden worktable in the Hewitt basement, sacrificed like Christ for his
efforts to save his family and friends.

Despite Eric’s Christ-like sacrifice, Sheriff Hoyt’s perverse
interpretation of Biblical scripture dominates the family’s vengeful
social philosophy, a clear association with the values of the
conservative Religious Right. The most obvious example of Hoyt’s use
of scripture appears as he delivers the blessing before the “Last
Supper.” Here, he recites, “I was hungry and you gave me meat. I was
thirsty and you gave me drink. I was a stranger and you took me in.”
But the family’s actions offer an ironic counterpoint to the scripture,
revealing Hoyt’s dark self-serving interpretation of it. For the Hewitt
family, strangers are the meat. In the film’s narrative, this religious
fanaticism is framed as monstrous.

Instead of enduring the more recognizable crucifixion in the barn as
did Eric and Dean, Bailey, the non-traditional female member of the
young adult group, is bound barefoot to a wooden table leg on the
filthy Hewitt kitchen floor, a grotesque visual metaphor of traditional
patriarchal values that define a woman’s role in the home, values
integral to Religious Right ideology. Additionally, this image echoes
those of Abu Ghraib prisoners handcuffed to prison bars, comparing a
woman’s subservience within a traditional patriarchal society with that
of a prisoner of war. As noted earlier, Luda Mae’s primary role located
in the kitchen cooking or pickling human meat is another indication of
the limited role available to women in the traditional Hewitt family.
After the food has been prepared, Sheriff Hoyt serves up the victuals at
the family meals, as he performs a twisted version of grace both
thanking God for the food on the table and promising to punish those
who would undermine traditional family values. The combination of
prayer ritual and patriarchal authority in the film echoes much of the
ongoing rhetoric that has defined the ideology of the contemporary
Religious Right, a source of much social conflict in contemporary U.S.
society. Indeed, the final meal in the film becomes a gruesome
performance of the Eucharist, a “Last Supper” performance that
crystallizes the underlying apprehension about the impact of Christian
fundamentalism on the American social landscape. As the family
gathers at the table to dine on Eric stew, this narrative event
foregrounds the symbolic cannibalism that is an integral aspect of
Christian ritual.[32] [open endnotes in new window] It is this event
which prompts Chrissie, initially the most traditional of the four young
adults, verbally and physically to reject the Hewitt family’s ideology as
both monstrous and destructive. Christian rituals, social hierarchy,
male patriarchal abuse, and class rage converge in the final gathering
to define the identity of the monstrous traditional patriarchal family,
especially as these values destroy the lives of all four young adults.

Even in the prologue, the discovery of the discarded infant in the trash
bin by the young Luda Mae Hewitt invokes grotesque images borrowed
from Judeo-Christian beliefs. Symbolically, Moses found among the
brushes converged with the image of the Christ child swaddled in



Underscoring his less-than-humble birth, the
baby Tommy Hewitt is discarded into waste and
debris of the factory’s trash dumpster, not unlike
Moses set adrift in river brushes.

A young Luda Mae Hewitt discovers the baby
swaddled in butcher paper and meat scraps, a
grotesque visual reference to both the Judeo-
Christian beliefs in Moses found among the
brushes and the baby Jesus in the stable
manger.

In his first appearance in Texas Chainsaw
Massacre: the Beginning, Eric emerges from a
dirty motel swimming pool, suggesting a light-
hearted parody of…

cloth, both images suggesting important events that define Religious
Right ideology. Anchoring the Hewitt family values in both the Old and
New Testaments, this pastiche of Christian imagery is interwoven with
the economic factors of industrial deterioration. Within the narrative,
this prologue creates volatile circumstances that push the Hewitt
family to reject the social order that has oppressed them only to create
an equally oppressive one based on a perverted interpretation of the
Bible. For those who fear the growing power of the Religious Right in
U.S society, this cinematic representation is not all that far removed
from an actual overriding anxiety. Though not limited to lesbian, gay
and various queer communities that have been fighting for equal rights
in the context of contemporary U.S. society, those groups are explicit
targets of emboldened theocratic attacks against them, fueling anxiety
about religious fundamentalism’s oppressive power.

Destruction of youthful idealism

In order for TCM: the Beginning to emphasize its nihilistic ambiance,
the film initially provides a mosaic of four archetypes of youthful
idealism. This is quite distinct from the 2003 remake wherein the
young adults smuggle drugs, engage in promiscuous sexual activity,
and clearly shirk from any sense of adult responsibility. In comparison,
the young adults in the prequel exhibit the character traits of military
valor, political awareness and familial aspirations. All four are
ultimately destroyed by the Hewitt family’s military-industrial-
religious belief system, a replication of the Bush-Cheney
Administration’s values of aggressive military action, destructive and
corrupt capitalist practices, and reliance on evangelical born-again
Christian religious fervor. Two of the younger archetypes slant toward
more conservative ideals and two lean toward more progressive
ideological viewpoints. On the conservative side, Eric is a patriotic
young man who believes in selfless duty and sacrifice for his country.
He, along with his girlfriend Chrissie, spends his last weekend at a
dilapidated motel before he heads back for a second tour of duty in
Vietnam. Interestingly, Eric’s pending return to battle better parallels
the experience of those individuals deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq
who served several tours of duty. In the context of the Vietnam War,
soldiers embarked on a single tour of duty lasting “12 months for most
branches of the military, except the 13 month tour for Marines.”[33] In
the film’s narrative, Eric’s second deployment corresponds to the
experience of military personnel more recently in Afghanistan and
Iraq. This similarity suggests that TCM: the Beginning is as much
about the contemporary backdrop of these military actions in 2006 as
it is about the film’s historical setting of 1969.

When first introduced within the narrative, Eric surfaces from the
depths of a leaf-covered swimming pool, an image that draws upon a
cinematic reference from Apocalypse Now (1979). The character
blocking and camera framing mimics the earlier film, albeit in a lighter
tone. In the earlier film, Willard emerges from a river of mud to enact
his destruction of the renegade Colonel Kurtz, an embarrassing
political liability for the U.S. military establishment during the
Vietnam War. In Apocalypse Now, the image indicates Willard’s
rebirth from his initial ambivalence toward Kurtz to his newfound



... Willard’s rebirth from the primal river as
prepares to assassinate Col. Kurtz in the finale
of Apocalypse Now.

In the final showdown between Chrissie and
Tommy Hewitt in Texas Chainsaw Massacre:
the Beginning, the Apocalypse Now visual
reference to Willard’s heart-of-darkness moment
surfaces again, though in straightforward
emotional tone.

As Chrissie prepares to attack Tommy Hewitt,
she is transformed from her earlier identity as
the traditional homemaker and mother into a
figure of feminist fury.

determination to kill the rouge colonel.As it turns out, Eric, along with
his companions, must face TCM: the Beginning’s own version of the
renegade Colonel Kurtz, in the guise of Sheriff Hoyt Hewitt. As the
patriarch of the Hewitt family, Hoyt is a psychologically damaged
Korean War veteran and former prisoner of war who holds his own set
of extremist military and religious ideals that are not dissimilar to
those of Colonel Kurtz. Unlike Apocalypse Now where Willard does
assassinate Colonel Kurtz, Eric is the first of the four young adults to
die from the Hewitt family’s actions. He becomes the victim of
renegade militarism rather than the solution to eliminate it. In an
ideological turnabout, any sense of hopefulness for the future that
Kurtz’s death suggests at the end of Apocalypse Now is replaced with
the catastrophic vision of the future for the young adults that begins,
but does not end with Eric’s death on the Hewitt family basement
butcher table. In 2006, the patriotism that grows from the ideals of
democracy and self-sacrifice embodied in Eric’s character cannot
survive the savage onslaught of militaristic vehemence employed by
the Hewitt family.

Chrissie, Eric’s girlfriend, personifies another conservative ideal, that
of the traditional patriarchal nuclear family. Sitting passively on the
side of the pool, she waits as Eric swims to her. Once Eric proposes to
her, complete with a dimestore ring, Chrissie voices her dreams of
marriage and children. These dreams are tinged with misgivings
because of Eric’s pending return to battle. Given the more passive,
traditional values that initially inform her character, Chrissie
experiences the most radical transformation of the young adults in the
film. When Sheriff Hoyt captures her friends in the fallout from a
roadside auto accident, Chrissie must shift from passive to aggressive
behavior. She infiltrates the Hewitt house to save her friends, sharing a
sense of social duty with Eric. This soon erodes as she comes face to
face with the cannibal family. Chrissie observes her friends’ executions
before facing her own final showdown with Tommy Hewitt. First, she
hides under the butcher table as Tommy skewers Eric with a chainsaw.
Later, at the grotesque reenactment of the Hewitt family’s version of
the Christian Last Supper, Chrissie watches, while tied to a chair, as
Tommy slices Bailey’s neck with a pair of household scissors. It is at
this point in the narrative where Chrissie explicitly rejects her former
idealistic beliefs in traditional patriarchal family values. While
Chrissie’s initially subservient behavior began to erode once she set
foot on the Hewitt family’s property, her previously repressed feminist
anger erupts in full force at the dinner table. Accusing the Hewitt
family of incestuous, perverted sexual behavior, she literally screams
out her disgust with and defiance of them.

In one opportunistic moment, Chrissie stabs Tommy with a
screwdriver, a feminist appropriation of a traditionally masculine tool.
Using the chaos created by this attack, she escapes from the
destructive environment of the Hewitt house, only to end up in the
decaying confines of the slaughterhouse. The cinematic reference to
rebirth from Apocalypse Now reappears, this time replicating the
ominous tone of the original source. Having hidden from Tommy in
one of the slaughterhouse’s blood vats, Chrissie emerges at the surface,



The visual association of Dean’s first image,
lying prone on a dirty motel mattress while a
ceiling fan circles overhead, visually resonates
with…

…the similar introduction of Willard’s character’s
in Apocalypse Now.

 

covered in coagulating blood and wielding a large butcher knife.
Drawing upon her new-found sense of aggressive feminist anger, she
lunges at Tommy, an icon of unleashed male rage, a product of the
traditional home and factory. As the narrative setting from which
Chrissie last escapes, the slaughterhouse, with its atmosphere of death
and decay, suggests that the routine labor of the factory system offers
even less personal fulfillment for a young woman than domestic
slavery. Chrissie wounds Tommy, although not fatally. After
fortuitously finding the dead plant manager’s car keys on the
slaughterhouse office floor, she makes one last dash for survival in his
automobile parked outside of the slaughterhouse. She frantically drives
onto the west Texas farm road to escape Tommy’s wrath.
Unfortunately for Chrissie, Tommy has found the car first. Rising up
from the back seat, he impales her with the grinding action of his
chainsaw. The car careens into both a highway patrol car and a
stopped motorist. Only Tommy walks away from the scene unscathed,
a monstrous index of male rage. With Chrissie’s death, both her
previous beliefs in the traditional family and her newly acquired
feminist consciousness are decimated as she slumps post-mortem in
the car. Neither set of values survives the onslaught of the extreme
militaristic religious patriarchal actions of the Hewitt family.

While TCM: the Beginning dismembers conservative ideals,
progressive values fare no better. As Eric’s brother, Dean exemplifies
the idealistic pacifist who questions the underlying agenda of U.S.
political and military actions. In another visual reference to
Apocalypse Now, the film introduces Dean, on his back, his arms and
legs splayed over a motel bed with wrists and ankles tied to its four
corners. Through an overhead shot sliced by a slowly turning ceiling
fan, this image recalls the introduction of Willard in the earlier film in
which he stares up at a slowly revolving ceiling fan. Just as the slowly
revolving fan conveys Willard’s ambivalence to hunt down the rogue
Colonel Kurtz in the jungles of Cambodia, Dean’s introduction in TCM:
the Beginning parallels his lack of enthusiasm to ship out to Vietnam.
By the end of the film however, Dean morphs into the selfless warrior
who understands that he must destroy Sheriff Hewitt at any cost, thus
discarding his previous values of pacifism in much the same manner
that Willard abandons his moral veneer to kill Kurtz.

Even so, the ideological conflict, between Eric’s patriotic values and
Dean’s pacifism, sets in motion the chain of events that pulls the young
adults into the Hewitt family’s lair. When Dean defiantly burns his
draft card as the young quartet drives down the dusty Texas farm road,
he elicits a negative reaction from Eric, who is steering their Jeep. It is
the ideological confrontation between brothers which contributes to
Eric’s distraction and the car accident. This, in turn, leads to Sheriff
Hoyt’s interaction with the young people, and ultimately leads to their
imprisonment and torture by the Hewitt family. In particular, Hoyt’s
wrath falls on Dean, as a young man who dares to challenge the
authority and ideological stance of the U.S. government. Under Hoyt’s
torturous tutelage, Dean develops his own militaristic brand of
survival, eschewing any sense of pacifism in his last confrontation with



the sheriff on the Hewitt’s front porch. Dean pummels his opponent
while regurgitating the older man’s words and actions back at him.

Bailey, Dean’s girlfriend, is the young woman who initially exemplifies
both sexual and feminist liberation. As a mild version of a dominatrix,
it is she who has loosely bound Dean to the motel bed in attempt to
spice up their sexual encounter. Evidently, Dean has agreed to this
gender role reversal as he quickly slips out of the binds when his pre-
occupation with their plans to escape over the Mexican border
interferes with his ability to perform sexually. Once Sheriff Hoyt
captures the young people, the cannibal family works to break down
Bailey’s non-traditional feminist independence. First, the family
literally trusses her to a kitchen table leg where she becomes a
personification of the old patriarchal adage that women belong
barefoot in the kitchen. Later, Bailey is bound to Hoyt’s bed, in a much
more ominous manner. This image evokes her crucifixion for Hoyt’s
sadistic sexual gratification, an act that clearly indicates the religious
source of his sexual repression while subordinating her to his
patriarchal authority. Towards the end of the film, the Hewitt family
ultimately finds Bailey to be too tainted to be reintegrated back into
the traditional patriarchal family fold. With a slice of the blade of a
household scissor across the throat, Tommy “releases” Bailey from her
previous indiscretions, evoking the destructive power that traditional
patriarchy has upon women who exert their social and sexual
independence.

It is the introduction and destruction of the different types of youthful
idealism that provides the counterpoint to frame the various beliefs
and actions of the Hewitt family, especially those of Hoyt and Thomas,
as monstrous and socially dangerous. Wood argues that one of the
most terrifying aspects of the original Texas Chainsaw Massacre is
that young adults are devoured by the demands and traditions of the
past.[34] As a source of dread, the torment and destruction of the
young adults and their idealism by the Hewitt family elders culturally
functions in the same manner in the TCM: the Beginning. The Hewitt
family’s xenophobia about “hippies, bikers, and draft dodgers” grows
from their generational and class anxiety that the young adults are a
threat to their values and way of life. One could interpret the film, as
Deburge does, as a call for audience members “willing to embrace such
homicidal maniacs as heroes.” But such an interpretation ignores the
rampant destruction throughout the film and its nihilistic ending. By
the point of the “Last Supper,” the Hewitt family sustains that
maniacal way of life by ingesting the energy supplied by soldier Eric’s
body, in much the same way that the Bush-Cheney Administration
maintained its political and social power through the deaths of young
soldiers in a questionable military invasion. The other young adults are
collateral damage. While the Hewitt family values prevail at the end of
the movie, their success in destroying all of the young adults provokes
dread rather than celebration. TCM: the Beginning thus provokes a
strong critique of the family’s values and actions.
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In the visceral scene where Tommy Hewitt kills
Eric by chainsaw, the over-emphasized sound
of the chainsaw provides a sound bridge for a
montage of discontinuous visual images. With
the first close-up, Chrissie, who is hiding under
the butcher table, reacts to Tommy’s sudden
appearance in the Hewitt family basement.

Tommy’s hands rev up the chainsaw in close-
up, providing a visual emphasis on the
chainsaw to build suspense and terror.

Formal motifs conveying anxiety

According to remarks made in the DVD voice-over commentary, the
production team set out to make TCM: the Beginning look more like
the 1974 original, at least with respect to the camerawork. The original
Texas Chainsaw Massacre uses a lot of hand-held camera work and
erratic editing that provides the film with much of its emotional energy
and replicates much of the characters’ neurotic anxiety. In contrast, the
2003 remake of that film favors more conventional camera work, using
stationary camera or smooth camera movement. As a result, the
remake lacks the original’s adrenalin energy and emotional impact.
TCM: the Beginning uses a production style that synthesizes formal
elements from both of its predecessors. The prequel appropriates the
use of hand-held camerawork as well as emphasizes off-screen
narrative space, a cinematic technique utilized effectively in the
original film. From the 2003 remake, the 2006 film liberally borrows
expressionist chiaroscuro lighting techniques that visually define the
Hewitt family’s “terrible house” as well as the slaughterhouse.

Several aesthetic patterns contribute to the dark poetics and cultural
critique. As noted earlier, near monochromatic images suggest a bleak
social environment grounded in a rigid social hierarchy. Remembering
that Sheriff Hoyt’s psychological and physical torture techniques are
not the same thing as Tommy’s expertise in vivisection, the film
provides plenty of the former while sparsely integrating the latter. The
manipulation of light and shadow, hand-held camera framing, and
rhythmic pacing of the editing withholds as much information as it
explicitly reveals. As noted earlier in Layden’s amazon.com criticism of
the film, the imagery is heavily drenched in blood splatter but
relatively free of explicit on-screen bodily penetration by a revved-up
chainsaw. While Layden perceives this cinematic technique as a
weakness in the film, it can just as easily be viewed as the film’s
strength. The combined cinematic techniques prompt, to a large
degree, a greater reliance on the viewer’s stitching together the horrific
mayhem, potentially accessing darker anxieties than even the
filmmakers could have explicitly presented.

In the dark basement where Tommy plies his butchering skills, the
extensive use of shadows reveal sideway glimpses of his vivisection of
Eric. Similarly, the extensive use of off-screen story space often implies
monstrous narrative action rather than showing it. This technique
prompts the viewer to fill in “the blanks” of horrific acts, heightening
his or her anxiety more than explicit on-screen gore exploited in
torture porn films such as the Saw franchise (2004-2009). As noted,
skillful rhythmic editing works in tandem with the manipulation of off-
screen space. As Chrissie hides under Tommy’s work table where Eric
lies shackled, images quickly cut between hand-held close-ups of



A medium close up of Tommy as his hand
apparently pulls back from the chainsaw follows,
suggesting the narrative link between him and
the saw.

In a tighter close up, Chrissie reacts to the
sound of the off-screen chainsaw.

Eric’s precarious situation is relayed through the
canted angle of this close-up, accentuating his
destabilized emotional state. The use of close
ups in this scene for both Eric and Chrissie
provoke stronger engagement with their
characters’ predicament.

Tommy prepares for the first and final thrust of
the chainsaw into Eric’s off-screen body.

Tommy’s hand as he revs up the chainsaw and both Chrissie’s and
Eric’s horrified facial reactions. As the attack continues, the shots are
linked together on the soundtrack through the overarching sound
effect of the chainsaw. These shots are then followed by a medium
close up in which Tommy raises the chainsaw. A side-view canted
lower-angle shot of the saw touching Eric’s abdomen implies that it has
penetrated his flesh, but no explicit display of saw ripping into meat is
included in the sequence. Rather it is the blood splattering from off-
screen over characters’ faces and hands that indicates that the
chainsaw is in the process of penetration. These are followed by a close
up and quick camera pan as the chainsaw blade penetrates below the
worktable in front of Chrissie’s face. For the most part, the images are
captured through hand-held camera work and linked together using
quick pacing and shot order to convey the horror of the situation and
increase narrative anxiety.

According to the DVD voice-over commentary, the filmmakers
conceived this scene as the visual and narrative centerpiece in TCM:
the Beginning. From a narrative standpoint, this action defines
Tommy’s emerging identity as he pursues his monstrous goals through
his own volition, rather than Hoyt’s direction. It is a transformative
moment for Tommy. He abandons any reluctance to pursue his own
perverse desires. Here, Tommy’s narrative function shifts from that of
a victimized man whose actions are motivated by economic, social and
biologic forces beyond his control. Now he becomes the monstrous
figure, unleashing his class rage. As a result, audience sympathy fully
shifts to Eric and Chrissie. Formally, the predominant use of close-up
reaction shots and point of view shots, an allusion to horrific action
happening outside the visual frame, and an exaggerated amplification
of the chainsaw’s grinding sound foreground both Chrissie’s and Eric’s
emotional suffering and Eric’s physical destruction.

The emotional intensity of this scene’s construction —  among many
others in TCM: the Beginning —illustrates the cathartic function of the
U.S. cinema of excess. Mike King argues this cinema of excess is a
national cultural form that exposes the obsessive, paranoid, and
destructive underbelly of American values, values such as narcissistic
individualism, exploitive manifest destiny, distrust of the federal
government, fear over the loss of a standard of living, and a pessimistic
pre-millennialism.[35] [open endnotes in new window] King bases his
critical framework on Aristotle’s model of tragedy. Building from
Aristotle’s basic ideas, King argues that cinema of excess must embrace
the emotions of pity, aroused by unmerited misfortune, and fear,
aroused by the misfortunes of someone similar to ourselves. The
formal qualities of a cinema of excess encompass transgressive acts.

“The term ‘transgressional’ means here a cultural
production that offends against mores or taste, dealing with
such extreme matters as death, torture, rape, suicide, or
which presents marginal ideas and experiences which
challenge the norm.”[36]

However, the trangressional must be framed by narrative plausibility,
especially that no dues ex machina extracate tragic characters from
their predicament. The cinema of excess emphasizes the emotions of
pity and fear through scenes of intense suffering, which are in turn



A low-angle canted camera angle from the
opposite side of the butcher table creates the
visual illusion that the chainsaw enters Eric’s
body. At this point, the increased amplitude of
the saw parallels its movement, underscoring
the emotional moment of the narrative.

That emotional moment is reinforced by
Chrissie’s reaction in tight close up.

In turn, Chrissie’s reaction is followed in a
tighter close up of Eric’s apparent response to
the chainsaw plunging into his body

bracketed by narrative pauses that provide time for an audience to
absorb the moral implications of the suffering. In a cinema of excess,
formal elements are organized in a serious manner to evoke the
emotional intensity of the tragedy. Ultimately, the cultural function of
the cinema of excess is to provoke catharsis, wherein the audience that
has witnessed the film faces its worst fears, develops compassion for
the tragic characters, and is in better shape to deal with its actual world
experiences.[37]

During this most emotionally intense scene in TCM: the Beginning,
Tommy’s transformation into his pure monstrous identity is also the
most transgressive moment in the film. Initially, he is a victim of
economic downsizing and a dysfunctional family. However, unlike a
character who overcomes both external and internal obstacles to
become a “better” individual, Tommy’s character inverts this narrative
process. He loses any shreds of humanity due to the chaotic disorder of
the Hewitt family, reverting to an animalistic primal state. Here, the
invasive insanity of the chainsaw ripping into Eric’s midsection
invokes a similar disgust for the insanity associated with the invasion
of Iraq and the prison atrocities at Abu Ghraib. Dread and guilt about
those national acts erupt as cinematic blood splatters in the Hewitt
basement.

While Tommy loses his status as the tragic figure in the film, the young
adults, especially Eric and Chrissie, become the tragic focal points in
this scene. As the characters that engender pity from this point on in
the film, Eric and Chrissie are the victims of a different type of
unmerited misfortune. They are in the wrong place, the Hewitt family
territory, at the wrong time. Given Eric and Chrissie’s youth, these
unlucky characters closely mirror the most likely demographics of the
film’s target audience, thus providing an audience with identification
points for the fear, dread and social anxiety that surface in the film.
Given the volatile social context in 2006, could such young people
become either victimizer or victim if unwillingly forced into an insane
military battle not of their choosing, such as the Invasion of Iraq?

Certainly, no deus ex machina rescues Eric from his tragic plight on
Tommy’s butchering table. Indeed, no one rescues any of the hapless
young adults. While it has become a common convention that one
character escapes from the homicidal monster at the end of a
contemporary horror film, this film frustrates even that sense of
cultural refuge. Just as Chrissie, the final girl, seems primed to make
good her escape in the slaughterhouse manager’s car, Tommy plunges
the chainsaw through her from the backseat. In both instances, the
film builds compassion for the two ill fated victims. Following both
Eric’s and Chrissie’s deaths, TCM: the Beginning pauses the narrative
action, providing moments to contemplate the moral implications of
their suffering. At the end of the scene where Tommy murders Eric,
the narrative action and editing pace of the film decelerates. Presented
with events primarily from Chrissie’s point of view, we see Tommy
deliberately sew the cord that will hold Eric’s face in place as his mask
and then stand before a deteriorating mirror as he places the mask
over his own barely visible mutilated face. He stares into the mirror, as
if to ask himself: What does it mean to steal someone’s identity,



The shallow focus extreme close up of Eric’s
hand conveys the moment of his death as his
fingers stop moving.

As the closing image of Eric’s death, the close
up shot of Chrissie’s reaction to the splattering
blood pans left to…

… a close up shot of the chainsaw blade as it
moves up and down in the image, suggesting
Eric’s continued off-screen vivisection.

 

 

especially that of a soldier? What does it mean to lose all sense of social
constraint to torture and kill those who are only imagined to be a
threat, but are no threat at all?

Horror in the era of the Bush-Cheney
Administration

In his germinal work synthesizing the ideas of Sigmund Freud and Karl
Marx, Robin Wood argues that the psychological heart of the horror
film is a particular culture’s attempt to deal with the repressed
ideological inconsistencies and contradictions that structure its social
environment.[38] Given the historical context of U.S. society in 2006,
TCM: the Beginning taps into a cultural zeitgeist of ambivalence
toward and paranoia of those in authority at that time. In the film, the
Hewitt family is the symbolic nexus of these conflicting and
contradictory values and practices. On the one hand, this
administration advocated a return to traditional patriarchal family
values. These values grew in large part from the ideological demands of
the conservative religious right, a social movement integral to the
ascension of the Bush-Cheney Administration to political power.

In contrast, the Bush-Cheney Administration’s economic policies
continued to support the corporate capitalist practice of deregulation
and outsourcing industrial production that undermined, and continue
to undermine the economic security and social stability of blue collar
and white collar families in contemporary U.S. society, especially the
traditional patriarchal family with a single male income provider. This
ideological conflict of interest, in turn, has generated social anxiety
about the basic survival and viability of the traditional U.S. family in
the new millennium. The practices of the Bush-Cheney Administration
have been the source of this anxiety. Faced with the decay of the
domestic industrial economy that has been the economic basis for the
traditional patriarchal family, the Hewitt family’s anxiety about basic
survival erupts into the both Hoyt’s and Tommy’s psychotic and
monstrous behavior. In fact, based on their narrative actions, the
Hewitt family’s identity, in particular as defined by its paranoid
territoriality, xenophobia, militarism and evangelical religious
conservatism, corresponds to recent U.S. global identity, now
perceived as aggressive, self-serving, savage and horrific. Contrary to
Palermo’s popular review of TCM: the Beginning quoted near the
beginning of this essay, the film does confront contemporary U.S.
social demons, particularly those summoned by the policies and
actions of the Bush-Cheney Administration.

The ideological tone of a particular film depends on the organization of
story events, characters and the setting that construct meaning within
it. A horror film can have a reactionary, conservative cultural function
that reinstates the initial social norms that begin the film. As Wood
argues, this is usually indicated by the destruction of the monster at
the film’s climax and the escape of its protagonist(s). Or, a film can
have a radical cultural function that offers a critique of those
ideological norms, signaled by the inability to clearly destroy the
monster or restore society by the end of the film. In his analysis of the



original Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974), the values of the young
adults are presented as the norms of society while the actions of the
male cannibal family are presented as aberrant.[39] What Wood’s
discussion does not clearly address, however, is a horror film in which
monstrous values and actions are synonymous with ideological social
norms, defined as such from the beginning of the film and remaining
in place at the end of it. In the case of Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the
Beginning, the Hewitt family values and actions define acceptable
norms of attitudes and behavior. Given that the resolution of the film
does not leave the Hewitt family in a better social position from where
they begin, the narrative is hardly a celebration of either their values or
their actions. Rather, the failed implementation of those values as a
means to prosper becomes a cultural critique of them.

The film foregrounds both iconographic and ritualistic elements of
conservative evangelical Christian religious practices, which here
literally rip apart the bodies of the youthful protagonists. In only a
slightly more subtle manner, the film integrates anxieties about
political corruption and ineptitude that surfaced in the Bush-Cheney
Administration. Finally, the militaristic conundrum of the Iraqi War —
enacted in the film through Sheriff Hoyt’s military jingoism, his
reliance upon physical and psychological torture as methods of social
degradation, and the young adults’ immersion into an unstable social
environment -- also contributes to the overall critical tone of the film.
In particular, the Hewitt family’s value system, as an allegory for the
Bush-Cheney Administration’s insane political, economic and
militaristic policies circa 2006, are framed by the film’s ending as not
only dangerous, but apocalyptic as well.

When popular film critic Roger Ebert reviewed the 2003 remake of
Texas Chainsaw Massacre, he derided the film for causing “disgust
and hopelessness in the audience…” while it “…wipes its feet on our
dreams.”[40] In effect, he found the film to be a toxic series of
gruesome events. The hopelessness in that film is mild when compared
to that found in Texas Chainsaw Massacre: the Beginning, especially
given its nihilistic ending where none of the young adults make it out
alive. Perhaps out of touch with that part of U.S. society occupying the
lower economic strata in 2003, Ebert’s comments assume that
audiences did not already feel hopeless before viewing the film. In
contrast, Boggs and Pollard argue that any example of a postmodern
cinema of mayhem resonates more closely with the contemporary
audience’s social experience, precisely because of its cynicism and
hopelessness.

“If postmodern cinema is bleak, it is probably not much
bleaker than the lived social relations it has come to
encapsulate, however unevenly or melodramatically.”[41]

By 2006, many of those living at the lower end of the U.S. socio-
economic scale had few dreams left to soil. They were becoming
further disenfranchised from the American dream by official policies
favoring the social and economic elite. Moving into the second decade
of the 21st Century, the global financial crisis, continued U.S. military
involvement in the Middle East, and the political rise of the anti-
government Tea Party are the most obvious legacy of the Bush-Cheney
Administration’s policies. Eschewing the politicized polar oppositions



of Wood’s reactionary and radical cultural functions for the horror
film, King suggests a different cultural function for films that explore
social mayhem through cinematic excess. A culture must recognize its
social insanity in order to maintain even a tentative hold on its sanity,
King suggests.

“If a nation can talk to itself in a relatively untrammeled
way through its cultural productions, then it is at least
partly sane, even if those various productions look at times
like ‘poison.’”[42]

Certainly, TCM: the Beginning is bleak and cynical in its ideological
perspective. It is excessive in its depiction of brutal psychological and
physical torture. Because of these characteristics, not in spite of them,
the film is a significant cultural index of the social, economic and
political chaos set loose by the expanded financial deregulation,
militarism, xenophobia, and social conservatism in the United States.

After the emotional intensity of Chrissie’s death, Texas Chainsaw
Massacre: the Beginning offers a few final cathartic moments to
contemplate the mayhem that has preceded it. As Tommy lumbers
along the Texas farm road toward the foreground of the image, the film
focuses on his character as the source of the social destruction behind
him. The film celebrates neither the success of the Hewitt family in its
ability to survive nor the ability of the idealistic young people to
persevere in the face of repressive authority. However, the final shot of
Tommy walking away from the roadside carnage into the darkest
apocalyptic night offers a few moments to critique the destructive
potential of the Hewitt family values. As Boggs and Pollard have
pointed out, U.S. cinema, since its inception, has used the narrative
device of the family as “a repository of established values,” initially in
celebration of those values.[43] There is no idealized deux ex machina
to save the young adults, and in turn the audience, from the Hewitt
family insanity; no easy solution to the social disorder and chaos of
U.S. society in 2006. In the era of the Bush-Cheney Administration,
established values have been pushed to extremes that border on
insanity if not encompassed by it. Consequently, the film, through the
personification of the Hewitt family, vividly captures the overall
psychological malaise of this particular desperate period in recent
United States’ history, wrapping it in a dark poetic shroud. With its
cinematic finger on the audience’s ambivalent cultural pulse, this
particular horror film creatively draws, with dark and foreboding
strokes, the social anxieties circulating in the collective social
landscape of 2006.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

As cinema’s first truly monstrous child, Rhoda
Penmark from The Bad Seed (1956) tailors her
façade to conform to adult expectations of white
childhood innocence while secretly engaging in
acts of murderous greed

Making “the case for child abuse,” The Bad
Seed suggests in the film’s epilogue tragedy
could have been averted had the mother been
less maternal and taken a hand to her child.

It takes a child to raze a village:
demonizing youth rebellion

by Andrew Scahill

Childhood and monstrosity have an intimate and longstanding relation within the
cinematic imagination. Their presence as victims has populated the screen since at
least as early as 1931’s Frankenstein, as the Monster unknowingly drowned young
Maria in a lake, leading a torch-bearing mob to track him in the night. Images of
children as monsters themselves, or at least as perpetrators of violence, comes
about slowly in the 1950s, most notably with The Bad Seed (1956), which features
Rhoda Penmark as an eight year-old murderess who fashions a perfectly innocent
exterior to hide her crimes. By the 1970s, however, the child monster had become
a standard of the horror genre—and among its most financially rewarding
subjects. I refer to these films as the cinema of “revolting childhood,” as they elicit
both a disgust at and a fear of the non-normative child, but also as these are films
about children in revolt against paternal authority and patriarchal institutions
such as the family, the church, and the state. As Andrew Tudor notes in Monsters
and Mad Scientists: A Cultural History of the Horror Film, the narrative
emphasis of child monstrosity in horror accounted for three of the top-grossing
horror films in the genre’s history:

“Only occasionally has a horror movie transcended its specialization
and attained real mass success. The Exorcist did so, as had Rosemary’s
Baby (1969) before it and as would The Omen (1976) two years later”
(63).

In each of the films that Tudor mentions, a structural conflict arises between the
desire to see adults strike or kill the evil child and the paralyzing impulse of
parental love. Whether the parenthood is weakened by the absence of patriarchal
authority (The Bad Seed, The Exorcist) or the general ambivalence of white
bourgeois privilege (The Omen), these films offer a nightmare of the solitary child,
capricious and hedonistic, consuming the lives of her/his parents. Strict adherents
to the tenants of a Spockian “permissive” childrearing, adults are blinded and
endangered by their parental (though usually maternal) devotion. As a whole, the
films of monstrous childhood make what William Paul calls in his book Laughing
Screaming: Modern Hollywood Horror and Comedy “the case for child abuse”
(280).

There is a variation on this tale, however. The cinema of monstrous childhood is
not limited to young boys and girls who commit acts in secret and in isolation. Nor
is this conflict always confined to the boundaries of the family melodrama.
Another set of films with origins in the same post-war era combine existing fears
about childhood run amok in the absence of parental authority with attendant fear
concerning juvenile delinquency, or what young bodies may do when together:
unsupervised, uncontrolled, and undifferentiated. This article deals with groups of
children as social monsters, what I refer to as the “child collective” film—with
young bodies en masse, in unison, working in concert but discordant with parental
society. More than simply a fear about losing control of children, these films speak
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The faceless child mob desires Elizabeth
Taylor’s fine white flesh in Suddenly, Last
Summer.

The feral child writ large — the boys of Lord of
the Flies regress to a pre-civilized state in the
absence of parental authority.

to a deeply embedded fear about losing control of the future itself, with
monstrously different social formations antagonistic to systems of heterosexual
kinship.

Like all figurations of childhood, the child collective film has a number of
rhetorical antecedents that function in varying degrees and combinations. As
Henry Jenkins notes in “Innocence and Other Myths,” children are rhetorically
adhesive and, in the absence of manufacturing their own representation, exist as a
polysemic collection of varied (and often contradictory) semiotic investments (10).
Broadly, the child-as-collective subgenre establishes a mise-en-scene of desire (to
borrow Elizabeth Cowie’s term for the circulation of desires and conflicts within a
text) that involves the dissolution of social boundaries and the inversion of
adult/child roles. More specifically, the films focus intently on acts of surveillance
by children, whose acts of looking, accompanied by silence, constitute a knowing
and assaultive gaze. Further, the films function within a framework of contagion
anxiety, as “good” children are easily incorporated into the collective and operate
with a singular hive mentality.

This mise-en-scene of desire, with its basis in collective revolt against the family
from members once interpolated as “son” or “daughter,” holds particular salience
for the queer spectator. Indeed, as these child collectives consist of varied but
single-minded individuals who live outside the heterofamilial and seem intent on
destroying it; as they continuously draw new members into their fold—stealing
them away from “good” homes; and as gays and lesbians are so often
characterized as unmatured heterosexuals or hedonistic children—these films
articulate both heteronormative anxiety and the pleasure of queer revolt.

In No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, Lee Edelman takes up the
manner in which contemporary heteronormative social policy utilizes the figure of
the Child[1] [open notes in new window] to foreclose any opposition by assuming
the mantle of those fighting “for” the children. In this, this social policy
manufactures an unoccupiable position for queerness, which cannot coalesce
around a politics of being “against” the children. Calling childhood the “fetishistic
fixation of heteronormativity” (21), the force of Edelman’s argument lies in his
advocating a queer politics that coalesces around an opposition to “reproductive
futurism,” which insists on imagining a better (heterosexual, heteronormative)
future “for the children.”

While I am drawn to Edelman’s political rallying call, I find his analysis of the
rhetorical power of youth quite limiting. In establishing the use of the child as the
anti-queer, he ignores the historical legacy of constructing Othered groups (lower
class, Native Americans, African Americans, queers) as children and how these
characterizations have been co-existent with those same minorities as being a
threat to children. As a combination of these two traits, minorities are often
characterized as bad children who may corrupt innocent or “true” children, and
therefore are in need of domination or isolation from more deserving youths. As
Ellis Hanson notes, the domination of the sexual body by patriarchal forces is a
significant thread which links the fate of both the child and the queer subject:

“Children are queer. Their sexual behavior and their sexual knowledge are
subjected to an unusually intense normalizing surveillance, discipline, and
repression of the sort familiar to any oppressed sexual minority” (110).



Village of the Damned presents children as
active possessors of the gaze rather than
passive objects of surveillance. Further, their
gaze is assaultive and threatening — it probes
the adult mind and controls it.

The revolting children of Village of the Damned
— at once aligned with an alien futurity and the
legacy of the Hitler Youth movement.

Indeed, childhood holds a rhetorical charge in the form of youthful
rebellion. As social change is centrally figured in terms of generational
struggle, youth becomes the locus classicus of that struggle for
overthrow of oppressive authority—whether it be a new, “better” social
order, or no future at all.

Indeed, the queerness of revolting children is not so much that they embody the
antithesis of Edelman’s reproductive futurity—where he calls upon queerness to
take its place as society’s death drive—but rather that they represent a radical
alterity to heteronormative development. If they seem to “arrest” the growth of a
civilization, it is only because that “growth” has been myopically conceived. This
promise of a unified, unstoppable, undefined fecundity stands as both the terror
and the perverse pleasure of the child collective film.

A perverse orphanage

This piece concerns films with groups of children such as Village of the Damned
(1960), Who Can Kill a Child? [¿Quién puede matar a un niño?] (1975), The
Children (1980), Children of the Corn (1984), Beware: Children at Play (1989),
and The Children (2008),[2] and I will make references to other films when
necessary.[3] Though they vary in their portrayal of child monstrosity—some
evolutionarily regressed and savage, some overcivilized and alien—child collective
films share a remarkable amount of narrative cogency. Each traffics in
heteronormative anxieties concerning the surveillance and control of children’s
bodies to usher them along the proper channels of maturity; each is concerned
about privatized and impenetrable systems of communication; and each dwells
significantly upon the contagious influence of the child collective upon “good”
children.

Eric Ziolkowski argues that the first representation of the monstrous child
collective was in the Bible (Kings 2.23) when a group of forty-two young boys jeers
and torments Elisha, the prophet. After Elisha summarily curses them in the name
of the Lord, two large bears maul the youths. This binary of civilized elder/profane
youth commonly characterizes groups of marauding children, as their pack-like
mentality suggests a type of evolutionary regression to be feared. Where an
isolated child removed from civilization may be seen as pure and uncorrupted, like
the Wild Boy of Aveyron, the child collective is regarded dangerous and feral. In
the adaptation of Tennessee William’s gothic play Suddenly Last Summer (1959),
the child collective acts as a sort of faceless, carnivorous mob delivering nature’s
retribution. At the film’s climax, Catherine (Elizabeth Taylor) narrates the murder
of queer monster Sebastian at their hands. After having sex with several of the
boys from a small Spanish village, Sebastian is hunted down and eaten alive by the
objects of his desire in a sequence resembling the Monster’s lynching in
Frankenstein (1931).[4] The children, dark-skinned and “ethnic” next to Taylor’s
milky white skin, are the product of an uncivilized, taboo-and-totem society. Here
queerness becomes aligned with whiteness and colonial power—Sebastian courts
his own demise playing with the feral youths of this remote village. Indeed, the
introduction of Sebastian’s sexuality seems to upset the fragile balance of the
foreign land as if queerness is a contagion that releases the boys’ inner savagery.



The children of Village of the Damned, though
not outwardly violent, represent a threat to the
social order — their reproductive alterity
threatens patriarchal power.

The detonation of a bomb within a school spells
the end for the child collective in Village of the
Damned. Here the disciplinary space of
education becomes hyperbolized as a site in
which the ultimate corporal punishment secures
humanity’s survival.

 

 

 

 

 

Fittingly, consumption and incorporation thematically underpin this film, as in all
child collective films. By consuming Sebastian’s flesh, the children make him part
of the bestial mob. Indeed, the film aligns Sebastian with the child monsters
throughout the film: like them, he is a predator; like them, he has an insatiable
appetite for flesh; like them, he remains faceless throughout the entire film.

Only a few years later, Peter Brooks’s adaptation of The Lord of the Flies (1963)
would bring another group of savage young boys to the screen. Like William
Golding’s novel, the film offers an allegorical meditation on man’s true nature,
offering that in the absence of order and governance even children (or especially
children) will revert to a pre-civilized, savage state. The film, shot in a raw,
cinema-verité style with largely non-actors, takes aim most directly at the
nostalgic, Romantic view of childhood, which holds that children are most pure
and innocent in the absence of corrupting civilization. Indeed, the film seems to
suggest that civilization keeps children from being too childlike. Without
surveillance and disciplinary space, they regress to a pre-civilized state.

It is Village of the Damned (1960), however, that exists as the subgenre’s
strongest progenitor. Its presentation of the child collective suggests not
evolutionary regression and savagery, but rather a militarized alien collective that
terrifies in its impenetrability to adult knowledge. In the film, Midwich, England
grinds to a halt one afternoon as clocks and machinery simultaneously stop and
the townsfolk become inexplicably comatose. The stasis period passes, and later
the residents discover that all of the women of childbearing age have become
pregnant. In five months they give birth to strange emotionless children with
bizarre telepathic and hypnotic abilities—able to read the minds of others and also
to direct their will. In addition, all of the children look alike (blond hair, enlarged
craniums, arresting eyes) and share a hive-like group mind, learning and
communicating in tandem through their psychic connection. After the children
lash out against several villagers, British military officials—led by Maj. Alan
Bernard (Michael Gwynn)—threaten to imprison or exterminate the children.
Prof. Gordon Zellaby (George Sanders), however, offers to tutor the children
himself—including his son, David (Martin Stephens)— and learn their secrets.
Eventually, he concludes that the children are the result of a large-scale alien
impregnation and that the invaders plan to set up similar enclaves in other
villages to propagate their species. To stave off such an invasion, Gordon kills
himself and the children with a bomb that he detonates in the schoolhouse.

A few other child collectives in the Cold War are less pedophobic: These Are the
Damned (1963) feature radioactive children who are held prisoner by the military
industrial complex and who will repopulate the world after an inevitable nuclear
fallout. The Space Children (1958) has a group of children join forces with an alien
entity to stave off an apocalyptic nuclear war on Earth. Village of the Damned
itself would spawn an official sequel, Children of the Damned, a more
progressively-minded film in which a multiracial and international group of
children are victimized by their governments and revealingly take up sanctuary in
a church before being destroyed. Though disturbingly empty and easily
manipulated, the children of these films ultimately maintain their innocence and
thus their claims to normative childhood, and they stand as avatars for a better,
wholly recognizable future.

In Who Can Kill a Child?[5] (1975), vacationing British couple Tom (Lewis
Fiander) and Evie (Prunella Ransome) travel to the Spanish island of Almanzora
to find the village populated only by unusual mute and secretive children. The
couple discover that the children have revolted and that they murdered the adults
in the village the day before, during Carnivale—an act that they refer to as “the
game.”



The cinema of the child collective has more in
common with the zombie genre than it does with
other monstrous childhood films like The Bad
Seed or The Exorcist. Here the faceless youths
of Children of the Corn surround the home in a
scene not unlike Night of the Living Dead.

In Who Can Kill a Child? adults are corralled and caged by a wall of young bodies. They are
trapped, in effect, by the social taboo against child abuse.

Evie, who is pregnant, dies in what seems like an act of violence by her fetus
against her, and Tom gruesomely murders several children to make his escape. In
the final act, neighboring police officials murder Tom after seeing him attacking
the children, and the children respond by murdering the policemen with their own
firearms. As the film closes, the children plan a trip to the mainland to recruit
other children in their game. Perhaps the most striking feature of the film,
however, are the six-minute opening credits that play out over the stock footage of
human war atrocities that disproportionately victimized children, provocatively
suggesting a revenge narrative. As in Suddenly, Last Summer and The Lord of the
Flies, Who Can Kill a Child? suggests a certain inhumanity and animalism in the
children’s pack-like mentality. Specifically, the film visually quotes large
sequences from The Birds, as children congregate like a murder of crows waiting
to dispatch their unwitting prey. Revealingly, Edelman examines Hitchcock’s film
as an exemplar of the anti-family, anti-heteronormative, anti-reproductive
futurity pleasure that he finds in his selected texts. The suitability of Who Can Kill
a Child? for Edelman’s polemic is no less sanguine: moreso, even, as the revenge
of the future upon the present is no doubt the apotheosis of a queer negativity
without a hope for the foreseeable future.

The cult film The Children (1980)—advertised with the tagline “Thank God they’re
somebody else’s!”—features a group of five children who are transformed into
black-fingernailed zombies by a radioactive cloud. Recalling These Are the
Damned, the irradiated children trounce through town, killing townsfolk foolish
enough to hug them—an act which immediately incinerates the victims. The
children eventually converge upon John (Martin Shakar), his pregnant wife Cathy
(Gale Garnett), and their young son (Jessie Abrams) who must destroy the
revolting children, including the couple’s daughter, Jenny (Clara Evans). The
family defeats the children by severing their hands (instruments of their homicidal
hugging), and the film ends with the couple delivering their newborn amidst
dismembered child bodies… only to discover the infant’s zombified black
fingernails. Like The Bad Seed, the children succeed in carnage through parental
paralysis, and mock “touchy-feely” approaches to child-rearing as affectionate
embraces allow their incendiary attack upon adults. This film also shares common
ground with The Bad Seed in the manner that cult audiences have taken up its
narrative excesses with campy glee.[6]

Children of the Corn[7] (1984) finds newlyweds Burt (Peter Horton) and Vicki



The child collective overwhelms their adult
victims through deceit-as-play or through sheer
accumulation of numbers, as here in Beware:
Children at Play.

 

 

 

 

 

(Linda Hamilton) searching for aid in Gaitlin, Nebraska, after accidentally striking
a child with their car during a cross-country trip. Finding the town abandoned,
they are stalked by a cult of youths who had murdered all of the adult townspeople
as sacrifices to their pagan god, “He Who Walks Behind the Rows.” The town is
held in stasis, and the calendar in the town bar still reads 1963, as if time had not
moved in many years. Burt is ultimately able to rescue Vicki and two innocent
youths (who become their adopted children) by destroying the cornfield that
seems to have a supernatural hold over the children. Children of the Corn
reiterates the theme of an anti-familial society and contagion anxiety, and
(recalling Ziolkowski’s discussion) suggests something pagan and “pre-civilized”
about their congregation. Moreso, the film’s association of the child collective with
the heartland and the fecundity of the plains suggests not an arresting of growth,
but a different, terrible, and unrecognizable type of futurity.

Beware: Children at Play (1989), produced by horror-comedy schlock studio
Troma Entertainment, is dubbed “the most extreme” picture created by the studio.
Troma also holds as a badge of honor that half of its audience walked out in the
film’s epic child-snuffing finale.[8] In the film, a string of child disappearances
worries the residents of a small rural town until they discover that the children
have joined a cannibalistic cult that worships the ancient beast Grendel,
foregrounding another connection to pre-civilization. The adults band together
and with shotguns, machetes, and pitchforks take to the forest to murder their
zombified offspring in a bloody finale. The film ends in massive carnage as a single
boy survives, off to bring new children into the fold. The most pedophobic of the
series, the “extreme” nature of the film lies in the narrative structure, which sets
up graphic, though campy, child murder as its central audience enticement.

Finally, the 2008 film The Children (not an official remake) takes place during a
relaxing Christmas vacation in England. Elaine (Eva Birthistle), her husband
Jonah (Stephen Campbell Moore), their teenage daughter Casey (Hannah
Tointon), and two children join Elaine’s sister and brother-in-law along with their
two children. The youths become increasingly violent and homicidal, seemingly
spurred on by an unknown vector. Only Casey sees the children for dangerous
monsters, but she is blamed for the events as the children cunningly cover their
crimes with the performance of innocence. The film ends with Elaine acceding to
Casey’s claims and, after running over her younger daughter with a car, she and
Casey drive away.



The Children (1980) hyperbolizes what other child collective films suggest: nothing is more
damaging than parental affection. In this film, radioactive children murder their parents by
hugging them, reducing them to dust.

In each of the films, the motivation for the formation of the child collectives is
fairly opaque. In Village of the Damned, both science and the military are at a loss
to explain the children’s arrival and the nature of their intentions. Huddled
together around an oblong table, the adults debate theories of origin, ultimately
going nowhere. They are, it seems, completely unequipped to explain the nature of
these unnatural children. The Children (2008) leaves its corrupting pathogen
similarly unexplained. In Who Can Kill a Child? and Children of the Corn
unequipped tourists make half-hearted attempts to explain the monstrosity: the
children of Gaitlin have come under the control of a pagan god; the children of
Almazora might “have some instinct or have had some evolutionary development”
that has led to a type of patri/matricidal madness. In fact, what is fairly
remarkable about these films is the complete lack of what Tudor calls the “expert”
figure, either as a scientist or one of his/her replacements, such as a psychiatrist,
seer, old man/woman, book of lore, scientific text, or archived documents (113).
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Most of the films, however, leave the explanation up to some
unexplainable, or perhaps incidental, cause related to notions of survival or
social Darwinism. It is perhaps Who Can Kill a Child? which is most
provocative in this regard. Its framing narrative suggests (with information
available to the viewer but not the protagonist) that these children—and by
extension, all children—constitute a justifiable revolution against the adults
who systematically murder them in genocidal numbers through acts of
aggression towards one another. Indeed, the title of the film itself is
trenchantly ironic. Adults in the film anxiously debate the ethical
implications of murdering a single child for survival while, culturally,
thousands of children die every day due to war and lack of adult
intervention. Indeed, further inquiry into this film reveals its links The
Birds to be more than cosmetic: likewise, Hitchcock’s film suggested a
form of evolutionary revenge which allowed disparate species of birds to
band together against a common enemy. Indeed, The Birds can be seen as
a progenitor of what Tudor refers to as the “supernature” horror film that
would dominate the genre in the 1970s, in which man is threatened by “the
exceptional malevolence of supernature often directed at the innocent self”
(67). As in the supernature films, the revolting children turn suddenly upon
their adult counterparts, seemingly without warning or cause.

All territorializing, totalizing progress, the child collective is a degraded
future without a past. As Kathryn Bond Stockton notes in her analysis of
queer childhood representations, the queer child is this kind of pastless
monstrosity—the uncreated creation who must kill the straight child in
order to come into being.[9] [open endnotes in new window] In normative
culture, the queer adult, too, never was a queer child—but a straight child
who ceased existence when s/he was led astray, possessed, corrupted, lost,
damaged, or killed. As Stockton notes,

“the phrase ‘gay child’ is a gravestone marker for where and
when a straight person died… and yet, by the time the marker is
raised (‘I was a gay child’), it would seem ‘the child’ has died
with the straight” (283).

In the good child’s place is something hedonistic, selfish, libidinally-
obsessed, and unconcerned with continuing its legacy or its family line. In
“The Future is a Monster,” Amit Rai takes up the image of Dorian Gray, a
queer monster if ever there was one, to articulate a notion of the “degraded
monster” which gives itself over to

“unrestrained expenditure… [t]he eternal present of the sensual
animal: The degraded monster is a body satisfying its hunger
for sensation without any regard for the future” (59).

The word choice here should resonate with any individual who has
encountered the anti-queer diatribes of the religious Right or the
normalizing rhetoric of conservative gay agencies. Ellis Hanson’s article
“Undead” offers a compelling analysis of the characterization of queer men
(particularly during the AIDS crisis) as diseased pariahs, endlessly fucking



The prologue to Who Can Kill a Child?, which
outlines the atrocities of adult culture that
disproportionately affect children, setting the
stage for generational warfare.

One of several scenes in Who Can Kill a Child?
that seems to echo Alfred Hitchcock’s The
Birds, here the child collective slowly gathers
behind their prey — the mother of a recently
converted youth. In this perverse reworking,
children are not victims, but agents of a
vengeful supernature.

their way into nihilistic oblivion. It should come as no surprise, then, that
the queer futurity of the child collective is wed to an attendant anxiety
about influence, contagion, and disease. Queers, like revolting children,
seem to come from all places, from all homes and all backgrounds: “We Are
Everywhere” was the popular rallying cry of the queer movement in the
70s. Like revolting children, the search for causality and origins fascinates
and frustrates the public imaginary. And like revolting children, their
dangerous coagulation breeds fear and resentment, as does the insularity
and influence of their culture.

As these films share a common mise-en-scene of desire in their concern
over the control of childrens’ bodies, their systems of communication, and
their contagious influence upon one another, I turn now to the notion of
“delinquency,” as the mobilization of this term to demonize youth rebellion
contains revealingly queer connotations.

Delinquent youth

With strong antecedents in the late 1950s (The Bad Seed, Village/Children
of the Damned, The Lord of the Flies), the figuration of the revolting child
—and specifically the child collective—is best understood as a Cold War
monster. Indeed, as the period was dubbed “The Children’s Decade” by
Parenting Magazine, public investment in the “good democratic child” and
public outrage over the “juvenile delinquent” loomed large on the U.S.
consciousness. Delinquency is the term used to characterize every form of
juvenile criminality, from truancy to property damage—fitting, perhaps,
that it comes from the Latin “linquere,” meaning “to leave” or “to
abandon.”

An attendant fear is that childhood will be abandoned not for proper
adulthood but for something more nefarious—nebulous, often undefined—
criminally wrong, sexually wrong. Often the youth “falling in with the
wrong crowd” characterizes this anxiety. This common turn of phrase
suggests several related anxieties: first, that some triaged children are
already beyond repair and recuperation; second, that all children are
porous and spongelike—easily influenced by their peers; and finally, that
the youth crowd is impenetrable and consuming—once within, the “good”
child is lost forever. As James Gilbert notes in Cycle of Outrage: America’s
Reaction to the Juvenile Delinquent, the desire to understand and manage
a new and increasingly self-contained teenage culture fueled much of the
post-war “crisis” concerning youth crime:

“As young people grew more independent and more affluent, as
their peer culture grew more influential, and their parents less
so, delinquency emerged as a kind of code word for shifts in
adolescent behavior that much of adult society disapproved”
(40).

Therefore, it is useful to consider juvenile delinquency anxiety as a fear that
the “good child” will be left behind and consumed by a monstrously
autonomous and antagonistic foreign body. This is a fitting description of
the child collective film’s binary structure: to collectively revolt against the
patriarchal/paternal, to lead astray and incorporate the young.

In Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, Michel Foucault speaks
of “disciplinary space” as an architectonic extension of social belief
systems. As he explains, disciplinary space insures that "each individual



A consistent motif in the child collective film is
the inversion of power relationships through
surveillance. Illustrated by these shots from
Children of the Corn and Who Can Kill a Child?,
children observe, report, and ultimately control
the movement of adult bodies.

The eyes have a prominent place in the cinema
of revolting childhood, as in this still from The
Fury, where psychic rage is channeled through
the eyes.

has his own place; and each place its individual.” Further, it must

“avoid distribution in groups; break up collective dispositions;
analyze confused, massive or transient pluralities. One must
eliminate the effects of imprecise distributions, the
uncontrolled disappearance of individuals, their diffuse
circulation, their unusable and dangerous coagulation” (143).

It is this phrase “dangerous coagulation” that I find so rhetorically rich
when considering monstrous children and systems of discipline. The bodily
metaphor turns on the notion that assembled and halted bodies are useless
to the state and indeed harmful to the functioning of a society predicated
on the controlled circulation of bodies. Loitering youth are especially
suspect—unproductive, unobserved, certainly up to no good. Foucault
continues, stating that partitioning and individuating bodies is “a tactic of
anti-desertion, anti-vagabondage, anti-concentration” (143). Bad children
—who have deserted the familial and have turned against it in unison—are
perhaps the vagrantest of vagabonds.

As Foucault notes in The History of Sexuality, the surveillance of children,
in particular their sexuality, was an imperative in the formation of a
formalized educational system, so much so that modes of surveillance were
built into the architectural design of childhood spaces. And of course child-
rearing instruction traffics significantly in notions of observation and
surveillance—from the behaviorist interventions of pre-war child-rearing
ideology to the post-war Freudian-infused instruction, where parents
vigilantly observed their children for signs of neurosis and stunted
development. All of this consideration of disciplinary space represents a
certain biopolitics—by which Foucault defined the control of subjects and
power over life and death itself. As children are the most salient and
overdetermined avatars of futurity, the control of their development (and
even their bodily movement) represents a literal and figurative control over
the future. Indeed, if this piece takes a decidedly Foucauldian turn, it is
because the films of the revolting child collective, more than any other, are
intimately concerned with surveillance, control, and collectivity.

The eyes that hypnotize

If one of the most recalcitrant discourses about childhood is the need to
“guide” development towards maturity and proper heteronormative
development and away from “delinquency”—the undefined developmental
stasis and dangerous coagulation, then surveillance becomes unerringly
central. I have already noted Foucault’s biopolitical analysis of bodies,
easily applied to the architectonics of the educational system. This strain
runs throughout educational policy—even the most progressive of child
education advocates like Maria Montessori warned against a false “mask of
seemliness” that would impede proper observation of children.

One of the most pervasive commonalities among the child collective films
is the inversion of this relation as children observe adults, study them, and
circumscribe their movement like rats in a maze. Many films involve adults
entering the child-community space (Suddenly, Last Summer, These Are
the Damned, It’s Alive II: Island of the Alive, all eight of the Children of the
Corn movies, Wicked Little Things, and In the Playground), and
essentially the same scene is played out in every film:



The typical “arrival” sequence in the child
collective film (here from Children of the Corn):
the adults discover an abandoned town; the
adults abandon their vehicle to aid a child
decoy; the children observe and eventually trap
the adults.

the adults arrive to find the town deserted;
they are often led about by a child glimpsed in the distance or the
periphery; and
the viewer is provided prolonged sequences of a non-focalized
perspective as the protagonists are observed and stalked by the
children.

A community of silent watchers, the revolting child collective not only
observes and accrues knowledge but shares it as well. After the adult
“discovery” of the child collective, the mass of children invariably chase the
adults through the streets of the abandoned town. In its particularly rich
homage to Hitchcock’s The Birds, Who Can Kill a Child? has its adult
couple walk, excruciatingly slowly, out of a house and through a flock of
silently observant children perched on rocks and cars. Indeed, this notion
that the children have eyes everywhere is a recurring thematic in the films.
The adults are, in a quite literal way, surrounded by multitudes of children.
In this, it is the children who control the dangerous coagulation of adults.
Like a pack of ravenous animals, the children are fruitful and multiply
seemingly without need for heterosexual reproduction. In fact, they
surround heterosexual couples with their perverse fecundity.

It is surveillance relations—the power to know, to diagnose and
pathologize, and to control movement—that shore up the structural
integrity of child/parent relationships. By divorcing children from the
signifiers of childhood or exaggerating them to grotesque proportions,
revolting children (always border-crossers) upset the dichotomy that
upends “adulthood” and allows heteronormative maturity to be understood
as an inevitable destination. As Patricia Holland notes in Picturing the
Child: Picturing the Child in Popular Imagery,

“[T]hese negative definitions allow abstract ‘childhood’ to be a
depository for many precious qualities that ‘adulthood’ needs
but which are incompatible with adult status; qualities such as
impulsiveness, playfulness, emotional expressiveness,
indulgence in fantasy, sexual innocence. Hence the dichotomy
child/adult parallels other dichotomies that have characterized
western discourse: nature/culture, primitive/civilized,
emotion/reason. In each pair the dominant term seeks to
understand and control the subordinate, keeping it separate but
using it for its own enrichment” (15).

In these films, those power relations are inverted—the child becomes the
parent, and the parent becomes the child: restricted, ignorant, and
helpless. Indeed, something is perversely and erroneously advanced about
this situation. These children are individuals who will eventually take
command of these spaces. This is, in fact, a cultural expectation. Even in
films where the adults have not crossed the boundary into the child
collective space (as in Village of the Damned), the children soon take over
their hometown and control the movements of the adults. Several films
make this an actuality, often providing the films’ most artistic moments
with high or low angle shots to accentuate the entrapment of the adult
characters, indeed their infantilization at the hands of the revolting
children. Though the future is for the children, held in trust, these films
terrify because the young have taken agency too soon; they have taken
control before adult society has deemed them “fit.” The revolting youth
reform the disciplinary structure of social hierarchies before being properly



guided out of the dangerous parts of childhood. Polymorphously perverse,
inexhaustibly imaginative, and ideologically hostile, they threaten the
foundation of the normative trajectory that upends reproductive futurity.

With its obsessive interest in the inverted surveillance of adults by
children, the cinema of the child collective seems preternaturally obsessed
with the power of the child’s gaze. This is a curious development given that
“childhood,” as a representational system, is constructed largely for the
polysemic needs of adults. As Holland says,

“the adult gaze seeks to put children in their place and to
conform their image to expected patterns. The look is a dual
one of power and pleasure: the power that comes from adults’
superior knowledge of their subject, the pleasure from the
beauty and seductiveness of childhood. Subject to an adult gaze,
children must accept that power and grant that pleasure” (109).

Linked with the notion of surveillance is the films’ preoccupation with the
eyes of the children, but children’s eyes and their looking relations hold
much more significance in the cinematic representation of bad childhood
(and I would argue, childhood) as a whole. In fact, during the course of
writing, I was struck how often bad or powerful children and eyes were
connected. I thought about the emphasis on Carrie White’s eyes during her
telekinetic rage, the glowing eyes of the psychic children in The Fury
(1978), the large wandering eye of Sadaku in Ringu (1998), the eyes of the
magical children in pedestrian Disney fare like Escape to Witch Mountain
(1975) and Return from Witch Mountain (1978), or the beleaguered Gothic
heroine of Rosemary’s Baby who sees horror in her newborn only after
seeing his eyes (“What have you done with his eyes, you maniacs?” she
asks).

The eyes of children in these films represent more than simply the passive
gaze of the victimized child, something expected in horror cinema—and in
cinema more generally. Rather, the look of the surveying child is potent,
empowered, and invasive; in the words of Carol Clover, it is “an assaultive
gaze.” Indeed, the surveillance that the children command is intimately
connected with their ability to observe and “read” adults, as in the Village
of the Damned children’s mind-reading skills.[10] The gaze of the child
collective is in Village of the Damned is linked to other abilities as well: the
children, through visual (and one assumes from there, mental) contact, are
able to impose their will upon others. As the poster design for the film
states, “Beware the stare that will paralyze the will of the world.” These
words “paralyze” and “hypnotize” and the description of the children’s eyes
as “arresting” all suggest stasis and immobility (like their developmental
stasis, also seen as monstrous). The children have the ability, through
seeing and knowing, to halt and control the will of others. As they seem to
operate without individual autonomy, so too do they threaten to remove
the autonomy of all those around them, child and adult alike.

In the subgenre as a whole, children also use sight to communicate silently.
Indeed, the very nature of their silence places them outside the realm of the
natural. Moreso, this thematic marks almost every film within the
subgenre: linked intimately to the notion of a hive mind, children in these
films seem to communicate through looking relations in a way that seems
impenetrable to adults. In Who Can Kill a Child?, for instance, looking
relations between children are shown to be the mode of transmission of the
murderous impulse. In a later scene, the “bad” children stumble upon a
group of “good” children, hold their gaze for a period of time, and then the



Here in Village of the Damned, adults witness a
grotesque reversal as their wills are molded by
the next generation — causing this man to take
his life with a rifle he once aimed at the children.

Adults must secure all borders to stave off
invasion in Village of the Damned. Here Prof.
Zellaby imagines a brick wall to protect against
a breach of his mind.

Working in concert, youths surround adults in
the cinema of the child collective.

formerly good children remove themselves to actively destroy their
parents.[11]

In this, the look of the children is not only manipulative but infectious as
well. The possibility of “good” kids turning “bad” through the influence of
an undesirable peer group reached a fevered period of anxiety as youth
culture became increasingly autonomous and unrecognizable. As Joel Best
notes in Threatened Children: Rhetoric and Concern about Child-Victims,

“The 1960s seemed to offer an especially imposing array of
temptations for the young, including drugs, sexual freedom,
and political radicalism… Pundits worried, not just about the
friction between parents and their children, but also about the
gulf between society and its youth—the generation gap.
Something horrible was happening to the next generation; they
were turning their backs on the old ways. They were becoming
monsters” (116).

In the cinema of the demonized youth rebellion, the becoming-monster of
the next generation is queerly tinged as they form alternative and
unrecognizable forms of kinship relations in opposition to the familial.
They represent a biological alterity—a nonreproductive duplication of
forces predicated in an infectious multiplicity. The revolting child collective
films recruit and increase their numbers, growing sideways as they accrue
bodies and power. Tauntingly, they call out to heterosexuality and the
social order—your angelic child may be the next to join our ranks… your
child does not belong to you, your family line, your family legacy. As the
trailer to the trailer to Beware: Children at Play promises, “The demon has
come to enroll your children in the school of evil!” This invocation of a
“school” where children learn to be evil echoes the Cold War anxiety about
alternative educational systems that would turn children into mindless
emissaries of a totalitarian state. Of these alternative models, Margaret
Mead and Elena Calas described the state of Soviet child-rearing in 1955 as
a factory for the production of compliant, unquestioning citizens—this, as
opposed to the U.S. system which privileged spontaneity and naturalness.

Not surprisingly, such anxieties concerning recruitment and contagion
have long been wed to depictions of gays and lesbians. From pedophilic
and predatory gay men to sadistic lesbian schoolteachers, the proximity of
queers to children has long elicited hateful anxiety on the part of
conservative pundits. The American Family Association, one of the leading
homophobia-as-family-values organizations in the public sphere
characterizes this anxiety with a fevered paranoia appropriate in any
horror film:

“Homosexual activists have a vision for tomorrow, for an
America in which their lifestyle is not simply tolerated but
celebrated. And to achieve that vision activists have begun
enlisting their footsoldiers for tomorrow’s army: children
[emphasis theirs].”

To the revolting child collective, the corrupted and perverted child belongs
to something more nebulous: youth culture, progress, anti-
heteronormativity, the future itself: “tomorrow’s army.” The power of the
gaze in these films can interpolate and incorporate; it is arresting and
assaultive; it inverts patriarchal structures of dominance and knowledge.
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In the cinema of revolting childhood, smiles and
laughter become dislocated from frivolity and
stand in rather as evidence of a secret and
dangerous knowledge inaccessible by
adulthood.

The cinema of the child collective queerly
suggests that the bonds of biological family
disintegrate in the presence of an alternative
system of kinship. Here in Who Can Kill a
Child? delinquent youth abandon their familial
ties to join their chosen family in generational
warfare.

Families we chose

Indeed, the films as a whole point towards a conspiratorial anxiety
surrounding children, specifically in reference to their closed system of
communication and their general opacity in terms of adult
understanding of children. In these films, however, such anxieties are
hyperbolized as the child-as-collective functions within a hive
mentality: in Village of the Damned, for instance, the children literally
have one group mind that shares knowledge, so much so that when one
child learns, all of the children gain that information. Even when
removed from a science-fiction context, the films continue to utilize
the hive mentality to characterize the children. In all the films, the
children travel en masse and work together to surround their prey,
they seem to know intuitively when one of their own is in danger/hurt,
and they form enclosed communities that elide markers of difference
between the children. These societies are likewise ironically utopian in
structure. They form alternative family structures devoid of normative
roles, they are largely androgynous or similarly ungendered, and they
do not seem organized by any identifiable class hierarchy.[12] [open
endnotes in new window]

The revolting child collective films produce (in Tudor’s terms) non-
anthropomorphic monsters that, though human in form, are largely
characterized as alien. Indeed, the lack of differentiation between
subjects and therefore their void of individual characterization
suggests a greater similarity to the zombies of Night of the Living Dead
(1968) than the possessed Regan of The Exorcist. And like zombies,
the “emptiness” of the symbol of child-as-collective allows for a
number of different symbolic investments over time. Village of the
Damned, with its group of perfectly regimented fair-haired children,
immediately recalls the Hitler Youth movement of the past and seems
to speak simultaneously to a fear of the future—particularly
Communist approaches to child-rearing.[13] Those same figures would
later be able to fulfill a symbolic function to express anxiety about
youth rebellion or even foreign insurgence (Who Could Kill a Child?)
or conspiratorial urban fears over rural isolation (Children of the
Corn).

Owing to their function as overdetermined symbolics, I argue that the
child collective offers the queer spectator an inroad to imagining
alternative forms of community while simultaneously “looking back” to
childhood—the site of traumatic queer becoming. In this
renarrativization of queer childhood, rather than erasure the queer
spectator finds community in the shared struggle against
patriarchal/paternal authority.

Indeed, the Village of the Damned comes closest to what Victor Turner



In the cinema of revolting childhood, new
recruits are brought into the fold by literal
contagion, or as in Who Can Kill a Child?,
through an unspoken, almost psychic, bond.

In Who Can Kill a Child?, no child is beyond the
reach of the collective as Evie is attacked
internally by her unborn child.

refers to as “communitas”: an alternative, nonhierarchical, and
mutually beneficial union of individual bodies in a collective
experience of harmony and common interests. Though ostensibly
monsters, something is melancholy about them as well—as if they had
arrived twenty years early and found a world unable to accommodate
them. This may be why the sequel to the film, Children of the Damned,
finds the next iteration of the child invasion so sympathetic. Rounded
up and used as government weapons, they seek sanctuary inside a
church at the film’s conclusion (inverting the sacred/profane binary of
the other films). In this, Children of the Damned resembles the era’s
more progressive child collective films like The Space Children and
These Are the Damned, in which the children are innocent victims of
the military-industrial complex. Though Othered, the strong ties to one
another and their sense of communitas offer something to desire in the
child collective film. Even in the most perverse, homicidal, and
cannibalistic revolting child collective, there is a perverse cohesion.
Over the decimated bodies of the adults is a sense of unspoken kinship.

In her piece “Is Kinship Always Already Heterosexual?” Butler defines
kinship as

“a set of practices that institutes relationships of various
kinds… and emerge to address fundamental forms of
human dependency, which may include birth, child-
rearing, relations of emotional dependency and support,
generational ties, illness, dying, and death (to name a few)”
(15).

Though such relations are understood as the purview of biological ties,
there is no need to assume that this model is self-evidently natural or
historically constant. Queerness, with its attendant renegotiation of
familial relations, is seen as a threat to the existing heteronormative
system, which maintains coherency and power through the
devaluation, erasure, and exclusion of queer kinship. As Butler puts it,

“Variations on kinship that depart from normative, dyadic
heterosexually-based family forms secured through the
marriage vow are figured as not only dangerous for the
child, but perilous to the putative natural and cultural laws
said to sustain human intelligibility” (16).

Anthropologists and sociologists have, in recent years, denaturalized
the notion of kinship from strictly biological ties and even mores from
manufactured notions of matrimonial lineage. Indeed, as Kath Weston
notes in Families We Choose: Gays, Lesbians, Kinship, the term
“fictive kin” which has long been used to describe non-biological
systems of kinship lost credibility as cultural critics have increasingly
argued that all systems of kinship are, in some sense, fictional. As



Often the money shot for the child collective
film: here in the especially pedophobic Beware:
Children at Play, adults are given full reign to

Weston claims,

“genes and blood appear as symbols implicated in one
culturally specific way of demarcating and calculating
relationships” (105).

As the explicit desire to see a parent destroy his/her child fuels the
normative reading of these films, they expose and deconstruct the
supposed naturalness of genetic relationality. Blood relations, the films
seem to suggest, are no reason not to take a hatchet to your child’s
hands. The fools who allow their parental sympathies to override them
are those who end up tied up to a piñata and poked with a pitchfork.
The child collective resembles, but does not recapitulate, kinship
systems of blood relationality. It is instead shared experience, desire,
and importantly rage that draw together the individual children. As
Albert Camus once said,

“it is not so much identical conclusions that prove minds to
be related as the contradictions that are common to them”
(qtd. Michael Moon, 5).

The collectives are closely coordinated with that phrase often used to
describe queer social networks—“families of choice.” Most
dangerously, they question the very centrality and permanence of
blood relations by infectiously turning familial offspring away from
their kin and towards a queerly alternative system of relations.

Queer spectatorship

This is not to suggest an easy alignment between the child collective
and the gay or lesbian viewer. As Jackie Stacey notes, spectatorship
should always be understood as “shifting, contradictory, or precarious”
(367). It is the mise-en-scene of desire (revolt, collectivity, anti-
futurity) that holds the most credence for its queer spectator. Moreso, I
suggest that the primary spectatorial engagement of the films is
through a queer desire to see heteronormative culture overthrown.
Indeed, one of the major structural tensions in the revolting child film
is the manner in which the film balances its audience, precariously,
between the social taboo against child abuse and a desire to see a child
physically punished for his/her transgressions. I believe this structural
tension could also be explained through identificatory relations: the
film positions the spectator to identify with both the adult
protagonist(s) and the demonized youth simultaneously. These films
satiate a desire for both spectator positions by allowing the children to
exercise rage against adult systems of heteronormativity, domesticity,
and civility, and then they ultimately make “the case for child abuse”
by providing justifiable rationales. Or to put it as succinctly as the
trailer for Beware: Children at Play does, “Now the only way to
discipline your children is with a 12-gauge shotgun!”

The sequences in which children terrorize adults by chasing them
through an abandoned town, for instance, provide a useful illustration
of how this spectatorial investment is transferred. At first the parent
victims are introduced to individual children who seem troubled,
damaged, or lost: Beware: Children at Play begins with parental



mutilate child bodies in the film’s climax.

In The Children, parents can only stave off the
spread of youth invasion by chopping off the
childrens’ hands — giving full license to present
scene after scene of adults mutilating the limbs
of children with machetes.

trauma, as adults search for lost children; The Children (1980)
chronicles a similar search for children supposedly victims of a bus
accident; The Children (2008) begins with a single sick child who will
become a vector for monstrosity. Their differentiated single bodies give
way, though, to dangerous coagulation as their numbers escalate. Soon
they are faceless and indeterminable. The solitary faces of the adults
are pitted against the marauding hordes of undifferentiated children.
Beyond simple adult survival, such a rationale is necessary: as Evie
says in Who Could Kill a Child?, “Do the children realize what they’re
doing? A normal child isn’t capable of killing an adult.” Indeed, the
notion of normalcy is the fulcrum on which the ethical scales rest.

The social taboo against child abuse, and in all these films, child
murder, is severely weakened by two elements. First, the children are
made abnormal by some form of alienation: they are deemed actual
aliens (Village of the Damned) and therefore were never the parents’
“real” (i.e., natural, worthy) children; possessed or zombified (Blood
on Satan’s Claw, The Children) and therefore no longer the parents’
“real” children; or of a lower-class status (Who Could Kill a Child? or
Children of the Corn) and/or foreign (Who Could Kill a Child? or
Suddenly Last Summer). Second, the films are constructed in such a
way that the adults are authorized to assault and murder the children
to save “more worthy” innocent “adopted” children (Children of the
Corn) or their own innocent children who are often unborn (Who
Could Kill a Child? and The Children). This rationale, that tired policy
of “splitting” into good and bad, allows for a high degree of latitude to
punish child bodies under the guise of child rescue. As Nancy Scheper-
Hughes and Howard Stein note in “Child Abuse and the Unconscious,”
it is

“under the fantasy of the political sacrifice and rescue of
children, it is the ‘bad’ (i.e. impulsive, lazy, aggressive,
sexual) children who are being disciplined and purged (to a
great extent representing the young members of already
stigmatized and therefore suspect and vulnerable ethnic,
racial, and class minorities), and it is the ‘good’ (i.e.
innocent, a-sexual) children who are understood as
rescued” (185).

The unkind unkinned of monstrous childhood are invariably pitted
against their more deserving and properly-kinned oppositions.
Innocent, endangered, docile, developing, the rescued stand in direct
opposition to the collective, aggressive, developmentally arrested, and
family-destroying bodies of the revolting child collective.

Though these chase scenes resemble sequences that one may expect
from a traditional zombie film, these are different in that adults seem
paralyzed by their inability to defend themselves against children—as
much trapped by the marauding children as by the social taboo against
child abuse. The children, in these sequences, seem to be everywhere,
forming walls of bodies to impede movement down one alleyway or
another, standing in doorways and looking out through windows,
observing and somehow communicating and hunting as one entity.
The “success” of the parent-victims in these films is judged by their
ability to weigh ethically the proposition “Who Can Kill a Child?” and,
with shotgun cocked, scream, “I can!” for the future.



Adults are rendered powerless by the revolting
child’s awareness of their role as “children.” By
performing innocence, victimization, and
dependency, they evidence the constructedness
of childhood itself.

No space is offers reprieve from the
encroachment of the child collective. Sanctuary
is not to be found in the home, the school, and
even the church (as seen here in Who Can Kill
a Child?).

This, however, is tempered by the consistent open narrative structure
of the films: even if the adults in the picture survive (a rare feat), the
films suggest an uncontainability to the monstrosity. There is, of
course, always an endless supply of children to be turned, infected,
possessed, or drawn away from the family. We could say that the films
of demonized youth rebellion allow the spectator the rare opportunity
to have their child and beat it, too.

For the queerly-aligned spectator, this produces a curious mix of
possibilities: the pleasurable revolt of the child against the
heteronormative agents of power, the perversion of the child itself—
anti-queer symbolic par excellence, and the joy of witnessing
heterosexual privilege and compulsory reproduction turned upon
itself. Ultimately, however, I find that the films of the child collective
offer the greatest impasse to unproblematic identification with their
revolting children. Undifferentiated, faceless, they offer little to “hold
onto” as might be found in a Rhoda Penmark (The Bad Seed), a Regan
McNeil (The Exorcist), or even an It’s Alive infant. As Elizabeth Cowie
notes, however, fantasy activates more than simply indemnificatory
alignments, subject to subject. The mise-en-scène of desire, rather, is
“the putting into a scene or staging of desire” (148). Identification here
is with the mise-en-scène of conflict. Indeed, the child collective series
alights both in the rejection of child protectionism, so often used to
circumscribe gay identity, and in the possibility of collective queer
resistance and retaliation.

These varied modalities of pleasure for perverse and queer spectators
are evident in the gay horror fansite CampBlood
(http://www.campblood.org), for instance, offers 1980’s The Children
as one of its must-see films in its “Homo Horror Guide.”[14] The
reviewer Buzz offers a fairly sophisticated assessment of his queer
spectatorship with regards to the film, finding pleasure in reassessing
the film as a work of camp—though the film, with its terrible acting,
poor production values, and malicious hugging toddlers, needs little
aid. Given the film’s overwrought quality, it is no coincidence that The
Children would be adapted as a camp musical in 1998 by NYU
students Stan Richardson and Hal Goldberg.[15] As in the camp
adaptations of The Bad Seed, Richardson and Goldberg’s production
utilized adults to play the roles of the revolting children. In the DVD
commentary, Richardson expresses his affection for the original text (a
hallmark of camp reception), saying,

“obviously there’s a lot of humor in it, but we really wanted
to give these people [the characters] a chance to speak and
sing, which of course in some cases becomes really funny
because these are really horrific people who aren’t in touch
with the [air quotes] ‘real world’.”[16]

http://www.campblood.org/


The child collective represents an unending,
unstoppable futurity, as here at the close of
Who Can Kill a Child? A potent metaphor for
queerness, they represent the potential for all
good children to “become” bad.

 

Further, in the CampBlood review, the author locates pleasure in both
the pedophobic elements of the film:

“Seeing as how I would sooner choke on my own vomit
than spend more than 90 seconds in the company of a
child, I may not be the most impartial reviewer for this film,
but I just can't get enough once the sheriff and Mr.
Freemont start blasting at the kids with a shotgun and
hacking them up with what looks like a samurai sword…
Irresponsible? Maybe. Tasteless? Probably. Delightful?
Definitely.”

The review also praises the film for assailing heterosexual privilege
(“This is the essence of the story: the selfish older generation… sees
their very offspring transformed into an army of exterminating angels
who punish them for their transgressions.”) As with this work, the
CampBlood review finds not one but multiple sites of pleasurable
negotiation with the text informed by the specificity of queer
subjectivity.

So long isolated and unattached to community, the queer spectator
gleans a certain pleasure in the fantasy of being part of a mass against
the futility of the few. That the metaphor of generational conflict—a
repudiation of the past by the future—subtends this fantasy, allows for
the specter of belief in progress. This is a scorched earth policy of
progress to be sure, and not development as heteronormative
development has been defined, but a sideways growth nonetheless.
Echoing perhaps Mikhail Bakhtin and his theorization of subaltern
resistance, Judith Butler admits that the greatest potential for social
upheaval may come from “savoring the status of unthinkability, if it is
a status, as the most critical, the most radical, the most valuable” (18).
Illegitimacy, the disavowed inconceivable, are “nonplaces in which one
finds oneself in spite of oneself,” says Butler.

“Indeed, these are nonplaces where recognition, including
self-recognition, proves precarious if not elusive… They are
not sites of enunciation, but shifts in the topography from
which an audible claim emerges, the claim of the not-yet-
subject and the nearly unrecognizable” (20).

Intelligible only through fantasy and horror, the child collective offers
that site of enunciation to pleasurably reject a heteronormative future
for something unrecognizable, maybe even no future at all.

Go to Notes page
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Notes

1. Edelman chooses to use the capitalized term “the Child” to refer to the
concept of “reproductive futurism” and the avatar of its political power in
order to distinguish it from actual children or children’s bodies. 
[return to page 1 of essay] 

2. As there are two films in this piece with the same title, I will continue to use
the release year when referring to these films as a means of differentiation.

3. Films implicated in the subgenre include The Space Children (1958),
Suddenly Last Summer (1959), The Innocents (1961), These Are the Damned
(1963), Children of the Damned (1963), Don’t Deliver Us from Evil [Mais ne
nous délivrez pas du mal](1970), The Other (1970),The Blood on Satan’s
Claw (1971), The Fury (1978), It Lives Again (1978), It’s Alive III: Island of
the Alive (1987), The Brood (1979), The Children (1980), Children of the Corn
(1984), Children of the Corn II: The Final Sacrifice (1993), Children of the
Corn III: Urban Harvest (1995), Children of the Corn 666: Isaacs’s Return
(1999), Children of the Corn IV: The Gathering (1996), Children of the Corn
V: Fields of Terror (1998), Children of the Corn: Revelation (2001), Beware:
Children at Play (1989), Cuckoos at Bangpleng [Kawow tee Bangpleng]
(1994), Heavenly Creatures (1994), Sister My Sister (1994), Fun (1994),
Village of the Damned (1995), Battle Royale [Batoru rowaiaru] (2000),
Battle Royale II [Batoru rowaiaru II: Chinkonka] (2003), Stacy (2001), The
Plague (2006), The Children (2008), and Child’s Game (2010).

4. For a side-by-side analysis, see the documentary adaptation of Vito Russo’s
The Celluloid Closet

5. Based on the novel Child’s Game [El Juego de los Niños] (1970) by Juan
José Plans.

6. See the DVD extras on The Children DVD and the official website for the
musical adaptation at <http://www.thechildrenthewebsite.com>.

7. Based on a Stephen King short story of the same name from his book Night
Shift (1979). Interestingly, it has been suggested that King’s short story is
concise reworking of Juan Jose Plans’ novel The Children’s Game, which was
adapted as Who Can Kill a Child?

8. Lloyd Kaufman, “Introduction,” DVD, Beware: Children at Play, directed

http://www.thechildrenthewebsite.com/


by Max Kalmanowicz, 1980.

9. See Kathryn Bond Stockton’s “Growing Sideways, or Versions of the Queer
Child: The Ghost, the Homosexual, the Freudian, the Innocent, and the
Interval of Animal,” Curiouser: On the Queerness of Children. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 2004, and The Queer Child: Or, Growing
Sideways in the Twentieth Century. Durham: Duke University Press, 2009.
[return to page 2]

10. Interestingly, it is suggested in a number of the mid-reading sequences
that the children can read the adults’ hateful, and even murderous, impulses
towards them. The adults register shock at this suggestion, which is either an
anxious rejection, or a sign that the children have access to their unconscious
motivations—essentially that they know the adults better than they know
themselves.

11. This notion of a “secret language” has long been a characterization of queer
cultures. Certainly practices of gay male cruising or cottaging relies upon a
complex system of unspoken visual codes, often reliant upon the act of
looking (and returning the gaze). Even on the floor of the House of
Representatives in 1950, Senator Miller of Nebraska warned that the
“invisible menace” was transmitting cryptic messages in plain view, stating
“[t]hose people [homosexuals] like to be known to each other. They have signs
used on streetcars and in public places to call attention to others of like
mind.” See 81st Congress 2nd Session, Cong. Rec. 96.4 (29 March-24 April
1950): 4527-4528, 
<http://www.english.upenn.edu/~afilreis/50s/gays-in-govt.html>.

12. A notable exception is the original Children of the Corn, which uses a child
leader due to the film’s deployment of the “cult” anxiety, though it should be
noted that his subjects eventually overthrow the cult leader when he no longer
supports their collective wishes. [return to page 3]

13. Margaret Mead’s “Child-Training Ideals in a Postrevolutionary Context:
Soviet Russia.” Childhood in Contemporary Culture (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1953) delineates “good” U.S. and “bad” Soviet child-rearing
practices, the latter of which raises overcivilized adult-like children.

14. The Children is not alone in its inclusion of revolting children within the
“Homo Horror Guide.” Other alums include Apt Pupil, The Baby, Bride of
Chucky, The Exorcist, Ginger Snaps, May, Sleepaway Camp, and The
Unborn.

15. The musical is still in rep at several theatres around the country. More
information is available at http:://www.thechildrenthewebsite.com.

16. “The Children: The Musical,” The Children, DVD Special Features, 2001.
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A generic sound wave.

Film production in 1929. Image from General
Electric archives at the Schenectady Museum.

Students at EICTV, Cuba, filming a scene.

Books on film sound

review by Michael Chanan

Mark Kerins, Beyond Dolby (Stereo), Cinema in the Digital Sound
Age, Indiana University Press, 2011. 392 pages. $24.94 paperback.

Andy Birtwistle, Cinesonica: Sounding Film and Video, Manchester
University Press, 2010. 298 pages. $72.21 hardback.

Here are two book about film sound which come at their subject from completely
different angles. In fact there’s not much common ground between them, apart
from a general principle—that the soundtrack is part of the constructed illusion of
cinema—and a shared debt to the foundational work on the soundtrack by Michel
Chion. Kerins writes about 5.1 surround sound, and therefore films like Fight
Club, The Matrix and Saving Private Ryan. Birtwistle is interested in what he
calls the “materiality” of sound, which he believes to be a neglected topic. He finds
his examples mainly in experimental and artists’ film and video (like John Smith
or the Whitneys), though he also takes in electronica in classical cinema and has a
chapter on Hollywood cartoons and mickey-mousing (that is, matching music to
action in the style pioneered by Walt Disney).

Both books get technical about sound, which is as it should be if the subject is to
be properly understood. Kerins begins with a dry but useful account of the
prehistory and technology of multi-channel sound before embarking on a
theoretical analysis which engages writers like Chion, Slavoj Zizek, Jean-Louis
Baudry and Noel Carroll in a discussion about “superfields” and “ultrafields.”
Birtwistle, who borrows his title from Philip Brophy’s “elegant neologism
cinesonic” to signal the essential double character of the medium, begins with a
trenchant critique of Saussurian linguistics as a model for understanding sound,
before also engaging with Chion as well as Deleuze. Kerins focuses on the sonic
construction of the naturalism inherent in narrative cinema’s orthodox grammar,
and the way that surround sound induces significant changes in the way it works.
In contrast, Birtwistle is interested in how these codes can be destabilized to
produce a different kind of film art, which “attempts to address the political
dimensions of audiovisual practice” (p. 23). 

What’s interesting, reading these two studies together, is that they sometimes see
the same phenomena from divergent perspectives. Take the question of system
noise, the bane of all pre-digital recording systems, which intrudes on hearing in
quieter passages or if the volume is turned up too loud, and which technical
improvement has constantly aimed to reduce as far as possible. Birtwistle is
concerned with the way that dominant theoretical models of film as signifying
text suppress those aspects of sound that escape the process of semiotic coding.
This includes (among other things) the actual sound of the technology, the
audibility of noise in the system, and equally important, the “sonic specificity” of
different carriers—from the crackle of the optical soundtrack to the hiss of
analogue video. These become part of the grain of the recording and affect our
apperception:

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/Chanan-sound/bio.html


Vestry Hall - modern music recording studio
mixing desk (studio at London College of Music,
University of West London) (Courtesy of Simon
Zagorski-Thomas).

 

 

 

 “Listening to recordings of the past, the listener is struck by the
presence of a technology inscribed within and upon recorded sound”
(p. 91).

In fact Kerins also attends to the “materiality” of surround sound, including the
differences between successive systems (mono, Dolby stereo, 5.1), but the story he
tells is the obverse: precisely that of an industry intent on eliminating the system
noise that Birtwistle analyses so sensitively.

Behind these divergent orientations, which are both theoretical and aesthetic,
these two studies point towards different sectors of film culture that largely shun
each other in public, although they sometimes consort in private. But if there are
big and real differences between the mass audience superproduction, on the one
hand, and independent low (or zero) budget film-making, on the other, this
extends to how the viewer’s ears are situated. The activity of listening is one thing
in a plush auditorium and another in your armchair at home with headphones
(which I discovered from a recent class discussion to be my students’ preferred
form of viewing). The record industry long ago learnt to treat these differences by
producing different mixes for different formats, while nowadays television sets
and computer playback programmes come with built-in presets for different types
of music or sound. Neither writer provides a purview broad enough to cover the
question of these simulations and their effects.

There are other gaps within and between the two accounts that one discovers by
reading these two books together. For example, Kerins argues that the move from
Dolby stereo to 5.1 surround sound produces a transformation of the space of
exhibition because “digital surround sound eliminates all perceptions of the
actual auditorium” (p. 283), or at least tries to. (Not when I’m sitting at the back
of my local multiplex and something booms in my ear from just behind me.) In a
small number of very carefully constructed films, this transformation produces
some highly original and imaginative results, but these, by definition, cannot be
heard if you’re not in a suitably equipped auditorium or watching on the full
monty version of home cinema. This is different from before, as Kerins explains.
Cinema was monophonic, the sound came in a single stream from behind the
screen, and the aim of the interior design of the auditorium was to enable
everyone to hear the same thing wherever they were sitting. According to this
arrangement, sound emanates from the same fixed point behind the screen
whatever the size and position of the speaking body. Even with the introduction
of stereo, it maintains this position because sound engineers quickly realized that
to have the voice move with the body across the screen was distracting and
destroyed the naturalistic illusion.

Then there’s the paradox that in spite of technical convergence, digital production
technology reproduces the old split between industrial cinema and independent
film production, only now with a vengeance. This is because in addition to
professional independents there are now also new tribes of aficionados who
produce the most professional looking videos on a home computer and a
shoestring. What they sound like is another matter. The technical quality might
be excellent, but you cannot produce an elaborate mix on desktop speakers. And
however accomplished the mix, these are the kinds of speakers these videos will
mostly be heard on, or in the unsuitable acoustics of the classroom, which could
well exaggerate the defects.

There’s another crucial factor that neither of these writers considers except in
passing. And this omission effectively brackets out a huge part of film production
sound practice over the last fifty years. At one point Birtwistle mentions a 1940s
Hollywood screwball comedy where “the process of post-synching dialogue
results in the removal of the ambient background sound,” an effect which gives
the feeling of speech “dropped like pebbles into a pool of still water” (p. 95). A
nice description, but this is not an unusual example—on the contrary. As Kerins is



aware (he cites Chion and William Johnson in evidence), the problem with post-
synchronising dialogue, nowadays using methods like ADR (Automated Dialogue
Replacement), is that it destroys the unity of body, voice and image. There is an
inevitable gap between image and sound, integral to the apparatus as such, not
only because of the fixed source of the sound but also the amplification of sound
to fill the auditorium. Nevertheless, it matters how the illusion of cinesonic
identity is constructed, as indicated in the distinction drawn by the French
already in the 1930s between le film parlant—the talkie which used direct
recorded sound—and le film sonore—the sound film where the sound was post-
synchronised, which became the Hollywood way.

To follow Charles O’Brien in his book Cinema’s Conversion to Sound, the French
preference for le film parlant privileged speech as performance, the better to
exploit the talents of actors coming from popular theatre and their skills in
improvization. The concomitant result was a highly fluid camera style that
reached its apogee in the work of Jean Renoir in the years just before WWII. This
preference resurfaces in a new context in the sound practices of New Wave
cinema in the 1960s, in France and elsewhere, following the introduction of
improved location sound recording with synchronised portable magnetic tape
recorders. Liberated from the studios and building on the tenets of Italian
neorealism, New Wave European cinema found new life in deliberate rejection of
the Hollywood model of sound post-production. The Italians had been defeated
by sound. When Rossellini tried using direct sound in Germany Year Zero the
results were poor, and for many years the neorealists stuck with post-
synchronization, which allowed them to mix the visual performance of non-
professional actors with the oral skills of professionals.

With the reintroduction of direct recording in the 60s, the practice quickly
provided the key for even more radical new wave film-makers in Latin America
and other third world countries, for both practical and aesthetic reasons.
Practically, it helped in keeping production costs down to a manageable level.
Aesthetically, there are several benefits. It broadens and extends the inclusion of
non-professional actors and children, who cannot be expected to perform post-
synchronisation. Importantly, it also produces a strong reality effect by not
suppressing the “accidental” sounds that studio recording and post-
synchronisation are designed precisely to eliminate: the environment, the
acoustics, the little noises and resonances and sometimes echoes that belong to
the real place portrayed in the film. In short, instead of the acoustic cocoon
constructed by Hollywoodian escapism, the soundtrack becomes the camera’s
ears. 

In Kerin’s version, the desired results can only be achieved through extending
greater and greater control over the soundtrack, beginning with the isolation of
different kinds of sound to be recorded separately in acoustically neutral studios,
and ending in the final mix, when all these different bits of sound are recombined,
and in surround sound, precisely positioned. Kerins never questions this strategy.

Birtwistle, for his part, is not interested in controlling sound but in what happens
when it’s freed from subordination to the image and treated as equal. This leads
him to the opposite end of the cinematic spectrum, closer to the domain of
musique concrète and modernist composers whom he mentions like Edgar
Varèse and John Cage. What is left out of account in both, and lies in the wide
space between them, is the practice of direct-sound narrative film-making which
operates above all in two areas. That is, it not only underpins the production of
independent cinema across the globe over the last half century but also television
drama. Of that, we still need a proper account.

Images: TV and magnetic recording
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Ayatollah Ruhollah Khoemini's dictum was to
cleanse post-revolutionary cinema technology.

Iranian cinema under new modesty laws had to
re-envision the nation.

The veiled woman's body became the site for
articulating national difference.

Iranian film opposing regimes of
voyeurism

review by Jyotika Virdi

Negar Mottahedeh. Displaced Allegories: Post-Revolutionary Iranian
Cinema. Durham NC: Duke University Press, 2008, 199 pages.

Three decades after the 1979 Iranian revolution and two decades since the start of
global fascination with Iranian cinema, which is often compared to Italian neo-
realism and Italy’s mid-twentieth century reinvigoration of world cinema, Negar
Mottahedeh’s exegesis of post-revolutionary Iranian film underscores the
dynamic alternative it presents to dominant Hollywood cinema, which is famously
centered on a voyeuristic gaze. Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s Last Will and
Testament, published in 1989, blames westernization imported by the media
(“Westoxification,” according to Shiite modernists), particularly film technologies
that contaminate the “national body by foreign pollutants,” and in which women’s
bodies mark the site of “site of contamination.” Iran’s post-Revolutionary official
dictum calling for cleansing cinema technology and imbuing it with Islamic values
is most definitively inscribed in the figuration of the veiled woman.

Articulating the new nation became cinema’s project as it departed from
Hollywood’s dominant code that relies on voyeurism and the fetishized woman’s
body. Mottahedeh argues the Iranian film industry produced cinema that is the
“apotheosis of 1970s feminist gaze theory” (1-2). Rejecting Hollywood’s
voyeurism, the veiled woman’s body in both the public and private space of
Iranian cinema’s fictional narratives is the site for articulating national difference.
Clerical prohibitions on the “desiring look” and censorship policies

“accentuate the fact that the narrative is displaced allegory of the
determining conditions of the industry itself” (14).

Iranian cinema under the new modesty laws devised a creative alternative to
Hollywood codes and a cinematic aesthetic that relied on indigenous theatrical
and narrative strategies altering post-Revolutionary Iranian cinema.

In the introduction Mottahedeh systematically sets up the repertoire of
indigenous cultural forms, traditions, myths and ideals that post-revolutionary
Iranian cinema accesses. The drive to purify the nation from foreign
contamination is impelled by the desire to articulate the national through an
“imaginal”(a word that combines image and original), a timeless nowhere land
(Na-koja-Abad), present in the past and future, as represented in ta’ziyeh
performance. These theatrical conventions include a circular stage, in which
performers appearing on/off stage signal shifts in time/space through scripted
announcements (such as “here comes A”), and a focus on historical events that
rely on audience foreknowledge. Such theatrical structures all contribute to the
repertoire of auteurs’ cinematic techniques. This inherited “imaginal” is explicated
in the author’s reading in chapter 1 of Bahram Bayza’i’s Bashu: The Little
Stranger. Diverging from Hollywood, Iranian cinema, once purified, manifests
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In Bayza'i's Bashu: the Little Stranger (1987) the
protagonist Na'i shelters the stranger, Bashu, a
boy from the south.

national culture through its technological access to this sacral imaginal world.
Iranian cinema evokes a “forked” enunciation, referring to the disjunctions in
sound/image and conscious narrative/unconscious elements of political history
and conditions of production (14).

Bahram Bayza’i’s Bashu: The Little Stranger (1987) is a film about human
kindness, in which the protagonist Na’i shelters Bashu, a stranger from the
southern region, who in turn helps with caring for her children while her husband
is at the war raging on the frontlines. A close analysis of several scenes
cumulatively suggests the national consolidation of regional diversity implied
through cinematic maneuvers in the narrative. In a scene emphasizing the
national authority of textbook language, Bashu reads a schoolbook and Na’i’ a
letter. Mottahedeh parallels the standardized “chaste” Persian textbook’s national
language to the imperial dominance of standardized Hollywood codes. Bayza’i’s
non synchronous sound/image codes work against this especially in another filmic
moment, the scene of the father’s letter, where the camera enunciates the address
in lieu of the characters. Here the voice of the literate neighbor, the letter reader,
is heard along with visuals of mundane still shots of household objects like the
oven. Post-revolutionary Iranian cinema, the author argues, encompasses Islamic
values of the new nation state while also succeeding to critique its communication,
national citizenship, literacy, and grammar encoded in national language, akin to
Hollywood’s imperial hegemony of filmic grammar in cinema (31-42).

Bashu can read the school textbook
language, one that emphasizes national
authority.

In the father’s letter scene the camera
enunciates address in lieu of the characters.

The neighbor, letter reader’s voice is heard
with mundane house objects, like the stove.

The voice refers to household possessions,
rice fields.



The letter communicates the promise to
return.

The camera reveals the letter reader.

Mottahedeh challenges critics like Hamid Debashi who view Kiarostami’s work as
European, neo-realist, modernist, and implicated in Orientalist representations.
In chapter 2 Mottahedeh argues that Kiarostami’s films are in fact nationalist,
anti-imperial, revealing the conditions of production and censorship, without ever
endorsing the Islamic regime. In Kiarostami’s Through the Olive Trees (1994), for
instance, we do not see the female figure return “the desiring look” her persistent
suitor claims he saw. The last scene, an extreme long shot of the suitor relentlessly
demanding that she admit this, is captured in a long take until the two appear like
dots in the landscape. This has been read as a sex scene. Thus, opting to depict
exterior landscapes with laboring women to avoid interior spaces, using extreme
long shots to substitute for heterosexual looking, and excluding the reverse in the
shot-reverse-shot of female characters are all allegorical displacements of the



The couple in Through the Olive Trees (1994.)

The male suitor looks at the woman in Through
the Olive Trees.

The female figure does not return the “desiring
look” her suitor claims he saw.

regime’s “command of looking” (104), reflecting the regulatory conditions under
which the films emerge and the industry’s stance against voyeurism and
restriction on the gaze.

In the final chapter the author acknowledges the international acclaim that
Iranian cinema has received since the 1990s, while critics in the Iranian diaspora ,
within Iran, and feminists like Shahla Lahiji have critiqued the films for their lack
of realism, particularly in women’s images, one that women filmmakers have
putatively countered and claimed as the very grounds for Iranian cinema’s
success. In cross-cultural communication, Mottahedeh cautions feminists against
using realism that relies on Hollywood’s grammar of classical narration that
shapes (and dominates) all fictional narration and is therefore an ill-conceived
criterion for evaluating films. As in Japanese and Chinese cinema’s rejection of
Hollywood’s dominant realism, Iranian auteurs recognize this ideological basis of
“realism” and include the enunciation of national difference and inscription of the
production circumstance within the narrative (141-43). Cautioning also against
essentialist representations that mark national cinema, potentially imbued with
Orientalist stereotypes and fetishes, Motthadeh argues, “national film cultures”
present worlds that are neither “real identities nor uncoded realities” (144).
Rather, they “create worlds” linked to dominant practices, through enunciation
that is either in opposition to or in tandem with national culture. Enunciation is
the formal system linking film text and industry:

“Bayza’i’s and Kiarostami’s work highlights the role played by
production practices in underwriting the national address in the
narrative. It is here, on the level of enunciation, that the nation meets
empire”(144-45).

Mottahedeh’s emphasis on enunciation and realism, which after all are
representation modes, prompt one to question if these only serve imperial
dominance. Can they be deployed to resist it? Non-western cinematic
representations that travel internationally raise questions, Mottaheded argues,
about whose realism is reflected. Indigenous audiences of the cultures represented
often dismiss such films embraced by westernized cosmopolitan audiences as not
real. Historically, anthropology and early cinema’s fascination with the spectacle
of the other coincide.

Contemporary foreign films bring unfamiliar images, no different from
ethnography or tourism, and the cosmopolitan audience’s expectation that these
festival circuit films provide the “truth” of the other’s experience is misplaced.
Apart from the global meaning added to local meaning, the production history of
internationally circulated films is really a history of distribution practices within
which selection is often based on marks of difference, conflict with the dominant
codes, and their “vernacular modernism” (148). Mottahedeh invokes Ellen
Strain’s reminder of the ascendance of anthropology, tourism, the mechanically
produced image, and academic knowledge of the other, including multicultural
feminist curricula’s implication in the “voyeuristic gaze.” This imperial
“civilizational gaze” of anthropology, tourism, and film harks back to feminist
critiques of the voyeuristic male gaze in film that may have to be given up, along
with acknowledging the

“relativist valuation of realism or authenticity in both dominant and
national cinemas” (149).



The audience sees the male suitor look.

The audience does not see the female return
the look.

The male suitor relentlessly demands that his
female love interest admit she returned his look
earlier

Mottehdah invokes Rey Chow and Claire Johnston to argue that feminist
theorization that demands rewriting women’s representation propagated by
Hollywood’s classical realism must also remain skeptical of the fetishism and
spectacle of the other woman/nation in national cinemas. Such awareness of
imperial, dominant cinema codes is implicit in Khomeini’s call for purification of
national cinema, revealing her awareness of its techniques in the “management of
the total body through the senses” (152), while aspiring to an Islamic imaginal
body.

While the cinema machine makes no distinction between dominant and
oppositional strategies, the Islamic cinematic code calls for a dialogue with the
sacred, undertaken by the state, in order to regenerate a new collective rooted in a
politicized modesty rather than voyeurism. Feminist theory focused on voyeurism
has neglected this, the averted gaze, a convention that Iranian cinema has
successfully standardized and one that the “feminist avant garde tradition may
have unwittingly skirted” (157). In concluding the third and final chapter
Mottahedeh demonstrates this alternative filmic grammar in Mohsen
Makhmalbaf’s Gabbeh (1996) in which the use of color, spatial and temporal non-
continuity, and multiple subjectivities challenge dominant cinema’s realism codes.
Notwithstanding contradictions, Iranian cinema points to possibilities of still
unlearning and replacing internationalized dominant cinema conventions of
realism by positing a different relation between cinema and the real.

Readers of this book get no sense of state-sponsored Iranian cinema’s success
among audiences and whether  or not supporters of the regime prefer these films
with their sweeping landscapes, rich-colored and textured portraits of peasant life
over the plethora of media available through satellite delivery. Does these films’
enthusiastic reception overseas match their reception among cosmopolitan elites
in Iran? Arguably, Mottahedeh focuses attention on and productively assesses the
formal challenge Iranian cinema poses to realist Hollywood conventions in
narrative structures that enunciate the post-Revolutionary situation.

However, Hollywood’s conceptualization is both ahistorical and monolithic. For
instance, there is no mention of the 1920s and 30s Purity and Production Code
history and Hollywood’s own creative innovation (“enunciation”) around
prohibitions to do with sexuality manifest in dark representations called film noir.
In this examination of Iranian cinema’s challenge to Hollywood’s imperial
narration strategies, developed on the cornerstone of voyeurism, the emergent
alternative formal techniques certainly expand cinema language and remind us of
learning new possibilities in ways of seeing and showing.

However, are these encouraging formal changes in representation modes matched
by optimism about women’s changing material conditions in post-Revolutionary
Iran? Do the films, allegorically or otherwise, even approximate the reality of
women’s lives, women who backed the Revolution and entrusted the Islamic
Republic to inscribe gender equality and justice? Dismissing “realism” as a
Hollywood construct (implicated in voyeurism) forecloses the answer to this
question.

I cite another filmic mode, the Iranian documentary, permeated by many of the
cinematic techniques of mainstream Iranian cinema Mottahedeh brilliantly
elucidates, Rakhshan Bani-Etemad’s We are Half of Iran's Population (2009) and



The final long take of an extreme long shot of
the figures disappearing into the landscape is
read as a sex scene.

Angels of the House of Sun (2009), which provide a less sanguine view. The
former documents a shelter rescuing women stricken by poverty, drug addiction,
and violence. The latter, not certified to be shown in Iran at this time,
demonstrates the Iranian women’s movement’s resolve, uniting in an
unprecedented coalition across the conservative to liberal spectrum, to interrogate
the electoral contenders in what eventually became the fraught 2009 election.
Speaking out against the Islamic revolution’s betrayal of principles of gender
equity, one interlocutor declares that women have lost more than a hundred years
of gains in post-revolutionary Iran. Undoubtedly the films are testament to the
Iranian women’s movement’s steadfastness in the ongoing struggle for gender
justice. Furthermore, they are reminders of the backlash, manifest in women’s
testimonials of systemic discrimination in private/public institutions, the family,
business enterprise, education, law, and media.
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Evolution, Literature and Film (2010), edited by
Brian Boyd, Joseph Carroll, and Jonathan
Gottschall. This anthology, though very strong,
reflects the fact that Darwinian literary

Darwin at the movies
by David Andrews and Christine Andrews
Darwin’s Screens: Evolutionary Aesthetics, Time and Sexual Display in the
Cinema by Barbara Creed (Melbourne University Press, 2009). 232 pages. AU
$49.99, US $143, Kindle $29.

We were a bit confused when we first came across Barbara Creed’s new book,
Darwin’s Screens. We expected the book to redress a new and growing imbalance
between literature and film in the academy. For the past twenty years, most of the
humanities projects informed by evolutionary ideas have addressed literature.
These projects, driven in part by the popular interest in evolutionary psychology
and the ongoing exploration of the human genome, have been a welcome addition
to the humanities landscape, offering a way out of a reductive species of
culturalism that so frequently presents genres, texts, and authors as “social
constructions” only. Unfortunately, film scholars have largely been on the
sidelines of this phenomenon, a trend visible even in Evolution, Literature and
Film (2010)—the new volume edited by Brian Boyd, Joseph Carroll, and Jonathan
Gottschall that, despite its merits, is still dominated by literature.[1][open
endnotes in new window]

But in Darwin’s Screens, Creed focuses her analysis on cinema, and a quick
survey is sufficient to reveal that the book casts a very wide net, looking across
genres, periods, and class distinctions in pursuing Darwin’s influence on this
twentieth-century medium. So at first glance, not only did the book seem to have
the potential to redress the literature-film imbalance, it also seemed to offer a far
more expansive approach than that of “Darwinian literary criticism,” which often
appears intent on nothing more ambitious than offering yet another form of
literary theory—and yet another gristmill through which to grind up Great Books.

But first impressions can be misleading. As we quickly realized on sitting down to
read the book, Darwin’s Screens does not redress the aforementioned imbalance
because that was never its intention. Creed does want to extend evolutionary
theory to film studies, a field that she thinks could profit from biological
approaches like those applied by Gillian Beer to literature in Darwin’s Plots
(1983). But Creed seems unaware of the specific literature-film imbalance that
troubles us, largely because she omits significant mention of evolutionary
psychology, cultural evolution, and all their progeny in the humanities, from
Carroll’s Darwinian literary criticism to Denis Dutton’s “evolutionary aesthetics.”
These omissions surprised us, to say the least, but they did not mean that Creed’s
actual intentions were unworthy or that she hadn’t accomplished those
intentions. So, with our minds still open, we decided to figure out what Creed was
actually up to and whether she had accomplished her aims in a consistent and
substantive way.

Creed’s main goal is that of the cultural historian: she wants to demonstrate that
Darwin’s ideas, which overturned “the anthropocentric view of life,” exerted a vast
influence on the cinema during its formation at the end of the nineteenth century
and at the beginning of the twentieth—and that those theories continue to
influence “film narrative, form and aesthetics” today (xii). The book also draws on
Creed’s strengths as a psychoanalytic theorist, for Darwin’s Screens speculates
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scholarship is far more advanced than
Darwinian film scholarship

King Kong, the 1933, pre-Code original.

King Kong, the 1976 remake with Jessica
Lange: more than a hint of bestiality.

about

“the kind of subject—both the figure on the screen and spectator in the
auditorium—who emerged in response to Darwin’s anti-
anthropocentrism, a figure best described as the ‘entangled subject.’”

The author’s most sustained argument involves narrative and the genre forms
that have coalesced around it. Drawing on Beer, Creed argues that Darwinian
ideas influenced “the adaptation of popular Gothic narratives,” particularly those
that fall under the rubric of “the human-beast cycle,” including the King Kong
movies, the Tarzan movies, various adaptations of H.G. Wells’ novels, and the
like (xiii). Under the fin de siècle influence of Darwinian ideas, “the arts began to
assume a strange, uncanny dimension” as reflected in stories and films in which
“human and animal merged through ritual, desire and death, and where the
primitive exerted a greater allure than the civilized.”

“Writers focused on themes of devolution and degeneracy, whereby
superior life forms threatened to devolve into more primitive ones. As
discussed, the cinema has drawn upon Darwinian ideas over the
course of the twentieth century to the present day in order to explore
contemporary issues and the ways in which these issues have changed
over time. This is a central function of film genres, from comedy to
horror and the love story.” (xviii)

Ergo, Creed draws on Freud to develop her idea of “the Darwinian uncanny,”
combining this approach with a close reading of several Darwin texts (3; see 3-6).
The author sees in this notion of the uncanny the key to discerning Darwin’s
profound cultural influence as it relates to narrative forms and the formation of
cinematic genres.

Creed’s second major argument is that “Darwinian theory resulted in new ways of
conceptualizing time” and that the cinema was unique in its ability to visualize
“change and transformation” across time (xix). The early cinema responded

“directly to new and different ways of experiencing time with the
development of special effects designed to stop, slow down and speed
up time, to move rapidly from present to past and back again, and to
leap from the past and present into the future. These included freeze-
framing, slow motion, lap dissolves, flashbacks, parallel editing and
time-lapse filming. By drawing from its range of new filmic
techniques, it also found ways of depicting natural selection visually.”
(xix)

Her argument here intersects with her emphasis on narrative and genre, for Creed
is clear that particular narrative forms and particular genres such as science
fiction and horror are especially suited to the creation of these visual effects. The
author is most persuasive on this point in her discussion of Rouben Mamoulian’s
1931 adaptation of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (24-27, 29), a film in which the
director contrives interesting technical devices that visualize the nuances of
transformation and devolution.

Creed also makes a sustained argument about the influence of Darwin’s theory of
sexual selection on cinema. For instance, in her fourth chapter, she argues that in
“response to Darwin’s theory of aesthetics and sexual display, early films also
explored new ways of representing sexual display as a form of spectacle” (xxi).
Indeed, the Hollywood musical of the 1930s was “designed to explore the mating
rituals of the human species” (75):

“In my view, the Hollywood musical is essentially a mating ritual in
which the sexes meet and impress each other with their spectacular
song and dance routines as a prelude to mating. The narrative of



Tarzan and Jane: just a hint of bestiality.

Tarzan with his modern family.

Rouben Mamoulian’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
(1931): the allure of devolution.

courtship and marriage is such an ‘obvious’ element of the musical
that it has rarely if ever been analysed in terms of evolution or sexual
selection. This chapter will argue that the musical is, in essence, a
Darwinian mating ritual based on song and dance, in which pair
bonding, family and future succession are the crucial elements.” (75-
76)

A major variation on this use of sexual selection arrives in the fifth chapter, where
Creed argues that film noir represents the femme fatale as a particularly strong
sexual agent. The genre creates a “‘Darwinian gaze’ … in which male and female
both acknowledge their mutual desire in scenarios of sexual display” (xxi). But
according to Creed it is the female who selects

“the male she desires (usually the most beautiful)—although she may
let him believe he is the one who has exercised sole choice. She puts
herself on display in order to capture his gaze and manipulate his
desires” (119).

Through these psychoanalytically inflected insights, the author fleshes out her
notion of “entanglement,” which is crucial to her idea of Darwin as a kind of early
poststructuralist. In his idea of life as “an entangled bank”—a phrase lifted from
the final paragraph of On The Origin of Species (1859)—Creed perceives the
blurring of traditional distinctions and fixed boundaries that would later become
the signature of the poststructuralist ethos. According to Creed, Darwin’s
metaphor of “entanglement” is central to his sense of the uncanny in nature and
to his ideas of transformation, including birth, death, and future growth. She also
thinks that this sense of entanglement is related to the emergence of a post-
Darwinian spectator, who was attuned to the narratives of genres like noir, with
its vision of characters entangled in an “urban jungle,” and horror, which offered
scenes of devolution and transformation that matched the post-Darwinian sense
of an indeterminate universe, lifted from its anthropocentric moorings.

There is much that is ambitious and admirable here. We like the way in which the
author traverses many genres and texts without regard for high-low distinctions
or for industrial boundaries. This is an apt way of discerning the pan-cinematic
patterns necessary to prove the author’s sprawling thesis. We also like what Creed
has to say about visual techniques as they relate to time. While the exact relation
between these techniques and Darwin (and the post-Darwinian consciousness
that Creed links to him) is often left quite fuzzy, the way in which the author
relates distinct special effects to the goal of depicting transformation and
devolution is quite distinguished.

And we should commend the author for taking this interdisciplinary approach at
all. It is always difficult to grapple with a new field so as to make better sense of
one’s own—but these experiments are necessary if the humanities are to achieve a
defensible understanding of their underpinnings in human biology. One
interesting fusion that results from Creed’s forays into biology is her idea that
Darwin’s idea of common descent—which held that all other earth-bound species
share a common ancestor—necessitated a modern notion of the monstrous, a
need the cinema satisfied through genres like science fiction, which was replete
with a new kind of monster, the alien being (39-46).

Regrettably, as scientists know, experiments can also go awry. Ideally, we would
say nothing but positive things of Darwin’s Screens, for we would like to
encourage other film scholars to adopt similar approaches in their own work.
After all, literary scholars have for some years now been interpreting literary
classics such as Much Ado About Nothing (1600), Othello (1603), Wuthering
Heights (1847), Madame Bovary (1857), and The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891)
through the prism of evolutionary psychology, and they have lately pushed into
subcultural areas of literature as well, e.g., into “slash fiction” and graphic novels.
We hope that film scholars will follow their lead—and at some point even take



Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1931): scenes of
devolution and doubling.

Female sexual agency in film noir: a still from
Double Indemnity (1944).

 

that lead. But we cannot endorse this development at any cost. In Creed’s case,
there are too many problems to ignore, involving everything from intellectual
clarity, idea development, and frequent overstatement to defects in the scholarly
framework through which the author attempts to prove her historical thesis.
Perhaps the most telling problem is Creed’s inability to make basic distinctions
and to absorb and deploy the rudiments of evolutionary science as handed down
by Darwin—including his ideas of sexual selection, which Creed garbles to the
point of unrecognizability.

Consider the problems of clarity and development that mar the writing
throughout. We get a taste of what is in store for us in the introduction. In what
seems like an important passage, Creed notes that we can “distinguish two major
structures or influences at work in the cinema that arise from Darwin’s
evolutionary theory: evolutionary narrative forms, and the formation or
development of film genres” (xvi). Her point is not clear, but it bears following,
for it places the development of genres within an evolutionary framework that
could be fruitful. Creed then notes that genre formation depends on “Darwinian
motifs of change—such as struggle, chance and process,” a fact that highlights
that genres, like species, “are not static, changeless forms.” While it is correct to
say that genres are not static and do depend on change, we do not believe that any
clarity is added by saying that genres depend on Darwinian motifs of change—
unless the author stipulates how these processes of struggle and chance are at
least roughly analogous to natural selection. This would require the author to
stipulate how something so obviously “cultural” as a genre relates to something so
“natural” as a species—which would in turn compel the author to create
distinctions between natural selection and other kinds of selection more or less
directed by people (thus necessitating further explorations of artificial selection,
cultural evolution and “memetics,” or even niche construction). But Creed does
nothing of the kind. Instead, she sums up her point on the next page by asserting
that

“Darwin’s metaphor of life as an ‘entangled bank’ applies just as well
to the life of genres. Those genres that succeed do so because they
draw on Darwinian principles of evolution, adaptation, change and
transformation” (xvii).

Her ideas in this regard never develop, so she never says anything substantive
about genre formation in relation to Darwin.

What happens in this passage recurs throughout Darwin’s Screens. Almost
everything becomes “Darwinian”—a term that in Creed’s usage means everything
from “sexual” to “biological” to “chaotic” to “modern” to “postmodern”—because
Creed chooses to prove Darwin’s influence on cinema not through a restricted
historicist framework that parses the transmission of his ideas through cultural,
industrial, and authorial mechanisms but instead through speculations about an
all-encompassing, post-Darwinian zeitgeist backed up by appeals to authority and
close readings of texts. But while a controlled historicist approach might not have
seemed as sexy as the method Creed adopts, if done well, it would have made



Darwin’s Screens a more successful study. Without it, no clear picture emerges of
the chain-of-influence through which Darwin became part of cinema. Instead, we
must rely on Creed’s word (and that of the authorities she cites) that this
influence existed and was responsible for the increasing stress on “Darwinian”
themes of bestiality, transformation, devolution, and horror in cinematic genres.

Emphasizing the “extra-pair copulations”
within the book: a particularly pulpy cover of
Madame Bovary (1857).

An Aubrey Beardsley drawing, emphasizing
sexual bestiality, for Edgar Allan Poe’s
Murders in the Rue Morgue (1841).
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The proof of sexual selection: male plumage in
birds of paradise.

Female display in an elaborate Busby Berkeley
production number.

But why should we believe Creed? After all, as she freely admits, these
themes had all been present in literature for ages, as their appearance in
pre-Darwinian texts like Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818) and Edgar
Allan Poe’s “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” (1841) suggests. Using an
imprecise and often speculative method to prove an historical point leaves
Creed open to doubt—and it makes her reader wonder, as we did, whether
the patterns that she discerns couldn’t have as easily been attributed to
other equally diffuse cultural factors (including the burgeoning
consumerism of world culture, or the post-romanticism and emerging
modernism of the West, or the psychic traumas of World Wars and Cold
Wars across the globe) that coincided with the development of the cinema
and that cannot be usefully described as “Darwinian.” Indeed, not even
Creed’s close reading of multiple movie texts can help here, for the total
quantity of films that she submits to this method could never amount to
more than a tiny sample of the overall output of the cinema in the periods
about which she generalizes.

But what is most likely to raise skepticism in the reader is Creed’s inability
to navigate and interrogate fundamental nature-culture distinctions and to
relay Darwinian theory in an accurate way. For example, Creed never
creates a clear distinction between two points, both of which she seems
amenable to (but which must be distinguished to make sense):

1. the idea that cinema was influenced at a purely cultural level by
Darwin and

2. the idea that a cultural product like cinema is an extended example of
natural mechanisms, such as sexual selection, identified by Darwin.

This problem is especially acute in her comments on musicals, where Creed
is clearly trying to support both points but cannot do so with any clarity.
Such a deficiency is a product of the fact that Creed has not created clear
distinctions between these points—and, it seems, because she does not
understand sexual selection, a Darwinian idea on which her book depends.

Darwin proposed his theory of sexual selection to account for the
observation that males and females in many animal species differ in traits
that seem unrelated to differences in either environmental conditions or
the basic mechanics of reproduction. In particular, males often perform
elaborate dances, sing exhausting songs, or display conspicuous
ornamentation in apparent attempts to attract mates.[2][open endnotes in
new window] Sexual selection theory posits that such male traits evolve
because they confer an advantage in competition for access to females,
such that “baroque” males get more matings and leave more offspring than
their plainer counterparts. If females actively choose males with the most
exaggerated displays, then we have a case of sexual selection based on
female choice. Darwin framed sexual selection as a process similar to, but
separate from, natural selection, but it is usually subsumed under natural
selection in more recent evolutionary thought, since it is simply a
mechanism whereby traits come to dominate a population because they
enhance reproductive fitness via their effects on mating success. It is thus a



Bananas and silk pajamas in 42nd Street
(1933), another musical featuring Berkeley’s
trademark spectacle.

Carmen Miranda’s fertility numbers: The Gang’s
All Here (1943).

Marilyn Monroe demanding diamonds from
would-be mates in Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
(1953).

mechanism that depends on variation among individuals within a
population or species, operates across generations, and causes changes in
trait frequencies over time.

Creed offers a reasonable argument that the Hollywood musical was
“designed to explore the mating rituals of the human species” in that the
intricately patterned musical numbers of the genre do indeed resemble the
courtship displays of many animal species and serve to punctuate and
reinforce narratives about mate choice (75). Creed fails, however, to
distinguish between the evolutionary mechanism of sexual selection (i.e.,
differential reproductive success based on traits that enhance mating
success) and the process of mate choice—presumably because, in common
parlance, mate choice involves selection of a mate. This conflation weakens
her argument and leads her to use misleading phrases like “ritual of sexual
selection” when she means “mating ritual” (e.g., 86, 93). It is true that
Darwin highlighted the prevalence of such rituals and the potential for
sexual selection theory to explain the development of these rituals in
humans as well as in other animals. However, just as Creed’s
indiscriminate use of the term “Darwinian” undercuts its power to inform
her discussion of genre transformations, her imprecise application of the
term “sexual selection” calls into question whether she really needs to
invoke Darwin to point out that many films portray courtship and mate
choice.

Creed could have done more to examine the relationship between sexual
selection and Hollywood musicals, or any kind of film, by tracing how the
predictions generated by the theory play out in romantic narratives,
particularly in terms of different mate-choice criteria in males and females.
Creed notes that people do not conform exactly to the male-
display/female-choice dynamic typical of many species:

“In the mating rituals of the musical, this gender division is not
at all clear-cut. Darwin’s comments reveal that in human
societies it is usually the male who chooses and the female who
practises the art of adornment. This is not true of the early
musical, in which both male and female often wear costumes
and decoration, although the costumes of female performers are
usually more elaborate. Although both sexes participate in the
ritual itself—dancing, singing and performing on stage—in the
Busby Berkeley musical, the visual emphasis is on the female
chorus line.” (79)

But instead of cataloguing examples of display in Berkeley’s musical
numbers, we might gain more insight if we examine the prediction that
both men and women engage in some sort of courtship display, since both
sexes at least potentially have the agency to choose. Although women tend
to practice the “art of adornment,” suggesting that males use physical
beauty as a primary criterion in selecting a mate, the popular notion that
women are choosier than men when it comes to picking a partner is



A recent promotional shot from The Young and
the Restless: demonstrating daytime television's
interest in a whole range of evolutionary issues,
including fidelity, paternity, and jealousy.

Keeping the species alive: a promotional still
from AMC’s hit zombie soap, The Walking
Dead.

actually a key prediction of sexual selection theory. A common (albeit
simplistic) hypothesis is that women ought to advertise their fertility,
which may be correlated with features we consider “beautiful,” and men
ought to advertise the resources that they can offer a female and the
offspring the couple must provision. We can think of no better cinematic
representation of this dynamic than the number “Diamonds are a Girl’s
Best Friend” from Howard Hawks’ musical Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
(1953), in which a beautiful woman played by Marilyn Monroe demands
costly jewelry, not romantic love, from multiple suitors. There are
countless examples of such displays in popular narratives before and after
Darwin, suggesting that they reflect not so much the influence of Darwin
on those narratives as the validity of Darwin’s insights into human mating
behavior.

Similar narrative examples could come from almost anywhere. Though
“high” literature has been best represented by this new species of literary
criticism, there is no reason that we couldn’t find fine examples of truly
Darwinian themes in romance fiction, which has always shown an interest
in evolutionary issues like fidelity, paternity, jealousy, and of course
coupling and reproduction. And the same assumptions could rule our
interest in visual culture, particularly cinema and television. Soap operas—
from traditional daytime stalwarts such as CBS’s The Young and the
Restless (1973-present) to untraditional night-time “zombie” soaps like
AMC’s The Walking Dead (2010-present)—show many of the same
interests as romance fiction, although they specialize in the tribal relations
that have long sustained human survival and reproduction. Further, many
movies in what Stanley Fish has lately called the “‘revenge and avenge’
tradition” (e.g., Taken, 2008) lend themselves well to Darwinian readings,
given their perspectives on humanity’s evolved attitudes toward kinship,
child-rearing, and filial affection.[3]

Again, we are prejudiced in favor of film scholars who experiment with
evolutionary methods. They are attempting a difficult task—forging a new
field, something that no one is ever trained to do—and thus they often
deserve the benefit of the doubt, for they must grapple not only with their
own inexperience but with the entrenched biases of scholars content with
the kind of film studies that mixes a little close reading with a whole lot of
culturalist speculation. The problem with that kind of film studies is that
its premise is often cultural constructionism, an incoherent mix of ideas
that rarely deals in an honest way with politically sensitive issues of
“human nature,” the origins of art, and universals in the aesthetic
dispositions of human beings. But an evolutionary approach to film can
help us answer questions about origins and universals in the arts while
helping us situate the cinema—and all its genres—as a particular form of
art.

Writing this review has helped clarify our own preferences for the new
subfield whose emergence we foresee. First, though we want to encourage
film scholars to participate in this subfield, we cannot do so without
demanding their rigor as well. The field of biology, including evolutionary
science, is a mature discipline. Its central insights cannot be fudged, and
even its emerging hypotheses must be handled at least as carefully as we
would handle any cinematic “masterpiece.” We must remember that in
their role as film scholars, scholars interested in evolution will not be
scientists per se; they will be interpreters of the scientific findings of
others, applying these findings to film and film culture. Their initial
audiences in film studies may be ill-equipped to evaluate or question their
interpretations of the science. Consequently, they must be as rigorous as



Not without my daughter . . . and not without
killing you: Liam Neeson’s brand of paternal
care in Taken (2008).

More than just sex, instinct, and desire:

possible to avoid misdirecting other film scholars. This is why we feel it
necessary to dwell on some of the defects of Darwin’s Screens.[4]

On the other hand, biological science cannot answer every kind of question.
It cannot tell us why Darwin’s ideas spread so explosively in the cinema
over the past century. Only a film historian using controlled historicist
methods will give us a plausible reading of that phenomenon. Nor can
biology offer a comprehensive reading of Gustave Flaubert’s Madame
Bovary or Orson Welles’s Citizen Kane (1941). A biologically informed
method might help us understand aspects of the novel (in terms, for
instance, of “extra-pair copulation”) and aspects of the movie (in terms,
say, of “male resource acquisition”), but this kind of interpretation is
unlikely to be holistic and could not possibly deal with the intricacies of
authorial intention, textual form, industrial production and distribution,
and cultural reception. Evolutionary insight is too general to deal with the
full cultural complexity of most forms. For that reason, we believe that the
evolutionary perspective—which, in the hands of some literary critics
threatens to become another totalizing method of interpretation—will
eventually supply film critics with the same things that so many Grand
Theories, such as psychonalysis, now supply them: pragmatic methods to
be used locally, specifically. The evolutionary perspective provides critics
with another toolbox, and a truly perceptive movie critic will have a lot of
toolboxes.

For us, the main value of the evolutionary perspective is its ability to
provide reasonable answers to the broadest questions: What is art for,
biologically speaking? Why have art-making practices culminated in highly
stratified forms of cultural distinction? Why do certain genres of film,
including pornography and horror, have a broader appeal than other
genres, such as avant-garde cinema? Biology cannot offer exhaustive
answers to these questions, of course, for it is difficult to imagine how an
evolutionary perspective could deal with the (sub)cultural values and
attitudes that have accumulated around certain genres (e.g., cult film, art
cinema, etc.). But such a perspective could still offer crucial insights that
re-orient how we think about genres, class distinctions, gender, and many
other issues of interest to culturally oriented film scholars.

For example, it seems to us that any new study of pornographic movies—
i.e., those that are blatantly sexualized and are received as such—must
begin with the assumption that their basic pornographic appeal comes
from the way in which they target the reproductive organs of the spectator.
Thus, an evolutionary approach might give us clues indicating why people
have so reliably enjoyed Deep Throat (1972) in some contexts (it activates a
physiological system that is crucial to the propagation of an individual’s
genes), find it so funny in other contexts (it makes public what people have
evolved to consider private), and fear it so much in others (it threatens
parental care of the young and threatens social chaos by corroding the
public-private split and potentially disrupting culturally specific practices
of pair bonding).



Madame Bovary again.

A scene from Citizen Kane (1941), a film that
cannot be reduced to male resource acquisition.

Re-defining pornography: Barbara Creed’s
Media Matrix (2003).

 

This perspective could help us navigate the difficulties of defining
“pornography”—a problem that Creed analyzes effectively in a previous
book, Media Matrix (2003).[5] And it could also drain the animosity out of
the porn debates, showing that all of the major reactions to pornography
are in a sense “built into” human nature and are in that sense specific to
our social roles and cultural stations and cannot be resolved or
transcended in any direct or enduring way. It could also help us grasp why
men and women have, as distinct gender groups, so often been depicted as
having different aims in the production and experience of (and the cultural
response to) porn. The same might be said about cultural differences owing
to sexual identity rather than gender. Clearly, these generalizations would
not exhaust a new study of highly sexualized movies—they would not, for
example, have all that much to say about textual specifics—but they would
certainly re-orient our idea of those movies, providing a new framework for
discussion and a new basis for academic tolerance towards all the players
in the porn debates. These insights could also lead to a re-consideration of
other genres, like romance or horror—which, like porn, target an
audience's physiology, albeit in different ways.

An evolutionary approach to film cannot, then, answer all questions. It will
not provide an all-encompassing picture of film and film culture. And it
should not be expected to provide an adequate interpretation of individual
texts. There will, then, always be more than enough for traditional film
scholars to do even in a discipline that expects them to know something of
biology. But this emerging subfield can provide such scholars with tools
that will help them create more coherent and convincing pictures of the
cinema, pictures that not only make sense of cultural phenomena but fit
them into a biocultural framework that connects cultural constructions,
like cinema, to natural selection and human physiology through concepts
of cultural evolution, niche construction, etc. To do all this, however, film
scholars must take themselves back to school—and they must learn to
apply what they learn there in clear and accurate ways.

Go to Notes page
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Denis Dutton’s venture into “evolutionary
aesthetics”: The Art Instinct (2009).

More art-house bestiality: Charlotte Rampling
and friend in Nagisa Oshima’s Max, mon amour
(1986).

Notes

1. Brian Boyd, Joseph Carroll, and Jonathan Gottschall, eds.,
Evolution, Literature, and Film: A Reader (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2010). The contemporary focus on human evolution
that has so affected cultural study emerged out of the controversies
surrounding E.O. Wilson’s advocacy of the new field of sociobiology in
important texts like Sociobiology: The New Synthesis (1975;
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000). Shortly thereafter, the
study of cultural evolution, which began with Richard Dawkins’s The
Selfish Gene (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976), picked up
steam and has over the past decades produced important research
programs by scientists like Peter Richerson and Robert Boyd. See Peter
Richerson and Robert Boyd, Not By Genes Alone: How Culture
Transformed Human Evolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2005). [return to page 1 of essay]

But the single biggest impetus toward the current synthesis of culture
and biology has been the growth of evolutionary psychology as
explained in collections like The Adapted Mind: Evolutionary
Psychology and the Generation of Culture (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1995), which was edited by Jerome Barkow, Leda Cosmides, and
John Tooby, and in popular books by highly influential scientists like
How the Mind Works (1997; New York: Norton, 2009) by Steven
Pinker. The growth of evolutionary psychology precipitated a variety of
new approaches attractive to humanists interested in narrative and
realism; here Carroll’s Evolution and Literary Theory (Columbia:
University of Missouri, 1995) and Robert Storey’s Mimesis and the
Human Animal: On the Biogenetic Foundations of Literary
Representations (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1996)
come to mind.

Scholars in a range of fields, from anthropology to the history of music,
have made impressive contributions to this quintessentially
interdisciplinary area of humanities research; for the current state of
the field, see The Evolutionary Review, a new journal edited by Carroll
and Alice Andrews, whose editorial board offers a who’s who of the
field. An important addition to the field includes Dutton’s book The
Art Instinct: Beauty, Pleasure, and Human Evolution (New York:
Bloomsbury Press, 2009). However, film scholars have been slow to
embrace these methods and approaches—though the cognitivist stance
endorsed by scholars like David Bordwell, Noël Carroll, and Murray
Smith approximates some of the field’s assumptions, including the
idea of “human nature” as identified with “contingent universals.” For
more on these and other trends, see Boyd, Carroll, and Gottschall, eds.,



Darwinian themes long precede Darwin himself:
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818).

Sex-role-reversed species show the potential
power of sexual-selection theory: the wattled
jacana.

Evolution, Literature, and Film.

2. There are, however, “sex-role-reversed” species, such as wattled
jacanas and seahorses, in which the females compete for access to
males and have the sorts of exaggerated traits usually associated with
males. [return to page 2]

3. See Stanley Fish, “Vengeance Is Mine,” The New York Times
(December 28, 2009), p. 1. Available at
<http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/
12/28/vengeance-is-mine/>. Accessed December 6, 2010.

4. And there are many other defects that we have not mentioned,
including everything from loose phrasing—e.g., the idea that Spider-
Man “evolves” after Peter Parker is “bitten on the hand by a genetically
engineered super-spider” (68)—to unskeptical overstatement. One
example of the latter is the way that Creed quickly follows up an
assertion that has generated controversy in the literature. This
assertion posited that recent genetic work reveals that “chimpanzees
and the earliest hominids engaged in sexual relations and gene-
swapping for at least 1.2 million years before the two species went their
separate ways” [189]) and is combined with an idea—the notion “the
chimpanzee shares enough DNA with us [98.4 per cent] that it would
be possible for a human and ape to bear offspring.” But this notion is
based on a speculative comment in a news article rather than any sort
of scientific study.

5. Barbara Creed, Media Matrix: Sexing the New Reality (Sydney:
Allen & Unwin, 2003), 58-60.
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The “weirdness” of Captain Kirk’s encounter
with the female guest star.

Kirk’s defamiliarized heteronormativity.

Star Trek’s 
allegorical monomyth

review by Elspeth kydd

David Greven Gender and Sexuality in Star Trek:
Allegories of Desire in the Television Series and Films
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland & co., 2009).

Even from the start of Gender and Sexuality in Star Trek, David
Greven identifies the pitfalls of analyzing a monomyth of such scope
and complexity as Star Trek: a text that is “maddeningly and
exhilaratingly complex.” (2) And, indeed, the book struggles
sometimes with the complexity of the text, its multiple and varied
readings, and the extended time period in which it has been in
production. Despite this, Gender and Sexuality in Star Trek still
maintains a clear focus and presents an engaging argument, centered
on an allegorical reading of gender, sexuality and race in the
monomyth. In developing this, Greven analyzes how, while Star Trek
does not directly represent gay or lesbian characters, queer desire can
still be read allegorically and ironically by the significant gay fan base. 

In the first chapter, Greven refutes the common reading of Captain
Kirk as the consummate heteronormative Lothario by examining in
detail the nature of Kirk’s encounters with women in the original series
of Star Trek:

“The encounter with the female guest star leaves the male .
. . bewildered and often transformed by the experience;
while efforts at dominance are made, the pervasive attitude
on the part of the male in the encounter with woman is one
of awed, disoriented submission.” (11) 

Thus Kirk, and to a lesser extent Spock and McCoy, become
representatives of male heterosexual desire that is forever made
strange, defamiliarized and “a perpetually reenacted, allegorical
ritual of desire” (13, emphasis in the original). Despite this
defamiliarization, the series still undeniably presents these guest
women characters as idealized and in some ways alienated, often
lacking full agency in the narrative. As a lifelong viewer of Star Trek,
and a particular fan of the original series, I can readily recognize this
description and identify with this perspective on Kirk and the
“weirdness with which Trek depicts his desire.”(9)  This "weirdness"
compliments the centrality of Kirk and Spock’s frequently celebrated



“Amok Time” foregrounds the homoeroticism of
the Kirk/Spock relationship.

The allegorical crisis of “Let that be your last
battlefield.”

Picard and Shizon in Nemesis: an uncanny
doubling.

homoerotic relationship. Greven continues the tradition of situating
the original series of Star Trek as offering the pleasures of a resistive
queer reading.

When reading Star Trek’s allegories of gender and sexuality, it is hard
to separate out questions of race and racialized identity.  Race, gender
and sexuality are inextricably linked in the Trek universe as it deploys
the science fiction trope of disavowing difference and desire onto an
alien Other, often conflating racial, gender and sexual difference. 
Greven takes the right approach in interweaving these issues in his
treatment of gender, sexuality and allegory.  He also asks the right
question in exploring why “allegory works so well for same-sex desire
but not at all well for race” (2).  In the Introduction there is an
evocative analysis of the original series episode, “Let that be your last
battlefield,” which suggests how an episode that is a direct allegory of
racial struggle, made as an overt commentary on the Civil Rights
struggle, fails to depict the complexity of race relations. Instead,

“by its end, the episode seems to have moved into a different kind of
allegorical territory altogether, as horrified and fascinated by the queer
energies of the warring men as it is in what they war over.” (4)

Interestingly, this scenario is reversed in the emblematic Star Trek:
The Next Generation (hereafter TNG) episode “The Outcast,” which is
a direct allegorical attempt to deal with sexuality and homophobia. As
in “Let that Be Your Last Battlefield,” sexuality is disavowed onto an
alien other, with a genderless alien species embodying intolerance
around difference. This leads to a gendered confusion that ends ups
leaving the main guest character making an impassioned plea for the
right to express and explore heterosexual feelings, using the rhetoric of
gay rights. Greven classifies this episode as a

“failure of a peculiar kind . . . so obviously straining
towards redressing previous lapses in terms of gay
characters yet remaining resolutely in an allegorical mode,
the episode schizophrenically attempts to name and to
unnamed, to speak the language of queer desire and  to
keep this language stringently coded.” (42)

There is a reverse argument here, which could be made by reading the
allegory racially, as Greven does with race and sexuality in “Let That Be
Your Last Battlefield.”  In seeing the genderless species as raced opens
up a different point of rather fruitful analysis. Thus, interestingly, what
Greven has identified here is a form of “an allegorical crisis” (42). That
is, Star Trek’s attempts at directly coding allegories of difference often
exceed their own allegorical function but at the same time open up
symptomatic readings of other subject positions to the viewer’s



Neelix as the “male mother.”

The Doctor as queer storyteller.

A male heterosexual desire that is “a perpetually
re-enacted, allegorical ritual of desire.”

interpretation. Ultimately, it is the "indirectness of the allegory" (47)
that makes it work. This is further evidenced in Greven's evocative
analysis of the relationship between Captain Picard and his clone
double, Shinzon, in the final next generation film Nemesis.

In chapters 3, 4 and 8 Greven develops the queer allegorical reading
with analysis of the Star Trek: Voyager: a series in which “many of its
characters can be read as queer.” (54) Chapters 3 and 4 single out
thecharacters of the Doctor and Neelix as representative of this queer
reading; they are characters who become metaphors “for a gay male
identity without any explicit signification as such.” (63) Greven argues
for the Doctor as a representation of the gay male artist. First, he
charts the Doctor’s character development over the course of the series
as an allegorical move from closeted gay man in the early seasons, to
his coming out (when he gains the technology to move out of the sick
bay to which he is initially confined), then through delayed
adolescence, to the “growing politicization of his subaltern identity.”
(58) In the final season the doctor becomes an author, writing
(holo)fiction from his own perspective of life on Voyager:

“As the queer outsider, he is in a position to critique the
conformist, implicitly heterosexualist conventions of
Federation/Trekkian society, decisively assuming a non-
conformist, nonassimilationist position in the face of their
hegemonic power.” (60) 

Chapter 3 ends with a comparison between Voyager’s Doctor and
Andrew, a similar queer storyteller character in Buffy the Vampire
Slayer. Unlike the Doctor, Andrew’s access to, and control of narrative
is disallowed and subjected to the dominant and dominating forces
supporting the heroine’s view of truth. 

The subsequent chapter presents the character of Neelix as the “male
mother,” a problematic character, but one who "emphasizes kindness,
compassion, tenderness and love." (96) Greven continues his analysis
of Voyager in Chapter 8, explicating the relationship between Captain
Janeway (Star Trek’s first female Captain) and Seven of Nine (a former
Borg returning to life as human).  In this attention to the neglected
series Voyager Greven counters the conventional dismissal of “its
status as ‘bad television,’” (73) and he attributes a level of allegorical
complexity into these queer resistive readings.

Greven does not offer an analysis of racial issues in the same depth as
he treats questions of gender and sexuality, and therefore not as
complex and detailed an exploration. Such examination of race occurs
in other work on Star Trek. Greven’s most detailed analysis is in the
fifth chapter which looks Trek’s treatment of black masculinity. Greven
sees both black and white males as denatured, but from different
positions of privilege.  Black men are Othered in a problematic way
while white male denaturing foregrounds the construction of that
power with which white masculinities are endowed:



The Star Trek reboot without the defamiliarizing
weirdness of the original.

The neo-conservatism of Enterprise.

Failed queer allegory in “The Outcast.”

"Trek's greatest contribution to an anti-racist project is its
depiction of a denatured, decentered white masculinity."
(117)

The real strength of Gender and Sexuality in Star Trek comes in the
later chapters when Greven deals critically with the two most recent
manifestations of the Star Trek universe: Enterprise and the 2009 J. J.
Abrams reboot of the franchise.  He convincingly argues for a post-9/11
neo-conservative turn in the series Enterprise, from which he sees the
decline in the fan base and the popularity of the franchise (a proverbial
shark-jumping moment).  Enterprise reverses many of the gains of the
original series in terms of its reversal of allegories of difference; it often
punishes and recuperates the character of T'Pol (Enterprise's Other
woman) and centralizes power in the figures of white/human
masculinity.

"Enterprise was a neoconservative reimagining of Trek that
not only 'corrected' the politically correct stances of the
previous recent Trek shows but even retooled the concepts
of Original Trek to refashion Trek in its entirety as a
monolithically conservative vision, a fictive universe
opposed to diversity and tolerance." (118)

In contrast to the failure of Enterprise, the 2009 reboot returns the
Trek universe to popularity but at the cost of some of its radical,
allegorical potential.  This reboot signals Star Trek’s incorporation into
the conventions of contemporary action feature film, where there is
little time in the pacing for the “weird” encounter of the Trek men with
the idealized form of Woman.  Yet there are perhaps other ways in
which questions of gender, sexuality and race are made strange,
defamiliarized, deconstructed or even reconstructed. That becomes a
matter for future research and analysis.  Ultimately, Gender and
Sexuality in Star Trek gives an excellent basis for continued
engagement with this “maddeningly and exhilaratingly complex”
monomyth.
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Girls participate in a meeting of the West
Branch, Michigan, babysitter union in 1947
(photograph appeared in Women’s Home
Companion, March 1947)

Nobody’s baby

review by Kirsten Pike

Babysitter: An American History by Miriam Forman-Brunell (New York
& London: New York University Press, 2009). 328 pages. $30.

Think back to junior high. (Try not to cringe.) Remember what it was like to miss
out on a get-together with friends so that you could babysit the neighbor’s kids?
For many of us, especially girls, babysitting was a tradeoff. Some of us didn’t
really like to “sit,” but it was one of the few ways to earn a little extra spending
money. Thinking back, I suspect that my experience as a babysitter—especially
my dissatisfaction with being poorly compensated and my seeming powerlessness
to do anything about it—was one of the stepping-stones in my future path towards
feminism. And after reading Miriam Forman-Brunell’s excellent book,
Babysitter: An American History, I am certain that I’m not unique in this regard.
Indeed, one of the author’s many significant accomplishments in her social and
cultural history of babysitting over the past century is the way she brings girls’
voices—along with their frustrations and ambivalent feelings about babysitting—
to the fore. Girls’ perspectives on “minding the children,” combined with Forman-
Brunell’s astute analysis of how babysitters have been represented and debated
across a number of cultural forms, make for absorbing reading—notably
highlighting the ongoing tension between girls’ desires for equality and
independence and “adults’ profound uncertainties about the unprecedented
possibilities of teenage girls” (3).

Because girls’ voices are so often diminished (or worse, silenced) in popular
accounts of their lives and cultural practices, Forman-Brunell’s painstaking work
to uncover the thoughts and experiences of youthful female babysitters is
incredibly important, not to mention fascinating. Early in the book, for example,
we learn about fourteen-year-old Sylvia Plath’s unpleasant encounter babysitting
two boys in Wellesley, Massachusetts in 1946, which she detailed in a paper for
English class (years before her career as a published writer). After being goaded to
read until her “throat ached” and jumped on during a game of “Kill the Bear,”
Plath surmised that

“little children are bothersome beings that have to be waited on hand
and foot, who are generally around when not wanted, and who are, all
in all, a nuisance” (56).

Although Plath is clearly one of the more famous youthful voices in Babysitter,
the book also introduces us to countless other girls whose opinions and practices
were discussed in popular newspapers and magazines as well as in personal
correspondence with the author. Forman-Brunell guides us, quite seamlessly,
through an expansive body of historical artifacts, including teen magazines such
as Calling All Girls and Seventeen, adult-oriented periodicals such as Parents
Magazine and the Journal of Home Economics, and a diverse array of archival
materials, such as letters, surveys, babysitting guides, songs, advertisements, and
urban legends. Along the way, we learn remarkable stories about girls who
resisted unfair treatment by forming sitter unions; girls who offered helpful
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Male undergraduates at Princeton University
participate in a meeting of the Tiger Tot Tending
Agency in 1947 (photograph appeared in
Princeton Alumni Weekly, March 13, 2002)

advice to other sitters on handling inconsiderate employers and unruly children;
girls who acted heroically on the job; and girls who countered problematic
practices—from low wages to prank phone calls—with clever tactics of their own
(e.g., developing slang to express dissent and blasting loud music into the ears of
would-be harassers).

In addition to shedding new light on girls’ subjectivities and customs, Forman-
Brunell successfully demonstrates how the figure of the babysitter has functioned
as a lightning rod for adults’ anxieties about gender and generational changes. In
the opening chapters, for instance, the author shows how bobby-soxer sitters of
the 1940s and 1950s were critiqued in the popular press for raiding the
refrigerator, running up the phone bill, and canoodling with boys on the job—a
pattern that underscored adults’ (especially men’s) worries about the increasing
social, economic, and sexual freedoms of girls after World War II.

The cover of Albert L. Quandt’s Baby Sitter
(1952) suggested that babysitters were
interested in much more than babysitting.

Cultural anxieties about feminism gave rise
to sexy sitters such as Charna, the sexpot
protagonist in Vin Fields’ The Baby-Sitter
(1964).

Later, we learn how cultural anxieties about girls who were influenced by second-
wave feminism played out on the big screen in sexploitation films such as The
Babysitter (1969) and horror films such as Halloween (1978) and When a
Stranger Calls (1979). In The Babysitter, a youthful temptress named Candy (of
course!) seduces the middle-aged man for whom she babysits. Although the film
imagined “new erotic possibilities for American men excited by the sexual
freedom of teenage girls,” it also offered dire warnings (139). As Forman-Brunell
explains,

“Babysitters like Candy were cock teases and catalysts able to destroy
men’s marriages and diminish male authority” (139).

In her exploration of horror films, Forman-Brunell draws on the work of Carol



This 1958 ad suggested that getting a sitter
would be “a cinch” with a Motorola TV in the
house.

 

 

Clover and Linda Williams to reveal how a “gallery of maniacs” used “aggressive
containment strategies” to victimize, terrorize, and punish independent sitters
who transgressed normative gender boundaries (140). Especially insightful is her
analysis of how the telephone—long associated with the autonomy of teenage girls
—became an instrument of intimidation and torture in the hands of male
psychopaths who felt threatened by liberated girls. In When a Stranger Calls, the
male maniac torments the babysitter with chilling phone calls, and in Halloween,
the murderous Michael Myers strangles one of his young female victims with a
telephone cord. Indeed, the author seems quite right in her assessment that

“as growing numbers of pleasure-seeking, anti-authoritarian girls
continued to mount challenges to traditional standards of girlhood,
more maniacs attempted to contain girls by silencing them” (155).

The male maniac in When a Stranger Calls
(1979) torments the terrified sitter with phone
calls asking, “Have you checked the
children?”

Responsible sitters, Marcia and Greg, call
the police on The Brady Bunch (1970).

Babysitter: An American History includes nine chapters as well as the
introduction, notes, and bibliography. Chapter 1, “The Beginnings of Babysitting,”
traces the rise and form of babysitter discourses that circulated in the 1920s and
1930s. Importantly, this chapter establishes how, since the early twentieth
century, critics have envisioned female adolescents as a “social problem” in need
of reform. As Forman-Brunell explains,

“The fear that teenage girls threatened the future of American family
life led experts to establish a blueprint followed by succeeding
generations: to provide girls with advice that appealed to their desire
for autonomy and yet affirmed their femininity” (22).

The chapter also imparts how popular discourses about boy “child tenders”
differed considerably from those about girls. Whereas experts aimed to socially
rehabilitate selfish, pleasure-seeking girls, boys were lauded as babysitters par
excellence—a pattern that consistently reemerged throughout the twentieth
century, despite the fact that boys have been much more likely than girls to hurt
children on the job.
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Wonder Woman appeared as an Amazon babysitter in this 1957 Wonder Woman comic strip.
(DC comic book #90, May 1957)
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While this film properly punishes youth sexual
desire, as the code required, it highlights a
gendered double standard and indicates the
rising tensions of the soon to explode feminist
movement and sexual revolution which was
partially fueled by the uncontainable fervor of
the growing teen population.

Splendor in the Grass’ diegetic events express
cultural tensions about behavioral expectations
surrounding adolescents having sex.

As protagonist Wilma (Natalie Wood) is
confronted with peer pressure, her own longings
and parental control, she has a mental
breakdown and is institutionalized for two and a
half years.

Sexual innocence and film: a look at
scholarship on virginity

by Susan Ericsson

Virgin Territory: Representing Sexual Inexperience in Film, edited by
Tamar Jeffers McDonald, Detroit: Wayne State UP, 2010. 304 pages.
$27.97.

As the 1961 Elia Kazan film Splendor in the Grass underscores, the issue of
loosing one's virginity has been a dicey topic that adults have attempted to
regulate for many decades. In this case, the film was made during a time when
movies had to conform to the Production Code, yet many narrative developments
pushed at the code’s boundaries. Splendor in the Grass’ diegetic events express
cultural tensions about social and personal expectations surrounding adolescents
having sex. As protagonist Wilma (Natalie Wood) is confronted with peer
pressure, her own longings and parental control, she has a mental breakdown and
is institutionalized for two and a half years. Love, desire and social demands
overwhelm her ability to navigate adolescent sexual development, leading to
hysteria that must be contained by the asylum walls. While the film properly
punishes youth sexual desire, as the code required, it highlights a gendered
double standard and indicates the rising tensions of the soon-to-explode feminist
movement and sexual revolution, which was partially fueled by the uncontainable
fervor of the growing teen population.

Frequently the topic of pop culture and academic analysis, sexual representations
in the media have a long history of being under the microscope, particularly those
depictions which substantially show sex. The 2010 anthology Virgin Territory:
Representing Sexual Inexperience in Film edited by Tamar Jeffers McDonald
provides an interesting contribution to these analyses by looking at the converse
of explicit sex—addressing instead sexual inexperience.

Historical changes and youth

One of the anthology’s strengths is its focus on U.S. films from the decades
surrounding the 1950s. That the book contains several essays dealing with this
period is not surprising given the association of the 50s with tales of sexual
repression. Yet as the authors indicate, films of the era also reveal sexual tensions
that would soon culturally erupt into the sexual revolution of the 1960s and
1970s. Gaylyn Studlar reflects on Elizabeth Taylor films of the early 1940s in
“Velvet’s Cherry: Elizabeth Taylor and Virginal English Girlhood.” Studlar
analyzes Taylor’s performances in relation to their wartime context as well as
Victorian art conventions; she highlights the contradictions often used to mark
girls as innocent yet alluring. In “Postwar Virginity and the ‘Marjorie’
Phenomenon,” Rebecca Sullivan dissects Marjorie Morningstar (1958) and the
issue of virginity in relation to the heterosexual couple, comparing the film to the
novel by Herman Wouk on which it is based. Alisia G. Chase in her essay “One
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Peyton Place’s teen protagonist has a mental
breakdown, caused by her mother’s heavy
handed and controlling behavior towards her
developing sexual curiosities.

Very Chic Hell: Revisiting the Issue of Virginity in Bonjour Tristesse,” considers
American sexual ideology in shaping the U.S. filmic adaptation of the French
novel of the same name — Bonjour Tristesse (1958). Chase examines how director
Otto Preminger shifted the novel’s frame by punishing adolescent Cecile for her
sexual behavior. In addition to such dramatic works, two authors address
depictions of virginity in horror film. Nina Martin in her essay “Don’t Touch Me:
Violating Boundaries in Roman Polanski’s Repulsion” looks at Polanski’s 1965
film Repulsion, released in the era when women were publicly seeking
independence. And Pete Falconer in “Fresh Meat? Dissecting the Horror Movie
Virgin” considers films released during a period of feminist backlash and
investigates how some depict bodies of both virgin and killer as impenetrable.

Alisia G. Chase in her essay “One Very Chic
Hell: Revisiting the Issue of Virginity in
Bonjour Tristesse,” considers American
sexual ideology in shaping the U.S. filmic
adaptation of the French novel of the same
name – Bonjour Tristesse (1958)

Nina Martin, in her essay “Don’t Touch Me:
Violating Boundaries in Roman Polanski’s
Repulsion,” looks at Polanski’s 1965 film
Repulsion, released in the era when women
were publicly seeking independence.

A film such as the 1957 Peyton Place emphasizes the contradiction between
parental advice to children and their own sexual behavior and calls attention to
the era’s conflicting ideologies. Peyton Place recognizes the reality of adolescent
sexual behavior and how adults try to tame it even when they themselves are
unable to refrain from acting on their own desires, often adulterous. As in
Splendor in the Grass, Peyton Place's teen protagonist has a mental breakdown,
caused by her mother’s heavy-handed, controlling behavior towards the girl’s
developing sexual curiosities, which leads the mother to confess that she was
borne out of wedlock. The mother espouses ideals for her daughter that require
suppressing information about her own past choices, but the truth
melodramatically emerges. Paralleling one dominant cultural discourse that was
attempting to deny the research results of Alfred Kinsey published in the 1940s
and 1950s about the population’s real sexual practices, the mother generates
ideologies for her daughter’s sexual behavior that seek to counter reality.

Like the court case in Peyton Place where the truth of the whole town’s sexual
practices dramatically erupts and alters the course of events, Kinsey’s publicly
disseminated information changed social history, contributing to the
development of the sexual liberation and gay rights movements. Beyond
Hollywood, the 1950s saw institutional forces more generally attempting to
construct new ideological frameworks of nationhood, labor, domesticity, gender
and sexuality in order to reroute people’s behaviors in the workforce and at home.
Public attempts to regulate youth sexual practices strengthened in the 1950s in
part due to national postwar shifts. These changes included the development of a
suburban middle class, the explosion of “baby boomer” teenagers, and the
medical development of the birth control pill. Now teens had more leisure time,
money to spend and new means of “getting into trouble” than their predecessors
did. The development of the birth control pill particularly produced widespread
concern in the 1960s about the deterioration of American values, a cultural
discourse centered especially on the female teen.

Read together, the essays begin to sketch a history of filmic depictions of moral



Peyton Place recognizes the reality of
adolescent sexual behavior and how adults try
to tame it even when they themselves were
unable to refrain from acting on their own
desires in youth.

The American Pie trilogy framed youth desires
as lighthearted – in keeping with the second
trend for depicting adolescent longings in the
late 1990s and early 2000s.

and ideological tensions surrounding virginity in the United States, with much
attention paid to the liminal situation of adolescents. In “Virgin Springs: A Survey
of Teen Films’ Quest for Sexcess,” Tim Shary addresses historical changes in
filmic depictions of adolescent virginity and attends to trends in “sex quest”
movies where youth seek to loose their “state of innocence” — a subgenre of films
that develops and peaks in the early to mid-1980s. Shary argues that prior to the
mid-1950s Hollywood films avoided the topic of adolescents loosing their
virginity. Then in the late 1950s and early 1960s movies begin to touch upon the
topic of teenagers having sex, employing frameworks where adolescents were
punished or their experiences lacked “sexual enjoyment or empowerment” (Shary
56). In the 1970s, film trends that indicate the dangers of teenager sexual desires
decrease and few deal with losing virginity; instead films from this decade tend to
situate the characters as having lost their virginity prior to the film’s story.[1]
[open endnotes in new window] Shary’s observation — that 1970s films do not
depict the loss of virginity but recognize that teens practice sex — is one that could
spur more investigation of 70s Hollywood’s avoiding depicting first time sexual
encounters. Shary’s work raises questions such as, “Is depicting teen loss of
virginity more controversial than representing teenagers as sexually active?”

It is not until the 1980s that films focus on loss of virginity for teens again as they
did in the late 1950s and 1960s. Shary demonstrates here that from the early
1980s through 1986 there were at least fifteen sex quest films made (54). The
raunchy 80s teen comedies show teens on quests to lose their virginity and
experience intercourse, but these films also evince a marked difference from the
1950s and 1960s ones: teens now “lost their virginity in carefree ways” (Shary 61).
Yet while the films may show overcoming virginity as lighthearted, they also tend
to show negative results. Few of these film consider medical outcomes but instead
look to emotional consequences, almost never portraying the sex act (as opposed
to the quest) in positive ways. In addition, rarely do films of the period show love
and sex co-existing in one relationship.

After 1986 few sex romp films were released. Shary speculates that the AIDS
crisis, perhaps along with teen pregnancy rates peaking at twelve percent in 1990,
and the repressive discourse of the Reagan years changed the cultural climate
(58). One of Shary’s contributions is to provide insights into large scale shifts in
how film depicts adolescent sexual behavior in film. His work indicates a useful
direction for further in-depth textual analyses on how the contradictions of the
80s sex quest films are worked out. They add a new element of carefree attitudes
toward teenage sexual exploration yet maintain the earlier trend of showing
negative consequences for youth once they have intercourse.

American Pie refreshingly includes female
pleasure as a new central part of the sex
quest narrative.

The American Pie trilogy conveys an
unusually positive attitude towards teen sex.



American Pie depicts cross generational
desires.

Larry Clark’s Kids (1995) follows a depraved
adolescent male who knowingly spreads AIDS
to virgin girls.

When teen sex romps reemerge in the later 1990s, Shary argues, teens exhibit
more awareness of pleasure. Now films use two dominant methods for depicting
youth libidinal pursuits — framing them as either sinister, such as with Cruel
Intentions, or lighthearted, as seen in the American Pie trilogy (65). Shary’s work
points to another area of research that needs further exploration — close analysis
of teen centered films released during the 1990s and 2000s.[2] Particularly
noteworthy of attention is the American Pie trilogy and its refreshing inclusion of
female pleasure and on-screen depiction of female orgasm as a new central part of
the narrative.[3] American Pie shows teen sex as “celebratory” and marks safe sex
as something of “common acceptance” (Shary 65). Continuing the trend
established by earlier sex quest films, Shary asserts, many teen pics in the 2000s
show sex in negative ways, choosing either sinister or cautionary tales — marking
the American Pie trilogy as having an unusually positive attitude towards teen
sex.

Another significant 90s film takes a disturbing cinema vérité look at youth sexual
practice. Larry Clark’s Kids (1995) portrays a depraved adolescent male who
knowingly spreads AIDS to virgin girls. Shary touches upon Kids as adding to the
“context of so many vilified images of teen sexually in the 1990s” (62). Many
critics believed Kids represented a major historical marker. The anthology could
have been strengthened by having more essays providing in-depth textual
analysis of key U.S. youth films such as Kids and the American Pie trilogy, helping
to add to the important historical overview Shary provides and the substantial
look at the 1940s and 1950s several of the authors contribute.[4] One such
example that expands the anthology’s historical scope is Lisa M. Dresner’s “Love’s
Labor’s Lost? Early 1980s Representations of Girls’ Sexual Decision Making in
Fast Times at Ridgemont High and Little Darlings.”Another is Carol Siegel’s
consideration of 2000s films in “Irreconcilable Feminisms and the Construction
of a Cultural Memory of Virginity’s Loss: À ma soeur! and Thirteen.” Siegel
analyzes Catherine Breillat’s 2001 French film in relation to the 2003 U.S. film,
embracing À ma Soeur! for its brutal frankness over Thirteen, which re-inscribes
values of virginity for female adolescents and denies them sexual awakening. In
general, as the first anthology on virginity in film, Virgin Territory could have
been significantly expanded to broaden the context of the existing valuable essays
in order to provide a more thorough overview of representations of virginity.

Carol Siegel critiques Thirteen for
reinscribing values of virginity for female
adolescents and denies them sexual
awakening.

Carol Siegel analyzes Catherine Breillat’s
2001 French film À ma soeur!



In the late 1990s, films used two dominant
methods for depicting youth libidinal pursuits
—Cruel Intentions uses one key strategy
showing adolescent desire as sinister.

Gender and genre

Given our culture’s gendered ideological differences regarding virginity, it is not
surprising that most of the essays focus on females, the group particularly marked
by moral judgment in relation to their sexual practice. Where some of the essays
in the anthology consider virginity from the perspective of overcoming, or losing,
virginity, Illana Nash’s essay “The Innocent Is a Broad: American Virgins in a
Global Context” analyzes young women’s maintaining virginity in 40s films; she
carefully dissects the narrative and discursive frameworks of youth who remain
chaste. Her work provides an important discussion of gendered notions of
virginity and sexuality in relation to the ideology of nationhood. Similar to Nash,
Shelley Cobb looks at the female virginal body used metaphorically in relation to
nation, analyzing Elizabeth (1998) as it presents the life of the virgin Queen in
“Was She or Wasn’t She? Virginity and Identity in Critical Reception of Elizabeth
(1998).”

When teenage girl comedies were a regular part of Hollywood domestic comedies
in the late 1930s and early 1940s, one key pattern is using girls to make them
symbols of national ideals, so that their status as virgins is central to the subgenre
(Nash). Nash considers two World War II era films — Janie (1944) and Kiss and
Tell (1945) — where at first active female sexuality is depicted as threatening to
the social order, but later the girls’ status as sexually innocent is clarified. A girl
whose sexual state and youthful ideals are intact comes to represent the
perfection of citizenship during a time of international conflict (34). In the
wartime films, the girls affirm their virginity but explain their sexual contact with
men as acts of patriotism — selling kisses for wartime relief fundraising, for
example. Nash dissects the visual paradox for female sexuality: the teen girl is
expected to stave off sexual activity yet be sexualized by the culture’s gaze, these
two contradictory positions expressing the paradoxical double bind where teen
girls “embody patriotism” by being “physically, though not morally, capable of
sexual activity” (3). Nash’s analysis is discerning yet also humorous as she makes
apt comparisons such as how the fathers’ fear of their daughter’s sexual activity is
quite similar to the patriarchs’ worry about Soviet enemies — rupturing of the
girls’ hymen standing in for “‘penetration’ on a larger scale” (35).

In the 1950s, an era popularly characterized as the moment when teenagers
landed on the cultural front, has few films in the “girl-centered domestic teen
comedy” subgenre (44). Now, films and girls’ magazines instead framed issues of
“marriage, family and the rituals of dating and romance” as giving girls “obedient,
domestically focused identity” (45). In the 1960s the subgenre reemerges. Nash
argues that as the threat of Communism intensified in the early 1960s, teen girls
were yet again shown in film as domestic threats, their chaotic life choices
threatening domestic containment — just as Communism endangered the United
States and had to be contained. Female virginity in the early 1960s thus once
again began to “symbolize good citizenship and the health of the national ‘family’”
(46). Nash considers two films from the early 1960s — One, Two, Three (1961)
and Take Her, She’s Mine (1963) — when fear of Communism was quite alive, and



Lisa M. Dresner’s writes about female
perspectives on sex in “Love’s Labor’s Lost?
Early 1980s Representations of Girls’ Sexual
Decision Making in Fast Times at Ridgemont
High and Little Darlings.”

In “Postwar Virginity and the ‘Marjorie’
Phenomenon,” Rebecca Sullivan dissects
Marjorie Morningstar (1958) and the issue of
virginity in relation to the heterosexual couple,
comparing the film to the novel by Herman
Wouk on which it is based.

the girls’ hymens, like national boundaries, needed to “be protected against
invasion by foreign bodies” (36). As Nash analyzes, 1960s films encouraged
viewers to identify with father’s fears for their daughters’ sexuality and U.S.
patriarchy more generally. One of the insights Nash provides is noting how
virginity mobilized for nationhood changes between the 1940s and 1960s. While
the 1940s films preserve female virginity, the 1960s films “compromise by
shooing their just-barely-legal heroines into youthful marriages” where sexual
activity can occur in culturally sanctioned fashion (46). Sexual desires of the 60s
heroines were less containable than their 40s counterparts, their virginity
impossible to maintain.

Various essays in the anthology attend to genre — such as Falconer’s work on
horror and Shary’s attention to sex quest comedies — so that the anthology nicely
integrates scholarship on a range of genres. In “The New Road to Sexual Ecstasy:
Virginity and Genre in The 40-Year-Old Virgin” Celestino Deleyto discusses
trends in the romantic comedy, describing it as a genre where sex is both central
to the narrative yet absent, where films rely on sexual tension for comedy though
the culminating act does not occur until the films’ end. Sex, in other words, “has
more often than not been a structuring absence,” such that even though there is
an “inevitability of sexual fulfillment,” it is integrated in coy ways (256). Deleyto
concludes about the romantic comedy genre: “therefore virginity both is and is
not what the films are about” (257). Citing Jeffers McDonald’s work, Deleyto
recognizes the modification Woody Allen makes in the 1970s with films that
“incorporate sex openly” but his stylistic move does not change generic trends
more generally. Considering The 40-Year-Old Virgin (2005) within romantic,
gross-out, and teen-pic comedy genres, he argues virgin-protagonist Andy is
framed in better light than his adult-aged, yet juvenile-behaving friends, the
narrative valuing Andy’s inexperience over his mates’ sexual behavior which
occurs outside of a love context. At the same time, within the narrative frame,
there are many humorous digs at the virgin protagonist that implement “gross-
out macho mockery of his failure to measure up to received standards of
masculinity” (260). Representing the friends’ attitudes toward sex as having
“arrested their psychological growth,” the film, Deleyto concludes, “appears to
affirm that, in today’s intimate climate, virginity is not just better than casual sex:
it is the best form of sex” (262, 267).

Key aspects of The 40-Year-Old Virgin which make it ripe for comedy are its
focus on the male gender and a person who is well beyond the age when people
typically shed their condition of virginity, providing a collision of circumstances
to parody. Deleyto’s essay is the only one in the anthology focused on male
chastity. In the future, more work could be done on how narratives frame men
and virginity. For example, much the same as academic scholarship has been
addressing whiteness as a racial category in narrative, considering how the
unmarked race is represented racially, research on virginity could further analyze
how films frame the presumed lack of importance of virginity for males or
dramatize masculine pressures to overcome virginity. Additional work could also
be done on how female virginity is eroticized — how the condition of virginity is
mobilized to create a particular charge. This is an area that deserves more
attention in the study of fictional narratives, particularly in light of the erotic use
of virgins in pornography (nuns, innocent school girls, etc.). Two striking
absences in the anthology are the lack of attention to gay, lesbian and bisexual
youth and inadequate consideration of virginity in relation to race and class.
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Addressing Kiss and Tell, Nash dissects the
paradox for female sexuality where the teen girl
is expected to stave off sexual activity yet be
sexualized by the culture’s gaze.

In the 1960s the subgenre reemerges, Nash
arguing that as the threat of Communism
intensified in the early 1960s, again films
depicted teen girls as domestic threats, their
chaotic lives challenging domestic containment
just as the United States had to police
Communism. One example is Take Her, She’s
Mine.

Conceiving virginity

As Hanne Blank describes, when writing her book Virgin: the Untouched History,
conversations about virginity often turn towards the loss of virginity rather than
remain on the state of virginity itself. Reflecting on this, Blank concludes:

“Virginity is invariably defined in terms of what it is not, and is
believed to be proven most incontrovertibly by whatever signs …
become obvious only in the moment of its obliteration … In retrospect
I realize that the tendency to speak of virginity loss rather than of
virginity itself should not have surprised me. Virginity is because it
ends.” (96-7)

Some of the essays in Virgin Territory look at moments of overcoming virginity,
such as Shary’s work on first-time intercourse. Others, like Nash and Jeffers
McDonald, analyze films where virginity is maintained.

While most of the essays take the definition of virginity for granted, Greg Tuck
questions it more thoroughly. In “Orgasmic (Teenage) Virgins: Masturbation and
Virginity in Contemporary American Cinema” Tuck scrutinizes the notion of
virginity and repartitions the concept into subcategories, with interesting results
for film analysis. Absolute virginity is a state that Tuck believes applies to pre-
sexual beings, an ideal equated with children, a state that presumes no sexual
knowledge or experience (some might contest this perspective on childhood). On
the other hand, adolescents who are completely sexually inexperienced possess a
mix of carnal knowledge and carnal ignorance; they feel desires but have not yet
acted upon them. Teen sex comedies play on the tensions between bodily feelings
and pursuing sexual activities. Many teenagers in sex comedies have experienced
some form of sexual pleasure, just not normative sexual intercourse —Tuck coins
a name for them, “orgasmic virgins.” Orgasmic virgins have experienced genital
stimulation and orgasm — receiving pleasure from themselves or others. As the
young protagonists strive to eliminate their virginal condition, Turk argues, they
cannot be thought of as “sexually innocent or ignorant,” associations attributed to
the concept of virgin, but instead “transitional” or “liminal”; such youths have had
a range of sexual pleasures but not the normative penetrative sex act of
intercourse (158). Contrary to popular belief, Tuck asserts that the
“virgin/nonvirgin boundary is not traversed in a single moment through a single
act” (158). Instead, the shift away from childhood absolute virginity is a route
involving the attainment of various combinations of sexual knowledge and
actions.

Like others who write on sexuality, Tuck points out that the dominant conception
of virginity is based on the notion of intercourse as heterosexual and procreative.
Furthermore, Tuck confronts the idea that the virgin/nonvirgin boundary is
passed in one instant. If we consider heterosexual adolescents who experience
corporeal pleasures as “virgins,” such an assumption reinforces the idea that they
have not yet had “actual” sex since “the act of ‘losing’ one’s virginity is usually
coded by mainstream texts as the moment the subject learns (in principle) how to
reproduce” (Tuck 159). A heterosexual frame dominates conceptions of virginity,
such that same-sex couples can experience a range of penetrative acts while still
being considered virgins by cultural definition. If we preserve that popular
conception of virginity, it makes procreation the goal of “real” sex and upholds



“an ideology of reproduction” (160). Retaining a traditional conception of
virginity maintains the heterosexual, procreative frame and allows the cultural
discomfort with separating sexual pleasure from reproductive function to remain
in place.

The male masturbating moment in There’s
Something About Mary (1998) shows the
protagonist as pathetic and duped.

In U.S. cinema adults who masturbate are
mad or extremely neurotic – such as in
Happiness (1996).

Within teen sex comedies, masturbation is placed within a particular framework
— a state reserved for potentially healthy adolescents but not affirmed for male
adults. Tuck asserts that masturbation in such films as American Pie (1999)
“affects the subject’s virginal status in one of two ways: being perceived as either
learner sex or antisex” (160). Most films, according to Tuck, frame masturbation
as ”infantile/immature sex, merely a stage that must be passed through before
one may adopt one’s ‘proper’ adult sexuality” (160). In U.S. cinema adults who
masturbate are mad or extremely neurotic — as in The Silence of the Lambs
(1991) or Happiness (1996). For males, Tuck asserts, the framework reinscribes
the reproductive imperative for males, refusing to allow adult men to masturbate
in ways embraced by the narrative. For example, the masturbating moment for
the hero in There’s Something About Mary (1998) shows the protagonist as
pathetic and duped. On the other hand, there are a few celebratory filmic
depictions of masturbation for females, since “it is not in itself a negation of a
potential procreative event” — no seed is wasted (Tuck 171).

Looking at Slums of Beverly Hills (1998), Tuck creates another category for
female nonorgasmic, nonvirgins – highlighting one adolescent who experiences
orgasm through use of a vibrator but does not achieve such pleasure via
heterosexual intercourse (162). In horror comedy Cherry Falls (2000) female
orgasm and intercourse are shown to be nearly mutually exclusive with
masturbation discussed as the path to orgasm (162). In contrast, in American Pie
a female friend advises a boy to give his girlfriend oral sex to bring her to orgasm
so that she may then be open to intercourse — here intercourse promising
penultimate sex for the male, beyond orgasm by other means (163). In addition,
as Tuck notes, there is a lack of psychological satisfaction for both partners after
coitus in American Pie.

Similar to Tuck, in Virgins: A Cultural History Anke Bernau complicates
attempts to easily define virginity, pointing to a number of physical acts and
asking if such behavior indicates loss of virginity. She concludes, “its meaning has
never been fixed or ‘found.’ Thus, while virginal purity epitomizes order, it is also



Considering The 40-Year-Old Virgin (2005)
within romantic, gross-out, and teen-pic comedy
genres, Nash sees virgin-protagonist Andy
framed in better light than his adult-aged, yet
juvenile-behaving friends. The narrative values
Andy’s inexperience over his mates’ sexual
behavior that occurs outside of a love context.

Key aspects of The 40-Year-Old Virgin make it
ripe for comedy. It focuses on the male gender
and a person well beyond the age when people
typically shed their condition of virginity. The
collision of these circumstances provide
material for parody.

In horror comedy Cherry Falls (2000) female
orgasm and intercourse are shown to be nearly
mutually exclusive, masturbation discussed as
the path to orgasm.

fundamentally unstable” (xii-xiii). Like Tuck’s and Bernau’s refining of concepts,
more of the essays in Virgin Territory could theorize the notion of virginity and
consider how film narratives complexly function within broader cultural
ideologies. Siegel’s work is one of the few essays that explicitly articulates an
ideological framework. She analyzes the cultural moorings of feminist theories
about sexuality, preferring what she regards as the French path of sexual
expression over what she characterizes as the anti-sex path of U.S. feminists.
Siegel, however, fails to recognize the diversity within U.S. feminism and neglects
pro-sex U.S. feminist work, such as that influenced by queer scholars, sex
performers and activists.

Representing absence

A few of the essays consider how virginity — the absence of sex — can be
represented. Tuck highlights the problem in how our culture conceptualizes
virginity, stating that it arises because virginity is typically “an attribute
associated with what we do not do” (158 emphasis his). Tuck, in response,
promotes re-conceptualizing virginity, not just within the realm of media
representations but the culture more generally. Andrea Sabbadini discusses the
difficulty in representing virginity in audio-visual narrative form. Defining
virginity as “the absence of the experience of genital intercourse,” Sabbadini
argues that “absence” thus “implies that the phenomenon is as such un-
representable” (224). He continues:

“Films can show virginity only indirectly, either through its contrast
with the presence of other related phenomena (for instance, the
character’s sexual activities other than genital intercourse, or his or
her feelings about virginity such as desire, fear, guilt, or shame) or,
and more emphatically, by representing the very act of genital
penetration that puts an end to it.” (224)

Rather, according to Sabbadini’s framework, “virginity itself could never be
directly represented in films” (234).

Yet other authors contest the idea that virginity is un-representable. For example,
Jeffers McDonald in her essay “Performances of Desire and Inexperience: Doris
Day’s Fluctuating Filmic Virginity” looks to the acting choices and star persona of
Doris Day as indicating sexual inexperience. Analyzing two of Day’s films released
during the Production Code era when the word “virgin” was not allowed in films
— Pillow Talk (1959) and Lover Come Back (1961) — Jeffers McDonald states,
“virginity was a status that Day consciously adopted for her character” in the 1961
film but not for its predecessor (8). Pointing to Day’s vocal inflection and bodily
expression, Jeffers McDonald indicates how the state of virginity is represented
through acting style. Chase also considers how mise-en-scene conveys sexual
meanings. She asserts that Preminger makes Bonjour Tristesse more palpable for
repressed U.S. sensibilities by changing the plot of the French novel. Yet the film’s
lush aesthetics allow for a double-read across generations, affirming sexuality for
youth viewers as they ingest the sensual seething of the mise-en-scene, despite the
punitive repercussions of the youthful female protagonist’s actions. Some of the
most interesting contributions to the anthology are those that discuss how
virginity can be depicted beyond verbal assertion or moments when the condition
of virginity is overcome.



Pointing to Doris Day’s vocal inflection and
bodily expression, Jeffers McDonald argues
that sexual experience is represented
through acting style in Pillow Talk.

Jeffers McDonald argues that virginity was
enacted through vocal inflection and bodily
expression in the 1961 film Lover Come
Back.
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Notes
1. Shary considers a few exceptions, but concludes that virginity was a non-
issue in films such as Saturday Night Fever (1977), Grease (1978), Halloween
(1978), and The Wanderers (1979). [return to page 1 of essay]

2. Shary identifies films with negative frameworks toward youth sex such as
The Virgin Suicides (2000), Cherry Falls (2000), Thirteen (2003), Saved!
(2004), The Door in the Floor (2004),and The Ballad of Jack and Rose
(2005).

3. Coming Soon also attends to female orgasm (Shary).

4. While a few of the essays consider international films, the anthology is
focused on U.S. films and seems to make U.S. film culture its target topic. 
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Fires Were Started (Humphrey Jennings, UK,
1943)

Documentary studies: 
news from the front line

review by Russell Campbell

Documentary: Witness and Self-Revelation by John Ellis
(Routledge, 2011), 184 pages, $35.95 (pb), $125.00
(cloth).

Recording Reality, Desiring the Real by Elizabeth Cowie
(University of Minnesota Press, 2011), 217 pages, $25.00
(pb), $75.00 (cloth).

The Documentary: Politics, Emotion, Culture by Belinda
Smaill (Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 221 pages, $80.00
(cloth).

Intelligence Work: The Politics of American Documentary
by Jonathan Kahana (Columbia University Press, 2008),
436 pages, $29.00 (pb), $90.00 (cloth).

The Right to Play Oneself: Looking Back on Documentary
Film by Thomas Waugh (University of Minnesota Press,
2011), 352 pages, $27.50 (pb), $82.50 (cloth).

These new books on documentary come from four corners of the
English-speaking world. John Ellis’s Documentary: Witness and Self-
Revelation takes British television documentary as its principal point
of reference and explores the impact of changing technology on the
relationships between filmmakers and their subjects. Also from
Britain, Elizabeth Cowie’s heavily theoretical Recording Reality,
Desiring the Real marshals examples from both the UK and elsewhere
to argue its case. From Australia, Belinda Smaill in The Documentary:
Politics, Emotion, Culture interrogates an international range of media
productions in her study of the imbrication of emotional response in
factual film. In Intelligence Work: The Politics of American
Documentary, Jonathan Kahana relates form to ideology in U.S.
political documentary from the 1930s to the present day. Finally,
Canadian Thomas Waugh gathers together the fruits of several decades
of rumination on activist nonfiction filmmaking from around the globe
in The Right to Play Oneself: Looking Back on Documentary Film.

Despite the diversity of their approaches, all the writers are
predominantly concerned with social documentary and the role of

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/campbellDocBooks/bio.html


The Thin Blue Line (Errol Morris, USA, 1988):
stylized reconstruction

nonfiction film in reflecting society and/or becoming a catalyst for
social change. They do not dwell on the representation of penguins in
Antarctica, migratory birds crossing the oceans or wild parrots in San
Francisco. They betray little interest in Werner Herzog’s taste for
exotica or the autobiographical peregrinations of Ross McElwee. As
such they are especially apt objects for scrutiny in a journal devoted to
the analysis of media from a leftwing perspective.

John Ellis’s Documentary reads like an introductory media studies
text and that may well be the intention: the Routledge website claims
that it is “ideal for students studying film, media studies and visual
culture.” Principally known for his work on television – TV FAQ
(2007), Seeing Things: Television in the Age of Uncertainty (1999),
Visible Fictions (1982) – Ellis brings to bear on the book his extensive
experience both as a university teacher (currently at Royal Holloway,
University of London) and TV producer. In light of its evidently
intended audience, the writing style is simple, almost conversational,
without totally forgoing scholarly and theoretical pretensions.

Ellis divides documentary history into three phases. The first, he
argues, lasted until roughly 1950 and was a period of productions for
cinema in which reconstruction was the accepted norm. He cites as an
example Fires Were Started (1943), Humphrey Jennings’s highly-
regarded depiction of the work of London firefighters during the Blitz.
In the second phase, from 1950 to the mid-1990s, television took over
as the exhibition platform, 16mm largely supplanted 35mm, and
observational or interview styles became predominant, with
dramatization regarded as anathema unless incorporated in the hybrid
docudrama genre. The current era, he contends, began in the 1990s
with the adoption of digital technologies and is marked by the diversity
of viewing platforms as well as the wide availability and easy use of
filming and editing equipment, resulting in more casual and intimate
methods of working. (However, reconstruction has once again become
acceptable, if stylistically marked as such, following the success of
Errol Morris’s 1988 theatrical documentary The Thin Blue Line.) 

Such a schema is useful and uncontentious. But the real strength of
Ellis’s history is the detailed and accurate account he gives of the
development of documentary filmmaking technology and the standard
methods of working professionally with it (at least within the
generously-funded British TV system – few independents could match
the six or seven member crew he cites as the norm for 16mm
documentary). His argument that the size of the crew needed and the
equipment available “produces characteristic ways of working which in
turn produce documentaries that are characteristic of their time” is a
valuable one and occasionally insightful. For example, he notes that
the introduction of the flip-out viewfinder on digital cameras has
altered the relationship between filmmaker and subject, making direct
eye-contact engagement much easier.

Unsurprisingly Ellis devotes most of his book to the current situation,
and there is much of value in his analysis. He writes perceptively on
the way documentary performance has evolved now that cameras are
ubiquitous, on the dynamics of the interview, on the dispersed control
over editing that digital systems have facilitated, on the growing
sophistication of audiences and the extensive extratextual discussion



that now often surrounds the film itself, and on the increased concern
among the general public with documentary ethics (e.g., regarding
undercover filming).

There are problems, though. Often Ellis does not cite enough examples
to make his case strongly. His excuse that many documentaries “which
are important in their historical moment are extremely hard to access
subsequently” and so might well not be “familiar to you the reader” is a
weak one. This is especially so since the few works he does comment
extensively on, such as Raymond Depardon’s Profils Paysans:
L’Approche (2001) and Paul Watson’s Rain in My Heart (2006), are
not readily available whereas thousands of other documentaries are
within easy reach.

Ellis discusses Profils Paysans in the context of an extended plea for
“Slow Film” — “the modern radical gesture” (on analogy with Slow
Food). He contends that montage, while it may have been radical in
the 1920s, cannot be so in the fast-cutting media-saturated
environment of the 21st century. This idea is hardly debatable, but
what is curious about this section of the text is that Ellis seems
oblivious to the whole history and theory of the long take in
documentary, especially in ethnographic filmmaking. The ideas are
scarcely new: David MacDougall’s important article, “When Less is
Less: the Long Take in Documentary” (Film Quarterly 46 No. 2), for
example, was published nearly twenty years ago.

A major weakness of the book is its tendency to wander off the point.
In a misguided attempt to widen the discussion out into other fields of
the media and contemporary society generally, Ellis goes into extended
digressions on widely varied subjects:

reality TV,
celebrity journalism,
the possible inauthenticity of Capa’s photograph The Fallen
Soldier,
the contents of a British news broadcast in 2001 compared with
one of 1965,
Facebook,
surveillance cameras,
privacy,
family photo albums,
the case of a newsreader who was arrested for taking a
photograph of her daughter in the bath,
paparazzi photography,
a gallery exhibition dealing with a photograph of a starving child,
fake photographs of the torture of Iraqi prisoners,
mise-en-scene in The Bourne Ultimatum, and more.

In all these cases the focus becomes blurred and the opportunity to
develop an original, in-depth account of documentary film in its past
and contemporary manifestations is lost. (Symptomatic perhaps is that
in the final section Ellis virtually ceases speaking in his own voice,
giving way to a collage of anonymous excerpts from his students’
work.)  

In many respects Documentary: Witness and Self-Revelation is a



Housing Problems (Arthur Elton, Edgar Anstey,
UK, 1935)

lively and stimulating introduction to the topic. But it would have been
better if it had included a greater number of relevant film examples,
had engaged more directly with documentary scholarship, and was
more tightly edited.

*******

If Ellis’s book is aimed at the beginning student, Elizabeth Cowie’s
Recording Reality, Desiring the Real is definitely only for an advanced
cultural theory readership. Professor of film studies at the University
of Kent, Cowie is the author of Representing the Woman: Cinema and
Psychoanalysis (1996). Here, with heavy dollops of Lacan and
Foucault, a dash of Deleuze and seasoning from Zizek, she dishes up a
psychoanalytical treatise on documentary that is likely to prove
indigestible to all but gourmets. The book comes with strong
endorsement from Mary Ann Doane: “This is an intricate and powerful
treatment of our psychical investment in the representation of the real
that will certainly have a major impact on our thinking about
documentary,” reads the blurb. Cowie’s theoretical argument will
undoubtedly receive the serious consideration it deserves in the
relevant quarters. But for non-initiates, including the present reviewer,
it is probably wiser to avert the danger of being engulfed in the
giddying vortex of language:

“For while one cannot feign the act of feigning, one can lie
about telling a lie, but in doing so one posits a truth
knowable somewhere else, by some other who is witness to
the lie as a lie and thus also to the truth of the lying
speech.”

I found it better to concentrate on the actual film criticism, which
constitutes a little under half of the book. 
  
Cowie scrutinizes a mix of canonical standards and lesser-known
works under theoretically-informed rubrics:

A Day in the Life of a Coalminer (Kineto Production Co., 1910),
Coal Face (Alberto Cavalcanti, 1935), and Housing Problems
(Arthur Elton, Edgar Anstey, 1935)[1] [open endnotes in new
window] are considered in terms of representing work and
“voicing the ordinary”;
Disaster at Hillsborough (Yorkshire Television, 1990) and When
the Levees Broke (Spike Lee, 2006) in relation to identification;
War Neuroses: Netley, 1917, Seale Hayne Military Hospital



Coal Face (Alberto Cavalcanti, UK, 1935):
miners take a break

(Pathé, 1918) and Let There Be Light (John Huston, 1945) under
the heading “desire and the real”;
Las Hurdes/Land Without Bread (Luis Buñuel, 1933) and Les
Maîtres fous (Jean Rouch, 1955) exemplifying the “surreal of
reality.”

That said, Cowie’s critiques are for the most part not logically
dependent on the theory that surrounds them. They may be read in
their own right for the illumination that they offer on the films under
discussion. And there are certainly flashes of insight to reward the
reader. For example, Cowie singles out a moment from When the
Levees Broke in which a hurricane victim directly addresses the
camera operator or reporter, calling on help for her elderly mother.
The sequence achieves its force, we can see, from the fact that it breaks
a standard documentary convention. Cowie writes,

“Documentaries afford us another pleasure in identifying,
for through them we can engage in situations in which we
feel for others in order to assure or reassure ourselves that
we are caring people.... For this we require victims, the less
fortunate, for whom we can feel. Again, they must be
properly helpless as well as voiceless, or at least voicing
only their plight and suffering, and must not make an overt
demand for help.”

Cowie’s criticism is however vitiated at times by a surprising
inattention to the text. There are a few minor descriptive slips which
do not affect the thrust of the analysis.[2] But beyond this, there are
partial or inaccurate observations which problematize the
interpretations based on them. Thus Cowie contends that because the
workers in Coal Face are “silent” (and do not look at the camera),
address by the “social actors” has been banished. She is ignoring,
however, the snatches of (non-sync, Welsh-accented) conversation
heard when the miners take a break. It is only a brief moment, but it
stands out because of the contrast with the voice of the narrator.
Again, discussing Housing Problems, Cowie writes that one of the
“authoritative” voice-overs is by “Councillor Lauder, a local Labour
Party politician and chairman of the Stepney Housing Committee.”
This gives a completely false impression that the film is engaging in
party politics, for in fact Lauder’s Labour Party affiliation is not
mentioned. 

But Cowie’s most strangely askew analysis is of Five and Under
(Donald Alexander, 1941), about childcare for women workers in the
wartime situation. She argues that the documentary,



Five and Under (Donald Alexander, UK, 1941):
nursery matrons

Five and Under: nursery work students

Five and Under: women workers discuss
childcare

“like Coal Face, speaks for the subjects it presents, but
unlike that film, it fails to represent the women and their
achievements inclusively, as part of making ‘Britain’ great,
or as war workers, victorious.”

It is very hard to see how this interpretation can be sustained in the
light of the following aspects of the film:

the opening title is “Women are in this War as much as their
Men...,”
the narrator/interviewer (termed “Investigator” in the credits) is
female,
three nursery matrons have substantial speaking roles explaining
the workings of their institution,
the situation of female students taking up nursery work as a
career is examined,
women workers have a sync dialogue sequence discussing the
childcare issue,
the final piece of narration speaks of health and education
centres which will be “part of the new Britain which we women
must help build for our children.”[3]

When Cowie’s film criticism does hit the target, it may be seen as a
plea for the ongoing political functioning of documentaries (now that
more and more are becoming available) long after their initial release.
A case in point is the Brechtian feminist documentary The
Nightcleaners Part One (Berwick Street Collective, 1975), whose
makers admitted that it was badly received in the women’s movement
and did not prove to be a useful campaign tool for the cleaners’
struggle.[4] Cowie does not acknowledge this – in fact citing to the
contrary an activist miner who claimed that working-class women at
screenings he attended “responded very well” to the radical style. But
she does build a compelling case for her assertion that the film leaves
the spectator

“with haunting images recalled long after that become a remembering
not only of these particular women at this moment in time, during a
strike, but also of any women at all, any place at all.”    

The documentary criticism contained in Recording Reality, Desiring
the Real is thus of variable quality, but at its best it is perceptive and
provocative. Unfortunately it is unlikely to be widely disseminated, for
it is planted in the midst of a theoretical thicket that for the non-
specialist is very hard going indeed.

*******
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Fix: The Story of an Addicted City (Nettie Wild,
Canada, 2002)

Belinda Smaill teaches at Monash University in Melbourne. She has
published previously on nonfiction film and her book The Documentary:
Politics, Emotion, Culture incorporates several pieces which have appeared
elsewhere, including a study of the pornography documentary in Jump
Cut. Like Cowie, she engages with a range of cultural theorists, but here the
film criticism is foregrounded. Moving on from Bill Nichols’s
characterization of documentary as one of the “discourses of sobriety,” she
defines her project as

“an investigation into how individuals are positioned by
documentary representation as subjects that are entrenched in
the emotions.”

Her choice of case studies is wide ranging. She writes of British filmmaker
Kim Longinotto’s work in Iran and Africa; of “dissent documentaries”
(such as The Corporation [2003], an analysis of the workings of
capitalism) from the United States; of Fix (shot in Vancouver), Rize (Los
Angeles) and Born into Brothels (2004, Kolkata); of Asian Australian
documentaries, and more. It is a pity that her last example is the
Australian Idol television series. Here the book loses its concentration on
documentary and veers off into the new direction of reality TV.

Often Smaill’s writing is lucid and penetrating. She studies Fix: The Story
of an Addicted City (Nettie Wild, 2002), for example, in relation to Wendy
Brown’s concept of “wounded attachments.” By that Brown refers to the
way people from an under-class often define their self-identity in terms of
their exclusion from and subordination to the dominant social structure.
Here the addicted inhabitants of a poor section of Vancouver are the
subjects of a documentary which through its techniques transcends
empathy for the suffering victim and becomes the catalyst for political
action. In fact, as Smaill recounts, soon after the film’s release, a council
was elected which authorized North America’s first safe injection site. 

Smaill also explores the representation of pain in four documentaries by
Kim Longinotto (usually in collaboration with a local co-director): Divorce
Iranian Style (1998) and Runaway (2001) made in Iran, The Day I Will
Never Forget (2002) made in Kenya, and Sisters in Law (2005) made in
Cameroon. In the Iranian films, she argues, “pain and anguish becomes
visible as performance” when the female subjects plead their case in the
divorce court or at a shelter for victims of domestic violence. In the African
films, on the other hand, “the affect of physical pain” is to the forefront,
whether it is the excruciating agony of female genital cutting or the wounds
inflicted by an aunt on a six-year-old girl with a coat hanger. Smaill’s
insightful analysis focuses on the depiction of women who in “negotiating
the intersection of modernity and traditional or religious law” become
political subjects, and as in Fix the narrative is directed away from
empathetic identification towards social action. Here Longinotto’s
observational style and collaborative method of working are, Smaill
convincingly argues, crucial to the functioning of the documentaries as
activist interventions.       



Sisters in Law (Kim Longinotto, Florence Ayisi,
Cameroon/UK, 2005): Vera Ngassa, state
prosecutor

Sisters in Law: Beatrice Ntuba, court president

Rize (David LaChapelle, USA/UK, 2005)

Yet the discussion of “pain” in these analyses at times feels forced, and one
has the sense that Smaill is struggling to fit her material into the mould she
has cast for it. The main figures in Sisters in Law, for example, are not the
victims of violence she concentrates on, but the highly proficient and
professional female state prosecutor and court president, who are by no
means constituted as emotional subjects. The straining for sustained
coherence becomes even clearer in Smaill’s treatment of Rize (David
LaChapelle, 2005), a film discussed alongside Fix in terms of its depiction
of the figure of the injured subject. The protagonists of the documentary
are disadvantaged youth from African American neighbourhoods in Los
Angeles, yet the film pays much more attention to the frenetic style of
dance, “krumping,” that they have created than it does to their social
deprivation. Occasionally pain is evoked, as in the recounted incident of a
15-year-old girl being gunned down by gang members on her way to the
corner shop, but it is utterly washed out by the exhilaration, astonishment
and sheer joy generated by the dancing, not to mention desire for the
beautiful bodies on display. Attention to these emotions – and earlier
Smaill does in fact reference Richard Dyer’s work on the utopian sensibility
in musicals – would be more apposite than stretching a parallel with the
social-problem documentary Fix.

However there is a more fundamental conceptual difficulty. Attempting to
apprehend a documentary in terms of singular “emotions,” as Smaill does
(in addition to pain, she examines “pleasure and disgust,” “loss and care,”
“civic love,” “futurity and hope,” and “nostalgia”) neglects the dynamic ebb
and flow of feelings that characterizes viewers’ experiences of films as they
unfold. In fact, one could argue that a constant flux is vital to achieving the
satisfaction of spectatorial desires that Smaill refers to in her introduction.
And there is, too, a vagueness about certain emotions that Smaill pins her
analyses to, such as the nebulous “civic love,” as well as about whose
emotions are being discussed. Smaill writes, “The individuals [entrenched
in the emotions] I am referring to are, in some instances, film-makers, and
in others, those who are featured in the documentary” – but it is also
frequently viewers who are clearly being referenced.

Uncertainty surfaces again in Smaill’s discussion of Sex: The Annabel
Chong Story (Gough Lewis, 2000), which she considers along with two
other pornography documentaries. Smaill argues that Chong is positioned
as a female desiring subject, but that her performance of sexuality is
ambivalent. Furthermore, Smaill asserts, “The endeavour to render
subjectivity in the documentary narrative ... is constantly troubled by the
body’s status as sexual and cinematic object,” evoking feelings of disgust as
well as pleasure. This is a persuasive reading, but it is a partial one. It
ignores the many other ways in which Chong (real name Grace Quek) is
portrayed as an emotional subject in the course of the film: the shame she
exhibits when her middle-class Singaporean mother learns of her
occupation as a porn star, her despair when she self-mutilates, her muted
anger in returning to the site where she was raped, and so on. A full
consideration of subjectivity in the film would also need to extend to the
question of authorship. The director Lewis was Quek’s boyfriend at the
time of filming, which helps to explain the intimacy of some of the footage
as well as the film’s reluctance to explore the impact of her work on Quek’s
personal relationships. Quek has in fact insisted in interviews that
directorial decisions were entirely Lewis’s and that there are aspects of the
representation of herself she disagrees with.[5] [open endnotes in new
window]



Poster for Sex: The Annabel Chong Story
(Gough Lewis, USA, 1999)

Overall Smaill has made a bold move in attempting to draw the question of
emotion into documentary studies, but her methodology is flawed and the
concept remains elusive. The Documentary: Politics, Emotion, Culture is
best seen as a collection of individual studies, some of them very fine, and
as the first stabs towards expanding the notion of documentary beyond
seeing it as primarily a discourse of sobriety.

*******

Jonathan Kahana, associate professor at the Tisch School of the Arts, NYU,
has previously published essays on documentary, the avant-garde, and U.S.
film culture. In Intelligence Work, a sprawling and often dense treatise, he
ambitiously surveys a wide range of U.S. political filmmaking and its
cultural contexts from the days of the New Deal welfare state (“partly
defined by the documentary forms that made it seem necessary”) to the
current era of its “decisive abandonment.” Kahana notes that documentary
has appealed “to both state and capitalist institutions and their critics.” But
once he moves past the brief New Deal period of government-sponsored
production, the films he examines are chiefly oppositional, mirroring the
shift in public attitude from trust in to suspicion of the state.

Kahana devotes major sections of the book to different periods and
purposes for documentary:

Depression-decade documentary (People of the Cumberland [1938],
Power and the Land [1940]),
New Left filmmaking (Newsreel, Winter Soldier [1972],
Underground [1976]),
prison documentaries (Titicut Follies [1967], Attica [1973]),
presidential representations (Primary [1960], Feed [1992]), and the
current proliferation of political nonfiction of different forms and
tendencies.

His approach veers, almost bewilderingly at times, from the broadly
contextual to the minutely textual. Thus in Chapter 2 he examines at some
length the books You Have Seen Their Faces by Erskine Caldwell and
Margaret Bourke-White, Land of the Free by Archibald MacLeish, and Our
Government by James M. Cain before homing in on a tracking shot in Joris
Ivens’s Power and the Land in which farmers are framed in profile to
emphasize their ears.  

The title of the book derives from Walter Lippmann’s identification, in
Public Opinion (1922), of a group of intellectuals who mediated between
state institutions and ordinary Americans. Documentary, whether
mainstream or marginal, can be said to perform, Kahana argues, similar
“intelligence work.” He draws on Lippmann (as pioneering documentary
theorist John Grierson did) as well as on the ideas of Hannah Arendt and
Jürgen Habermas in conceptualizing the public sphere and the role that
documentary (“a practice of knowledge unto itself”) plays within it. He also
utilizes James Clifford’s notion of allegory, a mode that

“allows the local or particular to retain its specificity and
authenticity while serving as the medium for a lesson of general
significance for others.”

Thus, in this vein, Kahana consistently demonstrates how concrete



Attica (Cinda Firestone, USA, 1973)

The Weather Underground (Sam Green, Bill
Siegel, USA, 2002). Todd Gitlin:

“They picked up the apparatus of
the organisation, and the name of
the organization, and they walked
away with it. I mean it was
organizational piracy.”

The Weather Underground. Brian Flanagan:

“The Vietnam War had made us
crazy. It was sort of a mass mania,
driven by the United States

depictions of individual situations, whether an Ohio farm being wired for
electricity or the bloody repression of a prison uprising in upstate New
York, can be read as statements on the functioning of the U.S. political
system as a whole.

Kahana’s heterogeneous methodology tends to work best when the
documentaries themselves are the central focus. Thus Chapter 4 dilates
upon such cultural phenomena of the time as Tom Wicker’s book A Time to
Die, Sidney Lumet’s Dog Day Afternoon, and Bob Dylan’s ballad “George
Jackson,” but most attention is paid, in a series of revealing juxtapositions,
to The People Versus Paul Crump (William Friedkin, 1962), Titicut Follies
(Frederick Wiseman), Attica (Cinda Firestone), and Teach Our Children
(Third World Newsreel, 1972). The shifting forms, from dramatized
reenactment through cinema verité, found footage collage, and avant-garde
montage are perceptively dissected in the interests of exposing the evolving
political representation of U.S. prisons. Likewise the discussion of
Newsreel productions – including Black Panther (1968), No Game (1968),
San Francisco State: On Strike (1969), and People’s War (1969) – benefits
from their being considered together as a group, in the way, for example,
they audaciously challenged codes of public discourse.

Less successful is the treatment of 1930s nonfictional expression in
Chapter 1, which wanders arbitrarily it seems from Dorothea Lange’s
photography to Walker Evans’s Let Us Now Praise Famous Men,
Sherwood Anderson’s Puzzled America to Erskine Caldwell’s Some
American People and Say, Is This the U.S.A., Muriel Rukeyser’s poem “The
Book of the Dead” to Carl Becker’s 1931 Presidential Address to the
American Historical Association, Leo Hurwitz’s fascination with montage
to the 1935 American Writers’ Congress, before finally coming to rest on
the Frontier Films documentary, People of the Cumberland.  

The book’s discursive style is not helped by Kahana’s disconcerting practice
of approaching his subjects nonchronologically, of offering, for example, an
extended examination of the work of Michael Moore and Morgan Spurlock
before launching into an account of the “documentary front” in the New
Deal, or dealing with The Weather Underground (Sam Green, Bill Siegel,
2002) before embarking on a discussion of documentaries from the 60s
and 70s. But it is with his treatment of The Weather Underground and its
predecessor, Underground (Emile de Antonio, Mary Lampson, Haskell
Wexler) that what are perhaps more serious issues, of political
interpretation and descriptive accuracy, arise.

The Weather Underground was responsible for a string of bombings of U.S.
governmental and corporate targets in the 1970s. Political criticism of
documentaries devoted to the group must surely interrogate how they
handle the question of the legitimacy of revolutionary violence in the
historical period that it took place. Yet Kahana scarcely broaches the topic.
His discussion of The Weather Underground focuses on the soundtrack,
which expresses, he claims,

“by its very resistance to the conventions of documentary
sound, a kind of solidarity with Weatherman’s radical mission.”

He cites Kirkpatrick Sale’s criticism of the group (its “only real principle,
according to Sale, was contrition, its members’ regret that they had not
been born black or poor”). But he completely neglects to mention the
cogent critique of the bombing campaign offered within the film both by
Todd Gitlin and by former Weatherman Brian Flanagan, who remarks,



bombing of Vietnam among other
things, and it just fed on itself. And
you know when you feel that you
have right on your side you can do
some horrific things.”

Underground (Emile de Antonio, Mary
Lampson, Haskell Wexler, USA, 1976)

 

“When you feel that you have right on your side, you can do
some horrific things.”

On Underground, Kahana argues that the film offers a challenge to “the
bourgeois ideology of the individual” and attempts to “thwart the liberal
rhetoric of democracy” through presenting a collective perspective:

“In the opening minutes, the film provides a history of the
group’s origins in the guise of personal accounts by each of the
members present at the meeting. But these stories are never
identified with a member by name.”

This statement, however, is quite inaccurate. Cathy Wilkerson, Bernardine
Dohrn, Kathy Boudin and Billy Ayers all introduce themselves vocally,
while Jeff Jones is identified by a subtitle. Underground’s “formal primer
on the strategies of anti-imperialist politics and their incorporation into
filmmaking” is perhaps not as clear cut as Kahana would have it. And those
politics themselves receive as little scrutiny from Kahana as they do from
the filmmakers who are interviewing the protagonists.  

The treatment of the Weather Underground films points to a tendency in
Intelligence Work towards a formalism which at times threatens to blunt
the acuity of its ideological critique. But Kahana’s valiant attempt to
integrate a whole swathe of U.S. political documentary into a cultural
history that is as alert to parallel developments in other fields as it is to the
stylistic details of individual works is welcome, and a short review cannot
begin to do justice to the book’s many intricate analyses.  

*******
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La P’tite Bourgogne (Maurice Bulbulian,
Canada, 1968)

Based at Concordia University in Montreal, Thomas Waugh has been well
known as a champion of activist media work since the publication of his
edited anthology “Show Us Life”: Toward a History and Aesthetics of the
Committed Documentary in 1984. In The Right to Play Oneself he gathers
up a number of essays dating from 1975 onwards, most previously
published, and inserts an extensive running commentary to contextualize
them. The style is readable, and the chatty, confessional tone of the
commentary turns the collection into an amiable meander down memory
lane.

Waugh writes on Vertov and Ivens and de Antonio; on performance in
documentary and LGBTQ representation; on the practice of the National
Film Board of Canada and on independent Indian documentary. Although
weighted toward the mainstream canon (which Waugh has played his part
in establishing) there is a refreshing openness to work outside it, as
evidenced in his opening piece about the Mumbai International Film
Festival for Documentary, Short, and Animation Films.

Perhaps the greatest strength of the book is in fact its treatment of lesser-
known work. The chapter on the Challenge for Change/Société nouvelle
program of the NFB is exemplary in focusing attention on some two
hundred social-analysis films and videos produced by the Board between
1967 and 1980. Waugh both outlines the thrust of the program as a whole
and discusses in depth a sample of five films:

La P’tite Bourgogne (1968), about a bilingual Montreal
neighborhood;
Up Against the System (1969), dealing with Toronto welfare
recipients;
La Noce est pas finie (1971), a Brechtian docu-fiction set in New
Brunswick;
C’est nous c’est chez nous (1972), concerned with marginal farmlands
of the Gaspé and other outlying regions; and
VTR Rosedale (1974), documenting local activism in an Alberta
village.

In each case Waugh stresses the interactions of the filmmakers with the
communities in which the films were made – bringing to mind his earlier
admonition that committed documentary

“must be made not only about people directly implicated in
change but with and for those people as well.”   

In discussing Indian documentaries such as Voices from Baliapal (Ranjan
Palit, Vasudha Joshi, 1989) – a film about local people in the Bay of Bengal
resisting expropriation of their lands for a missile base — Waugh focuses
on the trope of the “talking group.” In terms similar to those used by
Kahana in describing Underground, he contrasts this convention of the
collective interview with “the long take, intimate close-up declarations of
subjects” in much Euro-American documentary, which he claims are



Poster for Army of Lovers (Revolt of the
Perverts) (Rosa von Praunheim, West
Germany, 1979)

“symptomatic of a social ideology organized around the
individual, and what is more, a religiocultural tradition based
on the confession.”

While the point is a good one, he then unfortunately veers off into a lengthy
digression on Michael Moore, Wiseman, feminist documentary, Godard, et
al., in order to elaborate on it, severely diluting his concentration on the
ostensible subject of the essay.

Of great value from a historical point of view are two studies, from 1984
and 1997, surveying what were then known as lesbian and gay productions.
Waugh inventories the corpus of work (bizarrely, as he admits, including
the fully fictional Taxi zum Klo), reflects on the ambitions and tactics of the
movement, and subjects some individual films to critical scrutiny. In doing
so he identifies the double bind of the “positive image,” feistily arguing that

“we do ourselves a grave disservice in suppressing our sexuality,
that factor of our identity that distinguishes us as a group.”

Track Two (Harry Sutherland, Gordon Keith, Jack Lemmon, 1982) – about
resistance to police oppression of gays in Toronto – comes in for particular
attack in this regard: “designed to build alliances with the straight liberal
public” it “glows with self-righteous sanctity.” Waugh clearly prefers the
down and dirty explicitness of Rosa von Praunheim’s Army of Lovers
(Revolt of the Perverts) (1979),

“offering first-person sexual performance in defiance of
privatized patriarchal, reproductive sexuality.”

Widening out the discussion, Waugh perceptively notes that bold works
like von Praunheim’s opened the way for “coming out” narratives (inspired
also by feminist consciousness-raising practices), and “expressive elements
that were more theatrical than the standard documentary idiom of the day
allowed.” Performance in documentary becomes the subject of a dedicated
chapter (which the book’s title references). Here Waugh effectively
distinguishes between presentational and representational modes, and
takes a provocative poke at first-person performance which, he contends,

“too often limits documentary to the exploratory phase and pegs it at the
level of political evasion, bewildering empiricism, and individual moral or
metaphysical floundering.”

(He instances Michael Rubbo and Werner Herzog; von Praunheim is
spared this critique.)  

For all its virtues, The Right to Play Oneself suffers from a certain
revolutionary romanticism that deters the author from asking hard
questions of his heroes. He is slightly more rigorous than Kahana in
dealing with de Antonio’s Underground, noting that an “unfortunate gap”
is “an explicit analysis of the group’s current tactics,” but even so, for
Waugh it is not the use of violence but “whether their revolutionary
practice is rooted in relations with working class or radical communities” –
whatever the latter might be – which is at stake. (In a later addendum to
the piece, Waugh does describe Underground’s portrait of the
Weatherpeople as “almost hagiographic” but takes the observation no
further.)  



Three Songs of Lenin (Dziga Vertov, USSR,
1934): cult-of-personality politics

Three Songs of Lenin has visual parallels to ...

... Triumph of the Will (Leni Riefenstahl,
Germany, 1935)

 

Hagiography is certainly the issue in the case of Dziga Vertov’s Three Songs
of Lenin (USSR, 1934). But from Waugh’s rhapsodic account of it – “an
achievement of great power and beauty,” “a masterpiece of simple and
straightforward elegance,” an “extraordinary film” – one would never
know. A certain indulgence towards the idolizing of the police-state
socialist leader may have been excusable in 1975, when the piece was
written (as an extended polemic against his teacher Annette Michelson,
who preferred the formalist Vertov), but in the light of historical
scholarship since that time it is questionable to say the least.[6] [open
endnotes in new window]

Of the cult-of-personality politics in this relentless paean to the dead
dictator (“No father ever did as much for his children / As Lenin did for
us,” and on and on) Waugh says not a whit. Nor does he notice, for
example, that the imagery of ranks of Red Army battalions bears a close
resemblance to Leni Riefenstahl’s of Nazi troops (which he elsewhere
compares unfavourably to Ivens’s images of a people’s army in The Spanish
Earth).[7] Waugh defines “commitment” as “a declaration of solidarity
with the goal of radical sociopolitical transformation” and hails Vertov as a
pioneer of the committed documentary. But in 1934 Three Songs of Lenin
would have had no other political function than to shore up support for a
totalitarian regime which at that moment was condemning five million or
more of its citizens to death through man-made famine.[8] 

Overall The Right to Play Oneself is an enjoyable read and a valuable
source of information and commentary on activist documentary. Its
weakness lies, perhaps, in a sentimental commitment to a vaguely-defined
revolutionary cause that leads at times to precisely that political evasion of
which Waugh accuses some filmmakers.    

*******

The appearance of these five books provides an occasion to reflect on the
current state of English-language documentary studies. Clearly there is
strong interest in the topic within academia, fuelled by a number of
developments, including

the success of feature documentaries in theatrical release,
the international spread of documentary festivals,
the emergence of documentary channels on television,
the popularity of reality-TV formats,
the spurt in production enabled by digital technology,
the proliferation of exhibition platforms, and
the unprecedented access scholars now have to work from the past
and from around the globe.

This has stimulated new approaches to documentary theory, as evidenced
in the books by Cowie, Smaill, and Kahana, as well as reflections on the
impact of changing technology (Ellis) and on the shifting preoccupations of
activist media workers (Waugh). All this is welcome, but these particular
publications suggest the need to keep sharply focused on the subject at



hand, paying scrupulous attention to textual detail and curbing the
tendency to digress. In addition, theoretical approaches need to be clearly
thought through, applied integrally to the related film criticism, and
worded in ways that excite rather than deter the non-specialist reader. In
terms of the political functioning of documentary, criticism would benefit
from a more rigorous questioning of just what the politics are. And perhaps
in the future, documentary scholars might pay more attention to the crucial
issues of funding and distribution. They also could fruitfully extend their
sights beyond the traditional sociopolitical field to take in the vast
uncharted terrain of factual filmmaking devoted to science and nature,
sports, arts and music, crime, biography, and history.  
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Notes

1. The canonical status of this key work of the British documentary movement
is reaffirmed by the fact that it is one of the few films referenced by all five
books reviewed here. Thomas Waugh inaccurately attributes it to John
Grierson. Curiously Grierson himself, in spite of speaking highly of Housing
Problems in his writing (and the fact that his sister Ruby Grierson worked on
it), was vague about the film’s authorship – in a piece published in 1939 he
attributed it (“I think I am right in saying”) to John Taylor, who was the
cameraman. Grierson on Documentary, ed. Forsyth Hardy (New York:
Praeger, 1966), p 215.  [return to page 1 of essay]

2. For example, Cowie writes that in A Day in the Life of a Coalminer, “Scenes
are filmed in long shot with a single, fixed camera position,” but she herself
illustrates a medium shot, and there are two very noticeable pans; in Housing
Problems, the single-toilet facility is not something that Mrs. Hill points out.

3. Even in its details, Cowie’s critique is misleading. The claim that the film
represents working mothers as “failing their children” can hardly be
sustained, since it shows those women placing their children in the care of
highly satisfactory (for the most part) child minders and nurseries; while the
alleged “solution” – “its answer is for the children to become weekly or
monthly boarders at nursery homes in the country” – is one which is
suggested only for workers rostered on night shift or whose homes have been
bombed, since others are well catered for by registered baby minders, nursery
schools and day nurseries.

4. See Claire Johnston and Paul Willemen, “Brecht in Britain: The
Nightcleaners and the Independent Political Film,” in Thomas Waugh, ed.,
“Show Us Life”:  Toward a History and Aesthetics of the Committed
Documentary (Metuchen, N.J., and London: Scarecrow, 1984), esp. p 206.

5. See Mark Penny, “One on One with Annabel Chong,” Offscreen, 15 October
1999, (accessed 25 April 2011).
http://www.horschamp.qc.ca/new_offscreen/annabel.html 
and Robin Askew, “Annabel Chong: Sex: The Annabel Chong Story,” Spike
Magazine, 17 September 2010, (accessed 25 April 2011). 
http://www.spikemagazine.com/1000annabelchong.php

[return to page 2]
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6. Lenin eliminated his political opponents through a reign of terror
implemented by the Cheka. Dissidents were sent to concentration camps or
killed. It is estimated that Cheka executions numbered 250,000 in the civil
war years alone. See Christopher Andrew and Vasili Mitrokhin, The Mitrokhin
Archive: The KGB in Europe and the West (London: Allen Lane, 1999), p 37.
See also Dmitri Volkogonov, Lenin: A New Biography (New York: The Free
Press, 1994) and Richard Pipes, Russia under the Bolshevik Regime, 1919-
1924 (London: Fontana, 1995). [return to page 3]

7. Edvins Snore demonstrates close correspondences between Soviet and Nazi
iconography in his documentary The Soviet Story (Latvia, 2008).

8. See e.g. Robert Conquest, The Great Terror (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1971), pp 45-6.
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Documentary: 
intelligence and/or emotion?

reviewed by Chuck Kleinhans

Jonathan Kahana, Intelligence Work: The Politics of
American Documentary (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2008).

Belinda Smaill, The Documentary: Politics, Emotion,
Culture  (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010)

Over the past two decades documentary studies vastly expanded.  Both
in the scope of topics covered and the range of examples studied,
analysts moved beyond the traditional restriction to the social
documentary tradition to cover everything from early cinema
actualities to contemporary digital social media, home movies to artist
autobiography, reality TV to professional dramatic re-enactment of
documents.  The annual Visible Evidence conference, a peripatetic and
now international event without an official organization, and the same-
named book series from the University of Minnesota Press give
substance to the field.  While studies of dramatic narrative features
seem to face new crises—will theatrical exhibition evaporate? can
familiar aesthetics work when people see movies on tiny portable
devices?—work on documentary seems to thrive on ferment and
change.  In this context, two new books add to the richness of the field. 
Intelligence Work: The Politics of American Documentary reworks a
familiar terrain with a new set of perspectives while The
Documentary: Politics, Emotion, Culture brings matters of affect to
the fore in reassessing the mode from an international perspective.

Jonathan Kahana aims to present a large analysis of the U.S. social
documentary tradition by stressing its communicative function of
conveying “fragments of social reality from one place or one group or
one time to another” and delivering them in an articulated form that
engages the receiver’s imagination.  Thus his specific film analysis
tends to examine rhetorical expression using “metaphor, analogy,
allegory, and generalization.” (p. 2).  The author makes an unexpected
but welcome turn to the Post WW1 active talk of the media and the
public sphere by Walter Lippman, John Dewey, and others concerned
with the nature of public opinion in a democracy, a discussion that
influenced John Grierson and others who saw audiovisual media as a
potent new tool.  Kahana gains a certain purchase on the question of a
political cinema by referring to these larger issues of democratic

https://www.ejumpcut.org/archive/jc53.2011/kleinhansDocBooks/bio.html


Farm family dinner before electrification: an oil
lamp on the table. Power and the Land uses a
classic before and after comparison the show
modernization by rural electrification.

communication, although it is not a fixed yardstick for him.  In
contrast, Belinda Smaill quickly dismisses Griersonian realist
documentary practice as at best reformist and moves on to more
provocative contemporary examples.  Both writers pay ample attention
to works that operate in a critical or counter-tradition to the
mainstream. 

Using historical progression to organize his selections, Kahana
examines works that operate in key phases of US documentary
history.  He begins with the New Deal by presenting both the officially
sponsored films (e.g. Joris Ivens’ Power and the Land, 1940) and the
activist alternative (Sidney Meyer and Jay Leyda’s People of the
Cumberland, 1938).  A large leap takes us to the New Left with
attention to films on prison  (Cinda Firestone’s Attica, 1973) and the
SDS Weatherman faction (de Antonio’s Underground, 1976).  In a
concluding section, films that concentrate on the Presidency (Pierce
Rafferty and James Ridgeway’s Feed, 1992) and some experimental
artist generated works give a counter balance. The study only
tangentially discusses some of the most visible grassroots US political
movements of the past 50 years such as civil rights, the antiwar and
student movement, race and ethnic organizing, and the feminist and
queer movements and particular campaigns such as against the two
Gulf Wars, anti-corporate strategies, and the critique of the post 9/11
War on Terrorism. After the New Deal examples, for Kahana the main
concern concentrates on the films’ forms and expressive rhetorical
organization, not on actual connections to social and political
movements for change.

To be fair to Kahana’s argument, he rather acutely and cleverly
disposes of a whole swath of recent high profile documentaries in a
quick and decisive look at An Inconvenient Truth (Davis Guggenheim,
2006), pointing at its operation with Al Gore as onscreen expert.
Kahana sees the film’s “intertext” as “the spate of recent documentary
portraits of well-known progressive intellectuals, such as Noam
Chomsky, Jacques Derrida, Edward Saïd, Howard Zinn, and the
monotonous parade of talking heads marshaled by producer-director
Robert Greenwald” (director of Wal-Mart: The High Cost of Low
Price, 2005,  and Outfoxed: Rupert Murdoch’s War on Journalism,



Al Gore lectures on global warming in An
Inconvenient Truth.

Miners in People of the Cumberland. The film
centers on ordinary people in the middle of the
Great Depression.

Wiseman’s Titicut Follies presents a sometimes
surreal picture of mental hospital incarceration.

2004). Noting “the family resemblance between Gore’s character in the
film and the strategic stupidity of the protagonists played by Michael
Moore, Morgan Spurlock (in Super Size Me [2004]), and Sasha Baron
Cohan," Kahana describes them all as “village idiot” characters who
have worn out the shtick for this kind of political criticism. (p.32)

In contrast, Smaill is much more indulgent to such irony and accepts
its subversive potential in critiques of corporate capitalism such as The
Corporation (Mark Achbar and Jennifer Abbott, 2003), Enron: The
Smartest Guys in the Room (Alex Gibney, 2005), and Super Size Me. 
She sees the strategies operating here as Socratic, and motivated by a
kind of “civic love” concerned with the social collective and good
citizenship.  Throughout the study, she is drawn to expressive
emotional examples: the representation of children in Born Into
Brothels (Zana Briski and Ross Kaufmann, 2004), the audience
investment in aspirant hopes and fears in Australian Idol reality
competition (2003-2009), “the spectacle of anguish and suffering” in
the victim documentary (Fix: The Story of an Addicted City (Nettie
Wild, 2002) on Vancouver BC drug addicts; Rize (David Lachappelle,
2005) on Los Angeles African American krumping subculture), and the
sensation of depicted female desire in several documentaries about
pornography.  She also considers the issue of gendered pain used by
British maker Kim Longinetto (e.g., The Day I Will Never Forget,
2002,on female genital mutilation in Kenya) and multiple layers of loss
in several documentaries on Asian Australian subjects.  Smaill’s
approach welcomes the personal story, the autobiographical essay, the
witnessing victim report: not as an end in itself (and thus an exercise
in empathy and/or offense for the audience) but as the individual tale
connects to a social and civic learning.

At his best, Kahana gives convincing arguments for seeing the rhetoric
of certain specific films (and their neighboring types) as a key to
understanding their effectiveness, such as the deep seeded allegory of
Power and the Land that rural electrification in the practical sense
stands for the weaving together of the national social fabric.
Repeatedly, Smaill tends to focus on the case that allows the audience
to form a sympathetic engagement as a starting point to a richer
analysis.  One example: Smaill spots almost latent connections in
specific cases such as the marketization of ethnic identity in a way
which subtracts cultural critique and political contestation in
Australian Idol and which gives us new tools for looking at other texts. 
She also does so in a clear and concise style that encourages readers to
build on her start.

Kahana is often intensely insightful about form and style in the films
he considers, such as a sophisticated analysis of sound particularly in
radical documentaries of the 60s on.  He also maintains a challenging
mix of works as when in discussing films about prison and prisoners as
connected to changes in national understanding of incarceration in the
70s. He discusses both Attica, on the landmark prison rebellion, and
Titicut Follies, 1967, Frederick Wiseman’s study of a Massachusetts
state mental institution.  But he has little patience for considering
actual political efficacy in his surveys.  Because Baghdad ER (Jon
Alpert and Matthew O’Neill , 2006), shows battlefield injuries too
disturbing for broadcast or basic cable, it was booked on HBO.  Kahana



Attica depicts a prison uprising and its
aftermath.

Underground uses complex mirror shots to
interview the Weather Underground and protect
their identities while fugitives.

Spike Lee on location for his HBO documentary
When The Levees Broke.

dismisses it as “pornographic” and just part of the “exploitation” mix of
HBOs documentary lineup.  Similarly, Spike Lee’s HBO mini-series
investigation of Hurricane Katrina, When the Levees Broke (2006) is
downgraded in favor of an arty ten-minute long miniature work, South
of Ten (Liza Johnson, 2006) which had virtually no circulation. 
Kahana seems to believe there is an either/or choice to be made here.
In contrast, Smaill’s imagination seems to allow for documentaries as
versatile and adaptable to different cases, audiences, and moments of
political flux.

Underground is extolled by Kahana as  “a formal primer on the
strategies of anti-imperialist politics and their incorporation into film
making and other intellectual forms.”  (204)  Certainly the film is
formally complex, and thus interesting to study for its construction,
but what of the Weather Underground?  What were its politics?  At the
time of their initial formation, during their outlaw phase, and in
retrospect they seem a spectacular failure. Kahana writes about
political documentaries, but doesn’t seem clear about what politics are:
in the films, in the audience, in relation to social movements, in
distribution and exhibition.  For example, he makes the astonishing
claim that Jill Godmilow is “the exemplary auteur of American political
documentary” on the basis of What Farocki Taught, 1998, a shot-by-
shot remake of a cerebral German filmmaker’s  self-reflexive case
against napalm in Vietnam from 30 years earlier. Godmilow offered it
as a pedagogical object lesson for filmmaking students.  Kahana cheers
for the “critical force of this gesture (which) lies in its exposure and
display of confusion.” (345) How this contributes to progress in the
body politic is not examined.

In sharp contrast, Smaill’s excellence lies in knowing what  she’s doing:
examining how emotion is both represented and evoked in and by
documentary for political ends.  This fluid conception of politics is
deeply imbricated with feminist and other movement politics that
assume affect is part of political motion, something that incorporates
the agenda of change.  That movement might be uncertain, in need of
constant correction, but it is also affirmative and embodied, in the
maker, in the film, and in the audience and the social world.

********

Note:  Film Quarterly originally commissioned this review.  Submitted
in November 2010, it was accepted by the FQ book review editor and
sent on to the editor and editorial board.  In January 2011 the editor,
Rob White, told me the article was accepted by the board and that a
copyedit would be sent later.  No mention of any problems with the



Pink Saris (2010), directed by Kim Longinotto,
follows a women's "gang" in northern India that
helps untouchable-caste women fight violence.

 

 

article as it stood.  Normally a copyedit at this stage is just a cosmetic
conforming to the publication’s style sheet.  Normally editors notify
writers of any suggested or required revisions at the point of
acceptance, and the writer then takes the initiative to do any rewriting. 
Six months later, in July White sent a heavily rewritten copy back and
gave me three and one-half days to accept his massive change.  I
found he had altered my meaning, coarsened my argument, cut a key
paragraph, and inserted trite and inflammatory terms such as
“terrorist.”  I offered to do a close style edit taking into account his
changes and return it immediately to be run without further editorial
alterations by him, but said I would not accept changes of content and
substance.  He wouldn’t agree and I withdrew the review.

Most absurdly, White added this to his rewrite: [This suggested rewrite
reflects the fact that the original conclusion reads as if FQ were
publication with an activist/movement position.]  I’m sure no one has
ever mistaken Film Quarterly for an activist or movement publication. 
The reader can decide if my conclusion reads as White feared it did.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

Candid Eye series: The End of the Line (Terence Macartney
Filgate, 1959, 30 min.) From its inception in the 1930s, the
National Film Board of Canada sponsored innovative
documentary filmmaking, while using documentary film as a
tool of nation building.

The Things I Cannot Change (Tanya Ballantine Tree, 1967,
55 min.)The Things I Cannot Change seems to illustrate
exactly what a filmmaker should not do if they seek to use
film as a means to bring about social justice.

Challenge for Change and
participatory filmmaking

review by Lyell Davies

Challenge For Change: Activist Documentary at
the National Film Board of Canada. Edited by
Thomas Waugh, Michael Brendan Baker and
Ezra Winton. Foreword by Naomi Klein.
Montreal & Kingston, London, Ithaca: McGill-
Queen’s University Press, 2010.  ISBN 978-0-
7735-3662-3, $105.00 (cloth). ISBN 978-0-
7735-3663-0, $34.95 (paper)

Although sometimes overlooked and frequently
misunderstood, Canada’s Challenge For Change/Societé
Nouvelle (CFC/SN) initiative of the 1960s and 1970s played
a pivotal role in the launch of participatory filmmaking and
grassroots video activism worldwide, as well as contributing
to the creation of community access TV in the U.S. and
Canada. With editors Thomas Waugh, Michael Brendan
Baker and Ezra Winton at the helm, Challenge For Change:
Activist Documentary at the National Film Board of
Canada provides for the first time a truly robust
examination of CFC/SN and its contribution to the history
of documentary filmmaking. Comprised of thirty-eight
chapters arranged in five thematically organized sections
(and featuring a complete list of the films and videos
generated by the initiative as well as a comprehensive
bibliography), the collection brings together a rich dossier
of essays and other materials covering CFC/SN from its
launch in 1967 to its decline in the late 1970s. For readers
who have previously studied CFC/SN, some of the essays
featured in the collection will be familiar, while others have
either been long out of print or have been especially
commissioned for inclusion here. In tandem with the
launch of the collection, Canada’s National Film Board
(NFB) has made a selection of CFC/SN films available for
online viewing, thereby allowing readers to immediately
watch some of the key films discussed
(http://nfb.ca/playlist/challenge-for-change).

The NFB launched the Anglophone Challenge For Change
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The Things I Cannot Change (Tanya Ballantine Tree, 1967,
55 min.) When the film aired on Canadian television, the
family depicted in the film faced ridicule from their neighbors
and moved from their home.

and Francophone Societé Nouvelle in February 1967 with
the expectation that film could be used to catalyze social
change and play a role in the elimination of poverty.
Funding for the initiative was provided by eight Canadian
government departments (the NFB, Health and Welfare,
Indian Affairs and Northern Development, Regional
Economic Expansion, Agriculture, Secretary of State,
Central Mortgage and Housing, and Manpower and
Immigration). The plan was that representatives from each
of these agencies would work with NFB staff to identify
themes for films, with the NFB serving as the ultimate
arbiter as to which films would be made. Since the late
1930s, the state-funded NFB has used film as a tool of
nation building and as a means to interpret Canadian life
for Canadian as well as non-Canadian audiences. Within
this project, the NFB has viewed documentary film as a film
form well suited to the construction a Canadian national
imaginary, thereby leading in the early years of the NFB to
the production of wartime propaganda documentaries, and
later to the making of innovative documentary productions
such as the Candid Eye series of the late 1950s and the
groundbreaking observation style filmmaking undertaken
by the NFB’s Unit B in the early 1960s.

In certain ways CFC/SN parted with the NFB’s previous use
of documentary filmmaking. Within this new initiative,
marginalized constituencies drawn from throughout
Canadian society would be allowed to author films from
their own perspective and in their own voice. Three types of
films were proposed for the program:

films designed to make the public aware of a
particular government agency’s program or service;
films designed to educate or train community
workers;
films made by members of the public or by
disenfranchised communities so that these
constituencies would be able to air their views.

Films of this last type became the main area of production
for the initiative, and its launch led to a flurry of
participatory filmmaking activities on the part of Canada’s
disenfranchised.

For readers living in nations around the world where it
seems unlikely that a government would ever willingly fund
documentaries that criticize the state, the government
sponsored activist work of CFC/SN may seem an oxymoron.
Nonetheless, in the late 1960s as Canada, under the
leadership of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, introduced
polices designed to foster national bilingualism and
multiculturalism, eight government agencies allocated
money from their budgets to support a filmmaking program



The Children of Fogo Island (Colin Low, 1967, 17 min.) The
initiative's most acclaimed success story… the Fogo Island
Communication Experiment.

La noce est pas finie (Léonard Forest, 1971, 85 min.) In
collaboration with filmmaker Léonard Forest, community
members in New Brunswick improvised dialogue during
psychodrama-like sessions to make La noce est pas finie.

You are on Indian Land (Mort Ransen [Micheal Mitchell],
1969, 36 min.) You are on Indian Land depicts protests by
Mohawks living on the border-straddling St. Regis reserve,
when Canadian customs agents charge duty on Indian
goods crossing into Canada from the U.S. side of the border.

that allowed ordinary Canadians to talk back to their
government, and even to criticize its policies.

A weakness of Waugh, Baker and Winton’s collection is that
it does not reveal much about how these government
bureaucracies actually participated in or influenced
CFC/SN, or how their support for the initiative evolved over
its thirteen years of operation. Indeed, an overall weakness
of the collection is that it does not provide the reader with a
clear self contained description of the initiative’s
background and launch, or a clear overview or chronology
of how its activities unfolded over the years. For this reason,
for readers who are new to CFC/SN, I recommend reading
the relevant sections of Gary Evans’ encyclopedic In the
National Interest: A Chronicle of the National Film Board
of Canada from 1949 to 1989 (1991) in tandem with
reading this collection so as to better understand the history
of documentary filmmaking at the NFB and the place of
CFC/SN within this history.

The road CFC/SN traveled was not always a smooth one,
and the NFB’s first attempt at using film to address poverty
in Canada did not unfold as planned. As a number of the
authors featured here note, the case of The Things I Cannot
Change (1966, 55 min.) seems to illustrate exactly what a
filmmaker should not do if they seek to use film as a means
to bring about social justice. The film was directed Tanya
Ballantyne Tree as a part of the NFB’s Poverty Program, a
precursor to CFC/SN. As the subject for her film, Ballantyne
Tree selected the eleven-member Irish-Canadian Bailey
family and spent three weeks filming them as they
navigated the social welfare system while awaiting the birth
of a tenth child. The finished documentary presents a bleak
fly-on-the-wall portrait of the Bailey’s impoverished life and
personal failings.

When the film aired on the Canadian Broadcasting
Company (CBC) in May 1967, it was seen by the largest
television audience assembled to any watch NFB broadcast
up to that time—but the airing was immediately marred by
controversy. The Baileys had not been given advanced
warning of the broadcast, and the film’s stark depiction of
the family’s personal failings sparked ridicule from their
neighbors, leading the family to move from their home. In
“Winds and Things: Towards a Reassessment of the
Challenge for Change/Société nouvelle Legacy,” featured
here, Marit Kathryn Corneil reports that the film was
“hated” by some at the NFB and provided a driving
justification for CFC/SN’s adoption of a participatory
approach to filmmaking, one where participants would be
empowered, not treated as victims (392). Corneil argues, by
urgently pressing for a reevaluation of the relationship
between film-subjects and filmmakers, CFC/SN contributed
to a sea-change movement away from the observational
style of filmmaking that dominated the documentary field
in the mid 1960s, pushing filmmakers towards



You are on Indian Land (Mort Ransen [Micheal Mitchell],
1969, 36 min.) Heralded as one of the CFC/SN's successes,
the film catalyzed dialogue between local police and
members of the St. Regis community, leading to the
adoption of an agreement stating that the Mohawks could
establish their own police force.

VTR St-Jacques (Bonnie Sherr Klein, 1969, 26 min.) Using
the portable video equipment that was becoming available in
the late 1960s, CFC/SN launched some of the earliest
community-based video initiatives.

“the more personal, subjective, reflexive, and
targeted uses of the documentary film that
became increasingly prominent throughout the
1970s and 1980s” (395).

One of the features of the breadth and depth of Waugh,
Baker and Winton’s collection is that in addition to
restating well-know aspects of CFC/SN’s history, the
collection has room for re-evaluations of known events,
including a re-evaluation of the controversy surrounding
The Things I Cannot Change. In her essay “The Things I
Cannot Change: A Revisionary Reading,” Brenda
Longfellow provides an intriguing rebuttal to some of the
negative interpretations of the film. A part of the problem
with the film’s reception, argues Longfellow, was that it was
distributed in ways that were not planned when the project
was conceived. Ballantyne Tree believed her film would be
circulated educationally, but instead it was aired amid a
massive publicity campaign on national television as a part
of the CBC’s most popular arts series.

Furthermore, reports Longfellow, Ballantyne Tree is
unequivocal in saying that the

“persistent representation of the family as
injured victims was ‘bullshit,’ propagated by
rumor and gossip and by individuals who failed
to actually investigate the reality of the
situation” (151).

For instance, the claim that the Baileys were forced to move
from their home has been blown out of proportion since the
family were happy to leave an area that they viewed as a
violent section of the city (151). Indeed, while The Things I
Cannot Change underscored that voyeurism is a common
feature of the documentary film viewing experience, there is
evidence that the film achieved its purpose and played a
role in pressing the Canadian government to introduce new
programs for the poor.

Bubbling up again and again in essays throughout the
collection is the case of CFC/SN’s most acclaimed success
story, the Fogo Island Communication Experiment. Today,
the “Fogo Process” is recognized worldwide as a model for
participatory media making in the service of cultural and
economic development, and it has been used as a template
for similar projects in many regions around the world. In
May 1967, filmmakers Colin Low and Don Snowden



Cree Hunters of Mistassini (Tony Ianzelo, 1974, 57 min.)
While CFC/SN appeared to be providing marginalized
communities with a chance to express their views, the NFB
and its government partners controlled the kinds of films that
could be made.

Cree Hunters of Mistassini (Tony Ianzelo, 1974, 57 min.) To
gain NFB approval for Cree Hunters of Mistassinni, the
filmmakers had to present the film to the NFB as a film about
Indian attitudes to the land, rather than as an activist film.

embarked on a project to capture on film the history and
traditional ways of the residents of Newfoundland’s tiny
Fogo Island. On their arrival, the two filmmakers
discovered that the island’s economy was a shambles and
the Canadian government had, without consulting the
island’s residents, decided to forcibly resettle the entire
population to the mainland. Over five weeks the filmmakers
collaborated with island residents to film twenty hours of
film footage, which was edited into twenty-seven short
films. The completed films address a variety of themes,
including a community discussion of the need for a
cooperative fish processing plant on the island and a
discussion of relations between the island’s merchants and
fishermen.

Once the participating communities had approved the
content of each, the films were circulated to the dispersed
island communities for exhibition. Here, in tandem with
group discussions facilitated by community development
fieldworker Fred Earle, they were used to foster a
discussion of the challenges faced by the island’s residents
and, it was hoped, to mobilize the community towards
action. Galvanized by the film “process” of which they were
a part, the community rose in opposition to the
government’s relocation plans and, when ministers saw the
films, the government was persuaded to provide
development funding for the island. As Peter K. Wiesner
argues in “Media for the People: The Canadian Experiments
with Film and Video in Community Development (1992),”
both island residents and CFC/SN filmmakers credit this
process with bringing economic development to the island
while purging the island of some of the distrust and
hostility that had divided its residents for decades (89).

While the collection devotes an appropriate amount of
space to well-known CFC/SN activities such as the Fogo
process, it also spotlights less well-known CFC/SN
activities. One of the many gems from the first thematic
section of the collection—titled “Historical Spaces: In the
Heat of the Action”—is “Fiction Film as Social Animator
(1971-72),” an interview with filmmaker Léonard Forest by
Dorothy Todd Hénaut. Here, Forest provides an exuberant
description of his collaborative work with non-actors in the
French-speaking coastal areas of New Brunswick, when
making the film La noce est pas finie (The wedding ain’t
over, 1971, 86 mins). Improvising dialogue during
psychodrama-like sessions, Forest recounts how having
community members act out their fears during the
filmmaking process “was a great experience, because they
saw [their fears] in sharper focus” (49). He believes that the
self-empowerment that emerged during the filmmaking



Our Dear Sisters (Kathleen Shannon, 1975, 14 min.)
(featuring Alanis Obomsawin) The films that make up the
Working Mother film 'group' examine why women were not
better represented in the Canadian labor force, and why
women did not return to work after giving birth.

Would I Ever Like to Work (Kathleen Shannon, 1974, 9 min.)
The Working Mother films served as a template for other
testimony-centered feminist filmmaking of the 1970s.

process enabled the community to press for changes in
many aspects of their lives.

Another gem, this time from the collection’s third “Screen
Spaces: Spotlight on the Films and Filmakers” section, is
Rina Fraticelli’s “’Would I Ever Like to Work’: The ‘Working
Mother’ Films and the Construction of Community,” which
provides a study of the Working Mother Films made
between 1974-75 under the guidance of filmmaker Kathleen
Shannon. The eleven short films in this “film group” were
sponsored by the Department of Manpower and
Immigration, to explore why women were not better
represented in the Canadian labor force and specifically
why women did not return to work after giving birth.

Each film in the group presents for the viewer a
biographical portrait of a single informant: Would I Ever
Like to Work (Kathleen Shannon, 1974, 8 mins) focuses on
the life of Joan, a welfare mother in her twenties with seven
children under the age of twelve; in Our Dear Sisters
(Kathleen Shannon, 1975, 14 mins), First Nation songstress
and filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin (Abenaki) describes her
experiences as a single mother; and so on. By combining an
account of the specific day-to-day experiences of each of the
women depicted with an analysis of how the lives of women
are “defined and delimited by socio-political structures,”
these films served, Fraticelli argues, as a template for other
testimony-centered feminist films of the 1970s (304).
However, Fraticelli adds, despite the making of the
Working Mother Films, women were initially not well
served by CFC/SN. Inside the NFB, decision-making was in
the hands of men and it was only through the direct
intervention of the federal government that the NFB later
created its women’s filmmaking section, the famed Studio
D, as a means to counter the gender imbalance within its
staff (312).

Equally intriguing, since it reveals the sheer variety of
approaches to filmmaking employed by CFC/SN, is Liz
Czach’s “Michel Régnier’s ‘Films-Outil,” also from the



God Help the Man Who Would Part with His Land (George
C. Stoney, 1971, 47 min.) In God Help the Man Who Would
Part with His Land, Mohawks from the St. Regis Reserve
express their opposition to summer home development on
islands within their territory. The film was screened for
Canada’s Indian Affairs Department.

 

collection’s third section.Commonly overlooked in histories
of CFC/SN, Régnier was the most prolific CFC/SN
filmmaker. He made two massive film projects for the
initiative, Urbanose—a series of fifteen half-hour films
exploring urban development in Montreal, and Urba 2000
—a series of ten hour-long films addressing urban issues in
various cities across the globe.In contrast to the initiative’s
leaning towards participatory filmmaking, Régnier made no
effort to put cameras in the hands of ordinary Canadians.
Rather than foregrounding the testimony of grassroots
community members, the majority of the individuals
interviewed for Régnier’s films were scholars and urban
experts (242). Nonetheless, Czach concludes, Régnier “was
committed to making films that were socially useful” (243):

“Thirty-five years after their release, the films of
Michel Régnier are still strikingly relevant—
most of the issues that threatened the viability
and livability of urban centers remain the same”
(249).

As I read more deeply into the collection, I experienced the
satisfying sense of being transported to the inside of
CFC/SN’s messy and multi-faceted activities as essays
address similar themes but from different points of view. In
one of the collection’s most engaging essays, titled
“Grierson and Challenge For Change (1984),” Colin Low
describes a classroom face-off with John Grierson, the
cantankerous father of documentary filmmaking and
founder of the NFB. The meeting took place over three
weeks in 1971 at Montreal’s McGill University when
Grierson asked Low to present a selection of films for
students. Low reports, at the first of the three classes,
Grierson hated the film Low presented, rejecting it outright
for lacking dramatic content while brushing aside Low’s
protestations that community empowerment necessitates
the making of films that show consensus-building, not
incidents of dramatic confrontation (19).

For the second class, Low presented Billy Crane Moves
Away (Colin Low, 1967, 17 mins), one of the Fogo films.
Grierson liked the storytelling abilities of the islander
depicted in the film but didn’t think much of the film. Low
recalls that Grierson couldn’t see the utility of films that
only have relevance to the people on Fogo. He grilled Low,
asking,

“Twenty-seven films for local limited
consumption... Did any of these films define the
problems, and recommend solutions to the
problems of the island?”(20).



By the third class, Low recalls, he knew he’d been tricked.
Grierson

“knew all the answers to the questions he had
asked me. I thought his hostility was genuine—it
was a brand of theater” (22).

Although Grierson is sometimes viewed as an opponent of
CFC/SN, Low reveals that Grierson supported the overall
goals of the initiative, but he had doubts about its ability to
fulfill its mission and, ever opinionated, he was not shy of
saying so. Indeed, in Grierson’s fascinating “Memo to
Michelle about Decentralizing the Means of Production
(1972),” also included in the collection, Grierson expresses
optimism that small gauge film formats can be used to
democratize film production and support community based
filmmaking efforts, although with the proviso that the
individuals behind the camera must be properly trained and
possess an appropriate level of personal creativity.

One of the limitations of a collection that reprints
documents contemporaneous to CFC/SN’s activities is that
the authors of this older material may have been, at their
time of writing, unwilling to be fully candid about their
experiences. For instance, writing in 1968, Noel Starblanket
somewhat cryptically observes that the Indian film crew
(recruited from across Canada to give a voice to First Nation
peoples) was struggling to work collaboratively:

“Because of our strong feelings about social
change… because we are all individualistic” (40).

A more candid picture of life within CFC/SN during its early
years is offered by Deirdre Boyle’s “O, Canada! George
Stoney’s Challenge.” In Boyle’s essay, Stoney, reflecting on
the two years he served as CFC/SN’s director, notes that
one of the challenges facing the smooth operation of the
Indian crew was that the well meaning officials who
brought to crew together had not considered that regional
differences and inter-tribal rivalries might create division
among its members. Indeed, Boyle argues, the appointment
of U.S. filmmaker Stoney to CFC/SN was predicated on the
hope that as a foreigner he would be able to bring together
the various factions that were proving divisive within the
initiative.

Illustrating this point, Boyle recounts a dramatic early
meeting between Stoney and the Francophone members of
Societé Nouvelle. Thinking that the amiable Stoney would
be a pushover, the French-speaking unit demanded that the
initiative’s total budget should be divided equally between
the English-speaking CFC and French-speaking SN. Solidly
underestimating Stoney’s resolve, the dissident group were
met with the retort,

“B—s--! You have less than one-third of the



population all in one province, you should get
only one-fourth of the budget because you don’t
need to spend money on travel” (315).

SN’s allocation remained the same, one third of the total
budget.

Boyle’s article also provides us with a tiny glimpse into how
the government agencies paying for CFC/SN viewed the
initiative: Boyle reports that Stoney was struck by how open
Canadian public officials were, as compared to their U.S.
counterparts. When he screened the film Up Against the
System (Terence McCartney Filgate, 1969, 20min.) for the
Canadian minister of welfare, the minister was polite but
responded to the film saying, “I think you could have spent
your nineteen minutes of the screen to better advantage”
(317). The minister then asked, “When will [the film] be
ready?” His criticisms aside, the minister wanted the film to
be shown at a forthcoming regional welfare conference, and
it was later shown across Canada and “helped in setting of
new public policy” (317). As the 1970s progressed,
government support for NFB/SN fell away and by its
demise in the late 1970s only two departments were still
involved. Nonetheless, a remarkable feature of CFC/SN is
that major government ministries were prepared to support
it—at least for a while.

No description of the activities of CFC/SN would be
complete without an exploration of CFC/SN’s
groundbreaking use of video and this aspect of the initiative
is well serviced in essays by Dorothy Todd Hénaut and
Bonnie Sherr Klein, Scott MacKenzie, and Janine
Marchessault. In “In the Hands of Citizens: A Video Report
(1969),” Hénaut and Klein describe their early use of video
cameras with The St. Jacques Citizen’s Committee in
downtown Montreal. With video equipment simpler to use
than film equipment, the authors argue,

“The videotape recording (VTR) project in St-
Jacques is an attempt to extent to its logical
conclusion the conviction that people should
participate in shaping their own lives, which
means among other things directing and
manipulating the tools of modern
communication necessary to gaining and
exercising that participation” (25).

The authors describe their early fumbling use of video
equipment; images were overexposed, the reel-to-reel tape
was loaded backwards, and crewmembers forgot to connect
microphones. Nonetheless, the community members
involved in the experiment eventually mastered the
equipment and proved that video could be used effectively
by almost anyone without the need for lengthy professional
training.



A lasting contribution CFC/SN made to the field of
participatory film/video making is in the critical responses
and evaluations it engendered. A problem many
community-based media programs face is that they do not
have the resources needed to evaluate their own successes
or failures. As a fairly large-scale state-sponsored initiative,
CFC/SN mobilized both a mass of self-criticism and a
significant body of external criticism from scholars and
cultural workers. These critical responses are documented
in “Discursive Spaces: Theorizing Challenge For
Change/Société Nouvelle,” the fourth of the collection’s five
sections, and many of the criticisms made of CFC/SN in this
section are relevant to the participatory media field as it
operates today.

In a little over ten years, CFC/SN produced over two
hundred films and hosted thousands of community or
educational film screenings and television broadcasts.
Advocates for the initiative argue for its successes, such as
pressing for welfare reform and new programs for farmers
and the poor. However, critics of the initiative argue that as
a government program CFC/SN was designed to serve the
maintenance of liberal democratic values and didn’t foster
radical political alternatives to the status quo, or seek to
catalyze fundamental social change. In her essay “Amateur
Video and the Challenge For Change (1995),” Marchessault
argues that the use of video by CFC/SN provided
community members with access to communication
technologies but did not provide them with the agency
needed to bring about real change (360).

Others in the collection note that while CFC/SN appeared
to be providing marginalized communities a chance to
speak, the NFB and its government partners controlled the
kinds of films that could be made. For instance, in Michelle
Stewart’s “Cree Hunters of Mistassinni: Challenge For
Change and Aboriginal Rights,” the author notes that in
order to get approval to make a film about opposition to the
building of a hydro-electric facility on native land, Colin
Low had to present the film to the CFC advisory committee
as a film about “Indian attitudes to the land,” rather than as
an activist film (183).

Others argue that while the filmmaking activities of the
CFC/SN seemed to create alternative public spheres for the
airing of grassroots viewpoints, once the cameras and
CFC/SN’s “social animators” departed, these public spheres
seemed to vanish too. Indeed, even successful activities
such as the Fogo process seemed impossible to replicate. As
Wiesner argues, activities that worked in isolated rural
areas like Fogo weren’t effective in other locations. In cities,
he argues,

“In all likelihood, other less-expensive and
easier-to-produce media—particularly
newsletters—have played a much larger role in



community development than either film or
video” (99).

A final criticism of CFC/SN, one that is not explored in the
collection, is the financial cost of CFC/SN, and the
possibility that it took resources away from direct service
activities that might have more effectively served the long
term needs of the communities involved.

For too long, a comprehensive study of CFC/SN been
absent from the scholarship on documentary filmmaking.
Filling more than 500 pages, the dossier of documents,
profiles, arguments, and critiques that compose Challenge
For Change: Activist Documentary at the National Film
Board of Canada, go a long way towards countering this
absence. As a reader, I would like have liked the collection
to provide a more comprehensive ethnography of how the
initiative worked at the level of the NFB and the other
government ministries involved, as well as how it worked at
a grassroots level from the perspective of the ordinary
Canadians who were its participants and stakeholders. We
must hope that this collection will spark renewed interest in
the work of CFC/SN and encourage other scholars to
explore those facets of the initiative that are not fully
addressed here. A final minor criticism of the collection is
the inclusion of a foreword by Naomi Klein. There is utility
in bringing the work of CFC/SN to the attention of
contemporary activists and present day participatory
filmmakers, but the presence of a celebrity activist of Klein’s
status at the fore of this collection rubs uncomfortably
against its overall focus on activities that sought to
empower Canada’s voiceless (Klein’s connection to CFC/SN
is tenuous at best—Bonnie Sherr Klein is her mother).

These shortcomings aside, Waugh, Baker and Winton’s
collection is a valuable addition to the scholarship on
CFC/SN as well as an important contribution the study of
documentary film ethics and history. The collection will
also be useful to practitioners working within the present-
day field of participatory media making. It presents for
these readers useful examples of participatory film and
video making’s successes, while delivering hard truths
about the weaknesses and challenges-to-overcome that are
inherent to a participatory media approach to community
development and organizing. Colin Low writes, 

“Here… in this Film Board program were a few
energetic, naïve enthusiasts who, for a short
time, believed again that it was possible to
change the world with a camera” (16).

By bringing the work of these few energetic naïve film
enthusiasts into focus, Challenge For Change: Activist
Documentary at the National Film Board of Canada
presses us to again recognize the important role
participatory film and video making can play in the



advancement of social justice.
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JUMP CUT
A REVIEW OF CONTEMPORARY MEDIA

 

The last word: crisis politics
by the editors
In the lead-up to the “debt crisis resolution,” the stock market
worldwide and economic analysts remained remarkably calm,
especially in the bond markets. There is a reason why. Looking at the
political scene in Washington, finance capital had much to gain. The
crisis moment, and this was understood by both the Congress and the
President, was a time to make big cuts in those programs that serve the
middle class and the poor. Such a drastic remaking of the social
responsibility of government otherwise could not be broached or could
only be accomplished piecemeal through lawmaking, subject to
amendment and debate. Finance capital, which had received about $16
trillion bailout from the U.S. government could only benefit from a
leaner budget stripped of many social service provisions in all areas,
not only in direct safety net programs like Medicare and Medicaid, but
in other programs likely to be cut: civil rights, worker safety, financial
oversight, infrastructure like bridges and highways, scientific research,
and veterans’ affairs. Although the official governmental line,
promoted in the press, is that recipients of Social Security, Medicare,
and Medicaid will not have their benefits cut, the new Congressional
deficit supercommittee can reshape these programs, and a new round
of cuts will later cut these programs if the committee’s
recommendations do not pass into law in Congress. In fact, the motive
behind this artificial move to limit the debt ceiling may be phrased as
“savings” or “living within our means” but really it is greed. The terms
of the debate are phrased in terms of middle class ideology, prudence
and thrift. But in the broadest terms, as Marxists we understand that
capitalist society depends on possessive individualism; that is,
individuals acting in their self-interests to acquire whatever they can.
The holding of private property is central; the common good is
secondary, at best.

As if looking forward to such developments in the United States
Government, Naomi Klein, in her book The Shock Doctrine, describes
a similar process in Chile, China, and in those countries under
mandates from the IMF. She traces the origins of using both planned
and natural crises as a time to reorganize the state, often from a liberal
or socialist regime to more of a free-market capitalist one. Catastrophic
events, she says, let governments push through extreme, conservative
economic reforms. In particular, at such times, government process



and the population are more malleable, and it is possible to take
advantage of social disorientation to rephrase the terms of the problem
in a way that allows for a drastic social and economic makeover. Klein
traces such economic “shock treatment” back to free market champion,
influential economist Milton Friedman, who also advocated
deregulation and cutting back on and privatizing government services. 
In particular, in his 1962 book Capitalism and Freedom, Friedman
wrote:

“Only a crisis—actual or perceived—produces real change.
When that crisis occurs, the actions that are taken depend
on the ideas that are lying around. … Our basic function [is]
to develop alternatives to existing policies, to keep them
alive and available until the politically impossible becomes
the politically inevitable.”

We see the logic of Crisis Capitalism now in its most extreme form in
the U.S. government’s protracted political theatre around the “debt
ceiling.” Phrased in various ways, staged in different arenas, and
dramatized by the 24/7 cable news cycle, the two parties together
manufactured a “crisis” and then pretended to solve it while actually
enacting a series of changes that had been layed out by Obama’s own
bipartisan commission on economic reform (which critics then called
the “catfood commission,” meaning that the poor would have to eat
catfood if these recommendations were followed). That official report,
advocating drastic changes, at the time proposed too many cuts,
including to basic social welfare programs, for sitting politicians to
actively favor. But there was a workaround for implementation. First,
create a crisis atmosphere by having Republicans take the lead in
declaring there was a debt crisis. Furthermore, it must be solved
immediately by deficit reduction and without raising any taxes.
Democrats responded by saying we needed to raise the debt ceiling or
we would spiral downward in a greater recession. At that point, the two
sides began a minuet leading up to a very last minute “resolution” that
would cut Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and social programs
that form a social safety net. Even now, with verbiage to allay the
important senior citizen vote, proposals include raising the age for
receiving Social Security or lowering payments to Medicare providers,
which, of course, would encourage doctors and hospitals to drop out of
the system and refuse service to seniors. Again, because no single
politician want to vote for such cuts, they have been delayed to shortly
“down the road,” but just as we could see this crisis coming, we can see
the next one coming too. Since returning taxes to their 2000 level by
restoring the Bush Era tax cuts for corporations and the wealthy was
off the table, the only “solution” will be to hack away at social
programs, both the bigger well-known ones and lots of smaller social
services that we did not know we relied on until we find them gone.

Let’s be clear: both sides got something in the bargain. In fact it is just
another case of the greater power of expanding neoliberalism with
slightly different inflections for the voters back home. We’ve seen this



before on other issues. In response to an increasingly clear
environmental crisis, Congress abandons all climate legislation. Giving
spiraling healthcare costs, Obamacare passes essentially assuring Big
Insurance, Big Pharma, and Big Hospitals that they will do just fine.
For example, the government mandates no cost containment using the
power of the federal system to negotiate prices for drugs or services.

The end of the Cold War prospect of a “peace dividend” allowing for
the major scaling back of military expenditures scared the military-
industrial complex. Thus manufactured wars in Afghanistan and Iran
served to keep the defense dollars flowing. And with new revenues to
pay for these wars, there was a massive increase in the debt under G.
W. Bush, who came into office with a budget surplus. The Obama
administration tries to paint the quagmires over as “progress,” but that
is hard to maintain with soldier and civilian deaths, assassinations,
roadside bombs, airstrikes, and blatantly obvious official corruption.
The most optimistic reports assure everyone the U.S. will be militarily
engaged past 2014. After eight years of combat in Iraq, the future
stability of the country remains unknown. Meanwhile, U.S.
involvement in Somalia, Yemen, and Pakistan tries to appear invisible
with drones, CIA ops, and light-touch military action while heavy duty
supplies pour into the Libya front, which now seems at a civil war
stalemate.

On a close look, Obama’s Defense Department “cuts” turn out to be no
cuts at all but reductions of projected Pentagon growth. This year’s
Pentagon budget is, in real or inflation-adjusted dollars, higher than at
any time since WW2. Those dollars are what is not available for
domestic use: for schools, roads, food stamps, medical care for the
poor and Social Security for the seniors.

Given the basic bourgeois ideology of possessive individualism, people
are concerned with looking out for themselves and for their interests in
the most short-range way. The idea of long-term planning, careful
regulation of resources, and building up the material and social
infrastructure gets re-interpreted, in a Friedman-esque way, as an
obstacle to getting short term gains: for corporations achieving the
next quarterly dividend, for individuals reducing one’s taxes. For a
while now, across all levels of government—national, state and local,
we have seen relentless attempts to monetize and financialize the
entire social sector. Poor test cores or high dropout rates lead to claims
that underfunded schools are not succeeding; this allows for
entrepreneurs to deploy charter schools and for-profit higher
education. In Chicago, for an example of urban privatization, the city
has sold major infrastructures such as bridges and highways to private
interests, and the entire parking meter and fee operation sold to
capitalists for pennies on the dollar.

The Federal government response to the economic crisis was to bail
out Big Banks, Finance, and Big Auto. Classic socialism for the rich and
free market for everyone else: especially those who have faced housing



foreclosure. As the “crisis” rolls on, jobs were lost, speedup was used to
force more productivity with fewer people, and cuts and abolishing
collective bargaining turned against public sector employees.

While orthodox economists completely failed to predict the recession
and the current crisis, they were brought in by Obama to “rescue” the
situation. Well, sorry, but we told you. In fact Marxist political
economists have been pointing out since WW2, for at least 65 years,
that advanced capitalism has a structural problem with economic
stagnation. The shift from an industrial economy to a financial one has
exacerbated this problem and delivered increasing misery on the
middle, working, and poor classes. We now have unprecedented levels
of economic inequality in the United States. With the motor of the
economy becoming finance and speculation, not only have family wage
jobs continued to disappear at a high rate, but the “smartest people”
admit that manufacturing jobs have gone overseas and now even many
service jobs are heading elsewhere. It is generally acknowledged
(though not in political speechifying) that a high unemployment rate is
the new normal. The jobs that remain are increasingly contingent,
precarious, free from regulation, and lacking union contracts to protect
workers.

Ordinary people are justifiably disgusted by Washington, scared for
their own future, anxious about what they can do. Even those Tea
Party patriots deluded by the fake populist directions of conservative
bankrollers, have a reason to be upset, although with no realistic idea
of solutions. As another year of Presidential electoral politics cranks
up, it’s important to see the big and long-range picture and that the key
struggles will be over employment, social equality, and justice for all.
Hope isn’t going to be enough, collective action is a starting point.

John Hess
Chuck Kleinhans
Julia Lesage
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